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The Collins 310B Exciter puts

Versatility and Precision into your rig
The 310B is the answer to many requests for a
multi -band exciter utilizing the Collins 70E -8
P.T.O. (Permeability Tuned Oscillator). Conservatively rated at 15 watts output on all
amateur bands up to 30 mc, it will drive a kilowatt pentode final on phone or cw. It provides accuracy and stability of % kc on 80
meters, and precision control on all bands.
The bandswitching buffer stages are ganged,
condenser tuned, and permeability trimmed.
All trimmers are adjusted from the top of the
chassis. In the M. O. Test position the plate
voltage is removed from the output tube; thus
the exciter can be tuned while you listen to a

received signal. The power switch can be interconnected with other equipment so that one
switch controls the entire transmitter.
The 2E26 output tube has protective bias
for keying purposes. Clean keying is accomplished in the cathode of the first 6AG7.
Metering is provided for the 2E26 grid and
plate currents. Output coupling is by means
of a link on the plate tank coil.
Enjoy the many advantages of this new exciter. Use it also in your 6 meter and 2 meter
rigs. The 310B makes multi -band operation a
pleasure. Write now for full details and the
name of your nearest dealer.

FOR RESULTS IN AMATEUR RADIO, IT'S

...

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
11

West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

458 South Spring Street, Los Angeles 13, California
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I'LL

I'LL TRY, MARY,

BILL, YOU'RE ALWAYS FOOLING
WITH RADIO - - OUR SET WON'T
WORK --WILL YOU FIX IT

SEE WHAT I CAN DO
WITH IT TONIGHT
es

MAKE GOOD PAY

IN RADIOI

HELLO, BILL -- GOT
A TOUGH ONE
TO FIX ?

CAN'T FIND OUT
WHAT'S WRONG - I

GUESS I'LL. MAKE A
FOOL OF MYSELF

f

WITH MARY

LET ME
HELP YOU

--

I'M
STUMPED -- BUT
SINCE WHEN ARE
YES,

YOU A

JOE

RADIO EXPERTS

SAY, I'VE SEEN THEIR
AO$ BUT NEVERTHOUGHT
I
COULD LEARN RADIO
AT HOME

I'vE BEEN STUDYING AT HOME WITH THE
JUST
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
LANDED A SWELL RADIO JOB,TOO LISTEN
FOR THE CLICKS AS I SHORT THE GRID
CONNECTIONS... HERE'S YOUR TROUBLE
IN THE FIRST I.F. STAGE -- I LEARNED

I

I

I'LL MAIL
A COUPON

FORA

EVEN STARTED
THIS TEST BEFORE
THE COURSE, FROM A
FREE LESSON THE
I

FREE;.

LESSON RIGHT

AWAY

N.R.I. SENT ME

l'M CONVINCED NOW
THAT THE N.R.I. COURSE
IS PRACTICAL AND

I'LL

THOROUGH.

NOW. THEN

I

ENROLL
CAN MAKE EXTRA
MONEY FIXING

RADIOS IN SPARE

TIME WHILE
LEARN ING

I

CAN HAVE MY
SOON
OWN FULL-TIME RADIO
REPAIR BUSINESS, OR BE
READY FOR A GOOD JOB
IN A BROADCASTING STATION
AVIATION RADIO, POLICE
I

YOU CERTAINLY

KNOW

RADIO. SOUNDS AS
GOOD AS THE DAY
I
BOUGHT IT

WAS JUST
THANKS!
A TINKERER A FEW
MONTHS AGO, BEFORE
STARTED THE N R. I
COURSE - - BUT

OH,

I

I

RADIO OR SOME
OTHER BUSY
RADIO FIELO

YES, OUR

M SO GLAD
TO FIX

',Re.,

FELLOW THE PRACTICAL

WORRIES

HAVE
ARE OVER
A GOOD JOB AND
THERE'S A BRIGHT
FUTURE FOR US
IN RADIO
I

IT GOT
THINKING
AS A

KNOWLEDGE AND ESPERIENCE
TO BE A SUCCESSFUL

RADIO TECHNICIAN f

will send you a

You Build These and Other Radio Circuits
with BIG KITS OF PARTS I SEND YOU!

Lesson on

By the time you've conducted 60 sets of Experi-

ments with Radio Parts I supply, made hundreds of measurements and adjustments, you'll
have valuable PRACTICAL Radio experience
for a good full or part -time Radio job!

Radio Servicing Tips FREE
TO SHOW HOW PRACTICAL IT IS

TO TRAIN AT HOME FOR

GOOD JOBS
want to give you a copy of my Lesson, "Getting Acquainted With Receiver Servicing " -absolutely FREE!
And with it, I'll send my 64 -page illustrated book, "How to Be a Success
in Radio," also FREE. It describes
many fascinating Radio jobs, tells
how N.R.I. trains you at home in
spare time, how you get practical
experience with BIG KITS OF
RADIO PARTS I send. MAIL THE
COUPON!
Future for Trained Men Is Bright in
Radio, Television, Electronics

SUPERHETERODYNE

IN RADIO
of

a

1

probably easier to get started in Radio
now than ever before, because the Radio Repair Business is booming. Trained Radio
Techniclaus also and profitable opportunities
In Broadcasting, Radio Manufacturing, Public Address work. Think of even greater opportunities as Television, FM, and many new.
war -developed Electronic devices become
available. Get the facts on all these opportunities. Send for FREE books now!

Its

Many Beginners Soon Make Extra
Money in Spare Time While Learning
The day you enroll I start sending EXTRA
MONEY JOB SHEETS. You LEARN Radio
Principles from my easy -to-understand, illustrated lessons- PRACTICE what you learn
by building, testing and experimenting with

You

can

get

MEASURING INSTRUMENT (above)
you build early in Course. Use it in practical Radio work to make EXTRA money.
Vacuum tube multimeter, measures A.C.,
D.C., and R.F. volts, D.C. currents, resistance, receiver output.

this training in
your own home
under G. I.
Bill. Mail coupon for full

A. M. SIGNAL -GEN-

ERATOR (left) build
it yourself! Provides
amplitude - modulated
signals for test and
experimental purposes.
Gives valuable practice!

details.
parts 1 send -USE your knowledge to make
EXTRA money axing neighbors' Radios is
spare
own fun-Uwer Radio r Shop
a hort step to your o
or a good Radio job!
Find Out What NRI Can Do for You
Mail Coupon for Sample Lesson and my
FREE 64-page book. It's packed with facts
about Radio's opportunities for you. Read the
details about my Course. Read letters from
men I trained, telling what they are doing,

l

n

Mr. J. E. Smith President Dept. TER
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington 9, D. C.
Mail me FREE, without obligation, sample Lesson and 64-page book
about how to will success in Radio and Television- Electronics.'(No

earning. See how quickly, easily you can get
started. -'u obligation! Just MAIL COUPON
NOW in all envelope or paste it on a penny
postal. J. E. SMITH, President. Dept. TER,
National Radio Institute, Pioneer Home

saleeman will call. Please write plainly.)

Age

Study Rudio School, Washington 9, D. C.

Our 33rd Year of Training Men
for Success in Radio

Name
Address

My Radio Course Includes Training in
TELEVISION

ELECTRONICS

CIRCUIT (right) Preselector, oscillator- mixer -first detector, i.f. stage, diode detecstage, audio stage.
tor- a.v.c.
Bring in local and distant
stations on this circuit you
build yourself!
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CAREER. AND NOW
YDU'RE GOING AHEAD
50 FAST!
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METHOD GIVES A

BILL''

ASKED YOU
OUR RADIO'
YOU STARTED
ABOUT RADIO
I

FREQUENCY MODULATION

City

L

.

Zone
state
APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER G.I. BILL
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of 1-fallicrafters

S X -4 2 Described by hams who have operated it as
ei[/G6
"the first real postwar receiver." One of the finest CW receivers yet
developed. Greatest continuous frequency coverage of any communications receiver -from 540 kc to 110 Mc, in six bands.

!.J14del S - 4 0A

o

115

FM- AM -CW. 15 tubes. Matching speakers available.

Function, beauty, unusual radio perform-

ance and reasonable price are all combined in this fine receiver.
Overall frequency range from 540 kc to 43 Mc, in four bands. Nine

-C.

C,C.-

tubes. Built -in dynamic speaker. Many circuit refinements never before available in medium price class.

5

del

S - 3 8 Overall frequency range from 540 kc to 32
e/
Mc, in four bands. Self contained speaker. Compact and rugged,
high performance at a low price. Makes an ideal standby receiver
for hams. CW pitch control is adjustable from front
panel. Automatic noise limiter
Prices slightly higher in zone 2

-ser"

$

...

hallicrafters

RADIO

THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO
;yw-^y:: _

AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U.
Sole Hallicrafters Representatives in Canada:

Rogers

May, 1947

Majestic

limited,

TorontoMontreal
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THE LAST WORD
IN
3 -WAY PORTABLE

MODEL P82
portable Superheterodyne with HiGain tuned RF stage in rich two-tone simulated
leather covered wood cabinet. 5 tubes plus
rectifier tube.
Tri -power

TOPS IN TABLE

MODEL 1000

MODELS...

-6

TUBES

AC - DC Superheterodyne

in beautiful gem -like
"Fada - lucent" cabinets,
Five Tubes plus Rectifier

'.

Tube.

YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND ON

ADA
RCtClio

7a4it.oua Succe bzoadreactrücg b'e .rfaa

FADE

/

5-tubes-plus-rectifier-tube
models

are

equipped

with

the new FADA "Sensive -Tone"

...assuring greater sensitivity
and clearer reception.

MODEL 605
AC -DC

-

5

Superheterodyne

walnut plastic cabinet.
plus rectifier tube.

TUBES
in modern
Four tubes

FADA RADIO AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
6
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SEND YOU 8 BIG KITS OF RADIO PARTS

TRAIN YOU
RIGHT by PUTTING
YOU TO WORK with
I

REAL PROFESSIONAL

EQUIPMENT!

LEARN

How

BUILD CIRCUITS! TEST! REPAIR!

YOU DO OVER 175 INSTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENTS

USEfUI

YOU BUILD 7N /S

TEST fOOIPMENTI
I give you a fine, moving
coil type Meter Instrument
with
on
jewel Bearings
parts for a complete Analyzer Circuit Continuity Testcheck
how
to
er. You learn
and correct Receiver defects
with professional accuracy

-

HERE'S THE EASIEST, MOST PRACTICAL WAY OF ALL TO PREPARE
FOR GOOD PAY in RADIO ELECTRONICS and TELEVISION!
train your mind by putting you to work with your
hands on a big 6 -Tube Superheterodyne Receiver.
And, believe me, when you get busy with real
you really
Radio Parts
8 big Kits of them
LEARN Radio and learn it RIGHT! You get the
practical stuff you need to be useful in Radio, and
that's what it takes to make money. You don't
have to worry about what to do with these 8 Kits
of Parts. Step by step, I show you how to build
circuits, test, experiment, trouble- shoot. And you
don't need any previous experience. The Spray berry Course starts right at the beginning of
Radio! You can't get lost! Simplified lessons,
coupled with real "Shop" practice, makes every
subject plain and easy to understand and remember.
Soon after you begin Sprayberry Training, I'll
send you my sensational BUSINESS BUILDERS.
I

-

-

A

BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN

...

OR A GOOD RADIO

You'll And out how to get and do neighborhood
Radio repair jobs for nice profits and rich experience while learning. This sort of work can easily
pave the way for a Radio Service business of your
own. But with Sprayberry Training, you're not
limited. You can swing into any one of the swiftly

expanding

branches

of

Radio -

a

-

.

You'll get valuable ex
perience

-

and

this

building

Generator and

fully qualified

RADIO

practice
Signal

multi.

purpose Tester.

breeze out
of fixing Radios and
you don't have to

Makes

ELECTRONI-

CIAN. Get full details
about my Training at
once! Mail coupon below for my 2 big FREE

a

spend money on
outside, ready made equipment.

Books.

Rams

"Mow to Read Radio Diagrams and Symbols"
Here's a valuable and wonderfully complete new book
which explains in simple English how to read and understand any Radio Set Diagram. Includes translation of all
Radio symbols. Send for this volume at once. It's free)
Alongwith it, I will send you another Big Free
book describing in detail my RodioElectronic Training.

May, 1947

wiring, connect- Y
building Radio parts
you can't heat
ing circuits
this method of learning.
construct
this
When you
Rectifier and Filter, Resistor and Condenser Tester.
etc., you get a really prac
tical slant on Radio.
Soldering.

INCLUDING
Electronics
Radio,
Television, FM, Radar, Industrial Electronics. Be wise!
Decide now to become

CET THESE VAL UASL E

FREE

and speed.

JOB

1

I
I

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO
F. L. Sprayberry, President, Room 2557, Pueblo, Colorado
Please rush my FREE copies of "How to MAKE MONEY in RADIO,
ELECTRONICS and TELEVISION," and "HOW to READ RADIO
DIAGRAMS and SYMBOLS."

Age

Name
Address

I---- ----City

State

--

(Mail in envelope or paste on penny postcard)

to
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HAS been a long time since we
IThave
discussed the matter of con-

MAN
SK THE
S THEM!
KNOWS

WHO

Spintite wrench sets are the
next best thing to an extra pair
of hands. When you are turning
out radios on the assembly line
as I am, you sure appreciate
tools that help speed production.
Spintite is the wrench that's
built and works like a screwdriver. Available to fit square, hex
or knurled nuts, it can be had
with either fixed or chuck -type
handle. Ranging in size from
3/16" to 5/8 ", there are Spintites
to meet every requirement of
radio assembly and repair. If
you ask me, Spintites are the
answer.

chuck -type Spintite with
seven Spintites, three Screw- drivers
and Reamawl, in leatherette roll.
No.

T-51

wRCEStEa

STEVENS WALDEN

INCORPORATED
Worcester Massachusetts
H

duct of amateur radio operators. We
feel that we are not amiss in sounding
off a bit on this subject especially
since FCC Chairman, Charles R.
Denny, Jr. struck an ominous note
during his address at the IRE banquet
recently in New York.
Denny said that the FCC has been
undertaking widespread revisions in
the Commission's standards and rules
for all radio services throughout the
United States. Mr. Denny further
emphasized that, "It is our objective
that one by one the technical requirements and operating requirements for
each of the different individual radio
services shall be completely overhauled and brought up to date. In
making these revisions we are seeking
to do a great deal more than simply
codify the existing rules."
Mr. Denny then went on with what
might well be a somber warning to the
amateur by pointing out that the frequency spectrum between 4 and 25
megacycles is very much in the revision spotlight. These frequencies, said
Mr. Denny, are those including the international channels and best suited
for world-wide communications. "We
are carefully reviewing each rule and
each standard for the purpose of insuring that we retain only such requirements as are really essential for
the proper functioning of the service
in question."
That brings us to the topic at hand;
the "conduct" of many amateurs who
are, in many cases, abusing their priviliges to operate. Interference is at an
all time high and the QRM situation
becomes worse with each passing day.
Many 500 watt transmitters can be
heard on the air emitting strong DX
signals when many of them are merely talking "cross town." Such operators are doing little, if anything, to
enhance the art of amateur radio and
when the chips are down they will
only have themselves to blame if they
come out on the short end of the deal.
So important is the matter of frequency allocations to international
communications that a special World
Telecommunications Conference is to
be held at Atlantic City beginning this
month. Among the many subjects
likely to come up for review and evaluation are the present amateur allocations. We know, for example, that
there will be much pressure from some
of the foreign representatives to have

T

H

E

E

D I T O R

certain amateur frequencies reassigned to other services. In most cases
the countries that will favor further
restriction of amateur frequencies are
those that allow little or no personal
freedom. Many of them do not believe
in freedom of the press and it is the
wish of certain governments that no
information be printed or transmitted
outside of their own borders for the
world to see or hear.
In view of the pressure that will be
brought to bear, it becomes vitally
essential that every amateur take
careful stock of his own operating
practices and to make certain that he
is not open to criticism. One of the
worst and most common of all violations of good operating ethics is the interference presently affecting established traffic nets. At times the interference is of such proportions that the
nets are forced to cease operations
and close down.
There has been a lot of general griping about this and that on the air by
amateurs. In many cases these gripes
have been justified but in others they
have not. But regardless of whether
these complaints have been in or out
of order, the fact remains that those
responsible for the conduct on the
ether are not just sitting by and not
taking notice. No organization is perfect in itself but the principles it
represents, if sound, must be maintained by those whose very existence
on the air depends upon loyalty and
support of its tenets.
It is the personal responsibility of
each amateur to look jealously upon
the safety of his hobby. If amateurs
are to preserve their rights it becomes
their responsibility to avoid needless
interference and to be a bit "prestige
conscious." It takes but little time to
listen in on the operating frequency
before transmissions and to size up
the general situation before proceeding. This will avoid much unneces-

sary QRM.
While we don't feel that the future
of amateur radio is in present danger,
we do take cognizance of the fact that

there are many interests seeking any
type of ammunition which would help
destroy our hobby. We feel that the
matter of conduct may have much to
do in furthering our position as a
necessary and vital part of communications particularly when disaster
strikes or when, if ever, we again need
a large backlog of skilled operators.
O
8:111111
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Communications Receiver

#. ALLIED!
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
on most models

NATIONAL HRO

RME -45

NET, less speaker, $274.35

NET, with speaker, $198.70

VALUE- PACKED
BUYING GUIDE for Servicemen, Amateurs,
Sound Men, Builders, Experimenters

RME -84

NATIONAL NC -46

NET, with speaker, $98.70

NET, with speaker, $107.40

Other Communications Equipment
Hallicrafters SX -42
Hallicrafters S -38
Hallicrafters S -40A
National NC -173
National NC -2 -40D
Hammerlund SPC -400X
Hammerlund HQ -129X
RME VHF -152 Converter
RME DB-20 Preselector
Collins 75A -1 Receiver
Collins 32V -1 Transmitter
Collins 30K Transmitter
Net

F.

$275.00
47.50
89.50
189.50
225.00
342.00
173.25
86.60
68.20
375.00
475.00
1250.00

O. B. Chicago. Prices subiecl to possible change.

Send today for this newest value -packed
ALLIED Catalog- Radio's most complete
Buying Guide from Radio's leading, dependable,
supply house! It's crammed with thousands of
radio and electronic supplies of nationally known preferred brands -all at real moneysaving prices. You'll find everything you need
in every field of radio -replacement parts,
tubes, test equipment, tools, home radios,
Amateur receivers and gear, radio builders'

and experimenters' kits, Public Address and
sound equipment.

HUGE STOCKS -MORE THAN 10,000 ITEMS

Thousands of seasoned radio men depend upon
ALLIED. Our tremendous stocks include over
10,000 individual items covering everything
in Radio and Electronics- concentrated to
serve you best from a single centralized source.
We give your orders, large or small, our
expert attention and speedy shipment to
assure complete satisfaction. Whatever your
needs, you'll get them satisfied better, faster,
more economically at ALLIED -The World's
Largest Radio Supply House.
FREE! Radio's Leading Buying Guide

. .

ALLIED RADIO CORP.

833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept.
Chicago 7, Illinois

1

-EE -7

Send FREE 1947 ALLIED CATALOG

Enter order for

Enclosed

ALLIED RADIO
Everything in Radio and Electronics

Full Payment

Part Payment (Balance C.O.D. )
Send full information on Communications Receivers and Time
Payment Plan, without obligation.
Name
Address
City

-Map, 1917

S

Zone

State
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High scorer for his section in the recent sweepstakes
of the American Radio Relay League was Frank Glen non of Canton, Mass., WI KQN, with an unofficial
26,624 score.
units in W KQN's enviable layout are the
National NC -2 -40D receiver and the National NTX30 Exciter. In addition, many National components
were used in his transmitter. Around them has been
built the station with which WI KQN rang up his record.
Basic

1

Working

DX

that wasn't hearing enough W stations

to know there was a sweepstakes contest, W1 KQN
operated for only 32 of the possible 40 hours and
still racked up the top score.

Year after year, in thousands of ham shacks around
the world, National equipment keeps delivering the
kind of performance that wins.

NATIONAL
MALDEN, MASS.
M A K E R S
io

O F

L
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COMPANY, INCORPORATED
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T
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PHOTOFACT FOLDERS

PHOTOFACT

VOLUME 1, containing first ten sets of
PHOTOFACT FOLDERS in deluxe binder,
$18.39. Individual sets Nos. 1 to 10,
$1.50 each. De Luxe Binder alone, $3.39.

RESEARCHERS
CHECKING OVER
PERFORMANCE"

COMPLETE

AT WORK

FOR YOU

Everything you need in one handy,
unified form -large schematics, pictorials keyed to parts lists and alignment data, complete listings of parts
values and replacements, alignment,
stage gain, circuit voltage and resistance analysis, coil resistances, dial
cord stringing, disassembly instructions, record changer analysis and
repair.

ACCURATE
All sets are taken apart and analyzed by experts in the Sams
laboratories. Every part is measured,
tested and triple- checked for accuracy. All data is original. This means the

data you get

is

right.

CORRECT
PHOTOFACT FOLDERS are issued
twice monthly as the new receivers
come off production lines. You don't
have to wait for information. As receiver changes are made, you get correction and addition sheets for your
files. Your data is always up to the
minute.

EASY TO USE
All diagrams and pictures are coded to
numbered parts lists. Everything is
positively identified for fast work. All

folders are set up in uniform, easy-tofollow style: big type, big illustrations
-no hunting, guessing or eye strain
-no more loss of time and temper.

$403,531.05 f -that's what it actually cost us
to create, print and distribute Volume 1 of
Sams PHOTOFACT FOLDERS. Every penny
of that money has been spent to bring the industry the most accurate, complete, up -tothe- minute data ever produced for radio
servicemen. And this continuing service, designed to help you make up to twice as many
repairs daily, actually costs you less than 9
cents a day.
PHOTOFACT FOLDERS could not be produced without the support of America's leading replacement parts manufacturers-without the support, too, of thousands of enthusiastic PHOTOFACT subscribers. With their
cooperation, we will continue to place in your
hands ALL the information you need to do a
better job -facts, figures, photographs, full page schematics -information compiled

from actual first -hand analysis of all
*

new instruments. PHOTOFACT FOLDERS
cover all radios, phonographs, record changers,
recorders, communications systems and power
amplifiers -and are timed to reach you as
these instruments are released. The cost
is only $1.50 per set of 30 to 50 folders and
includes membership in the Howard W. Sams

Institute.

Set No. 17 will be ready for mailing April
10th. Set No. 18 on April 25th. Sets Nos. I1
to 16 inclusive, also priced at $1.50 each, are
available for immediate order.
Start using PHOTOFACTS to make more
profits. Remember, PHOTOFACT FOLDERS
actually cost you nothing: they pay for
themselves over and over! See your replacement parts distributor -or write us direct. In Canada, address A. C. Simmonds Ss
Sons, 301 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario.
Canadian price, $1.75.

Trade Mark Reg.

HOWARD W.
2924

EAST

SAMS

fC.P.A. Statement Available

& CO., INC.

WASHINGTON STREET, INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

PHOTOFACT SERVICE
"The service that pays for itself over and over again"
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reatarté
a NEW line of

ceramic by -pass and coupling

capacitors for distributors
(BC "Hi- Kaps" made with
Centralah's original Ceramic -X)

Centralab now offers its distributors a conipletely new sales program for ceramic capacitors, involving new packaging and new
pricing. That means new sales opportunities
an entirely new market picture for

...

Centralab's established quality line of ceramic
capacitors. For complete information, visit
Centralab's exhibit, Booth 68, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago, Illinois, May 13 to 16.

LOOK TO CENTRALAB IN 1947!
First in component research that means
lower costs for the electronic industry. Before you place your order, get in touch
with Centralab!

May, 1947
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Here's the world's first
VIBRATOR DATA BOOK

It's Published

by Mallory,

of course!
Mallory believes in giving service beyond the sale.
That's why it backs its products with helpful technical
literature -outstanding books like the Mallory Technical Manual,
t Radio Service Encyclopediá and others.

CHECK THIS LIST OF CONTENTS

Basic Vibrator Structures
Mallory Standard Vibrator
Types
Selection of Correct Vibrator
Power Transformer
Characteristics
Typical Vibrator Characteristic
Data Sheets
Power Transformer Design
General Procedure in Designing
Transformers
Examples of Transformer
Design
Design Considerations for Other
Applications
High Frequency Vibrator Power

ow comes another important Mallory publication: the first of
its kind in the world. It's the Vibrator Data Book, a comprehensive
manual that tells you everything about vibrator power supply, systems
that Mallory has learned in sixteen years of building better vibrators
and vibrator power supplies. Does your shop service auto radios?
The Vibrator Data Book is an absolute must for you. Do you handle
other types of equipment powered from a DC source? This volume
very definitely belongs on your work bench.

Timing Capacitor

The price ? Only $1.00. The supply ? Limited at present. Better order
now from your Mallory Distributor before the first edition runs out.

Considerations
Design Practices and Methods
of Interference Elimination
Vibrator Power Supply Circuits
Vibrator Inspection Procedures

R.

See Your Mallory Distributor for a free copy of the

1947 Replacement Vibrator Guide

MALLORY & CO..Inc.

VIBRATORS

-MALLORY ...

... VIBRAPACKS *... CAPACITORS ...

VOLUME CONTROLS

APPROVED

FILTERS

...

SWITCHES

... RECTIFIERS ...

... RESISTORS

POWER SUPPLIES.
4'

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

PRECISION PRODUCTS

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
14
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CRONAME.

Inc.

3701 Ravenswood Ave.. Chicago 13. III.

You may send me literature on your stock cabinets.

Name

First Public Showing
Stevens Hotel, Chicago
Radio Parts Show, Booth 84
May 13, 14, 15, 16, 1947

Firm
Position

Address
Zone

City

V

_Amateur
_Custom Builder
__Designer

Engineer

May, 1947

State
Please Check

V

Experimenter

-

Manufacturer
Serviceman
Wholesale Distributor
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WEBSTER ELECTRIC meet demands

for an All- around Good Cartridge

Response characteristics

Voltage output
Dimensions and mountings
Type of terminals
Type of ground

Tracking pressures

Designed to Meet Varied Requirements
Depending Upon Tone Arm and Equipment
The wide selection of Webster Electric cartridges offers a cartridge
with correct characteristics for replacement use. Correct weight, response, voltage output and other requirements so necessary for top
performance.
Webster Electric cartridges are GOOD cartridges of balanced construction that produce maximum output at designated tracking pressures
with minimum distortion and minimum mechanical reproduction. All
models offer exceptionally uniform response over the desired range of
frequencies, with low distortion and minimum needle noise.
Complete tone arm assemblies of improved design, in a wide selection
of models are also available for the replacement market.
All Webster Electric products are carefully designed and manufactured

under highest quality standards. They have been on the market for
years, and during this time have proved their value for long life and
top performance.

WEBSTER ELECTRIC

CARTRIDGES

(Licensed aedo patents Odle Brush Development Company)

WEBSTER
RACINE

ELECTRIC
WISCONSIN

ELECTRIC

Established 1909
Export Dept. 13

!'Where Quality
16

is

a

E.

40th Street, New York (16), N. Y.

Cable Address "ARLAB" New York City

Responsibility and Fair Dealing

an

Obligation"
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The Smart

NEW

-way portable

AIR KIMI

iL

MODEL A -510

SELLING FEATURES
Latest design, high -performance miniature tubes (4) plus metallic selenium

THE 3 -WAY PORTABLE
WITH TRIPLE SALES APPEAL
You can wrap the whole sales story of the Air King
"Royal Troubador" in three words Price, Performance and Eye -Appeal. It is a 3 -way portable designed
for beauty and tone with sales potential to match.
Your customers will be proud to own the new Air
King "Royal Troubador" -proud as you will be to show
it. Highly sensitive ... critically selective ... playable
anywhere. The "Royal Troubador" can easily be the
fastest moving portable you've so far seen.

rectifier
Superheterodyne with automatic volume control

-

Se

signal
3 -way

power; AC -DC or battery
Provision for external aerial
ri.

All wood case bound in striking simulated leather

s37.5

Ay4 o/ Maadio Janie 1.920

AIR KING
R

*

Special Alnico V PM Speaker
Precision die -cut antenna for maximum

A

D

I

O

Division of HYTRON RADIO

Retail Price (Tax Incl.) Less Batteries

& ELECTRONICS

CORPORATION

OPEN
WE HAVE A LIMITED NUMBER OF DISTRIBUTOR AND DEALER TERRITORIES

*

King International, 75 West Street, New York6,N.Y.
Write or wire: Air King Products Co., 1523-29 63rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Export Address: Air

"Twenty -Six Years of Specialized Electronic Skill Behind Every Air King Radio"

May, 1947
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performance
long life
economy

* Presenting

latest information on the Radio Industry.

By FRED HAMLIN
Washington Editor, RADIO NEWS

OUR EARS were slightly red on hearing that the Federal Communications
Commission denied Columbia Broadcasting System its color television application-and for just the reasons
which, last month, we predicted would
make the decision exactly the opposite.
We said that FCC would favor CBS
because FCC policy favors competition and new developments. FCC
denied CBS on almost identically
those grounds. CBS wanted to color cast in the 480 to 920 megacycle band.
FCC denied this request on the
grounds that if CBS broadcast in that
band, there would not be much room
for competition. As for new developments, the Commission said that
"there may be other systems of transmitting color which offer the possibility of cheaper receivers and narrower bandwidths that have not been
fully explored." In other words, they
are open- minded toward further developments, even from CBS, which, the
Commission rules, hadn't made enough
field tests "for the Commission to be
able to proceed with confidence that
the system will work adequately in
practice."

AMP! REX

/Wed"
300: Introduced by Amperex and widely adopted for
broadcasting equipment as well as
the generation of industrial power.
It will give more than 500 watts at
frequencies up to 30 megacycles
Very versatile.
TYPE HF

TYPE HF 201: Very useful for general purposes when a plate power
output in the neighborhood of 350
watts per tube is needed. Originally developed by Amperex and
now widely accepted. Standard in
diathermy equipment.

150: A smaller edition of
above with the truly
sturdy construction and exclusive
design features. It will give as high
as 200 watts in Class C service. A
very popular member of the Amperex family.
TYPE HF

the HF 201

833 As An exceedingly compact glass triode widely adopted
for many functions in both the communications and industrial services.
As a generator of frequencies up
to 30 me it will give 1000 watts
output without forced air cooling
and as much as 1600 watts with a
TYPE

.

small blower.

r
And

all other

types you need.

Write for technical rating and
data sheets.
,;;;:,:..,:.:»

Irr

0Vgat`'"%'AmPEAEX
ï<

AMPEREX
ELECTRONIC

CORPORATION

Washington St., Bklyn 1, N. Y.
in Canada and
Cables "ARLAB"
Newfoundland: Rogers Majestic Ltd.,
25

622 Fleet St. West. Toronto 28, Can.

%:M
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ONE FCC OBJECTION was that to
achieve brightness and absence of
flicker, CBS needed channels so wide
that only 27 could be accommodated
on the present band. FCC emphasized
that this would cut competition down
to a point that might become monopolistic, while "it was the Commission's
that in this band it would
hope
be possible to provide for a trulÿ nation -wide competitive television system." This led the Commission to
re- emphasize the need for further development : "Every effort," it ruled,
"must be made to narrow the bandwidth required for color television. It
is quite possible as a result of wartime discoveries," the Commission
added, "improvements can be made"
all along the color television line.
"Furthermore, wartime developments
may show that there is an entirely
different method from either the
sequential or simultaneous system
which is superior to both. Before
standardizing television in the upper
band, we should be sure that all of the
wartime electronic developments have
been explored to determine whether
they can be applied to the advantage
of television." In sum, FCC favors

:

more and more development -more
and more competition. But the CBS
proposal doesn't seem to offer enough
of either.... We like to think that
in predicting a CBS victory, we were
betting on the right jockey, but picked
the wrong horse.
GOOD RADIO JOBS are still available for qualified candidates. Latest

indication is more than sixty civilian
openings recently listed by the U. S.
Navy, many of which featured radio
experience. Typical are two, one for
an electronics engineer, the second for
a graduate radio engineer. To quote
the Navy on qualifications for the
electronics job, the candidate must be
a "project engineer for programs such
as radiological instruments and detection devices for harbor defenses, industrial electronic systems, radio control devices, and similar control applications." The radio engineer must,
"under general supervision, serve as
project engineer on specialized radar
equipment." If you are interested in
either of these, or other Navy openings, the trick is to go to the nearest
post office, get a Civil Service Form 57,
fill it out, and mail it to the U. S.
Navy, Department Civilian Personnel
Branch, Code 612, Main Navy Building, Washington, D. C. You will be
notified if the Navy is interested
enough to interview you and chances
are- assuming you're qualified-that
they will be. They report difficulty in
filling the radio jobs, of which there
are more than a dozen open as this
goes to press.... And puhleeze don't
write us -we haven't the vaguest idea
of competing with the U. S. N. in the
project business.

WE'VE JUST CHECKED around the
circuit on the FM stations and how
they're doing. The answer is -okay.

Biggest question mark of the spring
concerned advertising, with two problems at the top of the list. There was
the problem of getting advertisers; beyond that, there was the problem of
getting the advertisers to live up to
FM's promise of high -level advertising
copy.... If spot checks with FM stations already active are any indication, both problems are being worked
out successfully. FM time is selling
nicely, although at rates roughly one third lower than comparable AM stations. They are bargain rates-one
RADIO NEWS
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service goes to work to help you

DsForest's Training, Inc. Wins
Coveted "Certificate of Merit ".
Training. Inc. is the first school of its

eForest's
kind in the country to win the "Certificate of Merit"
of the New York Museum of Science and Industry.
This award is granted "in recognition of outstanding achievements in the pioneering, development
and use of home study and laboratory courses to
train men for the fields of Radio and Electronics,"
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FASCINATING EXPERIMENTS
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You use 8 Big Kits of Radio-Electronic parts and assemblies. Build
and operate SEVEN different Radio Receiver Circuits. Electric Eye
Devices, Radio Telephone, Wireless Microphone and dozens of

other fascinating projects.

LEARN

FASTER AT HOME
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PROJECTOR with 12
reels of instructive mov

YOU USE

Without obligation, send for our valuable, Information- packed book, "VICTORY FOR YOU ",
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faster, easier. You enjoy
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ern, effective training
aids,

! !
Both the Home Study and Chicago Laboratory courses of Ds Forest's Training, Inc. are
approved for your training. If you qualify
under the "G. I. Law", }-ou can obtain this
training without cost.11;1-.,
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metropolitan station in the East, for
example, is quoting Class A time at as
low as $15 an hour. But if the rates
are bargain, the customers are definitely not bargain-counter. FM salesmen are emphasizing that their listeners are quality buyers. They want
quality programs -including the commercials. To, give them mine-run instead of institutional commercials is
to lose their interest. Advertisers are
heeding this advice with the result
that FM plugs continue at a comparatively high level. So does the audience. In the words of Martin Schadi,
sales manager of WASH, Washington,
D. C., "Owners of the 5000 to 8000 FMAM consoles sold in the Washington
area to date are in the high income
bracket and constitute a class audience."

LOOKING AHEAD, FMers anticipate that sales of sets will make possible increased rates, in many cases by
mid -1947. Interest by advertisers and
advertising agencies brightens this
hope. That advertisers are aware of
FM potentialities was illustrated recently in Washington when, for the
first time in history, an advertising
agency bought time for a program
for themselves on an FM station. Said
R. Willoughby Williams, head of the
Williams, Stark and Hinkle advertising agency, in announcing purchase of
half an hour of time once a week
"The future of FM is limitless, as the
world is beginning to realize. We plan
to make full use of it both for our
clients and ourselves." ... While we're
on the subject, another thing to watch
as a rapid and significant development
in the FM field during the next few
months is the growth of networks.
First big hook -ups will probably be
mostly in the East, but others will
blossom across the country as more
and more stations go into operation.
It's more than passing significant
that, while not mentioned on the program, one of the chief problems facing delegates at the first FM Association regional meeting in April was
networks.... Chief goal: to keep network programs and plugs on the same
high level now being achieved by the
station broadcasts.
:

Routine production and inspec-

tion to specifications do not
end

Merit's responsibility.

Every transformer that leaves
the factory must individually
assure efficiency
and

for severest

longest service. That's
Merit Quality.

EXPORT DEPARTMENT:
1607 Howard Street, CHICAGO

26, U. S. A.

Cable Address: MERIT
MERIT COIL AND
TRANSFORMER
CORP.
MFHiT CO,
nMOTMw,ba

4427 North Clark St.
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TELEPHONE
Long Beach 6311

CHICAGO 40, ILL.

INVITE AN ADMIRAL TO SPEAK
before the Institute of Radio Engineers and the odds should be heavy
that you'll get yourself bored stiff, but
such was not the case when Vice Admiral Charles A. Lockwood recently
spoke to the Institute. His audience
had all the elements of six movie
thrillers wrapped into a super- production, yet not once did he get off his
basic topic-electronics. Without dramatics-he didn't need them -he told
of radar's role in submarine warfare.
Three factors which made the submarine the deadly weapon it was, he said,
were the personnel, improved underwater equipment, and electronics... .
Especially in submarine-vs.- submarine
RADIO NEWS
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warfare, the Admiral pointed out, electronics "demonstrated the tremendous
advantage our fighting men were afforded." Perhaps most dramatic underwater battle was staged by the
"Batfish," under Commander J. K.
Fyfe of Seneca Falls, N. Y. Fyfe was
assigned to keep Jap subs from taking
emergency supplies to land troops under attack by General MacArthur.
Working by night, within a period of
76 hours, and using radar, the "Batfish" nailed three enemy subs going to
the rescue of Japs in Luzon. Not once
was the U. S. submarine threatened
with attack
apparently the Japs
weren't even aware of its presence until it was too late... .
.

-

ANOTHER HIGH SPOT in the Pacific submarine campaign was when
the "Sealion", under Commander Eli
Reich, used radar to sneak up unobserved on a Japanese flotilla and
tagged a battleship, the "Kongo."
Commanders discovered early in the
game that they and radar could
work in all kinds of weather. Even
when the waves were mountain -high,
they stalked the enemy with radar
antennas just out of the water, firing
entirely on radar range and direction.
At other times, with the enemy
blinded by poor visibility, they made
surface approaches. One bold commander approached a Jap convoy
without submerging and at one point
was so close that he was almost run
down, accidentally, by an enemy ship.
He got away untouched. Another,
Commander Dick O'Kane of the
"Tang ", broke all records for a single
patrol in October, 1944, by sinking
110,000 tons of enemy shipping, abandoning the attack only when one of
the "Tang's" own torpedoes went bad
and circled to sink the sub which had
fired it. A third, the "Sailfish", under
Commander Bob Ward, went after a
Jap convoy in a typhoon-40 -50 knots
of wind with mountainous seas. The
wind and waves were so strong that
Ward even had difficulty making headway against them, but when he
sighted his prize -an aircraft carrier
-he fought through and sank it. Even
the Japs used to cite this one as an example of daring and determination
when they were lecturing new sub

-

Get your hat

... follow the crowds to

Hallicrafters booth at the parts show. Get
the details on Hallicrafters advanced developments in high frequency, short wave

communications equipment. Hear all
'

about the Gatti -Hallicrafters spectacular
radio- equipped expedition to the Mountains of the Moon. This scientific safari,
based on Hallicrafters -built mobile radio
equipment, will spread the name and fame
of "the radio man's radio" around the
world. All the dope on this exciting adventure at Hallicrafters show headquarters.

' t the
sh

trail!

recruits...

hallicrafters
CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO
AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16. U. S. A.
THE HALLICRAFTERS
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GETTING BACH TO EARTH, it's
not too late to mention a heroic ham
hook -up in the East Coast area during the last big snow of the winter in
early March. One of the hardest hit
towns was Cobleskill, N. Y., some
forty miles west of Albany, with a
population of 2300. Telephone and
power lines went down under a
twenty -six inch snowfall and the town
was completely cut off from the outside world by 2 a.m. one bitter cold
morning, save for a 100-watt ham station, W2DBX, operated by Stanley D.
Conklin. He stuck to his set till 6 a.m.
before establishing contact with the

I
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S

outside world in the person of Corporal Albert Martin at Ft. Monmouth's 900 -watt station, W2OEC,
who picked up Conklin's weak signals
asking that the Signal Corps relay
messages to the New York Telephone
Company and the New York Power
and Light Company to get rescue
crews on the job. Repairmen fought
their way through drifts from Oneonta, N. Y., thirty miles away, finally
restoring normal communications and
power lines at 6 p.m. Conklin stayed
on the job to that point-more than
24 hours without sleep and with a record of sixteen hours without rest at
his radio. . . . Other ham stations
throughout New England and the
Middlewest did emergency work during the storm, with the result that no
community hit by the snowfall was
long out of touch with the outside
world.
ON THE PRODUCTION FRONT,
the promises of spring seem to be

rocketing toward record fulfillment.
Both industry and government sources
are agreed that 1947 is going to be a
banner year in all departments. "Radio manufacturers," reports the Civilian Production Administration, "are
expected to gear their production to
increased output of combination or
radio-record player models and television sets. Production of table sets
has already reached a record monthly
rate almost twice the average of 194041, and current demand is now being
met. Increases in car radio production
will be possible as fast as steel is made
available for cases, mountings, and
parts." These will undoubtedly figure
in the fall market, as will FM-AM receivers, already showing good production totals by late spring. FM sets
hive the backing of the industry,
which declared early in the spring
through the Board of Directors of the
Radio Manufacturers Association that
it was "doing everything in its power
to expedite the production of FM -AM
receivers." Results had already begun
to show as early as January, when
FM-AM set production totals jumped
to 51,318 from the December score of
40,903. Television sets were also up
almost two thousand units from December's 3561, reaching a January
high of 5437. Table models featured
in the television output but the FMAM sets showed a heavy trend toward
consoles. RMA member survey showed
a total set output of 1,564,171.

FOREIGN PRODUCTION continues
to be miniscule when contrasted with
that in the United States. Reports
from abroad, some delayed, most
sketchy, would seem to indicate that
U. S. manufacturers interested in export should find little competition so
far as production is concerned for
some time to come. Reports indicated
that full -scale production might be
expected by only two foreign manu(Continued on page 168)
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Modern Radio-FM Broadcast and Reception
Television
Industrial Electronics; Power,
Control, Communications -new equipment
and methods demand new technical ability and
experience. Keep up to date with the latest.
MODERN
EQUIPMENT
TO

USE

Shop Method Home Training

RADIO

By a Real Established Resident School

YOU

FOR.

with its own FM Studios, Shops and
Laboratories.

AND KEEP

TRAIN WITH ADVANCED
TECHNIQUE
The good Jobs in Radio Electronics
now go to the men who are equipped
to handle them. It takes training and
experience. National Schools, one of
the oldest and largest trade schools in
the country, makes it possible for you
to get this training right in your own

IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
National maintains modern resident
training Studios, Shops and Laborahome

tories where instructors and engineers
are working constantly to improve
training methods. SHOP METHOD
HOME TRAINING is a logical extension of this practical system.
A FREE lesson that shows you how
practical and systematic thtsnewtraining method is will be sent you without
obligation. You may keep and use this
lesson to prove to yourself Just how
practical National Training really is.
Get one of the many NEW JOBS
that demand new techniques and methods in Modern Radio. Get your share of
the NEW BUSINESS that servicing
the new sets and equipment demands.
Experts agree that Radio, Television
and Electronics present opportunities

The very essence of National Shop Method
Home Training is EXPERIENCE. You get
actual experience by working with modern
Radio and Electronic equipment -building
many types of circuits. You may build a
fine, long distance MODERN SUPERHETERODYNE. signal generator, minia-

ture radio transmitter, audio oscillator.
etc. -many other standard actual operating pieces of equipment- conduct cathode
ray and other experiments. This practical
work advances with your training -YOU
LEARN BY DOING!

much greater than ever before!
Radio is expanding with far- reaching improvements in reception. No one
knows yet how great the Television
market will be. Electronics will touch
almost every walk of life
industry
and in the home.

-in

TURN YOUR INTEREST IN
RADIO INTO A CAREER TIIAT
WILL ASSURE YOU SUCCESS AND

SECURITY.
FIND OUT WHAT NATIONAL
TRAINING CAN DO FOR YOU
Where do you stand today in modern industrial progress? What does the
future hold for you t You owe it to
yourself to investigate this opportunity. With National Training YOU
GET AHEAD FAST -you may step
into a good position or start a business of your own, with little capital,
even before you complete your National

Course.

Fit yourself for a career of independence. good earnings, success and
security in one of the fastest growing
fields in industry. For full information,
Just send your name and address on
the coupon and mail it TODAY.

Get This Book

APPROVED FOR

TRAINING

UNDER GI BILL

FREE
This big book presents the
facts about the field of Electronics and your opportunities
in it together with full information about the advanced Na-

What National Training
Has Done For These Men

See

National Shop Method Home
Training wins good Jobs. inde-

Clifford Hannah.
Portage La Prai-

their favorite Radio. Television. or other branches of
Electronics.

brought results as
I'm in line for
another raise thanks to National's encouragement and
thorough training."

pendence and security. Take
the word of National men who
have established Records in

From O. K. Ivey.

Washington.

D. C., comes this

endorsement:
ILbelieve

"I

National

offers the beat

..

.

course to be had
Keep up the good work."

Here's a statement from R. R.
Wright, Blackfoot. Idaho: "Due
to my training at

National I was
selected to In-

r.
',?`..

struct in the laboratory work
of Navy and Marines."

May, 1947

rie. Manitoba.
Canada. writes:

"My training has

tional Training.

Read it and
make up your own mind that
National Training will equip
you for a great future.
No
salesman will call on you from
National. The book is FREE
with your sample lesson. Clip
and mail the coupon TODAY!

NATIONAL SCHOOLS n
MAIL OPPORTUNITY COUPON FOR QUICK ACTION
PP

LOS ANGELES 37,

Joseph Michel,
Jr., Granite City,
Illinois, writes:

'I

am

with

National Schools, Dept.

National

now earning $225

month as a radio operator
and technician and $20 a week
more in MY shop at home.

yIa

.t

Ytf

t,

(Mail in envelope or paste
on penny post card)

California

Mail me FREE the two books mentioned in your ad including
I understand no salesman will call on me.

am

r

EST. 1905

2 -RN

4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles 37,

enthused

training. I

CALIFORNIA

a

sample lesson of your course.

a

NAME

AGE

ADDRESS
Read what other enthusiastic
students have written about

National Training in the big
90 page book we

will send you.

CITY

!
s

Include your zone number

STATE

Check here If veteran of World War lI
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SHOP
3 GREAT NEW DEALS

Includes

TEST EQUIPMENT, TUBES, PARTS, TOOLS

3 complete going-in- business packages.

(If necessary they

can be changed to suit your needs.)

There never was a better opportunity than now to start a profitable
business of your own. No fuss, no worry. Here's everything you need.
Details upon request. Write, wire or phone!

///

TURNTABLE STAND

//
TEST
Compact

of these

Choose one

V. M. AUTOMATIC CHANGER

$391

-INSTRUMENTS
Priced Right!

Accurate

Jeweled Meter
Range Selector Switch
All multipliers bridge tested for 1 °' accuracy
Zero adjustment -built in batteries
Molded bakelite case only 3- 15/16' x
2 -7/8' x 2'

MODEL 450A
Volt- OhmMillia mm et er

A fine instrument having a
sensitivity of 1000 ohms per

volt.

Ranges: Volts DC.
0- 5/10/50,1500/1000;
Mills DC, 0-1;
Ohms fùll scale,
0- 5000/50,000/500,000;
Ohms center scale,

30/300/3000.

NET complete with batteries)

0.90

With each stand we send
a stroboscope free.
All steel

-

Two Post Changer with well -made mechanism
plays IO' or 12' records intermixed. Low pressure
crystal pickup. Size 14' x 14'. Packed two to a factory ,caled carton, factory guaranteed.
A

- adjustable - holds turntable

15' above bench
-tilts to any position- speeds work saves time
prevents damage to parts -pays for itself on first job
-you aced several at this low price.

-

-

SPECIAL'
595
,('li

$1.80
$1.20

Sapphire needle only, no.mirror, postpaid

f:1.Ifilc,.t
>

Television Kit
Proven Circuit

Milliammeter

A dependable instrument of
wide utility- sensitivity 1000
ohms per volt.
Ranges: Volts AC, DC, and
Output Ranges,
0- 10/50/100;500/1000;
Ohms full scale, 500,000.
Ohms center scale, 7200.

NET

7' Picture Tube
Pre-tuned RF
Special Antenna

14.90

MODEL 451B
Same instrument as above but has 25(10 ohm, per cell

NET

16.60
MODEL 452A

complete with battcrie,

Volt- Ohmmeter

A superb instrument -100
gives
microampere meter
10000 ohms per volt sensi-

tivity.

Ranges: Volts DC,
0- 10/50/1001500/1000;
Ohms full scale,
0- 2000/20,000/200,000;2

NET

$47.50
89.50
275.00

Hallicrafters S-39

complete with batteries

sensitivity.

2995

PHILCO BEAM OF LIGHT
Selenium cell only, no holder. postpaid...
(Puts new life into Philco Changer,

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

MODEL 451A
AC -DC
Volt -Ohm-

CARTON
OF TWO

Megs;
Ohms center scale,
30/300/3000/30,000.
complete with batteries

S-40 (Replaces S-20R)

SX-42 (Replaces SX-25A)

SELENIUM

RECTIFIERS

-

8

4n

fn

etot

98c

50nrnetm

Candelabra screw base for 110 volt
-

SLIDE RULE DIALS
Crowe No. 534- direct ratio
drive- antique bronze escutcheon 2
x
pointer

°'
travel 3t4'.

JEWELLED PILOT
LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

orel90`

9'-

NET with pilot
lamp bracket... &

1.74

lamp.
Mount in 1' hole.
Lamps removable from front of panel.

Available marked 1 -2 -3 or
of lens.

YOUR CHOICE net

4 on

back

19c

Include full remittance with orders of 5.3.00 or less.
.O.D. orders of
Include 25% deposit with all
Prices subject to change without
53.00 or more.
notice.

MODEL 312
Volt -Ohm-

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Milliammeter

economy pocket

59..50

Direct permanent replacement for 117Zti
-117Z3. etc. No filament -no socket
no trouble.

14.90

An

100% Complete

Famous Television Kit as advertised by Tranavision,
Inc. complete with all tubes, panel, everything -now
available from our stock. Another
1
Radio Supply "First"
When ordering, specify station channels needed.

meter

featuring a 2' moving vane
meter.
Reads: AC-DC volts,
0- 25/50/125/250;
Mills AC-DC, 0-50;
Ohms, 100,000;

mfd..05-15.
Jacks provide range selection.

NET

Complete with cord and plug

TEST LEADS (Removable Needle Points)
Excellent for above instruments.

24

6.75
.59

129 SELDEN AVE.

DETROIT

1,

MICH.
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or finer tone
RADIO TUBES
Monica Lewis, popular singing star,
window card, draws
attention to the fact that YOU install and
sell G -E radio tubes. Handsomely lithographed in four colors, varnished,
backed and easeled, the display is a
"traffic- stopper ". Like the many other
G -E sales helps for 1947, it will make your
cash-register ring to the tune, of G -E
product -popularity.
in this 21'' by 26"

in

dea

displays.
*

Write for your free copy of the
General Electric sales -helps Booklet
ETR -51, illustrating and describing
the big, elaborate array of G-E 1947

display, advertising, and promotion
material available to radio servicemen and tube dealers. Also tells how
to use each item best and most profitably. Filled with marketing hints!
Send for Booklet ETR -51 TODAY!

G -E TUBES LEAD:
EVEN THOUGH you're handling a product
known to be the finest of its type, it pays to
advertiselThat way lies the path to profits! So when
you install and sell General Electric radio tubes,
the public still should be told and re -told that your
shop is local sales headquarters.
Stunning displays like the one shown here,
spark an aggressive campaign of G -E tube advertising and sales helps created for one purpose
only: to acquaint radio owners in your area with
your facilities to serve them. Thus your circle of
customers widens; your income grows.

Many of the G -E pieces subordinate any tube
message to the theme of your quality radio service.
This service theme is carried through on counter
displays, blotters, direct -mail cards, newspaper
mats -many other items which actively sell for you
day -in and day -out.
Make 1947 your biggest year by taking full advantage of G -E technical leadership- universal
owner acceptance brilliant new advertising material that's ready to help you secure the volume
tube business waiting for you! Electronics Depart ment, General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N.Y.

GENERAL
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Only ELECTRO -VOICE provides such a
complete line of microphones. With outstanding developments in Unidirectional, Differentialt, Bi- directional, and
Non-directional types . . : in Dynamic,
Crystal, Carbon and Velocity models
. you can more easily obtain the
microphones best suited to your needs.
Proved in critical service, E-V Microphones are widely used today by leading
manufacturers and sound engineers in
all kinds of applications. They are produced from finest materials under E -V
quality control. Consult our engineers.
THE CARDTNE

-True cardioid unidirectional dy-

namic microphone, with exclusive E -V Mechan-

'ophase principle, Acoustalloy diaphragm,

smooth, wide range response, and high output.

THE

CARDAX
THE

CAR DYN

E

THE CARDAX -The only high level cardioid crystal microphone with Dual Frequency response
for high fidelity voice and music, or rising
[characteristic for extra crispness of speech.

,1Patent No. 2,350.010

Elietro-Voiee Patente Pendit=

Send for Catalog No. 101
illustrated catalog gives
complete data and information
This

on

E-V

Microphones. Includes

helpful selection guide. Write
for it today.

1

I
F'1

610 Dynamic
910 Crystal

v -3, V-2, V-t
Velocity

I

I

1
1

DYnamie
600 D
$ Carbon

{

210-

1
1

602

Differential

205 -S

I

Differential

{

Dynamic

NO FINER

CHOICE THAN
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Cables: Arlab

Export Division: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y., V.S.A.

2/i

C rs.,tn1 1<tiCtonh oue
umì.r Broxh patentor

liscu_vavi

E1:1D10
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PROFIT-MAKING

GET YOUR

DERAL SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

ERS!

FROM THESE JO
There's an authorized jobber near
you who can supply your Fedand
eral Miniature Rectifiers
give you free selling -aids that will
help y .0 cash in on the big
market for this new component
thct replaces the rectifier tube

-

Manhattan-H. L. Dalis, Inc.
Federated Purchaser Inc.
Harvey Radio Company, Inc.

KENTUCKY

ALABAMA
Mobile -Radio Labs
ARIZONA

Phoenix- Southwest Wholesale Radio
&

in AC -DC, Portable, Table, and
Console radio receivers.
It's the modern way to give
better service, improve set performance, get instant starting and
longer life.... Get in touch with
your nearest jobber today.

Appliance Co.

ARKANSAS

Ft. Smith -Wise Radio Supply
CALIFORNIA
Long Beach -Fred S. Dean Co.
Angeles
-U.
S. Grant Supply Co.
Los
Radio Equipment Distributors
Radio Products Sales Co.
Radio Specialties Company
United Radio Supply Co.

Sacramento -Sacramento Electric

Supply
San Diego- Electronic Distributors
Radio Parts Co.
San Francisco-Leo J. Meyberg Co..
Inc.
Schuyler -Wilson Co.
Zack -Radio Supply Co.
Santa Ana -Radio & Television Equip-

ment Co,

COLORADO

Denver -Inter -State Radio & Supply
Co.
Radio Products Sales Co.
CONNECTICUT

Bridgeport-R. G. Sceli & Co.
Hartford -R. G. Sceli & Co.
New Britain- United Radio Supply
DELAWARE

Wilmington -Radio Electric Service
Co. of Pennsylvania
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington- Capitol Radio Whole.
salers
Emerson Radio of Washington
FLORIDA

Miami -Herman Radio Supply Co.
Thurow Distributors, Inc.
Jacksonville -Thurow Distributors, Inc.
Orlando-Thurow Distributors, Inc.
St. Petersburg-Welch Radio Supply
Tallahassee -Thurow Distributors, Inc.
Tampa -Thurow Distributors. Inc.
W. Palm Beach- Goddard Distributors
Thurow Distributors. Inc.
GEORGIA

Atlanta- Concord Radio Corp.
Augusta-Prestwood Electronics

Co.

IDAHO

Boise- Craddock's Radio Supply
ILLINOIS
Chicago -Allied Radio Corporation
The Lukko Sales Corp.
Walker -Jimieson. Inc.
INDIANA
Anderson- Seybert's Radio Supply Co.
Evansville -Wesco Radio Parts

Indianapolis-Kiefer -Stewart

Co.

Radio Distributing Company
Rodefleld Co.
Van Sickle Radio Supply Co.
Muncie- Standard Radio Parts
South Bend -Colfax Co., Inc.
Terre Haute -Terre Haute Radio
KANSAS

Wichita -Radio Supply Company'

Louisville -P. I. Burks & Co
Universal Radio Supply Co.
Owensboro -General Electronic Supply
LOUISIANA
New Orleans -Radio Parts, Inc.
Shuler Supply Co.
Southern Radio Supply Co.
Walther Bros. Company
MAINE
Auburn -Radio Supply Co.. Inc.
Bangor -Radio Service Laboratory of
New Hampshire & Maine
Portland -Radio Service Laboratory of
New Hampshire & Maine
MARYLAND
Baltimore- Kann- Ellert Electronics.
Inc.
Wholesale Radio Parts Co.. Inc.
Cumberland -Radio Wholesaler
MASSACHUSETTS

Boston -De Mambro Radio Supply Co.
Louis M. Herman Company
Hub Cycle and Radio Co.. Inc.
Radio Shack Corporation
Cambridge -Electrical Supply Corp.
The Eastern Company
Fall River-Flint Radio Co.
Roxbury -Gerber Radio Supply Co.
Worcester -De Mambro Radio Supply
Co.

Milo Radio & Electronics Corp.
Newark Electric Co. Inc.

Radio Wire Television Inc.
Radionic Equipment Co.
Stan -Burn Radio & Electronics
Co.
Terminal Radio Corporation
Queens -Peerless Radio Distributors
Rochester-Hunter Electronics EquipMasline Radio & Electronic
ment Co.
Rochester Radio Supply Co.
Schenectady -M. Schwartz & Son
Syracuse- Broome Distributing Co.
W, E, Eerndt
Morris Distributing Co.
Syracuse Radio Supply Co.
Troy -Trojan Radio Co.. Inc.
Utica- Beacon Electronics. Inc. Co.
Electronic Lab's & Supply
Vaeth Electric Co.
White Plains -Sound Products Co.
Westchester Electronics Supply Co.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis -Lew Bonn Co.
MISSOURI
Kansas City- Potter Radio Company

St. Logis- Radonics

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Manchester -De Mambro Radio Supply Co.
Radio Service Laboratory
NEW JERSEY

Camden -General Radio Supply Co.
Radio Electric Service Co.
of Pennsylvania
Newark-T. A. O'Loughlin & Co.
Variety Electric Company
Perth Amboy- Bennett's Radio Supplies
Phillipsburg-Carl B. Williams

TENNESSEE

Memphis -Bluff City Distributor Co
Nashville-Currey's. 109 16th Ave.
TEXAS

OHIO
Akron -Brighton Sporting Goods Corp.

Houston -Sterling Radio Products Co.
San Antonio -Mission Radio, Inc.

Cincinnati -Herrlinger Distributing

Standard Radio
Products Co.

&

VERMONT

Electronics
Co.

OKLAHOMA

Lawton -Reynolds Radio Supply
OREGON

Portland -Lou Johnson Company
Tracy & Company Inc.
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown -Radio Electric Service Co.
of Pennsylvania

Ardmore-O. K. Griffith Radio
Erie -Warren Radio Company

Harrisburg -Radio Distributing Co.
Lancaster-Geo. D. Barbey Co.
Mt, Carmel -Big Boys Auto Parts Co.

NEW MEXICO

UTAH

Burlington -Vermont Hardware Co.
Rutland -Rutland Radio Center

Dayton-Hughes- Peters. Inc.

Toledo-Lifetime Sound Equipment

Co.

Salt Lake City -S. R. Ross

Holub & Hogg
Cleveland -Goldhammer. Inc.
Colu mbus-Hu ghes- Peters. Inc.
Thompson Radio Supplies

Warren Radio Company

Co.

SOUTH DAKOTA

Rapid City -Giraud Supply Co.. Inc.

Charlotte-Radiotronic Distributors.
Inc.
Raleigh -Supreme Radio Suppliers

NEBRASKA

Omaha -General Appliance

RHODE ISLAND

Providence -Wm. Dandreta & Co.
De Mambro Radio Supply Co.
(Branch)
W. H. Edwards Co.

Dallas -Crabtree's Wholesale Radio
Huey & Philip Hardware Co.
Wilkinson Brothers
Ft. Worth-Fort Worth Radio Supply

NORTH CAROLINA

Co.

MICHIGAN

Detroit -Ingram Distributing Co.
Grand Rapids -Milton Bursma

Philadelphia -Almo Radio Co.
Emerson Radio of Pennsylvania
Lectronic Research Laboratories
Radio Electric Service Co. of
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh- Cameradio Co.
Tydings Company
Reading -Ceo, D. Barbey Co.
Scranton -Fred P. Pursell
Sunbury -Big Boys Auto Parts Co.
Wilkes- Barre -General Radio &
Electronic Co.
York -J. R. S. Distributors

VIRGINIA
Norfolk -Radio Parts Distributing Co.
Radio Supply Company
Roano'ce- Leonard Electronic Supply
Staunton- Southern Electric Co.
WASHINGTON
Seattle- Seattle Radio Supply. Inc,
Herb E. Zobrist Co.
Yakima -Lay & Nord
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee -Radio Parts Co.. Inc.
OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
HAWAII
Hilo -Photo Radio Products. Ltd.

Honolulu -Radio Wholesale
Co.

&

Supply

GET THESE FREE SALES HELPS

Albuquerque -Radio Equipment Co.
NEW YORK
Albany- Hudson Valley Asbestos Corp.
E. E. Taylor Co.

Binghampton- Broome Distributing
Co.

Federal Radio Supply
Morris Distibuting Co., Inc.

& Parts Co.
Radio Equipment Corp.
Standard Electronics Co.
Elmira -Fred C. Harrison Co.
Le Valley- McLeod -Kincaid Co.
Glens Falls -Ray Distributing Co.
Hempstead- Standard Parts Corp.
New York- Bronx -Slate and Company
Brooklyn -Penray Distributing Co.
Electronic Equipment Company, Inc
Green Radio Distributors
Hornbeam Distributing Co.

Bufato-Genesee Radio

SELF-SERVICE COUNTER DISPLAY

SERVICE MANUALS

Holds 12 individually boxed units

Show how to apply and install

Federal's Miniature Rectifiers.

-a

17 -by -22 inch 3 -color
points at a glonce. Available
ALSO

window poster, that gives all soles

from your nearest jobber!

Federal Telephone find Radio Corporal/oil
In Canada:- Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp. 67 Broad St., N. T.

-

May, 19.17

100 Kingsland Rood,
Clifton, New Jersey
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CAA

Where Do YOU Go From Here?

Streamlined, spare time training is the DIRECT
COURSE to that Secure, GOOD -PAYING JOB You Want
CREI

...

you can enroll with CREI confident that
open today
this high -calibre, professional, practical radio -electronics
engineering training will give you proper and sound
qualifications for the field of your choice.
Decide today "where YOU will go from here ". You
can assure your future security . . . end the threat of
competition challenging you for your job. CREI is prepared to train you for a better place in this new world of
electronics. Mail the coupon today for details of the
CREI self- improvement program. Yes, a 3c stamp can
result in more security
happiness.
a better job
Write now.

NEVER was there such widespread opportunity as exists
today in every field of radio -electronics. Not only are
there countless new jobs . . . but more jobs with good
salaries. The demand, however, is far beyond the number of radiomen qualified to fill these positions.
You may have "gotten by" up to this point. But if you
if you want an imwant to progress with the industry
portant, good -paying position and the security that goes
with it -you must acquire up -to -date technical training.
No matter if your interest lies in broadcasting, aviation,
manufacturing, television or radio service, or in any
of the many other radio -electronics applications that are

...

Mail Coupon for

If you have bad professional or amateur radio experience
and want to make more money, let us prove to you we
have the training you need to qualify for a radio job. To
help us intelligently answer your inquiry-PLEASE STATE
BRIEFLY YOUR BACKGROUND OF EXPERIENCE,
EDUCATION AND PRESENT POSITION.
VETERANS!

CREI

TRAINING

AVAILABLE

UNDER

THE

"

G.

I."

BILL!

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
An Accredited Technical Institute
DEPT RN -5,

16TH AND PARK ROAD,

Branch Offices:

28

N. W.,

New York (7): 170 Broadway

...

...

WASHINGTON 10, D. C.

San Francisco (2): 760 Market Sf.

FREE

BOOKLET

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
16th & Park Rd., N. W., Dept. RN -S, Washington 10, D.C.
Gentlemen: Please send me your free booklet, "CREI
Training for Your Better Job in RADIO -ELECTRONICS ",
together with full details of your home study training.
I am attaching a brief resume of my experience, education

and present position.
PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING
CHECK
PRACTICAL TELEVISION ENGINEERING
COURSE
NAME
STREET
ZONE
STATE
CITY
I am entitled to training under the G.I. Bill.
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Metropolitan Introduces for the first time
The NEW PREMIER Model 570

SIGNAL GENERATOR
With the NEW EXCLUSIVE

MICROMASTER SPREAD DIAL
BROADCAST - SHORT WAVE

an important feature for testing and aligning

FM and TELEVISION RECEIVERS

Range: 75 Kc to 150 Mc
The PREMIER MODEL 570 is the only low priced Signal Generator
This Dial is
incorporating a MICROMASTER BAND SPREAD DIAL
geared to the tuning condenser and main dial, giving a total scale
length of approximately 60 inches. It is a very important and
major feature for tuning and aligning FM and Television receivers

...

where tuning is very sharp and critical. Any frequency setting can
be tuned and repeated very accurately.
The main nine -inch THREE COLOR DIAL is directly calibrated in
Kilocycles and Megacycles, and the BAND SPREAD DIAL can be used
it reads 0 to 100.
for your own accurate calibrating purposes
VERNIER and BAND SPREAD DIAL are housed in a casting which
contains spring -loaded split -gears to eliminate backlash and provide smooth split-cycle tuning.
Complete dial and fine pointer are enclosed in a dust -proof casting
with a glass window, which prevents the pointer from accidentally
being bent or otherwise disturbed and thus putting the instrument
out of calibration.
Dial is indirectly illuminated by two hooded pilot lights.

...

Manufactured by PREMIER ELECTRONIC LABS., N. Y.

Specifications
AIR TRIMMERS: The use of Air Trimmers on all bands retains original calibration regardless of temperature or humidity changes.
BUFFER STAGE: The oscillator is electron coupled to a Buffer Stage, which is in turn modulated, resulting in frequency stability.
ACCURACY: Calibrations are stable and accurate better than %.
TRIPLE SHIELDING: Coils, Attenuator and Line Filter are individually shielded, then in addition the entire chassis is completely
shielded. The metal cabinet offers final shielding. Chassis and shields are copper plated. This series of shielding reduces leakage
and radiation to an absolute minimum.
MC on fundamentals and 45 -150 MC on
BANDS: 75 -220; 200 -600; 550 -1700 KC and 1.6 -5.0; 5.0-16; 14
third harmonic.
COILS: All coils are pretested and individually calibrated before they are installed, resulting in greatest possible accuracy in
calibration. Unused coils are automatically shorted out, eliminating dead spots and absorption.
CONDENSER: A special geared wide spaced straight line frequency condenser provides linear calibrations over the entire
dial range. (Does not crowd up towards the high frequency end of the dial as found in other signal generators.)
SINE WAVE: Internal 400 cycles Audio Generator provides a pure sine wave for modulation (Less than 5% distortion) as wel
as an audio signal for external testing purposes.
EXTERNAL MODULATION: High Fidelity modulation from 0 to 100% from below 50 cycles per second to over 15,000 cycles
per second.
ATTENUATOR: Four step ladder type completely shielded attenuator provides a smooth control from zero to full output.
LINE FILTER: A very effective shielded Line Filter is incorporated consisting of two inductances and condensers (not merely
bypassing the line) reduces line leakage to a negligible point.

SIZE: 12" x 121/2" x 51/2 ".
WEIGHT: 16 lbs. net.

1

-50

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK
TERMS:

25% DEPOSIT, BALANCE C.O.D.

OR FULL PAYMENT WITH ORDER.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

May, 1947

-

Spring action, snap -type leather
carrying handle.

$54'5
NET
Comp. ete with coaxial cable.

GUARANTEED!

o .a'L

Dept. R, 6 MURRAY STREET
NEW YORK 7, N. Y., U. S. A.

ELECTRONIC & INSTRUMENT CO.

Cable Address: METRONICS
Phone: BArclay 7 -5556
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means Bigger Profits
for YOU
PHILCO 5 -UNIT

Here it is from Philco -the aerial line that
gives you everything to get a bigger share of
this profitable business this year. All the bestselling types of aerials plus sensational new
models with quality and price appeal. Auto
Aerials -Home and Farm Aerials -FM Aerials. Values that stand out above competition!
Features that sell on sight! Displays that catch
customer's eyes -lead to many extra sales!

AUTO AERIAL DISPLAY

Shows a selection of 5 popular models.
Smartly styled. Occupies minimum space.
Permits customer to see them all and
make his choice. Helps you sell -up. Get
it FREE from your Philco Distributor.
PHILCO 2 -UNIT
AUTO AERIAL DISPLAY

-

2 models
the famous Philco
Duoflex and the sensational "Special,"
greatest auto aerial value of all time. The
perfect sell -up display! Fits anywhere. Get
it FREE from your Philco Distributor.

Shows

PHILCO

OUTDOOR AERIAL

Everything in one package
at a sure -fire low price. For
months its been selling
like hot cakes. Profitable!

PHILCO

FARM AERIAL

Another big selling package
deal. A "must" for dealers
selling in the farm areas.

PHILCO COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING

Greatest in the Aerial Business

-

Yes, cooperative local advertising over your name
newspaper advertising, radio advertising, direct mail
pieces, handbills Philco goes all out to make your
store the aerial headquarters of your community.

-

Every month, the year 'round, new
PHILCO SALES- BUILDING PROMOTIONS

help you get this profitable business
PHILCO FM
DIPOLE AERIAL

Makes any FM radio perform better. Get set for the
swing to FM by featuring
yo uri ns tal lati o nservi c e wi th
this new Philco product.

With Philco Aerials and other Accessory Products,
you can take the seasonal dips out of your sales.
Fresh new Philco promotions help you keep sales
going up month after month -keep stocks moving.
There's nothing like the Philco plan for profits! Get
the facts at once from your Philco Distributor.

PHILCO ACCESSORY PRODUCTS ARE BIG BUSINESS!
30
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Driving the heavier type record changers;
radio phonograph turntables and tuning
devices -powering fans, motion displays,
actuating switches, levers and timing devices- operating business and vending
machines, toys -these are just a few of
the tasks performed by Alliance's Model
K Powr -Pakt motor.
This basic 2 -pole induction

The

trend is to make things move!

-

Designs will call for more action movement!
Flexible product performance needs power sources
which are compact, light weight! Alliance Powr -Pakt
Motors rated from less than -400th on up to -20th
h. p. will fit those "point-of-action"
1

1

type motor

places!

can be mass produced to meet

Alliance Motors are

at low cost -engineered for small load jobs!

variations in design. It will adapt
to any standard AC voltage and

mass produced

frequency, and will develop up to

For vital

/100th h. p. For intermittent duty or
where forced ventilation is provided even
greater output can be obtained. Model

links to actuate

1

component power

controls...

to make things move...

plan to use them!

used in all 25 -cycle and in some
50 and 60 -cycle Alliance phonomotors.
K is

MODEL K

WHEN YOU DESIGN -KEEP

11110111114

MOTORS IN MIND

A

L L I

A N

Nav. 1417

C E

M A N

U F

A

C T U R

I

N G

C

O M

P

A N

Y

ALLIANCE, OHIO
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RADIOMEN!

Here's the

Way to Bigger Pay

Complete Practical Set of

A

RADIO s
O nIY
f or

and
Reference Boo ks
Home Study

AF

Crime

DRAW

PRICE

-a

new 1917 set

of practical. "down to
earth" books for the
man who wants to get
ahead in RADIO and
realizes he must know
modern radio and television to handle a bigger job. "Applied Practical Radio" gives t h e
radio worker the Informa-

ßq41 Edition
JUST OFF

PRESS

tion he needs to advance In his
job or radio business. Yet, this
great set Is written simple enough
for the beginner. This is the only set of its kind
In America today.

APPLIED PRACTICAL RADIO
Tells All in 3 Handy Volumes
Here is practical, working knowledge of RADIO as
it is used TODAY -from basic principles to latest
advances in Television. The
facts are boiled down, including the "know how" to
construct, install and service all types of Radio and
apparatus.
Unique picture instruction
method takes equipment
apart to show what makes
it work and how to keep it
going.

Television

FREE!
1

year of Con-

sultation Service
& Tech Bulletins
included

Everything New in Radio
Made Easy
The hundreds of interesting up- to- the -minute subjects covered include Frequency Modulation, Tele10 to
GUARANTEE
vision. Auto Radio, Public
Address Systems, M u 1 t iSet must earn 10
Band Receivers, High Fretimes its cost or
quency and Short Wave
Coyne sends money
everything in radio today
back on its return
from A to Z. Almost 1000
pages with 600 illustrations
at end of year.
and new diagrams.
1

-

Send No Money

-

1

See Books Free

But don't take our word for what these great books can
do for you -see them yourself.
Just fill In coupon below and mail it today. Coyne

you "APPLIED 1'1tACTICAL RADIO" to look over 7
sends

FREE. If you feel net
isn't everything we say AND
MORE, just return it at our
expense and you owe nothing.
If you keep the set you need
pay only $3 after 7 days and
$3 per month
(see coupon).
You can't lose on this offer, so
don't delay -send that coupon
days

Backed by
Coyne School's
20 years of
Radio shop
experience

NOW.

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Radio Division, Dept. 57-14.

CHICAGO 12. ILL.

EDUCATIONAL BOOK

PUBLISHING DIVISION,

COYNE ELECTRICALS. RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 51 .T4
500 S. Paulina St.. Chicago 12, III.
Send me Coyne'a
w 3- Volume Set, APPLIED
PRACTICAL RADIO " nfor FREE examination. Attar 7
days
either return It and owe nothing,
pay
and, $3
total $10.75. Or Pii pay 59,75a
cash price mionth to
5.
FREE Connita
service, Technical Bulletins
d 10 to 1 Guar.

I'll

r.

anise.

NAME

AGE

ADDRESS
TOWN
O

32

ZONE.
STATE
I'u pay postman $9.75
plus C.O D.
name money back guarantee after 7 -day trial.

send C.O.D.

fee.

Motorola, was
awarded the grade
of Fellow by the Institute of Radio En-

*

the IRE New York
meeting.
The grade of Fellow is honorary
and awarded to IRE members who
have made outstanding contributions
to the science or technology of radio
and allied fields.
Mr. Noble has been engaged in the
development of FM equipment for
mobile service and military applications since joining Motorola in 1940.
He is chairman of Panel 13 of the
Radio Technical Planning Board,
chairman of the IRE technical com-

mittee on Railroad and Vehicular
Communications and chairman of the
RMA committee on Vehicular Radio
Communications Equipment.
*

*

*

recently opened the new Concord Buying Center at 229 West Madison
Street, Chicago, to an enthusiastic preview audience.
The new store has been especially
designed to feature several revolutionary merchandising ideas, including
sound-proof demonstration salons to
enable customers to sound test and inspect radios, radio -phonographs, amplifiers, microphones, sound equipment
and movie equipment.
Special facilities have been provided
for the comfort and convenience of
servicemen, dealers, hams, and other
buyers.
CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION

*

*

*

has been named assistant engineer of the Tube Division
of General Electric
ALBERT C. GABLE

Company's Elec-

tronics Depart-

development of rectifier tubes. Responsibility for ignitron and thyratron
tube engineering was added to his
duties shortly thereafter.
*

*

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
CASTERS announced the

at their
Yours FREE gineers
banquet held in
To Try 7 Days conjunction with
NOW

BRAND
NEW

vice-president in charge
the Communications and Electronics Division of
D. E. NOBLE,

of

ment.
Mr. Gable, who
was formerly administrative assistant of the division's
engineers, will continue to maintain
his headquarters at Schenectady
where he has worked on various engineering assignments since 1929.
A native of Macon, Ga., Mr. Gable
holds a B. S. degree in electrical engineering from Georgia Tech. He joined
General Electric in 1929, working in
the Test Department and Vacuum
Tube Engineering Department. In
1931 he became section leader on the

OF BROAD-

appointment
of three new members to their Sales
Managers Television Subcommittee.
Newly appointed members are Samuel H. Cuff, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., New York; G. Emerson
Markham, WRGB, Schenectady, New
York; and George Moskovics, commercial manager, WCBS -TV, New York.
s
*
s
WINEBLATT

was recently
named as the first direct factory representative to handle the JFD Manufacturing Co.'s line
of radio parts.
After an extensive training in the
various company
plants, Mr. Wineblatt is now prepared to serve the
company's customers for dial belts,
cables, battery plugs, ballast tubes,
step -down ballasts and line cords.
Mr. Wineblatt will maintain headquarters at the Hotel Monterey, 808
Junior Terrace, Chicago 13, Illinois.
He will cover the state of Illinois..
EDWARD

E.

s

*

s

formerly executive vice -president of Webster -Chicago
Corporation, has been elected vicepresident in charge of production for
the Zenith Radio Corporation of Chicago.
He began his business career with
the Belden Manufacturing Company
in 1920. Since that time, he has held
positions with All -American Mohawk
Corporation, Rauland Corporation,
Thordarson Electrical Manufacturing
Company, and Watsontown Cabinet
Company.
Mr. MacGregor is one of the founders of RMA and for several years held
the post of director for the association.
DONALD MacGREGOR,

*

*

s

former sales manager
for Micro -Ferrocart Products Division, of Maguire Industries, .Stamford,
Conn. and former vice -president of the
Ferrocart Corporation of America,
announces the organization of a new
company, to be known as the Stan wyck -Webb Magnetic Core Corporation, with both plant and laboratories
to be located in Ossining, New York.
Large scale production is now underway with several recently corn pleted new developments for low frequency application.
Mr. Webb is well known in the radio
RADIO NEWS
JOHN C. WEBB,

RCA's NEW AUDIO OSCILLATOR
first unit of a

...

revolutionary new line
A real time -saver for

loudspeaker testing and radio servicing

ON THE WAY -a superior line of test equipment that

puts time -consuming service jobs on a profitable,
that anticipates all FM and
production -line basis
television needs. Matched styling of all instruments
permits attractive, convenient grouping. Watch for
announcements of the other units in this new line. Keep

...

in touch with your RCA Test Equipment Distributor.

Profitable applications include such diverse jobs as finding the
cause of loudspeaker rattle, measuring receiver fidelity and
audio amplifier response.
The WA -54A is a temperature- compensated, beat -frequency
oscillator with an electronic output -level indicator. The
electronic eye serves as a reference to provide an even signal
level at all frequencies, and also acts as a zero -beat calibration
indicator.
Other outstanding features of this audio -frequency signal
source include: wide range ... continuous tuning ... low
distortion . .. low hum level ... balanced line outputs . . .
all explained in the WA -54A
application as an a-f amplifier
bulletin, which is yours for the asking.

TEST AND MEASURING EQUIPMENT

...

of AMERICA,
RADIO CORPORATIONCAMDEN,
N.J.

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT,
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

Have you these

5 sales advantages?

industry, having covered the entire
United States and Canada as Field
Sales Manager for the Ferrocart Corporation.
*

L.

radios, telephones and telephone
switchboards.
What's more, Stromberg- Carlson

Every Stromberg-Carlson sound
equipment distributor now has
available these 5 sales advantages for
you -5 profitable products with all
the latest scientific features that sound
equipment customers are looking for
... designed and manufactured with
the same skills and experience that
make the famous Stromberg- Carlson

.

dealers have had this profitable line
for over a year
Look these quality products over
then you will decide to carry the
profit line ... Stromberg- Carlson
natural -voice Sound Equipment.

-

n
L.

AMPLIFIER. MODEL AR -37

EXECUTIVE TELEPHONE.
INTER -COM.
MODEL 6240

C.

*

*

of Chicago, well

McCARTHY

known radio sales representative, was
recently elected to
the board of directors of Electronic
Laboratories, Inc.,
of Indianapolis.
Mr. McCarthy's
sales experience

covers over 20 years
in the radio business with the last

fourteen years spent in Chicago representing Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
During the war he was general
manager of the Canadian subsidiary
of Electronic Laboratories of Canada,
Limited, which was engaged in the
production of specialized communications equipment.
*

*

*

RADIO MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Serving up to

Two input lacks, one provides
equalization network for crystal pick
up, the other may be bridged across
500 -600 ohm circuits without change in
level. Treble attenuation and boost, base
boost, base compensated volume control, separate gain control and fidelity
control give the finest in record and
wired music reproduction.

twenty -five pri-

vate master stations,
this telephone intercom gives instant, reliable and private communication as well as providing for telephone conferences.
Other systems available to fit your
specific requirements.

3.
In a cabinet of English Brown Mahogany with
coffee brown trim, this unit is supplied with
either seven or fourteen station push -buttons.
Operating on AC or DC current, it has separate

AMPLIFIED INTER -COM,
MODEL 1M -514

controls for incoming and outgoing volume
and a telephone -type press -to -talk key. Remote stations are available in the same cabinet finish and with the same high quality
Alnico V reproducer as the master station.

has recently initiated a new service
for its member companies. Weekly
reports are now issued from RMA
headquarters for the benefit of set
manufacturers and covering available
surplus radio materials.
These new RMA surplus inventory
reports were recommended by the Set
Division, under Chairman Paul V. Galvin of Chicago, and authorized by the
RMA Board of Directors.
To assist in inventory and production matters, RMA set manufacturers
may report available surplus of parts,
tubes, accessories, and other radio materials. These reports from the set
manufacturers are then compiled and
distributed weekly for the exchange
or sale of surplus inventory between
the RMA set companies.
*

*

*

was recently
appointed Chief Engineer for Sorensen
& Company, Inc.
Mr. Helterline has
been with Sorensen
since January, 1946
as senior project
engineer. In his new
capacity he will be
responsible for the
LEO L. HELTERLINE, JR.,

4.

PORTABLE SOUND SYSTEM. MODEL PS -32

.

SOUND SYSTEM,

MODEL SS -750

completely pre -engineered system. Incorporates AM -FM radio
tuner, record changer,
A

controls, provision for
wired music, and 90
watts of audio -power

Portable system In a three -section,
compact case. 15 watt amplifier
with one phonograph and two
microphone inputs, two heavy
duty Alnico V reproducers, and 25
feet of durable cord with connectors attached. One case has
the reproducer receptacle for connecting in cascade. Underwriters
approved.

divided into four output
circuits. Wired for optional remote control
turret. Rugged all -metal

cabinet with glacier grey finish. Underwriters approved.

design and development of all company products which include voltage
regulators, transformers, Nobatrons,
and special electronic equipment.
Mr. Helterline is a graduate of
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and
prior to joining the Sorensen organization he was affiliated with Sylvania
Electric Products Inc. as a quality
control engineer doing test and liaison
work on radar vacuum tube components.
*

STROMBERG -CARLSON
NATURAL -VOICE

SOUND SYSTEMS
a

34

*

*

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COM-

new permanent sales headquarters for the Radio Receiving Tube
Division are now located at 445 Lake
PANY'S

Shore Drive, Chicago. All activities in
connection with sales engineering, ad(Continued on page 176)
RADIO NEWS

Long- distance

Television

is twenty
years old
At the x927 demonstration, Dr. Herbert E. Ives explained the
television system developed in Bell Telephone Laboratories.

APRIL 7 is a notable day in communication history, for
on that day in 1927 was the first demonstration of television over long distances. Large -scale images were flashed
from Washington, D. C., by wire and from Whippany,
N.J., by radio to a public demonstration in New York
City. "It was," said a newspaper, "as if a photograph had
suddenly come to life and begun to smile, talk, nod its
head and look this way and that."
That was the first of many public demonstrations,
each to mark an advance in the television art. In 1929
came color television, and in 193o a two-way system
between the headquarters buildings of A. T. & T. and
Bell Laboratories. When the first coaxial cable was installed

B

EXPLORING AND INVENTING,

May, 19 -17

E L L

T E L

E

P H

in 1937, television signals for 240 -line pictures were transmitted between Philadelphia and New York and three
years later 44.1 -line signals were transmitted. By May,
1941, successful experiments had been made on an 800mile circuit.
End of the war brought a heightened tempo of
development. Early in 1946 began the regular experimental use of coaxial cable for television between New
York and Washington, and a few months latcr a microwave system for television transmission was demonstrated
in California.
Transmission facilities will keep pace as a great art
advances to wide public usefulness.
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DEVISING AND PERFECTING, FOR CONTINUED
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ECONOMIES IN TELEPHONE SERVICE
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METAL -LASED MINERAL -OIL PAPER CAPACITORS
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TYPES 20 AND 21 AVAILABLE NOW FOR

'

:

SANGAMO CAPACITORS ARE NOW MANUFACTURED IN CANADA

SANGANIO ELECTRIC COMPANY
{IG

/MAIEDI4

BY

G

DELIVERY

SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEASIDE, ONTARIO

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
R.tD /O NEWS
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Model HNP -51
(15 -inch)

A

j

Model JAP -60
(15 -inch)

en4en SPEAKER!

Model JHP -52
(15 -inch)

JENSEN BASS REFLEX' REPRODUCERS

with COAXIAL

REPRODUCER

STOCK

CABINET

SPEAKER

NO.

NO.

IMPEDANCE,

NO

NO.

OHMS

RD -I22

ST -159
ST -160

D -121

JCP -40

6 -8

RD -151

D -151

RD -152

ST -161

D -151

HNP -51
JAP -60

RD -153

ST -162

D -151

JHP -52

500 -600
500 -600
500 -600

RA-124

ST-134

RA-151
RA-153

ST-136
ST-138

RA-154

ST-139

A-121
A-151
A-151
A-151

JCP-40
HNP-51
JAP-60
JHP-52

500-600
500-600
500-600

'Model JCP-40
(12-inch)

SPEAKERS

LIST
PRICE

$120.00
212.00
164.00
151.00

6-8

$

76.45
177.40
128.90
115.90

JENSEN BASS REFLEX "' CABINETS

MODEL

STOCK

NO.

NO.

D -121

ST -156

D -151

ST -157

DIMENSIONS
SPEAKER
SIZE

12"
15"

TYPE
A- 81
A-121
A-151

ST-123
ST-124
ST-125

A- 82

A-122
A-152

blJP,i4!l?P44
C

J

ST-145
ST-146
ST-147

WIDTH

DEPTH

27'/8"

31%"
31%"

13
13

27

N"

LIST
PRICE

%"
%"

$75.00
75.00

91/a"

$24.55
34.05
42.15

"A" (Finished)
24"
27"
32 %"

8"
12"
15"

TYPE

HEIGHT

18"
24

3/4"

27%"

I

13'1"
13'1"

"A" (Unfinished)

12"

8"

24"
27"

24s/4"

131/2"

15"

321/4"

27%"

13'1"

18"

9'/4"

$24.55
34.05
42.15

awl aimll rIIGC&ifiLA

E%1tEP pfiliCvrl.'1&C

&p6f?J1tPi?,é

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6617 SOUTH LARAMIE AVE., CHICAGO 38,
IN CANADA: Copper Wire Products Ltd.,

Trade

11

U. S.

A.

King St, W., Toronto, Ont.

Mark Registered

May, 1947
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SUN'S GREATEST OFFER!
WHILE THEY LAST,

CHECK THESE VALUES

AT

FRACTION

A

COST

GOVERNMENT

ORIGINAL

1

THEIR

OF

Il

,

SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER
fixed frequency receiver comes with full conversion
instructions for variable tuning of all ham bands and broadcast.
A highly selective superheterodyne receiver, 110 V. A.C. power
supply built in. Using the following tubes: 6K7 -RF Amplifier;
6K8 -Mixer and Oscillator; 6K7 -I.F. Amplifier; 6F7- Detector and
A.V.C.; 6C8- Output and Noise Suppressor; 80- Rectifier. Dimenwith
sions 31/2x19x11 1/2 inches. Comes complete, Brand New,
one set of coils and two sets of
tubes
$2.95
Extra set of coils

This crystal

R.F. TUNING UNITS

$16.95

Beautiful black crackled aluminum cabinet with two variable transmitting condensers
and two vernier dials, one
heavy duty ceramic four position wafer switch, mica condensers, 2,500 working volts
and coils wound on porcelain
.:: ribbed forms.

BENDIX

.

INTER -COM AMPLIFIER

RECORD PLAYER
Including Webster No. 50
changer, three tube amplifier, 5' Alinco V speaker in a

Available TU5B

(1500- 3000kc), TU75

(4500- 6200), TUBB (6200 7700kc), TU9B 17700-10, -

TRANSMITTER

000kc)
(1

0,0 0

$49.95
Three 807 tubes; Four
12SK7; One 2 -inch 5
amp. RF meter; Four

Separate Master oscillators. (These can be easily changed to
cover 20 -40 -80 meters and by using crystal for the 10 meter
band you will have a complete coverage transmitter.) Four Separate output tanks; One 4 Position selector channel switch having
seven sections which changes the ECO, IPA and output tanks
simultaneously. All the controls are mounted on the front panel.
The housing is cast aluminum; shields and case are sheet aluminum. Dimensions 11x12 x15 inches, weighing 35 Vs lbs. Complete, simple instructions for conversion furnished.
$49.95
Complete with tubes
BRAND- NEW

and

deluxe leatherette case.

TU1OB

$3.89

YOUR cost
Lots

of six

1

.

E7G

1E6
1G4GT

1050

1G6GT
1H4G
1H5GT
I H6G
115G
1J6G
1 LA4

.

51.32
.90
1.08
1 08
1.08
1.0
1.08
1.32
1.92
1.08
1.32
1.08
1.08
1.32

1
1

1.08
1.59
1.08
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.08
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

LB4
LH4

ILNS

NSGT
1Q5GT
1

lenier modulation coil . . .
less coverplate, crystal and
power
supply....

NAVY SPEAKER

$17.95

TRANSMITTER
Brand New
Battery operated (671/2 V.B.
and 11/1 V.A.). Frequency 80
to 105 M.C. Complete with
1G4 tubes and full instruc-

2-

tion
manual

$6.95

Stromberg Carlson and RCA
waterproof speakers. Brand
New in original cartons. 25
Watt PM driver unit with line
matching transformer and
projector mounted in heavy
duty round metal baffle.
Ideal for communication receivers and sound systems at
lowest price ever offered.

$14.95

order.
All items F.O.B. Washington, D. C. Orders $30.00 or less, cash with
Above $30.00, 25 percent with order, balance C.O.D.

UN RADIO
38

6117
6138

No.

Prie.

.59
.....81
.90

6BA6

6E1E6

68F6
6C5
6C8
6C7

6176

607

617861

6E5
6F5

6F6

.81 6F7
.90 6F8G

iLC6

Frond new, complete with
eight tubes, crystal control,
10 channel pushbutton, non-

mplifier

51.00 12C8

Pr,ce

1F50

TRANSMITTER

$8.95

or speech

ALL STANDARD BRAND TUBES
M9.

024
1A5GT
IA7GT
1114P
185 255
1C5GT
IC6

NAVY V.H.F. RADIO

S.P.S.T. toggle, 28v D.C.
dynamotor. Sun Radio furnishes
the instructions for easy conversion to Hi- Fidelity phono
1

SAVE UP TO 80% AT SUN RADIO ON

1ESGP

35 WATT

filters, 12 precision resistors,
4 low loss octal sockets, shielded input and output transformers, 2 shielded R.F. chokes,

BRAND NEW RADIO TUBES

-

BC -684 F.M.

$57.50
$36.75
$34.50

List

0-1 2,5 0 0 kc). Please

specify
model

Comes completely wired in
aluminum cabinet with following: 2 -12A6, 2 -1215 tubes,
1
bathtub condenser, 3 can

AUTOMATIC

1115

154

155
1T4
1T5GT
1V

.81
.81
.75

2116
2137

1.08
1.59
1.32
1.25
1.50
.81
1.32
.90
.90

2E5
3A8CT
3Q5GT

354
5T4

5 U4G

5V4G
5W4
5X4G
5Y3GT
5Y4G
523
5Z4

6ß6G
6H6
6J 5
6J6
6.17

686

6K7
6L5ß
6L6G
6L7
6N7
647
6R7
6587
65A7GT
6587 -Y
65C7
65F5
65F7
6567

65J70T

6SK7
6SL7GT

659767

....
.

6SQ7
65117

.57 6557
.63 GUS /6G5
.90 6Ú7G
1.80 6V6
1.32 6W70
6A4
1.25 6XSGT
6A6
1.08 6Y6G
6A8
61185 6N51.. 1.32 6V7ß
6Ab7 1853... 1.50 627513
.90 784
6AC5GT
6AC7/1852... 1.50 7A5
1.32 7A7
6AD6G
1.32 7C7
6AD7G
1.08 7E6
6AE8GT
1.08 7E7
6AE6G
1.32 7F7
6AF6G
7117
1.92 7J7
6AGS
1.92 7K7
6ÁG7
1.32 707
6AK6
1.08 7Y4
GALS
1.08 1285
6ÁQ5
1.08 1286
6AQ6
.90 128GT
6AT6
12AH7GT
1.08 12ÁT6
6A U6
1.30
128A6
6B4G
.90 12BE6
6B6G

1.50 12F5GT
1.08 12H6
1.08 12J5GT
.90 12J76T
.90 12K7GT
.80 12K8
.57 12SA7GT
.80 125C7
1.08 125F5
1.32 125E7
.90 12567
.90 125X7
.90 125J7ß7
1.32 125K7GT
1.00 125L7GT
1.00 125N7GT
.75 125Q7GT
.75 125117
1.59 1223
1.08 14/17/1287
.80 14G6
.90 14H7
.90 1407
1.50 25L6GT
1.32 252607
1.32 26
1.08 27
1.32 30
.80 31
.90 32L7GT ..
1.59 35
1.00 35L8GT
.70 35W4
1.08 3523
1.08 35Z4GT
.90 35Z5GT
.75 36
.80
1.10 38
.90 39/44
.80 41
.80 45
.80 45Z3
1.08 46
.81 50A5
1.35 5085
1.10 SOL6GT
.81 55
1.10 56
1.08 59
1.08 75
1.00 76
1.00 77
1.00 78
1.00 79
1.08 80
1.08 85
1.32 89
1.32 117L7GT/
117M7GT
1.30
1.59 117Z3
1.32 11726GT
1.08 XXb
1.08 XXFM
.90 VR-90 '30
1.32 VR-105 '30..
.81 V R-150/30
1.32 182B
.90 485
1.08 1619
1.08 2051

.81

.90
.81
1.32
1.00
1.00

.90
1.08

1.00
1.08
.90
.90
1.32
1.08
.90
.90
.81
1.30
1.32
1.32
1.08
.90
.81
.63
.57
.81
.81

1.59
.81
.81
.69

1.08
.66
.69
.81
.69
.90
.75
.69
.66
.90
.90
1.50
1.08
.90
.50
.66
1.32

....

....

,

.....

.

..

...

.69
.75
.75

.

.
.

.75
.44
.57
.75
.50
1.92
1.08
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.50
1.00
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for a Better Job in
RADIO ENGINEERING
World of Electronics Better Trainwaring Means Better Opportunities TODAY,
developed techniqu
in
Micro
In This New

!

-

the early days of broadcasting!
-Wave
fer greater opportunities than ever existed
Relay Systems, Television, FM Broadcasting, Mobile Communication Systems for Trains,
Industrial
Applications
are
just
a
few
of the
many
-these
Automobiles, Busses, Trucks,
new techniques which offer marvelous, exciting opportunities to you who are alert-and are
qualified!

-

Let Cleveland Institute Take Over Your Personal Up- Grading

Don't Delay
Write Today!

Problem!

-

Qualified, competent instructors, ample, personalized instructional aids, orderly, progressively arranged study assignments in recognized, approved technical texts
these are only a few of the many superior advantages of CIRE's plan of personalized
spare -time home study training for professional self-improvement.

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE COURSES OFFER COMPLETE TECHNICAL TRAINING RANGING FROM LOW -LEVEL TO COLLEGE -

ENROLL FOR INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS OF
IF YOU PREFER.

LEVEL.

If you need only highly specialized training, ou can
study one or more of the following sections instead of
a complete course.
1. Mathematics of Radio.
2. Fundamentals of DC and AC Theory.
3. Essentials of Radio Communication.
4. Communication Networks.
5. Advanced Radio Telephony for the Broadcast
Operator.
6. Audio and Radio Components and Systems (Design
of Receiver and Transmitter Equipment)

A. Master Course In Radio Communication.

Covers complete preparation for broadcast station employment
including preparation for FCC License Examinations.
R. Advanced Course in Radio Communication Engineering.
A college -level Radio Engineering Course.
C. Specialized Television Engineering.
Including post -war Television Techniques.
All Courses Include
The Remarkable Workbooks of Instructional Aids, prepared by
the instructing staff of Cleveland Institute.
Choose the course best suited to your needs -Start with the
section you are qualified to enter-Use the economical CIRE
"Pay -As- You -Go- Plan."

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
Contractors to the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation
RNS Terminal Tower
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
Approved for Training under "G -I

- --

I-

(MAIL THIS COUPON)

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics, RN -S. Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio.
Gentlemen: Please send information about your home comers in Radio Electronics.

I

NAME

desire training in

D

A

I have had experience in broadcasting

operating

ADDRESS

amateur
CITY

mfg.

D

ZONE

CAA

D

College

D

D

C

servicing

o

B

D

Army -Navy
I am
Degree ..

a

.

Check here for Veteran Enrollment Information.

STATE'

Commercial
0

D

other

Iligh School Grad.

Bill

of Rights"

COURSES,

Radio Operators'

LICENSEO'\
LICENSE

IT'S EASY IF YOU FOLLOW OUR PLAN!

Thousands of new jobs are opening up-FM, TELEVISION, MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, are only a few of the radio fields which require licensed operators.

TIME IS IMPORTANT TO YOU!
can get your License quickly with
NILSON'S MASTER COURSE in RADIO COMMUNICATION and e;clusive CIRE Workbooks
of Instructional Aids. Saves you many hours
or random. undirected study.
You

Don't Delay

-

Write Today!

Approved for Veteran
Training under
"G -I Bill of Rights"

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
Contractors to the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation
RN-5 Terminal Tower
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

May, 1947

Assures a MINIMUM of time in getting your
ticket.
FREE BOOKLET tells you the Government
Requirements for all classes of commercial
licenses Sent immediately upon receipt of
coupon.

-

MAIL THIS COUPON

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
EN -5 Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio
Gentlemen: Please send information about your Home Study Course for preparation for
FCC Commercial License Examinations (this course does not cover amateur license

examinations).
Name
Address
City

Zone

o

11

a Veteran check

State

here
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For Dependable Performance .

.

s

Choose Time -Tested

EFifienco

CAPACITORS AND FUSED PLUGS

MICA

MOLDED MICA CAPACITORS

TRIMMER

CAPACITORS

Clear India ruby mica. Base made of low -loss
ceramic materials. Treated for humidity resistance and permanence of capacity setting. Adjusting screw advances 1/64'. for one complete
rotation, thus insuring accurate adjustment of
capacity setting.

'Compact, precision made, fixed mica dielectric
capacitors. Made in accordance with American
military standards to meet Army and Navy
JAN -C -5 specifications. All impregnated and
JAN -C-5 color coded.

PADDERS
Completely enclosed construction protects delicate edges of the clear India ruby mica films.
Phosphor bronze adjusting plates assure permanent resilience and freedom from mechanical
fatigue. All parts heavily plated to resist
corrosion.

El-Menco Fused Plug

THE REVOLUTIONARY

ONLY PLUG
THAT CARRIES ITS OWN FUSES
Provides complete protection against damage to product and main line.
Contains two small fuses that are easily removed and replaced. Molded
finger grips. Attaches to cord like any standard plug. Replacement
fuses available in all amperages. Specify on equipment of all voltages
up to 250 and currents up to 8 amperes. Approved by Underwriters
Laboratories.
THE

ALL
FOR

EL -MENCO

ATTENTION JOBBERS!

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

A

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

few valuable territories are still

open. Contact Arco Electronics for

information.

RONICS Inc.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

135 LIBERTY STREET

SOLE

DISTRIBUTOR FOR U.S. AND CANADA

Littlefuses for Immediate Delivery

40

3

AG

up to

8

amps.

3

AB up to 15 amps.
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You BUY

FORMANCE
IN

T H

E

-129 -X
Pull the weak ones out of the QRM -Tune in

"ZL" and hold on to him -Turn on the noise
limiter and really kill ignition noise -That is what
thousands of hams are doing every day with the
a

HQ -I29 -X

*PIKED er

Y

E

A

R S

edee
the

HQ

at your

-129 -X
dealer's
ESTAYRNED
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O F

KNOW HOW

2,]A AG1lÚa11

THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC., 460 W. 34TH ST., NEW YORK 1, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
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PARTS SHOW

VISITORS
WELCOME!

Wells Moves to Convenient New Location
A National Service
visit Chicago,
Wells maintains a complete catalog service
covering every item in our huge inventory.
Catalogs or descriptive lists are now available
in the following categories: Relays, Volume
Controls, Micro Switches, Phone Jacks and
Plugs, Transmitting Tubes, Condensers, Transformers, Resistors, Jones Strips, Wafer Switches,
Radio Amateur Equipment, Dry Disc Rectifiers,
Wire, and Coax Connectors. Send for your
copies today.
For those who are unable to

Thousands of types of radio -electric parts and equipment have been
assembled in one tremendous display area located within easy

walking distance of Chicago's Loop. Manufacturers, distributors and
radio amateurs are cordially invited to see this extraordinary selec-

tion of the best of Government contract termination components.
Everything is priced at a fraction of the original cost and is backed
by the substantial Wells guarantee.

WELLS
SALES, INC.
42

Distributors: Write for the Wells Jobber Manual

320 N. LA SALLE

ST. DEPT.

R-5, CHICAGO 10, ILL.
'RADIO NEWS

when you order a

STANCOR product
you order the

FINEST

The big black- and -yellow STANCOR catalog Is
the logical place for the radio serviceman to turn
for a transformer to meet any standard need....
For there you will find the most complete selection of Replacement and General Purpose Transformers.... And there you'll .find the FINEST.
For the most exacting quality is built into
every STANCOR product.... Quality plus ad-

...

vanced design and universal application.... Yes,
reach for the well- thumbed STANCOR catalog
for behind it are STANCOR's new streamlined plant facilities to give you better products
and better service
to help you give your
customers complete and lasting satisfaction.

...

...

standardize on

lay, 1947

STANCOR

TRANSFORMERS

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION ELSTON, KEDZIE AND ADDISON, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Here's the latest addition to

the Pyramid family -an

ultra- compact, high quality,
metal -sealed, easy -to -mount capacitor!
Pyramid Type TM units are

available in

a

wide range

of capacity and voltage ratings,

for every application.
And, like all other Pyramid

capacitors, they're modestly priced!
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PYRAMID
ELECTRIC COMPANY
JERSEY CITY 6, N. J.

1
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This truck driver is receiving instructions for his
next assignment. Thus

the new mobile telephone
service will enable commercial vehicles to operate with increased efficiency and economy. The
control unit mounted conveniently under the dashboard holds the telephone
handset and contains the
bell and signaling light.
This service makes

pos

sible calls between any
regular telephone and the
telephone in the vehicle.

Mobile Radio-

Telephone Service Links Nation
By FRANK E. BUTLER

Mobile radiotelephone service is now being provided
to subscribers. This relatively new "Bell" system
provides 2030 selective signaling combinations.
E act of "calling" or "receiving" a mobile radiotelephone
call is no more complex or difficult than performing the same operation with a regular wire line telephone. Transmission standards are
equal to wire line service and no tricky
operating procedure or "tuning" is
necessary.
This new service, which combines
regular wire telephone operation with
shortwave radio is remarkably clear
and free from "dead spots," fading or
static. This perfection is obtained by
using frequency modulation to bridge
the gap between the regular wire telephone channels and the specially
equipped vehicles. Two bands are allocated for this service. One operates
in the 152-162 megacycle band and its
counterpart operates in the 30 -44 megacycle band.
Complete equipment on the vehicle
consists of a radio receiver and transmitter, an 18 inch stand antenna, a
selective signaling device and a telephone instrument. All controls and
the cradle telephone are conveniently
mounted under the instrument board
of the car in a single unobstructive
unit. On the left of the control panel
is a small lamp which lights to in;Nay, 1947

dicate an incoming call. A regulation
bell signal is also used.
However, the bell stops ringing after
a short interval but the lamp remains
lighted until the driver acknowledges
the call. Thus by having the lamp
signal "lock in" the driver is notified
that he had been called during his absence from the car.
Centered on the front panel is the
main "On-Off" switch. With the switch
in the "On" position, the receiver is in
operating condition, ready to receive
a call while the transmitter is in a
standby condition. The transmitter is
ready to operate when the handset is
removed from the cradle, and operates
when the "push-to- talk" button in the
center of the handset is depressed. To
the right of the switch is a lamp which
indicates the power is on. The control weighs less than 8 pounds, including the handset. A retractile cord is
used to prevent any fouling or tangling
that might occur with a regular handset cord. The ringing bell is mounted
inside the control unit.
Unique with the Western Electric
equipment is a selective signaling device, incorporated as an integral part
of the receiver. It is the "heart" of
the mobile radiotelephone unit. This

selector and its associated filters and
relays provide full selective signaling
with 2030 combinations available.
Each radio channel will serve a number of mobile stations. Each mobile
installation is assigned a five digit
number prefixed by a channel designation of two letters. Because the
number "1" is used as a selector "return to normal" pulse, the station
number never includes the digit "one."
The selector is designed so that the
total of the five digits add up to "23."
As an example: "WJ6- 2834"
WJ,
is the channel designation and 62834
the mobile radiotelephone station
number.
When a call comes in to the mobile
telephone traffic operator she dials the
digits for this particular station. In
so doing, she causes the control terminal equipment to modulate the land
transmitter with a series of pulses of
600 and 1500 cycles. These pulses, received and amplified at the mobile stations, cause all selector sets assigned
to the same channel to be actuated.
Stop pins in the cog wheel of the selector in the receiver called will cause
only that selector to be positioned lo
ring a bell and light a call lamp in the
vehicle. All other selectors will fail
to reach the final or signaling opera-

...

tion.

Operation of mobile telephone service is very simple. All calls are handled by special mobile service operators at a central office. It is only necessary to give central the telephone
number wanted, such as . . . "WJ62834." This numbering, by the way,
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1.

HIGH NAY

Frequency range
(Transmitting)

42-44 mc.
30-40 mc.

(Receiving)
2. Max.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

frequency tolerance

-20 to +

152 -162
152 -162

.01%

55 deg. C.)
Type of modulation
(

URBAN

mc.
mc.

.005%

Phase
Predistortion
(FM characteristic)
6 db. /octave
6 db. /octave
100% modulation swing
12kc., (t 7.4 radians) 15kc., ( 10 radians)
Audio band transmitted
300 -3000 c.p.s.
300 -3000 c.p.s.
40 kc.
60 kc.
Max. radio bandwidth
20 -40 watts
15 -35 watts
Output power
Max. transmitter spurious
70 db. below carrier 70 db. below carrier
radiation
Max. residual transmitter The measured residual transmitter noise
should be 47 db. below the level of a 1000
noise modulation
c.p.s. sine wave tone which modulates the
transmitter the full radian swing. The noise
should be measured in a manner which
takes into account its interfering effect on
a telephone circuit.
Receiver sensitivity limiter
Phase

t

t

effectiveness
Signal input for complete

30 db.

30 db.

limiting

5 µv.

to

5 µv.
20 to
25 kc.
85 db. adjacent to

12.
13.

Receiver acceptance band
Receiver suppression

14.
15.

Receiver spurious response
-70 db.
-70 db.
Max. squelch sensitivity (adj .
inside equipment over 25 db.
1µv.
range)
1 µv.
Receiver noise figure
12 db.
8 db.
Max. residual receiver noise The measured residual receiver noise (car
engine operating) should be at least 50 db.
below the level of a 1000 c.p.s. sine wave
tone which modulates the test radio frequency signal the full radian swing.
Radio receiver de- emphasis

16.
17.

18.
19.

(FM characteristic)

Receiver output power (250
mw. required for operation
of selector set -10 mw. for

10

15

kc.

adjacent to
midchannel

85 db.

6

midchannel

db./octave

6

db./octave

250 mw.
250 mw.
handset)
20. Audio characteristics with 1000 c.p.s. reference; 250 c.p.s. 0 to -4 db.;
db. ; 2000 to 3200
100% modulation of trans- 500 to 2000 c.p.s. 0 to
mitters or receivers
c.p.s. 0 to -4 db.

-3

Characteristics specified in terms of departure from the ideal 6 db. /octave transmitter pre- emphasis or receiver de- empha-

21. Selective

signaling

22.

Transmitter warmup

23.
24.

Nominal battery voltages
Ambient temperature

25. Voice
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sis.
The selector set must respond to the two tone audio frequency signaling code transmitted by the land station. The transmitted
code consists of a series of pulses of two
tones, 600 and 1500 c.p.s. which are transmitted alternately at a uniform rate of 8 to
11 per second. The tones are transmitted
successively without interruption, and all
pulses are of equal length (.09 to .125 sec.).
The local signal circuits associated with the
selector set should provide a bell of suitable
audibility and a lock -in lamp signal. The
bell circuit should be arranged to remain
operated (bell ringing) as long as the selector contact is closed. The lamp circuit
should operate when the selector contact
closes and remain operated (lamp lighted)
until the local circuit is restored by the
operation of a release button or contact.

Full operation within 300 milliseconds after
push -to -talk button is depressed.
6 -12

volts

6 -12

volts

Satisfactory operation with ambient temperatures ranging between -40 and +65

degrees C.
frequency control unit Bell System installations should include
push -to -talk handset, equipped with a carbon- button type transmitter unit and a
telephone type receiver unit having a 5 foot
conductor cord. The frequency characteristics of the handset should be such as to
utilize efficiently the voice frequency band
specified above.

does not conflict with any existing central code of the entire wire telephone

system.
The mobile operator then checks
channel "WJ" to determine whether
it is in use. If the channel is idle the
mobile service operator inserts a dial
cord and dials "62834." The mobile
station bell rings and the driver answers and talks. The mobile service
cord circuit supervisory lamp is extinguished. The operator starts timing the ticket covering that particular
call.
At the termination of the call, the
supervisory lamp at the switchboard
lights. The mobile service operator
releases the channel and enters the
time of the call on the ticket. The
channel is now ready for the next
call.
A call from the automobile to a wireline subscriber is just as easily completed. The driver removes the handset
from the control unit and "monitors,"
i.e., listens to check that the channel
is not in use. This consumes about
three seconds of time. If the channel
is idle, the driver presses the "push -totalk" button on the handset. The line
lamp at the mobile service switchboard position lights. The mobile
service operator answers, and asks for
called number. The mobile service operator completes the call in the same
manner as for wire line subscribers.
As before, the cord supervisory lamp
gives a continuous indication of the
progress of the call.
The receiver and transmitter are
housed in separate cases which can
be easily carried in the luggage corn partment of a passenger automobile.
The transmitter with its 20 watt output is capable of providing reliable
service in the area served, which is
approximately 25 to 30 miles. A special dynamotor powered by 6 or 12
volts, depending on the vehicle in
which the radiotelephone is installed,
is used to operate the equipment.
Quartz plate crystal control of the
transmitter frequency is provided,
with a thermostatically controlled,
constant temperature oven enclosing
the quartz plate. Temperature control insures operation of the transmitter on its proper frequency.
The radio frequency carrier is modulated by a phase modulation circuit,
resulting in excellent voice quality
transmission with an extremely low
noise level. Maximum deviation plus
frequency tolerance of the carrier under speech modulation is normally a
swing of plus or minus 15 kilocycles.
The modulation circuit requires no
adjustment, and only one vacuum tube
is used.
Spurious radiation, that is, radiation
of signals on other than the assigned
frequency, is well below what is normally expected with mobile transmitters. An unusual double tuned circuit
in the first doubler stage accounts for
the absence of undesirable radiation.

r

Table 1. Technical characteristics of mobile equipment recommended for Bell System general mobile radiotelephone service.
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The two compact units pictured to the right are the
Western Electric Type 38 radio transmitter and re-

ceiver which are part of the mobile radiotelephone
equipment. Selective calling is one feature that distinguishes mobile radiotelephone from the common
type of mobile radio. The unit in the glass enclosure,
a Western Electric Type 106A selector set, is the
device that is set up for the call number of the
particular equipment. When this number is called
the bell or other signaling device will be activated.

The receiver is a sensitive, triple deection superheterodyne type. It is
fixed tuned, with quartz plate control
or both conversion oscillators. Triple
etection is a modification of the usual
uperheterodyne, and incorporates two
onverters and two intermediate freuencies. The great advantage of
ripie detection lies in its effective
nage suppression with no loss in serctivity. Images in superheterodyne
eceivers are spurious responses to sigals separated from the frequency to
'hich the receiver is tuned by twice
le intermediate frequency. Further
nage rejection, along with added senktivity, is gained by having a tuned
adio frequency amplifier ahead of
fie first converter stage.
A non- synchronous vibrator is used
the power supply circuit. The adantage gained by using this type of
ibrator is that no concern need be
iven as to whether the positive or
?gative side of the vehicle battery is
rounded.
The intermediate frequency stages
re designed to have bandpass charactristics that provide an unusual deree of selectivity. The audio freency response of the receiver is
at in the voice frequency range with
re resultant faithful reproduction of
to speaker's voice.
With less than
microvolt input to the receiver the
gnal -to-noise ratio is about plus 25
). During the period when the voice
rcuit is in use, negative feedback
introduced, further providing for a
gh degree of distortionless reception.
The selective signaling device inrporated in the receiver requires
ightly more output power than is
'ailable when the feedback circuit is
erative. Consequently when the
lay, 1947

handset is not in use, i.e., when it is
in the cradle, the feedback circuit is
disconnected, thus providing additional power to operate the selector.
A frequency modulation type of
squelch is used to make the audio circuit operative whenever a usable signal is received. An outstanding feature
of the squelch circuit is that selected
noise is amplified to bias the audio
circuit to cut -off, reducing the possibility of anything but the desired radio
frequency carrier opening the squelch
and making the audio circuit operative. Such an arrangement greatly
reduces the possibility of false operation of the selective signaling equipment by noise.
Two types of radiotelephone service
are currently in service and supply
both urban and highway service. Urban mobile radiotelephone service extends telephone service, not only to
motor vehicles but to other mobile
units, such as harbor craft, operating
in a city or metropolitan area, the extent of coverage being determined by
the needs of the subscribers.
A system of this kind requires a
fixed plant comprising one or more
land radio transmitters at locations
which are favorable from the standpoint of radio transmission coverage,
and a number of strategically located
land radio receivers, all connected by
wire lines to a centrally located control terminal and the telephone
switchboard. Completing the system
are the mobile radio transmitters, receivers, and signaling units of the motor vehicles and water craft equipped
for radiotelephone communication
with the land equipment.
In most cities, a single land radio
transmitter for each frequency chan-

nel will suffice. Some of the larger
cities may require two. Experience
has indicated that little if any trouble
will be experienced as a result of interference where more than one land
transmitter is operated on the same
frequency.
Radio frequencies allocated to urban
radiotelephone service by the Federal
Communications Commission are in
the 152 to 162 megacycle band (See
Table 1). At these frequencies radio
waves are propagated over substantially line -of -sight paths between the
transmitter and receiver. Therefore,
the location of the land transmitter
and receiver antennas greatly affects
the coverage obtained. The antennas
ordinarily will be the simple vertical
half -wave coaxial type, the supporting
structure being determined in each
case by the height required and local
mounting conditions. The vehicle or
water craft antenna will be a simple
quarter -wave vertical whip in most
cases.
Vehicle transmitters are limited to
relatively low power because of space
and primary power available. Antenna
heights are also restricted, so the
range of transmission from the vehicle transmitter may be considerably
less than that from the land transmitter. This makes it necessary to provide additional land station receivers
at strategic locations.
High power is required in the land
transmitter because of the antenna
and power supply restrictions of the
vehicle receiver and because of the
presence of local radio -frequency
noise. More than one land transmitter
per channel may be necessary for a
large area or for an area in which
(Continued on page 108)
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Simple Two -Tube
HAM SUP[IÌ

Fig. 1. Over-all view
completed unit.
of

By RAY FRANK,

WAJU

Amateur Radio Editor. RADIO NEWS

Two dual triodes and

a selenium rectifier provide "5

tube performance" in 3.5, 7, 14, and
FREQUENTLY the embryo ham is
confronted by the high cost of a
complete station with all its accessories. Too often, when the transmitter has been built or purchased, the
funds then available for a satisfactory
receiver are found to be insufficient.
The usual result is that the remaining
funds are invested in a receiver that
will not meet future requirements.
It was with this thought in mind that
the receiver described in this article
was designed. The complete cost is
low, and when more funds are available, it may be discarded or kept as a

211

me. bands.

standby unit. In addition, its compact
size lends itself well to portable work.
While the performance of this receiver cannot equal that of the regular communications jobs, ease in
handling, plus sufficient selectivity to
work under difficult conditions is attained. To keep the parts to a minimum, it was decided to dispense with
the usual output stage, and confine
the output to a level adequate for
headphone use.
In order to have usable selectivity, it
is almost essential that any ham receiver be of the superheterodyne

Fig. 2. Top view of receiver. Rectifier Is shown mounted to rear of L,, L2.

q0

type. In these days of parts shortages
this often entails considerable searching to locate the desired components.
By the use of a regenerative second
detector, however, it is possible to
realize considerable gain. The use of
a high frequency i.f. system insures
adequate freedom from images.
As finally adopted, the lineup is as
follows : 6J6 oscillator and first detector, with another 6J6 serving the
dual purpose of a regenerative detector and audio amplifier. These tubes
were chosen because of their small
size, excellent performance, and availability on the surplus market. Pulling between the oscillator and first
detector, so common in a receiver of
this type, is practically absent, due to
the low interelectrode capacities of
the tube, and the low amount of oscillator injection needed to give satisfactory conversion.
The i.f. circuit consists of L,, and a
feedback winding L5. One section of
the second 6J6 is used as a regenerative detector. The resistor, R6, controls
the amount of feedback by adjusting
the plate voltage on the detector section of this 6J6.
For maximum convenience a built in power supply was included.- This
power supply consists of a selenium
rectifier and a simple RC filter. Heater
power for the tubes is supplied by a
1 ampere, 6.3 volt filament transformer rather than a dropping resistor.
The heater current of 6J6's is .45 amperes each and the heat dissipated in
a dropping resistor to carry this current would be considerable.
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One of the bugaboos of transformer less power supplies is the danger to
the operator when a metal chassis is
used. To eliminate the possibility of
shock, the variable condensers and
the phone jack are insulated from the
panel by means of fiber washers. All
ground returns are made to a piece of
tinned copper bus, insulated from the
chassis. This bus is bypassed to the
chassis by means of an .05 µfd. condenser. This permits connection of the
chassis to a direct ground with no
danger to the user.
The entire receiver is built on a
5 "x9' "xl'/ " black crackle finished
chassis. A 7 "x10" front panel is used.
The lower edge of the chassis is
mounted 1/2" above the lower edge of
the panel to give greater clearance for
the various knobs.
Coils L4 and L5 are wound on a 3/4"
diameter bakelite form. L4 consists
of 55 turns of No. 30 enameled wire
closewound, while L5 is 10 turns of No.
36 single -silk covered, wound at the
"cold" end of L5. It is essential that
proper polarity of L; be observed or the
i.f. will not oscillate. If this winding
is reversed, it will be necessary to reverse the leads.
Tube shields should be used on both
tubes, mainly to eliminate micro phonics. A small shield formed of
scrap aluminum measuring 31/2" wide
x312" high is used to separate the
oscillator and mixer portions of the

receiver.
The controls as seen from the front
are, upper left hand knob
center
dial, bandspread tuning C4 upper
right hand knob, band set condenser
C3. Along the lower edge are mounted
the send -receive switch S2, the on -off
switch S1, the phone jack, and the re-

RFC2

B

A

G

CHASSIS
GROUND

117

-270 ohm,

1/2

R2-33,000 ohm,

Rs-1 megohm,

-47

cond.

elec. cond.

1

RFC RFC.-2.5

mh. r.f. choke
audio interstage trans.
v. @ 1 amp.
S1- S.p.s.t. toggle sw.
S.,-S.p.s.t. rotary sw.
J -Open circuit jack
Rect.-100 ma. selenium rectifier
2 -616 tubes
T1

-3:1

T, -Fil. trans., 6.3

C1,-.002 Add. mica cond.

µµEd. mica cond.

-40 µfd., 150 v.

L1, L.,, La-See Table
L4, L6-See text

CB

C,-100

compression type padder cond.
25 v. elec. cond.

Aid., 200 v. paper cond.
-.5
-.02 µfd., 200 v. paper

C,4
C,5
CiA, C1

ohm,'w.w. pot.
12- 25,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R9-2700 ohm, 1 w. res.
C1 -.05 ad., 200 v. paper cond.
C2. C3-100 µµtd. midget rar. cond.
C4 -20 µµtd. midget var. cond.

-50 /gild. mica cond.
C0-.0002 µfd. mica cond.

T

Cla- 10µíd.,

1/2

Rs- 50,000

C C7, Ca,

R9

Cu-3-30 µµN.

w. res.
1/2 w. res.
w. res.
R4
ohm, 1/2 w. res.
RB, R0- 50,000 ohm, 1 w. res.
R1

CI7

C16

TO
HEATERS

ii

(See text)

Fig. 3. Complete circuit diagram and parts list for simple two tube "ham- super."

Antenna Coil

C

generation control R6.
The selenium rectifier is mounted on
the antenna section of the chassis just
to the rear of the antenna coil. This
insures adequate ventilation for the
rectifier. Parts below the chassis are
mounted wherever convenient.
When construction has been completed, the receiver should be turned
on and allowed to thoroughly warm
up. The antenna coil should be removed and a 1 megohm resistor connected across the terminals of C,. A
signal generator or other source of
modulated signal should be applied
across this resistor and the frequency
of the signal source varied until the
signal is heard in the headphones. This
frequency should lie somewhere in the
range of 1500 to 1700 kc. The exact
frequency is not important as long as
it is in an interference free spot. It is
easy to change the frequency by
changing the value of C9. In the particular unit constructed here, C9
consisted of a 200 Apfd., 5 per -cent
mica condenser shunted by a 25 itiLfd.
mica. This gave an i.f. frequency of

VOLTS A.C.

,-37
-11

L
L1

L

Ll

i.,
t .,

#22 e., 11/2" long.
#30 s.c., 1/4" from cold end.

-17

-6

t., ##20 e., 11/2" long.
t., #30 s.c., 1/4" from cold end.

Oscillator Coil
3.5 mc.

7

Ls-26 t., #20 e., 13/e" long. Tap
at 6th turn from bottom.

mc.

Ls-13 t., #20 e., 11/2" long. Tap
at 31/2 turns from bottom.

14 & 28 mc.

Le-6 t., #16 e., 1" long.
Lt -2 t., #30 s.c., /s" from cold end.
All coils wound on
Table

1.

L3-6 t., #16 e., 1" long. Tap at
2

1

11/2"

turns from bottom.

diameter forms.

Detailed specifications for constructing antenna and oscillator coils.

L

Fig. 4. Bottom view showing location of component parts. The i.f. coil,
LB
may be seen in center of the chassis. C1, is mounted directly above i.f. coil.

1630 kc.

With the regeneration control R6
full on, the trimmer condenser C11
should be adjusted so that the i.f. just
goes into oscillation at the maximum
(Continued on page 98)
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A

Simple

F M

CONVERTER
Although trimmers are preset, holes are provided in
the case for later adjustments if found necessary.

By
STANLEY N. FINLEY

There are many FM stations now operating on the
new 88-108 mc. band. This unit permits old band
40 -50 me. receivers to tune in the new FM band.

be tuned with the converter pictured

in the photographs. Table 1 shows
the range in which the new band falls
on typical old band receivers, when
using the crystal diode FM converter.
For any other i.f. in an FM receiver
the range can be determined from the

formula

:

88
Old band Tuning Range

Receiver I.F.
5.0 mc.
4.3 mc.
3.0 mc.

In which New Band Falls
46.5 mc. to 56.5 mc.
46.15 mc. to 56.15 mc.
45.5 mc. to 55.5 mc.

Table

L

THERE are many ways of converting FM receivers for operation in the new 88 -108 mc. band.
The simplest method yet devised is the
conversion of the set into a double
superheterodyne by the addition of a
unit which requires only the connection of a suitable antenna to its input
connections and then it is connected to
your present old -band (40 -50 mc.) FM
receiver. It is then effectively in
series with the doublet antenna lead -

TO DOUBLET ANT.
30" EACH SIDE OF CENTER

in.

The unit may be used without making any changes or adjustments in the
44

t-0L5

I

46

47

46 49

I

45

51

present receiver but this limits the
range to just the first half of the new
band for some receivers. The intermediate frequency of the present set
and its present range are factors in
determining how much of the band can

52

50

SCALE MARKERS FOR REFERENCE

ONC/.

Fig. 1.

Wiring diagram of FM converter. In using this unit with old band receivers simply
connect it between the antenna and the antenna terminal posts on the receiver.

TO TRANSMISSION LINE
ON NEW BAND ANTENNA

T2

Ti

TO ANTENNA TERMINALS
OLD BAND RECEIVER

AND.

-Input

50

2

low end

--(108-i.f.) = high end

The stations in the old band will be
received through the converter as
usual.
To make the present tuner operate
with the crystal diode FM converter
over the entire new band is a very simple operation. Merely shift the tuning range upward by adjusting all
capacitors used as trimmers on the
tuning condensers in the direction of
less capacity. This raises the minimum frequency and maximum frequency to which the dial will tune.
The ranges listed in the table will
cover all or nearly all the receiver
types that were sold for the 40 -50 mc.
band. For the intermediate frequencies not listed the formula may be used
to determine the range to which the
set should tune to cover the entire
new band.
In making the shift to a higher
range the oscillator trimmer is first
set to minimum capacity. Then with
the signal generator set to some frequency in the middle of the former
range tune in the generator signal.
In the absence of a generator a mid band (old band) station may be used.
This mid -band signal should now fall
near the low frequency end of the dial.
Final adjustment is made with the
other trimmers. These are tuned for
maximum output.
Recalibration of the set is simply a
matter of receiving known stations
and marking their frequencies on the
dial or a new dial plate. A typical
scale change on one of the receivers
(Meissner Tuner 9 -1047) is shown in
Fig. 1C.

,-3 -30 µµ)d. mica compression trimmer
-1N34 or 1N21B crystal diode

Cl, C
X5
Ty

108

(88-i.f.)

trans., Pri. 2

1.

#22 e.; Sec.

5

#20

e.

#20

e.

T2- Output
t.

trans., Pri. 5 t. #22 e.; Sec. 17 t.

There are two trimmers on the FM
converter which can be preset for best
(Continued on page 181)
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Meissner
has
been converted for
the new FM band.
The 12SA7 mixer
and 12SK7 r.f.
tubes have been
replaced by the
12BE6 and 12BA6
tubes respectively
Fig.

1.

FM tuner that

FM TUNER

CONVERSION

with
Circuit

LC

By NORMAN L. CIIALFIN

Don't discard those Meissner and
GE FM tuners. It is a simple process
to convert them for operation in the new band.
IT SEEMS

a shame that there are
so many FM tuners lying idle

or are now tuning only the one or
two stations still available in the 4050 mc. band for any area. Since new
converters are unavailable and new
sets are slow to appear on the market
in any quantity these tuners can be
made serviceable by coil and other
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram
R.F.A.

of

changes that will convert them for
operation in the 88 -108 mc. FM band.
The Meissner 9 -1047 and the GE JFM
90 were probably the most popular
units and there are many of them
around. These have been converted by
the author with the changes described
herein and are giving excellent service
where they had previously been

The cost of the conversion is
entirely negligible in terms of the
original cost of the set.
Since the conversion of the Meissner
unit was accomplished most easily we
will describe this first:
The first operation is to strip the
unit of the three coil assemblies for
the r.f., oscillator, and antenna tuning.
unused.

the Meissner FM tuner before it was converted for operation in the new FM band.

C
1

MIXER

i

2ND

I

F.

DETECTOR

f

N

son

Ñ

-'i
1

I

Ñ

RFC

R,

F.A. -12 SX7

MIXER-12SAT
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Fig. 3. Meissner tuner with the newly calibrated dial scale.

If it is desired to retain the original
tubes as in choice 1, below, make certain in this operation that all parts
are left connected to their original
points on the chassis and the tube

sockets, removing only the coil assembly wires. Next remove the a.v.c.
dropping resistance and its assembly
tie points from the front wall of the
chassis near the r.f. stage (12SK7).
Connect the grid return end of the
first i.f. transformer to ground (black
wire). Remove the connections to the
a.v.c. source resistances. (There is
really no need for a.v.c. in this type of
FM receiver since the limiter serves
this function to a large extent). From
this point on there are three choices
from which to select a method of conversion. These are:
1. Use the existing tubes; 1SA7
mixer, 12SK7 r.f. or 6SK7, and 6SA7.
2. Change to the newer types with
more transconductance (12SG7 r.f. and
12SA7 mixer) or the types for the 6
volt equivalent set : 6SG7 r.f. and
6SB7Y mixer.
3. Change the r.f. section over for
miniature tube types: 6BA7 r.f. and
6BE6 mixer or, as was the case in the

Fig. 4. Converted Meissner tuner showing coil placement.

unit pictured in the illustrations (Fig.
1), 12BA6 and 12BE6.
Our experience with the first was
that the operation was satisfactory
for the area within the immediate
vicinity of the transmitters. When
tried in suburban areas more gain was
desirable. The second choice helped
considerably for the twelve volt
series. Use of the 6SB7Y and 6SG7 for
a 6 volt filament unit left nothing to
be desired. In order to equal the performance of the 6 volt unit it was
necessary to use the miniature tubes.
The miniature tube sockets are
mounted on deck switch separator
shield plates drilled for the purpose.
The r.f. tube socket (12BA6) was assembled and mounted so that pin 1
(grid) faces the front of the chassis.
This makes pin 5 (plate) face the rear
of the chassis, thus, short leads to the
tuning capacitor and coils are assured.
The 12BE6 socket is mounted so that
pin 1 (oscillator grid) is directly facing the tuning capacitor. This places
the signal grid connection (7) in line
for close connection to the mixer grid
tuning tank.
An r.f. choke (Ohmite Z -1 or equiv-

aient) is now connected in the series
filament connection between the
12BA6 and 12BE6: This is bypassed to
ground with .01 pfd. at the .12BE6
socket. The filament series connections
are completed as in the diagram Fig. 5.
The tuning coils are each four turns
of #10 tinned copper wire wound on
a
inch form spaced approximately
3/16" per turn. The final spacings will
vary for each coil when the set is
aligned for tuning capacitor tracking
as described later. The coils are w
sembled in the set as shown in t'
picture, Fig. 4.
The grid ends of the coils
mounted directly on the tuning car 1tors; the antenna -r.f. stage is at ,ht
angles to the direction of the t' zing
capacitor mounting on the con enser
nearest the front; the oscillatr tank
in the same direction on the middle
tuning capacitor with the gr',und end
of the coil away from the antenna
tank; the mixer grid tuning coil is
mounted at right angles to the other
two with the ground end towards the
rear of the chassis. Thus, the fields of
the three coils are made to oppose one
another-the antenna and oscillator
1Y4

1

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the converted r.f. end of the Meissner tuner. The r.f. and mixer stages have been changed.
A

G

A

TO

12$17

FIR$T

T

-

128E6
C5

r

C3
C4

C6

C6

C13

R

C2

1.11.

-

et]

-

Ail

R6

C16

I

RT

I

RFC

I

I

L
TO

R,-100,000 ohm,

1/2
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et

-50

w. res.

14-68 ohm, 1/Z W. res.
R3. Rs. Ra, R7-1500 ohm, 1/r
R5-20,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.

7A6 015C.

AAMMAM
R4

1

w. res.

Cl. C_, C,. Cu
"Lad. mica cond.
Co CI. C13- Variable cond. (original)
Cs, C11-100 ¡LAM. mica cond.
Cs, CT, Cs, Ca. C16-.005 µíd. mica cond.

C10,

C15- .014d., 400 r. cond.

RFCI-R.f. choke (original)
RFC RFC, -R.f. choke
See text for coil data.
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by virtue of winding direction and the
mixer with respect to the other two
by virtue of positioning at right angles
to them.
Reference to the diagram and
bottom view photograph (Figs. 4 and
5) will show that r.f. stage is capacitively coupled to the tuning coil %
turn down from the grid end. The
grid is returned to ground through a
100,000 ohm grid leak.
The oscillator tank is arranged for
Hartley operation and the tap is one
and a half turns from the ground end.
The balance of the wiring can be
done with only one major precaution
in mind. The bypass capacitors should
be connected with as short a lead connection as is possible and the ground
ends should come to a common point
for any one tube. For the r.f. stage all
bypass capacitors are connected to
the point where the ground end of the
tank coil is connected. This is a little
more difficult to do at the mixer
stage but, if the screen and plate decoupling bypass capacitors are brought
to the ground end of the signal tank
and the filament bypass to the ground
end of the oscillator tank, this will do
the trick.
When the wiring is completed the
condenser is made to track in tuning
by squeezing together and separating
the turns of the coils as required. The
oscillator tuning range should be 83.7
mc. to 103.7 mc. If an absorption type
wavemeter is handy this can be
readily checked by observing the grid
current dip on an 0 -1 ma. meter
inserted in the ground end of the local oscillator grid leak resistance.
When doing this, bypass the meter to
sustain oscillation.
In the absence of a signal generator
the tracking can be checked with
known stations.
The tracking that has been attained
by the author is indicated in the photograph of Fig. 1.*
It has been assumed that the alignment of the i.f. has not been touched
throughout this conversion. Some readjustment of the first and second i.f.
transformers can be anticipated. A
further improvement in limiter action
can be had by making the limiter tube
a 12SH7 replacing the 12SJ7. The i.f.
transformers will require slight retuning if this is done. For the 6 volt
counterparts the tube type for this
change is the 6SH7.
The use of negative temperature
coefficient capacitors (Erie Ceramicons) would undoubtedly reduce any
frequency drift of the oscillator due
to heat generated within the tuner.

Fig. 6. Top view of the converted General Electric JFM -90 FM tuner. In-

sets show position of series condensers that are placed in the variable
condenser leads and the under chassis position of the new oscillator coil.

operation. The tuner is a double superheterodyne of very unusual type.
The first i.f. is tuned along with the
oscillator and r.f. (1st mixer) stage.
The operàtion is as follows:
The local oscillator beats with the
carrier in the first mixer to produce
the first i.f. This first i.f. is tunable
with the oscillator and antenna stage.
This difference frequency in turn
beats with the same local oscillator
frequency which passes through the
first mixer and the resultant is the
final i.f. If the final (second) i.f. is
known the first i.f. range and the
oscillator range can be determined
from the formulas (F, -F2) /2 = F, and
F.-F.= F, where: F.= carrier frequency; F,,= oscillator frequency; Fr
= first i.f. (variable) ; F2= second i.f.
(fixed).
Thus for the 4.3 mc. i.f. of the set
(F,) the local oscillator (F,) range
for the FM band is 41.85 mc. to 51.85
mc. and the first i.f. (F1) range is 46.15
mc. to 56.15 mc. The carrier (F,)
range, of course, is 88 -108 mc.
:

It is quite apparent that this represents a nice tracking problem. In the
original set the tracking was taken
care of in a tuning capacitor with
three (3) special units ganged together.
The antenna primary, the r.f. grid
and the local oscillator coils are
wound on a single form. The original
coil assembly was removed and a new
coil form of a one-half inch polystyrene rod was made. Nearest the
bottom end of the form is wound seven
(7) turns, center tapped, of #18 solid
copper tinned wire. The turns are
spaced 12 turns to the inch.
On the same form 3/16" above the
oscillator coil wind one and threequarter turns of # 18 tinned copper
wire spread 3/16" apart. Then 3/16"
above this wind 1Y4, turns (12 turns
per inch) ##18 tinned copper wire
leaving very long ends, about 8 inches,
covering these ends with spaghetti,
then twist together. A sketch of this
coil is shown in Fig. 9.
(Continued on page 120)

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the front end of the JFM -90 tuner after conversion. The oscillator tube is a 7A4. See Fig. 9 for complete coil specifications.

The JFM 90 Tuner
The conversion of the JFM 90 GE
FM translator can be made readily.
It is important first to understand its
.

In the picture Fig. 1 there can be seen at the
left of the chassis a small a.c. -d.c. filter choke
that was added in place of the resistive power
supply filter in the original set. This removed a
tunable hum .which appeared in the set both before and after the conversion. This choke is
soldered to the chassis and made a considerable
difference in the over -all performance.
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1947
and
lectronic Equipment
IO PARTS

:tINFERENCE and SHOW

The Trade Show will feature "Open House Day" this year on May 161k.
THE 1947 Radio Parts and Electronic Equipment Conference and
Show, to be held at the Stevens
Hotel, Chicago, is destined to break
every record for attendance when it
opens its doors on May 13th. From
nearly every corner of the globe representatives will gather with their exhibits of brand new products, most of
which will be shown for the first time.
The Show is sponsored by the Association of Electronic Parts and Equipment Manufacturers, The Radio Manufacturers Association (RMA), The
Sales Managers Club. and the NaFacsimile of Registration Card to
be Introduced as a
new RADIO NEWS
service to Show.

tional Electronic Distributors Associations (NEDA).
The editorial staff of RADIO NEWS
will again publish the RADIO NEWS
DAILY which was introduced at the
1946 Show. Widely heralded for its
on- the -spot coverage of the conference, the paper will again be distributed early each morning from Monday
to Friday, inclusive. Familiar faces
in our industry will appear in the
DAILY in the form of photos and specially drawn caricatures by a leading
artist. Other features too will appear
for the first time in a show daily.
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try,
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RADIO NEWS

will conduct a Regis-

tration and Directory Service Booth.
This innovation will make it possible
to locate any registrant by simply inquiring at the Booth near the entrance
to the Exhibition Hall where a complete up -to- the -minute card file sys-

tem will be maintained. Manned by,
or should we say womaned by, our
RADIO NEWS cover girl, Carmen Garcia
(see front cover) and other Chicago
lovelies, this "Who's Who and Where"
service will eliminate previous delays
encountered ¡ri the typing and printing of registration lists in the DAILY.
This becomes the Show's Official Registration and Directory Service. The
cards, illustrated, will be distributed
at every meeting during the convention and will be available at other
strategic locations. Inasmuch as
changes of room assignments sometimes occur, registration cards will be
corrected upon notification.
RADIO NEWS will also have its Display Booth, No. 44%, in the Exhibition Hall.
"Radio's Old Timers," suspended
back in 1941 on account of Hitler and
Tojo, will again meet at a cocktail
party at the Stevens, May 11. As qualifications for membership require
members to have been connected commercially with the radio or electronic
industry for twenty years or more,
nearly all of the "Old Timers" have
attended all the Trade Shows and
have seen the Shows grow from a me(Continued on page 118)
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Charles Golenpaul
Aerovox Corp.

Kenneth C. Prince
General Mgr., RPEE

Cunningham
Keynote Dinner

Bill

Vice -pres., RPEE

Speaker

R. J. Sherwood

R. C. Sprague
Sprague Electric Co.
Directcr, .PEE Show

The Hallicrafters Co.
Director, RPEE Show

Show

J. A. Berman
Shure Brothers
President, RPEE Show

Show

J. J.

Kahn

Standard Trans.
Secretary, RPEE
Show

W. O. Schoning
Lukko Sales Co.
Director, RPEE Show

Sam Poncher
Newark Electric Co.
Treasurer, RPEE Show

W. W. Jablon
Hammarlund Mfg.
Director, RPEE Shcw

MEMBER -EXHIBITORS IN THE 1947 RADIO PARTS & ELECT RONIC EQUIPMENT
CONFERENCE & SHOW
COMPANY NAME

BOOTH NUMBER

Advance Electric and Relay Co.
Aerovox Corporation
Alliance Manufacturing Co
Alpha Metals, Inc.
Alpha Wire Corp.
American Coil & Eng. Co
American Condenser Co.
American Microphone Co.
American Phenolic Corp.
American Radio Hardware Co., Inc
Amperex Electronic Corp.
Amperite Co.
The Astatic Corp
Atlas Sound Corp.
Audio Devices, Inc.
Barker & Williamson
Belden Manufacturing Co.
Bell Sound Systems, Inc.
Bliley Electric Co.
David Bogen Co
William Brand & Co.
British Industries Sales Corp.
Bruno Tools
Brush Development Co.
'Bryant -Davis Pub. Co.
Bud Radio, Inc.
Burgess Battery Co.
Burlington Instrument Co
'Boland & Boyce, Inc.
'Caldwell -Clements, Inc.
Camburn, Inc.

Carron Mfg. Co.
Centralab
Chicago Transformer Div

Cinaudagraph Speakers, Inc.
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.

Condenser Products Co
Continental Carbon, Inc.
Cornish Wire Co.
'Cowan Publishing Corp
Croname, Inc.
Dial Light Co. of America, Inc.
Drake Electric Works, Inc.
Dumont Electric Corp
Duotone Co., Inc.
Eastern Amplifier Corp.
Eastern Electronics Corp.
Eckstein Radio and Television Co.
Eitel- McCullough, Inc.
Electric Soldering Iron Co
Electronic Engineering Co
Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
Electro Products Laboratories
Electro- Voice, Inc.
Electrovox., Inc.
The Erwood Co.

Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.
Freed Transformer Corp

May, 19.17

47
85
123
144
125
116
129
4

65
75
67
60
95
134
148
77
128
43
78
40
13

112
76
118

2712
39
147
22

15412

20!2
143
57
68
11
3

124
153
150
48

13012
84
109
61
12

20
34
I

1 1

29
19

58
62
56
81
15

122
105
135
113

COMPANY NAME
General Cement Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Industries Co.

BOOTH NUMBER

General Transformer Corp.
Guardian Electric Mfg. Co.
The Halldorson Co.
The Hallicrafters Co
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Hardwick, Hindle, Inc
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co
Hytron Radio & Electronics
Indiana Steel Products Co
Industrial Condenser Corp
Insuline Corp. of America
International Resistance Co.
Jackson Electrical Instrument Co
Jackson Industries Inc.
J -B -T Instruments, Inc
Jensen Manufacturing Co
J. F. D. Manufacturing Co

Johnson
Kenyon Transformer Corp., Inc.
Kings Electronics Co
Lectrohm, Inc.
Lenz Electric Mfg. Co.
P. R. Mallory & Co.
Marion Electrical Instrument
John Meck Industries, Inc.
Meissner Manufacturing Co.
Merit Coil and Transformer Corp.
James Millen Mfg. Co., Inc.
E. F.

Milwaukee Stamping Co.
National Co., Inc.
National Union Radio Corp.
Newcomb Audio Products Co.
Ohmite Manufacturing Co.
Operadio Manufacturing Co.
Oxford Radio Corp.
Panoramic Radio Corp.
Park Metalware Co., Inc.
Par -Metal Products Corp.
The Parts Jobber, Inc.

Permo, Inc.
Philmore Manufacturing Co.
Pioneer Electric & Res.
Potter & Brumfield Mfg. Co.
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc.
Premax Products Division
Presto Recording Corp.
Price Recording Corp.
Pyramid Electric Co.
Quam- Nichols Co.
Racon Electric Co., Inc.
'Radcraft Publications, Inc.
Rad -El -Co Manufacturing Co.
Radian Corp.
Radio City Products Co., Inc.
Radio Corporation of America

96
8

110
63
51

37
86
90
36
142
91
38
141

114

88A
98
156
5

44
117
73
6

94
132
104
106
32
133
93
52
33
136A
70
10
7

74
139
59
115
136
24
281/2
41

119
9

53
152
18

23
145
157
140
158

2112
87A
79
35

135A

COMPANY NAME
The Radio Craftsmen, Inc.

BOOTH NUMBER
25

451/2
'Radio & Electronic Jobber News
' Radio News
441/2
' Radio News Directory Service ....Stair Lobby
12912
'Radio & Television Weekly
83
The Rauland Corp.
99
Raytheon Manufacturing Co.

The Recordisc Corp.

Recoton Corp.
Reiner Electronics Co., Inc.
Rek -O -Kut Company
John F. Rider, Publisher, Inc.
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
Sangamo Electric Co.
Walter L. Schott Co.
Shur -Antenna -Mount, Inc.
Shure Brothers
McMurdo Silver Co.
Simpson Electric Co.
Mark Simpson Mfg. Co., Inc.
SNC Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Snyder Manufacturing Co.
Sola Electric Co.

Solar Manufacturing Corp.
Special Products Co.
Speed X Manufacturing Co.
Spirting Products Co.
Sprague Products Co.
Standard Transformer Corp.
Stromberg- Carlson Co.
Supreme Instruments Corp.
Sylvania Electric Products
Talk -A -Phone Co.
Technical Appliance Corp.
Telex, Inc.
Thordarson Electric Co.

Trimm, Inc.
Triplett Electrical Instrument
Tung -Sol Lamp Works, Inc.
The Turner Co.

'United Catalog Publishers
United Transformer Corp.
University Loudspeakers
Utah Radio Products Div.
Vaco Products Co.
Vertrod Corp.
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Ward Products Corp.

Waterman Products Co.
Webster- Chicago Corp.
Webster Electric Co.
Weller Manufacturing Co.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Weston Electrical Instrument
Wirt Co.

Workshop Associates, Inc.
'Ziff Davis Publishing Co.

27
26
35
55

120
31
2

71

42
87
138
149
46
72
66
30
92
103
64

159
89
88
108
102
50
151
19
131

126
100
121
107
49

1531/2
1

16

97
82
69
127
80
101
155
137
43
17

54
146

41A
4412
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By JOHN T. 'HIVE, W9EGV

If you have postponed getting your ham ticket
try this tested method of preparing for exams.
In your case,
letters stand for "Sure
Would Like" a ham ticket ? Do
you hang around ham shacks, read all
the short -wave magazines, build rec e i v e r s and even dummy -loading
transmitters, but still cannot go on
the air because you do not have an
amateur license ? If so, this is your
ARE

you a SWL ?

do these

article.
If you will do what I tell you,
whole -heartedly and with enthusiasm,
you can earn a ham ticket in thirty
days, devoting only an hour and a half
each day to the project.
Learning the code is the highest
barrier between the would -be ham
and a license, but did you ever stop
to think what a simple matter learning the code really is ? There are
twenty -six letters, ten numerals, and
four marks of punctuation that you
should learn to identify instantly
when you hear them. That makes a
total of forty. But the multiplication
table, which you know frontwards and
backwards, has a hundred and forty four combinations!
Again, suppose I spell "c -a -t" out
loud. Instantly you think of the word
"cat." Consider the thousands of letter combinations that you can recognize in a split second when you hear
or see the words spelled. Beside these
two feats of learning that you have
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already accomplished, learning the
code dwindles to the small matter that
it really is.
No, learning the code is not hard. It
only seems so because you have fallen
into the rut of thinking that it is. Make
your mind up right now to quit stalling
around and to get yourself a ham
ticket. For once, just for the heck of
it, show that naturally lazy mind of
yours who is really the boss. Are you
ready? Let's go!
Secure some 3" x 5" file cards. With
a small paint brush and some India
ink, paint on the blank face of each
card a single different letter of the
alphabet, numeral from 1 through 0,
or a question mark, error sign, period,
or comma. Make the letters as large
and as bold as the space permits. Then,
on the back of each card, write the
code combination for the character
appearing on the opposite side, using
the word "dit" for each dot and "dah"
for each dash.
Shuffle the cards and place them in
front of you with the "dit-dah" sides
up. Say the combination of the top
card aloud, as rapidly as you can do
so distinctly, while you turn the card
over and stare fixedly at the big letter painted on the opposite face. "Dit"
is pronounced as s h or t 1 y and as
sharply as you can make it. "Dab,"
by its very nature, is dragged out a

trifle longer. No appreciable space is
left between the elements of a "ditdah" combination in pronouncing it.
For example, the combination for K,
"dah -dit-dah," is pronounced with exactly the same rhythm as "shoot the
chutes."
Speak the combination five times;
then go on to the next card and do the
same thing. Make no attempt to memorize the combination of letter and
"dit-dahs." Simply keep the eyes
glued to the letter while you repeat
the co r r e c t "dit-dah" combination.
Learning to read code is not a matter
of memory. It is one of association.
Did you ever catch a whiff of perfume that instantly threw the face of
a blonde you used to know on the
screen of your mind, and then you
searched around in your memory until you came up with her name ? The
first part of this process was instantaneous and purely automatic, like a
reflex; the second part took time and
effort. "Association" was working for
you when the perfume recalled the
blonde, and association is what we
want to work for you in learning the
code. If the ear is forced to listen to
"dit -dah, dit -dah, dit-dah, dit-dah, ditdah," an association is formed in the
subconscious between the sound and
the letter so that the instant the one
is seen or heard the other is instantly
called to mind.
As soon as you have gone through
the pack, shuffle the cards and start
right back through. Be sure and
shuffle the cards. The mind must not
be allowed to form any misleading
sequence -patterns. Keep going through
the cards again and again, saying each
"dit -dah" combination aloud while you
keep your attention -not just your
eyes -sternly fixed on the big letter
in front of you.
I suggest that you do this in private
for two reasons : first, you need complete privacy and insulation from all
distraction to get the full benefit
from this method; secondly, the family will probably think that you are
ready for one of those jackets with
the wrap- around sleeves if they hear
you muttering this baby -talk to yourself.
Keep at the practice for a solid
hour and a quarter, not trying to

hurry, but never stopping to get a
drink of water, light a cigarette, or
to do any of the hundred and one
things that your squirming mind will
suggest in an effort to escape from the
unaccustomed work you are forcing it
to perform. Stick right at it, and do
not be surprised if, toward the end
of the period, you catch yourself "seeing" the letter that is written on the
opposite side just as soon as you say
the "dit-dah" combination written on
the ruled face of the card, even before
you turn it over. When you do, this
is a good sign that you are making
progress, but do not try to force it.
Always go on and turn the card over
for a check and continue to repeat
each combination the regular five
(Continued on page 178)
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By
SAMUEL MILLER
Premier Electronic Labs., N.Y.C.

PROGRESSIVE radio repairmen
are coming more and more to
the realization that there is no
substitute for proper test equipment
in servicing modern receivers, and
that accurate and reliable test instruments are an absolute necessity for
intelligent troubleshooting and repair.
The time when it was possible for the
serviceman to get by with a minimum
number of test instruments (and
sometimes with almost as little understanding or knowledge of the basic
principles and operation of the receivers on which he was working) is rapidly disappearing.
It is true that in the past many
types of receivers could be put back
into some sort of operating condition
without the use of any test equipment,
especially under emergency conditions, but with the increasing complexity of modern receivers, such
methods are now completely inadequate. Furthermore, as the newer
AM, FM and television receivers appear in greater quantity, much of the
equipment which is at the present
time being used by servicemen in their
work will be found to be inadequate
and obsolete. If the radio serviceman
expects to be a major factor in the
postwar receiver servicing field in the
face of increased competition from
large service organizations and the
manufacturers themselves, he will
have to keep his equipment, as well
as his knowledge of fundamentals and
basic principles, abreast of the latest
developments in his field.
One of the most important requirements in servicing any type of communications equipment is to have
available a signal generator supplying
an accurate and readily controllable
signal which is similar to the actual
signal present in the circuit under
operating conditions. This signal can
then be traced, analyzed and measured through every stage of the
equipment until the source of any
trouble is located. The signal generator is also used for final alignment
of the r.f. and i.f. stages of the receiver, and the accuracy with which
this can be done depends directly
upon the accuracy of the signal generator. The requirements of modern
radio servicing make a good signal
generator one of the most important
and crucial instruments the serviceman can have.
Commercial receivers are designed
to track well and follow accurately
the dial calibration for only one particular intermediate frequency, and
therefore the i.f. amplifier must be
aligned to this exact frequency for
good tracking. If the i.f. is aligned to
a different frequency, the dial calibration will be off over most of the range
(even though the 600 kc. and 1400 kc.
check points may have been set correctly by means of their respective
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Fig. 1. One of
the commercially built gen-

erators which
may be used
for servicing all
types of home
radio receivers.

With the increased acceptance of FM and television
service a signal generator assumes an ever greater
role in the servicing of these high frequency units.
trimmers), tracking will be poor and
receiver sensitivity will vary over different portions of the dial. This is an
important point in favor of using the
most accurate signal generator in
aligning i.f. channels, even though a
rough and approximate alignment can
be performed by ear. The accuracy
of the signal generator is of considerable importance not only in guaranteeing the accuracy of the frequency
to which the i.f. channel is aligned, but
also in assuring the accuracy of the
600 and 1400 kc. points at which the
dial calibration is checked, and of any
additional radio frequency points at
which the tracking may be spot
checked.
The need for an accurate, stable and
reliable signal generator assumes
even more importance in the servicing
and aligning of FM and television receivers than in the case of standard
broadcast receivers. While broadcast
receivers can sometimes be roughly

aligned without the use of good equipment, so that they will be acceptable
to the uncritical customer, such a pro -.
cedure becomes completely inadequate
and unsuccessful for FM and television receivers. For example, a video
amplifier certainly can not be aligned
without a signal generator supplying
a variable frequency signal up to
about 10 mc.
A signal generator for universal use
in all types of receivers, including FM
and television as well as standard
broadcast, has to possess many precision features. It must be capable of
supplying a continuously variable
tone-modulated signal whose frequency range extends to at least above
108 mc., in order to permit testing the
performance of the r.f. sections of FM
and television receivers under the new
frequency allocations. The dial calibration must be accurate and have an
easily read scale at even the highest
frequencies, in order to permit accu57

rate testing of receiver bandwidth
and dial calibration. External radiation from the circuit should be kept
to a minimum, especially at the high
frequencies. In testing FM receivers
and high -fidelity phonographs, where
audio fidelity is a much more important consideration than in broadcast
receivers, a good source of pure sine
wave audio frequency signal is required in order to test for fidelity and
distortion characteristics. The r.f.
carrier must also be capable of being
externally modulated in order to be
able to check video amplifiers in television receivers. At the same time,
the signal generator possessing these
features should be compact and portable for possible use in field servicing
and for occasions when emergency
repairs must be performed outside the
repair shop.
The purpose of this article is to describe the design and constructional
details of a new signal, generator
which provides the various features
required in a modern servicing instrument. This signal generator is being
made commercially available by the
Premier Electronic Laboratories of
New York City. A photograph of the
instrument and the schematic circuit
diagram are given in Figs. 1 and 2.
The frequency range which is covered
is from 75 kc. to 50 mc. on fundamental frequency of the r.f. oscillator,
and to 150 mc. on third harmonic.
This equipment possesses the following essential features:

A. It is extremely accurate and
stable throughout its entire range. Accuracy is better than .5% throughout
the broadcast band and 1% on higher
frequencies.
B. The micrometer tuning mechanism provides that any frequency to
which the generator has once been set
can be repeated at any time to an accuracy of .02% of the frequency on the
main dial.
C. The frequency scale is almost
linear on all bands.
D. The 400-cycle audio modulation
is essentially pure sine wave with well
under 5% distortion.
Details of the circuit can be seen
in the schematic diagram in Fig. 2.
The radio -frequency signal is generated in a Hartley oscillator circuit
using a 6J5 triode. Six coils are used
to cover the entire band. The indicated values of the inductance of the
oscillator coils were chosen so that,
for convenience in operation, the entire broadcast band is covered in one
range from 550 to 1700 kc. and no
switching is necessary. On most of the
frequency bands there is some overlap from one dial scale to the next.
For best stability with variations in
temperature and humidity, and under
mechanical vibration, all the oscillator
coils for the different bands are precision wound on bakelite forms and
coated with Q-Max. The coils are
tapped as indicated in the parts list at
the point which gives best frequency
stability. By means of a shorting type

coil selector switch, all oscillator tuning coils except the one in use are

shorted out, to eliminate any absorption effects which might otherwise be
present due to' self-resonance of the
coils.

Each coil has across it an air trimmer with a minimum capacity of 30
llµfd. Air trimmers are used because
they are less affected by changes in
temperature and humidity than mica
trimmers. The use of a relatively high
minimum fixed capacity in the oscillator tuned circuit results in greater
frequency stability and less effect
upon the tuned circuit from heating
of tube and circuit elements, And
serves the additional function of
spreading the tuning at minimum frequency setting of the main tuning condenser.
The 440 Nifd. variable tuning condenser is of special straight-line -frequency design with specially shaped
plates to give almost linear frequency
variation as the condenser is rotated
through its 180° range. A major feature of the construction of this equipment is the "Micromaster" Precision
Tuning Dial. Spring -loaded split gears
are used to completely eliminate play
and backlash, and provide extremely
smooth and accurate settings. The
tuning condenser is driven by the tuning knob through a special vernier
geared to the main drive. The vernier
dial has calibrated referertce points
from 0 to 100 to provide a micrometer
tuning accuracy, and thus makes the

Fig. 2. Wiring diagram of "Micrometer" tuning signal generator covering the range from 75 kc. to 50 mc. in six bands.
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R4- 250,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R5- 10,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.

R, --200 ohm, r/2 w. res.
1:.
65,000 ohm, 1/2 re. res.
RD -1000 ohm, 3 w. attenuator pot.
R10, Ru, Ri.-100 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
Rrs, R14. R15-1000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
Cl, C2, Ca. C4, C°, C6-30 Auld. air trimmer
C7-440 µofd. var. tond.

Cr-.0001

Afd. mica tond.

Cu. Cu, C1,,-.05 !dd., 400 y.
C,,-7 Auld. ceramic cond.
C13 -.001 sfd. mica tond.
C14 -.25 Afd., 400 v. cond.
Co,
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Aid., 200 y. cond.
Aid., 400 y. elec. cond.
Aid. 400 v. elec. cond.
C1.
C19, C2-.01 µfd., 400 V. cond.
SI., Sit,-6-pos., 2- circuit bandswitch
S3-2 -pole, 3 -pos. selector sw.
S -Single pole, 4 -pos. sw.
S.p.s.t. toggle sw.
Lr
-220 kc. coil. 540 t., #38 d.c. wire
tapped at 45 t., universal winding, bakelite
form, 7/8" diam.
L2- 200 -600 kc. coil. 205 t., #38 d.c. wire
tapped at 26 t., universal winding, bakelite
form, 7/8" diam.
L8- 550.1700 kc. coil. 76 t., #31 d.c. wire
tapped at 15 t., universal winding, bakelite
f orm, 7/8" diem.
C15

/2 w. res.

cond.

A.C.

G20

T
R1,
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Sib

S,-75

RFG2

-1.6 -5

mc. coil. 32 t., #28 e. wire tapped
at S t., close spaced, bakelite form, 7/e" diam.
L6
-16 mc. coil. 91/2 t., #22 e. wire tapped
at 21/2 t., double space, bakelite form, 778"
diam.
L°
-5O mc. coil. 31/2 t, #18 5. wire tapped
at 11/4 t., triple spaced, bakelite form, 3/4"
L6

-5

-13

diam.

RFC1, RFCs -R.f. choke, 57 t.,

#30 d.c. wire,

universal winding, bakelite form, s/R" diam.
CI-11-.75 hy. audio osc. iron core coil
CH.-30 hy., 40 ma. filter choke
Tr-1Power trans. 175 -0.175 v. ® 40 ma.; 6.3
v. @ 2 amps.
1-615 tube
1-6SN7 tube
1-6X5 tube
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instrument suitable for fine tuning
adjustments even at the highest frequencies. This vernier dial lends itself
to delta tuning and calibrating purposes, and makes possible delta tuning
adjustments to an accuracy of better
than 1/5000 (i.e., .02 %) of the frequency to which the main dial has
been set.
The r.f. signal is amplified by a
triode buffer amplifier consisting of
one section of a 6SN7 dual triode tube,
and modulation of the carrier is performed in the grid circuit of this stage
by applying the audio modulating
voltage to a tap in the grid resistor.
The r.f. oscillator is not modulated directly, in order to obtain better stability and prevent the modulation
from causing any carrier shift or frequency modulation. The buffer stage
is modulated approximately 45% by
the internal modulation.
The r.f. output is taken from the
cathode of the buffer amplifier operating as a cathode -follower. This provides a low- impedance output to the
attenuator. The output voltage from
the unit may be varied from zero to
maximum by means of the potentiometer gain control, and the maximum output may be varied in four
decade steps by means of the multiplier. The output attenuator is completely shielded to reduce leakage to
a minimum.
The internal 400-cycle audio modulating signal is generated in the second half of the 6SN7 serving as a
triode audio oscillator. A tuned -circuit type of oscillator, with an iron cored inductance of approximately .75
henry, is used in order to obtain good
wave shape in the audio-frequency
signal. The oscillogram in Fig. 5 shows
the actual 400 -cycle modulated waveform of this signal generator. It was

taken after the signal passed through
the r.f. and audio sections of a commercial receiver. The presence of a
pure sine wave audio signal, available
for external audio testing purposes as
well as for modulation of the r.f. carrier, is an important factor in making it possible to check both the quality of the audio circuit and the overall distortion of any receiver. Without pure sine wave modulation such
checks cannot be made.
The audio signal is applied to the
grid circuit of the buffer amplifier modulator stage as shown, and is also
available as an audio signal at the
"Audio -Out" plug when the "A.F.R.F.- Mod." switch is in the "Audio Modulate" position. The carrier is unmodulated when this switch is in the
"R.F." position, and may be modulated
by any signal fed into the "Audio Out" plug, which also serves as the
"External Modulation" input. In order to eliminate the possibility of any
audio leakage into the carrier when
it is desired unmodulated, an additional gang is used on the "A.F.--R.F.Mod." switch to open the audio oscillator cathode circuit so that the audio
oscillation stops at the same time the
modulator output is disconnected from
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Fig. 3. Rear view of signal generator. Under chassis components of this r.f.
section are completely shielded to prevent radiation to external circuits.

the grid of the r.f. buffer amplifier.
Physical details of the unit and its
construction may be seen in the photographs in Figs. 1, 3, and 4. Fig. 1
shows the external details and all
operating controls and input and output plugs, which are all located on the
front panel. The entire unit is contained in a black crackle- finished
metal case 12" wide, 12%" high and
5Y4" deep.

The internal construction can be
seen from Figs. 3 and 4. External
radiation from the r.f. oscillator is
kept to a minimum by placing an additional internal shield around the r.f.
section inside the cabinet. TI_is shielding may be seen in Fig. 4, which shows
the inside of the unit with the cover
removed, and with the internal shield

in place. Any r.f. leakage into the a.c.
line is minimized by the low -pass line
filter shown in the schematic. The
wiring details of the completed unit
may be seen in illustration Fig. 4,
which shows the internal view. It
may be noted that frequency stability
of the r.f. oscillator is affected by
the wiring between the bandswitch
and the various coils, therefore stiff
solid wire is used for these connections to provide maximum frequency
stability over long periods of time.
The precision tuning dial is seen in
the center of the front panel in Fig. 1.
The entire "Micromaster" tuning dial
and vernier drive mechanism is located in a dustproof, glass -front casing. Settings are easily read by means
(Continued on page 183)

Fig. 4. Under chassis view of r.f. section shows relative placement of components.
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Where Will You Find Them?
NOW that the sellers' market has done a rapid
about face and become a buyers' market, the

F
good source
prospects is your
A

radio and appliance dealer is again faced
with the problem of finding good prospects.
Before the great rush of competition begins, it
would be well for each and every dealer to start
compiling a list of persons to whom he wishes to
sell his line. This compilation cannot and should
not be a hit or miss affair. Since your list will be
the one from which your salesmen will work, your
mailings will be made, and to whom your advertising messages will be addressed, it must be as complete and accurate as possible. Your file will be of
little use to you if it contains the names of persons
who have moved from your primary service area,
people who are no longer financially able to purchase your products, or persons whose status as
householders has undergone a drastic revision.
Shown on this page are eight tested methods of
getting sales prospects. Perhaps all of these methods are not applicable to your particular community, but some of them are worth your consideration.
After compiling your prospect list, keep it up -todate by constant revisions, additions and deletions.
One excellent way to test your sales list is to make
a mailing to all persons whose names appear on
your records. If these letters or circulars are sent
first class mail and in return address envelopes you
can revise your list in the light of the mail which
is returned to your office. This system is of no use
unless all returns are carefully checked against
your master copy -so don't adopt this plan unless
you are willing to carry through with the scheme.
Business may be a bit slow now while your customers are shopping around or waiting to buy -so
now is a good time to get your lists made out and
the clerical work in connection with such a listing
completed. It is not too early to get a head start on
your competitor -in a few months you will be glad
you had the jump on him!
30

sales
prewar

of

listing of customers. If
you have lost touch with
these people -bring your
list up -to -date right now.

-* Your distributor or
jobber is a good man to
tie onto. He will give
you names of prospects
he has received for your
territory. When your distributor gives you a name
-make

the call at once

while the sale is active.
The mailman can give you
much information on the whereabouts of your former customers
and names of newcomers in your
neighborhood. Keep him in mind.

F

You can't go
wrong in maintaining friendly relations with the milkman. He knows a
lot about newcomers in your particular sales territory.

F
Meter readers get around.
They know when new people
move into your neighborhood.
Good relations with them will

pay

off in

i

increased business.

F
Marriage license listing tell
more than that another couple

LI

has said "I do." They are
prospects par excellence for all
types of appliances and radios.

F

A

RI

1

society page

will provide a lot
more information of

importance to you
than you might
think possible. Try
reading it carefully
for the names of
new and usually
excellent prospects.
The telephone book can help
you bring your mailing list upto -date in addition to furnishing

A,

you with names of newcomers.
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The RECORDING and
REPRODUCTION of

SOUND

Fig. 1. A 16 mm. Filmgraph recorder in operation with home movie projector.

By OLIVER READ
-

Editor, RADIO NEWS

Part :f. lntrodaetio to basic methods for embossing
somn1 on film and dise. magnetic recording on tape,
dise. and Luire, and odtieal filet recording systems.
SO FAR we have dealt briefly with
the lateral type of disc recording
whereby a moving stylus actually cuts from and modulates a groove
in a plastic or lacquer coated disc. Several improvements have been made in
order to gain more time on a record of
given size. Among these are the methods for embossing sound on disc at
constant groove speed.
Constant groove speed, as the words
imply, means that the linear speed
of the recording track or groove, in
inches per second, is fixed (see Fig.
2A). This remains constant regardless of record diameter. In the conventional phonograph, a fixed turntable speed is employed resulting in a
very high speed in the outer circumference. Linear speed becomes progressively slower as the smaller inner
circumferences are approached (Fig.
2B). The result is. that varying
amounts of distortion of the original
sound are present. This is especially
true at 331% r.p.m. In order to compensate for the variable speed, several
forms of equalization are required in
order to boost the high notes as the
speed becomes slower at the smaller

diameters.
Constant groove speed techniques
have been employed successfully in
May, 1947

the design of highly efficient dictating
machines such as the Gray Audograph.
Vinylite records 10 /1000 in. thick in
sizes from 5% to 81/2 in. in diameter
provide up to 31 minutes of dictation.
A roller drive at the stylus head
provides constant recording speed.
This speed is selected so that the maximum amount of dictation consistent
with high intelligibility in sound reproduction can be embossed on the record (260 lines to the inch). This driving method does not require an extra
mechanism to change rotational speed
as the record center moves away from
the stylus. The combination recording
and reproducing head is illustrated in

coil. Lateral compliance is furnished
by the heavy bar turning on the pivot;
vertical compliance by the spring-

loaded flexible arm.
Modulation reproduction can be followed from the schematic sketch. The
groove force acts on the flexible arm
through the stylus and weak torsion
resistance, caused by the notches in
the rear of the flexible arm, will permit the arm to tilt. This action tilts
the sleeve mounted on the arm. As
the ends of the sleeve rock forward,
(one pole, then the other) lines of flux
Fig. 2. (A) Modulation by constant

groove speed. (B) Constant hub speed
produces variable groove speeds.

Fig. 3.

Three problems are encountered in
playback stylus design; adjustment to
vertical irregularities, adjustment to
minute deviations from the Archimedes spiral that is theoretically traced
during recording, and sensitive reproduction of the modulation pattern. The
Audograph playback system comprises
a stylus fixed on a flexible arm that is
mounted on a heavy bar, a magnetic
sleeve vertically set on the arm, a
pivot shaft rubber -mounted in the
sleeve, and a stationary coil surrounding the sleeve. Permanent magnets in
the stylus head form a field about the
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Fig. 3. Audograph record -playback head for embossing sound on Vinylite records.

flow through the magnetic sleeve, first
in one direction and then in the other.
This induces a voltage in the coil that

electrically repeats the modulation
pattern.
A belt reduction drive from the motor turns the driving roller. The idler

roller, pressing the record against the
driving roller, turns the record at a
constant groove speed which is maintained throughout the recording. The
angular velocity varies with the linear
distance of the driving roller from the
record axis. As the record turns the

Embossing action of a dull stylus moving vertically. (B)
Engraving action of a cutting stylus that is moving laterally.
(A)

left.

A worm gear on the end of the spindle shaft engages a pinion on the end
of the feed screw. Thus when the record turns, the feed screw is rotated.
The feed screw, turning in engagement with the fixed worm pinion, is
moved to the left, taking with it the
carriage assembly that holds the spindle and record. In this manner, the
record is slowly moved to the left
while the driving roller rotates it be-

neath the recording stylus.'

fersien

flexing member

$;'

Spring
provides
vertical
compliance-

bar;

spindle, the carriage mechanism inside the case moves the record to the

Sound on Film
Original talking motion pictures
were made possible by means of sound
recorded on regular transcription discs
and synchronized with the action as
it appeared on the screen. This method became obsolete and was supplanted
by the improved optical sound -on -film
systems.
There are two general methods for
recording sound on film. One is the
Movietone method wherein the variations in sound are produced by variable density (variations in light
through a sound track). This sound
track has constant width along one
edge of the film. See Fig. 4A. The
other most commonly used method is
the so- called variable area type.
(R.C.A. Photophone.) Here the density
remains fixed while the width of the
sound track varies in accordance with
the sound, as illustrated in Fig. 4B.
Variable density recording depends
primarily upon the action of a "light
valve. Basically, this valve consists
of a loop of duraluminum ribbon, .003
in. thick and .006 in. wide, which is
suspended in a very narrow slit between the two pole pieces of an electromagnet. Light from the exciter
lamp is condensed and focused by
means of a condenser lens system
into a tiny path which shines through
the slit in the light valve formed by
the position of the duraluminum ribbons (Fig. 5). An objective lens system focuses and concentrates the tiny
light beam onto the sensitized negative film which is traveling at a speed
which is synchronized with the picture
camera. The audio currents produce
varying magnetic fields through the
duraluminum ribbon loop. The varying magnetic fields cause the sides
of the ribbon to repel each other. The
amount of audio current flowing
through the coils on the magnet governs the width of the slit, which in
turn limits the amount of light that
can pass through.
Reproduction from sound on film,
employing the variable density technique, is shown in Fig. 6. The light
from the exciter lamp, being focused
into a very narrow beam, actually
shines through the film to the photoelectric cell. The photocell, which is
sensitive to variations of light, will
pass minute variable electrical currents. These are then amplified by
the audio system and fed through the
i Product Engineering, November 1946.
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loudspeakers. The changes in the
frequency of the sound are determined
by the number of changes in film
density per- inch -length of the sound
track. The changes in the intensity
of the sound are determined by the
changes in the density or darkness of
the lines on the sound track as the film
passes the narrow beam of light. The
light and dark lines on the sound
track are continually interrupting the
light going through the film. These
interruptions vary the output currents
of the photo -electric cell. Upon amplification, these variations or interruptions appear as sound waves and
are heard through the speaker.
The fundamental setup for recording sound on film by means of the
variable area method is shown in
Fig. 7. Recording is accomplished by
means of an oscillograph whose mirror is actuated by the variations in
the intensity and frequency of the
output voltage of the photocell. This,
accordingly, throws a strong beam of
variable light onto a moving film.
These variations of light correspond
to sound variations. They are recorded as a single heavy jagged line
that looks very much like a series of
high mountain peaks, as might be observed from a distance. Reproduction
is similar to that of Fig. 6. Complete
sound -on -film systems will be thoroughly discussed in later articles.

Embossing Sound on Film
One of the newer developments in
sound -on -film is the technique employed to emboss sounds by means of
a vertically driven stylus directly onto
specially prepared film. See Fig. 8.
One such machine, the Filmgraph,
employs an endless loop of film which
is placed in a magazine. The recording time depends upon the length of
the loop used. Loops can be used for
fifteen minutes', one hour's, two hours',
five hours', and even up to eleven
hours' recording. The lob') moves forward continuously through the machine and no rewinding of the film is
necessary. For example, if the recording is started on track No. 1, it
automatically moves over to track
No. 2 at the end of recording on track
No. 1. This automatic movement
continues until all tracks across the
width of the film are indented or embossed. The track on which material
is being recorded is indicated on
a dial and this number changes as
the stylus moves from one track to
the other. Any track may be played
back at any time by moving the
stylus manually, by means of a control
knob, to the desired number. Means
are provided to start and stop the
recording or playback instantly on a
single word or syllable. A speed control is used on this type of machine
for recording or playback.
The sound track is formed by indenting a groove into the film. The
16 mm. film is five-eighths of an inch
wide and five -thousandths of an inch
thick. A permanent type sapphire
stylus of special design is used in the
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dual -purpose head for recording and
playback.
The number of sound tracks that can
be recorded on film depends on the
physical width of the film. Sixteen or
thirty -five millimeter film provides between forty and one hundred sound
tracks. Sound may also be recorded
on home movie film as shown in Fig. 1.
On the Recordgraph machine, sound
is permanently embossed on thirty five millimeter cellulose acetate film
having a base material which is fire
resistant and free of abrasives. No
processing of the film is required before reproduction. Continuous recording with automatic trackover from
groove to groove in the film is available. One hundred and fifteen tracks
can be accommodated on one side of
thirty -five millimeter film. Means are
provided for the recording and also
the locating of a particular track for
playback as desired.
One of the earlier known methods
of embossing is known as the Western
Electric hill- and -dale recording technique. This is still used for many
electrical transcriptions. Instead of a
stylus moving
within a
groove of a record, the stylus moves
in a vertical plane and sound is actually cut and embossed by this motion.

(A)

(B)

Fig. 4. (A) Variable density sound track on
35 mm. movie film. (B) Variable area sound
track as it appears on a single frame.

laterally

VALVE OF DURALUMINUM RIBBON OPENS AND CLOSES IN
GAP AND VARIES WITH AMOUNT OF SOUND IN LIGHT VALUE

FILM BEING _p
RECORDED

Magnetic llccording on Film
The first talkies used the phonograph disc synchronized with the picture as mentioned previously. An optical sound track, however, proved
itself better for most sound -on -film
work. It is now used almost exclusively. Magnetic recording on film
apparently has been neglected although it has some worthwhile advantages over the conventional optical
systems.
Any system, no matter how successful in its application, has certain advantages and disadvantages compared
to other methods. In optical recording
systems we find that there is better
resolution and better high frequency
response at a given speed. There is
no direct contact of the recording
head with the film and neither is there
any wear or clogging problem. The
duplication of films recorded by the
optical system may be accomplished
Fig. 6.

CONDENSER
LENS

I

OBJECT
LENS

LIGHT
SOURCE

5.
The essential elements employed in variable density recording.

Fig.

easily by direct contact printing.
The disadvantages of the optical recording systems are briefly as follows:
The films must be developed before the
sound can be played back. They are
relatively expensive and cannot be
monitored immediately and as far as
film technique is concerned, film must
be handled in the dark and the processing requires highly skilled labor.
In the case of magnetic recording
(Continued on page 102)

Basic system for reproducing sound on film by optical methods.
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A SALES CONTROL SYSTEM
By FILED MERISH
The dag of casual and slap-dash methods of sales control has
drawn to a close and dealers must now revamp or go under.
selling will resume its
place in the merchandising picture as soon as goods start to
flow freely to retail stores-in fact,
some dealers are already using "bird
dogs" to track down live leads on home
appliances and radios, these prospects
to be followed up later on by "closers."
Outside sales work requires adequate
sales control for best results and the
dealer can utilize effective sales control if he adheres to certain fundamentals. An efficient system should
tell a complete story and function with
mechanical precision. The "garden
variety" type of prospect card, an ordinary 4 x 6 inch blank is a long way

from being a well-balanced sales control system.
After analyzing many sales control
systems, we find that the most adaptable routine for radio and appliance
dealers embraces five forms. The Prospect Register is for listing all genuine
prospects. This prevents loss of good
leads and provides a central point from
which the dealer can make a periodic
check on the success his salesmen are
having. The Prospect Register also
supplies valuable statistical information for the Sales Analysis Chart, another form in this system.
In addition to the date, name and
address of the prospect, the Prospect

Uaiy Repo
Fouls OF
INTERVIEWS

5

URED.
a.as :

Modal

TDDnY

Bald

Register records the item in which the
customer is interested, whether an
electric refrigerator, radio, washing
machine, etc. Under. the column
headed, "Source," should be recorded
where the salesman got the lead; cold
canvass, user, phone canvass, directmail, etc. The date when the lead is
carded is placed in the appropriate column and this provides a check on lost
cards or on cards that a salesman may
"ditch" deliberately for one reason or
another. At times, a salesman may
hesitate to report that he cannot close
a sale and dispose of a card, whereas,
the lead, if given to another salesman,
or contacted at a later date, may re-
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Two forms in the sales control
system described in this article.
The top form gives the owner a
daily résumé of all sales activities while the lower one covers
the results that are obtained during a single monthly sales period.
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PROSPECT REGISTER

The Prospect Register is one
of your most valuable assets;
keep it up -to -date and active.
The Customer Card and Prospect Card help you to keep a
firm hand on sales activities.

DATE

Name

Address

Interested in

Carded

Source

NC O

Killed

Sold

CUSTOMER CARD

OC

Name

Address
Date Sold
Financed through

Date

..

trade-in allowanco

Net selling price
Installation fee

..

.............

_...__.__.. .......
_..__. _..

Accessories
Finance charge

Salesman
Pays out When

TRANSCRIPT OF
SALE

Selling price
Less

J

Phone

Units

...............

..._......__.

TOTAL
Date delivery or installation
What

is

customer likely to

suit in a sale. The Prospect Register
insures the dealer against loss of live
leads because it controls the leads and
does not permit salesmen to do as they
please with them. Much business has
been lost because outside salesmen are
given complete control of their leads.
Where sales control is well organized,
the live leads are under the supervision of the management because, like
stock or goodwill, they have monetary
value.

Prospects sold and cards "killed" are
recorded on this form. Before a card is
"killed," the dealer or his sales manager should OK the "kill." No salesman should be permitted to "kill" or
discard cards after they have been registered on this form. The fact that a
lead is recorded indicates that it has
good sales potentialities. Remember,
that every person canvassed is not
necessarily a prospect for your wares.
Thus all contactees are not registered,
just live leads. The decision as to
what is a "live lead" depends upon the
information written on the salesman's
Daily Report, another form in this system. Some organizations permit their
salesmen to make this decision; others
assign this authority only to the management, usually after conferring with
salesmen about their daily reports.
The separation of live leads from
deadwood is a phase of sales control
that has much to do with minimizing
selling expense. Too often, salesmen,
lacking seasoned supervision, spend a
lot of valuable time chasing deadwood,
running up selling expense, when they
could devote their time with more
profit to leads with more likelihood of
concluding a sale.
Periodically, a dealer should check
the Prospect Card file against the
Prospect Register to make sure that
all listings are accurate. There is little
use installing a sales control system
unless you devote some time to it to as-
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sure accuracy and compliance with
sound salesmanship.
The Daily Report in the modern
sales control system offers another improvement over the old- fashioned sales
report in that it provides an automatic cumulative total of each salesman's work to date, which enables the
dealer to keep close track of his outaide salesmen, without going over a
mass of records. Interviews, results of
interviews, call -back dates, and other
pertinent information is recorded, providing a precise picture of the day's
selling activities in figures and facts
for current consumption, also for use
later in a statistical way on the sales
analysis chart.
The Prospect Card should be filed
according to the follow -up date, otherwise called a Tickler System. Many
managements file their prospect cards
alphabetically, but prospects are not
contacted or followed up alphabetically, consequently, follow -ups are
often not made on time because the
cards do not come to attention systematically. The salesman either relies on his memory, makes notations on
Daily Reports or in his personal notebook. These methods foster errors and
lose sales. It is mighty important to
follow up prospects on time, just as it
is essential to prompt collections to
follow up past -due accounts on time.
The Prospect Card, operated with a
Tickler System, eliminates the hazard
of follow -up negligence. The form
shown provides space for credit infor-

mation, which gives the creditman an
opportunity to investigate the prospect's credit standing in advance.
Sometimes, because of a bad credit
rating, a sale cannot be made, then
much time has been wasted if this information is gathered after the sale is
closed. By means of this form, time
may be saved on bad risks. There are
enough good credit risks desiring home
appliances and radios in the postwar
period to keep a dealer's outside salesmen busy; so it is unwise to waste time
on bad risks. Now that the a ar is
over, many individuals must take less
money for their work. Dealers should
not overlook this important fact and
should check credits more carefully
than during the war years when many
wage earners were making big money,
hence, were better credit risks.
The Prospect Card also provides
space to record the trade -in allowance
demanded and offered, the nature of
the competition and the reason for not
closing. The dealer should look over
these prospect cards once a week and
suggest ways and means to overcome
a prospect's objections if the salesman
doesn't seem to be getting anywhere
with his line. Often this type of direction will save a sale. Sometimes
the Prospect Card can be turned over
(Continued on page 170)
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As soon as production permits, these new miniature tubes will be used in 5 -tube, table model, a.c. -d.c. receivers. This new tube
kit will consist of 35W4, 50B5. 12BA6, 12BE6 and 12AT6. They will replace the 35Z5, 50L6, 12SK7, 12SA7 and 12SQ7 respectively.

By ALFRED A. GIIIRARDI

Part 53. Important factors which must be considered
when choosing i.f. frequency of a superheterodyne.
superheterodyne receivers are to
provide satisfactory reception,
very careful design of the i.f. amplifier (see Fig. 1) is necessary because
they are subject to certain serious interference effects (spurious responses)

that are largely controllable by the de-

sign of this amplifier. Probably the
most important single factor in the design of a successful superheterodyne
that will be free from such spurious
responses is the choice of the intermediate frequency to be employed.
Unfortunately there is no simple,
clear -cut choice of the best i.f. to employ for any particular class of receiver service, for this choice is intimately tied up with a number of conflicting requirements that make it

necessary for receiver designers to
choose for this frequency value one
that enables them to provide the best
possible compromise as regards receiver cost and physical dimensions, adequate high amplification, and freedom
from objectionable spurious responses
due to various causes. Consequently,
it is important to understand these
controlling factors and the effect of
the i.f. value upon each of them.
How I.F. Employed Affects

Adjacent Channel Selectivity

In an AM receiver, adjacent-channel
selectivity is the ability to discriminate against interfering signals on an
adjacent broadcasting channel 10 or
15 kc. removed from the desired sig-

Elements of a typical single stage if. amplifier between the fre1.
quency converter and the diode detector of an AM receiver. It employs two
double-tuned coupling transformers and a single pentode i.f. amplifier tube.
Fig.
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nal frequency. Detailed discussions of
adjacent -channel (arithmetical) selectivity that were presented in two
earlier articles1 of this series clearly
explained the reasons for the following very important inherent characteristics possessed by i.f. amplifiers:
1. The major portion of the adjacent- channel selectivity of practical
superheterodynes resides in the i.f.
amplifier and results from the frequency conversion action in the superheterodyne.
2. The lower the i.f. employed, the
greater will be the percentage frequency separation between the wanted
signal and any unwanted adjacent channel signal after frequency conversion has taken place; consequently
the greater will be the adjacent -channel selectivity and rejection of the unwanted adjacent- channel signals.
It is apparent that if the desirability
of making the adjacent -channel selectivity as great as possible were the
only factor involved, it would be advantageous to employ as low a value
of i.f. as possible. Use of a low i.f.
would have the further advantage that
it would permit high gain per stage to
be easily and cheaply obtained. However, several important conflicting
considerations enter into the picture
and, for a receiver designed to operate
over a particular signal- tuning range,
they place a definite practical limit on
how low the i.f. may be made. The
most important of these is the probability that image -frequency interference will occur.

Image -Frequency Interference
It will be recalled from an earlier
article of this series2 that image inter(CENTER OF PASS -BAND OF
I. F. COUPLING TRANSFORMER
IS FIXED -TUNED TO THE I.F.)

B+
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I For detailed explanations of adjacent- channel
interference and selectivity see Alfred A. Ghirardi. Practical Radio Course. Part 26 (RADIO
NEWS, Sept. 1944) and Part 52 (RADIO NEWS,
March 1947).
2 For a detailed explanation of image -frequency
interference see Alfred A. Ghirardi. Practical Radio Course, Part 27 (RADIO NEWS, Oct. 1944).
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ference, the interference caused by
any sufficiently strong received signals
having a carrier frequency highera
(see Fig. 2A) than that of the desired
signal by an amount numerically equal
to twice the i.f. employed in the re2ftar), is one of
ceiver
the outstanding undesired responses in
superheterodynes. Figs. 2A and 2B
show why a signal of this frequency
will interfere with the desired signal.
It is important that this type of interference be effectively reduced to a
minimum in order to obtain satisfactory reception of desired signals.
It is evident that the i.f. value employed in the receiver has an important bearing upon whether or not
image interference will be experienced
during reception of any desired signal.
The tabulation presented in Table 1 is
interesting in this connection because
it shows the AM broadcast signals that
can be expected to be involved in
image -frequency interference with one
another when receivers employing the
i.f. values indicated at the top of each
column are used in the various localities specified in the left -hand column.
For example, in New York City if a
superhet receiver employing a 450 kc.
i.f. amplifier is tuned to receive the
660 kc. signal from station WNBC, the
1560 kc. signal from station WQXR
will tend to cause image-frequency interference with it. This is so because
1560 kc. is the image frequency for a
superheterodyne receiver tuned to 660
kc. and employing a 450 kc. i.f. that is,
(660 + (2 x 450) = 1560 kc. Therefore,
an incoming signal of this image frequency will be converted to a 450 kc.
signal by the frequency converter in
the receiver and be passed and amplified (along with the desired signal) by
the i.f. amplifier. Whether or not annoying interference will actually occur
in this case depends upon the relative
strength of the two signals received at
the locality of the receiver's antenna,
the image- rejection ratio provided by
the r.f. preselector tuning circuits employed in the receiver, etc.
The tabulation of Table 1 also shows
that in this same locality if the receiver employs an i.f. of 455 kc., image
interference cannot occur between the
signals of the aforementioned stations
but it is apt to occur between the signals of stations WMCA (570 kc.) and
WHOM (1480 kc.). On the other hand,
if the receiver employs an i.f. of 460
kc., no image interference is apt to
occur between any of these signals if
the receiver is operated in New York
City. However, when this i.f. is employed, image interference might occur between the signals of stations
WEEI (590 kc.) and WMEX (1510 kc.)
if the receiver were located in Boston
and did not employ a sufficient degree
of r.f. preselection.
This illustrates how important becomes the matter of what i.f, is employed in a receiver under actual present -day receiving conditions in various
localities.
It is important to remember that
once the "conversion" of the wanted
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Fig. 2. (A) Should a superheterodyne receiver with an i.f. frequency of 455 kc.
be tuned to 570 kc., a 1480 kc. image frequency interference will result. (B)
How a desired and an image response signal can combine with the local oscillator output to produce two signals, both having a frequency equal to the U.

signal and an unwanted interfering
signal of image frequency to a "common" intermediate frequency has been
effected in the frequency converter
(see Fig. 2B), they are inseparable,
and no subsequent degree of selectivity in the i.f. amplifier will attenuate
one of the signals more than the other.
The interfering signal of image frequency, after its conversion to the intermediate frequency, is just as acceptable to i.f. amplifiers as is the
desired signal after its conversion to
the same i.f. The i.f. amplifier does
not discriminate between them in any
way.

It is quite obvious then that either,
or both, of two courses are open to the
receiver designer:
1. The undesired interfering image frequency signal must be eliminated
prior to its reaching the frequencyconverter stage, or,
2. An i.f. value must be such that
no possible signal that could be received (at the locality) with sufficient
strength to cause annoying interference will be of the correct frequency
to qualify as an image -frequency signal.
Use of preselector for
Suppressing Image Signal
In the first method, sufficient r.f.
preselection4 (pretuning) is employed
by providing specially designed variable-tuned r.f. preselector circuits
ahead of the frequency converter. This
provides sufficient r.f. selectivity ahead
of the frequency converter so that the

' In superhets whose oscillator frequency is
normally maintained higher than that of the
incoming signal by an amount exactly equal to
the i.f. for which the receiver is designed.
e For a detailed explanation of preselector circuits see Alfred A. Ghirardi. Practical Radio
Course, Part 28 (RADIO NEWS, Nov. 1944).

Locality

WCHS -580

W. Va

WGKV 1490

Omaha,
Nob

WMCA -570
WWRL-1600

WMCA -570
WHOM -1480

WNBC -660
WQXR -1560
WOW-590
KBON-1490

WSYR -570
WOLF -1490

Syracuse,
N

Y.

KHQ-590
KGA -1510

Spokane,
Wash

San Antonio, Teo.

I.F.

WMFX -1510

Mass

New York

kc

WEEI -540

Charleston,

City

465

460 kc. I.F.

455 kc. I.F.

450 kc. I.F.

Boston,

KTSA -550
KABC -1450

Table 1 Broadcasting station signals and
their carrier frequencies that become involved in image frequency interference in
certain cities when the various i.f. values
indicated are employed in the receivers.
WANTED

SIGNAL

INTERFERING

IMAGE FRED. SIGNAL

IMAGE FRED. SIGNAL ATTENUATED
TO ZERO STRENGTH

PRESELECTOR

TO
DET.

FRED.
ONVERT ER

Fig. 3. Illustrating how an image frequency signal may be sufficiently attenuated by a preselector so that it
does not reach the frequency converter.

image- frequency rejection ratio will
be high and all signals of image frequencies will be sufficiently attenuated so they do not cause interference.
The action is illustrated in Fig. 3.
At AM broadcast-band frequencies
(535 to 1605 kc.) it is usually sufficient
to include a well- designed tuned r.f.

preselector ahead of the frequency
converter to completely eliminate all
(Continued on page 124)

(A) How proper selection of i.f. value employed in a receiver can prevent a particular incoming signal from qualifying as an image frequency interfering signal. (B) Diagram illustrates how the 1480 kc. incoming signal of (A)
is attenuated and eliminated by the tuning circuits of the i.f. amplifier.
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SENSITIVE PROBE uses

Crystal

Diode.

Complete details for constructing
a multi-purpose a.f. -r.f. probe.

Itv RUFUS P. TURNER, wlAY
Consulting Eng., RADIO NEWS

0.1100°--Or it may be connected directly to a
pair of headphones or to a magic -eye
indicator tube. The probe may be
used in measuring up .to 100 megacycles, and it is provided with an .02
pfd. input capacitor which isolates
the crystal from direct current components. The circuit schematic appears in Fig. 2B.
The probe shown in the photograph,
is built into the plastic case of a hospital pushbutton. This housing was
used because it is unusually rugged,
being thick molded, and fits the hand
comfortably, having originally been
intended to be grasped by a bedridden
patient for ringing the nurse call bell.

The threaded metal disc through

Two views of completed
probe. Cord was made from

Fig.

1.

a shielded microphone cable.

PROD

ASYLVANIA 1N34 germanium
crystal diode is the heart of
the multi -purpose a.f. -r.f. probe
shown in Fig. 1. This device will be

TIP

BAKELITE DISC
VGROUND
LIP

THREADED
E N D DISC

o\
v

IN34
CRYSTAL
DIODE

RESISTOR

2 MICA
CAPACITORS
IN

PARALLEL

PLASTIC

HOUSING.
SHIELDED CABLE

(A)

TO D. C.
V. T. V. M.
OR

TO
PROD TIP

HEAD-

20
MEG.
I-W

TO
GROUND

CLIP

(B)
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useful to experimenters, amateurs,
and servicemen. A crystal probe has
the advantages that it can be made
much more compact than the tube
type probe, it requires no power supply of any kind, and it is free from
the contact potential effects common
to diode tubes. The 1N34 crystal
diode may be used entirely safely
whenever the inverse peak voltage
does not exceed 50 volts.
The shunt capacitance of the 1N34
crystal diode is only 3 µpfd. in contrast to the 15 µpfd. (approximately)
of the 6H6 tube ordinarily employed
in home -made probes.
The probe illustrated here may be
used in radio -frequency and audiofrequency voltage measurements or
in a.f. and r.f. signal tracing by connecting its two output leads directly
(or through a 1 megohm, 1 watt
series resistor) to a d.c. vacuum -tube
voltmeter such as the VoltOhmyst.
Fig. 2. (A) Structural details of probe.
(B) Circuit diagram of probe. In using
the IN34 crystal diode, all contact
potential effects, common to conventional diode tubes, are eliminated.

which the pushbutton originally extended was unscrewed from the plastic housing and the switch mechanism
removed. A thin bakelite disc (to
cover the pushbutton hole) was attached to the inside of the metal disc
by means of two 5 -40 screws easily
seen in Fig. 1. A 6 -32 screw passes
through a hole drilled in the center of
the bakelite disc and holds the prod
tip. The cord is a length of shielded
microphone cable. Other builders
may prefer other types of housings.
Much latitude is permissible in this
direction. Indeed, the small sizes of
the crystal diode and of present -day
capacitors and resistors make it possible to reduce the probe size to the
dimensions of a jumbo multimeter
test prod.
The crystal probe presents a high
value of input impedance to the circuit under test. A low capacitance
likewise is presented. These desirable
characteristics reduce loading and detuning effects. Connected to high -resistance headphones, the probe is invaluable for tracing a signal through
a radio circuit or audio amplifier; locating hum, oscillation, or noise; or
localizing distortion. Connected to a
d.c. vacuum -tube voltmeter or magic
eye indicator, the probe makes possible the measurement of r.f. and a.f.

voltages with negligible frequency
error. It can serve also as a tuning
indicator.
Here is a useful accessory which is
inexpensive, easy to build, and simple
to operate.

RADIO NEWS

Narrow Band Phase
MODULATION EXCITER
-in inexpensive exciter unit
that can be used to frequency

modulate your present rig.

By

SOL STERMAN, W2.1W \0
Newark Electric Company, Inc.

ELIEVING that many hams will
want to incorporate a narrow
band phase modulation exciter
into their present rigs we are describing this unit which produces the effect
of equivalent frequency modulation.
The unit, as shown, is intended to
replace a 40 meter crystal or v.f.o. for
exciting a transmitter operating in the
26, 11, or 10 meter bands. The crystal
oscillator is on 80 meters and the output of the doubler stage is on 40
meters.
This exciter presents several advantages to the amateur. It practically eliminates most cases of broadcast interference; it eliminates the
necessity for class B modulators and
drivers with their associated power
supplies, thus permitting any c.w.
transmitter, up to 1 kw. input, to be
used for phone transmission in the
10 and 11 meter bands; and input to
the final amplifier may be the same
as in the case of c.w. ratings.

the 6SL7, r.f. is fed from the grid to
the plate in two ways. One is by direct
grid -to-plate capacity and the other
by the electronic amplification of the
triode. Degeneration due to the high
unbypassed resistor in the cathode
circuit keeps these two voltages nearly
equal and slightly less than 180 degrees out -of- phase. The magnitude of
the electronically amplified voltage
will vary as the bias is varied by the
audio input through CI. This action
changes the phase relationship between these two voltages and causes
a current which is varying in phase to
flow in the tank circuit.
The deviation produced by phase
(Continued on page 118)

Front view of crystal controlled exciter
unit shows parts placement. Jacks J and
J, are mounted on rear flange of chassis.

Schematic diagram

13

of

exciter unit. Either a crystal or dynamic mike can be used.

c2

6SL7

6V6

i?1mCRVSTAL
Ce

(11:1
R4

L

R6

J21

C3
R

RS

53
C4

CHI

CIT

CI,

52

80

.

C20

6.3 V TO ALL HEATERS

Theory
One half of the 6SL7 operates as a
conventional Pierce oscillator while
the second half is the phase modulator.
This dual purpose tube is followed by
a straightforward doubler. The two
high gain audio stages are also conventional.
The output of the crystal oscillator
is coupled by means of C, to the grid
of the phase modulator section of the
6SL7 whose tank circuit is tuned to
the crystal frequency. In this half of
The design of this exciter unit is based upon
original circuits developed by the Fred M. Link
Company of New York.

May, 1847

R1- 20,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R3- 30,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
Rs, R;, R1e-100,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R4- 50,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R6, R1s 250,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R0-50,000 ohm, 1 w. res.
R,-1000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R0-5 megohm, 1/2 w. res.
R1e-1500 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R11

-1.3

megohm,

R13- 10,000 ohm,

w. res.
1/2 w. res.
1/2

RI4- 200,000 ohm pot.

R10-2500 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
Cl -50 µµfd. mica cond.
C2, Cs, CT, Co, C11-.002 vid. mica cond.
CA, C14 -.01 Aid., 400 y. cond.
C5, Cß-100 µpfd. mica cond.
Ca, C
µµfd. midget ver. cond.
C,2,
CL3

-50

C1,-10 Aid.,

-.1

25 v. elec. cond.

pfd., 400 v. cond.

sfd., 450 r, elec. cond.
-4
Cis-Dual 8/8 ufd.. 450 v. elec. cond.

C15
C1T,

-.05

C.
,4d., 400 v. cond.
J, -Open circuit jack
12,13-Female connectors
S5-S.p.s.t. toggle sw.
S.,- S.p.s.t. Sw. on
hy., 60 ma. filter choke
CH,
Tl -Power trans. 300.0 -300 v. @ 60 ma.;

-8

R

Q2amp.;6.3v. @tamp.

5 v.

1

L, -46 t. #28 e., winding length
wound on
1" coil form (National XR -1)
4-40 meter end linked output coil (B ei W
type 40 JEL)
Crystal-See text
1-65L7 tube
1 -6SJ7 tube
1-6SF5 tube
1 -6Y6GT tube
1 -80 tube
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Compiled by KENNETH R. ROORD
THIS month's ISW Department is
dedicated to The Czech Radio.

Direct from M. Gregorova, Foreign Relations Department, The
Czechoslovak Broadcasting Corporation, Praha XII, Stalinova 12, Prague
(Praha), Czechoslovakia, we have just
received a most interesting booklet
(in English) dedicated to "listeners
abroad," and bearing the title: "The
Czechoslovak Radio in War and Revolution."
Here are some highlights from the

booklet:
"The Broadcasting Company played
a leading and often decisive part in
the Prague Rising in May 1945. The
call of the revolutionary announcers
was one of the first and most authoritative calls to arms to the Czech
nation in Prague and in the country.
in Stalinova trida,
Broadcast'
eavily damaged inside
Prague, w
and the inevitable repairs will take
several months. In spite of this, there
was feverish activity as the task of
free broadcasting was expanding.
Broadcasting House was sanctified by
the blood of those who had come to
the aid of the Broadcasting Company
on May 5th, who had fought bravely
inside the building and in the surrounding streets, and of whom more
than one hundred had fallen in the
struggle, and many had been wounded
and some have been in hospitals for
many months.
"The Prague Broadcasting Company has today employees who had

been suffering for years under the
Nazi boot -but they had been working in illegal movements, had fought
and remained at their technical stations, in the studios and everywhere
where they had been needed in the
center of Broadcasting House and

other stations, they had remained in
close touch with faithful companions
from the trunk exchange and broadcasting stations, that is with the
postal employees. They carried on
everywhere, regardless of bombing
and shooting. They now work again
together with their new colleagues of
the Czechoslovak Broadcasting Com-

pany, who had fought and worked
abroad, separated from their families
for the last few years, who had been
broadcasting or taking part in other

related branches of the resistance
movement abroad, for the liberation
of the Czechoslovak people and the
Republic. Many of those who have
come back have not found their dear
ones, for they had had to sacrifice
their lives and starve in concentration
camps for the courage of their relations. The Czechoslovak Broadcasting
Company today also incorporates the
great organization of 'Soldiers of the
Czechoslovak Broadcasting Company'
and protects the flag of the 'Broadcasting Battalion' of the Tyrs and
Fugner Infantry Regiment 28, forever
called after the heroes who defended
Broadcasting House. When the building has been repaired, a marble disk
commemorating all those employees

This attractive corner is the SW Listening Post of Harry Kentzel, Sand
Lake, New York. Receiver (center) is a new Hammarlund HQI29X.
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who were executed or martyred and
who fell during the May Revolution in
the Battle for Broadcasting House,
will be affixed over the entrance.
"The last German announcement to
be broadcast on May 5 was the 'Unterhaltungsmusik' which the Czech

announcers allowed the German announcer to make just before noon,
after long discussions and constant
threats by the German chiefs. After

that, announcing was completely

taken over by Czech announcers, even
though the German intendant threatened them with immediate shooting.
One of the greatest provocations,
which strengthened the tension, was
the very quick reading of the last
news bulletin, when a unit of the
Czech police entered the building.
Outside Czechoslovak flags were beginning to come out.
At about 12:15 the Czechoslovak
and American flags were flown on the
mast of Broadcasting House; at the
attempt to fly the British and Soviet
flags, the Germans opened fire. The
first revolutionary announcement was
a call to the Czech police, the Czech
gendarmes, and the Government Militia to come to the aid of the Broadcasting Company, as the Germans
were murdering Czech people there.
This was at about 12:33, and was one
of the most powerful and most decisive signals of the national revolution. From the whole of Prague and
the nearby countryside individuals
and groups of determined Czechs
started off to help their comrades in
Broadcasting House. Many unarmed
and inexperienced patriots were
wounded by German assassins on the
way. The battle in the wider circle
round the building continued throughout the whole revolution until the
coming of the Red Army, the battle in
the building itself ended with the defeat of the Germans on the evening
of the first day, after a battle of several hours during which Czech patriots fought from floor to floor, entering the building by the only free side
entrance and over the roofs of the
neighbouring houses.
"Of the later coordination of the
revolutionary military forces and of
the determination of the people of
Prague, bears witness by the fact that,
in the most difficult moments on Sunday, the tankists from industrial
(Continued on page 141)
RADIO NEWS

Deluxe Amateur

TRANSMITTER
By JAMES N. WHITAKER, W2BFB
Eng. Dept.. Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

Pari 2. Concluding article covering the design
principles for a I -kw. amateur type transmitter.

1. Rear view of transmitter. Front
view of this unit was shown last month.

Fig.

IN

CONTINUING the discussion

of deluxe amateur transmitter
design begun last month, we

would like to point out to our readers
that the circuit diagram for the complete transmitter was given in the
April installment, along with a discussion of the oscillator and frequency
multiplier stage. Reference .should
be made to this discussion before proceeding to a consideration of the
driver stage.

Driver Stage
The driver stage uses a 4E27 beam
tetrode in a more or less conventional
amplifier circuit. When using a tube
of this type it is well to observe the
manufacturer's recommendations for
maximum grid drive. This value
should never be exceeded, and satisfactory operation will generally be
obtained with driving power considerably below the maximum permitted.
In the present instance it was found
that the grid current should not exceed 0.3 ma. for optimum operation.
With this value of grid drive the 4E27
tube is capable of delivering approximately 225 watts of r.f. power to the
final amplifier. The plate and screen
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grid power for the driver stage is obtained from the high voltage power
supply which supplies plate power to
the final amplifier. The full potential
is applied directly to the anode of the
tube while the screen grid potential
is applied to the tube through a 100,000 ohm resistor. A 1200 ohm cathode
biasing resistor is connected between
the filament center tap and ground to
provide normal operating bias for the
tube. A 250,000 ohm grid resistor is
also used to prevent excessive grid
current when the plate potential is
reduced and the drop across the cathode biasing resistor decreases correspondingly.
There has been much controversy
regarding the use of the new beam
type of tubes versus a neutralized
triode. Unquestionably much of the
reluctance to incorporate these new
and wonderful tubes in equipment is
due largely to a lack of understanding as to just how they may be satisfactorily incorporated in the equipment. The general complaint seems
to be the difficulty in eliminating the
tendency toward self-oscillation.
In designing any equipment using
a beam tube, always bear in mind
the fact that the power sensitivity of
this new type of tube exceeds by far
the power sensitivity of any tube
heretofore known. It is this extremely high power sensitivity that
makes this tube so highly desirable,
and at the same time so apparently
difficult to operate satisfactorily.
In order to successfully design an
amplifier using a high -powered beam
tube, it is extremely important to bear
in mind that a very small amount of
feedback, which in a triode amplifier
would be practically undetectable will
be a very serious amount indeed for
a high gain beam tube.
The isolation of the input and output circuits must be as nearly perfect as possible. The r.f. bypassing
must be complete with all leads as
short as possible. Each filament ter-

minal must be bypassed directly to the
chassis as close to the socket terminal
as possible. The screen grid must be
bypassed to the filament terminals as
well as to the chassis, and if the suppressor grid is not directly connected
to the filament, it must also be bypassed directly to the filament as well
as to the chassis.
If the isolation between input and
output circuits is complete, the amplifier will operate as smoothly as a
conventional neutralized triode amplifier and the driving power required
will be almost unbelievably small corn pared to the power required to drive
any other type of amplifier having an
equivalent power output.
If the designer is unable to eliminate
feedback entirely, there are several
ways to suppress spurious oscillations.
One way is to insert a 50 ohm, non -inductive resistor in the screen grid
circuit, between the screen grid terminal and the bypass condenser. Another method is to insert a 50 ohm
resistor (around which has been wound
eight or ten turns of wire forming a
small inductance shunted by a 50 ohm
resistor) in the grid or plate circuit.
Any of these suppression methods
are subterfuges, serving to remove
the symptoms rather than the ailment,
and are, in reality, an admission that
the equipment has not been properly
designed.
It is possible to obtain satisfactory
operation from a triode amplifier when
departing widely from the manufacturer's recommended ratings regarding driving power, grid bias, and plate
voltage.
In a beam power amplifier, such
departures are a direct invitation to
trouble, and should be attempted only
by those completely familiar with
every detail of the operational theory
of a beam tube. Perhaps one of the
most difficult things for the amateur
to grasp is that the grid drive must
be kept well within the maximum
limits specified by the manufacturer
71
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Fig. 2. Complete schematic diagram of remote control system. A copper oxide rectifier supplies power for the remote control relay and the antenna changeover relay.

of the tube. Excessive grid drive can
not be tolerated by a beam tube re-

gardless of other operating conditions,
and the most satisfactory operation
is generally obtained with a grid current of less than one milliampere. The
manufacturer's maximum grid current rating is generally the maximum
permissible current which will not
damage the grid structure or cause
sufficient heating of the grid leads to
crack the glass seal.

Power Amplifier Stage
A

rather wide selection of tubes

is

a

ailable for use in the power amplifier stage. The choice of tubes depends largely upon the efficiency desired and the power output needed.
Since the 4E27 driver stage is capable
of supplying sufficient power to drive
almost any 1 kw. amplifier stage, any
tube or tubes of sufficient power capabilities may be used. One point to
bear in mind is that amateur transmitters are limited to a maximum
plate input of 1000 watts. For this reason one must consider the efficiency of
the final amplifier rather than economy of tubes in order to obtain the
greatest possible power output with

Schematic diagram of the negative peak over -modulation indicator. The neon
bulb flashes, indicating when a predetermined modulation percentage is reached.
Fig. 3.
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the permissible input. In order to obtain the best possible efficiency it is
necessary to use tubes capable of considerably more power than is required.
Another very good reason for using
relatively high powered tubes is that
the output need not be decreased in
order to obtain satisfactory high -level
modulation. This is not necessarily
the most economical way to design a
transmitter but it is the most satisfactory way of obtaining a maximum
power output from a given input.
The power amplifier stage in a telephone transmitter should be a push pull stage in order to discriminate
against second harmonic radiations.
Some objection may be raised because of the possibility of a third
harmonic radiation from a push-pull
amplifier but these radiations are
never as serious as the second harmonic radiations because of discrimination against the higher frequencies
in both the plate tank and antenna
circuits.
In designing the power amplifier
it is important to consider very carefully some arrangement for completely
shielding the input and output circuits from each other and from the
rest of the transmitter. The most
satisfactory method of shielding is
to arrange the power amplifier so that
the input circuit, the tubes, and the
output circuit are effectively in separate compartments with the neutralizing system in the compartment with
the tubes. It will be found that with
this arrangement the nearest approach
to true neutralization is obtainable.
If the shielding is not complete, the
apparent neutralization will not be
true neutralization since a certain
amount of input -output coupling will
be compensated for in the neutralizing.
When this occurs there is danger of
feedback, parasitic oscillations, and
various other difficulties when the
plate power, grid drive, or output

coupling is changed. This is a condition which most commonly produces
parasitic oscillations during modulation peaks which is easily understood
when one remembers that high -level
modulation actually varies the input
power to the amplifier in accordance
with the applied modulating power.
In a push -pull amplifier it is necessary to very carefully design the circuits to provide equal grid driving
power to both tubes. The plate loading must also be equal. In practice
it is very difficult to design a center
tapped coil in such a way as to obtain
a perfect electrical balance in each
half of the coil. This may not be too
serious at frequencies below 14 mc.
but at higher frequencies irregularities which are almost unnoticeable
may produce a serious unbalance. For
this reason it is well to depend on a
split stator tuning capacitor to provide
electrical center tap rather than to
bypass the center tap of the coil to
ground. Tuning capacitors are manufactured to very close tolerances and
are generally assembled with the aid
of very accurate jigs and therefore,
for all practical purposes, may be

RADIO NEWS

considered as being perfectly balanced
electrically as well as mechanically
insofar as capacity is concerned.
Any tuned r.f. circuit is more efficient whén the tuning capacitor is
connected directly across the inductance. In order to do this it is usually necessary to insulate the rotor of
the variable capacitor from ground
instead of grounding the rotor section
and connecting one side of the inductance to the rotor through a fixed
capacitor. This is more important
in the higher power stages because of
the higher circulating currents but it
is important in any stage since there
Fig. 4.

Left side view of transmitter.

is always a certain amount of loss in
even the highest grade of mica capacitors. This is also important in high

power stages as it prevents grounding
the high voltage power supply in the
event that a flash-over of the capacitor occurs.
The antenna coupling circuit should
be variable by means of a dial or
knob accessible from the front panel.
The number of turns and diameter of
the coupling coil will depend upon
the method of feeding the antenna
and if the connection to the transmitter is by means of a coaxial transmission line, the coupling coil will be
smaller or will contain fewer turns
than if a higher impedance line is used.
Where the same antenna is to be used
for the receiver and the transmitter,
the antenna changeover relay should
be mounted inside the transmitter and
as close as possible to the coupling
coil. The relay and the connection
should be adequately shielded from the
power amplifier plate tank circuit.
The location of the antenna changeover relay adjacent to the output coupling coil is very important where coaxial transmission line is used. If
the relay is located outside the transmitter, it will cause a discontinuity of
impedance which may result in serious
standing waves along the transmission
line.

Power Supply System
The power supply systems for a
high -powered transmitter do not necessarily have to be complicated. Primary consideration should be given
to designing the power supplies so
that there will be a minimum of reaction between stages. This is particularly true of the reaction between
the oscillator and the amplifier stages.
It is always well to provide a separate
power supply for the oscillator and
multiplier stages rather than to attempt to use a common power supply
for the entire transmitter. It is also
well to use some sort of voltage regulation in the oscillator power supply
although this is not absolutely necessary when using the oscillator circuit
previously described. It should not
be necessary in any case to use an
elaborate vacuum tube voltage regulator. A regulator tube such as the
OD3 /VR150 or two such tubes connected in series should be ample.
The intermediate or driver amplifier
and the final amplifier may be opcrated successfully from a common
power supply. It is very desirable to
do this where a variac or some other
means of primary power control is
used.
The class "B" modulator tubes should
be operated from a separate power

supply unless the main power supply
has unusually good regulation and
the class "B" modulator tubes are operated with zero bias. Where grid
bias is required for the modulator
tubes a power supply should be provided to supply this bias and this
power supply should be very heavily
loaded to prevent a change in bias due
to varying grid current.

May, 1947

Fig. 5. Right side view of transmitter.

In the transmitter being described
a small power supply provides the
power for both the oscillator and multiplier stages. The main high voltage
power supply provides power for the
driver and final amplifier stages. The
main power supply is equipped with a
variac in the primary circuit to permit easy adjustment of the input
power. The class "B" modulator stage
has its own power supply and a bias
rectifier system provides 60 volts of
negative bias for the modulators. The
bias supply is loaded with a 250 ohm
resistance causing a normal drain of
approximately 0.24 amperes. This high
bleeder current assures a minimum
of fluctuation in the bias supply due
to the varying grid current of the modulator tubes. The bias supply also
provides power for some of the relays.
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Audio response curve of speech amplifier. Note that the output falls off
rapidly below 300 cycles and over 3000 cycles. This is ideal for voice transmission.

Fig. 6.

Remote Control System

positive acting remote control
system should be provided in any
transmitter in order that the transmitter may be started and stopped
from the operating position by means
of a toggle switch or other simple deA

vice.
A number of relay combinations
may be worked out to suit the particular installation once the proper sequence of operations has been determined. The system should provide a

means for applying power to the various parts of the transmitter in such a
sequence as to prevent the application
of power to the power stages in the
transmitter before power has been applied to the oscillator and multiplier

stages. It must also provide means of
transferring the antenna from the receiver to the transmitter before power
is applied to the final stages. The
system must also provide a means for
removing the power from the final
stages before the power is removed
from the oscillator and multiplier
stages and sufficient time must elapse
between the removal of the power
from the final stages and the operation
of the antenna changeover relay to
assure that there will be no power in
the antenna circuit when the antenna
changeover relay is operated.
The control system in the transmitter being described uses a total of five
relays for performing all operations.
A copper oxide rectifier supplies power

for the remote control relay and the
antenna changeover relay. The circuit
is shown in Fig. 2.
Relay RL2 is the remote control relay, receiving its power from the copper oxide rectifier, through the remote
control switch. The operating coil of
relay RL, is connected in the oscillator
power supply circuit as a filter section,
and receives power when the oscillator
power supply is energized. Power for
relays RL, and RL, is obtained from
the bias supply, through contacts B
of relay RL:.
The operation of the system is as
follows: When the remote control
switch is closed, relay RL_ operates,
closing contacts A and B. Contacts
A are in the center tap of the oscillator power supply transformer. When
these contacts close, the power builds
up in the oscillator power supply,
energizing the operating coil of relay
RL,. Relay RL, operates closing contacts C and D. Contacts C close the
primary power circuit of the bias supply, through the time delay switch,
and contacts D operate the antenna
changeover relay. When the power
builds up in the bias supply, relays RL,
and RL, operate, since contacts B of
relay RL2 are closed. When contacts
E, F, and G, H of relays RL, and RL,
close, power is applied to the modulator and the main high voltage supplies, and the transmitter is in operation.

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of speech amplifier. The unit has an over-all gain of 100 db. and an undistorted output of 31 watts.
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500
OHMS

R4
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325 V
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CHI

CH3
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CO

C9

CII

C12
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117 V.

CH2

A.C.

T

T
RII

RIO
C13

C14
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6.3
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-5 megohm,
R, -1500 ohm,
-2 megohm,
R,- 500,000 ohm,
R1

1/2
1/2

R3

1/2

w. metalized res.
w. metalized res.
w. metalized res.
I w. metalized res.

.-250,000 ohm pot.
-5000 ohm, 1 w. metalized res.
R -100,000 ohm, 1 w. metalized res.
R6- 250,000 ohm, I w. metalized res.

R
Re

-800 ohm, 1 w. metalized res.
-2000 ohm, 20 w. w.w. res.
R11 4000 ohm, 20 w. w.w. res.
R12 -2500 ohm, 20 w. w.w. res.
Cl, C2 -100 ppfd. mica cond.
R9
R10

C3, C7, C6
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pfd., 50 v. dry elec. cond.

C, -.01 µid., 400 V. mica cond.
C5 -.002 pfd., 600 y. mica cond.
C9
Aid., 1000 v. Dykanol or Pyranol
C4,

--6

cond.
C19

-10

cond.

Aid., 600 v. Dykanol or Pyranol

Cu, C12-125 µid., 350 v. elec. cond.
C,,
pfd., 600 r. Dykanol or Pyranol

-3

cond.
C,,
pfd., 50 v. dry eke. cond.
RFC-1.5 mh. pi -wound r.f. choke
hy., 300 ma. filter choke
CH,
CH2, C149-25 hy., 50 ma. filter choke
T1 -Audio trans. Single plate to P.P. grid

-50
-15

117 V.

A. C.

T,-Output

trans. P.P. plate (1500 ohms
plate -to- plate) to 500 ohm line. 35 watt

output
T, -Power trans. 475 -0 -475 (77 y. tap)

300 ma.; 6.3 V. @ 5 amps.; 5 r.
amps.; 5 v. @ 3 amps.
Fil. trans. 2.5 v. c.t. @ 10 amps.
J, -Input jack
S.p.s.t. toggle sw.
1 -6SJ7 tube
1 -6C5 tube
1 -6N7 tube
1 -5V4 tube
1
tube
4-2A3 tubes
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2 years at $4.00

Although I am a comparative newcomer to the radio
Servicing field, I felt, as many otherservicemen must
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work.
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deck,
1- double
deck, 2-triple
recessed
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mole
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cover, o
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BOXES
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10" and 12"
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servicemen.
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won-
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rotary switches,
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Push Button,
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WAR SURPLUS TRANSMITTING and SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES
$ .75

1C21

1N21A
1N23

.20
.20
2AP1
2.25
2.63
2C40
2C44
1.50
2021
.60
2%2/879 .90
3AP1
3.00

9.00
.90

5AP1

6AK5

6J4
$1.50
10Y
1.50
1.95
35TG
7511
2.25
VR90
.75
100TH 4.13
VR105 .75

VR150 .75
204A 60.00
211
217C

1.13

7.50

250TH $9.00
304TH 12.00
30411 3.75
715C 33.00
800
2.25
801A
1.73
802
1.58
803
9.00
804
6.75
805
3.75
807
1.05

808 $3.00
809 1.50
810 2.63
811
1.95
813 6.75
814 4.50
815 2.25
816
.60
826 2.25
828 9.00
8298 3.00

8308 $5.25
832A 4.05

872A/872 2.25

884
1.50 921
836
837
3.38 922
838
3.75 923
843
.75 927
845W 3.75 931A
3.00 954
860
90.00 955
861
.60 956
864
1.50 957
865

PHONE and MICROPHONE ASSEMBLY

CRYSTAL PICK -UP
bargain) Brand New, High Fidelity,
Famous Make crystal pickup. Featherweight,

$199

Tangent Head, 7" mounting center.
While they last, only

sg1. OeP °srs ReOtdersd
.,ritte

L_meant
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send FSave C.0.0 Chgs.
ordernoel- so

change

Prises

OR

KW
323

YORK

-G W.

$47.50
89.50
275'00
NATIONAL.
complete
HR 440D I
306.71
with
speaker
NC-46 with
speaker
lJ
07.40
with
less speakertubes,
Power supply and
.. 67.50
HAMMARLUND
NO-129X
complete.
173,25
X complete.
5 -40 5
342.00
RME -84 complete .. 198.70
coplete.., 98.70
Panadapto
Supreme Transmitter
450.00

CITY

C;ICAGO

OR

h"adison St.,

Chicago

323 W. Madison St.

NEwïìJ Chicago
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E XC 1 TE R

(As Described in This Issue)
BASIC KIT OF PARTS (Including Chassis)

F

$234

As listed in the Exciter article in this issue
All for only
Order from Either New York or Chicago

NEWARK

6,

ELECTRIC COMPA Y. INC
New York City Stores: 115 -17 W 45th St. & 212 Fulton St.

Narrow Band
Phase Modulation

1111111

.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK
Offices & Warehouse
242 W. 55th St., N.Y. 191

HERE IT IS
N

8005
8016

SX -42

A rare

EITHER

.75
.75

.75
.60
.27
.90
3.15
.53

.75

3.00
.75
.90

HALLICRAETERS

a

FROM

.75
.75

1625
1626
1629
2051

complete...
S -40 complete...

$i

Write: 242 -G W. 55th St., N.Y.C.

$ .75

f?oeu110c2cE2eree!

Dynamic type, adoptable for code practice sets,
mobile equipment, PA systems, home recording, etc. Mike handset with 50 -ohms impedance.
Mike and Phones terminate in 5 -wire male
plug, 3 ft. cord with femole receptacle facilitates disconnection. Special Value
95
at Only

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

958A
959
1616
1619
1624

.75
.75
.73
.45
1.05
1.88

ELEmC

CopanyTRIC, Inc.

58

242 -250 West 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.
323

W. Madison Street, Chicago

6,

Illinois

As we have shown, the sequence of
operation is as follows: The oscillator
power supply comes up first, then the
antenna changeover relay operates,
then the bias supply comes up, and
finally the power comes up in the modulator and p.a. power supplies.
When the transmitter is shut down,
the remote control switch removes the
operating power from relay RL,, which
immediately opens contacts A and B
of relay RL_. Contacts B of relay
RL, open, removing operating power
from relays RL; and RLs, causing contacts E, F, G, H to open, removing the
primary power from the modulator
and main power supply.
As the power in the oscillator power
supply dies down, the operating coil
of relay RL, is de-energized, permitting contacts C and D to open. The
opening of contacts C removes the
power from the bias supply, and the
opening of contacts D operates the
antenna changeover relay RL,.
From the above, we find that the
sequence of operation for shutting
down the transmitter is not exactly
in the reverse of the starting sequence,
but is as follows The oscillator and
all high voltage power supplies are
shut off simultaneously; then the antenna relay operates and the bias supply is shut off after the oscillator
power supply dies down, whereas in
starting up, the oscillator power comes
on, then the bias comes on and the
antenna changeover relay operates,
and lastly the high voltage power
supplies come on.
With this arrangement, failure of
the bias supply will remove the high
voltages, and failure of the oscillator
supply will shut down the entire transmitter. In this manner, the tubes are
all protected from loss of bias, and
from loss of excitation due to oscillator power supply failures.
Over -Modulation In41 iealor
Any transmitter used for telephony
should be equipped with a very positive means for indicating over -modulation. An indicator which shows
average modulation is not satisfactory
for voice operation because of peaks
which occur in normal voice frequencies. In order to be certain that serious over -modulation does not occur
during the peaks of the voice frequencies, the over -modulation indicator
must indicate over- modulation peaks.
When an r.f- amplifier is fully modulated, the plate voltage swings from
zero to twice the normal value. When
over -modulation occurs the plate voltage will actually swing from a negative value to more than twice the normal positive value. Because of this
action a negative peak over- modulation indicator may consist of simply
a high voltage rectifier and a neon
glow lamp as shown in Fig. 3 with a
bias voltage applied between the neon
lamp and ground. The rectifier filament supply transformer should be insulated for approximately three times
the normal plate supply voltage of the
transmitter. The filament of the rectifier is connected to the side of the
RADIO NEWS
:

LOWEST LOSS
Rated high in dielectric value, and with an improved
power factor, Amphenol low -loss Microphone Connectors
and Cables insure maximum efficiency in sound equipment. Dependable and easy to install, they are widely
used by leading manufacturers of sound equipment
apparatus, photo electric devices, home recorders and
a complete range of similar items.
The Amphenol line is precision-built, compact, lightweight and complete. Microphone plugs, mating connectors and receptacles have unbreakable, chromium plated brass shells and low -loss bakelite inserts. Cord
protectors or cable clamps relieve strain on contacts.
Threaded coupling rings screw onto mating coupling
threads to provide "yank- proof" connections that are
free from noise, leaks or shorts. Accidental disconnects
are impossible. Multi- contact connectors are polarized.

AMPHENOL MICROPHONE CABLES are unusually
low in capacitance for their small diameters. * Light in
weight, their durable plastic jackets remain flexible
down to -40° F. May be used with standard connectors

and cord protectors.
Cables are available in either of two plastic jackets:
Vinyl, for heavy auditorium and outdoor use where
cables are long and the trampling of crowds is a factor;
polyethylene for home and cocktail lounge applications.
Write today for new booklet describing Amphenol Microphone
and Cables.

COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS

sound industry.

standard single and two
wire shielded cables such as: coaxial and
microphone cables, twisted pairs, concentric lines, photo cell leads, etc.
SERIES 80: For

standard single conductor
shielded cable. Widely used in amplifiers.
transmitters, photo electric devices, home
recorders and similar equipment.
SERIES 75: For

21 -120

AMERICAN PHENOLIC
CORPORATION

May, 1947

SERIES 91: Three and four contact microphone style, used on all types of portable
apparatus. Since 1934, the standard of the

Connectors

Capacitance per foot ranges from 20 mmf. for Amphenol No.
(.242" diam.) to 35 mmf. for 21 -156 (.155" diam.).

1830 South 54th Avenue

Amphenol Connectors are
available in straight and
right angle styles in three
types:

Chicago 50, Illinois

INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS, FITTINGS AND CONDUIT
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!
SCR -274 -N COMMAND SET
of 3 receivers, 2 transmitters, 4 dynamotors, 1 modulator, 2 tuning control boxes,
antenna coupling box with RF ammeter, antenna relay
'
and 5000 v., 50 mmfd. W.E, vacuum condenser. Also
a
;'
,
complete set of 29 tubes with each unit. The receivers
cover frequencies of 190 -550 kc; 3 -6 mc; 6 -9.1 mc;
Tubes included are 12SK7 -RF amp.; 12K8mixer; 12SK7 -1st IF; 12SK7-2nd IF; 12SR7diode det. and CW osc.; 12A6 output or AF; Xmtrs
cover freq. of 3 -4 mc. and 4 -5.3 mc.; tubes included are 1626 master oscillator driving
2 parallel 1625's; a 1629 and a calibrating crystal also included. Each receiver has its
own dynamotor and another dynamotor powers the transmitter and modulator.
Terrific Value. Complete, ready to operate.
$39.00

l

This unit consists

1

SCR

522 100-156 MC

RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER
Transmitter output 8 -9 watts, voice amplitude modulated on any one of four xtal controlled frequencies.
Receiver is readily switched to either one of the 4
present xtal controlled channels. Tubes used:
832's;
12A6's; -6G6;
6SS7's;
12J5GT; -12C8; -9002;
9Ó03's;
12AH7GT;
12SG7's. Super Special. Complete with tubes.
$39.95

1-

3-

3-

ii

2-

1

1-

BC

1

2-

3-

1

375 -E TRANSMITTER

A complete transmitter giving 75 Watts output to the
_
antenna, with a freq. coverage of 200 to 12,000 KC
_
(except for Broadcast Band) in seven tuning units. Also
included is the BC 306A antenna tuning unit with variometer and switch, plus PE 73 -C dynamotor including
relay switches and fuses, etc. Unit comes complete with 5 tubes, 211 oscillator, 211 RF
amplifier, 10 speech amplifiers, and 2 211 push -pull modulators. A Bargain at.. $45.00
a

BC -221 FREQUENCY METER
A superb frequency standard, this stable, heterodyne freq.
meter checks up to the 125th harmonic. Fundamental ranges
125 -250 and 2000 to 4000 KC. Makes a wonderful VFO
accuracy that cannot be beat... Stability better than
.005 %. Comes complete with tubes, crystal and calibration
chart from 125 kc. to 20,000 kc. A simple matter to meet
FCC regulations on freq. measurements with this unit. $39.50

BC

;ílY^

.,
-

®

348

-

ii
Sett

n

yr

ti

x_

,i'

RECEIVER

Tubes include 1st RF -6K7; 2nd RF -6K7; RF
Osc. -6C5; 1st Det. -6J7; 1st IF -6K7; 2nd
IF and CW Osc. -6F7; 3rd IF and 2nd Det.6B8; Aud. Out.
Complete with built -in dynamotor for 28 v. DC. (Conversion
kit available for 110 v. operation 60 cy. -price on request.)

-41.

$49.50

20% deposit or full amount required with all orders.
Mail Your Order Today!
Write for Our Latest Bulletin

RADIO HAM SHACK Inc.
63
78

DEY ST., NEW YORK

7, N. Y.

glow.

With this adjustment, the lamp will
flash whenever a modulation peak
reaches. exactly 100 %, regardless of
the plate voltage applied to the r.f.
amplifier.
If the bias is not used, the over modulation indicator will be less accurate, but will still be quite satisfactory for use where the d.c. plate
potential applied to the r.f. amplifier
is 1000 volts or more. If the starting
voltage of the neon lamp is 50 volts,
and the d.c. plate potential applied to
the r.f. amplifier is 1000 volts, the
lamp will flash when the peak mcdulating voltage becomes negative by a
value of 50 volts, representing 5%
over -modulation on a peak, which can
be tolerated. The percentage of over modulation detectable with an unbiased neon lamp system becomes increasingly less as the d.c. plate potential applied to the r.f. amplifier is increased, and will be 2.5% for a d.c.
plate potential of 2000 volts, 1.6% for
3000 volts, etc.

Speech Amplifier

Built for continuous duty, this band switching,
six band receiver with a freq. range of 200 to
500 kc. and complete 1,500 kc. to 18,000 kc.
Has automatic noise compensator -constant
sensitivity on all bands -output at 300 or 4000
ohms -xtal filter AVC- MVC -BFO; Smooth vernier tuning; 90 turns of tuning for ea. band.

Conversion instructions and schematics furnished with each unit.

modulation transformer secondary
which feeds power to the modulated
amplifier. The plate of the rectifier
tube connects to one side of an ordinary neon glow lamp. The other connection to the neon glow lamp is to a
positive bias. Since the starting voltage of the standard neon glow lamp
which is on the order of 30 to 50 volts
has been overcome by a biasing voltage, the glow lamp will flash on over modulation peaks which are hardly
detectable by any other means.
The current drawn by a standard
neon lamp is very small, and therefore a bias adjusting potentiometer of
50,000 ohms is satisfactory. The bias
potential may be taken from any convenient low voltage source such as the
oscillator power supply.
With the main high voltage power
supply off, adjust the neon bias to a
value where the lamp just starts to

The speech amplifier in a large
transmitter should be a separate unit
and should be connected to the transmitter proper by means of a standard
500 ohm line. The amplifier should
have sufficient gain to permit the use
of any of the commercially available
crystal microphones. The noise output from the amplifier should be at
least minus 60 db. The audio frequency response of the amplifier
should not be flat. Since we are interested only in voice frequencies,
those frequencies below 200 cycles and
above 3000 cycles should be appreciably attenuated. This may be conveniently accomplished by the proper
selection of coupling capacitors and
resistors in the amplifier without the
use of special filter circuits. The amplifier designed for use with the transmitter described has a gain of 100 db.
and has an undistorted output of 31
watts. The noise level with the gain
control full on and the microphone
disconnected is approximately minus
70 db. The audio response as is indi(Continued on page 165)
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RHS TELEVISION-SCOPE-POWER EQUIP'T
NAVY MODEL Q
SYNCRO- OSCILLOSCOPE
105 - 120v.

-

1E7G ....$1.25
2AP1.... 4.95
1.60
2D21
2V3G.... 1.75
211
6.95
3AP1.... 5.95
3BP1.... 6.95
6.95
311
5BP1.... 6.95
5BP4... 6.95
1.25
6AB7

60

cyc. operation
Sweeps: 4, 15,
250, 1000 micro-

second triggered
sweeps, 25 to 3000

cps, saw- tooth
sweeps.

Trigger output:
+150 or -75

....

volts, 100 to 3200

6AC7....
6AG5....

c s.

rigger input:

+10 to 150 volts.
sawtooth-output: 250v. at 25
to 3000 cps. Amplifier response: 30 cps. to 2.5
megacycles. Grey wrinkle enamel cabinet, 9 tubes

6AG7
6AJ5
6AK5
6C4
6C5

-$89

6F6

$89 50

mfd.

2 mfd.
4

8
10
I

2
4

8
10
15

20
24

mfd.
mfd.
mfd.
mfd.
mfd.
mfd.
mfd.
mfd.
mfd.
mfd.
mfd.

600v....$0.35
600v.... .60
600v.... .75
600v.... 1.10
600v.... 1.40
1000v.... .90
1000v.... 1.05

.. 1.10

1000v..

1000v.... 2.00
1000v.... 2.40
1000v.. .. 2.60
1000v

...

5.95

1500v.... 8.95

TRANSFORMERS-1

S
6500v at 4 ma.
6000v at 2 ma
3950v at 4 ma. tap at 1250v -1 ma
3710v at 10 ma.: 2.5v at 3A; 2.5v at 3A
2500v at 10 ma.
Xformer, 1500v at 4ma., 700v ct at 150ma., 6.3v
at 8A. 115 v 60 cyc
ea.
442- 0 -442v at 1000 ma.
2.5v. at 10 amps. 10 KV test
6.3v at 6.6. amps.
6.3v at 21.5 amp.; 2.5 at 2 amp.: 6.3 at 2 amp .
2.5v at 3 amp. 15 KV test
5v at 115 amp.
5v at 190 amp. 35 KV teat

7.50
9.95
6.50

12

Hy.-300 ma

15

30 ma
90 ma

$2.35
3.95
3.95

20

5,95
2.95

10

Hy.Hy.-

.006

Hy.-5

1

8.50
9.95
3.25

charger, etc.

6.95
3.95
14.95
17.50

tors, resistors, etc., including the amglo 51Q4X repeating flash tube.
(Complete Parts Kit)
í$49

95

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Full Wave Bridge Types

INPUT
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to

OUTPUT
to 12v D.C.

16v A.C. up
18v A.C. up
18v A.C. up
18v A.C. up
18v A.C. up
36v A.C. up
36v A.C. up
36v A.C. up
36v A.C. up
115v A.C. up
115v A.C. up
115v A.C. up

1 amp.. $ 2.49
D.C. 5 amp.. 4.95
D.C. 10 amp.. 7.95
D.C. 15 amp.. 10.95
D.C. 30 amp.. 16.95
to
3.95
D.C.
1 amp..
28v
to
7.95
5 amp..
to 28v D.C.
to 28v D.C. 10 amp.. 13.95
to 28v D.C. 15 amp.. 19.95
to 100v D.C. .25 amp.. 2.95
to 100v D.C. .6 amp.. 6.95
to 100v D.C. 5 amp.. 19.95

to
to
to

12v
12v
12v
12v

.89

.89

250TH ...14.95
1.50
2050
1.50
2051
257B
14.95
.89
30
35T
3.50

304TH...16.95

726A /C.. 7.50
100TH... 7.95
1N21
.35
1N23
.35
2C26A... .99
3E29
3.75
CK 1005 1.98
HF200. 14.95
11 K24G
1.49

....
....
.

unit, battery

12 Amp -12v D.C.
from 110v A.C. Unnecessary to tear
set apart. Leave set portable.
EADY
TO PLUGEIN

$32.50

METERS-G.E., WESTON,

etc.

31/2

0-8 Amps. R.F.
0 -15 Amps. R.F.
0 -1.5 K.V. w /shunt
D.C.
0 -3.5 K.V. w /shunt
0300 Ma.
0 -350 V. D.C.
0 -500 Ma. D.C.
0 -15 V. A.C.
0-8 V. A.C.
Your choice any 3J..6' METER... 53.95
21/2' METERS
U -130 V. A.C.
0 -1 Ma. D.C.
D.C.
0 -8 Amp. D.C.
0 -20 V.
Your choice any 2J5' METER ..522.95
0 -5

Ma. D.C.

HIGH CAPACITY CONDENSERS
4000 mfd.- 18WVDC
4000 mfd. -3OWVDC

$1.95
2.95

mfd.-15WVDC

.99

1000

MCW -CF

1- OSCILLATOR

UNIT

Utilizes one 12SL7 gt twin triode as a combination 200KC calibration oscillator and
frequency tripler. one 12 -SA7 tube as a
converter and one 12 SL7 gt tube as a signal
detector and MCW audio oscillator supplying a 1000 cycle audio note. The CFI unit
employs a multivibrator circuit to obtain a
50 KC fundamental and harmonic, incorporating a 200 KC crystal as the controlling
standard and will yield from 50 KC to 18
megacycles. This unit can be adapted into
an excellent frequency meter, range 50 KC
to 18 megacycles by adding an externa'
power supply Shipped with tubes, schematic
and crystal.

SPECIAL PRICE

$14.95
.7

CARBON PILE REGULATOR

-50 Ma. D.C.
U -100 Ma. D.C.
U

$3.95
1.95
2.25

amps

Hy.-250 ma

f.95
2 49

NATIONAL DRIVE UNIT ONLY
PW-O or
NPW-O

.99
.99
1.10
1.15
4.95
.99

POWER SUPPLY FOR MARK
-11 -111 BC-19 OR OTHER
EQUIPMENT

Use as plating

3.25

HI-VOLTAGE INSULATION
Hy.-100 ma.
Hy.-250 ma
IO Hy.-150 ma
4 Hy.-600 ma.. ...
15 Hy.-100 ms
12
4

1.45

1.19
1.19
1.19
.99

9.95
7.95

CHOKES-

FILTER

6Q4

2.30
15.95
806
803
9.95
804
8.95
5.50
805
1.05
807
808
6.95
809
2.25
3.65
810
811
2.95
7.95
813
814
6.95
815
3.95
VR93 /30
.99
V R105/30
.99
VR150/30 .99
VT127A .. 3.00

5v ac 60 cyc

1

.99

9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006
15E
1619
1625
1626

7A4
801

HI- Voltage Insulation

.99
.99
.99

954
955
956
957
958

.90
.99

Build your own -Save $100.00 to $200.00!
Improved version of unit described in December, 1946
Radio News can be synchronized to camera. Contains
complete diagram. all parts, Xformers, tubes, capaci

.99

2.75
1.50
1.50
8.95
9.95
8003
4.95
8005
1.95
8016
8025A.... 4.95
14.95
91P1

1.59
1.25

6SN7....
6V6
6SH7....

mfd. 2000v....$2.10
mfd. 2000v.... .95
2 mfd. 2000v.... 2.10
3 mfd. 2000v.... 2.95
4 mfd. 2000v.... 3.95
15 mfd. 2000v.... 4.95
12 mfd. 3000v.... 6.95
05 mfd. 3000v.... 1.95
25 mfd. 3000v.... 2.95
1 mfd. 3000v.... 3.50
1 mfd. 5000v.... 6.85
2 mfd. 4000v.... 7.60
1 mfd. 7000v.... 3.95
1

$2.95
3.75
6.95
3.99
1.75
89.95

866
872A
884
885
8001

959

.99
.99
1.19
.89

.

861

2.25

6SL7

.5

.95
1.10
1.25
1.98
1.60
.99
1.29
.75
.90
.99

836
837
838
829A
841

6J4

6J5
6J6
6L6

OIL CONDENSERS: G.E.,
AEROVOX, CD., etc.
1

....

6AL5....
6AR6....

In-

cluding 2AP1 scope tube.
Used as a regular scope plus the advantage of observing
high speed wave shapes as in pulse and television work.
carry
COMPLETE with tubes, cables and carrying case

PHOTOFLASH KIT

(Brand New)
ARMY -NAVY INSPECTED
TUBES

$2.95
RELAY

Ftgma No. 4RJ 2000 ohms SPDT. Can adjust to
to less than
7
I ma

$1.90

BLOWER
Hi -air

blast, designed

for

transmitting tube service. Motor
operates on 100-125v 60 cycle at
7000 RPM. Noise free with self contained chokes and filters. Enclosed
in satin finish, aluminum cabinet.
Measures 4' high x 2% x 3J('. Many
uses.

Super buy at

$5.95

Watt LOAD, 750 W. Al R BLAST
Uniform voltage to ali equipment at any load to 50i
watts. Regulates voltages to test bench and sets under
test. Line voltage regulator for output of gas driven
tenerators. Regulates line voltage from outlets in the
average home. Used in rural areas where line voltag.:
surges.
Excellent Buy at
.
115V. 60 Cycles, 500

$14 95

All material is new and guaranteed, unless otherwise specified.
No orders for less than $2.50 -20% deposit required with all orders.

Inc.
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America's Famous
150 Openings for
Many Thousands of Dollars Worth of New Equipment Enables Us fo Increase
Our Enrollment Quota Personal Instruction by Expert Teachers on Big, Modern
Television Equipment- Students May Keep the Television Receivers They Build.

-

Students are
here checking
alignment of
television sets

I

FYOU are interested in a big -money career in
TELEVISION
is good news! We have just

-here

purchased more thousands of dollars of up-tothe-minute television equipment. This enables us to
accept 150 additional students in May, June and July.
New classes begin every 2 weeks.
Television is a highly technical subject. You can't
expect to make the best progress unless you get expert, PERSONAL instruction and study with the right
apparatus. You've actually got to handle the big,
technical equipment YOURSELF. You've got to be
in daily PERSONAL contact with your teachers. You've
actually got to BUILD television receivers to understand them -- and don't let anybody tell you differently!

they are building.

Here's the Best Way to Learn Television
The latest test equipment is available in volume to all students at N.Y.T.I. of N.J. Just learning how to use the
latest types of television test equipment is an important part
of your training.

AMP

80

,.:.,,

-

At the New York Technical Institute of New
Jersey-one of America's great technical schools
you can do all that. The school is located right in

Here you see one of the television laboratories in full swing.
The class is building television
receivers, using many advanced
types of test devices.

RADIO NEWS

Newark, N. J. -smack in the heart of the television industry. It is lavishly equipped with the
very latest television test equipment. It maintains a large staff of expert instructors-many
of whom are also actively associated with the
television industry.
Here you "live" right WITH these experts. They
are all regular fellows who have come up "through
the mill." They know your problems and they also
know television. Working with these men makes
it easier to understand even the most technical side
of television. They help you with the 77 different
electronic experiments which each student must
complete before he starts to build his very own television receiver -and which he may keep as his own
property, if he chooses.
School Approved for G.I. Training
N.Y.T.I. of N.J. is approved for training under
the G.I. Bill of Rights. The government pays up to
$500 a year for a veteran's educational expenses and
pays $90 a month to veterans with dependents and
$65 a month to those without dependents for their
living expenses. (Of course, you don't have to be a
veteran to attend the school.)
We Will Teach You the Mathematics You Need
N.Y.T.I. of N.J. is ideally located for Television
Training -right in Newark, in the heart of the
country's great radio and electronics industry, just
20 minutes from N. Y, City. The school is near
such leading television, radio and electronics man-

Eight of these latest

RCA High -Frequency
Sweep Generators ara
in almost constant use

by

students in Ad-

vanced Television.

ufacturers as R.C.A., Western Electric, General
Electric, DuMont, Federal, Westinghouse and Edison. It is also near some of the biggest television
transmitting stations.
Here at the N.Y.T.I. of N.J.
can really start
from scratch and become a television expert. No
high school diploma is required. All you need is a
grammar school education and a sincere desire to
learn, plus a willingness to make an all-out effort. If
you are rusty in mathematics, we can teach you the
radio and television math you will need.
Send for Our Special FREE Bulletin
The school issues a Special Bulletin, which describes and illustrates its facilities and equipment.
The FREE Bulletin also describes classes which may
be attended, housing conditions, costs, hours, etc. You
can have it by mailing the coupon below to -New
York Technical Institute of New Jersey (Dept. 15),
158 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

you

P

New York Technical Institute of New Jersey,
Dept. 15, 158 Market Street, Newark, New Jersey
Please send me your FREE Bulletin describing the
famous Resident School of the New York Technical Institute of New Jersey located in Newark, N.J. -including
its facilities, equipment, courses offered, costs, hours, etc.
Check here if you are a Veteran of World War II.

Name

Age

Address
Zone

Here an ex -G.I. is shown taking pictures with N.Y. Tech's
Iconoscope Television Camera. When it comes to television
-you can't beat N.Y.T.I. of N.J.

May. 1947

City
n

State
Of any)
(N.Y.T.I. of N. J. employs no salesmen to call.)
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ÉVALUES

CIRCUIT PAGE
(FOR PARTS LISTS SEE Pt

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS

94)

VOLOMETERS
1o1Á
$1750
NET
8" METER
Model 10IB
OPEN FACE
4" METER
OPEN FACE
PORTABLE

$2095
NET

12BE6
CONVERTER

IOIAP 3"

Meter....

4"

Meter....

BELMONT MODEL 5D110

RADIO NEWS, MAY, 1947
12606
LT

AMP

455 5E.

12AT6

SOBS

2N0 DET V.0
6 ,ST AUDIO

OUTPUT

$21.50 net
10I BP

$24.95 net

PRECISION
APPARATUS

#920

Combination Mutual
Conductance Tube
Checker and Multi Tester

*8422

#832 S $23.87 net
#844 P Volt -Ohm
Meter $36.87 net

4` c13'e

$1.89
#5
$2.45
#5
#5
$3.95
$6.95
12" PM ALNICO #5
PERMEABILITY TUNING UNIT
&

Rlalo

R,]

°xrrkn--

'e

..r,Y

5" PM ALNICO
6" PM ALNICO
8" PM ALNICO

Replaces Gang Cond.

RECTiEIER

!1(\`'`up

SPEAKER SALE

Om Coil

35W4

sRi.

$99.20 net

a

Y

RADIO NEWS, MAY, 1947

CROSLEY MODELS 56TZ, 5779

RADIO NEWS, MAY, 1947

BENDIX MODELS 636A, 636C, 636D

$2 68

F -s7

NET

Ant. Coil

$1.05 NET

Loop to Match

PLUG -IN ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER
60 -30 -30 mfd 450 V.D.C.W.

SPECIAL

G -57

LIMITED QUANTITY 83c

6L6 PUSH PULL OUTPUT 35 WATT
Completely shielded. Class ABI. Primary
6600 Ohms -Sec. 2- 4 -8 -15 -500 Ohms.
N -57

SPECIAL

LIMITED QUANTITY

$3.89

PHONO MOTOR and PICK UP KIT
SPECIAL

$545
Complete

-

Top quality constant
Crystal pick-up
speed motor. Motor Assembly only $3.95

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
EXCEPTIONAL BUY!!
50 -50 mfd. C.D. 150
v. fresh stock
for

-5

8-450
16-450
30-150
40-150

38e
56c

40c
42e

$275

8-8 -450
20 -20 -150
40- 40 -150
50 -30-150

...
..

65e
65e
73e
75c

Have a complete stock on hand of Sprague.
Amperite, Aerovox, B & W, Turner, I.R.C.,
Shure, and other nationally known parts
and equipment. Dealers and Servicemen
supplied.
Send 25% deposit with order -balance
Express Collect. Orders under $5.00 send
check or money order plus postage.

1E00flR0 RODIO tOC.
69 CORTLANDT ST.
NEW YORK 7, N.Y.
82

RADIO NEWS

Here, and on following pages, are circuit diagrams
and parts lists of many new postwar radio receivers.
Radio News will bring to you other circuits as quickly
as possible after we receive them from manufacturers.

r

LEARN
ELElTR/!MOTOR

RIFAIN!

WARD MODELS 64BR -1808A

RADIO NEWS, MAY, 1947

A PROFITABLE

ADDITION TO
MANY RADIO SERVICE

BUSINESS
.r[acrwrc

'

MOrOR /PLRtIR

RADIO NEWS, MAY, 1947 WESTINGHOUSE MODELS H -110, H -111. H -137. H -138

IT PAYS TO SPECIALIZE
IN SOMETHING DIFFERENT
There's good money in electric motor repair!
The field is not crowded-and what could be a
finer, more profitable addition to your already
established radio service business? Every home
you visit on radio work has many motor -driven
appliances. Be the man who can repair them I
ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR,
the unique new book by the publishers of the famous Ghirardi
Radio -Electronic books, teaches
you the work from the very beginning. Explains every detail of
motor trouble diagnosing, repair
and rewinding. Covers a -c and
d -c motors, synchronous motors
and generators and BOTH mechanical and electrical
systems.

control

A "BENCH" BOOK
Based on what you can learn
from this big book alone, you can
train for prompt, profitable mo-

el-

FREQUENCY

055 KC

ZENITH MODELS 5R080. 5RO86

RADIO NEWS. MAY, 1947
125A7GT

INTERMEDIATE

tor service. Quick reference
guides for use right at the bench
show exactly how to handle specific jobs. Invaluable for beginners or for daily reference in
busy shops. Unique Duo -Spiral
Binding divides book into 2 sections permitting text and related
illustrations to be seen AT THE
SAME TIME. Book contains more
than 900 diagrams and illustrations.
Practice
Send coupon now

125Kf7GT

CONVERTER

12S07GT

50L60T

OET-ILTAUO.

PWR.

I

from ELECTRIC MOTOR
PAIR for 5 days. If
not more than satisbook
fied,
and every cent will
be cheerfully re-

AM.

RE-

return

funded.
LEARN FAST!
LEARN RIGHT!

Dept. RN-57, Murray Hill Books, Ina.
232 Madison Ave., New York le, N. Y.
Dopy of
O Enclosed la 55 ($5.50 foreign) for
ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR nook; or O send C.O.D.
In
for $5 plus postage (no foreign C.O.D.'.).
either event. If not satisfied, It Is understood
I may return book in 5 days for complete refund
of my

[r]'j`"- ,
I-.ui%nú_J
-J

erourNCV,Ne.R

..Ne mum eHMLa

35Z5GT
RECT.

May, 1947

money.

Name

7

Address
City & Diet. No

State

'1
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McGEE OFFERS YOU COMPLETE RADIO- AMPLIFIER and PHONO -KITS
RADIO SERVICE MEN: EXPERIMENTERS, STUDENTS, ETC. -McGee offers
you complete radio and amplifier kits. Every kit is carefully designed to
our rigid electronic specifications. All chassis are punched and designed

NEW SUPER MIDGET KIT
OUR SUPER VALUE
Build this new super MidgHas beautifully
et Radio.

1

RADIO -PHONO COMB. KIT

Build this beautiful
portable combination
r a d i o phonograph.
We

furnish

every-

thing. Beautiful two

tone portable case,
latest rim drive phono motor, Aatatio
crystal pick -up. All
build high
parts

uality5

DC

tube

radio.

broadcast

Tunes
to

550

6" Alnico
Tubes 12SÁ7, 12SK7, 128Q7, 50L8
5 PM speaker.
Simple diagram furnished. Kit Model
and 35Z5.
1650 KC. has tone control. loop antenna.

RP -12. Wt.

20

Your Cost

lbs.

$29.95

3 -WAY PORTABLE RADIO KIT

Build this powerful, 5 tube.
3 -way portable kit. Oper-

ates on 110 volta AC or DC

or self contained batteries.
Receives broadcast 550 to

K.C. Incorporates a
standard superhet circuit
with AVC and loop Ant.
Has Alnico 5 PM Speaker,
1850

2

gang condenser.

FACTORY ENGINEERED
NEW PLASTIC CABINET
AC -DC SUPERHET KIT.
Cabinet size 7x6yx10% ".
Attractive slide rule dial.
2 -gang tuning condenser.
Receives broadcast 550 to
1650 KC. Iias latest Alnico
5 PM speaker Loop antenna; all parts simplified diagram and tubes 128AT, 125E7, 12SQ7, 50LÚ and 35Z5
furnished. Kit P -48. Wt. 0 lbs
Net $ 2.95
4 TUBE I1/2-90 VOLT FARM RAD10 KIT. Offered in
same cabinet as the above Kit Model P -48. The same
high gain broadcast superhet circuit. Complete with 4
tubes; 1R5, 114, 185, 3S4 and diagram. Less battery
pack. Kit model PB -48.
Your Cost S 10.95
DELUXE AC -DC KIT 1 -D5
Beautiful walnut cabinet
and all the parts to build
a broadcast 5 tube AC -DC
radio. Superhet with slide
rule dial. 2 gang tuning
condenser and loop aerial.

Everything

furnished;

in-

cludes speaker and tubes
12SA7. 12SKT, 12SQ7, 35Z5
and 50L6 and diagram.
Net $ 14 96
Kit . -D5. Wt. 10 lbs
KIT K-51). Similar cabinet to above J -D5 except it is
Net $16.95
AC Trans. type and has 6 volt tubes.

Easily assem-

KIT K-7A.

bled into a fine working,
attractive. transformer type
AC, broadcast receiver; 550
to 1700 RC. Has push -pull
audio. tone control and
834" Alnico 5 PM speaker.
Beautifully made N" walnut cabinet. Incorporates a
standard superhet circuit.
with AVC and loop antenna. All parts, schematic and
tubes 135417, 6SK7, 6H6. 88N7, 2 -606's and 5Y3 fur nished. Nothing else to buy. Wt. 17 lbs.
Dealers Net S 9.95

All l'arts

Net

$17.95

BATTERY RECORD PLAYER KIT
Something new in portable
record players. Iias spring
wound phono- motor. Latest
type light weight crystal
pick -up. and ready wired
and tested push -pull 1S4

KC Kit K -48. a TRF job.
a walnut cabinet and
5" alnico 5 PM speaker.
All parts furnished; including tubes and diagram.
Has direct drive dial and
a very simple standard circuit. An ideal kit for the
Just a few hundred to sell.
student or experimenter.
Very Special at only $9.96
Wt. 8 lbs.

WALNUT CABINET RECORD PLAYER

amplifier. Furnished with
a heavy duty Alnico V PM
speaker. This kit can be
put together in a few minutes time and will make a
swell record player with

superb tone a n d volume.
Operates on self contained
Requires no AC power.
batteries. Priced complete with batteries and tubes.
ready to assemble. Dealers' Net Model AK 10.$ 9.96.
1

KIT J -17 PORTABLE SINGLE RECORD
PLAYER NET $17.95
MODEL
OFFERED
F O shown above, except it is8 designed for 110 volt

Ì

AC operation. Has standard 3 -tube AC DC wired and
5 in. Alnico 5 PM
tested amplifier (with tubes).
speaker and 78 RPM AC rim drive phono. motor and
this
light weight crystal pick up. You can assemble item.
in a few minutes' time into a ready, salable
Weight 18 lbs.

KIT 1 -18 Portable Automatic
record player. Beautiful portable leatherette case and latest
single post automatic record changer and a Powerful 3 -tube AC (Trans Type)
Wired and Tested amplifier
with tone and volume control. Everything inc.; tubes
furnished. Has heavy duty
0" Alnico V P.M. speaker
We have sold hundreds of
these to our dealers and
they keep coming back for more; a real value. Weight
Net complete EACH $33.95
28 lbs. Kit J -18

KIT J-15X SINGLE RECORD PLAYER
Attractive ready cut walnut cabinet, with latest 78
RPM phono motor and
light weight crystal pickup. Complete with a ready

Beautifully made, highly
polished walnut cabinet
with hinged lid. flays
10" recur ds w i t h l i d
closed. Latest rim drive
output.

motor

3

d

tube AC -DC phono am-

plifier (wired and tested).
Heavy duty 4" Alnico 5

PM Speaker. Single record player kitModel WL -3. Wt. 15 lbs.

Wt.

1113.95

G.I. RECORDER MECHANISMS

Latest 1047 General Industries recording assemblies
and crystal play back
4 ohm magnetic cutters
arms.
$24.5Q
Model 12445 -78 RPM. Net
28.95
Model 13700 -33 and 78 RPM. Net
Model 13810 -Automatic changer with cutter
40.10
78 RPM. Net

1

9.95

After carefully designing the record player and cabinet shown above (Model WL -3), we decided that it
should also be offered as a radio -phono combination.
The cabinet is both attractive and small (12x12x8).
The radio kit part of this unit is similar, except for
the dial. to our Kit Model K -PT shown In column 1
of this page. We furnish all parts, tubes, phono motor. pick -up. etc. Easy to follow diagram.
Net. $29.95
Kit Model WL -3R. Wt. 18 lbs.
HOME RECORDER

J-K6.

KIT-

-

Net $59.95
Consists of latest General
Dealers

Industries dual speed 33 or
78 11PM record -play-back

mechanism. Beautifully
made to fit walnut cabinet
and a complete kit of parts
to build a high quality recording amplifier with push -pull 6V6 outputs. All
parts. tubes, 5" PM speaker. Asiatic crystal mike and
diagram furnished. This amplifier can also be used
as a 15 watt PA system. Provisions made to connect
12" PM Speaker. (12" G. E. PM Speaker and wall
Net Kit J -K6 $59.95.
baille $ 6.95 extra).
1K -6 in Portable Leatherette Case and 6" PM Speaker
$5.00 extra. Wt. 33 lbs.

SINGLE REC- r.. -ORD ATTACHMENT. At -,
tractive walnut finished
base with motor cut out._
latest 78 RPM rim drive
1

-19

eight, high ooutput crystal
pick -up. Easily attached to
any radio or amplifier.
Kit J -19 Dealers
Net $9.95 complete
Model B -4 phono oscillator
Dealers

?_

-4
New
Drive Permeability Tuning.
Offered with 12 or 15 in. PM Speakers.
Push -pull 6V6 Output stage giving 15 watts
of full range audio.
Dual Tone Controls (Bass and Treble).
Inputs for both Mike and Phono pick -up.
.

s

Here is something new in radio. A real 15 watt power
amplifier with bass and treble controls. Has extra
gain stage for crystal or dynamic mikes. And on the
same chassis, a standard superhet radio receiver. We
furnish all parts. knobs, escutcheon plate and tubes:
6SA7, 65K7, 65117, 6SN7, 6517, two 6V6 and 5Y3.
No cabinet. Extra care in designing the power supply
section assures low hum level. making this unit ideal
for recording as well as P.A. use. We furnish everything as well as schematic diagram and photos of the
completed chassis. Weight 35 lbs. PRIG -10 Radio
Net 329.95
Amp. Kit with 12 P.M. Speaker
PRE.-10X Radio Amp. Kit with 15 In. $30.00 value
Net $42.95
Cinnaudagraph P.M. speaker
in the
Audio
section
a
more
powerful
If you desire
above kit we offer either the PRK -10 or PRK -10X
with a full 200 mill power transformer and pyush pull
6I6 tubes in the final giving 25 watts of fltll range
audio for $10.00 extra on either kit.

MUSICAL
AMP-KIT
Build this 10 watt AC -DC
musical amplifier. Designed with the new sele-

nium rectifier in a unique
voltage doubler circuit.
Has gain stage for crystal
or dynamic mike and Infor instrument or
Variable
phono pick -ups.
tone control. Priced complete with 12" speaker and
case as shown and tubes 2
-SOLE, 128L7, 12517. All

rectifiers

parts,
and
punched chassis and wiring diagram furnished.
Net $22.95
Kit Model MM -10
Crystal Mike and desk stand
$7.95 extra

20 -WATT
PORTABLE AMP
KIT

this 20 watt
public address
We furnish all
parts and an easy to
follow diagram.
Attractive leatherette S
piece case (snaps together to form one package). Has 12 Alnico 5 Pal
speaker. Inputs for mike and phono pick -up. Tone
control. Full 150 mill power transformer. All tiarts.
resistors, controls and condensers and tubes furnished.
5U9. 2 -6L6GA ß3C7, 138117. 25 ft. of speaker cable Included. Amplifier Kit model XX -20 with one 12" PM
speaker
With two 13" PM speakers. Net
Crystal Mike and 20 ft. of cable.

(fits under base).
Net $3.69

Write for
Catalo g

Extra

$34.95
43.95
7.95

20 -WATT UTILITY AMP. KIT
Build this 20 watt utility

Watt
110 volt AC, 20
power amplifier. Ready
punched aluminum chassis. size 12 x 8 x 234
Has two input
inches.
circuits, one mike and
R
o
-v 11.2
"
one phono. Mike stage
has 135 DB gain. for crystal or dynamic mike. Has
bass and treble controls.
Designed for use with l'ai
speakers; has 8 -18 ohm output transformer. All part.
controls, transformers and easv -to -follow diagram furnished, Including tubes: 2- 65147, OH, 2- 6LOGA, 5Z3.
$ 7.95
Kit Model 20 -LX. Net
12" G. E. 12 watt Alnico 5 PM speaker, 29.50 extra.
Aatatio crystal mike and desk stand. $7.05 extra.
1

BUILD THIS AUTO -RADIO

550 to 1650 K.C.
furnish you a complete kit of parts to build
a 4 -tube superhet car radio. The UNDERDASH
remote control case (Size
234 x 2 x 5) Houses the
WE

permeability tuning unit

and converter tube. The
output from this remote

control (I.F.- Freq.)

phono

McGEE RADIO COMPANY
aI

Your Cost $

SMALL RADIO -PHONO KIT

KIT

:.

7.t1'+
Positive.,`

1700 K.C.

system.

1

to play (wired and tested)
tube AC -DC amplifier;
3
with tubes and 4" Alnico
..
5 PM speaker. You can assemble this kit in a few minutes.
Dealers Net
10 lbs.

covering Broadcast 550 to

Build
portable

Asiatic crystal
II I g h power

pick-up.

i

het Circuit

puts

OUR LEADER KIT $9.95.
AC -DC 4
2 gang cond.
tube TRF kit 550 to 1800:

including tubes 117Z6. 1R5,
1T4. 155 and 384. Has attractive leatherette portable
cabinet size 7x9x9. Weight
Kit model 3 -ZA
14 lbs.

RADIO -AMP. KIT

Build this High -Fl
Radio Amplifier
Standard Super -

1

1

and batteries are furnished

with

8 -TUBE

COMPLETE RADIO KITS

iéosonc.c.

made, highly polished walnut cabinet. Size 7% x
434 x 5%. Attractive slide
rule dial. Incorporates a
standard superhet circuit
with 456 KC IFS & AVC.
Iias 2 gang condenser and
loop ant. Every part including Alnico V.P.M. speaker and tubes. 12BE6,
12BA6, 12AT8, SOBS & 35W4 furnished as well as
Weight 5 lbs.
photo and easy to follow diagram.
Net Each $ 2.95
1út Model K -PT

to fit their respective cabinets. Matched kits of tubes are furnished,
nothing else to buy. Schematic diagrams and photos of the completed
chassis are furnished for rapid, easy assembly.

is

fed through 30" length
of small coax to the radio proper.
The metal case, size 6 x 9 x 5.
Houses the I.F. Detector and Audio
Stages; Vibrator supply and Alnico
All parts, metal
5 P.M. speaker.
case. vibrator, power supply and tubes 6BE6. 6SD7.
6SQ7, 6K6 & Sync. Vibrator. furnished. Diagram and
photo furnished for easy assembly. (Kit Model C11-4.1
Net $ 9.95
1

Send 20% Deposit -Bal. Sent C.O.D.
1225 McGEE ST., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
ON

PARCEL POST ORDERS INCLUDE AMPLE POSTAGE

HADIo NEWS

AIRCRAFT
$095
TRANSMITTERS

$195

AIRCRAFT

Z--

RECEIVERS

J

WESTERN ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT SURPLUS
ALL OF THE RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS LISTED BELOW ARE IN GOOD CONDITION. THE
RECEIVERS ARE NEW, THE TRANSMITTERS ARE USED BUT GUARANTEED PERFECT. ORDER
SURPLUS WITH CONFIDENCE FROM McGEE.

Aircraft Transmitters

AIRCRAFT RECEIVERS
These Army surplus aircraft receivers may be operated from a 24
volt AC filament supply and any
low power 250 volt B supply; or the
tubes changed to the 6 volt type.
There is plenty of room for a
power transformer and rectifier
tube; in place of the dynamotor.
This receiver is very selective and
sensitive; has RF stage and BFO. Made by Western
Electric and you never saw finer wiring. Offered complete with tubes; 12Ií8 3- 12$K7, 12SR7 and 12A6.
but less 28 volt dynamotor. Specify the frequency
you desire. We have about 1500 available.

BC- 454 -B -3 to 6 MC superhet receiver with
all tubes. Net

Net
2
Sá.95
BC- 453 -B-200 to 500 KC superhet receiver
with all tubes. Net
5.95
Less tubes. Net
2.95
BC- 455 -B
to 9 MC superhet receiver with
all tubes. Net
5.95
Less tubes. Net
2.95
28 volt dynamotor (snaps on receiver chassis)
Net 11.95. 3 for
5.50
(Shipping weight of above rec. 8 ti)s.
Less tubes.

-6

BC -456-E Western

4

This really tits the ham's dream.
Ideal for a 55 watt transmitter with
575 volts at 250 MA plate supply.
or VFO to drive a high power rig.
It's a companion unit to the 454455 -453 series aircraft receivers.
Made by Western Electric and really rugged. The oscillator will hold
the frequency. even under rough operating conditions. Has 12.15 M. O.
and 2 -1625 (807) in parallel as final P. A.; or buffer
to feed into a high power rig. Built in crystal dial
calibration checker. Antenna loading indue ence.
Complete conversion data to VFO or FM oscilla or is
covered in CQ magazine; May '46 issue. Why not use
this for your VFQ? It's a real buy. 1000 to sell; at
the ridiculous price; with tubes.
BC -457 -A Transmitter 4 to 5.5 MC. Complete with
4600 KC crystal and tubes
Your Cost $9.95
BC -458 -A Transmitter 5.3 to 7 MC. Complete with
8200 KC crystal and tubes
Your Cost $9.95
Special. Both of above on shock mounting
rack
$1 8.95
2" 0 to 10 antenna current meter In case; Ideal for
Each $2.49
loading above transmitter
Transmitter shipping weight. 12 lbs.

Electric Modulator Unit $2.95

SPECIAL at .49
39/44

27

76
37

26
6116

5Y40

6AC7

SPECIAL at .69

5Y3GT

6SH7

1S5
1T4
5S4
1L4
3A4

6C80
6FSG

56

IRS

1633
1634

80

12SN7

1235

6B40
6K7

69N7
6SD7
42
41

606

50B5
12AT6
12BA6
12BE6
35W4

6C6

138

6F8

IDS
1H4

6Y8

30

128F7
12SQ7

5Z3

46

1V
75
24
78

12SA7
12SK7

6SA7GT 38
6SK7GT 6S37
6SQ7GT 6G6

12807

5174

6C5

12SR7

5T4
6K8

1223

12A6

VERY SPECIAL JAN 6L6M

.99

NAVY RBZ RECEIVERS
RED HOT. We have about 200 of the navy miniature portable short wave receivers left, covering 2 to
5.5 M.C., offered complete with batteries and head
phones and canvas carrying case. We will also include
a 5 to 13 M.C. tuning unit which can be wired in.
Very special all for only
$ 4.88
Shipping weight 7 lbs.
1

BC -654

6 & 12 VOLT LOCTAL TUBES 50A5 35A5
7A4
7137
7B5
7.17
7E6
7Y4
79e
7('7
7R7
7E7
724
7A6
7136
EACH
7A7
7C5
707
7C0
7V7
7H7
35Y4
14Q7
1456
14117 79c EACH
14A7
14H7
11/2

77

TRA
RECEIVER
CE

NET $16.95
Portable voice and CW
transmitter and receiver
for portable, m o b i l e,
and fixed station operation. 7 -tube superheterodyne receiver with
3.5 microvolt sensitivity
on voice and 0.5 microvolt sensitivity on CW,
and 100 milliwatts undistorted power output.
455 KC IF. Uses 3-1N5GT, 1- 1A7GT, 23Q5GT, 1 -1H5GT tubes. 6 -tube transmitter
with antenna tuning network, Colpitts thermal
compensated oscillator, class C final with 2307A tubes in parallel, and crystal oscillator for
checking frequency every 200 KC. 25 watts output on CW and 11.2 watts output on voice. Frequency range, transmitter and receiver, 3800 to
5800 KC. Ideal for Hams! Comes complete
with cover ; set of tubes installed, 5 spare tubes
and 3 spare pilot lights. Less power supplies.
These units are used but in good condition.
Shipping weight 50 lbs. Net price with all tubes
$ 6.95
and spares
NET price, less the 1% volt receiver tubes but
with trans. tubes
$ 2.95
1

1

1LB4

DETROLA CHANGER
$14.95
Detrola automatic changer (plays 12
10 -in. or 10 12 -in. r e cords). New a n d factory
Dealers' n e t
cartoned.
Attractive walnut
$14.05.
made to fit base.
$2.49
Net
Very Special.

AERO AUTOMATIC CHANGER SCOOP
PRICE $13.95
This is a real changer scoop.
Plays 12 10 -in. or 10 12-in. records. Has all plastic arm
with latest crystal cartridge.
Brand new and factory car toned. We have plenty at
the scoop price of only
wal$ 3.95. Attractive
nut made to fit base
$2.49 extra.
PHONO- MOTOR. Latest rim drive 78 RPM 110 volt
type with turntable scoop price 100 to sell.Net $3. 19
G.I. heavy Duty dual (adjustable) speed gear driven
Net $ 1 5.49
motor 110 volt AC governor type
Asiatic or shure light weight crystal pickups.
Net $2.29 Each
Double 40 Watt Fluorescent Ballast made by General
$3.98
Transformer

C.

11.06

$ 1.49

Regular net on these tubes is $1.81.
are all of leading make.

EACH

BC-645 15-TUBE I.

Easily Converted to a Voice

EACH
These tubes

F. F.

-CW- Transmitter- Receiver

MADE BY GENERAL ELECTRIC

Factory Printed -Conversion Diagram
New
Pictured with Cover Removed
With 15 Tubes. NET $15.95. Two for $31.00

*

ANOTHER HOT WAR SURPLUS SCOOP
ARMY BC -645 I.F.F. UNIT. Early in the war, when radar picked up a plane, there was no way
of knowing whether it was friendly or not. That was before BC -645 was invented. BC -645 sent
out a signal that identified the plane as American. It probably saved more lives than any other
piece of electronic equipment made. With some modifications the set can be used for 2 -way communication, voice or code, on the following bands : haul hand 420 -450 mc., citizens radio 460470 mc., fixed and mobile 450 -460 tue.. television experimental 470 -500 mc. Equipment capable
of doing the jobs of the modified set sells for hundreds and hundreds of dollars. The 15 tubes
alone are worth more than the sale price. 9 -7F7, 4 -7117, 2 -7E6, 2 -6F6, 2 -955 and 1- We316A. It
now covers 460 to 490 mc. Each BC -645 is shipped with a Belmont factory printed conversion
diagram, showing how to make AC power supply modulator and how to make Transmitter and Receiver changes. Most Hams and experimenters already have the few parts necessary. New BC -645
with tubes less power supply. Shipping weight 25 lbs. Extra WE316A Tubes $1.20 each. 12
$4.95
Volt Dynamotor

ARMY PARTS SALVAGE SCOOP
NET $2.95. TWO FOR $5.00
Army PE -157 Vibrator type power supply, 2 volt -6 volt
type. We have found no immediate use for this as a unit,
but for salvage, it's a dream. Chuck full of transformers,
resistors, condensers, relays, etc. One relay, which is a 10,000 plate type, is worth more than the sale price. Also there
is a 4" heavy duty PM speaker with a dustproof waterproof
Bone and a handy dual section selenium rectifier rated at
11 amps. Has a handy, usable hinged lid metal case, size
6x6x12. A red hot value priced less vibrators. Shipping
weight, 20 lbs. 2,500 to sell.

McGEE RADIO COMPANY
May, 14"17

Phono -Mike Oscillator. Stakes any
receiver a PA system. Record player or Recording
amplifier. 3 stage high output unit with power transformer for AC operation only. IIigh gain input stage
for crystal or dynamic mike. Control on panel for
fading recording to voice. simulating an actual broadcast station. Used by dealers and servicemen for
demonstrations. tests and for home entertainment.
Model DL -5 Complete with 3 tubes, wired and tested.
$4.90 extra
Net $7.95. Crystal Mike

1LA6

99e

LLN5

450 M.

$4.90 extra

800 to 1500 KC

VOLT LOCTAL TUBES

1LD5
1LH4
1LA4

*
*
*

MIKE-OSCILLATOR
800 to 1500 KC
Mike Oscillator model C -4. Not
only does the unit work as
Dhonn -osc.. but has added gain
stage for a crystal mike. Priced
complete. wired and tested with 3

1

SCOOP IN RADIO TUBES

CARTONED OR UNCARTONED

'

"

DELUXE MIKE OSCILLATOR

Companion unit of BC -457 -A and BC- 45S -A. Complete with 1235 and VR150 and
1625. Gives necessary output to modulate above transmitters. We hate a few more
modulators than transmitters and are offering them at a ridiculously low price. You
can salvage many Darts from this modulator unit. Offered complete with tubes. Very
special 52.95. 3 for $7.95.
Dynamotor 28 volts input; 250 volts 160 MA output continuous. Snaps on modulator
$2.95 each; 3 for $7.95.

JAN OR REGULAR BRAND TUBES

NET $3.69

Complete. wired and tested. 800
-yl'
Z;
Has
to 1500 KC. Model B -4.
audio gain stage for proper power
output. Complete with tithes ready to operate. -$3.69

tubes and fader control.
Net $4.95. Crystal Mike

to 5.5 MC
BC -458 -A 5.3 to 7 MC

BC -457 -A

PHONO -OSCILLATOR 2 -TUBES

Cato gr

Send 20% Deposit-Bal. Sent C.O.D.
1225 McGEE ST.. KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI
ON

PARCEL POST ORDERS INCLUDE AMPLE POSTAGE
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Radio & Electronic
Government Surplus

NEW V.O.M.

Star Measurements Company of New

MINE
DETECTORS

York has recently introduced its new
low- priced volt- ohm -milliammeter to
the service field.
The Model M 11 Star Tester covers

manufacturers regarding their plas-

tic problems. Complete specifications
and information about the part to he
molded should accompany requests for
additional data. Address all requests
to G. Felsenthal d Sons, 4100 W. Grand
Avenue, Chicago 51, Illinois.
MODULATION METER

instrument, designed for use
amateur phone bands falling be-

A new

in the

$995

MODEL

AN-PRS -1

F.O.B. DETROIT

Brand new army mine detectors; portable, will detect metallic and nonmetallic objects; very sensitive; using
955 tube in detecting head; two tube
amplifier using two IN5GT; headset,
or microphone: Also 150 micrometer;
power supply, 3-45V, one 6 -V or two
3 -V batteries. Complete with instrument less batteries. Packed in original
cases. Shipping weight 108 lbs.
THIS MONTH'S RADIO BARGAINS

- d(2.5

INTERPHONE AMPLIFIERS
complete with tubes and dimsmotor
WIRE -14, 16, 18, 20, 22 gauge
up to 50 ft. lengths
per lb.
AUTO ANTENNA
section
64'side cowl mount- 2insulators
125
CONDENSERS at
350 Volts C.D
500
CONDENSERS at
to Volts
5 MFD. OIL FILLED CONDENSERS at 400 Volts
BY -PASS CONDENSERS, ASSORTED SIZES -per hundred.
BUFFER CONDENSERS .ot
1600 Volts per hundred C.D..

-3

M.
M.

0
P
.20
1.50
.25
.25
.05
1.50
12.00

voltage ranges up to 1000 volts, both
a.c. and d.c. Current ranges up to
one ampere and resistance ranges up
to five megohms are also included.
Calibrated db. scales provide for
measurements as high as 54 db.; the
zero power level is based on a 6 mw.
level in a 500 ohm line. In all, 27 separate ranges of measurement are pro-

vided.
The instrument features a large
4% ", 400 microampere Marion meter,
an etched aluminum panel, and a gray
crackle finish metal cabinet for use
under all operating conditions. The
entire unit weighs four pounds and
comes complete with test leads and

us

2530

&

PLASTIC PARTS

Felsenthal d Sons of Chicago,
molders and fabricators of plastics,
are presently offering their services
to radio manfacturers for the processing of plastic parts for the industry.
Lightweight, high impact polystyrene was used in the tone arm pickup
assembly illustrated. Both heads are
injection -molded and assembled to the
G.

about your needs

Electronic Surplus

DAVISON AVE.
DETROIT 12, MICHIGAN
116

E.

The meter permits determination of
the modulation percentage of either a
sine -wave -modulated or a voice -mod-

York 56, New York.

RADIO CENTER
Radio

1N34.

batteries.
Prices and complete data wil be furnished by Star Measurements Company, 442 East 166th Street, New

No order under 115.00- please.
Send check or money order.
Orders shipped CO D. subject to 20%
advance deposit.
Write

tween 3.5 and 54 mc., has been announced by Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
This modulation meter which operates without vacuum tubes and requires no batteries or a.c. line power
can also be used by forestry, emergency, police, and marine services
using AM transmitters.
This compact, lightweight instrument is used for monitoring signals
with respect to modulation. Modulation percentage is indicated on a direct- reading, hermetically -sealed meter which is flush -mounted on a panel
approximately 4" square. Elimination
of vacuum tubes, batteries, and the
need for a.c. line input is accomplished
through the application of the Sylvania germanium crystal diode, Type

ulated carrier, as well as giving an
indication of carrier shift. It enables
the user to avoid over -modulation.
The Model X -7018 modulation meter
is supplied with a 75 ohm twin -lead
transmissiori line for use with an external link circuit; handy toggle
switches; trimmer condenser for convenient peaking of input circuit and
a jack to disconnect meter and insert
phones for audible signal check.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. at
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, New
York will furnish additional information upon request.
SIGNAL GENERATOR

metal arm by means of cement. Trade names and other identifying marks
are etched in the mold and the recessed letters filled in with white paint
in a separate operation after molding.
The company invites inquiries by

Northeastern Engineering, Inc. of
Manchester, New Hampshire has recently announced a new signal generator, Model 700A.
This generator covers the range
from 160 kc. to 20 mc. on fundamental
RADIO NEWS

GUARDIAN Pre/deed
AtIc.-6

a new MIDGET
SMALL SIZE:
long x 11/2" high x 1" wide
CONTACT ASSEMBLY
double pole -double throw

CONTACT ASSEMBLY

15/e"

laterdeot9ealee
with the GUARDIAN Series 200

Dotted line shows comparative size

STANDARD CONTACT ASSEMBLY
AND COIL ASSEMBLY

SIZE

2'/8" long x 13/4" high x 1" wide
CONTACT ASSEMBLY
double pole -double throw

Popular RADIO RELAYS in the GUARDIAN line:
K -100 Keying Relay For low voltage
control of high voltage transmission.
Guardian Series K -100 Relay will follow key or bug at highest WPM rate
attainable. High speed response, strong
magnet and return spring give clean
make and break, produce best CW
note. Coils: 5 to 16 v., A.C.; coils for
other voltages on specifications.

B -100 Break -in Relay
For break-in
operation on amateur transmitters. The
Guardian B -100 Relay has laminated
field piece and armature. Fine /a"
silver DPDT contacts, capacity to 1500
watts, 60 c., non -inductive A.C., and
in A.C. primary circuit of any inductive
power supply delivering up to
KW,
1

inclusively.

T -100

Time Delay Relay -In radio transmitter circuits, Guardian's T -100 Time
Delay Relay prevents damage of rectifiers and tube filaments by preventing
plate current before filaments are sufficiently heated. Laminated field piece
and armature. Mounted in dust -proof
metal box.

-5

A -100 Antenna Relay A low loss
AlSiMag insulated relay. For single
wire fed installations specify the A- 100 -C,
SPDT unit. Two A -100 -C in place of one
A -100 in open wire line systems will
avoid possible impedance mismatch. A
very popular relay with radio amateurs.

L -250 Overload Relay Provides accurate, fixed overload protection against
current surges and continuous overloads.
Guardian's L -250 Relay replaces expensive, time-wasting fuses. Attracts
armature on 250 mils. Max. drop
across coil -10 v. Guardian's L -500
Relay attracts armature at 500 mils.
Max. drop across coil
volts. Ideal
for experimenters on new circuits.

I

i
I

I
I

I

SEE THESE

Ask your jobber for the new midget contact switch assembly which
is interchangeable with the Guardian's Series 200 coil assembly.
Your jobber carries a complete line of Guardian radio relays. If
unable to attend Radio Parts Show, write for Bulletin R -6.

813h12D1hA
1630F

May, 1947

W.

A

WALNUT STREET

COMPLETE LINE OF

AND OTHER GUARDIAN RELAYS AT

BOOTH 51, MAY 12 -16, STEVENS HOTEL, CHICAGO, ILL.

RELAYS SERVING

CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS
AMERICAN INDUSTRY
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frequencies in five bands; band A
from 160 kc. to 370 kc.; band B from
370 to 1080 kc.; band C from 1080 kc.
to 2500 kc.; band D from 2.5 mc. to 7.3
mc. and band E from 7.3 mc. to 20 mc.
The dial of the unit is also equipped
PROFESSIONAL RELAY RACK
Add Professional appearance to your transmitter, PA system or any Electronic equipment.

42 "Hx22 "Wx16r /2 "D -panel
363/4 " for standard notched panels.
of 1-16" cold rolled steel, rounded
vertical corners, rear door with
joint hinges and flush snap catch.
ished in Black Ripple Enamel.

space
Made

front
loose

Fin-

Pa. -Metal ER 213, Brand New, shipped
KD in original factory pkg. Cpte with all
Regularly a Net
hdwe. Wt. 100 lbs.

$28.50 Value.
Stk. No. 1A52
Special

$1

Each

8.50

ORDER NOW, from this ad while
these Outstanding Values are still
available -CHECK ALSO the big new
No. 471
84 pages of
B -A Catalog
more Bargains and everything you need
in Radio. WRITE US if you did not re-

-

ceive it.

B -A as the place for honest, dependable and friendly
firm in which
service
they have complete confidence.
You, too, can buy everything from B -A

-a

-it

Our terms: Cash with order or COD
with 20% deposit please.

will be right as
with the confidence
your money will be redescribed
funded.

MEISSNER 6 -TUBE

"RCA" Audio Oscillator

TWO

-or

AC -DC

Range
30 to
15000

SUPER

CPS

HET

Continuous

BAND

KIT
those who like to "build their own, "
this kit is "tops." Kit includes all parts,
everything except
tubes and speaker
cabinet. Easy to build with the detailed
step by step instructions included.

-

For

Covers broadcast band 550 to 1600 KC and
short wave 6 to 18 MC. Tubes used: 12SK7
RF amp., 12SA7 ose. converter, 12SK7 IF
amp., 12SQ7 det., AVC and 1st audio, 35L6GT power output and 35Z5GT rectifier.
Chassis
121/4

dimensioh

overall

" Lx7 " Dx53/4 "

when

completed

H.

Stk. No. 31A60.
Net Per Kit

\ " ..
2075.3-

ß

.`

,w.

t`.

List $10.

No. 18A510 Special Ea
Johnson variable, dual section,
per section. Spacing .045 ".

Comparable instruments at today s prices
sell at over $100.00. You get these Brand
New in original factory packing.

$2.95
304

mmfd.

$345

$5.95

1012 -14 Mc GEE STREET,

CITY 6, MISSOURI

universal type antenna insulatorconnector for making a secure weatherproof junction between Amphenol
"RG" type flexible coaxial line and
any current fed antenna or array has
been announced by James Knights
Company of Sandwich, Illinois.
Known as the J -K Impedacoupler,
this unit may also be used with Amphenol "flat lines" or with the usual

$59.95

Stk. No. 5A164 .
While They Last, Each

BARGAINS in Aluminum
Can Screw Neck Electrolytics
Direct Replacement tor Upright
Wet and Dry Electrolytics

475
Wkg.

V. break-

Type 300ED20. List $9.95.
Stk. No. 18A509, Special Each.. $
Johnson variable, dual section, 151 mmfd.
per section. Spacing .175". Type 1506D70.
List Value $16.00.
Stk. No. 3A29, Special Each

KANSAS

ANTENNA COUPLER

Provides audio signal for checking fidelity curtesting speakers, PA systems, etc. Choice
of 250, 500 or 5000 ohm output impedance.
Output Voltages of 5.2 to 37.5 at no load.
Distortion under 5 %.
Case size 9r/2 "x 131/4 "x 61 ", wt.
83/4 " dial.
Furnished Complete.
19 lbs.

Dual section,
200 mmfd.
per secfion, 2000

down. Spacing .045 ".
Type 200FD20.

I

to indicate a sixth band (band F)
which has been calibrated in degrees
for special calibrations.
Modulation of the unit is approximately 30 per-cent at 400 cycles with
provision being made for external
modulation. The signal generator
uses two tubes and operates on 105125 volt, 60 cycles.
Additional data on this unit will be
supplied by Northeastern Engineering,
Inc. of Manchester, New Hampshire
upon request.
A

ves;

Q21
,95
`P

JOHNSON VARIABLE
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For 19 years, thousands
upon thousands have found

600
1i11!x

Peak
Volts

Designed for heavy duty service -size 1% "x4 "
with 3/4" standard threaded neck -easy to
mount in holes of old condenser to be re-

placed.

Finest
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Mfd.
16 Mfd.
20 Mfd,
30 Mfd.
8 -8 Mfd.
8

Quality, Fully Guaranteed.
.60
15A378 Ea
.82
15A379 Ea
Ea
.88
15A383
51.25
15A380 Ea
Ea
.97
15A381

type of open wire lines. Equipped
with an Amphenol type 1R receptacle,
the unit requires only the addition
of an Amphenol type 1SP cable connector on the end of the coaxial line
for quick, positive connection without fanning and without disrupting
the terminal impedance of the line.
An insulator block provides optimum
dielectric properties and ample
strength to withstand the pull of the
antenna and support the weight of
the coaxial line.
The insulator is drilled at both ends
for bolts or rivets for holding tubing
'(Continued on page 136)
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TELEVISION
Does if 1/oId
A Hufure
Fop You?
SPECIAL INVITATION TO WAR VETERANS
With extensive new training facilities under the personal
supervision of the famed inventor of the radio vacuum tube,
Dr. Lee de Forest, we are able to accept additional applications from Veterans for Television training under the G.I.
Bill of Rights. For qualified men who are seriously considering entering a residence school, we have a limited number
of Home Study Courses which are available free of charge.
Your success with this course will not only help you to decide your own future in Television but will also aid us greatly
in qualifying you for residence training.
Send your name and address for your Eligibility Question aire. If you qualify under the simple rules, you may start
ur Home Study Television Course at once and entirely
pout cost or obligation to you.

American Televislin Laboratories, Inc.
,a,o

BROADWAY

.aGo

40 ILLINOIS

on radio

By ZYGMUNT HOF

Transformerless matching from a low impedance microphone to the input tube of an amplifier is accomplished by a grounded grid circuit.

S

BuX00

A NOVEL INPUT CIRCUIT

from these leading
radio parts dealers

1

WHO REGULARLY STOCK MOST OF THESE
BOOKS, AND CAN OBTAIN QUICKLY
NEARLY ALL OTHERS CURRENTLY IN PRINT
ALABAMA: Birmingham,

servicemen are faced
with the problem of matching
p.a. amplifiers with dynamic
microphones where the impedance of
the mike proves to be 500 ohms while
the amplifier has only a high impedance input -all this without an available matching transformer!
If such a problem is facing you, this
special input circuit, which is a cousin
to the cathode -follower, may be used.
Known as the grounded grid amplifier,
to use this circuit the input impedance
must first be calculated.
Using a pentode, Fig. lA shows the
actual circuit and Fig. 1B the equivalent circuit. The mike may be seen
connected between the cathode and
grid, the latter being grounded. It is
equivalent to a generator of a voltage
E, with internal resistance, R,., connected in series with the load resistance.
From Fig. lB

Distributing.
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Electronics.
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Arbuckle. Martin
Fresno, Jack
Dean Radio
Distributing. Long Beach, red S. LOS
Angeles,
Electric Co., Scott Radio Supply.

CALIFORNIA:

dio Supply
Henry Radio Shop. Hollywood
Co., Pacific Radio Exchange. Inc..
Radio Equipment Distributors. Radio Specialties.
Pasadena, Dow
Oakland, Electric
Kemp Co. San
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Supply
Radio & Television
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San Francisco. Offenbach- Relmus, na.
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From these equations:
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= amplification factor
= plate resistance
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ARIZONA: Phoenix, Radio Part., Radio Specialties.
ARKANSAS: Little Rook, Tanner Radio & Electron -

:

if

Forbes Distributing,

ALASKA: Anchorage, Robbte'. Rdfo Supply. Fairbanks, Fairbanks Radio Supply. Juneau. Alaska

Fig.

1.

Sales. Western Electronic
, Radio Products
Lab. Co.
Hart ford, Harry & Young. Inc..
CONNECTICUT:
New Haven, Congress Radio.
R. G. Scell & Co.
KenD. C., Washington: Capitol Radio
Wholesalers.
yon Radio Supply, Sun
FLORIDA:
Miami, Electronic Supply, Walder Radio. Pensacola, Grace Radio. Gulf Radio. Pensacola Appliance.
St. Petersburg, Cooper Radio
Welch Radio Supply.
Atlanta, Concord Radio. Southeastern
GEORGIA:
Columbus, RaYancey
Radio Parts,
Co., Inc.
dio Sales & Service Co.
IDAHO:
Boise, Craddock'. Radio Supply.
ILLINOIS: Chicago, Allied Radio, Concord Radio.
Peoria, Klaus Radio & ElecNewark Electric.
tric. Rock Island, Tri -City Radio Supply.
Indianapolis, Radio Distributing Co.
INDIANA:
South Bend, Radio Distributing Co.
IOWA: Des Moines, G. W. Onthank Co.
Topeka, Overton Electric Co.
KANSAS:
KENTUCKY: Lexington, Radio Equipment. Owensboro, Central Electronic.
Baltimore, Kann -Ellert Electronics.
MARYLAND:
Wholesale Radio Parts.
MASSACHUSETTS: Boston, DeMambro Radio Sup ply. Radio Shack. Worcester, Radio Maintenance
Sup ply Co.
MICHIGAN:
Detroit, M. N. Duffy & Co. Radio
Supply. Radio Supply & Engineering
Grand Rapids, Wholesale Radio Co.
Co.. Inc.
Muskegon, InLansing, Budd's Music House.
Pontiac, Electronic
dustrial Electric Supply.
Supply.
MINNESOTA: Duluth, Lew Bonn Co. Minneapolis,
Lew Bonn Co. Northwest Radio Electric
MISSISSIPPI: Greenville, Goyer Supply Co. Jackson, Cabell Electric, Ellington Radio, Inc.
MISSOURI:
Joplin, 4 -State Radio & Surely.
Springfield, Harry Reid Radio Supply. St. Louis,
Radonicn.
Radio
Omaha, Omaha Appliance.
NEBRASKA:
.

According to the formula, most pentodes. under recommended operating
conditions, will be found to have an
input impedance of around 1000 ohms
in this circuit.
The particular p.a. amplifier used in
this case had a 6SJ7 in the first stage.
Fig. 2.

Equipment Co.

NEW JERSEY: Trenton, Allen & Hurley.
Albany, Fort Orange Radio DistributNEW YORK:
ing. E. E. Taylor Co- Buffalo, Bars Radio .,
Electronic Parts Co., Buffalo Radio Supply Co..
Genessee Radio & Parts. Radio Equipment.

MiddleJamaica, Norman Radio Distributors.
New York Cty.
town, L. & S. Radio Sales,
Fordham Supply Co.. Newark Electric Co.. Terminal Radio Corp. Niagara Falls, Niagara Radio. Poughkeepsie, Chief Electronics. Rochester,
Marline Radio & Electronic Equipment, Rochester
Syracuse, Broome Distributing,
Radio Suppply,
Stewart W. Smith. Troy, Trojan Radio- Utica,
White Plains, Westchester
Vaeth Electric Co.
Electronic Supply Co.
Fayetteville, Dugan's. Radia
NORTH CAROLINA:
WmitonSupply Co.. Eastern Radio Supply.
Salem, Lambeth Electric Supply.
OHIO: Akron, Brighton Sporting Goods, Olson Radio Warehouse, Radio & Electronic Supply. Cincinnati, Holub &Hogg. rogreergs. Cleveland.
Pioneer Radio Supply. Progress Radio Supply.
Columbus, HughesRadio a& Electronic Parts.
Peters, Inc., Thompson Radio Supplies. Dayton,
Lima,
Standard Radio & Electronic Products.
Warren Radio. Toledo, Toledo Radio Specialties,
Warren Radio. Warren, Radio Specialties.
Oklahoma
Enid
Rad la- Electronlce.
OKLAHOMA:
City, Radio Supply Co.
Portland, Hargett Supply. Harper-MegOREGON:
gee, Lou Johnson Co.. United Radio Supply,
Altoona, Kennedy's Radio SupPENNSYLVANIA:
Philadelphia Alma
ply. Erie, Warren Rdio,
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Service, Sanders Electronics, Eugene G. Wile.
Pittsburgh, Radio Parts Co.. Tydings Co. ReadScranton, Scranton
ing, George D. Barbey Co.
Wilkes- Barre,
Radio and Television Supply.
General Radio. York, C. R. Minnich.
Providence, DeMambro Radio
RHODE ISLAND:
Sunply.
Anderson, Electronic Supply.
SOUTH CAROLINA,
Columbia, Dixie Radio Supply Co.
TENNESSEE: Memphis, Bluff City Distributing,
Beaumont, Montague Radio Dist. Co.
TEXAS:
Dallas, WilCorpus Christi, Wicks -De Vilbiss.
El Paso, Midland Specialty.
kinson Brothers.
Nauston, R. C. Fall. Lubbock, R & R Parts &
San Antonio, Modern Radio Supply.
Su ^ply Co.
Olsen Radio Supply.
UTAH: Salt Lake City, Radio Supply Co.. Standard Supply,
VIRGINIA: Norfolk. Radio Parts Distributing. Ra.

dio Sunply.

Everett, Pringle Radio Wholesale
WASHINGTON:
Seattle. Harper -Meggee, Radio Products
Co.
Spokane, Harper -Meggee,
Sales, Seattle Radio.

Northwest Electronics.
VIRGINIA: Charleston, Hicks Radio Supply. Wheeling, General Distributors, Wheeling
Radio Supply.
WISCONSIN: Madison, Satterfield Radio Supply.
WEST

BRITISH

COLUMBIA:

Vancouver, Hygrade Radio,

Ltd., Western Agencies.
Radio Supply.
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Victoria, Ellison Queale
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Our Dealers Also Regularly Stock Most
of the Following Books and Can Obtain
Rapidly Nearly Any Item Not In Stock
Send Stamp for Catalog
Elementary Theory

s?1seY

$4.00 -

"Fundamentals of Radio," Terman
"Principles of Radio," Henney..
"Basic Elec. for Communications," Tirnbie
"El ectronies," Coyne ...
Radio Physics Course," Ghirardi
"Elements of Radio," Marcus
"Fundamentals of Radio," Everitt
New Radioman's Guide," Audel
"Understanding Radio," Watson
"Electrical Communication," Albert.
"Elec. Fund of Communications," Albert
"Basic Radio," Hoag
"Short Wave Wireless Comm.," Ladner
"Electrical Essentials of Radio," Slurzberg
"Foundations of Radio," Duncan
"Radio: Fundamental Prin. & Prao.."
Almstead
"Basic Radio Principles," Suffern
"Radio Material Guide," Almstead

3.75.
3.75'
4.95
5.00'
4.00
5.00'
4.00'
2.80'
5.50'
4.00'
3.75
6.50'
4.50'
2.75'
1.80'
....
3.50'
2.20'
Iotermed. & Advanced Theory & Engineering
$6.00'
"Radio Engineering," Terman
'Fund. of Engineering Electronics," Dow. 5.50'
"Prin. of Radio Communication," Morecroft 8.50'
4.00'
"Engineerin
_lectronics," Fink
6.50'
"Applied Electronics." M. 1. T
5.50'
"Communication Engineering,
Everett
5.50'
"Electronics," Millman
..
6.00'
"Electronics for
arkus
3.00'
"Fund. of Electric Waves,', Ski! ling ..
"High -Freq. Alternating Currents," Mclllwain 6.50'
5.00'
"Radio Receiver Des gn," Sturley.
4.00'
"The Technique of Radio Design, Zepter
4.50'
"Prin, of Radio Engineering, Glasgow
"Communication Networks Vol. i," Guillemin 5.50'
"Communication Networks Col. 2," Guillemin 8.00'
Electron Tubes & Industrial Electronics
55.50'
"Electron Tubes in Industry," Neon,y
2.75'
"Industrial Electronic Control." Cockrell
5.00'
..
"Electronics in Industry," Chute...
"Theory & Arol. of Electron Tubes," Reich 5.50
4.00'
'Prin, off Electron Tubes." Reich
4.50'
Tube,"
Rider
Inside the Vacuum
5.00+
"Fund. of Vacuum Tubes," Eastman
2.75'
"Principles of Electronics," Kloemer
3.25'
"The Physics of Electron Tubes," Koller
"High -Freq. Themionic Tubes," Harvey... 3.50'
"Theory of Thermionie Vac. Tubes," Chaffee 6.50'
2.00
"Electronic Devices," Audel
5.00'
"Experimental Electronics," Muller
7.50'
"Electromagnetic Waves,' Schelkunoff
6.50'
"Electromagnetic Theory," Stratton
7.50'
"Electric Circuits," M. I. T Staff
"Photocells & Their Applications," Zworykin 3.50*
"Graphical Const. for Vac. Tube Circuits" 3.00:

PRACTICAL RADIO
COMMUNICATION
by A. R. Nilson and
J. L. Hornung
A complete radio m unl c
ering subjects of interest particularly to the commercial radio operator. Topics include basic electricity: transmitters. receivers, and
associated
and
ing instructions.
ad otultaahieh frequencies Ore included In
thin new edition. May be mastered by the
age high school
or trade school student.
Book No. NC1O 927 pages, $8.50*

HOW TO PASS RADIO

t

FM

LICENSE
EXAMINATIONS
by C. E. Drew
A
well illustrated and long sed question and answer manual
y
for the coaching of candidates for

'

t

the commercial radiotelegraph and

radiotelephone
laminations.

non.

I

operator

New

license

post -war

Book No. DH2O
320 pages

PRINCIPLES

$3.25*

FREQUENCY
MODULATION
by August Hund
A comprehensive textbook of
FM theory and engineering. Compares amplitude, phase, and frequency modulation and covers FM
transmitters, receivers, and antennos. The leading basic text on
this subject.
Book No. HM10
375 pages
$4.50*

Just out

AND PRACTICE
OF RADIO SERVICING
by H. J. Hicks
Explains operating principles of radio circuits and
service test equipment, and
outlines methods of shooting trouble in radio receivers and making repairs. A
good book for the radio
man anticipating entry into
his own repair business.
Book No. 14510
391 pages
54.00*

ELECTRONICS for INDUSTRY by Bendz

The principles and practical aspects of industrial, non -communications electronics. Numerous diagrams
instead of mathematics clarify the discussions.
Many control applications; 1- to 5- element control tubes;
high- frequency induction heating; many others. The author is a leading engineer.
BOOK NO. BE20
501 PAGES
$5.00*

Radio Mathematics
"Math. for Electricians & Radiomen," Cooke 54.50'
"Applied Math. for Radio & Comm. Eng'rs,"
smith
3.50'
3.75
"Math. of Radio Communication," Wang
2.00
& Calculation for Mechanics," Audel
Math. for Radio and Comm. Book 1." Maedel 3.75*
"Math. for Radio and Comm. Book 2," Maedel 4.00'
1.80'
"Mathematics for Electricians," Kuehn

........

PRINCIPLES OF
TELEVISION
ENGINEERING

ELECTRONICS FOR
ENGINEERS
by John Markus and
Vincent Zeluff

by D. G. Fink
A practical explanation of television receivers and transmitters.

Utra -High Frequencies

$3.25'
"U H.F. Radio Simplified," Kiver
2.00'
"Introduction to Microwaves, " Remo
3,75'
"Communication Circuits," Ware ..
"U.H.F. Techniques." Brainerd A 4 authors 5.00'
6.00'
5arbaeher
'Hyper & U.H.F. Engineerin
6.00
"Understanding Microwaves," Young
"Ultra High Frequency Radio Engineering,"
3.60*
Emery
...
5.50*
'Field & Waves in Modern Radio," Ramo
"Trans. Lines, Antennas & Wave Guides,"
3.50*
...
King
4.00
Microwave Transmission,'' Slater
6.00
"Electromagnetic Engineering, King
'Phenomena in High Freq. Systems,' Hund 6.50*
Operating Practice -Commercial & Aero.
"Practical Radio Communication," Nilson. 56.50*
6.50+
"The Radio Manual," Sterling...
"Radio Onerating Ques. & Answers," Nilson 3.50*
"How to Pass Radio License Exams.," Drew 3.25
2.75
"Radio Code Manual " Nilson
3.50*
'Radio Direction Finders," Bond
"Prin. of Aeronautical Radio Engring." 5an4.00*
dretto
"Aircraft Radio & Elec. Equipment," Morgan, 4.50*
4.50*
"Aeronautic Radio," Eddy
2.750
"Radio Navigation for Pilots," McIntosh

This book describes standard systems in simple language.
Book No. FT1O
541 pages
$5.50*

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS

UNDERSTANDING RADIO
by H. M. Watson, H. E. Welch,
and G. S. Eby
A high- school type textbook
and laboratory manual for either
resident or home study. This
book is distinguished by its pic-

.

..........

.

This

unique

book

con-

denses much invaluable
electronic engineering data
into graphs, charts, tables,
and concise articles. In this
way, it shortcuts the looking up of information. The
tool value of this book is
tremendous.
Book No. ME11

390 pages

ture layouts and step -by -step instructions.
Book No. WU10
601 pages
$2.800

56.00*

THE OUTSTANDING
PRACTICAL HANDBOOK

RADIO SERVICE TRADE KINKS

by L. S. Simon
practical trouble -shooter's manual dealing with household and car radios. Common receiver troubles are ding.
nosed and their remedies given.
No lengthy technical
discussions. A good "bench book" for the busy radio

Radio Servicing
$5.00'
"Modern Radio Servicing," Ghirardi
"Prin. 6 Prae. of Radio Servicing, " Hicks 4.00*

A

3.50
"Radio Service Trade Kinks" Simon. ...
"Radio Troubleshooter's Handbook," Ghirardi 5.00
"Electrical and Radio Troubleshooting Man8.000
ual," Coyne
1.75*
"Cathode Ray Patterns," Bly
Books by John F. Rider:

Automatic Record Changers & Recorders"
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters"
"Servicing by Signal Tracing"

OUTSTANDING

RADIO and ELECTRONIC BOOKS

\

"Electron Optics A the Electron Microscope" 10.00*
"Theory of Gaseous Conduction & Electron5.00'
ics"
"Electronic Control in Resistance Welding" ,50'

....

THE WORLD'S

Cc

.

.

are

hop.
Book No. SK10

53.50

254 pages

$9.00*

2.50.
4.00'
2.00'

The

"Th e Met
Meter at Work "n"
"The Oscillator at Work
pipi.,, 2.50*
"The Cathode Ray Tube at Work"
4.00*
"Inside the Vacuum Tube"
4.50*
"Servicing Superheterodynes"
2 00*
"Automatic Frequency Control Systems
1.75'
"Servicing Receivers by Resistance Measurement"
....
...
..
...
2.00*
"D.C. Voltage Distribution in Radio Receivers"
1.25.
"Alternating
Currents in Radio Receivers ", 1.25
"Resonance S. Alignment"
1.25*
"Automatic Volume Control"
1.25*
F. M., Television and Radar
"Principles of Radar" M. I. T.....
55.00.
"Prin, of Television Engineering," Fink
5.50*
"Television Standards and Practice," Fink
5.50*
"Television Simplified." Kiver
4.75'
"Television
Zworykin
7.00'
"Frequency Modulation," Hund
4.500
"Radar -What It Is,' Rider
1.00*
"Electron Optics in Television," Maloff
4.00*
Handbooks and Reference Data
"The Radio Handbook"...........
$2.50'
Engineering
"Radio
Handbook," Hannay
6.00*
"Radio Engineer's Handbook," Terman
7.00*
"The World's Radio Tubes." Brans
2.50*
"Standard Handbook for Elec. Engre.,"
Knowlton
9.00'
"Electrical Engineers Handbook." Fender
6.00*
" Radiotran Designer's Handbook"
1.250
"Reference Data for Radio Engineers"
2.00*
"American Electrician' Handbook," Croft
5.00'
"Electricians'
Handbook,"
Coyne
2.75'
"The Inductance Authority." Shiepe
2.50*
"Electronics Dictionary," Cooke
11.00*
"Electrical Dictionary." Coyne
1.000

"..

"...

WORLD'S

.

ENLARGED TENTH EDITION

TUBES

"

............

the "RflD10" NflB00N

RADIO

U. S.,

British, French, Czech, German,
Italian, Russian, etc., etc.

240 pages of complete characteristics
lions up to date -1546 edition

1

with explana
just out
ELECTRONICS says, "Here at last is the radio tune
handbook radio engineers hare dreamed of
in
seven carefully prepared tables and charts."
"Probably the mast complete and authoritative set
of tube -data in existence," says RADIO CRAFT.
BUY IT AT YOUR FAVORITE RADIO PARTS
DEALER or direct by mail from us.
.

.

$2.50

Miscellaneous
"Piezoelectricity," Cady
"Measurements n Radio Eng' ing," Terman $9.00*
4.50
"High Frequency Measurements," Wind
"Radio-Frequency glee. Measure ments,' 5.50'
Brown

........

...

Add

4.50*
"Radio Frequency Measurements'" Hartshorn 4.75*
"Drafting for Electronics," Car si.
4.75*
"Gas ou reg. Maas. by Bridge &Res. Maillai. ".4.75*
"Gaseous
Laborator Cabine
1.00*
'Llectroaics Laboratory Manu alri Wright
1.00*
"Fun. Manual
Radio, Fund. Prin.
PraC." 1.75*
Puns. Radio Experiments," Hanky 6
3.00
"Pulsed Linear Networks," Frank
3.00*

postageo

Radio's outstanding practical tent. How- to- bulld-it
descriptions of dozens of tested- and -tried types of
transmitting, receiving and teat equipment. Supple.
mented by basic electrical and radio theory in the
plest possible language for those without mathematical or technical training.
aIllustratetl with hundreds of diagrams and large
photographs showing details of constructionHas
the most complete tube tables to be found in any
book.
New edition conta.is expanded U.H.F. sections,
more test equipment which can be home -built, enlarged
and modernized receiving and transmitting
tubes tables. grounded -grid amplifier data, speech
cipping. splatter suppressor. cathbde follower data.
pulse -time modulation, transformerless power supplies. wave guides. cavity resonators, butterfly circuit, klystron. U.H.F. crystal diode, radar and highlyefficient mobile antennas.

The Idea: text for the practical radioman.

Over

700

Book RH.
daed dU

3% (minimum, loc) for postage

and packing; foreign, 100/e.

pages, durably clothbound, gold- stamped
$2.50 at your dealers. Postpaid, $2.75 in
USA.; elsewhere, $3.00.

Prices are subject to change

without notice.

If you don't live near or deal regularly with one of our dealers, you may order direct from
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RED HOT

SPECIALS!
U. S. GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
ELECTRON TUBES

5Y3......... 43c

3AP1...... $2.95
3B

P1...... 2.95

P1...... 3.95

5FP1...... 3.95
1B

P1...... 4.95

..... 5.95
12DP7..... 6.95
7.95
300TH
3.50
829B
837
... 1.85
6A K5......
.95
.59
5114
78
....... .49
12A6...... .69
9LP7

6K1.......

.69c

50L6
6AG7

5BP1...... 3.95
5C

Your Cost

Type

Your Cost

Type

... 69c
2X2......... 79c
49c
12S H 1....... 49c
6SS1........ 49c
6SJ7

.49c

7S7

6SF5........59c
6V6GT......69c
59c

12S(17
89

......... 49c
... .49c

17

39.44
12S

.

.

.

49c

K1....... 49c

.49

OIL -FILLED INPUT
POWER TRANSFORMER
Mfd. by Western Electric. Navy inspected.
H.V. Trans.; Pri. 115 V, 60 cycles, 7.4 amps.;

sec. 2350 V @ .340 amps., metal case oil filled,
four stand -off terminals; size overall
$3.95
7'x7'x714', ea

FILTER CHOKES
All Fully Enclosed
15H. ±10% @ 165 MA. DC., .5 H., 60 cycles
shielded, 2 stand -off terminals: size 41.4"x

950
each
Dual, 15H. @ 100 MA., 400 ohms DC Each
section, 500 VDC insulation test. 3%'x3'x6'
High; 4 MTG. Studs and 4 terminals
794
each
59H. Min. ES 100 MA.; 10V RMS 60 cycles;
850 ohms DC. Res.; 4 MTG. Studs, size
790
45'x3'9.h'x3W, each
3.7 H. © 145 MA. DC., 125 ohms DC.
950
Res. 4 MTG. Studs, each
4 "x33,',

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

39e

50L6

IMPEDANCE 4000 ohms, SEC. 4000 ohms
TAPPED AT 250 ohms, FREQ. RESPONSE
250 to 2500 CYCLES, HERMETICALLY
SEALED METAL CASE 13' 'x1' O.D... 29e
IMPEDANCE 1184 ohms, SEC. 165 ohms,
FREQ. RESPONSE 475 to 3000 CYCLES,
ENCLOSED IN SHIELD 1.4' LG. l' O.D.290
IMPEDANCE 25,000 ohms. SEC. 4000 ohms,
FREQ. RESPONSE 2000 to 10,000 CYCLES,
SHIELDED CASE 13' H. x l' DIA.... 29e
Wholesalers, Dealers, Institutions
and Other Quantity Purchasers
. Write, Wire, Phone for Quantity Prices, All Shipments F.O.B.
Chicago 205* Deposit Required
on All Orders.
DEPT

C

ARROW SALES, INC.
59 WEST HUBBARD STREET

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

Telephone: SUPERIOR 5575
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Study of the schematic diagram of the
unit (Fig. 2A) shows an amplifier of
conventional arrangement and values
for a supply voltage of 250 volts.
If the 6SJ7 stage is converted to a
grounded grid amplifier, as shown in
Fig. 2B, the input impedance of the
6SJ7 is (0.1 + 1.5) X 106/2500 or 640
ohms. Fig. 3 shows that the actual
impedance, looking toward the mike,
consists of the input impedance of the
tube with open cathode circuit in shunt
with the cathode bias resistor. The
value of the combination is given by
the following equation.
Z,

Z X Rk

- 500 ohms.

+ Rk2
When the results of this calculation
indicated that the microphone and cirZ2

cuit input impedance were sufficiently
matched, the necessary wiring changes
were made. The only additional component required was a .5 ;dd., 400 volt
condenser in place of a cathode bypass
condenser and the grid resistor in the
amplifier.
Incidentally, since the first stage of
the amplifier had a separate filament
winding this was disconnected from
ground and kept floating in order to
keep a hum voltage from developing
between cathode and ground. This
was necessary inasmuch as this connection would have paralleled the input.

Fig. 3.

As a result of the perfect matching,
the grounded grid circuit worked without noise, without any unwanted pickup and with excellent frequency response and volume.
By choosing a suitable tube with a
variable cathode resistor, a separate
grounded grid input stage can be built
(by using the equations and Fig. 2B)
for microphones with an impedance of
from 200 to 1000 ohms and added to
existing amplifiers.
The simplicity and trouble -free operation of this circuit and the important saving in components should
make this circuit popular with servicemen and experimenters.

DRESSING UP THE ANTENNA CONNECTION
ONE of the unsightly trappings of
amateur radio is the usual antenna

feeder line inside the house. Outdoors,
the two -wire feeder may be as neat as
a pin, but it takes a turn for the worse
after it comes through the wall. Full of
kinks, it either clutters up the floor or
dangles from the ceiling. A lot of "72ohm" lines are just as unlovely to behold as the open-line jobs. The womenfolks object to this sort of thing, and

rightly so.
The new coaxial cable and fittings
which have become available to the
public since the war ended offer a means
of correcting this evil, and the accompanying photograph shows one way
they can be used to do the job.
In. this case, the antenna coupler is
located down cellar just inside the sill
through which the 2-wire feeder enters.
The coupler is not re-tuned often, so
can be remotely located in this manner.
The coupler is link coupled to a section
of Amphenol type "RG" concentric (coaxial) cable which, in turn, is run up
through the wall and connected to a
female coaxial connector (Amphenol
83 -1R; Signal Corps No. SO -239) mounted in the center of a plain brass outlet
plate on the baseboard as shown in the
photograph. A 5 -inch round hole in
the brass plate will clear the rear protrusion of the coaxial connector, and a
1% -inch round hole is all that is needed
in the baseboard. The cable may be
pushed up through the floor or fished
through with a length of wire or string.
Another section of "RG" type cable,
seen on the floor in the photograph, is
used to connect the baseboard outlet
to the transmitter. Each end of this
second cable terminates in a male coaxial connector (Amphenol 83 -1SP; Sig-

nal Corps No. PL-259), one of which
may be seen on the end of the cable in
the photograph.
The final amplifier plate tank also is
link coupled to a female connector on
its chassis. When the transmitter is to
be put on the air, the cable plugs are
inserted into floor and chassis connectors, the cable thus being run between
the transmitter and "outlet." When
transmissions are completed, the cable
may be disconnected and stored out of
sight. Even when this cable is connected
between the transmitter and base plug
and lies along the floor, its sleek, black
coat makes a trim appearance. For this
reason, some operators may prefer to
leave it connected.
If a doublet antenna is used for transmitting, no antenna coupler is needed.
The "cellar" length of coaxial cable
then may be run through the wall of
the house directly to the center of the
antenna and the system is greatly simplified.
The coaxial antenna outlet on the baseboard has the same neat appearance as
the familiar power outlet. The coaxial
cable for connecting to the transmitter
is shown on the floor beneath the outlet.

RADIO NEWS

The BEST VALUES

from ARROW!

ARMY
AIRCRAFT

RADIO TRANSMITTER and RECEIVER
APS -13

RECEIVER

Light weight air -borne radar system, radio transmitter and receiver APS-13; tube complement:
VR105; 2 -D21; unit is
5-6J6; 9-6AG5;
brand new, complete with tubes, the tubes alone are
worth more than this LOW PRICE OF ONLY....

Model

$1500

1-

BC -946 -B

Broadcast

band from

520 to 1500
kc. Tube complement; 312SK7, 1-

GLIDE PATH RECEIVER
R- 89 /ARN -5

12SR7, 1-

12M. 1 -12K8
Designed for

+

dynamotor

a

operation,

a. $

e

but is easily
converted to
110 or 32 volt operation. Has two I.F. stages and
three gang condenser. Comes packed in sealed carton complete with tubes and instruction
manual, but less dynamotor
$12.95
DYNAMOTOR DM 32A. Each
$1.95

RADIO RECEIVERS
BC454-A; 3-6 mc
BC- 453-A; 190 -550 kc
BC- 455 -A; 6 -9.1 mc

three crystals 6497KC; 6522KC; 6547KC
are in A-1 condition for ONLY
SCR-522 TRANSMITTER

$7.95

BC- 458 -A; 53-7 mc

7.95

MODULATOR UNIT
$6.95

and

RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE
Complete with 27 tubes including 5'
Cathode Ray tube -used. Each

$24.95

RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE
Complete with 29 tubes including 3'
Cathode Ray tube-used. Each

$2d.5

VEEDER -ROOT
METER AND CASE

RECEIVER

-

111

with 2 tubes and
$2.95 Complete
sensitive relay to control ex-

-

Counts number of feet of trailing wire antennae; number turns
when winding on coil; applicable
for many uses; beautiful Bakelite case, jeweled dialite, pilot
light enclosed, 3 position switch,
counts up to 1000.
Each
95¢

- -,-.

AIRCRAFT

ARMY SURPLUS, principal components of
radio set SCR- 274 -N; includes 2 transmitters,
3 receivers, I modulator, 4 dynamotors, control
box, etc. -original cost over $600.00
NOW $34.95 complete.

S'Á7 95

MARKER BEACON

REMOTE CONTROL BOX
BC- 450 -A.

... units

The standard very -high frequency airborne receiver$6.95 transmitter. 100 to 156 megacycles. 4 crystal -con8.95 trolled channels selected from remote control box. In
excellent condition -ONLY
6.95

BC- 457 -A; 4 -5.3 mc

BC- 456 -A.

2-

1-

RECEIVER

RADIO TRANSMITTERS

5+v95

Glide Path Receiver used in the Instrument Landing System covering the frequency range 332 to 335
mc; complete with the following tubes: 7 -6AJ5;
12SR7;
12SN7; 1 -28D7; and including

1,11

"GE" PORTABLES
volt Willard type 27/2 the exact replacement in
Pre-War Model LB 530 "GE" Portable Radios.
Plastic case, size 3t42x3%x534' high. Shipped dry.
Uses standard battery electrolyte. List value
BATTERY FOR

ternal circuits from received
signals. The receiver to control models, open doors from
a distance, etc.
$4.95
Special

2

RAND NEW!

RADIO RECEIVERS
Signal Corns, complete with 13 tubes,
$9.99
Model BC-966 -A-only

Your Cost

1FF

HICKOK 21/2" 0-150
AC VOLTMETER

Volt
$2.49

Each

SETCHELL CARLSON RADIO RECEIVER
BC- 1206 -C

Designed to receive

A -N

beam siggnals. 24 -28 vdc

COAXIAL CABLE
26 ft. of Coaxial Cable RGUB.
52 ohm. with 2 amphenol
plugs, one at each end.... 89¢

21.6 watts. Tube complement: 141-17 or 14A7, RF
amplifier; 14H7 or 14J7, mixer; 14A7 or 14H7, IF
amplifier; 14R7, detector and 1st audio amplifier;
28D7, output amplifier. 195 to 420 kc. 4' high x 4'

HEADPHONES
Signal Corps, 8000 ohms and 200 ohms, each.. $2.49
1 79
2000 ohms, Trimm, each
EARPHONES, less headband, HS18 high
79c
impedance

$7.95

POWER TRANSFORMER -NAVY TYPE
159 ma; 6.3 V at 6.5 amps; 5 V at 3 amps.
110 volt
each $3.29
SURPRISE PACKAGE

For the experimenter, radio serviceman, handy man,
repairman. "ham," hundreds of valuable
$1.59
miscellaneous parts. 10 pounds

wide x 6W long -wt. 3 lbs., 14 oz.
Used A -1 condition
BRAND NEW in original carton

Complete

4x6 dynamic. 450 ohms
5x7 PM -hvy. slug

6' PM Alnico

$1.19
1.65
2.15
1.95

$795

60 MA.

HEAVY DUTY LINE FILTERS
Solar line filter -20 amps.. 115 V. A.C., 600 V. D.C.
Hermetically sealed, ideal for eliminating RF feedback
in line or line noise pickup.
$1.75
Each
Signal Corps, in steel case. weatherproof, self-contained,

Wholesalers, dealers,

Multiple circuit telephone type key switch; available in momentary or locked position. Double
89¢
pole, double throw. Each
PLUGS

each 20c
each 20e

PL55 plugs
PL68 plugs
JACKS

JK 26

each 20 c
CARBON MIKE

T -17 -B Carbon Mike
each $1.49
EBY BINDING POST
No. 449
100 for $4.90
EXTENSION CORDS
Navy Type CW49561 Mike Extension Corda,
complete with switch and PL68 Plug. Each....29e
CONDENSERS
-30. 150 volt electrolytic tubular
$0.39
loo assorted. tubular. all 600 volt, .01..02, .05..1 6.95
100 assorted mica
1.95
RESISTORS
100 assorted
and watt
$1.95
100 assorted 5 and 10 watt
5.95
511

.

1

VOLUME CONTROLS
assorted volume controls, less switch
IF TRANSFORMER
456 kc, matched sets
10

LS-3 SPEAKERS

VERY SPECIAL

5' PM speaker

tube

Yours for only..
Comes in an aluminum cabinet 9 x4?Sx5.i inches
with two 12J5GT and two 12A6 tubes; also Electric
Dynamotor 28DC Volt input and 250 V DC output at

output
SPEAKERS

4

INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER

$4.95

$6.95
institutions and other quan-

wire, phone for quantity
prices. All shipments F.O.B. Chicago. 20% deposit required on all orders.
DEPT. C

tity purchasers, write,

$2.89

SWITCH

$1.75

790

SWITCH

SPST push -to-make switch

for
4 -Prong Universal Vibrator
10

$0.19
1.75
$1.49

ARROW SALES, INC.
CHICAGO

10, ILLINOIS

59 WEST HUBBARD STREET

al

May, 1947
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GET THIS

Parts Lists

FREE

(FOR CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS APPEARING ON PAGES 82 AND 83)

CATALOG NOW

WESTINGHOUSE MODELS H -110, H -111, H -137,
H -138

Part No.

Code and Description
megohm tone control
R1
Rî, SW,-2 megohm vol. control

-2

V-3222
V-3221

sw.
220,000 ohm,
R-R;
w, res.
megohm,
w. res.
R0-6800 ohm, 2 w. res.
451'

ALL

THE

BEST

BUYS IN RADIO,

HAM EQUIPMENT
AND

P.A.

SYSTEMS.

1:.,,

R7,
Ro,

V-3282

-

v.

-.1

pfd., 350/350/25/250 v. elec.
cond.

line filter cond.
-68-Dual
ppfd. mica cond.
pfd.
padder

Cia,
C1
C18

11111

How

1a

this

You use

-20

C2-.05 pfd.,

it's your
includes:
lete
_Complete unit
ofAmoney

system

mike
of
8t 8-watt
has separate
Amplifier
output impedances
A
tubes.
speaker.
with
inputs, Ten -inch
and
mike
ohms.
and
ottle. Crystal end can 8 t5 and 500
with
wall
t cable
coble.OPW
re- foot speaker
stand
60 cycles, 65
120V.ACTO
nector.T
OPERATE
on
$44.60
orates
READY
DOnlY
COMPLETE
Your

MODEL

C2

C30- Broadcast ant. trimmer

-.002 pfd., 600 v. cond.
C.-.0022 pfd. mica cond.
C3;, -180 ppfd. mica cond.
C34 -.002 pfd., 600 v. cond.
L1, L, -S.w. ant. coil
Ls -Ant. loading coil
C51

coil

RCIH34

RW1B14

RWI,406
RC4G28
RCI H32
CVOCOO

CP6T16
CM5A14
CC9A16
CP4T20
CM5A0S
CP2T51
CP4T34
CP4T5I
CE3A00

Radio

RADIO WIRE TELEVISION INC.
100 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

xi

TI0001

24 Central Ave., Newark 2, N.J.

rLAFAYETTE RADIO, Dept.

TIODO1
1

RE7

LD- Broadcast and

L4,
L0

RC1H51
RC1H38

CP4T40

110 Federal St., Boston 10

400 v. cond.

-.03
CDs, C,,- .005 pfd., 600 r. cond.
pfd., 400 v. cond.
-.05 pfd.,
400 v. cond.

C2o

s.w. osc.

-Osc. coil

-3.3
Ri,-

field.like Yha tcakes. If
lot
Dower go
chance to ypve °
will

LAFAYETTE

s.w.

BENDIX MODELS 636A, 636C, 636D
Part No.
Code and Description
RCIHI6
R1 -220 ohms, 1/2 w, res.
RCIH40
R2, R10- 22,000 ohm, 1/4 W. res.
megohm, 1/4 w. res.
RCIH68
R3
RCIH2O
R4-470 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
RC1H58
RD,
470,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
R0- 47,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
RCI H54
R;, R2,- 220,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
megohm, 1/4 w. res.
RC1H70
Rs
RV4S00
R. 5,
megohm pot. 6' sw.

system

YEAR'S'S
Ind
s
Lafayette
s LofaY ette'otvalue-leader
you sell

C111

-.0028

Ciro C20-2 -gang var. cond.
C , C__, Cm,-3 -gang trimmer
C._,
pfd., 25 v. elec. cond.

V-3313

P.A.

1/4

cond.
C, -150 µµtd. mica cond.
C7-.02 pfd., 400 v. cond.
C8-47 ppfd. mica cond.
Co
pfd., 400 v. cond.
Cio -S.w. ant. trimmer
C12,
C13, C1,- 40/40/20/5
Cu,

RCP10W6202A
RCM30B222M
RCM20C1817
RCPIOW6202M
V-3224
V-3238
V-3243

BEST

T.40001

-4.7
-1
100,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
RuR,15,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
k -6800 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
R11 -150 ohm, 1 w. wirewound res.
Rip -100 ohm, 1 w. wirewound res.
R1 -33 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
-2200
R15 -4700
R,5

ohm, 2 w. res.
ohm, 1/4 w. res.

Cs., Cii,, C1,, C,,i, Cis -Var. cond.
C3, CO3 C1 Cu., C1s, Co -.05 pfd.,
400 v. cond.
C,-.004 pfd., 600 v. cond.
C,, C; -47 ppfd., mica cond.
C, -3.3 ppfd. ceramic cond.
Cu, C, -.006 pfd., 400 v. cond.
C3.-120 ppfd. mica cond.
CID-3 pfd., 200 v. cond.
Ct
pfd., 400 v. cond.
C
pfd.. 440 v. cond.
-20/40/60 pfd., 150/150/150
v. elec. cond.
T1 -First i.j. trans.
Ts-Second 1.1. trans.
Vs-Audio output trans.

-.02
-.1

100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.

Please RUSH big free radio catalog.
Enclosed is Check

Money Order

for PA System

Name
Address
1

City

94

Zone

State

w.

CD,

V-3191

-

1/4

oh,
w. res.
-33
ppfd. mica cond.
Ci, Cs, C4-.0l pfd., 400

RCPIOW4503A
RCPIOW4303A
RCPIOM4503A
RCP10M6502A

0.,,,,,,,

res.

w.

Ci

V-3241
RCM20A680M
RCM30C282H
V-3233
V-3217
V-3236

l

1/4

R10-470,000 ohm,

R.., 1100,000 ohmm ,

RCM20A151 M
RCPIOW4203
RCM20B470M
RCPIOW4104A
V-3170
V-3216

-

Rs- 22,000 ohm,

res.

/

RCl0AE225M
RCIOAEIOIM
RC4IAE103M
RC10AE103M
RCM20A330M
RCPIOW4103A

of this new free book designed to save
you money. Select the new Lafayette
radio or famous -make ham equipment
you want at thrifty, low Lafayette
prices. Do as thousands today are doing make the big FREE Lafayette
Catalog your buying guide. You save
valuable time when you "shop" by
mail. And you save real money on
everything you buy. Every item in the
great Lafayette Catalog is value-priced!
Don't be without this book another
day. It's FREE just mail the coupon
for your own copy. See what you get!

1/4
1/4

1

Rn -680 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
Rs_100,000 ohm,1/1/4 w. res.
R,3-47,000 ohm, w. res.
R14 -.68 megohm,
w. res.
R1,, R,,-33 ohm, 5/4 w. res.
R1 -4700 ohm, 2 w. res.
R1,- -- 15,000 ohm, 2 w. res.
R10-120 ohm, 3 w. res.
R2,-2.2 megohm, 1/4 w. res.
R21, R..-100 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
R1- , 000
21 w . res.

RC10AE681 M
RC10AE104M
RC10AE473
RCIOAE684M
RC10AE330K

RC414E472M
RC41 AEI53M

SEND FOR YOUR COPY

-

RCIOAE224M
RCIOAE105M
RC41AE682K
RC10AE223M
RC10AE474M

Part No.

63 -579
63 -589
63 -976
63 -600

63-1348
63 -644
63 -597

ZENITH MODELS 511080, 5RO86

Code and Description

-220 ohm, w. res.
R.- 10,000 ohm, w. res.
R

1/4

Rs-15 megohm,

-2.2

1/4
1/4

w. res.

megohm, 1/4 w. res.
megohm vol. control
R0- 22.000 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
470,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res.
R,

R-

63 -686

R8-150 ohm,

63 -1219

R0

wire-

1/2 W.

wound res.
ohm, 1/2 w. wirewound res.
63 -1220
Ri0-100 ohm, 1 w. wire wound res.
63 -1221
680 ohm, 1 w. wire R1wound res.
63-602
81-4.7 megohm, 1/4 w. res.
22 -1419 or 22 -1356 C1
-Sang var. cond.
C2- Broadcast ant. trimmer
(on CO
22 -829
C1 -.05 pfd., 200 v. cond.
C4- Broadcast osc. trimmer
(on co
22 -1017
Cs-.05 pfd., 200 v. cond.
-First
Co
i.f. trans. pri. trimmer (on T1)
C -First i.f. trans. sec. trimmer (on TO
Cs-Second i.f. trans. pri.
trimmer (on Ts)
Co-Second i.f. trans. sec.
trimmer (on T2)
22-953
C10-.0002 did., 600 v. cond.
22-669
Cu-.0I pfd., 600 v. cond.
22-826
Cu-.01 did., 200 v. cond.
22-854
C5,-.0005 pfd., 600 v. cond.
22-196
01 pfd., 600 v. cond.
C1
22-1379
C10-.02 pfd., 400 v. cond.
22-1381 or 22-1552
Cis, Cm-40/40/40 did.,
150/150/150 v. elec. cond.
95 -919
T1
i.f. trans.
95 -906
T-Second i.f. trans.

-22

-2

First

WARD MODELS 64BR -I808A
Part No.
Code and Description
BEC- 9B1 -3I
megohm, 1/2 w. res.
R1, R4
BEC- 981 -55
R.-270 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
BEC -981 -64
R3 -I500 ohm, /2 w. res.
BEC- 981 -46
RD-47 ohm, 12 w. res.
BEC- 9B1 -79
Ro- 27,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
BEC- 9B11987
Rs- 27,000 ohm, 1/2 w.res.
BE10662
Ro- 12,500 ohm, 3 w. res.
BEC-9BI -23
R10- 47,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
BEC-981-59
Ri5 -560 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R12 -2.2 megohm, 1/2 w. res.
BEC- 9B1 -33
B EA -10A -10810
R5,, S
500,000 ohm vol.
control de' sw.
111, -10 megohm, 1/2 W. res.
BEC-9B1-37
33,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
BEC-9BI -22
R1,-270,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
BEC-9B1-2091
R FC -9 B 1 -82
R1-47,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R18-470,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
BEC-9B1-94
BEC-9B1-86
R10- 100,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.

-I

Rls

-4700

BEC-9B1-70
BEC -981 -29
BEC-9B1-55
B EB -8F-1 0767

R11-470,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R,,-270 ohm, 1 w. res.
C1-.002 pfd., 500 v. mica

BE-124143

C_,

BEB -8F3 -121

C4, C10

BEC -8D -10771
BEC -8D -10760
BEB -8F5 -101

C5,-.1 pfd., 200 v. cond.
pfd., 400 v. cond.
Cs, C11
C
ppfd., 500 v. silver

R_,0

ohm,

1/2

w. res.

cond.

Cs-Dual

67 -123

ppfd./

95 -175 ppfd. ant. trimmers

-470
cond.

-.I
-10
mica cond.

ppfd., 500

v.

BEA -8G -7205

Cs- 120.220

BEA -8G -7206
BEB -8F3 -109

C0

BEB -8F -10763

-200 ppfd., 500 v. silver
mica cond.
-35 ppfd. osc. trimmer
Ci
-27 ppfd. osc. trimmer
C,, -470 ppfd. mica cond.
C1r, C18, C -220 ppfd. mica

BE- 124145
BE- 124144
BEC -8F3 -12
BEC -8F3 -10

trimmer

ppfd. r.f.

-60 -110 ppfd. r.f.v. trimmer
mica

c51-47 ppfd., 500
cond.

C13

-7
-15

C14

,

cond.
BEC -8D -10770 C,,, C2,-.05 pfd., 200 r. cond.
BEC-8D-10785
Cn -.006 pfd., 600 v. cond.
BEC -8D -10761
C.,o-.01 pfd., 400 v. cond.
BEC -80-10774
pfd.. 400 r. cond.
BEC -8D -1 0778
C_5 -002 pfd., 600 r. cond.
BEA-8C -10272 C27.1, C271,, C25r- 10/70/20 pfd.
450/450/450 v. elec. cond.

BEC-83-11388
BE-111195
BE-111191
BE-111192

8E-111189

BE-111190
BE-10959
BE-10962
BE-10960
BE-10961
BE-10958
BE-110157
BE-110159
BE-110158
BE-110156
BE-110161

Cs-05 pfd.. 600 r. cond.
Tl
Broadcast ant. coil
T2,
-12 me. ant. coil
T. -15 mc. ant. coil
T5-6 mc. ant. coil
T,
mc. ant. coil
mc. r.f. coil
TO
Broadcast r.f. coil
12 mc. r.f. coil
T5-I5 mc. r./. coil
T1,; 6 mc. r.f. coil

-9
-9
Tc
-9 mc. osc. coil
T1.,-I5 mc. osc. coil
-12 mc. osc. coil
T
-6 mc. osc. coil
T12-Broadcast osc. coil
T;T11

T15;
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'Hue 1947 Radio

Most - Often - Needed

1947

DM GRAM MANUAL

RADIO
DIAGRAMS
information
and

rricinf7

7 VOLUMES NOW

GET ALL

Amazing Bargain Offer in Diagram Manuals
ALL NEW 1947 CIRCUITS-SERVICE DATA YOU NEED TO GET AHEAD
Be prepared to repair quickly all new 1947 sets. In
this big single volume you have clearly -printed, large
schematics, needed alignment data, replacement parts
lists, voltage values, and information on stage gain,
location of trimmers, and dial stringing, for almost all
sets released between June 1, 1946, and March 1, 1947.
A worthy companion to the six previous volumes used
by over 100,000 shrewd radio servicemen. There is no
need to spend large sums for
bulky, space- wasting manuals
or to buy additional drawings
get this
every few weeks
low- priced new SUPREME
PUBLICATIONS manual and
you have service information
on all popular 1947 sets. Covers 327 models of 52 different
manufacturers. Large size:
Pi x11 in., 192 pages + index.
Manual style binding. Price postpaid, 0 0 V

-

@@

Actual page size is 81/2z11 anche

only

Post -War Automatic
Record Changers
Service expertly all new
(1945 -1947) record changers.
Follow simplified factory instructions to make needed
adjustments and repairs.
Hundreds of photographs
and exploded views; thousands of test hints; service
instructions for all popular
makes. Large size: 81 x11".
144 fact -filled pages
At your jobber or 1
postpaid, only

-

repairs with SUPREME PUBLICATIONS Manuals. Service radios
faster, better, easier, save money and
time, use these most -often-needed
diagram manuals to get ahead, earn
more per hour. At unbelievable low
cost (only $2 for most volumes) you
are assured of having in your shop and
on the job, needed diagrams and other
essential repair data on 4 out of 5 sets
you will ever service. Every popular
radio of every make from old-timers
to new 1947 sets, is included. Clearly

R. C. A., Zenith.
Philco, Sears, Fada.
Emerson, Belmont,
Detrola Radio, Majes-

tic, United Motors.
G.E. Westinghouse.
Arvin, Stewart -Warner, Admiral, Delco.
Stromberg - Carlson,
Western Auto. Wards.

Sparton, Motorola,
Gamble. Crosley. and
many others.

guarantee
All manuals sold on
10 - day trial basis.
You must be entirely
satisfied or your
money will be re-

funded.
Supreme Pubkeations
(In business 14 ,Mars)

Pre -War Record Players,

Changers, & Recorders.
Just what you need to repair quickly thousands of
pre -War automatic record

changers, manual units,

pick - ups, wireless oscillators, recorders, and combinations. Hundreds of mechanical and electrical diagrams.

Compiled by
M. N. Reiman.
radio engineer,
teacher. author.
ser ci (Phan.

and

Instructions for adjustments
and repairs. Most popular
units of all makes.
128 large pages. 8%x f
11

printed circuits, parts lists, alignment
data, and helpful service hints are the
facts you need to improve your servicing ability. Save hours each day,
every day, let these seven volumes
furnish diagrams for 80% of all sets.
See pictures of these attractive manuals above. Each volume has between
192 and 240 pages, large size 81/2 x 11
inches. Manual style binding. Send
coupon today. Complete satisfaction
guaranteed.

NO RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON

inches. Price, only

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS, 9 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 12, ILL.
Ship the following manuals: (Satisfaction guaranteed or money back)
1947
Post -War Record Changers @ $1.50
PRICED
1946
@ 1.50
Pre -War Record Players

_I

L_

Speed up and simplify all radio set

Most Popular
Models Made by:

0
1942

194

Supreme Publications

`

AT ONLY

$2.00

1940
EACH
1939
1926 -1938 @ $2.50

PUBLISHERS OF RADIO BOOKS, MANUALS, AND DIAGRAMS

I am

enclosing

Send C.O.D.

I

$

send postpaid.

am enclosing $

deposit

Name:

See Your
May, 1917

Radio Jobber or Send Coupon

-0-

Address:

93

in oguying Veit equipment
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Model

599 -A

Tube and Set lester

Condenser Checker- ohmmeter provides
fast method of checking leakage of both
paper and electrolytic condensers.
Tests most commonly
Battery Tester
used dry portable batteries of 1.5/4.5/
6.0/45/90 volts. English reading Replace- Good" scare.

-

SUPREME

BUY DEPENDABILITY
BUY SUPREME -ACY

-

CORP.,

Greenwood, Miss., U.S.A.

fTHE AMERICAN STEEL EXPORT CO. Inc.,
1347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y., U.S.A.

HIGH GAIN

WIDE BAND

SUPERECEPTOR
"TE(CODE:

`,7
is:1!!i!:411

,1it!j
,r`,
Theoretical feld pattern
at 180 me

22-15
232629-

Part of #6
39373 -35
39373 -87
B- 135692

W-137367

-1

BELMONT MODEL 5D110
Code and Description

C- 9B1.34
C -9B1 -302

44-10A -10720
C- 981 -90
C- 9B1 -95
C- 9B1 -52
C- 981 -43
C- 9B2 -54
C- 9B2 -63
C- 3132.44
C -8F3 -119
C -8F3 -113

R7- 22,000

ohm,

w. res.
w. res.
W. res.
R4- 47,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
megohm, 1/2 w. res.
R
megohm, 1/2 w. res.
Ro
R

-680 ohm,

1/2

1/2
1/2

Ro-100 ohm,

-3.3
-15

S1-500,000 ohm rol. control
fè sw.
Re- 220,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R9- 560,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R7,

-150 ohm,
ohm,
-27
ohm,

1/2 w. res.
1/2 w. res.

Rto

R1

w. res.
-220
R1 -1200 ohm, I w. res.
R15 -33 ohm, 1 w. res.
C1
lipid., 500 r. mica

R,

-330
C4-100

C_,

cond.

1

cond.
µpfd., 500 r. mica

C -8F3 -247
C -8D -10770
C -8D -10942
C -8D -10789
C -8F3 -118
C -8D -10785
C -8D -10774
C -8D -10760
41-8C -10077

C9-820 µpfd., 500 r. mica cond.
C5 -.05 pfd., 200 v. cond.
C0-.2 pfd., 400 v. cond.
Ca -.002 pfd., 600 v. cond.
C9-270 µpfd., 500 r. mica cond.

C -8D -11251
A -8E -10723

Cu -.09 pfd., 400 v. cond.
Coss, Clsr. -Dual ant. and osc.
trimmer cond.
T1, T., -Tuner unit
Ta -Input i.f. trans.
Output i.f. trans.
To-Output speaker trans.

-13B -10729

B- 12C- 10074 -1

C10

-.006 pfd., 600 v,

cond.

C17-.02 pfd., 400 v. cond.
Cle--.1 pfd., 400 r. cond.
C7 ;it, C11r., Clac- 40/20/20 pfd.,
150/150/150 r. elec. cond.

T,-

DRESS DIAL LIGHT WIRES
light wires often contact rotating tuning mechanism and cause
scratching noises as well as damage to
the insulation on the wires.
Such wires should be dressed as
shown to avoid rubbing contacts. H.L.
DIAL

*

Blanket

megacycles

ge

ANTENNA

44 to 216

(13 television

for

channels)

*

Complete with

fittings

transmission line

*

Rugged, all- weather construc-

tion, easy to install

*

*

Feather weight, polished alu-

hetuned at factory for high

Relatively

* Available

with reflectors

INTERSTATE
OFFICES-

138 SUSSEX AVE

Here's an FM and Television antenna
designed from the installer's point of
view. Easy to install, built for years
of trouble -free service, it's factory
pretuned for high gain at all frequencies from 44 to 216 Megacycles
requires no adjustment in the field.
Improves the performance of any
set. Reflectors available for elimination of "ghosts" and for special directional effects. The FMTV 44216
is available through jobber channels.

-

free front para-

sitic noise pick -up

GENERAL

FM and

Television

and

gala at all frequencies

96

39373 -16
39373 -60
39373 -109
39373 -80
39373 -100
39373 -144

30,

*

gUl

cond. CN trimmer
9, 15-.003 pfd., 600 v. cond.
10, 11, 13 -.05 µ1d., 600 y. cond.
14 -250 pµfd., 600 r. tond.
16, 17, 44 -.02 µ1d., 600 v. cond.
1844, 18B -50/30 pfd., 150/150
v. elec. cond.
19, 30 -150 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
20,
22,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
21
megohm, 1/2 w. res.
220,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
24 -3.3 megohm, 1/2 w. res.
25 -1200 ohm, 1 w. res.
47,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
27 -4.7 megohm, 1/2 w. res.
28,
470,000 ohm, 1/2w. res.
megohm vol. con3144, 31B
trol ô' sw.
38-47 ohm, 1 w. res.

B- 136770

B

minum construction

Theoretical field pattern
at 80 me

3- Antenna loop assembly
Second i.f. trans.
6744,7B, 7C-Two section rat.

C -211 -10171
B- 134410728

FMTV 44216)

I

Too-Loop ant. assembly

4 -Osc. coil assembly
5 -First i.f. trans.

39001 -76
39001 -17
39001 -19
39001 -80

Part No.
C- 9B1 -78
C- 9B1 -60
C- 9B1 -50
C- 9B1 -82

Circuit incorporates
Tube Testing
proven and modernized emission circuit.
Checks for short. leakage. and noise
tests between elements.
Power Supply -100-133 volts -50/60
cycles. Special voltages and frequencies on request.

INSTRUMENTS

Eiport Department:

.'

BUY ACCURACY

trans.

-Input i.f. trans.

T18- Output trans.
Too-Power trans.

CROSLEY MODELS 56TZ, 57TQ
Code and Description

AC-138333
AW-135730
AW-135729
AW-135731
B-135570

equipment.

-.3
--

SPECIFICATIONS
S ranges 0/6/15/150/600/1500
Volts
volts. 1000 Ohms per volt.
ranges 0/15/150/600 volts.
AC Volts
3 ranges 0/6/60/600 milliamps.
DC Current
Output Volts -0/15/150/600 volts.
4 ranges 0/200/20.000 Ohms and
Ohmmeter
0/2/20 megohms.
DC

Part No.

Ask your nearest SUPREME Jobber for
a demonstration of Model 599 -A Tube
and Set Tester (above), Model 561 -AF
& RF Oscillator, Model 546 -A Oscilloscope, Model 592 Speed Tester. As to
see the complete line of SUPREME

,

T1

BED -212 -11429

TO BE AHEAD
l

Tin- Output i.f.

BEB -203 -1813 -3
BEB -203 -1813 -2
BEB -12C- 10234.1
BE104202 -D

,

MFG.
NEWARK

4,

N.

J.

COMPANY
LABORATORIES

BOONTON,

N

RADIO NEWS

Mans',

muniva
Vin

HOUSE of
MICROWAVES

MAGNETRONS
Type 2J32 (JAN.) just releaser). The
2732 is designed for 10 cm. operation.
Rated

at

300

kw.

peak

power.

pulse

Complete information supplied. Brand
new. packed In individual
The
protective cartons.
is listed at $200.
iron
at.
Our price
3.131's.
One cot. magne-

`-

tron listed at

$9i5.

OUR PRICE $20.00.
720 magnetron value $200. Special
$20.00
2438 (3245 -3293 MCS) Complete with magnet 37.50
37.50
2J42 (3 CM) complete with magnet
25.00
2.120 (30 CM)
12.00
Magnets for Magnetrons

KLYSTRONS!
2K25/723 AB

(3C51)

New: with data listed

at $38.00

S

(Limited Quantity)
External cavity for 707B
707 B.
715 B
30 me

7.75
15.00

3.50
9.50

Pulse power tube

oscillator- amplifier with 2 OACTs, Uses
723aó. Waveguide input. Mal detector. With
GACTs

10.00
16.50

With OAC7's and 723aó and 1NC1
Thennistor Beads (D- 1703901. for use with
UHF and Micro -Wave Equipment (List
$3.001.

In separate sealed containers

ARC -5 SUPERHET RECEIVERS
NEW -$13.00
Tubes (included) 3-120K7.
1 -12K8: 1-128117; 1 -12AG.
Ranges (Specify freq. desiredl 1500- 31100 he; 3 -6
Me: 0 -0.1 Slc. Prover; 24 -28
t DC. for only. new..512.00
Extra-To Go with ARC -5
Dynamotor
$2.25

2%

foot

fitting

3

em

wave guides choke to

Sonar Sound Detection Unit!
Ideal for detecting under
water sounds, such as fish
swimming in schools. within a 15 mile area. Usina
a
Rochelle salt crystal.
which is about 1000 times
more sensitive than quartz.
the active unit the
as
sound is transmitted up a
It
60 ft. length of cable.
is completely enclosed in a
solid rubber sheath whose
101/2"1
physical size is:
x 21/2"dia. This sound detector was originally used
in harbor defense. Coupled
to an audio amplifier, this
can be found to have many
valuable applications.
Ask for SD -1

foot 3 cot wave guide section per foot
1.95
Slotted dipole antenna 3 cm
4.00
3 CM TR Box
(Cavity) Silvered for 712
ATIt Tube
2.50
Choke Flanges for 3 CM 1 "0,4" opening 2 for 1.15
Silver Plated Directional Couplers with a 20 llB
5

Mop with:

A. 90° bend wave guide 15" long
$4.00
B. 15° bend ta ware guide 15"
4.40
C. 30° bend in wave guide 10" long
3.95
D. 90° bend in ware guide 15" long also 90°
bend in coupler
5.00

1.25 CENTIMETERS
Flexible Section 1" Ions Choke to Choke
Mitred elbow and "S" section cover to choke

$3.00
3.50
4.50
2.00

T- section choke to cover
Section 1" long cover to cover

10 CENTIMETERS
Ware Guide, per ft.
16

$2.00

foot lengths
2.50
8.00

Dummy Antenna Ware Guide Section. Sand
Load with Cooling Fins
35.00

SO

RADAR

Transmitter unit (10 CM) includes 2420 magnetron. TR -ATIt section, pulse transformer.
McNally Klystron. 1F. strip. all tubes.
blower motor. Used. but in good condition.$150.00
SO Radar antenna assembly (10 Cm) dipole.
parabolic reflector. 24 in. diameter. Drive
and selsyn motos. ware guide couplings.
rotary joint. Masking dome 30x30x40'

Used and
New

in good condition

SO Radar 10 cm echo boxes
SO Radar indicator unit. with CR tube, fo-

S

45.00
90.00
15.00

cusing and deflection coils. azimuth scale,
all controls. tubes and components used
and good condition
5100.00
SO Radar accessory range unit. with AC
voltmeter on front of cabinet
35.00
SO Motor- Generator
85.00

In fact we have the complete SO Radar New and
Used. Ask us for quotations.
SO 13 Radar Complete, used, with new Ant.$500.00
Signal Generator, 27000 to 3000 MC Regulated pourer supply. 115V /00 e.
Contains
output meter. 'Made by Western Electric.
Value $400.
Our price
5 75.00

May, 19 -17

ions -new

Used, in good condition

mod split stator variable midget condenser
Silver button mica condensers. 175 -185 nand. ea
Lots of 1110
Silver button mica condensers: 500 mug. ea
Lots of 101
Whip antenna -2 sections fasten together -Ideal
for 10 meters
B-29 computer amplifier contains 8.OSN7a, 5
items. 8 relays completely wired. New
115 volt 00 cycle transformers for plate and
filament 570 V. CT. (00 MA -5 and O.3 V
0 Hy Choke MI MA. to match above
1 -F
Crystal Inter for BC -312. BC -342 Resonant
at 470 lie. Crystal included
1411

1.95
1.00
1.49
.05

4.50
10

9.50
1.25

9.95
1.89

.05
6.95

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS
1

mf

3u11

ydc

mT 3110

rdc

nit
4 tid
5-5 nif
ouf
.25 ouf
85
1

2

$3.25

300 tdc...
450 suc
400 tile

rdc

50

2

00 edc

tor 600 rdc
mf (MO Mc
mf ant) vdc

$6.95

.30
-

.35
55
1.15
.30
.25
.30
.35

.40

mf 1000 rdc
50.85
.98
" tuf 0011 vdc
1.05
1 off 1500 vdo
.30
.4 mf 1500 vdc
.95
2 tnf 0011 ne/1000
1.30
4 of 1500 Me
1.20
nit
vdc
1
2000
.1-.1 \If. 7111111 u'dc
2.00
GE Pyr.
10-10-10 nif synchro
1

2.50

cap. 90v/0OC

HI -VOLT MICA CONDENSERS
F30..nnn3 tond $1111ní list $2:1.1111
Solar type ON .0015 ouf 3000v list $11.95
Sanganin O -3 .000 mf lOky list $87.30
.0008 mf 51100rdc C -D 599-611
.0002 utf 5000rdc Aerovox
.0004 mf 3000vdc Faradon

53.75
.75
17.50

.80

.75
.70

TUBE SPECIALS

DIRECTION

Approx.
List

Tube
Type

FINDER

3611

The DP -12 is a Navy direction finder. made by HI 'A
with a frequency range of 101) -15(10 KO. The input
voltage is house current (115v/OOc). The tube line
up is 3 -0l'0: 4.0D6: 2-76; 1 -11AFO: 1 -1523. This unit
is equipped with loop output junction Imxx. flexible
transmission line. input transformer. deck bearings.
cable druids. operating pedestal. hand wheel. azimuth
scale. loop antenna assembly. and loop pedestal.
A
Buy for Sea Going Vessels. Value $2500. $
New

195

Your

$15.110

27.00
20.00
27.00
45.00
22.50

311f17
5111,1

513P4

5CP1
705A
Soekcts for 5Cl'1.
types of tubes

Cost
$3.95
3.50
4.95
7.95
4.95
6.75
313P1.

Tuile

Aporox.
List

Type
872A
24111-WE
801

3H24
3C-15

A 561'1

Your

Cost
$1.35
2.45

$2.00
7.50

837

85.110

40.0)

155.00
12.00

50.00
3.95
5.95

and similar

$3.95

CHOKES

HI -VOLT TRANSFORMERS

by -12 by Ca 150 mn.. 1:, amp. rating. Price $3.35
by
105 nia 200 oints OCR made by Thor 2.00
darson. Price
50 In' C: 10n nia RIO ohms DCn made by JeTerson
2.00
Price

KVA Transforms'. and choke-115r 50 to 711 Cycle
input. single phase Output 17.0110 V. 0 144 M1a.
choke 4.0011 H. 40 0 current. Dell 4.500 ohms. Dimensions 20 "x29 "W.x13 "D. Auertran
594.50

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS,
MODULATORS, ETC.

12
12

(

2

3200 volts. AC 156 M. A. 115 volt. primary. 00 cycles.
Designed for half ware operation with 1511 M.A. output each. two transformers hooked up with secondaries lu series and primaries In parallel will give 3,1100
volts. output at 300 M.A. from a full wave rectifier.
These are conservative. continuous commercial ratings
57.25

RA -58 -A HI- VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLY
Ideal for breakdown insu-

Coax Coupler 9/16" to %' coax
Coax Rotary Joint with mounting plate

1.50
15 "x11 "x9"
Phones. leather covered head bands 8.000
impedancc. 0 ft. cord A plug. detachable cush-

2
4

U. S. NAVY

4.50

.89

-

DP

cover

FREQUENCIES

-2

.95

T Section with Choke Terminations
$5.00
214 foot silver plated with 180° bend (2" ra4.50
dius)
90°
with
150 bend with
twist 31" radius
pressurizing nipple and coax coupler
3.95

IN ALL

SPECIALS FOR THIS MONTH
Visors for 5 inch scopes
50.75
Tube shields for 2A1'1
.98
Broadcast band push-button tuning units induc1.49
tive types
Mushroom rubber earphone cushions for lightweight set
pair for
Oscilloscope chassis. completely punched for use
with a 2 inch ndte. Octal sockets included

Control Box
1.00
Drive Cable
2.50
Mounts
I 00
New ARC -5 Transmitters:
25 watts CW ; 15 watts phone.
Tubes Iincluded):
2- 1025: 1 -1ß2t1 ; 1-1020 ; 1 crystal.
Ranges.
(Specify
frequency desired): .5 -8 Mc: .8 -1.3 Mc: 1.3 -2.1 31c:
4.5.3 31c; 5.3 -7 31c; Power: 24.28 VDC
$12.00
Modulator unit; (with tubes) 1 -1025:
14.017
1- r1í150; 1.1215
All These Units Are Brand New.

WAVE GUIDE PLUMBING
3 CENTIMETERS

VALUES

lation testing. or
of pourer for

a

as a source
pulse trans-

5lodulatini.

511111: typical tom 211's cl. :í.50W
51 35
1.00
Modulation xfmr: 807 to pr. 807's
5.00
Modulation xfmr: pr. 811's to 814
Split
15011
pri.
OHMS
Audio output transformer
each side. Secondary impedance 85 ohms cen5.50
ter- tapped -O:1 ratio. 100 -watts output
Line tu Voice transformer Pri. 000 ohms. Sec
0 ohms. 12(10 Test volt
1.45
Power supply transformer. Slade by Sulaag. l'ri
115 /00 cps Sec. 1:750rct. 113111x: See. 2:Orct50: Sec. 3:5v -3a. 2300TV .specially priced at
5.95
Utah Pulse Transformer Blocking OSC. Type 9280

each

.75

RELAYS
Make
SPST Latching relay made by Burman.
coil 115v /110 cps: DClt 151)11 ohms. Break coil
115rdc Dona: Dill 5000rdc
$2.95
DUST Telephone type; OD. 1 cl: 1 open; cont
rating. Sa at 50v. coil rating 3.5 ma (at 12K
vac.
ohms.. 10110
I.05

{:-

mitter. This unit supplies continuously variable voltages between 500 and 15.000

volts DC at 35 nia.
A voltage
Doubler
circuit using two 705a
rectifiers and two 1 ntf condensers is employed. BMIS
voltage
ripple
at maximum power is 0%. TITIS UNIT
OPERATES FROM 115 ryane. Variable voltage is obtained by means of a Variar in the primary circuit
of the high voltage transformer. Size is
21 "s1î r/z "x_s 9" deep. Net weight 314 lbs. e I

6a00

We have unbelievable bargains in 400 cycle transfornters.
Ideal for pulse work. At this price you can
figure out your uses for them. Most sizes at 50 cents
each. Send us your voltage requirements.

24 -VOLT RELAY

Grab Bag Bargains
LEACH. ALLIER ADVANCE. etc.
SPST

DI'l)T

Ea. 50.50

Ea.
Ea.

TPTT

.63
.70

EDISON GLASS SEALED
THERMAL RELAYS
45

to an Second Delay.
New

OUIt l'1(ICE.

Normally nn.n.

$10 value.
$3.45

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED. MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F.O.B.
NEW YORK CITY.
SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHECK.
SHIPPING CHARGES SENT C.O.D.

SEND FOR FLYER

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT CO.
131

-A Liberty St., WH

4 -7658,

New York City 7, N. Y.
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We repeat

"PRICES DOWN!"
A. SCOPE PARTS
1. SCOPE TRANSFORMER

#77 NOT WAR SURPLUS
Brand new, made to our specs.
High voltage plate and filament
transformer. Fully enclosed job.
Shell type with leads for television, scopes and photo flash
units.
Pri. 110V. A.C. 60 cy. Sec. No. 1, 2500 V. at
2 Ma. Sec. No. 2, 6.3 V at 6. amps. Sec. No. 3,
2.5 V. at 1.75 amps.
Popularly Priced to Accommodate AU Our
Customers -at Only $5.55

2.

SCOPE FILAMENT TRANSFORMER
110 V. AC. 60 cycle
V. @ .6 amp

63

95c

Small and compact

3. SCOPE

TUBE

$2.95

3"311P1
Socket for above

B.
1.

After a signal has been tuned in,
the regeneration control should be
adjusted. If the station heard is a
(Continued from page 49)
c.w. station, the proper adjustment
for the regeneration control is with the
setting of R8. This method of ad- second detector just weakly oscilljustment is considerably simpler than ating. This will give a marked "single
removing or adding turns from the signal" effect. If the received station
tickler coil L5.
is using phone, the regeneration conWhen adjustment of the i.f, has been trol should be set just below the point
completed, a set of coils for the de- of oscillation.
sired bands should be plugged in and
It will be found that the setting of
the signal generator set to some point the antenna condenser is rather broad
within the range of these coils. As a and it is possible to tune across a conrepresentative figure for the 3.5 mc. siderable portion of any band without
band the antenna condenser is set at the necessity for readjustment. After
approximately half capacity while the the desired signal has been located,
oscillator bandset condenser C3 is however, this condenser should be
set to slightly greater than half capac- peaked for maximum response.
ity. With these settings, the 3.5 mc.
There will be a slight interaction beband covers from 0 to 90 on the band - tween the regeneration control and
spread dial. For 7 mc. operation the the antenna condenser. For best reantenna condenser 02 should be set sults, both should be repeaked when
to slightly greater than half capacity necessary.
and the oscillator bandset to about
On the 3.5, 7 and 14 mc. bands the
three -fourths capacity. The 7 mc. oscillator operates approximately 1600
band will cover approximately 65 kc. above the signal frequency. On
degrees in this case. For 14 mc. op- the 28 mc. band the oscillator operates
eration the antenna condenser C2 is on the low frequency side of the sigset to about two-thirds capacity and nal. It will be found that in some cases
the oscillator to about approximately the same signal may be heard at two
the same position as for the 7 mc. settings of the oscillator bandset conband. The 14 mc. band in this case denser 05. This will be useful occovers 60 degrees on the bandspread.
casionally if interference is encounThe 28 mc. band uses the same set tered.
of coils as are used for 14 mc. makPerformance of this receiver is quite
ing a total of only 6 coils necessary to satisfactory for most applications and
cover the four popular bands. For this although the audio output is low and
range the antenna condenser C2 will insufficient to drive a speaker, worthbe set near minimum capacity and the while selectivity and sensitivity are
oscillator bandset about one-fourth
attained. The total cost is approximeshed. The band covers approxi- mately fifteen dollars.
mately 62 degrees in this case.

Two -Tube Ham Super

.35

TRANSMITTING TUBES
866...

2.807
3.809
4. 810
5. 811
6. 813

7. 250TH

$0.75
.95
1.50
2.S0
1.95
5.95
7.95

C. TELEVISION PARTS
1. Book -"Television Simplified" g 4.75
2. 300 Ohm line
.03 ft.
3. 300 Ohm line insulator
.1 5 ea.
4. Write for RCA new list of Television Components

LAYING OUT PANELS

D. MODULATION

TRANSFORMERS
U.T.C.
TRANSFORMERS

No. VM3-125 Watt Mod. Transformer
S1 8.0 0
No. VM4-300 Watt Mod. Transformer
3 0.0 0
No. VM5 -600 Watt Mod. Transformer
6 9.0 0

out parts holes on the crackLAYING
led surface of a standard 19 -inch
relay rack panel is a difficult and eye straining job. It can be greatly simplified, and the surface of the panel saved
from scratch marks, if a piece of brown
wrapping paper is cemented on the
panel by means of rubber cement. Don't
use ordinary glue or paste; the paper

will shrivel up. The paper in which the
panel itself is wrapped by the manufacturer is ideal for the purpose. Do all
the marking in pencil, as shown; drill
the holes and then simply pull off the

paper.
If any rubber cement remains on the
panel, roll it off with the ball of a finger.
It will help to clean the surface.. D.J.B.

E. TES T EQUIPMENT
RCA tR 195A Volt Ohmyst
g
RCA * 162C Chanalyst
1
RCA tl 167B Test Oscillator
WESTON 11 697 V.O.M
WESTON s 779 Analyzer
WESTON ill 785 Circuit Tester
WESTON 8 798 Mutual Conduct ance Tube Checker
1

69.00
6 2.50
63. 75
2 6.52
76.46
8 7.0 2
8 7.0 9
HICKOK 125 V.T.V.O.M
94.95
HICKOK I 191X Microvolt Generator
45. 92
HICKOK I 203 Electronic V.T.V.M. 79. 8 0
HICKOK * 288X Signal Generator 44.60
HICKOK f 534 Tube & Set Tester 38.30
Ar

1

1

1

25% deposit, balance C.O.D.
Please Include sufficient payment for
transportation. Over payment will be
refunded.
Write to Dept. R -5

5modardparts

Corp.

235 MAIN ST. HEMPSTEAD,

9s

N. Y.
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AVAILABLE!
NOW
Centralab's medium -duty power switches
for special industrial and electronic uses!

Efficient performance up to 20
megacycles

-

specially designed

for transmitters, power supply
converters, X -ray equipment etc.

-

-

Centralab's famous medium -duty power switches
now ready
for a broad new range of industrial and electronic uses!
HERE THEY ARE

Look at some of the exclusive features which
these sturdy switches offer you: 1) for accurate
positioning, square operating shaft snugly fits
staked sleeve in steatite rotors. 2) for peak performance, solid silver contacts are individually
aligned and adjusted. 3) for flexibility, units
can be assembled with shorting or non- shorting
contacts. Switching combinations are 1 pole, 17
positions -and 3 poles, 5 positions per section.
20° double roller indexing.

Positive Action -Solid Silver Contacts

Tests prove that these power switches have a
minimum life operation of 25,000 cycles without failure. Switches have single hole bushing
mounting, and tie rod extensions at front and
rear serve as locating keys and added mounting
support. Furnished with cadmium plated, steel
and brass parts. Units in non -corrosive metals
also available.
RATINGS: 71/2 amperes at 60 cycles, 115

volts A. C.
Minimum voltage breakdown between critical points
is 3,000 volts RMS, 60 cycles. See how these fine
Centralab switches can fit your industrial and electronic needs. Write today for Centralab's complete
switch bulletin number 722!

Ceramic Trimmers
Bulletin 630

Ceramics
Bulletin 720

May, 1947

Variable Resistors
Bulletin 697

Ceramic Capacitors
Bulletin 630

Selector Switches
Bulletin 722
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WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE!!!

ELECTRONIC ALTIMETER ONLY $75.00
BRAND NEW APN 1 14 -tube electronic altimeter in original packing cases.
This famous 18x9x7 unit, which weighs only 25 pounds, without plugs or
cables, cost the government $2000, and includes a transmitter, a receiver, all
tubes, an altitude limit switch, and two easily installed 11 " antennas. A 28
volt dynamotor is included which can be easily changed to other aircraft

supply voltages. Working on the radar principle the receiver measures the
absolute altitude from 3 to 4000 feet with precision enough for blind landings. In addition the altitude limit switch gives an alarm if the plane's
height varies more than 10 feet from a preadjusted value. Another outstanding feature is that connections are provided to control an electronic automatic
pilot. This unit might also be used to warn boats of any obstruction that is
on their course.
BC -947A 3000 MC ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSMITTER
This unit contains amplifier tubes and rectifier tubes, 115 V, 60 cycle power supply, 6 meters including 250 MA, 50
MA, 1 Amp thermo. for input modulating current, 150 V AC, and 1500 V for plate & screen at 1000 ohms per volt. Interior temperature controlled by heater resistances and blower. Plate supply automatically cut off if blower fails.
Western Electric charged $1500 for this unit. Your cost only $69.95.
PE -109 32 -VOLT DIRECT CURRENT POWER PLANT
This power plant consists of a gasoline engine that is direct coupled to a 2000 watt 32 volt DC genpower or to run
erator. This unit is ideal for use in locations that are not serviced by commercial
is
many of the surplus items that require 28 -32v DC for operation. The price of this power plant
only $100. We can also supply a converter that will supply 110v AC from the above unit or from
any 28 -32v DC source for $29.95.

AT LAST YOU CAN AFFORD A LABORATORY STANDARD
SIGNAL GENERATOR
The famous Measurements Corp. Model 78B, 5 Tube Laboratory Standard
Signal Generator (currently selling new, FOB Boonton, N. J., for $310.00
net), is available in perfect condition for 25 to 60 cycle, 115 V AC opera-

tion. Until now this is the sort of top -flight lab equipment that discriminating buyers have only vainly hoped would be released at a bargain
price. Worth every cent the manufacturer asks, but available FOB
Buffalo while our limited supply lasts, for only $99.95.
"REMEMBER THAT A STANDARD IS ONLY AS RELIABLE AS ITS
MAKER."
Model 78 -B Standard
Bands between

15

Signal Generator.

and 250

megacy:ies.

Two Frequency

5" RECEIVER INDICATOR OSCILLOSCOPE WITH

BC 412

31 TUBES

This unit, sold by Western Electric for $2500.00, includes a 13 tube receiver with 7 IF
video amplifier;
stages; 2 tube multivibrator sweep generator; 2 tube sweep amplifier;
2X2 for high
pedestal impulse and sweep generator; and 115 V, 60 cycle supply with converted
to a
voltage. Makes a wonderful laboratory instrument, or can be more easily
complete home television receiver than any other war surplus item. Only $69.95,
RADAR OSCILLOSCOPES APN -4, complete with 27 tubes including 5 -inch cathode ray
tubes, 18 "x9 "x12 ". Shipping Weight 50 lb.- $39.95.
5" RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE BC -412, these units are easily converted to first class laboratory instruments by a few hours work. 110v 60 cps.-$59.95.
inch
2" RADAR INDICATOR OSCILLOSCOPE complete with 10 tubes including a 2
cathode ray tube- $49.95.
RADAR RANGE UNIT consists of a Helmholz coil for manually introducing phase
shift of on to 360 °. This unit is ideal for use with oscilloscopes. Contains 3 tubes
and a 110v 60 cps. supply.-$14.95.

isolating amplifier with
MC 363A Range Converter containing 20 tubes, servo motor, oscillator, motor field amplifier,
netstages, 3 stage summing amplifier, 2 stage preamplifier, control amplifier including band shaping motor supply
in
consimilar
supply,
power
regulated
high
current,
and
motor
operation,
servo
works to improve
struction to the well -known RA57A power unit. Govt. cost $2000.00-only $39.95.
3

BC 221 FREQUENCY METERS with calibrating Crystal and calibration charts. A precision frequency standard that is useful for innumerable applications for laboratory technician, service man, amateur, and experimenter, at the give away price of only $39.95.

BC
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RADIOMEN'S HEADQUARTERS
SERVICEMEN
Cheek This Column for Lowest Prices on Quality Parts
TUBES: A warehouse full. including the new miniatures.
Order all types you need. Well try to supply you completely. Special this month: Sylvania 8V6gt -3 for $2.00;
RK -75 or 307 Transmitting tubes only $2.50 each; 6L6G -99c; OSD7 (replaces 6SK71 -59c.
POWER TRANSFORMERS-Half-shell type, 11017 80 ay.
Centertapped HV winding. Specify either 2.5 or 8.3 filament when ordering.
For 4 -5 tube sets -650V. 40MA, 5V & 2.5 or 6.3V
$1.49
For 5 -8 tube sets -650V, 4531A, 5V & 2.5 or 8.3V
1.75
For 8 -7 tube sets -675V, 50MA, 5V & 2.5 or 6.3V
1.90
For T -8 tube sets -700V, TOMA, 5V & 6.3 or two 2.5
2.35
For 9 -11 tube sets-700V, 100MA, 5V & 6.3 or two 2.5V 2.85
For 9 -15 tube sets: 800V, 150MA 5V & 6.3V
2.95
TRANSFORMERS -All types in stock. AUTO.TRANSFORMERS; Steps up 110v to 220v, or steps down 220v to
110v-$195.
FIL. TRANS.: 6.3v, 8 Amps.-$1.98; 5v, 10
AMDS.- $I.98; Universal Output Trans. 8 Watt -89c 18
Watt-$1.29; 30 Watt-$1.69. AUDIO TRANSFORMERS:
S. Plate to S. Grid 3:1 -790; S. Plate to P.P. Grids-79c;
Heavy Duty Class AB or B, P.P. inputs -$1.49- Midget Output for AC -DC sets-69c; MIKE TRANSFORMER for T -17
Shure microphone. similar to UTC ouneer type -$2.00.
CONDENSERS-PAPER TUBULAR 600 WV -.001; .002;
005 -8c 01; .05 -9c; .1 -IOe; .25-23c; 5-36t; ELECTROLYTICS: 8mfd 200v-20e; lOmfd 35v-20c; 3Onifd 150v23c; 20 /20mfd 150 -35e; 30/20 150v-46e: 50mfd 150v -43e:
smfd 475v-34e: 18mfd 350, -65c OIL CONDENSERS: 4mtd
600v -49c BATH TUB TYPE CONDENSERS: 3X.Imfd200.
RESISTORS: All types in stock at the lowest prices;
Resistor IUts -100 2 watt resistors-$1.95.
FILTER CHOKES: 200. 300, 400. 500 ohm light duty-59c;
200 or 300 ohm heavy duty -99c; 250 ma 35 ohm, made for
U.S. Navy. fully shielded -$1.95; 75 ohm 125 ma -25c or 25
for $4.25: "Meissner type" tapped filter chokes-25c; 8 amp.
iron core A filter-25o; Choke-condenser combination, ideal
to replace any size speaker field when installing PM speak -

ers-79c.

110 V. CIRCUIT BREAKERS of Magnetic type: Following
Current Ratings In Stock: 1.25, 3. 4, 8 Amps. Please
Specify. $1.95 each.
Seven Assorted I.F. Transformers -$1.98: Five Asstd. Oscillator Coils-89c.
PERMEABILITY TUNERS-Attractive slide -rule dial, compactly replaces dial, tuning condensers, oscillator and antenna coils in broadcast band receivers. Special $3.43.
WILLARD rechargeable 2 volt storage batteries for G.E.
portable radios -$2.95.
SPEAKERS -PM dynamic type -4
$1.55; 5
$1.55; 8
$1.95: 8
$3.95; 10
$7.50.
$5.95; 12
CRYSTAL PICK -UPS
Two nationally lmown makes, one
$1.90. the other at $2.29.
PHONO- MOTORS -110V, 80 Cycle, with turntable- $4.25.
HEADPHONES -Highest quality Signal Corps headsets with
sponge rubber ear cushions. 12" cord and plug $1.00.
5' rubber covered patchcords with phone plug & sneket -25c.
RELAYS -Guardian SPST 12 -24v. has heavy duty 15 Amp.
Contacts- $1.25; Guardian 12 to 24v D.C. triple make. single
break relay, 5 for $3.75; Sigma supersensitive 2000 ohm D.C.
SPDT Relay. (May be adjusted to operate on less than
Milliampere)- $2.50; 6 Pole. Double Throw. Telephone Type1
2000 ohm Relays, Super Sensitive, $2.50 ea.. or two for $4.50.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS -Dry disc type 1ße" by 1 ", 1.2
Amp. maximum, suitable for converting DC relays to AC.
for supplying filament source in portable radios, converting
DC meters to AC applications, and also may be used in low
current chargers-90c.
METER RECTIFIERS -Full wave, may be used for replacement, or in construction of all types of test equipment- $1.25.

"-

""-

"-

-

"-

"-

Half Wave-90c.

LINE FILTERS -110V-each unit contains two 2 mid. oil
filled condensers and a 15 amp. iron core choke. This filter
has innumerable uses such as oil burner line filter. etc. A
ten dollar value for 98c.
PHONO AMPLIFIERS -A real AC, 110V, 60 Cycle, 6 Watt
Amplifier suitable for PA systems and phonographs; with a
husky power transformer. Complete with tubes -$12.95.
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS -25 Watts peak output,
5 tubes, separate controls for Microphone and Phono Inputs.
$65.00 value for only $32.00.
WIRE -No. 18 POST 2 conductor parallel ripcord. brown.
250' opoola- $5.25, 500' spools- $9.95, No. 18 PO brown
rayon covered parallel lampcord, 500' spools- $12.25. No.
is SV round rubber covered double wire for wash machines,
vacuum cleaners. etc. 250' spools- $6.95. Rubber covered
mike cable. 250' Spools -$15.00. All kinds hook -up wire lc
per ft.. transmission line, 50 ohm impedance RGBU, cut to
any length, 8c per ft. Single stranded conductor shielded
cad with brown rubber over shield. super special. $1.20 pe
Ion tt.. Si0.00 per loot ft.
MICROPHONES
Ic,wn
m
brands.

- Bullet
At nationally
crystali

$5.45; Bullet Dynamic -57.45;
ike Jr. -80e; Handy Mike -905;
T-17
MIKES,, with pooh toE t a l k
Itch-995.
20 ASST'D COIL FORMS, inrding 11 ceramic, 3 polsty.fit

one.
n d 8 fiber, all useful
es-50e.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS:
350
MMFD, 5 gang-51.95; 4 gang
3 gang -83e; 2 gang
-$1.49;
79c; 7.5 to 20 MMFD, 1750v
spacing. extra long shaft Ham nrlund -69e; miniature variables -25 MMFD-39e; 50 MMFD
-49e; 75 MMFD-59e; 100
MMFD -89c 140 MMFD -79c.
TRANSMITTING RF CHOKES, 4
PIE. 350 Ma. -25c or 4 r o r

4::0-

WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE!!!

6 -BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER BC -348
Featuring coverage from 200 to 500 Kc. and 1500 to 18000 Iie. on a direct reading dial
with the finest vernier drive to be found on any radio at any price-extreme sensitivity
with a high degree of stability-crystal filter -BFO with pitch control- standard 6 volt
tubes. Contains a plate supply dynamotor in compartment within the handsome black
crackle finish cabinet, the removal of which leaves plenty of room for installation of a
110V, 25 or 60 cycle power supply. These receivers, which make any civilian communications receiver priced under $200.00 look cheap and shabby by comparison, are only
$44.50. Power supply kit for conversion to 110V, 25 or 60 cycle, is only $8.50 additional.
BENDIX SCR 522-Very High Frequency Voice Transmitter- Receiver-100 to 156 MC.
This job was good enough for the Joint Command to make it standard equipment in
everything that flew, even though each set cost the Gov't. $2500.00. Crystal Controlled
and Amplitude Modulated -HIGH TRANSMITTER OUTPUT and 3 Microvolt Receiver
Sensitivity gave good communication up to 180 miles at high altitudes. Receiver has
ten tubes and transmitter has seven tubes, including two 832's. Furnished complete with
17 tribes, remote control unit, dynamotor and Ant. -$37.95. We include complete instructions for conversion to 110V AC.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
150 -WATT TRANSMITTER
Cost the Government $1800.00
Now only $44.50!!!

This is the famous transmitter used in U. S.
Army bombers and ground stations, during
the war. Its design and construction have
been proved in service, under all kinds of
conditions, all over the world. The entire
frequency range is covered by means of
plug -in tuning units which are included.
Each tuning unit has its own oscillator
and power amplifier coils and condensers, and antenna tuning circuits-all designed to operate at top efficiency within its
particular frequency range. Transmitter and accessories are finished in black crackle, and
the milliameter, voltmeter, and RF ammeter are mounted on the front panel. Here are
the specifications : FREQUENCY RANGE 200 to 500 KC and 1500 to 12,500 KC. (Will
operate on 10 and 20 meter band with slight modification.) OSCILLATOR: Self-excited,
thermo compensated, and hand calibrated. POWER AMPLIFIER Neutralized class "C"
stage, using 211 tube, and equipped with antenna coupling circuit which matches practically any length antenna. MODULATOR : Class "B" -uses two 211 tubes. POWER
St'PPLY: Supplied complete with dynamotor which furnishes 1000V at 350 MA. Complete
instructions are furnished to operate set from 110V AC. SIZE 21% x 23 x 91,4 inches.
Total shipping weight 200 lbs., complete with all tubes, dynamotor power supply, five
tuning units, antenna tuning unit and the essential plugs. These transmitters are priced
to move fast: Order today and be the proud owner of one of the finest rigs obtainable.
:

:

:

TERRIFIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC RT -1248 15 -TUBE
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER
POWER-(20 watts) on any two instantly selected, easily pre -adjusted fre-

quencies from 435 to 500 Mc. Transmitter uses 5 tubes including a Western Electric
316 A as final.
Receiver uses 10 tubes including 955's, as first detector and oscillator,
and 3 7H7's as IF's, with 4 slug -tuned 40 Mc. IF transformers, plus a 7H7, 7E6's and
7F7's. In addition unit contains 8 relays designed to operate any sort of external equip ment when actuated by a received signal from a similar set elsewhere. Originally designed for 12 volt operation, power supply is not included, as it is a cinch for any amateur to connect this unit for 110V AC, using any supply capable of 400V DC at 135 MA.
The ideal unit for use in mobile or stationary service in the Citizen's Radio Telephone
Band where no license is necessary. Instructions and diagrams supplied for running the
RT -1248 transmitter on either code or voice, in AM or FM transmission or reception, for
use as a mobile public address system, as an 80 to 110 Mc. FM broadcast receiver, as a
Facsimile transmitter or receiver, as an amateur television transmitter or receiver, for
remote control relay book -ups, for Geiger-Mueller counter applications, and it sells for
only $29.95 or two for $53.90. If desired for marine or mobile use, the dynamotor which
will work on either 12 or 24V DC and supply all power for the set, to only $15.00 additional.
N COMMAND SETS. including 3 separate 6 tube superhet receivers, 2 separate transmitters, each with 40 watts output, modulator and DC power supply. Bargain

SCR -274

price for all

6

pieces complete with tubes -$39.95.

i

-

51.00.

INTERRUPTION FREQUENCY
COILS for super-regenerative recelvers or t h e tremendousy
nonular FM adapters for stand,:
broadcast sets. Iron core
with a resonant frequency of 50
KC-39c; Air Core. 100 KC
30 MC IF TRANSFORMERS, double slug tuned -2Se.
VIDEO AMPLIFIER PLATE COILS -Slug Tuned -25c.
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT:
Aluminum case 4x3x2" containing 2 potentiometers, triple pole switch,
4 knobs, gear

BC 659 TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER, FM voice only, frequency range 27 to 38.9 MC,

crystal
controlled, 2 watts output. This battery powered unit makes the ideal portable or mobile
transmitter for the ten meter ham band. Get on ten meters for only $49.95.
RADAR INTERCONNECTOR UNIT, contains 15 tubes -$29.95. C -144 TRANSMITTER, 2
type 826 tubes as oscillator in lecher line tuning circuit that resonates between 150 and 200
Mc. Contains 3 DC power supplies that operate from 110v 60 cycles, 10 tubes, meter, circuit breaker, and carrying case -$49.95.

'

-29,

mechanism, counter and phone jacks -59e.
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS:
10 watt, metal ease
98e; 30
tt, open type- 51.95; 40 watt, cast aluminum
case -52.95.

-

AIR CRAFT MARKER BEACON RECEIVER -Complete with 3 tubes and sensitive relay to
control external circuits from received signals. Just the receiver you have been waiting
for to control models, open doors from a distance, etc. Priced at only $4.95.

AIRPLANE INTERCOM AMPLIFIER -Complete with 4 tubes In aluminum case -$4.95.
BC -654 TRANSMITTER- RECEIVER-Complete with 17 tubes and 200 Kr. calibrating
crystal-$29.95.

BUFFALO RADIO SUPPLY, 219 -221 Genesee St., Dept. 5N, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
CABLE ADDRESS BUFRAD
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WRL MT -100
SPECIAL!
MULTITESTER

$1 94 5

CAT. NO. 16 -491
Less leads

-

Sturdy Steel Case
30 -60 Degree Angle-Stand it Up or
LallRy it Down.

0 /5e/50/250/5Ó0
10015v00ti 000.
Mills
MIi0-

Ó
meter - Low

OhmOhm
Range

0 -500 Ohms. High

Range
1

MetO.
3"
eg.51/208521/4.

S i z e

buy
every ham.
t e r, servlceman.

Our stocks of radio
and electronic equipment a r e growing
rapidly. We now hose
many Items that have
been scarce for years.
Write for our latest
Flyer or write us
your needs. We are
the only "personal
service" radia parts
mail order house in
the country. For faster service order from
WRL. -Leo WOGFQ.

ORDER YOUR RECEIVER
FROM LEO, TODAY!
We carry all types and models, S -40, SX42,
11(1 129X. and all National models in
stock for immediate delivery. Collins receivers
available soon. Buy on our easy payment plan
-lowest tenus in the country. Liberal trade -in
allowance.

R51L45,

READ WHAT ANOTHER
AMATEUR SAYS
About the WRL Globe Trotter Kit
from J. M. Reagan, Del Rio, Texas-

"
. and am proud to say it's the best
little transmitter I have ever h a d the
pleasure to operate. It's amazing the way
it bucks QRM. I wouldn't take double the
price I paid for

it."

Many other actual field reports of amateurs using

the Globe Trotter testify to its excellent performance. It's the hottest ham equipment on the
market today. The WRL Globe Trotter is capable
of 40 watts input on C.W. and 25 watts input on
phone on all bands from 1500 KC through 28
Megacycles. Incorporates the Tritet Oscillator
using a 40 meter Xtal; Nefsing choke modulation;
three bands, all pretuned; 10, 20, and 80 meters;
two power supplies, one for 807 final and modulator tubes, one for speech amplifier and oscillator
stage.

Sound Recording
(Continued from page 63)
on film, we find the low cost of the
magnetic system has much to offer in
producing a picture more economically. The simplicity of handling this
type of recording compares favorably
with other forms of wire, tape and
magnetic disc recording. Immediate
monitoring is available with magnetic
recording on film. No processing is

necessary and the magnetic recording
medium can be erased by demagnetizing. The sound strip may be used
over and over until the quality and
coordination of sound is perfect. No
serious distortion with overmodulation is probable and any part of the
sound track can be edited simply by
erasing and dubbing in new sound.
There are two main disadvantages
to magnetic recording on film : The
recording head contacts the record
surface which results in the possibility of wear, and the technical performance is not quite equal to the advanced
optical methods now used by the large
studios. However, it should be pointed
out that the above facts are based on
the present state of the art. As magnetic recording on film is perfected,
it may even supplant the optical systems now commonly employed.
The method for recording and reproducing magnetic sound on film is
illustrated in Fig. 9. A magnetic head
assembly is employed and is mounted
rigidly on an adjustable holder. In
fact there are three heads each having
an individual arm and a spring holding
the head against the film while the
latter rides against the brass drum.
The upper head is used for erasing and
removes sound from the magnetic
track previous to the recording of new
sound. The erase coil is fed with
the conventional supersonic frequency
of approximately 40 kc. Recording is
accomplished at the center head. This
contains a main audio winding plus
an auxiliary high frequency coil. This

Fig. 7. The essential elements used
for variable area optical recording.

coil is connected in series with the
erase coil to secure proper high frequency excitation. The third head is

the monitor or playback head. This
feeds directly through the amplifier
and follows the picture by approximately fifty milliseconds.
Sections of various films are illustrated in Fig. 10. A magnetic material
of approximately one -half mil in
thickness is added to the emulsion on
the film. The relative positions for the
magnetized sound track are illustrated
for various types of film, mainly the
8, 16, and 35 millimeter.

Magnetic recording on film bids fair
to become extremely popular with the
amateur projectionist. Home talking movies have become an economical
reality and it is expected that with further improvements inexpensive projecting systems will be developed and
will gain much popularity even with
the novice.
There are other methods now employed for magnetic recording and
these include magnetic recording on
separate film. This is particularly
suited for nonsynchronized work; for
example, an eight millimeter film
could be used with a full width sound
track. This would be played on a
second machine and would be synchronized with the other machine
carrying the picture. Editing is very

Fig. 8. Endless loop of 35 mm. film used in the Filmgraph recorder.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
prices quoted are domestic. Write for export prices.

All

40 WATT INPUT.

Cat. No. 70 -300..

$69.95

Complete including all parts, chassis panel,
streamlined cabinets, less tubes, coils and meter.
No. 70.312 Same as above, wired by our
$79.50
engineers
i Set Coils, Meter, Tubes
$15.15 Extra

Address Dept. RN5, Council Bluffs. Iowa
1
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SPRAGUE TRADING POST
SWAP -BUY
WHAT'S THIS ABOUT MIDGET

OR SELL!

7YBYLAßSt

SELL OR SWAP -35 -watt Phone -CW
transmitter, works three bands. Custom
built. Complete 10 -meter Xtal and coils,
80 -meter Xtal and coils. With mike. Outfit in A -1 shape, now en air. Alden
Sanford, WOKKU. 827 Cleburn Ave., Helena, Ark.

There's more about the new line of C...ee.
Sprague Type 68P
Midget Tubular Capacitors than appears on the surface:
They're the smallest, most dependable midgets yet
offered for normal applications. They're the direct result
of Sprague engineering experience in developing capacitors for the famous VT fuse and other miniature war-

SELL OR SWAP -General Radio VTV54
722 with hi- frequency probe. RME-89
receiver with matching speaker. Both in
excellent condition. Can use Sky Traveler
or Sky Ranger receiver. W9LNQ, 6311 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.

SELL OR SWAP -National FB7XA with
7mc coils. Need TR -4, BC -211 or what
have you? C. Borysewick, W2GWA, 1066
President St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

SIZE

Type 68P Capacitors
Ranges from
.001 mfd. 400V to
0.5 mfd. 100V.

WILL SWAP -New G.E. -818, never used
for new or slightly used RCA -8005. McMorrow Wllkin, 132 Oakwood Ave., Troy.
N. Y

.

WANTED -Used mechanical code train ing set or Instructograph for learning
code. Louis Barite. 172 -14 82nd Ave..
Jamaica, N. Y.

time electronic assemblies....
But, even more important, they offer concrete evidence
of what you can expect from Sprague in the future. No
manufacturer was called upon to engineer as many unique
capacitor types for war equipment as was Sprague. The
Type 68P Midgets are the first of these to be converted
for everyday service and amateur radio use. Many more
are coming.
Look to Sprague for the newest -and the best!

WANTED -Small

100 -watt transmitter.
Prefer Hallicrafter HT -9. Describe fully.
R. H. Wilton, 50 W. Dover St., Valley
Stream, L. I., N. Y.

WANTED

-

Collins T47A/ART -13 with
dynamotor and cables. State price and
condition. J. J. Lee, W1GEHJ8, 441 Ellis,
San Francisco 2, Calif.
WANTED -Will pay cash for all parts
variable condenser, including pulleys,
dial plate, pointer. etc., for Bosch model
510, serial #328804. Charles B. Twiss.
164 Meridian St., Groton, Maas.

WANTED- Thordarson

T- 151379 driver
transformer, must be in new condition.
Top price. Joseph Cairo, 8516 Cornelius
St., Philadelphia 38, Penna.
WANTED -Ridera manual abridged 1 to
5. Also Rider's service books. Richard
Clark, 157 Grand Ave., Grand Rapids.
Mich.
WANTED -Following transformers: Thordemon 151105, UTC LS -70 or Stancor
P-3005. Will pay cash or trade for new
Astatle B -10 pick -up. Harry Brodner,
1925 University Ave., New York 53. N. Y.

WANTED -Will pay cash for auto radio. 6 -tube or more. controls to fit 1938
Dodge. Must be in good condition. Describe fully and state price. Wm. T.
Seely, 709 Taraval St., San Francisco,
Calif.

See Us in BOOTH 89 at the Chicago Show!
- Halllcraftercondition,
-10" dynamic speakers;
SALEtransformer with four filament
-meter band spread
WANTED
SX -28 or SXwith or
28A. Mu.,t be in good
wit!mut matching speaker. Henry Mus senrlen, 551 W. 178 St.. New York 23.
N. Y.

WANTED -BC- 010 -B Transmitter or similar commercially-bullt transmitter. Cash
or trade. Also want mutual conductance
tube tester. other good test equipment.
K. 11. Stelle, 12026 Peoria St.. Roscoe,
Calif.

WILL TRADE
power
windings, 20t1 mils; other transformers;
var. condensers. Need second -hand instruments: sig. generator; hi -range volt -ohmist; tube tester; short wave receiver, Shand. S. Egelberg, 1485 Vyse Ave.,
Bronx 60, N. Y.

WANTED -Communications receiver SX-28
or similar. Swap three Lionel trains 027
gauge with accessories, $315 value. Clarence Cook, 115 Chadwick St., Medina.
N. Y.

WANTED -Full set Rider's manuals and
tube tester for cash. C. H. Miller, High more. S. D.
WANTED

sonable.

Harrison,

-Used Rider's manuals, reaQuote price. Leo Senato,
Gloversville. N. Y.
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WILL TRADE -Supreme 189 Multi -Wave
sig. generator, hardly used, for a 500 or
750 watt 16tnm movie projector, or what
do you have? John Takish, 10307 Ave. F.
Chicago 17, DL
WILL

TRADE -Argus

Need ham receiver.

rad, Montana.

A2F

like

new.

Harold Pyle, Con-

WANTED -University RCP -12 chandelier type speaker baffle. Ralph Senechal. 586
Hampton Rd., Hayward. Calif.

-2

WANTED
Handle- talkies 144 me -148
Inc in working order; National receiver
11C -40 good working order.
Roger Slay rand, 1828 Valois St., Montreal 4, Canada.

WANTED -Radio control box RC -450A
complete with instruction book. Will trade
for SCR -274N also 6 -12 V Sig. C. battery charger. Will pay reasonable price.
John A. Seaman, Gentry, Ark.

WANTED- Meissner signal shifter with
for all bands.
Charles Costa
(W2SIF), Box 97. Woodstock, N. Y.

colis

YOUR OWN AD RUN HERE FREE
The Sprague Trading Post is a
free advertising service for the
benefit of our radio friends. Providing only that it fits in with
the spirit of this service, well
gladly run your own ad in the
first available issue of one of
the six radio magazines in which

Write

this feature appears.
CAREFULLY or print. Hold it to
40 words or less. Confine it to

radio subjects. Make sure your
meaning is clear. No commercial
advertising or the offering of
merchandise to the highest bidder is acceptable. Sprague, of
course, assumes no responsibility in connection with merchandise bought or sold through
these columns or for the resulting transactions.

Send your ad to Dept. RN -57

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY
NORTH ADAMS.

MASS.

(Jobbing distributing organization for products of the Sprague
Electric Co.)

WANTED -Class B transformers for 40's.
Preferably from BC -223A; also SW -3.
W6YItT, P. 0. Box 769. Elsinore. Calif.
WANTED-Used S -20 -R or S -22 -R receiver, any condition. Will swap Amy
Carlton
Chicago

*field set valued at $40 or cash.
Cleveland. 1110 Fullerton St..
14, 111.

WANTED -5" 'scope; schematic or service
manuals, parts for CW- 23012, CW -23098
Navy remote controls for Navy RU -16 rec.
and GF -II transmitter. M. R. Hemby.
1240 Green St., San Francisco 9. Calif.

WANTED -Condenser tester;
filament
transformer, 5V -25 amps., 5000V, 110V
a -c primary; power transformer 3000.03000. 350 MA, 110V a -c primary. Haney
Radio Service, 115 Cleveland St., Butler.
Pa.
WANTED-Used instruments: sig. generator; hi-range volt- 'hmist; tube tester; or
small s.w. receiver, three bands, plug in
coils. Stanley Egelberg, 1485 Vyse Ave..
Bronx 60, N. Y.

FOR
SW -S -AC complete with
power supply. 20, 40, 80
coils, tubes $25; FB rig. xtal ose, GU's
push -pull 40- watts, all coils. ready to go
on air. $35. Bou Radio Service (W3ESX),
3131 N. Percy St., Philadelphia 33. Pa.

-2- meter super -regen. receiver.
Closed metal cabinet, 5" p.m. speaker in
front panel. 955, 6C5, 8F6 -sell quenched
detector. F. Craven, 2216 S. 7th St.,
FOR SALE

Philadelphia 48, Penna.

FOR SALE -Six 0C3-VR105 tubes, all
new, $1 each. John Tokaiz, 30 Carver St..
Fall River, Maas.
FOR SALE -Nato rotary converter 110V
d -c to 110V. OOCy. a -c. 150 watts con-

tinuous. Never used, perfect condition,
Charles B. Wakeman, 495 Yale Station, New Haven, Conn.
$37.

FOR SALE -Weston Meters: 3" d -c 0 -50250. 1000 ohms per volt; 3" 301 metal
0 -8V
d -c: Thermo -Galy 425 current
squared 0 -100V; Jewell 77 a -c 0 -315150 Tobe hi- voltage 4nrfd 1000V d-e.
F. H. Perao, 12 West Pulteney Sq., Bath,
N. Y.

FOR SALE -Two brand new General Radio 247 var. condensers, 250 mmfd. Both
postpaid. $3. L Goldstein, 151 -09 34th
St., Flushing. L. I., N. Y.
FOR SALE -10 -meter phone transmitter
complete with all tubes, meter. mike, supply. 16' vertical antenna. 6L13 ose., 6L6
final, 6C5 speech, 6L6 mod. $65. Stanley
Zuchora, 2748 Meade St.. Detroit 12,
Mich.

FOR SALE -RCA phono oso. $6; Bud
code ose. with Instructograph and tapes
1 -7 $30: one -tube xtal ose.
transmitter
c.w., 5 -watts with power supply $8. Send
for details, all letters answered. Marvin
Calvert, Lawrenceville, Ill.
FOR SALE -RCA phone motor 10" turntable, 50 cy. operation. 011 damped fiber
gear, heavy duty, $5. Harry Katz, 1647
Holbrook St. N.E., Washington, D.C.

WANTED- 1 -25B8 also

2 -8B5.
Must be
new, preferably in carton. M. L. Grigsby,
Granger. Iowa.

WANTED -Gud receiver covering 10 -160
meters. National SW -S or FB7X will do.
Have Collins 32 -RA 100 -watt phone, 150matt cw transmitter, 4- channels MOPA
or Xtal; also BC -348, ES BC- 221ACW2SXV, 141 Sanford Ave., Lyndhurst,
N.

J.

ASK FOR SPRAGUE CAPACITORS and *KOOLOHM RESISTORS by name!
May, 1947
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BRASS DRUM

ERASE
HEAD
RECORD
HEAD

4ktilehmat

SPRING-.
ARM
PATH
OF FILM

PICKUP OR
MONITORING

HEAD

Patterned for durability and soldering
ease, this nimble pencil iron is equally
at home performing large heavy duty
jobs or in the hard -to -reach spots requiring pin -point accuracy.

QUICK HEATING

LIGHTWEIGHT

3 6

:

OUNCES

HANDY SIZE

7 INCHES

SAVES ELECTRICITY

20 WATTS

EaQa.t/tce
Ne. 536 pyramid
Tip. made from

Tellurium

SEE

Chisel

Ne. 538 Chisel Tip.

Tip, made from
T.Ilurium

road. from Feeley

Na. 539

A, Tip

N.. S37P.ncil

Tip,
made from EIh.loy
A, Tip V. di..

dia.

These 4 INTERCHANGEABLE
tips give you a point for

each particular job.

YOUR NEAREST RADIO.

HARDWARE OR HOBBY DEALER
BOX

2255.TERMINAL ANNEX- LOS ANGELES 54.CALIF.

The E.M.C.

Volometer*
(trade name)

5 DC and 4 AC voltage ranges from 0 to 3000
V. Three current ranges. Four resistance ranges.

megacycle. No exterAC volts 25 cycles to
nal source of power required. Battery and rectifier replaceable without soldering iron.
Matched -pair multiplier resistors accurate to
I

41/2" meter.

MODEL 101 B (above)
$20.95

For further information about this and other
models, write us direct. For a conclusive demon-

Portable
Model 101 A

stration, see your regular jobber.

Portable

Same as above with

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS
114 Liberty St.
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Magnetic Recording on Tape,
Disc, and .ire
Fundamentally the recording on paper tape, paper disc, or wire is the
same. The main difference lies in the
mechanical means for driving the material to be magnetically recorded, in

the means for playing back the sound,
and in the employment of different
techniques for recording the sound on
the material.
Magnetic materials are drawn past
a recording head. As the material
passes the head, it becomes and remains magnetized. The amount of
magnetism remaining in the material
at each instant is governed by the
signal impressed upon the recording
head. In playing back, the magnetic
material is drawn past a playback
head. In many systems the recording and playback heads are the same,
Fig. 11. The magnetization, which is
variable, exists in the material and
induces a corresponding voltage in
the coil of the playback head. The
functions of recording and playback
are incorporated into a single record playback head in most magnetic recorders.
It is a simple matter to erase any
signal from any of the magnetic ma-

terials now employed. A strong field
is set up within the erase head and
this is impressed upon the material.
This erases the old signal and makes
the material ready to receive new

Resistances 1/20 ohm to 20 megohms. Low ohm
scale is low drain back -up type. First ten divisions 1/20 ohm each.

1%.

BEARING

simple and the film may be cut and
spliced in the usual way.

... 90 SECONDS

....

-PIVOT

Fig. 9. Triple head assembly for recording
and reproducing (magnetically) on film.

eke7e4e Pau'tea
**
*

SHIELD

CORP.

New York 6, N. Y.

$24.95
$17.50
3" meters.
$21.50

signals. Basically, the tape, disc, and
wire recorders consist of the magnetic
material, the record -reproduce head
and the erase head. In addition, of
course, are the various types of driving systems used to draw the material
through or over the head and the
conventional amplifying and reproducing systems.
A supersonic oscillator, usually
from approximately 30 to 40 kc., serves
Fig. 10. Sections of 35, 16 and 6
mm. film showing the actual position of the magnetic sound tracks.

g/
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RADIO PARTS RADIO SETS
RECORD CHANGERS PLAYERS
HAM GEAR AMPLIFIERS TESTERS
It's here -ready for you now -the new, comprehensive, 1947
Concord Catalog displaying a vast, complete selection of everything in Radio and Electronics. Send for your copy now. Select
your needs from value -packed pages showing thousands of
items available for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT -hundreds of

them now available for the first time -featuring new, latest
1947 prices. See the new LOWER prices on finest -quality
RADIO SETS, PHONO- RADIOS, RECORD CHANGERS,
RECORD PLAYERS, PORTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, COMPLETE SOUND SYSTEMS, TESTERS. See complete latest listings of all the well -known, standard, dependable lines of radio
parts and equipment -tubes, condensers, transformers, relays,
resistors, switches, speakers -all available for IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT from huge stocks in CHICAGO and ATLANTA.
Whatever your needs in Radio and Electronic Parts, Supplies
and Equipment before you buy -SEE THIS GREAT NEW
CONCORD CATALOG. Mail coupon for your FREE copy now.

-

Radio Hams Service Men Engineers
Sound Men Maintenance Men
Schools Institutions Manufacturers

THIS CATALOG IS FOR YOU!

/ /Ina COUPON TODAY!
Concord Radio Corporation, Dept. E-57
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.
Yes, rush FREE COPY

of the comprehensive new Concord

Radio Catalog.

Name

R

A T

A D I O

C O R P O R
LAFAYETTE RADIO CORPORATION

CHICAGO
901 W.

May, 1947

7,

ILL.

Jackson Blvd.

ATLANTA
265

I

O N

3, GA.

Peachtree St.

Address
City

State
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HIGHBRIDGE'S BEST BUY
NEW DYNAMIC

TELEVISION KIT

Fig. 11.

COMPLETE With

5950

-Parts- Cabinet

Tubes

Exclusive Mail Distributors
Check These Outstanding Features:
Three stages of video I.F. amplification -3.5

bandwidth.
Receiver

may

without

aligned easily

be

MC

use

of

signal generator.
Complete resistance and voltage analysis chart
for easy trouble shooting supplied with each kit.
IF transformers are slug tuned for high gain
and maximum efficiency.
Safety interlock switch supplied with each unit.
Simplicity of operation -only 5 controls on front
panel.
Schematic diagrams are broken down Into simple

circuits for ease in wiring.
Picture is very stable -does not lump or tear out
even under unusual receiving conditions.
Seventeen tubes including large picture tube.
Picture tube is seven inches in diameter and gives
a picture 26 square Inches in size.
All parts are unconditionally guaranteed to be
electrically and mechanicaly perfect.
Set comes complete with all necessary Information
sheets. parts. drilled and punched chassis. beautifully finished front panel and modernistic cabinet.
Hardware and other necessary items are also included.
NOTHING ELSE TO BUY.

SONAR SOUND DETECTION UNIT

In Original Overseas Packing
Ideal for detecting underwater sounds within an
area of 15 miles. Using a Rochelle salt Val as the
active unit the sound is transmitted up a GO ft.
cable.
Completely enclosed In a solid rubber
sheath. Originally used in harbor defense. Coupled with audio amplifier it has many
valuable uses

$7.85
7/

SELECTRON SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

50
6
1

to 99
to 49
to 5

90c
99c

17-7'

Quotations on larger quantities
furnished upon request
USEFUL FOR:

Combined record -playback head assembly for wire.

the double purpose of providing high
frequency for both the demagnetizing
head and for the recording head. The
material is first run through the erase
head. Here it is demagnetized and
made ready for the recording. The
audio signal from the sound source
appears at the recording head. The
application of a supersonic signal to
the recording head provides a bias.
This is essential to overcome the nonlinearity of the normal magnetization
curve of the magnetic materials.
Fundamentally these materials are the
same. They differ only in their type of
construction. These materials may be
in the form of steel tape, wire, magnetized coating upon paper tape, or
upon paper discs, or in fact the magnetized material may be coated or impregnated into various alloys.
Insofar as quality of recording -reproduction is concerned, we find that
speed is an all -important factor. The
higher the speed, generally, the greater
will be the fidelity. This will be completely explained in following articles.
The development of record -erase
heads has gone on at a rapid pace.
Beginning from cumbersome units
often measuring four inches square,
new tiny heads have been developed
which are no larger than a regular
two cent postage stamp. The magnetic field in these new units has been
concentrated and condensed to a very
small area. The slot, for example, in
the case of a wire recorder head, often

than one -thousandth of
an inch in width. The traveling wire
passes through this slot and encounters the magnetic field set up by the
head as in Fig. 11.
Three basic types of magnetic recording heads are illustrated in Fig.
12. In magnetic recording, frequency
response, noise level, and signal amplitude are affected by the type of magnetic material used. At fixed speed
and at lower frequencies, the retentivity, which is the measure of residual
flux density, will determine the magnitude of the output voltage from t
reproducing head. Generally speaking, the lower or bass notes must be
suppressed when using magnetic recording. This too applies to the cutting of slow speed electrical transcriptions by means of lateral styli on discs.
Frequency response from the above
systems, as mentioned, depends largely
upon the speed of the magnetized material as it passes the head. A frequency response of between 60 and
8000 cycles per second can usually be
obtained from most of the above machines. Recording time depends upon
the material used and upon the physical size of the containers for the magnetized material. For example, the
average wire recorder has enough
stainless steel wire to operate for
approximately 66 minutes at a speed
of 2 feet per second. This type of
recorder is being used to dictate this
entire series of articles.
is not more

"

Portables
Intercom Power Supplies
Radios
Replaces 29 Types of Rect. Tubes
Gives Instant Reception -Requires No "Warm Up"
Replaces Tube & Socket -Prolongs Life of Set
Requires Lees Space- Increases Sensitivity
?lade to Last the Life of the Set
AC -DC

Console

Simplified diagrams of (A) record -reproduce head for transverse
recording on tape, (B) offset, thick pole pieces which improve characteristics
of head shown in (A), and (C) closed type wire record -reproduce head.
Fig. 12.

NEW BATTERY
BOOSTER
Powerful -Efficient
Economical
compact. lightweight,
automatic. constant volt age battery charger which
Is especially designed to help car, truck or tractor
owners keep 0 volt storage batteries fully charged.
Weights 4 lbs. packed. Operates ou
4 "x4 "x5 ".
105 -120

v

AC

GO

s-

A

Cy. DC

0

v

4 -2

amp.

Complete

with 6 ft. AC cord with molded rubber plug and
6 ft. DC cord with alligator

L
$9u21
clips
Vision Research Laboratory design and construction
of modern 5 or 7 inch television receiver Instruction (took and Complete set of coils.
v1v .7Y
Special
100 By-pass Condensers, 10 varieties. cornv7Y .7i!
Special
plete assortment.
New #631P1 /SNA -Glass Strobotron

$6. 95

$4. 95

tubes.

Each

All Prices FOB

$3. L251
D

New York

City, N.

Y.

Highbridge Radio -Television
and Appliance Co.
343 Canal, CA 6 -8661, New York 13
I
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THE NEW ADDITION TO OUR

RADIO

SCHOOL
GENERAL RADIO COURSE
The course in General Rodio is designed

to provide a broad foundation for careers
in the technical radio field. Among the
various job objectives are Radiotelephone
Operator (broadcast, police, or airline),
Radiotelegraph Operator (marine, zone
police, or airline), and Radio -Electronics
Technician (industry). Success in qualifying
for F.C.C. Radiotelephone or Radiotelegraph
License is a requirement for graduation;
therefore, on extensive study of radio theory,
essential radio mathematics, and laws and
regulations governing radio communications
is included in preparation for operator
license examinations.

Average Time to Complete Course
12 Months

.

.

.

RADIO MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR COURSE

WITH
FROM

OV

Radio (and its allied

The

THOROUGH EDUCATION
SCHOOL
COMPLETE

fields- electronics, television, radar) now looms

as a major industry

in the United States offering a constant and ever -expanding field of wealth and

Radio Maintenance and Repair

Course offers preparation for a career as

opportuni-

ties. Each new development points the way toward further improvements and an increasing

demand for men and women, specialized in this field.
The Radio courses offered by the Tyler Commercial College are highly specialized to
enable you to enter many branches of radio, both as your vocation or your profession.
The present courses listed represent a partial list of the extensive and complete training
offered by the Tyler Commercial College who have had over 30 years experience in the

radio receiver repairman, sound -system technician, and radio service shop operator.
Accurate, up -to- the -minute knowledge of
radio principles and practice is essential for
future success in this important field of rodio.
After a thorough introduction to radio and
electrical principles, emphasis is directed to
modern trouble- shooting methods, notable
"signal- tracing." A section on facsimile receivers, frequency- modulation (FM) receivers
and television sets is provided to bring the
repairman up -to -date on recent developments. A wide range of topics is covered in
this course, all of which are important to
the modern repairman.

Average Time to Complete Course
10 Months

.

.

Radio Training Field.
They invite you to examine the content of their catalogue and determine for yourself
how radio training at Tyler Commercial College will enable you to find your own place in
one of the many interesting and profitable jobs in the vast radio industry.

OLLEGE
RCIA(OMME

TYLER
5

South

Texas
(0ege Tyler
APPROVED BY
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

May, 1947

Send 104 que ealalarfue
For full details and catalogue
regarding this unique school,
write to The Tyler Commercial
College, Radio Department, RN,
115 South College, Tyler, Texas.

Attach this to your letter head
or card.

MAIL TODAY
A STATE APPROVED
INSTITUTION
1117

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
We have on hand a large selection of Radio
and Electronic Equipment purchased from
the United States Government, and solicit
your inquiry on practically any equipment
or component parts used by the Army or
Navy. Listed below are only a few of the
many items we now have in stock.
Milliammeter-0-150 MA DC, Weston Model
506 2'
Steatite Socket Amphenol RSS4, 4 prong
Antenna Sections 8 to unit,
unit 18 ft.
with insulated .founting

52.95
.12

without Mounting Bracket

0.50
3.00

Antenna Tuning Unit (used on Hallicrafters
400 Watt Army Transmitter). Has 15 amp
RF meter Vacuum Cond.. variable loading
coils, etc
12.95
Condenser, MICA, .001 MFD -1000 V DC
Aerovox type 1455-equipped with meter
by-pass lugs
.08
Condenser 8 MFD 2000 V. Solar oil filled
3DB8 -92
2.50
Condenser Electrolytic 40 z 40 z 40 z 40
250VWVDC Mallory FP can
.75
Dynamotors, 12V DC, input to 1000 V DC
output @ 350 MA. GE -BD-77 used with
BC 191 transmitter
10.50
Fuse, FU -12A, S§ amp. 1000 V rating, Si'
ferrule, 3" long
.OS
Headset. HS-33 NEW
2.25
Neon Bulbs, GE, 3f W, 115 V BAYONET

base -base T 4)§ bulb, type 21E

Plastic transparent DISC, 8X dia x 34' thick,
useful as scope tube protector
Plug, Jones (P- 318AB) 18 contacts. male,
chassis mount style
Plug, PL-540
Oil Capacitors. 1.0 MFD, 600 V Aerovox type

.15

.15
.20
.15

.30

Resistor, 12.500 ohms, 50 W. 34' Ferrule type,

Ward
500d
.25
Resistor, 110 ohms, 50 W, Si" Ferrule type.
Ward Leonard
.20
Resistor, 1 ohm l" Ferrule type, 200 W, Ward
Leonard
.30
Selector Switches, Assortment of 10
2.00
Tuning Units for BC -375 and BC-191 eontalns
Vernier tuning dials, variable condensers fixed
cond., inductors, insulators. etc. 350.00
worth of parts
3.75
Scope 5' tube 5CP1. 115V 80 cycle Primary.
Used with SCR -M5 as control unit. Has 15
tubes. Power supply self contained. Easily
converted for servicing, etc
411.011
Choke. 12H @ 150 MA, 3000 Volt Test cased
and impregnated
1.50
Choke, 3011 @ 25 MA, shielded for use with preamp 1500 VRMS test
.75
Choke, 9 H @ 300 MA 1500 V DC cased and
impregnated, 85.5 x 133¡ x 53
1.50
Cathode Ray tubes 12DP7, NEW, electromagnetic deflection. Long persistance screen
12.00
Relay, overload 12 meta cont. Allen Bradley
NO. 810, adjustable from 8.3 to 18.1 amps
complete w /dash pot oll
3.95
for
Spark plug suppressors
.35
Test Clip, Frankel w /point for making electrical connection, without removing insula-

-8

tion

.05

Holder, excellent for station los,
regular letter else 8M" x 11' with extra clip
for holding spare sheets, also protective cover.
Reg. Signal Corps Type
1.25
Jeweled lamp assembly. 1" diameter. Panel
mount Candelabra screw base socket. Red
Message

.35

Jewel

SPECIAL $26.00 OFFER
On a deposit of 55.00 we will ship you C.O.D.
Freight Collect a large quantity of Government
Surplus Radio Items subject to your inspection and
approval. If, after Inspecting you are not more than
satisfied, return to us Freight Collect and all it will
have cost you will be freight charges one way. You
should be able to dispose of a few of the items that
you may not need for the entire cost. This is the
cheapest way we can sell you War Surplus Radio
Material. Our warehouses are filled with thousands
of choice Government Surplus Radio Items. Lots of
them we do not have In sufficient quantity to advertise nationally and the cost of inventorying, itemizing, corresponding, etc., would only increase their
cost, therefore we make this offer. H you wish to
mention a few items you desire we will endeavor to

include them in this assortment.

Above Prices F.O.B. Baltimore

Minimum Order $2.00

The ABELL DISTRIBUTING CO.
5 E. Biddle Street, Baltimore 2, Md.
Send for Our Flyer

-

Name Items Interested In
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Some of the paper tape machines
run three or four hours. They employ regular 8 or 16 millimeter reels
such as are used in movie projectors.
They require more physical area for
their mounting and are therefore a
bit more cumbersome than the more
compact disc or wire types.
We have touched but briefly on various methods for recording sound on
disc, tape, wire, film, etc.
Later
articles will include the complete
recording -playback systems for all of
the above methods. Complete analysis will be given to each. There are so
many means for recording and reproducing sound that we must first understand the functions of various corn ponent parts if we are to get maximum
results from the systems.
Our next article will cover driving
systems (cutters, embossers, etc.),
their construction and characteristics.
(To be continued)

Mobile Radiotelephone
(Continued from page 47)

there is high local noise. Because of
the large ratio of mobile units to fixed

units, the over -all cost of service to
the public is reduced by having the
mobile units as small and simple as
possible.

In determining the locations of the
fixed land stations, field surveys are
undertaken to determine propagation
characteristics of the area. This is
usually done by a combination of computation of field intensity over various
paths and the making of actual field
surveys.
Usually the land transmitter should
be located at the highest available site
in the vicinity of the area to be covered because of the line -of-sight propagation characteristics of very high

frequencies. In general, the most suitable location for the land transmitting
antenna will be -on or above the roof
of a centrally located building commanding a relatively unobstructed
view in all directions of desired coverage. In some cities, hills may afford
favorable sites; in others, a telephone
central office or a midtown office building may be desirable to afford a high
signal intensity where radio frequency
noise is the highest. Here multiple path transmission results from reflection and diffraction effects, causing
signal field intensity to vary over a
wide range within short distances. If
the general level of signal intensity is
relatively high, these variations are
not very disturbing.
"Shadows," within which the signal
intensity is considerably attenuated,
may be cast bar high buildings in the
service area, and this effect is particularly marked on the far side of buildings near the transmitting antenna.
In nearby "shadows," the high signal
fields near the transmitter serve to
offset the high attenuation enough to
make the signal satisfactory, and the
"shadow" area of high buildings a mile
or more away from the transmitting
antenna will be smaller and tend to

fill in as distance beyond the interfer-

ing building increases. Increasing the
height of the transmitting antenna
often reduces this "shadow" effect.
In the case of land station receiving
sites, the foregoing also applies. Another important problem is local radio
frequency noise. The principal sources
of noise at frequencies used in this
service are man -made, such as electrical machinery, diathermy apparatus, etc. Thus locations should be
selected where such interference is at
a minimum.
The control terminal is usually located in a telephone building where
a toll switchboard and toll power supplies are available.
The coverage of an area in a given
direction is considered sufficient if the
average signal -to-noise ratio is approximately 17 db. This ratio is determined from two measurements. The
measurement of the magnitude of the
signal is made with the transmitter
fully modulated with a 1000- c.p.s.
tone; the noise measurement is made
with the transmitter on, but not modulated. The difference in signal and
noise measurements in db. is the
signal -to-noise ratio. These measurements may be made with the Western
Electric 2B Noise Measuring Set.
Coverage measurements must take
into account radiated power, distance
from transmitting antenna, effective
height of both transmitting antenna
and receiving antenna, local noise,
type of intervening terrain, and objects in the optical line of sight
between the transmitting antenna and
receiving antenna. Profiles of the terrain, drawn to take into account the
curvature of the earth, are used in
computations of coverage.
In the selection of land receiver
sites, all of the above mentioned problems. apply. The receivers, and particularly their antennas, should be
located well away from noise- generating devices. In some cases it may even
be desirable to locate one of the land
receivers at or near the land transmitter. In the absence of actual measurements, the noise conditions may be
estimated by grouping into four
classes:
A. Very tow noise
outlying residential area, light traffic; B. Moderate

-

noise-residential area, moderate traffic; C. High noise-residential area or

-

business district, heavy traffic; and D.
Very high noise business or industrial area, heavy traffic.
Measurements have indicated the
radiated power necessary for sufficient
signal -to -noise ratio at various distances under varying noise conditions
and with various effective antenna
heights. For example; with an antenna height above the effective
ground plane of approximately 200
feet, range to be expected with 100
watts of radiated power at a frequency
of 160 mc. over smooth earth under
varying noise conditions is: A. Very
low noise, approximately 30 miles;
B. Moderate noise, approximately 25
miles; C. High noise, approximately 17
(Continued on page 113)
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THE OLDEST MANUFACTURER OF QUALITY
TRANSFORMER EQUIPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

fifty years Thordarson has been turning out the finest in amateur
and industrial transformer equipment. Founded in 1895 by Chester Thordarson,
designer of the first amateur transmitting transformer, this company has pioneered many new developments, including the superior coil and core materials
now used in its entire line. Describing quality transformers for every ham
requirement, the Thordarson catalog is still regarded as the "bible" of the
radio amateur.
For well over

field, Thordarson was first to
design and build transformers for specific applications. To this day, when there is a question
of correct transformer design, Thordarson is
usually consulted first. Thordarson Amplifiers, a
logical outgrowth of this vast transformer manufacturing experience, are regarded by experts
as the finest in present -day sound equipment.
In the industrial

future, as in the past, Thordarson Trans.
formers and Amplifiers will continue to be manufactured to the same high standards which have
distinguished their production from the beginning. When you specify Thordarson you will
always be sure of obtaining a product which is
as perfect as a half century of electronic manufacturing experience can make it.
In the
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Thordarson Transformers and
Amplifiers are designed for

every electronic application
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EXPORT SALES DIVISION
SCHEEL INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED
4237 -39 N. LINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAGO 18, ILL. CABLE ADDRESS HARSCHEEL
1ear. 1917
i09

AIRCRAFT RADIO RANGE FILTER FL -8 -A
For helpful reduction of QRM on crowded CW bands. When

attached to output of any communications receiver:
I

tube.

C -I

AUTO PILOT AMPLIFIER

as

6SN7GT. 6H6GT. 65L7GT. 6517GT and 5CPI

22 pots, switches, condensers, transformers

Will

pass signal of 1020 CPS,

eliminating others.

frequencies and eliminate 1020 CPS code

signal.

Ideal for conversion to service scope or salvage for parts. Contains 27
tubes such

-

2- Will pass voice

APN -4 RADAR SCOPE

etc

scope

Compact, light weight, with switch. Size 23/4"a2%"e3a /4 ".

$2.25

Price

In aluminum

ea.

case, approx. size 9 ":12":18 ".

Price.............._.._...._...... ......,......................_

Used to control the operation of the Servo Units causing them to move the

$17.95

ea.

control surfaces of the airplane in one direction or the other in response
to the signals received. The complete amp. includes one rect. 774, three
7F7's for amplification and control, three 7N7's for signal discrimination,
one power transformer, six relays, four control pots. chokes, condensers
for use on radio controlled models, doors etc. Op
etc. C
from 24 V. DC. Size 91/4"a61/4"z7 s/a ". Compkte with tubes as described

Unless otherwise noted this merchandise was

aircraft and

removed from surplus

is

sold

as used.

$9.95

Price

MARKER

'ti:ít

Ideal for controlling

remote circuits

2 amp.

included inside ease. Sise 544 "c3 a/a "a

dition.

5Vs ". For 24 V. DC operation.
plete as shown.

ARN

SA GLIDE PATH RECEIVER

.

Formerly used for blind landing but adaptable to many other uses
such as receiver for new police or citizen's band. Band of opera-

Charges 12V. batteries at 5 amp. rate hi charge or

for model aircraft. boats, etc. Ope.
rates from 75 mc. Signal easily altered to
2 meter band. Tubes used and included:
1-65117, 1-6SL7GT,
f2SN7GT.
Also sensitive relay. Circuit diagram

I-

R -89/

RECTIFIER UNIT RA.63-A

BEACON RECEIVER

'..

Pria.

trickle. Easily converted to

use as 6V. charg-

er or battery eliminator for auto radio servicing in

your shop. Sturdily built dry plate rectifier pro-

tected by overload circuit breaker. These units re
moved from famous SCR -299. Used but in good con-

Com-

Prica ..............._........_._...

$14.85

ea.

$3.95

tion 326.335 mg. on any of three pre-determined crystal controlled frequencies. Contains eleven tubes, 6 relays and other
valuable parts. For 24 V. DC operation. Size 1384"151/4-x6
Price, complete

as

shown.- -

._

$12.45

INTERVALOMETER
Electronic timing device for releasing bombs at p
intervals. Ideal for dark room
timer, model train controller e t. n. Contains relays. switches, pilot light, resistors.
knobs, etc. Approumare weight, 7 lbs.

LOCALIZER RECEIVER BC -733 -D
A part of aircraft blind landing equipment manufactured by WE. Operates on any six of its predetermined crystal controlled frequencies in
the range of 108 -120 mc. Contains 10 tubes, three of which are WE
717 -A's
and crystals. Ideal receiver for conversion to 144 mc. ham
band or mobile telephone bands. For 24 V. DC operation.
Site
14s/a "a7 "c4s
Complete with tubes.

-

/í'.

Price, complete with

dynamorot.._,__.___.... $12.45

On orders less than 510.00 allow additional charge of 256 to cover

handling.

1
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KIT

-

24 TUBE SOCKETS

Containing the following new Ceramic to -loss sockets: 2- Acorn. 6 octal
Ansphenol, 4-6 prong Millen, 4.5 prong wafer, 4-4 prong wafer. 2 mold.
ed bakel,te, 2 octal female plugs and 2-7 prong tube tester sockets with
center socket for checking pilot lamps.

MC ELROY CODE EQUIPMENT

SIGNAL CORPS TIME INTERVAL UNIT ML -138

BRAND NEW

7í

This unit is housed in a sturdy metal case,
"x6 "x5'/a" with
hinged top. Includes n ce sary adjustment tools.
Powerful
clock mechanism runs several days. Audio Tone, controlled by
relay, is emitted for several seconds once every few minutes.
Two flashlight cells needed. Has many possibilities for Radio en or Model Makers. Parts alone are worth more than our
price.

A proud addition to any Ham Shack. Use

it to ink paper tape
for high speed sending or receiving, or convert to other uses.
Original price several times this low price. Shipped as shown
in individual
2 -117P7

-not

wood carrying case. Tubes used: I-1 117Z6;
included.

Price for both

New
Used. _......__

$50.00
$35.00

KIT -TWELVE

Price.

FREQUENCY
CRYSTALS

Complete
Kit
$3.35

Contains assorted frequencies between 3,000 Kc. and 8.000 Kc. in FT
243 crystal holders. We pick at random from mixed supply and cannot.
select frequencies.

BC -348 POWER SUPPLY

RADIO ALTIMETER APN /1

To convert the BC348 receiver for

A complete 460 mo. radio receiver and transmitter which can be

110 V. AC operation. Constructed es-

pecially for the

Esse Radio

by a leading transformer

Company

company.

relays, 24V. dynamotor. transformers, pots, condensers. etc make this

Convert to high fidelity phone amp. or speech amp. Case sire
93/4"a43/4"a5'/2 ". Tubes used and included: 2-12S /SGT.
These

power

supplies

have

gained

great popularity due to quality. price

2

-12A6. Complete with dyamotor

I

as

'

a

buy on which you can not go wrong. Complete as shown in aluminum

case

18'-4"a1 1/4".

shown. for 24 V. DC

operation.

and simplicity in conversion. Filament

supply 24V. Rectifier tube used: 6s5

con

verted for ham or commercial use. Tubes used and included: 4.125H7.
3- 12517. 2 -6H6. 1- VR150, 2-955, 2.9004. Other components such as

INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER AM- 26 /AIC

P

to

$4 85

ea.

not included/.

Unless otherwise noted this merchandiso was
removed

Price ...___._._$8.95 ea

On orders less than $10.00 allow additional charge of 25c

to cover

aircraft and

from surplus
is sold as used.

handling.

Radio,
130 W. New York St.. Indianapolis 4, Ind.
May, 1947
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GASOLINE GENERATOR
MINERS,

OIL COMPANIES
METAL

27.5 V.

SCR -625

MINE

- BRA
DETECTOR

Metallic Objects

DC- 70AMP.

FINEST

W IS THE
BUILT
PROSPECTORS,
ATTENTION
EVER
25c
ETC. BELOW
charge of
MINE DETECTOR
PLUMBERS
PLUM
additional
DETECTING
h
Dow
10
$10.00
handling.
less than
ta cover
On orders

Electrical starring when connected to 24 V. battery.
Ideal fer power for emergency, cabins. aircraft, welding etc. These units were used for auxiliary power
on bombers.

Only

$72.50

Price. used

ND NEW
sug-

use
Its private
D'
mines.
and ore
metallic
cables
pipes,
materials,
to
ofdetectb
underwater
or
o
Army
scrap
the
round
melts in
Used by
of underground
fragments
of metal
location
of metallic
for carrying
Rests
gests the
location
in P
rock,
of personnel
bearing
screening
amp and
and the
two tube
logs, etc'
balbridge. a bs
the bridge
iinductance
ob1 tits.
disturbs
tubes
a balanced
of metal
Sts of
tone. The
consists
presence
cycle
cy
unit
The
mas
The
1 000
of the
oscillator.
oser
The circuit
cycle
Y
change
etc.
and INS.
a 1 000
volume
i^ a drain types such as 1G6
of machinery
resulting
once.
stopping
ance,
battery
signals,
batterresand 50d.
low
of warning
used are
flash light
for control
from two
V. Bray
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Operates
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operating horn
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and instruction

MOTOROLA POLICE TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER -AM
An ideal unit to convert from its original 9 meter freq. to
the 10 meter amateur band for mobile work. Complete with

antenna relay, high voltage vibrator supply for both receiver
and transmitter and most all tubes. These units were used by
Army Military Police and are sold as received. Condition is
good except far occasional missing tubes

1

when metal
However,

a

$65.00

Price, Complete as shown, used

supply
n
is
spare resonator
operation
tubes.
Weight in
roto'
rr
container.
x28Y4'x16''
Comes complete
chest 8
wooden
overseas packing
o
manual
in original
the
complete
Jw.
$16Ty 00for using
for
15lbs, Ne
other
Assets
ended procedure logs and
byY War
recommended
tree
sold
has
in
Ty
Service
Forestry
concealed
to find co
The U.S.

g"
V.

power
Dth

Mine Detector
SCR -625
timber products.

LINK FM POLICE TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER Not Shown/
Received in same purchase as above equipment. For 27 -38 me.

operation. Complete ready to operate.

Price per set, used

$65.00

$79.50 ea.
, ,

.

For detection of metallic and non -metallic objects.
Used to locate buried pipe. cables, sewer tile etc.
is a UHF transmitter and indicates objects
deflection of the microa
either to left

The unit
by

or right depending upon whether metallic or non-

metallic. Audio indication is also given by a change
in volume of 1.000 cycle tone.

Ready to operate

with addition of I.6 V. and 3 -45 V. batteries. Comes
complete with spare tubes. antennae, reflectors and
instructMn book
in wooden
chest 91/2"a

-

281/4"x151/2".
Shipped
proof

112

w

Weight, in operation
in

original

overseas

22

lbs.

moisture

container.
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miles; and D. Very high noise, approximately 10 miles.
The range increases, of course, with
greater radiated power and with
greater effective antenna height.
Highway service presents many similar problems. Since there is a marked
difference in transmission at 40 mc.
over good soil and poor soil, soil
conditions must be carefully considered. Poor soil for radio transmission
purposes is soil of relatively low conductivity and dielectric constant such
as that consisting largely of rocks,
gravel, or sand. Good soil from an
engineering standpoint is soil of high
conductivity and dielectric constant
such as clay, loam, marsh or swamp
land.
Heavy duty generating equipment
is necessary for a vehicle equipped
for highway mobile radiotelephone
service. A storage battery of greater
capacity will also be required. The
choice of proper generating equipment
depends upon the number of hours the
vehicle is driven per day, the average
speed at which it is driven, the number and duration of telephone calls
per day.
There are also problems associated
with the choice of closely coupled antennas or with use of a common antenna for transmission and reception.
In the case of closely coupled antennas involving a land transmitter
and a land receiver, three primary
conditions should be met:
1. The output of the transmitter

should not overload the r.f. stages of
the receiver.
2. No spurious radiation from the
transmitter should fall in the same
channel as the fundamental response
of the receiver.
3. The fundamental radiation from
the transmitter should not occur at
the same frequency as any spurious
response of the receiver.
To meet condition 1, it must be remembered that the first r.f. stage is
not very selective compared to the
performance of the entire receiver.
The tube may draw grid current when
the input level is about 10 dbm., causing limiting in the stage with resulting noise and distortion. Since the
output of a 250 watt transmitter is 54
dbm., a minimum loss of 54 10 = 44
db. must be provided and to give considerable margin, this loss requirement is increased to 60 db. The loss
may be provided by antenna separation, filters, or a combination of both.
If L is the transmission loss introL2, where L, is loss
duced, L = L,
introduced at the interfering frequency and L2 is the accompanying
loss at the operating frequency. Wave
traps built of % -inch coaxial transmission line and installed in the receiver lead would introduce approximate losses of L, = 46 db. and L2 _
.04 db. in the highway service, and L,

--i
XT
f,

52 db. L,

=

.02 db. in

the urban
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The diagram, Fig. 1, shows a method
of installing wave traps in the trans-
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Courtesy of Bell Telephone Labs.. Tne.

arrangement for reducing interference when one antenna is used for continuous operation of transmitter at frequency. f, and receiver at frequency f2.
Fig. 1. Stub

mission lines connecting a transmitter
and a receiver to the same antenna.
The wave trap in the transmitter lead
is required only at very quiet locations. It prevents any portion of the
incoming signal from being diverted
from the receiver to the transmitter.

.4$
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FAHNESTOCK SPRING BINDING POST GRIPS THE
WIRE BY THE ACTION OF A SPRING
No tools required to make the connection. Grips the wire with just the right
pressure for good electrical contact. Simply press down, insert the wire and let
go. Does not injure wire, hence connection can be made or opened as often as
desired. Available in large variety of types and sizes to fit any radio purpose
and any requirement as to position, space or method of attachment. You will
find them in the better sets.
Positive contact ; cannot jar loose. Brass or bronze- nonrusting.

PRÉS$
DOWN

NERE

AND

LET
GO

FAHNESTOCK

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

Inc.

46-44 ELEVENTH STREET
Dept. 12
LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
Please send us at once, Descriptive Literature, Prices and Delivery Schedule on

.

PRESS
DOWN
HERE
AND
LET

PRESS DOWN
HERE AND
LET CO

FAHNESTOCK CLIPS
For
Name .
Address
City

Slate

GO

May, 1947
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HIGHWAY SERVICE
Land Station Transmitters
12 channels, .04 mc. apart and lying
between 35.22 and 35.66 mc.
Mobile Transmitters
12 channels, .04 mc. apart and lying
between 43.22 and 43.66 mc.

rTï

AMPLIFIER for
GUITAR

URBAN SERVICE

Land Station Transmitters
12 channels, .06 mc. apart and lying
between 152.03 and 152.69 mc.
Mobile Transmitters
12 channels, .06 mc. apart and lying

OR

PHONO

between 157.29 and 157.95 mc.

* HS23U Telephone Handsets with Push
to -Talk Switch,
* Surplus Cornell $3.95
-Dubilier Type
1MFD
5000 -volt Oil Cond., $4.95
* Surplus Cornell -Dubilier Type TLA
2MFD 1000 -volt Oil Cond., $1.29
* Kit Kraft Crystal Set Kits, $1.19
* ft. AC Extension Cord with -way
Table Tap, 42c
* i/ Meg. Pot's 11h" shaft with Switch
69c, 10 for $5.90
* SPST Toggle Switches, 24c
* New JAN 807 Tubes, Boxed, Guaranteed, for
* 25 MF 25 -volt$2.25
Tubular Electrolytics,
19c
* 3.5 Watt AC -DC Amplifier Kit: Mic

Table 2. Frequency allocations for
mobile radiotelephone service.

-

TJ

9b

2

2

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

and Phono Input complete with tubes,
$10.95
Record Player Kit, complete with Alliance Motor, Cabinet, and Astatic
Crystal Pickup, $10.95
New Meissner Signal Shifter, $120.00
Meissner 2 -band 6 -tube AC-DC Receiver Kit complete with Tubes, $25.20
4 -Prong Universal Vibrators, $1.69
New JAN 809 Tubes, Boxed, Guaranteed, $1.79
New JAN 816 Tubes, Boxed, Guaranteed, 79c
.01 MFD 600 -volt Oil Tubular Condensers, 15c
.5 MFD 100 -volt Paper Tubular Condensers, 15c

* .05 MFD 400 -volt Paper Tubular Con*
*
*

densers, 12c
.02 MFD 400 -volt Paper Tubular Condensers, 7c
.1 MFD 200-volt Paper Tubular Condensers, 9c
Heavy Duty Phono Motor, Famous
Make, Rim Drive, with 10" Turntable,
$4.95

1404-06

VENICE BOULEVARD

LOS ANGELES

114

6, CALIF.

This is not a serious consideration at
locations where set noise is not controlling. The wave trap in the receiver
lead is always important, for it allows
most of the transmitted signals to be
radiated. Two or more wave traps
may be installed in the receiver lead

at half wavelength (at transmitter
frequency) spacing, providing approximately the same suppression from
each additional wave trap as obtained
with the first. Sufficient loss may be
provided with one filter and two should
be more than sufficient.
If conditions 2 and 3 are met, the
equipment design characteristics provide that an interfering transmitter
signal will be at least 70 db: below the
desired signal at the first limiter grid.
Additional suppression of an interfering signal can be obtained by antenna
decoupling or by the use of filters. For
interference -free operation, the magnitude of the interfering signal should
always be at least 70 db. + L below
the desired signal at the first limiter
grid of the receiver, and L should be
approximately 100 db.
A subsidiary problem is to choose
transmitter and receiver frequencies
so that no spurious radiation from
the transmitter occurs at the same
frequency as any spurious radiation of
the receiver or in the channels immediately adjacent to the fundamental
response of the receiver.
For highway service, the receiving
antenna will discriminate somewhat
against the transmitter frequency
since it will be adjusted in length to
be more receptive at the receiver frequency. In the urban service, however,
frequency separation relative to the
operating frequency is so small for
the two directions of transmission that
the same antenna dimensions are used
at the receiving site as at the transmitting site.
Another problem is to keep the radiation of spurious cross -modulation
within tolerable limits during simultaneous operation of two transmitters
operating into nearby antennas.
When appreciable r.f. voltages from
one transmitter are impressed across
the output tank circuit of another, spurious signals are generated because of
the non -linear characteristics of the
class "C" final amplifier circuits used
in the transmitters. The problem of
reducing materially the strength of
the signal of one transmitter reach-

Is TUBES

*

*

*

*

65.15

* Solid
Wood
Cabinet
* Aeroplane Cloth
Covered
** Tone
Control
Heavy Duty

6J5

6L6, 5V46

Tubes--Hi Gain
Two Microphone
or Instrument In.
4

puts
Phone Input

8" Speaker
Complete with

Watts -Beam

61/2

Power

711E:sm-itts1

559.50

Tubes

Your Cost $37.00

IVMI BRUSH CONTROL MIKE-Nat $10.401
MM TURNER CONTACT MIKE -Net

$

9.45

PHONO
AMPLIFIER
Tube AC-DC

3

Uses: 50L6,

35Z5,

12SRT

and 450 ohm speaker

Nef $5.97

raj? ATV 7'

GATA LA) G

Whirr fa..

J m 0 ns
77A11It1

SUPPLY

CHARL'ESTDN, 4iJ.VA.

RADIOMAN'S

\HANDBOOK

Helps You On the Job!
The handiest radio reference

350 PAGES

Circuits

Reactances and
Energy Losses
Coils &Con W inding
Meters and
Resonance an d
Coupling
... and thousands
of other facts

n

' book on the market ... alibrary
of 3,000 facts, wiring dia-

grams. formulas, charts, tables,rules -condensed intoone

pocket -size 4j§' x 7' volume. Take it
with you on the job -have the answers
todailyproblems always on hand .Saves

time -helps you earn more. Flexible
leatherette cover withstands hard usage. Get this book on free trial now!

FOR

71

DAYSFREE!

.

TRY IT ON THE JOB -see how
.
often you refer to it
how much
time it eaves you. Then, if you are
not satisfied, return It to us. If you
keep the book, AFTER 7 days, you pay only 32.76.

-

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Street, Dept. 57 -T3, Chicago 12, lit.

Etlueatlonai BO°k
501

& Paullna

FREE TRIAL COUPON
Educational Beak Publishing Dlsfele.,
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL Dept 57 -T3
500 S. Pauline Street, Chicago 12. 111.
If
Please end Radioman's Handbook on 7 days FREE TRIAL
ii bed after 7 days, l will voy vos $2.75-if pot. I will retire
book to you.

Age_

Mime

Address
City

Zone._ _State.
it you want to pay postman $2.76 on delirery.
days' trial arrangement and money-back eosrente
.

CHECK her
7

1
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$1095

Never so much radio

for so little money-

Including Tubes

Postpaid

in U. S. A.

no cabinet, wire or solder supplied

SUPER- HETERODYNE
FOUR TUBES and

SELENIUM RECTIFIER

110 Volt AC -DC KITS

direct from factory
to you
has BELLTONE packed so
much quality and value in a $10.95 complete package. This four tube and selenium
rectifier super -het kit of parts (chassis
101/2"x51/2"x7") has proven its selectivity,
sensitivity and high quality radio reproduction in tens and tens of thousands of receivers sold during the past months. Today
you can have this same chassis with all

Never before

post-w,r improvements
at virtually cost of component parts, draw-

ings, instructions, packing and mailing costs
-complete except for cabinet, wire and

solder.

three big assembly and
hook -up prints and
ABC detailed instructions
supplied
including schematic circuit, picture wiring
diagram, top chassis layout, dial cord instructions and cabinet layout suggestion
makes assembly, wiring and final adjustments easy, instructive and foolproof.

-

direct from factory to you

-

sales to jobbers,
dealers or surplus outlets

only

no

lot

-

-

mop circuit

improvements and parts include
eliminates troublesome
1. SELENIUM RECTIFIER
rectifier tube -it's unbreakable-lasts the lifetime
of your set-starts instantly-increases sensitivity.
2. PROTECTIVE FILAMENT RESISTOR- prevents current surge through filaments -eliminates tube burnouts and increases tube life.
3. ALNICO PM SPEAKER-1.47 ounce 5 inch speaker
for high quality voice and music reception.
4. GRIP -STRAIN RELIEF-securely anchors power line
cord to chassis-preventing short circuits.
5.

TUBES SUPPLIED -one each 12SA7 - 12SK7 - 12SQ7
and 501.6.

BELLTONE RADIO and TELEVISION CORP.

ORDER YOUR BELLTONE

SUPER -HET CHASSIS KIT--TODAY

583 Ave. of the Americas, New York

Yes,

I

want

money order

I

I, N. Y.

BELLTONE chassis kits. Enclosed find
check for

$

SHIP TO

SHIPPED BY RETURN MAIL

May, 1947

STREET

CITY

STATE

ll5

ing the tank circuit of the other transmitter by way of the antenna coupling
becomes of great importance. The use
of a filter between each transmitter
output and its associated antenna feed
line with the series elements of each
filter resonant at the operating frequency of the transmitter with which
it is associated and the shunt elements
of each filter resonant at the operating
frequency of the interfering transmitter is the obvious solution. However,
because of the small ratio of frequency
separation over the operating frequency as it is possible to obtain in
the urban band, it is extremely difficult
to build a filter which will discrimi-

MOUNTAINS

F_THE MOO

Get your hat
. follow the crowds to
Hallicrafters booth at the parts show. Get
the details on Hallicrafters advanced de
velopments in high frequency, short wave
communications equipment. Hear all
about the Gatti -Hallicrafters spectacular
radio -equipped expedition to the Mountains of the Moon. This scientific safari,
based on Hallicrafters -built mobile radio
equipment, will spread the name and fame
of "the radio man's radio" around the

world. All the dope on this exciting adventure at Hallicrafters show headquarters.

il!
¡hit th e trail'

nate against the interfering frequency
without prejudicing the operating frequency. In the highway band, physical
size of these coaxial filters is somewhat unwieldy, a quarter wavelength
section being about six feet. If it is
necessary to locate two transmitters
in close proximity, it may be desirable
to place the transmitter frequencies
either as close together as possible or
as far apart as possible. If the two
frequencies are close together, the difference frequency is small, and all
c,'oss- modulation products will be
grouped closely around the assigned
frequencies. If the frequency difference is large, it is unlikely that the
antennas will radiate any of the spurious frequencies developed. Fig. 2
shows filters designed to reduce interference between nearby transmitting
antennas.
With the superheterodyne type of
receiver, the harmonics of the local
oscillator in one receiver may reach
a nearby receiver through the coupling
of the antenna connected to the two
receivers. Measurements on receivers
to be used in the mobile service show
that the order of magnitude of the
spurious output is low enough so that
it is not expected to cause interference

WAßh/J/1/I'LÁ1-
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The New Screwdriver That Is

FASTER

EASIER

EASY TO USE
Works with circular wrist

notion
MORE TWISTING

NO

-

NO

MORE PINCHING OF PALM

INCREASED

DRIV-

ING POWER

FASTER THAN ANY
HAND SCREWDR:VER MADE
Cuts working time
Pat.

.1

eU d

in

for

half

SPECIFICATIONS
1/a" Tool Steel Shank
Lightweight Anodized Aluminum
Handle
Grease Packed Bearing

RAPIDRIVER
also
ailable
for Ph HMIs type
head screws and
for ut sockets

-will
Phillupplaten
type

Special

head screws r

gardless of tolvaria

erance

Overall Length- -

RAPIDRIVER has
been tested and is
now extensively
used
anndl ra.
al

dio plants

where
efficiency and speed
are vital factors of
operation.

Individually Mounted
on Display
Retail
Price

Card.

$1.25

Stop in and see us when in
Chicago for the Show!
National Radio Parts & Equip May
to
ma16, Stevens N
1 C hicago t'

DEALERS:

manr. dealer

Get

peci

ufactureal

prices direct Iron

Fig. 2. Stub arrangement for reducing interference between transmitting antennas
operating in nearby and adjacent areas.
Courtesy of Bell Telephone Luhs. Inc.
.
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RADIO DEALERS
JOBBERS
WHOLESALERS
MANUFACTURERS
PURCHASING AGENTS
QUANTITY BUYERS
Don't miss the BIG show at Radio Bargain Head quarters -the MID-AMERICA COMPANY! See
thousands upon thousands of square feet jammed to
the ceiling with big buys in radio parts and electronic equipment
everything, including standard lines and nationally -known brands. Two con-

...

venient locations -both just a few minutes by auto,
trolley or taxi from the Stevens Hotel. Open 8 AM
to 5PM daily. And if you can't attend the show,
be sure to send your name and address for MID AMERICA's big, FREE catalog that lists, describes
and illustrates hundreds and hundreds of big buys!
And get MID-AMERICA's timely, monthly bulletins that bring you the latest, greatest values in
radio parts and electronic equipment. Address

Desk E -57

1iLZ k1

2a2->,,
2

MID *AMERICA CO. Inc.
STORE
MICHIGAN AVE.
S
CHICAGO 16, ILL.

2412

WAREHOUSE

2301

S

ARCHER

CHICAGO 16,

AVE.

Ill
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TEST EQUIPMENT

Complete with at-

tractive Walnut
cabinet and Airplane dial. Uses

Channels.

Spe-

5

mast

loss
cable.

12

and low

lead

S

in

iv

C Q50
V

995

1

-

-6SQ7,
Covers

a n d

Short Wave band
10MC to 18 MC).
diagram
Schematic
furnished with each
kit. Major parts
mounted.

7,

(

YOUR$")

35Z5, 1 -35L6.
Schematic diagram furnished
with each kit.
Including Tubes
Less Wire and Solder

COST

50

Including Tubes

Less Wire and Solder

9 TUBE FM KIT
Complete with 29" single dipole antenna, less
transmission line. Covers New FM band. Inchides amplifier and 9 tubes. Easy to build
all you need is soldering iron, wire and solder.
Pictorial and Schematic diagram furnished
with each kit. All standard parts.
Including Tubes
YOUR
Less Wire and Solder
COST

-

5 TUBE

Super Het
RADIO KIT
1-

$

l

Complete including attractive Bakelite
cabinet.
All major parts mounted.
12SÁ7,
Uses 1 -50L6, 1 -35Z5,
12SK7.
Pictorial diagram furnished

95

The New Model 450

1-

TUBE TESTER

Speedy operation- assured by newly designed rotary selector
switch which replaces the usual snap, toggle, or lever action
switches.

with each kit.
YOUR COST
Including Tubes
Less Wire and Solder

1

KC

1700

Uses
K 7's,

12SQ

ft. upaluminum

-5Y3.

standard Broadcast (540 K to

21112SA7, 1ed.

.

cial antenna
with
right

1

Complete including attractive Walnut cabinet with slide rule
dial. Built in antenna.
All major parts mount-

'p"il IIIIU9i1i11111

6SA7,

GSK7.

SUPER HET

BUILD YOUR OWN TELEVISION RECEIVER
All parts included in the
kit. including a 7" picture tube and 20 other
tubes. Set pre -tuned for
any of t h r e e

-

1

6 TUBE AC-DC

TELEVISION KIT

COST

AC 2 -BAND

5 TUBE

Y

TELEVISION -FM -RADIO KITS

YOUR$`

IATE

ME

DEL IV

SPECIFICATIONS:

55

1

55

The New Model 670

SUPER METER

A Combination VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER plus CAPACITY REACTANCE,
INDUCTANCE and DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS

Tests all tubes up to 117 volts.
Tests shorts and leakages up to 3 Meghoms in all tubes.
Tests both plates in rectifiers.
New type line voltage adjuster.
Tests individual sections such as diodes, triodes, pentodes, etc., in
multi- purpose tubes.
Noise -Test -detects microphonic tubes or noise due to faulty elements
and loose internal connections.
Uses a 4t/2" square rugged meter.
Works on 90 to 125 volts 60 cycles A.C.
EXTRA SERVICE-May be used as an extremely sensitive condenser
Leakage Checker. A relaxation type oscillator incorporated
in this model will detect leakages even when the frequency
is one per minute.

$

The New Model 600

SPECIFICATIONS
D.C. VOLTS:

0 to 7 .5/15/75/150/750 /1,500/7,500
Volts
A.C. VOLTS : 0 to 15/30/150/300/L500/3,000 Volts
OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500/3,000 Volts
D.C. CURRENT 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5 Amperes
RESISTANCE: 0 to 500 /100,000 ohms 0 to 10 Megohms
CAPACITY .001 to .2 Mfd. .1 to 4 Mfd. (Quality test for electrolytics)
REACTANCE: 700 to 27,000 ohms 13,000 Ohms to 3 Megohms
INDUCTANCE : 1.75 to 70 Henries 35 to 8,000 Henries
DECIBELS -10 to +18, +10 to +38, +30 to +58
The Model 670 comes housed in a rugged, crackle-finished steel cabinet complete with test leads and operating instructions. Size 5% "x71/2"x3"
NET

NEW

Test tubes. heads A.C. Volts. D.C. Volts, D.C.
Currents. Resistances and Decibels.

TUBE TESTER SPECIFICATIONS:
Speedy

operation- assured

by

newly

designed

rotary selector switch.
Tests all tubes up to 117 Volts.

Tests shorts and leakages up to 3 Megohms in
all tubes.
Tests leakages and shorts of any one element against all elements in all tubes.
Tests bath plates in rectifiers.
Tests individual sections such as diodes. triodes, pentodes. etc., In multi -purpose

:

$2840

SET TESTER

COMBINATION TUBE TESTER AND
MULTI -METER
A complete testing laboratory all in one unit.
A

:

:

3950

tubes.
New type line voltage adjuster.

MULTI -METER SPECIFICATIONS:
D.('. VOLTS: (At 1.000 Ohms Per Volt) 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750/1,500 Volts.
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1.580 /3.000 Volts.
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5 Amperes.
RESISTANCE: 0 to 2.000/20.000/200.000 Ohms 0 to 20 Megohms.
DECIBELS: (Based on zero decibels equals 008 Watts into a
500 -Ohm line.) -10 to +18 D.B.. +10 to +38 D.B.. +30 to
+58 D.B.

$/
!'1 A
L 50

The New Model 400

FIRST ON THE MARKET

ELECTRONIC MULTI -METER
COMBINATION VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETER
VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER PLUS CAAND
INDUCTANCE,
REACTANCE
DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS
Specifications:
VOLTS:
(At
11
Megohms
Input
D.C. V.T.V.M.
Resistance) 0 to 3/15/30/75/150/300 /750/1500/3000
Volts.
D.C. VOLTS: (At 1.000 Ohms Per Volt) 0 to
3 /15/30/75/150/300 /750/1500/3000 Volts.
A.C. VOLTS:
(At 1.000 Ohms Per Volt) 0 to
3/15/30/75/150/300 /750/1500/800
1 olla.
D.C. CURRENT:
0 to 3/15/30/75/150/300 /750 Ma.
0 to 3/15 Amperes.
RESISTANCE:
0 to 1,000/10,000/100,000 Ohms; 0 to 1/10 /1,000 Megohms.
CAPACITY: (In MIDI
.0005-.2. .05-20. .5 -200.
REACTANCE:
10 to 5M (Ohms, 100 -50M (Ohms). .01 -5 (Megohms).
INDUCTANCE: IIn Henries)
.035-14. .35 -140, 35- 14,000.
DECIBELS:
A

New 1947 Model
PREMIER SIGNAL GENERATOR
Model 570
YOUR COST

$5475

Micro- Master tuning dial. Eliminates back lash and provides smooth
split -cycle tuning. Calibration accuracy better than 0.5% up to 1.6
MC, and 1% on higher frequencies. Air trimmers onall bands. Buffer
Pure sign wave -less than
stage modulated by 400 cycle generator.
5% distortion. 9" Three color dial face. Frequency range 75 KC to
50 MC on the fundamental frequency and up to 150 MC on the third
harmonic.
TERMS: 20% DEPOSIT WITH ORDER

-

AND

PACITY,

BALANCE C. O. D.

-

-10

to +18, +10 to +38. +30 to +58.
SEND FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG AND

r,0
N

ET

CIRCULARS

115 WEST BROADWAY

LIBERTY SALES CO.,
May, 1947

INC.

NEW YORK

BArclay

13, N. Y.
7 -6063

117

HARVEY
for station
equipment
mitter at moderate cost. 100 watts output on
CW, KW, AM, and FM phone. VFO and stal
control. Designed for simplicity of operation,
for the new ham or the old- timer. In stock
for immediate delivery, complete
;450

Sonar VFX 680. For rack or table mounting

... a

VFO, VFX and xtal unit in one Narrow
band FM exciter, plus monitor for earphone
use. A versatile unit for the shack
$87.45
FM ex-

$39.50

citer

RECEIVERS
Most of these receivers in stock for immediate
delivery. The rest as soon os released by the
manufacturers.
Collins 75A
$375
Hallicrafters $38 complete
$47.50
Hallicrafters 540A
$89.50

Hallicrafters SX 42
$275
Hammarlund HC/129X and speaker.... $173.25
Hammarlund SP-400 -X and speaker ...$347.25
National NC173, complete
$189.50
National NC -2-40D (complete with

$240

speaker)

quency in order to obtain sufficient deviation for satisfactory narrow band
communication. By using an 80 meter
crystal and multiplying the frequency
eight times, a deviation of 2 to 3 kc.
can be produced in the 10 meter band.

RPEE Conference

Most of the necessary construction
details can be seen in the photographs.
The exciter unit is built on a standard 5 "x9 "x3" chassis which can be
obtained at any regular parts distri-

Construction
(Continued from page 54)

Supreme Model AF -100 Transmitter. Commercial quality and stability in a ham trans-

Also the Sonar XE10, narrow band

unless it actually falls within the pass
band of the disturbed receiver. Even
in this case it will cause interference
only when the antennas of the disturbing and the disturbed receiver are
rather closely coupled.

diocre beginning to one of the largest
of all annual conventions.
Whether you are an Old Timer or a
newcomer in the radio industry, the
Radio Parts and Electronic Equipment Conference and Show will give
you a complete picture of the industry today, the progress made in past
years and the bright promise of an
even greater future in radio andelectronics.
Friday, May 16th has been set aside
as "Open House Day" in order to accommodate the thousands of visitors
keenly interested in the radio industry and its displays. This is a golden
opportunity for you servicemen and
amateurs living within driving distance of Chicago to come in and meet
your favorite manufacturers, publishers, service authorities and distributors and to talk to them personally.
There is little chance that you will
be able to find sleeping quarters for
an overnight stay so don't count on a
bed unless you already have hotel accommodations or can stay with a
friend.
Copies of the RADIO NEWS DAILY will
be available to acquaint you with the
happenings at the Show. We'll be
looking for you.

Phase Modulation Exciter
(Continued from page 69)

modulation is relatively small so that
it is necessary to multiply the fre-

r

butor.
The midget variable condensers are
mounted directly to the chassis. There
is no d.c. on the rotor which makes
the mounting of these parts easy. In
the r.f. section ceramic sockets and
mica bypasses are employed.
In wiring, all grounds are made
direct to the chassis and tie lugs are
used freely for the mounting of resistors and condensers.

Operation
Tuning of the exciter is conventional
and the procedure is as follows : With
a 0 -1 milliammeter plugged into jack,
J,, at the rear of the chassis, C. of the
phase modulator tank circuit is tuned
for maximum grid current reading.
The meter should read from .1 ma. to
.5 ma. depending on the activity of
the crystal.
The tank circuit of the doubler
stage is tuned to resonance with the
help of a neon bulb. The output of the
doubler stage is link -coupled through
a microphone cable or twisted pair to
a tuned circuit which plugs into the
crystal stage of the transmitter that
the exciter is feeding.
If the crystal stage is a tritet oscillator, the cathode coil should be
shorted out. No attempt was made
to feed the exciter into a Pierce oscillator.
The gain of the two speech stages is
sufficient to accommodate a crystal or
dynamic mike. The gain control is used
in the conventional manner.

Under chassis view of narrow -band phase modulation exciter unit.

National HRO-5TA1 complete
$306.71
National NC -46 less speaker
$97.50
National -10A with tubes and coils $67.50
1

RME -45

complete

Hallicrafter panadapter complete
Meck 60T transmitters

Millen
Millen
Millen
Millen

90700 ECO
90800 exciter
90281 power supply
90902 scope
.

$198.70
$99.50
$150
$42.50
$42.50
$84.50
$42.50

Gordon, Abbott and other
rotary beams and rotators

Note: All prices Net,

F.O.B. New York City
and subject to change without notice.

Telephone:

LOngacre

3 -1800

103 West 43rd St., New York 18, N. Y.
iminnusaimaswomaticammAmieworassorsmer
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SHORT CUTS TO SERVICING

"Quick, easy and efficient" ... that's how servicemen
describe IRC's 11 Tap -In Shafts. No fiddling or fussing
with shaft inserts or "build -ups" ... no money tied up
in stocks of exact replacements. A smart tap of the
hammer and the tapered surfaces of control and shaft
lock together, forming a permanently tight attachment.
In combination with the IRC Century Line of Volume
Controls, these 11 Tap -In Shafts are the logical answer
for over 90% of your replacement problems. Save you
time and money. Time saved means extra time for other
money- making jobs ... money saved means greater
profits. The latest edition of the popular IRC Volume
Control Replacement Manual is now available. Contains
information on nearly all models up to 1946, complete
listings for the 1941 -42 sets coming in now for repair.
156 pages. 25c at your IRC Distributor. International
Resistance Company, 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia
8, Pa. In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd.,
Toronto, Licensee.

YOU'RE ON THE AIR ! A sensational new one minute spot
announcement to boost service business has just been released by IRC through IRC

Distributors. Listen in and
cash in on this promotion

INTERNATIONAL

RESISTANCE

11
May, 1917

1

COMPANY

Wherever the Circuit says Q

119

FM Tuner Conversion
(Continued from page 53)
Now, remove the wire connection
from the oscillator tuning capacitor,
(see photo Fig. 6 inset). A 40 pi/M.
ceramicon is connected in series with
this capacitor and the wire just re-

moved.

SPECIAL SOLDERING GUN
ADVANTAGES

Service and maintenance men
can save time by the fast heating of the Soldering Gun. By use
of the new induction principle, 5 second
soldering heat is supplied from a light weight
built -in transformer.
The loop type tip gives you other advantages that are important in soldering. Good balance with weight close to
your hand makes it easier co use. The narrow tip gets in
between a lot of wiring with ease. Connections can be
made without burning insulation. The tip can be formed
readily to work in tight places.
See your radio parts distributor for a demonstration, or

STAYS TINNED
NO BURNING

TOP

SEE

WHERE

YOU SOLDER

write direct for descriptive bulletin.

*
*

*
*
*
SOLDER

*

AROUND

115 Volts
60 Cycles
1.ntermittent Operation With Trigger Switch

100 Watts

Can't Overheat or Burn, Out
Impact Resisting Case
Handle Stays Cool
Good Balance- Weight Close To Hand

CORNERS

810 PACKER ST.

WELLER MFG. CO. Easton, Pa.
In

Export Dept. -25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Ltd., 560 King Street N. W., Toronto, Ont.

Canada -Atlas Radio Corp.,

PHONOGRAPHS
pH
phonoportaubeampli-

PORTABLE d battery
Ideal for
with three
C -D C-A
ComeleteReady to playgraphs. battery.
Only 21.99
and

picnics, etc.

STANDARD BRAND TUBES
11E3.

... $ .85

ILA4

.... $1.10

12A6....$1.10

CROWE AUTO ACCESSORIES
We can serve you with a complete line of Crowe Auto Radio
Panel Kits and Accessories from
1940 to 1947. Underdash
mounting for others.

ALNICO SPEAKERS
Square mounting Alnico 4" PM
Speakers.

$1.39

Wire in the oscillator coil connections as in the original set. (See Fig.
7) The grid (1st converter) coil is
connected to the 1st 6AB7 grid as was
the original coil. The bottom end is
grounded. The antenna primary is
connected through the twisted insulated leads to the antenna posts.
There is no center tap on the antenna
primary. A 25 µpfd. capacitor is inserted in series with the first 6AB7 grid
tuning capacitor (see photo Fig. 6 inset) as was done in the capacitor for
the 7A4 oscillator tuning.
The next step is to remove turns
from the existing second converter
grid coil (L,) until there are four
turns left. With these turns spaced
about 3/16" apart leave enough slack
on the end of the coil to provide for
some trimming as described later.
To align the set, another receiver
which has previously been calibrated
was used by the author. All the necessary adjustments were made on a cut
and try basis until the individual
variable sections of the tuning capacitor followed the tracking requirements mentioned earlier. If a wave meter of the absorption type is available, the oscillator tracking can be
checked as described previously for
the Meissner unit. If a v.t.v.m. and
signal generator are available, alignment can proceed by feeding signals
for the i.f. frequency 46.15 -56.15 mc.
into the antenna with the oscillator
inoperative (remove 7A4 tube).
With the v.t.v.m. measure the voltage appearing across the plate of the
second mixer (6AB7) tube as the tuning capacitor tunes in the generator
Fig. 8. The ideal tracking conditions for
the three tuned circuits for the JFM -90.

EMMERSON SPEAR POINT
NEEDLES
5 Needles per Package

ages 65 cents -100

180

-10

packpackages $5.

SPECIAL 6 VOLT VIBRATORS
Specially priced 4 prong 6 volt
$1.29 each
vibrators10 for $11.59

FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES
Specially priced Bright Star flash10 for $ .50
light batteries.
100 for $3.99

IGO

-OSCILLATOR

TUNING
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ó120
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A COMPLETE LINE OF TUBES ARE NOW AVAILABLE
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Write for Our Latest Catalogue
20
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RADIO NEWS

,

says

JOHN M. DERBY CO. Chicago

(AUTHORIZED HALLICRAFTERS SERVICE CENTER)

your CCO Xs* A Natura/,/
NO GUESS

WORK ABOUT

IT...

SIGNAL SELECTION IS POSITIVE AND PRECISE"
íf

Yes, as John Derby says, the CCO eliminates any question
or interpolation because each signal is directly controlled by
an individual crystal oscillating at the required frequency.
No need to identify confusing beat frequencies when you
have direct crystal control in the CCO.

Precision is assured by seven Bliley crystals which are "on
frequency" as soon as the oscillator is energized. No warm
up time needed and no aging effects to compensate. All fre-

quencies are accurate, dependable and permanent
with direct crystal control in the CCO.

This small compact instrument provides instant
selection of .crystals oscillating at 175 kc, 200 kc,
262 kc, 370 kc, 455 kc, 465 kc and 1000 kc. An external socket is provided to accommodate extra
crystals that may be needed for special frequencies.

The CCO is a "techniquality" product of Bliley
engineers and craftsmen who have pioneered in frequency control for over fifteen years. Ask your
Bliley distributor, or write direct, for Bulletin 32
which gives complete details.

*69.50
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR

BLILEY

May, 1947

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Complete with 7 Bliley crystals, tubes and concentric output cable.

UNION

STATION

BUILDING,

ERIE,

PENNSYLVANIA
111

7 Days

ALL WIRE IS

tulle

TINNED SOLID COPPER

LI (PRI)

Free Examination

TO ANT. TERMINAL STRIP

SPACED-w

LEAVE LOOP AT 0+
END FOR TRIMMING
TO OBTAIN PERFECT

11/4 TURNS
12 TURNS PER

LI

TO 6AB7
IST. CONV. PLATE

TO 6AB7 1ST. CONY. CRID

(SEC)

13's TURNS SPACED

Vie

TRACKING.

INCH

APART

L3 (OSC.)
7 TURNS CENTER
TAPPED SPACED
TURNS PER INCH

TO GROUND

TO OSC. PADDER (GRID END)

-

TO 7A4 CATHODE

12

4 TURNS SPACED
VW APART

L2 (ORIGINAL COIL FORM)

DRILL AND TAP 1/4° DOWN FOR
6/32 SCREW.
NEW FORM OF POLYSTYRENE ROD y2 IN DIAMETER.

(6)

(A)

Fig. 9. Mechanical details of coil assembly for the General Electric JFM -90 tuner.

RADIO FACTS
AND FIGURES

-9M

Pages, 633 IllusAUDELS RADIOMANS GUIDE
trations, Photos, Wiring Diagrams, 38 Big Chapters,

covering Radio Theory, Construction, Servicing, including Important Data on Developments in Television,

Electronics and Frequency Modulation, Review.
Questions and Answers, Calculations & Testing.
Highly Endorsed -Indispensable for Ready Reference
and Home Study.

PAY ONLY $1 A MONTH
Step up your own skill with the tacts and figures of
your trade. Audels Mechanics Guides contain Practical Inside Trade Information in a handy form.
Fully Illustrated and Easy to Understand. Highly
Endorsed. Check the book you want for 7 days'
Free Examination.
Send No Money. Nothing to pay postman.

$4 COMPLETE

--- CUT - -MAIL ORDER
ló'

par

AUDEL,

HERE

Publishers,49 W.23 St.,

NY.

at several points. Adjustment may be
made by trimming the loop which had
been left on coil L,,. If the desired
frequency is tuned in, the v.t.v.m. will
peak. Next with the oscillator operat-

ing adjust the oscillator padder until

obtained at the three arbitrarily chosen points on the dial as
tuning progresses through the range.
(See tracking chart Fig. 8) The next
4.3 mc. is

ORK

Please send me postpaid for FREE EXAMINATION books
marked (x) below. If I decide to keep them I agree to
mall $1 In 7 Days on each book ordered and further
mall $1 monthly on each book ants I have paid price.

Otherwise, will return them.
RADIOMANS GUIDE, 914 Pages

Full scale drawing of recalibrated dial scale for GE tuner.

Under chassis view of the converted JFM -90 tuner.
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1.
ELECTRICIANS EXAMINATIONS, 25
.
1.
WIRING DIAGRAMS, 210 Pages
.
. .
.
.
2.
ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY, 9000 Terms
ELECTRICAL POWER CALCULATIONS, 425 Pgs. 2.
HANDY BOOK OF ELECTRICITY, 1340 Pages 4.
2.
ELECTRONIC DEVICES 216 Pages . . . .
ELECTRIC LIBRARY, 12 vol., 7000 Pgs., 1.5vol.
OIL BURNER GUIDE, 384 Pages . . . . . . 1.
REFRIGERATION & Air Conditioning, 1280 Ps. 4.
4.
POWER PLANT ENGINEERS Guide,1àuO Pages.
PUMPS, Hydraulics &AirCompressors,1658Pgs. 4.
1
WELDERS GUIDE, 400 Pages
.
2.
BLUE PRINT READING, 416 Pages .
SHEET METAL WORKERS Handy Book, 388 Pgs. 1.
SHEET METAL PATTERN LAYOUTS, 1100 Pgs. 4.
1.
AIRCRAFT WORKER, 240 Pages .
MATHEMATICS & CALCULATIONS, 70 Pgs.. 2.
MACHINISTS Handy Book, 1600 Pages . . . 4.
4
MECHANICAL Dictionary, 968 Pages
4
AUTOMOBILE GUIDE, 1540 Pages
.
.
2.
DIESEL ENGINE MANUAL, 400 Pages
MARINE ENGINEERS Handy Book, 1280 Pages 4.
1.
SHIPFITTERS Handy Book, 272 Pages
MECHANICAL DRAWING COURSE, 160 Pages I.
MECHANICAL DRAWING & DESIGN, 480 Pgs. 2.
MILLWRIGHTS & Mechanics Guide, 1200 Pgs. 4.
CARPENTERS & Builders Guides (4 vols.). , 6.
PLUMBERS & Steamfitters Guides (4 vols.) . 6.
.
6.
MASONS & Builders Guides (4 vols.)
MASTER PAINTER & DECORATOR, 320 Pgs. 2.
GARDENERS & GROWERS GUIDES (4 vols.) 6.
.

.....
.

8

ENGINEERS
Nos. 1, 2,
BAnswers on
ENGINEERS

.

and Mechanics Guides
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 complete . . . 12.
Practical ENGINEERING
1.
.
1.
& FIREMANS EXAMINATIONS .

Name

Address
Occupation
Employed by
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When You
Buy From
Us, You

Get

at LOWEST PRICES
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BC -348 RECEIVER

U.S.A. We
Are One

``

Surplus
Suppliers.

We Can Also Supply This Same Receiver With Built -In 110 v. AC 60
Cycle Power Pack -Ready For Operation
$69.50

Of
Largest

v++.

A L

of the tubes

required, as we

I

S

2 TRANSMITTERS & 3 RECEIVERS
I N C L U D E S
M O D U L A T O R

8 Units. as illustrated. for less than 86.00 per unit!!! 4- 5.31ík
BC -457A and 5.3 -7mc BC -458A transmitters, 1 each.
3 -lime
BC454A. 190 -550ko BC-453A. 8 -9.1mc BC -455A Receivers. 1 each.
Also BC -458A Modulator Unit. Our price of $34.95 includes all
as tour dynanmtors and control box. This is an amazing bargain'

WORTH

$150.00

110ACoperation. llraud
Sealed Cartons. A
GREAT BUY! 120 pounds
of new transformers, chokes. oil
condensers, three 5U40 tubes. magnetic
circuit breakers for both HV and Fil cats. Heavy
READY FOR OPERAblack crackled steel case.
TION!

LOOK AT THESE BARGAINS!
TRIUMPH 3" Cathode -Rio
Oscilloscope with tube. New. War
Surplus
$69.85
Kit of 100 assorted new resistors, 'A, 1, 2, 3 watts. All stand aid values. up to 8 mega. Finest
made. 100 for only
$1.95
3" Silvered instrument dials.
270 °. Marked "AMP." Ideal for
iolume controls. "Give Away."
Price $1.00 per doz.
Marion 0 -1 MA DC Jumbo

l'est Meter, 01,4" Wfndow..512.25

Three OV6GT tubes Il
spare). 24v dynamotor.
shielded OV6 output trans..
Melded choke and input
trans. 011 condensers. Steel
cabinet. Parts alone worth
$12.75 NET. Brand new.
Sealed Cartons. Our price,
$4.75 ith 3 tubes. (Easily
converted for audio.)

---

i-

AC-

DC motor

No Reels.

517.85

wineememenweiseue

DIRECTION- FINDER
Warner.200.18,000kcs en
8 bands, 9t u b e rene.
Dual IF su-

Condition

thou t
Loop).
(W

1

Net Price

$83.00

"

e'

S- Meter. 550KC -42MC. 12
tubes. Net Price,
loss

KAaker.

May, 1947

L
$I52.Ì5

110
A-C

Phono Motor

and

Turntab

E ser

eeimsft

.e.i"s.':-l.s

^

4 -HOUR

PM SPEAKER
Fine for PA use.
etc.

N
OLY

$10.35

I.F.F. XMTR -RCVR-

e r

15 TUBES!!!

. . , .

LAST CHANCE! War Surplus Agencies have no more.
This 15 -tube set will operate
on frequencies for Citizens' Radio. Amateur, etc. Tubes alone
mirth $28.00 net. Too well
known to require description.
Ile safe. Order yours TODAY!!
Our Price
ONLY $16.85
12/24V. DYNAMOTORPE -101C,
SUPPLIES ALL POWER FOR
BC-645.
400V, 13SMA.
DC.
ALSO 9V.. 1.2a. AC.

-

r

REIUS

_

CO.

'Phone: ORdway 8551
P.M.)

P11fAA[7\

ÁÌaÌ.
t a

lead WAR
R SVR-

>\0

r.

O
9l

({.

1

ACT

QUICKLY!

PUSH BACK
WI RE
\EW.

$16.85

We Ship Anywhere In The U.S.A.

9

allbrat

1

TRANSMITTER

ee.
Signal
Coils Item.
ONLY $9.85.

-

(Open Evenings Until

Op

b
M

PORTABLE RECORDER

Calif.

2 -20MC

crated.
Make
good enge,

Edison Telediphone Portable Recorder
with crystal recording head. Universal
110 AC /DC Motor & Governor. Two can
be connected together for continuous recording.
Heavy airplane luggage case.
Used. War Surplus. Motor alone worth
Inorr than our price of complete unit.
ONLY
$29.50 Net

OFFEDBACH &

ea.

tor.

( BC-645

372 Ellis Street, San Francisco 2,

Block

PLUS.

sal gap

or

MAIL -ORDER SERVICE.

51 -Pr. TEL. TERMINAL
Standard Cook Electric Co. 102 -

with
wire
ith
red
$4.05

435 -500 MC

for the

Balance C.O.D.

Telephones

Deluxe
Alnico -5

l

units, or both in
one steel cabinet,
as illustrated. Our
net price is only
$175.00. for the
portable dual recorder and portable
10 -tube Teleeord

Amplifier,

Sound- Powered
Ultra sensitive dynamic units.
Use one as like, other as
iver, parallel connected. Talk
rap to 1 mile without batteries
iir transformer. Fine for internitoring.
e. and
s,
industrial use. ONLYa' $4.95.

12

CONDITION.

Gov't.

*

HALLICRAFTER ARR7
Airborne version of SE 3 stages RF lone of
which is a re- radiation suppressor). BFO, Noise Limiter, Ave, Sul Phasing,
Manual or motor tuning,

v,

$197.50
floor cabinet type. complete with cables, plugs and controls, or the
cabinet model of 2 units combined. Universal 110 AC/DC motors.
ideal for signal or voice recording, office use, detectives, police departments, etc. IN PERFECT CONDITION. Used slightly by

Send 20% Deposit.

28A.

t

either p for
the 2 portable

Un
Versal
110

tino,

ONLY$12.85

WAR SURPLUS
AT FRACTION
OF REGULAR
PRICE.
Latest Models,
selling regularly
$750.00

at

Pocket Model

PERFECT

pair,

6.3

,.,tÓó.tins
'scope)
RMS
ONLY $29.85

543 -S. 300v ACDC. Also ohms
and MA. scales.

per doz.

for

1.79a.,

2.5 at

SUPREME
TESTER

$27.90

MACHINES

DC, +415 DC,
DC, +290 DC,
DC and 8.3 am

., aá.012 ., 3x6,1 s.t
eat 3a., 2.5 t 1.75a.

OUR PRICE, COMPLETE WITH TUBES

IBC Volume Control Cabinet
with 18 controls, switches, shaft,
$ 16.62
etc.
IRC *1 Resistor Asst.
Cabinet
59.25
..
Asst.
IRC #2 Resistor
38.68
Cabinet
IRC #3 Resistor Asst.
í8.8R
Cabinet
25,000 ohm Centralab Pots. $3.00

emitruouiT

+810

+300
-180

r

Webster Model 50 It c e o r d
Changer with Automatic Stop..

DICTAPHONE

355v RMS at 158 MA.
490V RMS at 1.5 MA.
-2000 DC
+2000
'scope,

SUPPLY- COMPLETE

STOCK UP NOW! 1

Tape
Pullers

ondi-

-

Alliance 53.72

MCELROY

rheostat
control.
wer Sur.

,;

New.

ONLY $13.95

OUR PRICE, COMPLETE WITH TUBES

Fine

TRANSFORMER
SPECIFICATIONS

Just RELEASED!
RA-105A POWER

receiver.

6V6 AMPLIFIER

$40.00
ONLY $34.95

OVER

1110-156Mc Transmitter- Receiver for Amateur, Civilian, Commercial and Airborne or Mobile Service. One
of the most versatile surplus Items-can be operated by
anyone. 4 crystal- controlled channels, push- button operation, fixed frequencies. Transmitter output 15 watts.
Transmitting tubes include 1 -6080, 1 -8SG7, 3 -12A6,
2 -823.
The 9-channel superheterodyne receiver uses 10
tubes, as follows: 1 -0002. B -9003, 3- 12SG7, 1 -12C8,
1- 1215, 1- 12AH7G. The dynamotor power supply is included in the purchase price. Control box and other
accessories also supplied. Operation is from 28v DC.
but can be converted for AC operation. simply and
easily. Get one of these SCR -522 sets NOW, while
1 stork last. A (:REAT BUY!!

ARN -5A 11 -TUBE SUPERHET
Fixed Tune.
332 to 335 -MC.
This "Glide Path" Receiver sold for
is SURPLUS a month ago. Today you can buy this superhet for $13415,
complete with 11 tubes. 7 -6AJ5, 1-12SR7,
Frequencies: 332.6,
2- 13$N7. 1- 28D7.
8 Relays are included.
333.8. 335.0mo.
Requires only 28v. Total ' A" & "B"
at 28 volts. Tubes
1.7
amps
drain only
alone worth more than price of complete

Used.

03495

O

TUBES ALONE
ORIGINAL COST OVER $600.00.
OUR PRICE FOR THE COMPLETE COMBINATION

plus.

SCR -522 VHF XMTR -RCVR.

OUR PRICE $49.50, Complete With 8 Tubes.

SCR -274 -N COMMAND SET.

St.. San Francisco 2. Calif.

372 Ellis

and L5
lame in six
bantls!
bands! Crystal I.F. Filter, 2 Stages
RF. Combined RF and AF Gain
Control. High -ratio Vernier Tuning
feel.
Built -in 24v de Dynamotor
which is easily emovable for AC
Pack installation. r Two 'phone jacks
on front panel, onee for loudspeaker
operation. Has 2 stages transformer-coupled audio. BFO. Manual or
automatic volume control. This is
the most wanted surplus item. Lim der' stock. First come, first served.

St laded.
n
tinned, 2Oga.

LENZ made.
1000 -ff. spools

STEEL TOWERS

73 -ft. Galvanized sectionalized Alvey Conveyor Co. antenna
tower.
New.
Unused. Surplus. Fine for FM. TV. Bars,
Eto. $175.00 ea.

7- CONDUCTOR CABLE
H:is I shielded pair, also
color -coded conductors, shieldoverall. then rubber -covered.
ine for rotary -beam control,
etc. (Direct burial,) NEW SURPLUS.

Fed

Only 120 per ft.

I
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step is to feed the 88 -108 mc. signals
into the set and adjust the trimmer
on the r.f. tuning section until the
tracking follows successfully. It will
be a case of adjust and try, using
a little patience in changing the adjustments and trimmers and a little
lead dressing back and forth.

Practical Radio Course
(Continued from page 67)
ACID

BUD RADIO, INC.

moves forward with the newest in radio
transmitting components built on a firm

foundation.

a`e FREQc4r°a
4r

VFO -21
An immensely popular new unit at an
amateur net of $52.50.
Features:
1. PLUG -IN

COILS

for flexibility of

use and

higher efficiency.
2. COMPACTNESS. It is entirely self- contained.
3. Provisions for crystal operation.
4. STABILITY comparable to crystal.

but unusually strong interfering image-frequency signals. This was the
image- interference prevention method
resorted to in most of our early AM
broadcast band receivers -especially
those which employed low i.f.'s in the
neighborhood of 175 kc., 264 kc., etc.,
since such low i.f's resulted in increased image interference troubles.
Such tuned r.f. stages are comparatively costly and bulky, for each requires the use of a tuning coil, a
variable capacitor section on the signal-tuning capacitor gang, an amplifier tube and socket, associated resistors and bypass capacitors, etc.
Consequently, present -day preselectors for AM broadcast band receivers
usually consist of a single tuned r.f.
stage only.
Choosing I.F. for Prevention of

ETCHED
PANEL

AT A

NEW LOW PRICE

5950

Vacuum tube meter with stable bridge type circuit.
Hand calibration assures constant accuracy and
stability. Simple to operate. Positive or negative
indications through reversal switch.
Measures D C Volts up to 600 with constant input
resistance of 11 megohms.
Meter Ranges: DC 0 -3; 0-30; 0 -150; 0 -300; 0 -600.
Multiply by 4 with external probe. AC 0-3; 0-30;
0 -150; 0 -300. Ohms 0 -1000; 0 -10M; 0 -100M; 0 -1
Meg.; 0 -100 Meg.

Image Interference

When the receiver designer is un- [(L((TROflK mflnUfflCTURinG (O.
HARRISBURG, ,?fl.)
714 RACE fTfìffT,
able, because of high signal frequencies to be received, cost, physical size
of receiver, or other such limitations,
NEW!"PREMIER"
to provide adequate image suppresBANDSPREAD DIAL
sion circuits ahead of the frequency
r.f.
preselecthe
use
of
converter by
SIGNAL GENERATOR
tion, it is often possible for him to
MODEL
eliminate the possibility of image in570
terference by properly choosing the
i.f. to be employed in the receiver
unless this dictates the use of an i.f.
that is undesirable from other viewpoints such as inability to secure sufficient gain per i.f. stage within the
allowable limits of cost, stability of
the i.f. amplifier, physical size of the
receiver, etc. Even if an r.f. preselector is employed in the receiver, proper
choice of the i.f. used will help by decreasing the possibility of image in-

..

-

VARIABLE END -LINKED COILS
A new line of coils that are vital to
circuits using single -ended amplifiers.
Available in 75 watts, 150 watts and

watts.
The entire BUD line is a valuable source
of variable condensers, coils, chokes,
sheet metal products and many other
items familiar to you.
500

They are on sale at your local distributor
and on display at booth 39 at the Radio
Parts Show, Hotel Stevens, Chicago, May
13

to May 17.

BUD RADIO, INC.
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO
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interference.
Study of Fig. 2A and Table 1 will
show that the i.f. value chosen for use
in a receiver has a direct and important bearing on the frequency that a
signal must have in order to qualify
as an image- frequency signal and thus
be able to cause interference, when a
desired signal of a particular frequency is being received. Referring
specifically to the image- frequency interference example illustrated in Fig.
2A it is evident that if the receiver
considered there employed an i.f.
value appreciably higher or lower
than 455 kc., the 1480 kc. signal
labeled as "interfering signal" would
no longer qualify as an image -frequency signal for the 570 kc. desired
signal. For example, suppose that instead of using an i.f. of 455 kc. in this

Features
The "Premier" Model 570 is the ONLY ow- priced
Signal Generator with a MICROMASTER BAND SPREAD DIAL, equivalent to a scale length of
approx. (11Y-a major feature for logging. sharp
and critical tuning.
AIR TRIMMERS ON ALL BANDS.
TRIPLE COPPER PLATED SHIELDING.
Range 75KC -50MC on fundamental and 50150MC on 3rd harmonic, useful for aligning FM
and Television Receivers.
Accuracy better than 1 %.
Special geared stralghtline frequency tuning
condenser provides linear calibration over entire
dial range.
Manufactured Oy Premier Electronic Laps. N. Y. C.
PRICE: $54.75 net, complete w -th co -axial cable.
Overall size: 12x12.V,x5i5 shpg. wt. 21 lbs.

JACK GREENE'S RADIO & TELEV. CO.
791/2 Courtlandt St.. New York 7. N. Y.

RADIO NEWS

Who else would dare to show "the works" ?

T

HIs is a Garrard automatic
m c record
eco d changer standing on its ear. If we showed it to you right- side-up,
you would see a fine record changer, but there would
be no convincing proof that Garrard is the world's

Garrard cannot be
built for so many dollars and cents. It is intended for
your finest combinations, where quality not price is
your talking point.
Such a record changer as the

finest.

For your own satisfaction, turn any other record
changer you use in your combinations, "bottoms up"
and compare it to the Garrard. Immediately you will
see the difference. Where others have little tension
springs and stamped out bits and parts, Garrard is
completely controlled by fine precision- machined
gears and cams.
Obviously, the many exclusive features that make
the Garrard changer more precise...more human
...than human hands, don't show in a photograph
right-side-up or upside down. Read about them
here. Better still, send for a sample changer and
put it through your own tests.

governor -controlled, speed -regulated

motor

completely automatic

mixing

range of pickups

available . true -tangent,
jewelled -pivot pickup
exclusive non -slip spindle

...the record changer they ask for by name...

-

SEND FOR

May, 1947

"DON'T OVERLOOK

THE RECORD CHANGER

":

GARRARD SALES CORPORATION, 315 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7
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receiver its i.f. amplifier was designed

UNIVERSITY REFLEX CONSTRUCTGON

Engineered for
efficiency and quality

MODEL LH
WITH SAH DRIVER

The conversion efficiency of UNIVERSITY loudspeakers over the useful
speech frequency range is 35 to 50
percent! Parallel to this superior sensitivity, is naturalness of tone and a
ruggedness which permits every model
to be unconditionally guaranteed for
one year. Magnets of higher magnetomotive force, greater rigidity and concentricity of voice coils resulting in
smaller air -gap clearances, better heat
dissipation in the voice coil, diaphragms
with a higher fatigue characteristic, and
exclusive "rim centering" construction
are a tribute to UNIVERSITY design.

-

-`

efficiency reflex
speaker, best for oll
fL1gh

-

around,

high -power

A.

P.

use.

-

Im
stiep,

MM.2TC-

MODEL

Submergence

and explosion proof, may be cleaned
with live steam
ship,
railroad or mine.

UNIVERSITY

-for

LOUDSPEAKERS INC

Pot. Pend.

225 VARICK

STREET
NEW YORK 14, N.Y.

Look for us at Booth

No. 16. Radio Parts and

FOR RADIO
AND COMMUNICATION
by GEORGE

F.

MAEDEL, A.B., E.E.

master the technicalities of radio -- to
read engineering literature intelligently
you must have the mathematical ground
work covered by these absorbing books
prepared for home study. Book I (314 pp.l
covers the algebra. arithmetic. and geom
etry: Book 11 (329 pp.l covers the advanced
algebra trigonometry, and complex numbers
necessary to read technical books and ar
tidies on radio.
To

-

MAEDEL PUBLISHING HOUSE
5118

East

3$

Street, Brooklyn. New York

2t

Electrulc Equipment Show. May 13-16th, Chicago. Ill.

MATHEMATICS

r

SPECIALS

IMMEDIATF.4&swey

,¡

PORTABLE AUTOMATIC

PHONOGRAPH
Featuring a famous automatic
record changer which plays
12

-10'

me MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO ANL
COMMUNICATION as checked below I enclose

payment therefor with the understanding that
I may return the book is) within 5 days in good
condition and my money will be refunded

or

10-12'

records. 3

tube amplifier provides

4

watt

power output. Equipped with
external on -off switch,
volume and tone control and 6' dynamic
speaker. Housed in portable carrying case of

simulated leather.

86250-

Net

$3L"

WIRELESS PHONOGRAPH WITH
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER

No wires to connect.
Just plug in and play

through radio. 45 minutes of uninterrupted

plays of 10 or 12 inch
records without reloading. For 110 V. 60 cycle

Room 108

Send

to employ an i.f. of 480 kc. The new
conditions are illustrated in Fig. 4A.
For a desired -signal having a frequency of 570 kc. the oscillator frequency is now 570 + 480 = 1050 kc.
With the oscillator operating at 1050
kc., after passing through the frequency converter the 1480 kc. signal
would appear as a signal having a
carrier frequency of 1480 -1050 = 430
kc. Notice that this frequency is 50
kc. removed from the 480 kc. i.f. employed in the receiver, consequently
the 1480 kc. incoming signal no longer
qualifies as an image- frequency of the
570 kc. desired signal. Since the selective grid and plate circuits of the i.f.
amplifier would now be fixed -tuned
to the 480 kc. i.f., they would attenuate
this 430 kc. signal (which is 480 430
= 50 kc. off resonance) sufficiently so
that it would not reach the detector
or demodulator tube. This action is
illustrated pictorially in Fig. 4B. Observe that we are now depending
solely upon the proper choice of i.f.
and the selectivity of the tuned circuits in the i.f. amplifier to attenuate
the undesired signal.
Radio servicemen often bring about
this condition in order to eliminate
image- frequency interference that is
being caused in an existing receiver
by a particular undesired signal. They
readjust the i.f. and oscillator tuning

operation. Complete

with open type walnut
veneer cabinet.
Shipping weight 14% pounds
$2850
..
B6200 -Net each
.

Send for

FREE

.

Bargain Bulletin

Name

circuits so that a slightly different i.f.
is employed in the receiver. Consequently the undesired signal no longer
qualifies as an image- frequency signal
and therefore does not get through
the i.f. amplifier. This shifting of the
i.f. results in the action illustrated in
Figs. 4A and 4B.

Shifting the Image Frequency
Outside of Transmitting Band
A study of the foregoing discussion
and of Fig. 5 will make clear the fact
that if we choose an intermediate frequency value greater (even if only
slightly) than half the width of the
frequency band in which signals of interfering transmitters are likely to
occur, image interference from signals of transmitters within that band
is no longer possible. This is so because all possible image frequencies
now fall outside of that signal -frequency band. This is a direct consequence of the "twice i.f." relationship
between "desired" and corresponding
"image-frequency" signals.
To illustrate, let us see how this ap-

Fig. 5. Diagram illustrates how the image frequency for any signal tuned in
over tuning range of receiver may be
thrown outside of the broadcast band by

proper selection of the iá. frequency.
RECEIVER
TUNED TO
535 NC,
DESIRED
SIGNAL

Address

\

1

LI

Foreign and Canadian
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price, 25e per Volume higher.

I

535

I

F.

II

535

NC.

-t --

B

I

1605NC.

2
«I.
I«

535

DESIRED.
SIGNAL

NC.

160

731 West Washington Boulevard
Dept. N
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

BROADCAST
BAND

C

I

.535

IMAGE
FRED.
FOR

UPPER END OF

\

4

Book I at $4.00 plus 7c postage.
Book II at $4.25 plus 7c postage.
Books I and II at $8.25 postage prepaid.

\\\ I

MIDPOINT OF
BROADCAST
BAND

Ifi05z 835

N--540

11615 gC.

835 1(C.-+

I(C.
CHOSEN
540 NC. I
STANDARD BROADCAST BAND

1

RADIO NEWS

BC

522 100 -156 MC
RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER
SCR

Available Immediately!

Licensed for Railway and Taxicab Use
Transmitter output 12 watts, voice amplitude
modulated on any one of four xtal controlled
frequencies. Receiver is readily switched to either
one of the 4 present xtal controlled channels. Tubes
6SS7's;
12A6's; 1 -6G6;
832's;
used:

2-9002; 3-9003's; 112J5GT;
1Special.
Super
12SG7's.
12AH7GT; 3$39.95
SComplete with tubes

2-

1

3-12C8;

1

NEW, STANDARD BRAND TUBES
PRI('E TYPE

TYPE

S0.98

1H57

6ÁC71.

COMMAND

SET

.

00

116

6H60T...
6J4

$14.95

.79
1.25
1.10
1.10

958A
959
9001

.59

9004

59

90003

.9i 2X2

1.84

.95

4C/35

.69 5R4OY
1.55 5T4
1.50
5.95 5W4
1.65 5Y3
0
.59
6.90 5Z3

6SC7

.85

.98

2J32

20.00 83V

68ó70T...

.69
.79
.59
.69
.89

.2Jß51

22.49
20.00
1.25
7.50

6X7
61K8

61.6

61.60

6SN7QT

..

HF100....
HY69
HY615....
V7OD

6Q5
SUS
6U6

.98
.60
.89

flx5

.59

2C34

5Y4
35Z5

.99
.99

2C26A....

.75
1.15

2C40

2.60

217C

3E29Á/

304TH....
529B....

9
.9889

4.95
1.15
.98

100TS/
VT127A. 3.00

2.156
211

68117

3.95
2.95
3.00
6.49
4.95

.95

9006
10Y
15E

5.95
4.49
2.25
7.50
3.95
5.25

3.75

6L7
6R7
65A7

616
6J7
6K6

S6.9Ó

7193
8011

.75
.75
1.15

1.50 9005

PRICE

838

.75

.59
.89
.80
.69
.79
1.25
1.25
1.20
.98
.98
.90

6J5

60Q7

Remaining set of necessary tubes

955
957

606

BC 348 RECEIVER

475

713A

12.51

6F51
6F6
6F7
6F8

Built for continuous duty, this band switching.
six band receiver with a freq. range of 1,500 kc. to
18,000 kc. Has automatic noise compensator-con stant sensitivity on all bands- output at 300 or
4000 ohms -xtal filter AVC- MVC-BFO; Smooth
vernier tuning; 90 turns of tuning for ea. band.
Tubes include: 1st RF -6K7; 2nd RF -6K7; RF
Oac. -6C5; 1st Det. -6J7; let IF -6K7; 2nd F
and CW Osc. -6F7; 3rd IF and 2nd Det.-6B8;
Aud. Out. -41. Complete with built-in dynamotor
for 28 v. DC. (Conversion kit available for 110
v. operation 60 cy. -price on request.)
Conversion instructions and ache$49
matins furnished with each unit

The television foundation kit consists of the most
essential (and expensive) parts needed in the
construction of a television receiver starting with
the high voltage power supply, for the picture tube
right through to the antenna. The kit contains the
high voltage picture tube transformer (for five or
seven inch tube), 2X2 filament transformer, low
voltage transformer for the receiver, cathode ray
filament transformer, filter choke, 6.3 filament transformer for the 16 six volt tubes along with the
five volt transformer for the 51.14. The two high
voltage filter condensers, blocking oscillator, transformer all R.F.'s sound and video I.F.'s, peaking
coils, discriminator transformer. Rectifier tubes
2X2 and 51..14, the picture tube 5BP4, an all aluminum Elincor dipole antenna are also included. Of
course there is the easy- to-follow 26 -page instruction book, with a large 12 by 18 schematic diagram.
The instructions include television theory, circuit
functions, explain scanning, give preliminary
voltage measurements, parte layout and final
adjustment of the television receiver which facilitates easy alignment without the use of elaborate
test equipment. The only knowledge necessary to
build this set is the ability to ready a
simple schematic diagram. Most radio
men will have many or all of the minor
parts not included in the foundationkit

71A

.51

66K7
60E7

TELEVISION FOUNDATION KIT

70L7

.64

6C5

6307

50

SOLB

.99

.99
1.29

6C4

This unit consists of 3 receivers, 2 transmitters,
4 dynamotor., 1 modulator, 2 tuning control boxes,
1 antenna coupling box with RF ammeter, antenna
relay and 5000 v., 50 mmfd. W.E. vacuum condenser. Also complete set of 29 tubes with each
unit. The receivers cover frequencies of 190 -550
kc; 3-6 me; 6-9.1 mc. Tubes included are: 12SK7RF amp.; 12X8-mixer; 12SK7 -1st IF; 12SK72nd IF; 12SR7 -diode det. and CW ose.; 12A6
output or AF; Xmtra cover freq. of 3-4 mc. and
4-5.3 mc.; tubes included are 1626 master oscillator
driving 2 parallel 1625's; a 1629 and a calibrating
crystal aleo included. Each receiver has its own
dynamotor and another dynamotor powers the
transmitter and modulator. Terrific
Value. Complete ready to operate. $39

813
814
826
828
.99 829B
1.59
.69 832E
832A
1.75 834
.75 835
.59
.64

.9999

6A07

TYPE

fá.59 812H

39/44

6AL5
6B4

SCR -274 -N

PRICE

38

.99

2.
9.8955

.98

81723

250R
838
866A

1.19
3.95
1.50
.75

884Á
2050
2051

2.75
.90

6.25
1.25
0
4E27/257B. 6.49
3.50
2.60 RK72
446A
.75
.64 VR110
6C4
.75
1.49 VRI05
703A
.75
4.95 VR150
705A
1.95
4.95 Z225
715B
2.25
2.25
2AP1
800
3.45
1.75 3AP1.
129070T.. .99 80031A
2.95
8.95 3BP1
1.25 803
12K8
3.95
3.75 5BP1
1466
.99 805
5.45
.95 5BP4
.75 807
28D7
3.95
5CP1
2.95
.75 SO8
30
1.50 902 7
2.25
34
.95 509
3.00
:.49 913
3.5Lß
.99 810
NO MAIL ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $5.00
An Tubes are guaranteed with exception of open
leave our
filaments which are checked before they
warehouse. All tubes shipped via Rail Express.
307A

.98
.98
.99
6Y60T
.09
6Y60
1.25
7F7
128A70T.. .99
.89
128K7
128N7GT.. .79

....

While they loaf

GENUINE DAMYCO CRYSTAL KIT
"Easy Built" Radio Kits
Give your child a thrill -make him vour pal -his
own personal radio -place in playroom or by bed.
Picks up all local stations with surprising fidelityscientific-educational-IT REALLY WORKS.
Headphone and band, coil, crystal, and special
parts, are precisely made to fit the ready cut and
drilled mounting base-clear, simple, easy instructions- anyone can assemble this kit and make it
work, $5.00 value.
$1
Super Special

45

Converter for Broadcast Band
Convert that BC -348 or other Receivers that tune
to long wave bands 200-500 KC without any
alteration in your circuit. Our special converter
takes power from receiver. Just tune your set to
450 KC and forget it. All tuning is done on converter panel covering 550 to 1600 KC- double
Sensitivity, Excellent
conversion means High
Fidelity, and Higher Selectivity- complete basic
full instructions -less
and
schematic
kit with
chassis dial and tuning knobs.
$6
at
Terrific Buy

50

Complete with 7' tube. Thousands of satisfied users

20% Deposit on all orders
unless rated. We prepay
freight on $50 orders In U.S.A.

May, 1947

DYNAMOTOR
Ideal for Summer Use

Attention Hams -12 V. Dynamotor -just the
thing for your portable 2 meter rig-low battery
drain -235 V. output at 90 mils. No need to
worry about hash- filter built in. Can be run at
50% overload and gives up to 150 mile at 215 V.
x
without damage for continuous duty. 6y' z 5
with cover.
Special
3 ,í0

COMPONENTS
Magnetic Deflection Yokes
Vert.
Horiz.
Defi.
lud.
Ind.
Angle

Cat.

No.
DY 1S
DY 2

1.

55°
40°

5
5

mh
mh

ie

-

or 12 v. as used) -6 v., -12 v., -51 v., -14 v.
Has synchronous vibrator-well built
$3.95
-compact. 7' x 4' x 3 %' complete
6

SELSYN MOTORS

Selsyn II
of swell

brass housing motors-have a variety
-5
uses-ruggedly built-heavy torque and

made to rigid Army specif. Made for use on 115 v
60 cy AC. Ideal for remotely controlling your beam
ant. and to tell just where it's point.

that

guess

motors wwill not onlypindicate but ill aalso drive. A
steal at $12.95 pr. Shipping weight Approx. 24 lbs.

JOHNSON COIL

-

Hams, Experimenters! Just the thing for your
antenna tuner-heavy duty hi-volt. instil. coil
ruggedly built-handles up to 750 watts R.F.
Turna can be removed to resonate at any of the
antenna bands now in use -heavy mycalex insulation, air wound coil made to give lower surface
resistance to R.F. by flat winding -complete with
4 mounting lugs.
$1
Excellent Buy at
S 0.99
tubular
.29
Birnbach No. 4175 Feed-through Insulator
.39
for
829 B Socket- Ceramic-Close out
-will
5>.'
pipe
Metal base mike stand with
1.49
fit any standard mike .
1.95
Oil Filled Condensers 1 mfd -1,000 V. 4 for
rpm will
Beam rotating motor -reversible
DC--a
V.
AC
or
rotate 20 meter beam-24
12.95
very popular item
Magna! Scope Socket 14 pin -complete with
.49
hi-volt. leads
Carrying case for BC 221 or SCR 211 Freq.
6.95
Meter complete with canvas cover. Special

4 mfd V. Oil Filled metal

-2

-3

19 mil

22 mh

OT -10111
OT -102V
Price
$14.75
15.75

Blocking Oscl. Transformers
Horiz. Osc. -15 750 Cy
Vert. Osc. -60 by

$3.25
2.50

Complete Line of Other Campoiw s.
Let Us Know Your RequiemeeIs.

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP.
160 Greenwich St.

w$1. s7

P.E. -104 POWER CONVERTER
Ideal for Mobile
10 Meter-2 Meter Ham Operators -just the item
to power that converter for your portable mobile
applications in car or aboard boat. This unit has a
6 or 12 V. battery input with switch for easy and
quick selection of primary input volt. Excellent
volt. reg. -no hash- will power 2 or 3 tubes, output volt, as tested 90 V. D.C. rectified and filtered
50 mils -has octal socket on front to plug in battery
power and take out your B +. Volt. available
90 B +, 6 and 14 B+ (Dept. on input volt. either

TELECTRON TELEVISION

$159.50

Beautiful mahogany colored plastic cabinet. Fits .5'
or 7' tube. Perfect for T
$44.95
VISION Unit. A real jewel atRANS-

BC -221 FREQUENCY METER
superb frequency standard, this stable, heterodyne freq. meter checks up to the 125th harmonic.
Fundamental ranges 125 -250 and 2000 to 4000 KC.
Makes a wonderful VFO accuracy that cannot be
better than .005 %. Comes
beat.... Stability
complete with tubes, crystal and calibration chart
from 125 kc. to 20,000 kc. A simple matter to meet
FCC regulations on freq. measurements with this
unit.
$39.50
Going Fast at
A

49

SCOOP
FOR BC-348 OWNERS

TRANSVISION TELEVISION KIT

375 TRANSMITTER

complete transmitter giving 150 Watts with a
freq. coverage of 200 to 12,000 KC (except for
Broadcast Band) in seven tuning unite. For alterations refer to Dec. QST for other amateur freq.
and AC operations. Also included is the BC 306A
antenna tuning unit with variometer and switch,
plus PE 73-C dynamotor including relay switches
and fuses, etc. Unit comes complete with 5 tubes,
211 oscillator, 211 RF amplifier, 10 speech amplifiers, and 2-211 push -pull modulators.
%00
A Bargain at
A

WM* for latest Bulletin 5 RN.
AR prices F.O.B. New York Cby.

New York City 6, N. Y.
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Immediate Delivery
every Item guaranteed!

"Mercury" Electric
SOLDERING IRON

Best quality at bottom prices. 6 ft. (3,000
cycle) approved heater cord with rubber plug.
AC /DC.
Screw tip. Elements Cartridge Type.
Rapid Heating Iron.
No. 4 80 -watt 1/s" dia. tip. Special, ea.
$2.25
Lots of 6,
1.58
No. S 100 -watt 1/s" dia. tip. Special, ea.
ea. 3.50
No.

150-watt

IS

1" dia. tip. Special,

ea.

Lots of 6, ea.

4.25
3.60

Handy Radio Shop

RATCHET SET
Compact, can be carried in
pocket In its sturdy metal container. 1/4" dnve tools. Sot
consists of 4 single hex, 4
double hex and 3 double square sockets,
connector, heavy duty
ratchet wrench, Spintite
nut driver with plastic
handle and Universal
driver with cross bar.
A high grade set priced
amazingly low(
No. 9273

17 pc. set

only

2 -DAY

$5.50

CLOCK

Westclox Watchman's Clock, an
accurate and handy timing device. With slight alterations It
can also be used for off-on control
of many electrical appliances. Clock
is enclosed in an all -metal
ase,
comes with 365 timing faces. c Has
Hour hand only,

No.

1308

An amazing buy at only

98c ea.

APPLIANCE CORDS
Ideal for replacements on radios and lamps; 6 -ft.
2 -wire No. 18 brown rubber cord with plug.
No. 9285, lots of 10 -20c ea.; lots of 60 -18e
ea.

RUBBER- HANDLE PLUGS
duty, top quality, handle
grip plugs; 6t- all appliance cords.
Fresh stock. No. 3210.
Lots of 10, 12./2c ea. -lots of 50, 111/4c
Heavy

-lots

ea.

of 100, 101/2c ea.

HI -POWER ELECTRIC DRILL

Heavy duty
1/4 inch ca-

pacity drill.
Light weight-hand

balanced. Three jaw
chuck. Oil bronze
bearings. Equipped with 6 feet flexible
rubber cord and plug. 900 rpm at full
load operating at 110V, AC or DC.
No. 6202
$17.95

?°

Terms

-

check or money order
net cash F.O.B. Chicago

Dealers! Write for
quantity discounts.
Free! NEW G &E CATALOG
Illustrated. Value -packed with
hundreds of other hard-to -get
Items for Servicemen, Repairmen & Dealers. Send for it
nowt Coupon brings it fast!

I

Copt, RN -S, 400 N. Sangamon St., Chicane 22,

II want

Catalog.

your new free Radio

&

Electrical Repair
Re

I Name

IAddress
I

L°l`y
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Zone

no AM broadcasting station operating
on it -hence there is no possibility of

image- frequency interference occurring from such a station. The same
will be true for any other desired
signal of higher frequency tuned in
over the AM broadcast band, for its
image frequency will lie farther and
farther outside of this band. (Of
course, this ignores the possibility of
image- frequency interference occurring from other types of transmitters
of suitable frequency lying outside
this band, such as those in the 1700 kc.
police band, 2000 kc. amateur band,
etc.). Furthermore, the higher the
intermediate frequency is made, the
further outside the regular broadcasting band will the possible image frequencies be located.
RMA Recommended Standard I.F.
for AM Broadcast Band Receivers
It would appear from the foregoing
discussion that the problem of image frequency interference could be easily
solved in any receiver design simply
by chosing an i.f. high enough so that
the frequencies of all possible receivable signals that could qualify as
image- frequency signals and thereby
cause such interference would lie outside the regular transmitting bands
so there would be no transmitters
operating on them. Unfortunately,
the choice is not a wide -open one for
other conflicting considerations in the
receiver design may make it impracticable to choose just such an i.f. Some
of the more important of these include
1. The problem of adjacent -channel
selectivity. We found that the higher
the i.f. employed in the receiver (in
order to reduce the possibility of
image- frequency interference), the
lower will be the adjacent -channel
selectivity existing for separation of
the wanted signal and any of the possible interfering adjacent -channel
signals.
2. The possible danger that other
spurious responses, such as harmonic
of i.f. direct i.f. response, etc., may
occur if too high an i.f. value is em:

AVAILABLE NOW! WHOLESALEONLY!
Send

plies to the case of a receiver designed
for reception of signals over the AM
broadcast band (535 to 1605 kc.). This
band is illustrated between points A
and B of Fig. 5. Let us assume that in
a certain locality there is danger of
image- frequency interference from
other AM broadcast stations assigned
to frequencies within this band. Half
the width of this frequency band is
equal to (1605-535)/2 = 535 kc. (point
C in Fig. 5 indicates the center of the
band). Consequently, if an i.f. higher
than this (say 540 kc.) is employed
in the receiver, the "image" frequency
corresponding to a signal from the
lowest- frequency (535 kc.) station in
the band will be 535 + (2 X 540) =1615
kc. Since this frequency lies outside of
the AM broadcast band, there can be

State

111,

carte

ployed.
3. The consideration that the higher
the i.f. employed in the i.f. amplifier
the less the gain per stage realized,

SIMPLIFY YOUR SERVICE WORK
WITH A

DUAL RACK
Holds radio
chassis and
record changers

firmlyany size,
any weight,
any angle.

Precision made -sturdily constructed
Easily assembled and disassembled

NO

OTHER SERVICE RACK

COMPARABLE,

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

Shipping weight

6% lbs.

F.O.B. PHILA.

vent! S

9 North 7th Street
Phila. 6, Pa.

RECORD CHANGER PARTS

Electric Heating Element

FLUX

Repair burned out electric elements of coffee
urns, electric stoves, flat irons, toasters, and
other electrical appliances.
Simply apply
Christy Electric Heating Element Flux to the
break, turn on the current and PRESTO the
job is done and your appliance is ready again
for years of satisfactory service. Generous
size package (enough to repair 50 elements)
sent postpaid for only $1.00.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE

2'55
REPAIR PARTS

Renual Iron element. Guar. I year. Package of 6
$3.12
Toaster element forms. Clear Mica. Fits
most toasters. IO for
1.80
Heating element wire. 10 ft. coiled 1/4"
O.D.
Heating el ement wire. 10 ft. coiled 3/16"

0.D.

Hot plate bricks, 53/4" diameter. 6 for
1.62
Appliance cord. Rubber covered. 20 ft
$1.00; 100 ft
4.50
Ribbon element heating wire. Std. size
100

ft.

.75

Percolator elements. Universal. Flat type
I yr. guar. 2 for
1.20
Element cement. Withstand 30000 F. I lb
pkg. $1.00. 5 Ib. pkg
3.50
Lead wire. Asbestos covered heater hookup wire. 10

ft

1.00

Iron Cord Sets with complete plug attachments. IO for
5.00
Carbon brush set. Assorted. 104 brushes
15 springs. Complete set
3.00

HOW TO FIX IT BOOKS
Modern Electric & Gas Refrigeratlon
$5.00
Practical Electricity & House Wiring
1.50
Armature & Magnet Winding
1.50
Here is your opportunity to save on repairing

your own appliances and to earn extra money
repairing appliances for friends and neighbors.

CHRISTY SUPPLY COMPANY
2835 N. Central Ave., Dept. T -I56, Chicago 34, III.
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Sensational Value!

BUILD YOUR OWN
VOLT-OHMMILLIAMMETER
including meter, panel,
The model KT 20 kit provides all components,
selector switch, copper
control,
tip
jacks,
cabinet, resistors, condensers,
and part needed
component
every
fact
oxide rectifier, pre-cut wires -in
to complete the unit.
be
THE KIT COMES COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED. Can to
wired in 15 minutes. Components and circuit guaranteed
meet the following specifications:
volts.
4 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0- 15/75/300/1500
volts.
15/75/300/1500
04 D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES:
MA.
/150
0
-15
RANGES:
CURRENT
2 A.C.
Megohm.
2 RESISTANCE RANGES: 0- 10,000 ohms; O -1
for
Complete kit including all parts assembled and ready
deand
instructions
follow
-toeasy
wiring, circuit diagram,
tailed operating data for the completed instrument.

Only

$

950
The New Model 670

The New Model B -45

SIGNAL GENERATOR

-

provides a highly
Self -modulated
stable signal. RF frequencies from 150
Kc. to 12.5 Mc. on Fundamentals and
from 11 Mc. to 50 Mc. on Harmonics.

Modulation is accomplished by grid blocking action -equally effective for alignment of amplitude
receivers.
and frequency modulation as well as for television
Self- contained batteries. All calibrations are
X2175
etched on the front panel.
Complete, ready to operate

SUPER-METER
A

CAPACITY REACTANCE INDUCTANCE

and DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS.
D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750/1500 7500
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1500 /3000 Volts.
D.C.Current: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5 Amp.
Resistance: 0 to 500 /100.000 ohms: 0 to 10 Mega.
OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1500/3000

CAPACITY: .001 to .2 MEd. .1 too \lfd. (Quality
REACTANCE: 700 to 27,000 Ohms; 13,000 Ohms
INDUCTANCE: 1.75 to 70 Henries; 35 to 8.000
DECIBELS: -10 to +18, +10 to +38, +30

steel cabinet complete with test leads and operating instrucrions. Size

5is'x7 }a x3'.

TUBE TESTER

because signal inSimple to operate
tensity readings are indicated directly on

SIMPLE TO OPERATE-only I connecting cable -NO TUNING CON-

SPECIFICATIONS:
Tests short:
Tests all tubes up to 117 volts.

TROLS.
HIGHLY SENSITIVE -uses an improved Vacuum Tube Voltmeter circuit.
Tube and resistor -capacity network are
built into the Detector Probe.
weighs
COMPLETELY PORTABLE
5 Ibs. and measures 5'x6'17'.
Comparative Signal Intensity readings
as the Detector Probe is moved to
are indicated directly on the meterSpeaker.
follow the Signal from Antenna to
Provision is made for insertion of phones.
Ç
hand -rubbe
The Model CA-11 comes housed in a beautiful
wooden cabinet. Complete with Probe, test leads and instructions

-

I

$1815

4
$2840

The New Model 450
Speedy operation -assured by newly designed
rotary selector switch which replaces the usual
snap toggle or lever action switches.

the meter!

Henries.

to +58.
The Model 670 comes housed in a rugged. crackle -finished

The New Model CA -11

SIGNAL TRACER

test for electro.ytics).
to 3 \legohms.

and leakages up to 3 111egohms in all tubes.
New type
'rests both plates in rectifiers.
Tests individual secline voltage adjuster.
tions such as diodes, triodes, pentodes, etc., in
Noise-Test- detects mimulti -purpose tubes.
crophonic tubes or noise due to faulty elements and loose internal
Works on 90 to
Uses a 4.4 square rugged meter.
connections.
125 volts 60 cycles A. C.
EXTRA SERVICE -May be used as an extremely sensitive
condenser Leakage Checker. A relaxation type oscillator incorporated in this model will detect leakages even when the
frequency is one per minute.

Jj
$3950

Less flowery adfrom stock.
unit which is not available for immediate shipment
We do not advertise any
All units are sold subject to one year guarantee except when components
jectives, more detailed specifications.
value. Any
honest
and
for
requirements
through misuse.
day triahccuracy
may be returned for fulrefund
ld with the understandingdthat
us
purchased

OUR POLICY
are

20% Deposit Required
on all C.O.D. Orders.

May, 1947

it

GENERAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO.
98 PARK PLACE,

Dept. RN -5 NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
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MONEY -SAVING
RESCO THRILLERS
HANDSET SPECIAL!

Ideal for home telephone use. Re
quires only one 41'2 -volt battery
Contains single button carbon mike
and hi- impedance receiver with
built -in push -to -talk switch.

G

Will Perform up to 500 Ft. Apart!

325Handset
595
Each

41'2 -Volt

Battery
52c
Conductor Coble
in Any Length 21'2e Ft.
.

Pair
Handsets

3

Meissner 6-TUBE.
TWO-.BA_ D KIT

Standard Bond:
KC

'550.1600

Shortwave Bond: 6-18 MC
Com-

and tubes.
Kit includes all partsfollow
step -by -step
plete with cosy -toMODEL 10.1191
instructions.
5 -Tube, 1 -Bond Set
MODEL 10 -1199

2020

242°

B,45'/C

All -Metal
Cabinet

-

Hang on wall
Set on Service Bench

Individual
Compartments
New IRf. Resistor Kit Contains Complete
Variety Needed for Day to Day Work

8

12

4e

160 IRC

Ttpr

BTS New. in %au

6lameni Resistors

mowllad

wait .err.11,res Ma.
Resistors
31 IRC Type BT -2 2 watt- areal/w/ Clement
Resistors
60 IRC Type BW-1/2 y, wan- woreound
Resistors
20 IRC Type BW1 1 ran -wtte. wound
Resistors
20 IRC T,pe
2 rau -wire -wound
Resistors
22 IRC Type AB 10 wan Power wir6e.ound
Resistors
16 IRC Type ABA 10 wau Power wire-wound
adjustable Resistors
6 IR(. Type EPA 10 wan Power wire-wound
adiustable Resistors
7 IRd
ERusm an Power wore -wound

111 IRC Type BTA New.

1

air

although this is not as important as receivers designed for the AM standit formerly was since high -gain r.f. ard broadcast band. As a result of
pentode amplifier tubes are now avail-' work a standard i.f. value of 455 this
kc.
able for use in i.f. amplifiers and mod- is recommended and has now been
ern i.f. coupling transformer design adopted by most manufacturers
of
has advanced to such a degree that these particular receivers.
quite acceptable gains may now be
Observe that when the 455 kc.
realized even at what were formerly standard i.f. is employed, the image
considered exceedingly high inter- frequencies (except for a few channels
mediate frequencies.
at the upper end of the band) fall
Because the many conflicting fac- above the 535-1605 kc. AM standard
tors mentioned above make the selec- broadcast band -on frequencies to
tion of the i.f. to be used in a receiver which few existing services are asunder design a more or less arbitrary signed for the FCC has pretty well
matter dependent somewhat on the cleared this part of the spectrum
individual preferences of the designer prevent interference. However, to
in
himself, many different i.f. values
some localities there is still the poshave been employed in AM broadcast sibility of image interference from a
band receivers. Mainly because with
few stations that happen to be asthe then -existing amplifier tubes and signed to frequencies at the upper end
if. coupling transformers high -gain of the AM broadcast band (see Table
could be realized only in i.f. amplifiers 1) if the r.f. signal- tuning circuits of
employing comparatively low values the receiver do not provide a suffiof i.f., early superheterodynes deciently high image- rejection ratio to
signed for the AM broadcast band em- attenuate these signals adequately.
ployed comparatively low values of inAlso, the 455 kc. i.f. lies within the
termediate frequencies, such as 30, 50, 415 -510 kc. band used for coastal,
110, 175 and 260 kc. Since there is
marine relay and ship communicaample possibility for image interfer- tions, so direct -i.f. interference from
ence to occur when such low C.f.'s are them is possible in some localities.
used, rather elaborate preselector sys- However, the use of a suitable wave
tems had to be employed to suppress trap in the antenna circuit, tuned to
strong and numerous interfering im- the intermediate frequency, is effecage signals before they could reach tive in minimizing interference from
the frequency converter (see Fig. 3). these latter sources. The large maLater, (especially with the introduc- jority of AM broadcast band receivers
tion and popularization of all -wave re- manufactured within the past few
ceivers,) the trend shifted to higher years employ the standard 455 kc. i.f.
i.f's in the neighborhood of 450 kc. and -or some value close to it.
frequencies of 450, 455, 456, 465, 470,
etc., became very popular, although RMA Recommended Standard I.F.
for FM and other V.H.F.
260 kc. still continued to be employed
Receivers
in many auto -radio receivers. It was
found that it is possible to use a high
FM broadcasting is now assigned to
intermediate frequency so as to avoid the very high frequency (v.h.f.)
band
image interference and still retain extending from 88 to 108 mc. Since
sufficient adjacent -channel selectivity the image-suppression improvement
by employing highly efficient i. f. amp- resulting from the use of each r.f.
lifiers and, at the same time highly preselector stage is much less at high
effective tuning circuits in the r.f. sys- frequencies above the standard 535tem. Moreover, by using high -gain
1605 kc. AM broadcast band (because
r.f. pentode tubes and i.f. coupling the selectivity of tuned r.f. circuits detransformers of advanced design in creases as the frequency is increased),
the i. f. amplifier, sufficient gain can a high degree of r.f. preselection at
be obtained.
these frequencies becomes rather diffiFinally the RMA made an extensive cult and expensive to attain. Therestudy of the subject in an attempt to fore, most receivers designed for use
standardize the i.f. value to employ in on the higher- frequency signal bands

B2

uTee

7t.
Nea*HHandy,

Meta/ Cabinet
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2

adrmuble Resumes
Type
IRC
ppr M 034 Bleeder - Pee Resume.

HURRY! JUST
Taylor

es

61RC Type %-f Bands- additional bands for

T

2.95

NEVER

-40

A

FEW LEFT!

RCA 3E29 18298)

4.95

AGAIN AT THIS

PRICE!
Write for Big, Value- Packed Bulletin.
Include Postage with Cosh Orders

7TH AND ARCH .STREETS, PHILA. 6, PENNA
Branches of 5133 Marker SI. and 3145 N. Brood St.,
philg. Also in Wilmington, Del,, Euston, Po., Allentown, Po,
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ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTING
THE 5' OSCILLOSCOPE
SOME of our readers have experienced
difficulty in constructing the unit
described in the article "Build this 5'
Cathode -Ray Oscilloscope" by Lyman
E. Greenlee which appeared in the
October, 1946 issue of RADIO NEWS.
Mr. Greenlee has made several suggestions which will simplify the construction process and improve performance. With some tubes, such as the
5CP1, R53 should be 50,000 ohms and
R51 should be 300,000 ohms to make the
focusing easier. In case ripple from the
power transformers is bothersome, try
reversing one transformer in its mounting, i.e. turn it around on the chassis.
Use large size potentiometers, not

midgets. Be sure the cathode -ray tube

socket is wired correctly. Keep grid and
plate leads to 6SJ7's as short as possible
and shield if necessary. Mount Cs, C14,
C17 and C18 as close to the CR tube
socket as possible.
The following corrections should be
made in the circuit diagram. R13 should
be a 10 watt, wire -wound resistor instead of Y2 watt. There should be a .1
gfd. condenser between Rs and R5
(6SJ7 grid and 884 plate). It is desirable
to include a .1 gfd. condenser between
the horizontal input and R3. The line
switch, S4, may be more conveniently
incorporated as a part of either R1 or Rs
and, finally, R11 should be 2 watts in
place of a 1 watt resistor.
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NEW

NATIONAL NC-173

Here is a 13 -tube circuit, engineered by National to excite any amateur!
This NC -173 is the newest in radio technique and exceptional in its frequency scope (6 -meter amateur band -0.54 to 31 and 48 to 56 MC).
new AVC system, effective on both
New "Double Diode" noise limiter
voltage -regulated
phone and CW
new high flexible crystal filter
oscillator circuits
are but a few of the features to make anyone proud
to own this set. Visit any of the nearest Davega stores listed below and

...

...

MAIL COUPON FOR

...

...

DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

judge it for yourself!

The NATIONAL NC -2-40D

The NATIONAL HRO

for the radio amateur and for general communications service in the 490 to 30,000
Kc. range.

The development of the National HRO -5A1 Radio
Receiver brings the famous HRO series to a new
high in receiver performance.

*
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NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK

Downtown ...63 Cortlandt Street

Hotel Commodore.

III

E.

42nd St.

WESTCHESTER -White Plains

May, 19 -17

Newark
60 Park Place
Jersey City.... 30 Journal Square
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185 Main Street

This is designed
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Cortlandt Street, New York 7, N. Y.
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Please send full information
Receivers without obligation.
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Not a word or a note need be missed when your
record players, record -changers or recorders
are equipped with Smooth Power motors.
That's because these units are built for split second pick -up to full constant speed.
Their quietness and freedom from vibration
give smooth performance that will delight
your customers. From our complete line of
Smooth Power phonomotors, recorders and
combination record -changer recorders, you can
select exactly the right units to
match your own fine products.

` >s

NOTE TO INDIVIDUAL USERS
Smooth Power Motors are sold only
through established trade channels.

,......°

THE

GENERAL

INDUSTRIES
Model GI -RM4 Smooth Power Recording Motor

ELYRIA

DEPT. MR

co.
OHIO

For the LATEST in Test Equipment

at
, ,

.

rs

prices-

LOWEST

FEDERATED
DUMONT MODEL 274

OSCILLOGRAPH

Inexpensive yet

highly efficient general purpose C.R.in-

strument for radio
servicing and production testing. Uses
5BP1A C.R. tube.
Specially adapted
for use of colleges.
technical and high
schools. 7 tubes.
Your
7 .50
Cost. .. CO9
SIMPSON MODEL 260
Set Tester

20.000 ohms per volt sensitivity,
suitable for all servicing jobs. 6
AC and DC ranges to 5000 volts.
6 output ranges, DC Ma 10 /100/
500, 500 Microamps. Ohms 02000/.2 meg /20 megs. Also -10/
Yo

Your

cost.... .. ..$38.95

RCP 449 -P POCKET TESTER
Remarkably accurate and versatile multi- tester,
and output vol. for general circuit testing and
trouble shooting. DC and AC volts 0- 5- 50 -2501000. DC Ma .5 -10- 100 -1000. Ohms 0 -100010,000, -.1 meg -1 meg. Db. -8 to .52 db.
IN HANDSOME STURDY PORTABLE tef8
PLV :7
HARDWOOD CASE. Your Cost

-O

OTHER

MAIL

STANDARD

TEST

EQUIPMENT

IN

STOCK

for Immediate Delivery

ORDERS:

25% Deposit, Balance C.O.D.
Ca., FEOEAPURCH

PRECISION

MOVEMENT UNLIMITED

DEPENDABILITY

SINSTRUMENTS

DC available
AC or
All ranges
rectangular
4 1/2 " sizes,

yz

3 Ys

and round.

for your
Inquiries invited
requirements.
specific

urchaser
ederated
INCORPORATED
-

ELECTRONIC
dwr,botorr of RADIO
EQUIPMENT
a.,d SOUND
BORN PARK PLACE, N. Y. 7
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such as those used for FM and television broadcasting, depend more upon
the use of a high i.f. especially selected
to throw the image frequencies outside of the frequency band in which
there is likelihood of interfering transmitters being assigned, than they do
upon the use of r.f. preselectors to
attenuate image-frequency signals before they reach the frequency con-

verter.
Receivers for service above 20 mc.
should employ higher intermediate
frequencies than do those for use on
the 535 -1605 kc. AM broadcast band,
not only for adequate image suppression but also for ease of tuning and
alignment. Attempting to tune in
signals of this order when a 455 kc. i.f.
is employed becomes extremely difficult, even with high-ratio vernier dials
and very stable oscillators. Under such
conditions, the percentage difference
between the signal and oscillator fre-

quencies becomes very small, and even
normally stable oscillators have a tendency to "lock in" and to be otherwise influenced by the signal circuit
during the tuning process. Even small
amounts of coupling between the oscillator and signal circuits (through
space- charge coupling within the tube,
or from other causes) will sometimes
cause appreciable amounts of current
at oscillator frequency to flow in the
latter and introduce harmful effects.
Use of a high i.f. will tend to prevent
these difficulties.
With the increasing popularity of
FM which results in more and more
transmitters in close proximity laying
down strong local fields, the use of
high values of intermediate frequency
in FM receivers has become mandatory in order to reduce the spurious
responses even though these higher
values of i.f. make the realization of
satisfactory gain and stability more
difficult and expensive to attain.
Hence design engineers have been
forced to compromise on values of i.f.
which result in acceptable gain and
stability with the minimum of spurious responses. This compromise has
been aided considerably by the development of better components for
the amplifiers.
A few years ago when the assigned
standard FM broadcast band extended
from only 42 mc. to 45 mc., an i.f. of
2.1 mc. was used in some of the early
FM receivers. Later, an i.f. of 3.2 or
3.3 mc. was employed. The FM band
was later extended to cover from 42
to 50 mc. To eliininate image response due to FM stations in this band
an i.f. greater than 4 mc. had to be
used. A value of 4.3 mc. was chosen
and became standard. This was satisfactory because, since the oscillator
frequency in these receivers was made
lower than the signal frequency, and
lower5
the i.f. had to be made more than
one-half of the total band, using an
i.f. of 4.3 mc. made the first image
5 This is contrary to
the practice commonly
employed in AM broadcast band receivers because
it is desirable to reduce the frequencies at which
the oscillator must operate.
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4),IL,- BETTER BARGAINS . . . BIGGER BUYS
CONDENSERS
TUBES

HERSHEL
cap.

Cal.
No.

working

Your

Voles

Cost

MFD.

CI10

1

C111

3

5000 Oil
4000 Oil

ä

10000i1
1
C112
600 oil
8
C114
600 Oil
2
C115
Westinghouse I MFD 6000 volts WVDC
MFD 10,000 volts WVDC
Westinghouse
1

95c

HY 175M choke, Cal.

$1.49

hordarson 12 HY 25M choke, Cal.
No. FC203

39c

Thordarson 8 HY 350M choke, Cat.
No. FC204

$4.95

No. FC -201

Thordarson

8

.

9t
-

-.

--`

,_

'

No. FC202

RK60
V T1 27
V R150

-

'

-'

/

l

$

1.25

2.95
.69
2.45

829
072
8

Amplifiers, 2.46 Modulators and 1-46 Speech Amplifier 4 Xtal
Frequencies and Master Oscillator on selector switch. 10 to 30 watts output. Tone Voice or C. W.
Mod. :deal for 80 meter band. Comes with 3 coils TU 17A 2000 3000 Kc. TU 18 3000.4500 Kr. TU 25 3500 -5250 Kc. Black wrinkle
use. Includes 2 separate cases to ,tore extra coils. Frequencies
.l8
1
TT
, less crystals
chart and tubes included, packed in original
at this low price.
801 Oscillotor and 801 Power

...

5.45

813

_

NEW BC 223 AX TRANSMITTER

150M choke, Cat.

8 HY

-_

-

CHOKES
Thordarson

_-

_

44c
95c
49c
$7.95
$12.95

'

á<

$3.95
$4.95

95

J5
1. 9

211

1.45

368 AS

4.95

-

BC

654 TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
Thordarson

6.3 V -4 amps.,
V -4.5 amps., 9.7 V -.5
amp., pri. 110 V AC 25 or
60 cy.-Cot. No. FT-II
Thordarson Pri. 110 V 60 cYsec. 6.3 V 6 A, CT -Cat. No.
FT -12
Thordarson 110 V 60 cy. pri ,
.'1 -2.5 V, 10 A CI, 3000 V
.2 10 V 3.25 A,
6..3

o 5 V 3

A;6.3V

FT -13

Cal. No.

$4.95

MODULATION

49c

TRANSFORMER

shield

4 / J5

{l
TD

95c

Q

30MC IF TRANSFORMER
In square aluminum can,'silver
29C
slug tuned. Cat. No. T -20

and

transmitter. Used,
condition. Cat. No.

$
10....

in good
RT-

- contains xtel
selectivity A.V.C. and
site r

SX28A

Hallicrafter, voltage repocomplete with tubes
power

senora

Ìon. Cat.

IS 5

J

/

6SS L/

3Q4

.

IR5
J
6S N/
6S A7

,..

No. SX28A

iZ

t`

-

...

x

¡

w

RCA modulation transformer is conservatively rated at 550 Wolf audio to modulate

that new KW rig.
Really rugged construction with protective flashover gaps, which a re adjustable.
Terminals and gaps are mounted on a "Mycalex" terminal board. The laminations
that make up this transformer aree of high audio quality and are extremely thin,
"chatter or talk."
making it impossible for the core
Audio Watts -550 Sec. r1 -450 Mils Sec. 82 -80 Mils Turns Ratio -Pit: Sec> -1:1

A95

7

59...4g

1

Pri: Sec. 62 -5:1 Fri: Sec. 02 Tap -25:1.
Impedance Ratio-Pri: #1.1:1 Sec. Prit Sec. 112.25,1 Pri: Sec. .2 Tap -625:1.
c {1, 112 ohms; Sec. o2, 99 ohms.
DC Resistance -Pri: 135 ohms
Transformers insulation tested: ri. 8000V.; Sec. 01- 11 -000V; Sec. e2- 2000V. to the
rest of the coils and core. Primer c enter -tapped for Class "B" modulators. Secondary
i2 will carry 80 Mils to modu ate screens of beam power or screen grid tubes.
Primary will match any Class 'B" tubes up to 10,000 ohms plate to plate, such as
810's, 75T's, 8005's, ZB120's, 03's, MYSI Z's, 211's, 813's, 828's, 805's, 203 Z's.
Size 9'/t" wide, 71/2" deep, 71/4' high. Heavy channel iron mounting brackets.
Weight approx. 40 lbs. Catalog number MT -100.

filter,

riable
A.N.L. v 8.F.O.

$ ^ /\50

39

pare-

BUY NOW
AND SAVE
..

HALLICRAFTER RECEIVER
patterned

354

.

AND TRANSMITTER

-522. 100 -156 MC receiver

R45 ARR7
I. F.

114

TRANSFORMER

type. Cat
impedance coupled type
No. T-19

SCR

j

KW

1

Mounted in aluminum
can 1000 Kc, with air

RECEIVER

795

,,
_

.002 MFD 3000W VDC. Cat. No.

IF

Frequencies range 3800 -3800 Kc- calibration every
with crystal oscillated
10 Kc.
checked every 200 Kc. -power
$
output 17 wars. voice or CW

;

MICA CAPACITATOR

0

-r ¢

`'>*

49

1

$

A-

1

.

$1.95

"HOT SPOT SPECIALS
Ass'1 resisters th watt

SELSYN MOTORS
way of indicating the position of
rotary beams, wind indicator, etc. (400
cycle) Line cord and
instructions for 110 2
The ideal

VAC operation furniched. --Cal No. SM100.

for

$a

95

N

9

:; r.

4

®.

R44 /ARR -5 HIGH FREQUENCY

I

ßl0000

ALL

ORDERS

MINIMUM

F.O.B. DETROIT

ORDER

Mich. Sales add

3

-

,

ß.s1

k?.

-

ev...'°°°

receiver. Patterned after S -36A by Hallicrafters.
Receives FM and AM signals in the spectrum
Rece
between 28 and 145 megacycles. Circuit has
14 tubes including voltage regulator for high
frequency oscillator. Has two position sele<ttvify control. Contains no internal power
supply. Has acorn lobes RF., Oze., and Mixer.
Complete with components
for power supply including
transformer, choke, filter Q
condensers, and rectifier
1
tube

_

Y'

?

g'a

>

9t:-

'^°°

TUNING UNIT
Tuning Unit BC 375. Approx.
65 M.M.F. D. cond., coils, RF
nchokes, dials, asst'd m
dense rs. 2500 WVDC.' o v e
$50.00 inn parts.

The
receiver.
famous boat anchor,. widely v used
eight
144 MC band. Shipping
300 lbs. Your price.
less tubes and powa'
95
BUTTERFLY
CONDENSERS
Type

B-frequency

range 30010 1000
megacycle, to be
used with 36BÁ5
door knob tuba..

l0 Sales Tax

Ca,

No. BC -2.

//r) 7 S

`(/ /

Ca,. No.

$1éß

transformer.

$2.06

'h
'

¡Qf^

743: 4i BN*--.-_
IFF

Transmitter and

-.

j

e+.r

Transmitter & Receiver

r

a-

DYNAMOTOR

supply- inputs 6 or 12 V, output
Soo VDC al 160 MA, mounted an box
with <ircuil breakers,
Power

.

relays, interference
filler and Iwo 10 fl.
cables. U S. Govt.
surplus. Cat. No. DM-

R
..

101.

`

$

V

95

4t

-

n

95ea.

-5-

AT-10

19c

8 -8 MFD

350 WVDC, 20 MFD 150 WVDC,

69c
round con. Cat. Na. RC-88
Hallicro Her volume knobs -SX 28 15<
Pots -screw driver shaft, 2 meg., 1

meg., 150M, 50M, 25M, 5M, 2M,
29c
200 ohm -ea
A 144 MC Radar Osc., uses 15 E or
Hy 75. Enclosed silver plated tank

with variable coupling. Complete
less tube
$3.95
15c
Jacks PL 55, PL 68
Powdered iron slug with Isola Mile coil
form to match, ideal for broad tuning
25e
E C'O
10e
Powderediron V. slug
1

Write for FREE Bulletin

fully insulated,

popular ohmages. Cat. Na. R
per 100
$1.49
Ass'+ mica condensers, Cot. No. C -12per 100
$1.95
Wafer sockets, 4 -5 -6 -7 and 8 prong.
Cat. No. WF 4 -Per 100
$2.95
12' Utah P. M. Speaker, Alnico 5
with 6F6 output transformer. Cat.
$6.95
No. ST -100
Ass'f knobs push on wood and plastic.
$1.95
C°+. No. KP- 100 -per 100
6J6
95c
Cal.
6J4nson sockets -210
490
JS -210
T
-99
65c
No.
955 -9004 tubes. Cat.
Sockets for acorn tubes. Cat. No.
I

*'

Meg. Shallcross Acre-Ohm wire wound resistors

sly+

89s

HERSHEL RADIO CO.
DETROIT 8, MICHIGAN

5249 GRAND RIVER
20%

31 ay,

1917

DEPOSIT REQUIRED

ON

ALL C.O.

D.

ORDERS

1:13

Just 3

1Fb

ADJUSTABLE BALLASTS

3000

RePover

1.

.

2.
3.

4.

Exact Duplicate
AC DC
Resistance Tubes!

Air- Cooled Perforated Shell
Larger Insulating Surface
longer Life, Heavier Resistance Wire
Exact Adlustmenls made

List Price $1.50

TO REPLACE AC -DC RESISTANCE TUBES

USE JFD

BALLASTS

"A"

Ballasts

Beginning with
K, L, M, BK, BL,

or

"B" Ballasts
"C" Ballasts

Ending with

With Numbers
6 through 42

A, B, C, D,

F,

G, or H

BM

K, L, M, BK, BL,
or BM

45 through 105

All 4 prongs

80 through 350

JFD

A, B, C, D,

F,

G, H,

51, 52, 53
R, R4, R8, L, L4, L8

Manufacturing Co.
Hamilton Parkway Brooklyn 19, N.
J. F. D.

PRECISION

MADE

esth

4111 Ft.

Y.

CLARION SPECIALS
iii

FILTER CHOKES

fi

F -1 15 50 by (i, 370 ma.

insulation

Hi- Voltage

insulators... $4.75

&

(Illustrated)
Raytheon 25 by
@ 65 ma DC insuor 1780 R.M.S.
F -IO2

lated

$

volts
Oil Filled
For Directional Beam
Antenna and dozens
of other uses.

RUGGED
Aluminum alloy throughout.
Guaranteed to support 200 lbs.
with on area of 5 sq. ft. in 70
mile wind!

I

.

15

'A*

Transmitting

Capacitors
C -I23

Cornell- Dublilier

C -I24

Cornell- Dubillier

mfd. 1500 volts.
2 for

(Illustrated)

mfd. 1000 volts.

lar
can.
for
C -I20

4

$1.75 or
$3.00

Rectangular

mfd. 400 volts.
for

1

Rectangu-

50e or

$ 1.75
can. 1
or 6

30e

$

SIMPLE

4

1

io

.50
M

-I10

.I

WESTERN

Triangular, tapered, self -supporting, light weight, 30 ft.

ELECTRIC
POWERED

tower can be assembled anywhere, using only wrenches,
erected by hand. Ladder rungs
built into one side.

PHONE. Complete
with chestplate and

ECONOMICAL
Buy the height you need: 10,
20 or 30 feet. All fastenings

and metal parts of footing furnished. Reasonably priced.

Write immediately for Brochure

FREE!

af

. ws'
".

SOUND
MICRO-

20 ft. of high grade

mike cable... $6.50
With 50 ft. length
of cable

$7.50

Altec Lansing Speakers, Amplifiers and
Transformers -Magnetic Wire and Tape
Recorders -Sound Equipment.
for our BARGAIN FLYER
30 %. Deposit with COD's
Min. Order $3.00.
Many other items & specialties.
SEND

Quality sound

&

recording equipment.

CLARION SOUND ENGINEERING CO.
363 Victory Boulevard
STATEN ISLAND 1, N. Y.
Phone: Gibraltar 7 -8975
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response occur at 33.4 mc. (4.3 X 2 =
8.6 mc. below the signal frequency)
which was out of (below) the prescribed FM broadcast band of 42 -50
mc.

The introduction of the 6SH7 high
frequency pentode amplifier tube provided considerable improvement in
over -all stability since its plate-togrid capacitance is very low and separate cathode prongs are provided for
the grid and plate return circuits, thus
reducing the coupling between these
two circuits to a minimum. It aided
in improving these 4.3 mc. i.f. ampli-

fiers.
The postwar expansion of the standard FM band to 88 -108 mc. has made
necessary another upward revision in
the i.f. employed in FM receivers. The
RMA recommended i.f. value is now
10.7 mc. This frequency has been
chosen so that no image- frequency interference from other FM broadcasting stations in the FM band occurs in

these receivers. Here again, the same
reasoning has been applied for the
selection of the standard i.f. to be employed. One -half of the total FM
band is (108 -88)/2 = 10 mc. Therefore in order to throw the first image
response outside of this prescribed
band, the i.f. had to be made something more than this 10 mc. value. The
RMA has settled on a value of 10.7 mc.
as the best all -round compromise for
the i.f. value to be used in postwar 88108 mc. FM broadcast and other v.h.f.
receivers. (The former prewar 4.3
mc. standard i.f. is now obsolete.)

rnded Standard I.F.
for Television Broadcast
Receivers

RMA Reeo

Three v.h.f. bands, 44 -50 mc., 54 -72
mc., and 76 -88 mc., have been assigned

for television broadcasting. Since the
total band covers 88 44 = 44 mc.,
this requires an i.f. in excess of 44/2 =
22 mc. in order to eliminate the possibility of image- frequency interference from other television broadcasting stations. Television receivers employ two separate i.f. amplifier channels, one for the sound channel and
one for the picture (video) channel.
The following standard i.f. values
have now been recommended by the
RMA for use in these receivers:
1. The sound -channel i.f. shall be
located in the region 21.25 to 21.9 mc.
and oscillator frequency shall be
higher than the incoming signal frequency.
2. The video channel i.f. shall be
26.4 mc. (pre -1941 television receivers
generally used a sound channel i.f. of
8.25 mc. and video i.f. of 12.75 mc.).

-

The Final Choice of I.F.
From what has been presented' in
this discussion it is apparent that
choice of the intermediate frequency
to be employed in a superheterodyne
will depend, in the final analysis, upon
the signal frequency band over which
the receiver is to operate and the class
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PROMPT SERVICE

MAY

ON

SPEAKER AND PHONO
PICKUP- REPAIRS

Minimum Order $2.00-20% Deposit Require('
on all orders. Please Add Sullicient Postage.
WRITE DEPT. RN -5.

j(S

LED ÓNE SPECIALS

DEFLECTION YOKE for
5" athode ray tube.
$2.49
Fully shielded. 11 ' I.D., 3"
DYNAMOTORS (Navy DY-9) DC input: 20V. D.C.
output: 360V @ 135MA or 31OV ft 355MA. Black
3.95
crackle finish, with mtg. base 61/2 "931
Co-axial Cable. RG -13 /U. 74 ohm. double copper
braid, outside vinyl Jacket .420" O.D. With 2

Choke. 15 henry, 1200 ohms
I Filter
2 "xls4t"xla/é"

1

connectors. 20 ft. lengths
Speaker Grille Cloth. Gold or silver weave-sq. ft
236 D.C.C. enam. wire. Per lb.-1.95; 1/4 lb.
SYSELSYNI

80 cyfollower. 31/zx
each

SYNCHRO- TRANSMITTERS. 115V,

cle. Used in pain as trans.
5"

&

-

57.5 SELSYN Control Transformers (ft2J1G1)
57.5V. 400 cycle, 21/4 "x4"
Well Toggle Switch (C -H). S.P.D.T.. 3A/125V.
RADIOMAN'S HARDWARE TREASURE.
tippet.*
1000 screws, nuts, washers. etc.

.19

gilt perforated metal

2

1

-Bar,

1 /4

/

"01/2" (max. length 4 ") per Inch.$O.12
.98

2 -Face 11/ "x13/, "xt " high
3 -Heavy duty bar. 21./s x1S/s "x5/18-

3' 'x /a "xs" high
Polished. 7/n "x9 /l6 "xels" hih
5Polished her. 11/16"x1/4"x14"-20 for
87 -Face
"21/2"x3/3" high
V, horseshoe. poles 84" sq
8-ALNICO
111//4" high
V. .horseshoe, poles 9/16" sq.:
ALNICO
9-

S. 4 -Face

.98
.39
.35

1.00
.10
á:
:
2
,75
it
,98
poles
V.
horseshoe.
L
210 -ANICO
234" high
.. % "high 5.95
1.29
pole
11./111".0.0.:
2i
tt11- H'shoe; ea.
.35
Sdu3/4".3/4"27/16" "x7
bar. 3 x11/4 /e"
It 14- Polished they.
Imognetized lengthwise. wide or nar1.29
row sides) .
218-Polished Block. 3"x2:14 "X11/2" ma ethick.
I
"x15 /16"x5
49
1'," groove each end
1/t2

2luwaornarrow
18FtBr.

1

8S.2.49

1.49

3/16 ") 2 56: Carbon
IId; 258- Dynamic mike or low
mpedance pickup to grid: either
12 for $0.49

ALUMINUM PANELS (.072 "): 8"88"
8 "x8
.49: 8 "x10"... .59: 8"x15 "

ITE MICA CONDENSERS; 50 as
std. .00001 to .2 mfd.. 200.800WV.

"...
"...

Clearly marked
By -Pass Condensers: 50 asstd
45 mfd.. 200600WV. Stand2
ard brands
& slid!2 6-Dlal Scales; 25
rule acetate & glossa included)
airplane.
P. 7-Escutcheon
A foil vision types
R 8- Knobs: 23 oastd. wood & hakelite ine4
push -on, setscrew & push -button types.
9-Wafer Sockets: 12 asstd. 4 to 7 prong
Voltage Dividers: 10 asstd. standard,
multi- tapped. Hi- wattages included
Shield Cans: 15 asstd. for coils, tubes,
211-transformers.
etc.
212 -Incl. multiple & ceramic ebase ltypes
10
214-Volume &
Less switches
& carbon.
-wound Resistors: 15 asstd. ohme15-Wire
to 20 watts: Incl. enameled &
ages.
a es 5 t
Coils: 6 asstd. Including shielded
2I6-í& Fslugtuned. Peaks unmarked
5417 -Dial Windows: 12 asstd. sizes Incl
flat & moulded acetate and convex glass
Coll Forms: 18 asstd. popular
218- Bakelite
sizes up to 3" dram
Resistance Units; 25 asstd. car219-High
bon. ferrule- ended. 25000 to 5 meg.
ohms
REPAIR KIT. A real money
220- &SPEAKER
time saver. Contains: 20 asst&
paper rings. 10 spiders. 25 asstd. voice
trips. 20
coil forms. 3 yds. felt
chamois leather segments. kit of 16
shims & tube of spkr. cement. All for
Cased
221-Metal
asstd. pape -wond. multi-section; 200400WV
Carton &
s
t
022-Resistor
Watts
to
wire -wound
E

4- Tubular
.001 to

t.10-

d

XIS

$.49

)7/s'ht
Ouncer" Input Transformermike
to

.38
.49
.98

M1

It

10 asstd.1O.98
& Osc. colla.
Cones: 12 asstd. 4" to 12"
& free -edge (magnetic incl.),
2 00
Less voice coils

-R.F.. Antenna

2-Speaker
moulded

1.95

ALNICO MAGNETS

It

I

DC, 50 ma

(2.7C5. 7F7. 7Y4) Used as
electronic supercharger control. 110V. 400 cycle.
Black crackle finish case & slide-in chassis. Contains: power trans.. 7 mica & oil tond.. 7 reMotors. 4 loctal sockets plus other components
worth several times the price. 83/4"x41/2 "93./4"
Less tubes
TUBE AMPLIFIER

9.75

""-

011,1
ar

SERVICEMEN'S KITS

1.69
.20
.89

Clear ACETATE for dials. windows etc. (.015 "):
3"x3 "- .10 7 "x7
.45 12 "x12"
2.89
5 "x5 "- .25
9 "x9
.85 sheet 22"x55'
EXPERIMENTAL TUBES .20 asstd. sizes & base
1.00
research.
PHONtesting.
O MOTORS!- 110VV..AC quiet rim -drivemotor
and 9" flocked turntable
$2.95
.23
12" Turntable Felts. Brown or green
Brand new RCA UX -200 tubes In sealed car.
r 1.00
TITHES: perfect condition.ebut not In sealed cartons.
Guaranteed for 90 days. 226. 27 or 56- 29:
.39
6H6 or 0K7
224, 42. 45, 75, 77. 78. 80. 5Y3.
.49
6A8, 8C5, 6F5. 6.17. 6SA7. 8SK7. 12SA7
1A7. 6A3. 8G5/6U5 or 50
.59
SPEAKER GRILLES. 51/2" sq. Flock musical design
on

4

3

2 95

2.49
2.98
2.95

1.00

.25
1.98

1.00
.89
1.49
.98
1.95
1.29
.98

"...

HEADBANDS :HS.331with

PL-54 plug

&

cord...

& 13" tipped
double phone cord .
JK -28 ext. lack for
Bakelite shell PL.54
HEADPHONES-Army HS33. 2000 ohms. Leathad). orks
er có ere
With PL54 plug
Rubber phone cushions for
above. per pair

PL-54 Plug

tu

.49

2.49

$0.39

BAKELITE PANELS: lra" glossy brown. 7 "x10 "
.79: 9 "x14"
.89; 7 "x18
7 "x14
ii;" Linen Bakelite Strips. 11 "x11(1 " -3 for Ohm PRECISION RESISTORS. + 1We wire-wound.
ages: 2.35, 11. 24.5.-100. 840. 7800, 30K,
50K or 400K
Frequency Meter tech. manual (Navy) Theory & operation. 39 Must. & diagrams, 58 pp
Victor Power Transformer for models R -32, 45. 52
or 75. Unshielded

.79
.59
.85
.25

.35
.15

5.95

5.39
.19
.29
1.25
.20

RADIO CO.

MAKERS OF CONES AND FIELD COILS

65.67

.98
.49

DEY STREET. NEW YORK 7. N.Y.

WORTH 2- 0284 -5
FT OF RADIO PARTS

12,000 SQ

NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK!

The New Model 670

SUPER -METER

1 Combination VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMMETER plus
CAPACITY REACTANCE INDUCTANCE and DECIBEL
MEASUREMENTS.
Added Features: The Model 670 includes a special GOOD BAD scale for checking the quality of electrolytic condensers
at a test potential of 150 Volts.

SPECIFICATIONS
D. C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750 /1,500/7,500 Vo'ts.
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500 /3,000 Volts.
OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500/3,000 Volts.
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5 Amperes.
RESISTANCE: 0 to 500/100,000 ohms; 0 to 10 Megohms.
CAPACITY: .001 to .2 Mfd., .1 to 4 Mfd. (Quality test for e!ectro!ytics).
REACTANCE: 700 to 27,000 Ohms; 13,000 Ohms to 3 Megohms.
INDUCTANCE: 1.75 to 70 Henries, 35 to 8,000 Henries.

DECIBELS: -10 to +18, +10 to +38, +30 to +58.
Housed in a rugged. crackle-finished steel cabinet
complete with test leads and operating instructions.
Size 5%"x7

"x3"

n
2 8 4Q

Please place your order with your regular radio parts jobber. If
your local jobber cannot supply you, kindly write for a list of
jobbers in your state who do distribute our instruments or
send your order directly to us.

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENT CO., 227 Fulton St., Dept.
May, 1947

RN -5, New

York 7, N. Y.
13,5

WAR SURPLUS

SALES
RADIO

-

ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

-

PARTS - SUPPLIES

WILCOX F3
6 Tube Receiver

ti 395

of service for which it is to be used.
The RMA has recommended standard
values for the i.f.'s to be employed in
AM, FM and television broadcast receivers, and most of the manufacturers of these receivers are now employing these values. Receivers designed for services other than these
can be expected to employ other i.f.
values, depending upon the designer's
preference arrived at after careful
study of the existing conditions and
all the conflicting factors involved.
(To be continued)

What's New in Radio
This receiver is equipped with a radio frequency
sensitivity control. an audio gain control, automatic volume control and an inter-carrier noise
suppressor. The audio amplifier is capable of
producing zero level db output across a 500 ohm
load.

The F3 Receiver is a crystal controlled superheterodyne receiver consisting of a single stage
radio frequency amplifier, an oscillator-mixer, a
single stage intermediate frequency amplifier. a
second detector and automatic volume control
voltage amplifier, and an inter -carrier noise suppressor and audio output stage.
Brand New, in original carton; complete with
set of 3.5 to 6.1 meg. coils and set of spare tubes:
110 VAC 60 cycle. Tubes 2-6K7, 1-6K8. 16F7, 1 -6C8G, 1 -80.

(Continued from page 88)
and connections, or for looping wire
if it is to be used.
The insulator ends are machined to
fit the inside diameter of standard
aluminum or durai tubing having 1"
o.d. For smaller tubing, the insulator
ends can be turned down to fit the required size.
James Knights Company of Sandwich, Illinois will supply additional
information upon request.
RESISTOR BALLAST

BEEDE
METER
Prand New, in black
finish bakelite case, 2%
inch square. 0 -1000
MA DC. While
they last only .. $1.95

A new plug -in type resistor ballast
is currently in production at the JFD

Manufacturing Company's plant.
This ballast is designed to convert
110 volt radios and electrical appliances for use on 220 volt circuits. The
ballasts are available with American,
British, and Continental male plugs;

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Socket for 5Cí'1 & 3BP1
50.90
New 5CP1 shields weh bracket & grommets,
cad. plated (3 -lbs.)
1.25
NEW TUBES
954 Acorns postpaid.. e9e 957 Acorns postpaid-59e
955 Acorns
9002
950 Acorns postpaid.. 89e
5 Tubes posattppesid.89e
New National ceramic acorn sockets 35c each.
4
Weston 21/2" 0.1ma. U.C. grad. in 0.10 output
units. 41Á2 ^x41/
3.95
41F,' wood

case............

Westinghouse
die. 0.200 D.C. Microammeter
Westinghouse 41a" dia. 0.150 D.C. Voltmeter
Westinghouse 4i/" die. 0.20 D.C. Miltlammeter
1/ wave selenium rect. 18v. t/s.lma
Min
tore
Matcher ,pairs ael. rect. for meters M-í-1ma
100 ft. spaghetti 1/ HV cambric, 1
plastic
(1.1b.)
12.18v lectr. controlled carbon pile volts**
regulator
p8
tp ltd
115 /153Á 1.4.2A & 230 /30v--3Á, 2
80
c - SO
tt berm- sealed xformer. black
crinkle (4 -IbaH)
bma
to
DC 50
New Dÿna,nottors 24 DC o
0 DC (30
30
(6 -lbs.)
New Dynamotors 24v DC to 270v DC 120 ma
Ne(w DD.yñemotors 24v DC to 450v DC 200 ma
(1 1 -Iba.)
Relays 24v DC DPDT 10 amp. contacts
Heavy dote Sig. Corps telegraph key, MI. Cont
& switch
postpaid
Code practice set. excellent key, buzzer batteries, ready to operate.....
H1 to low imp. headset xformer with lack &
Wired Ampi. chasala 3 "x7 "x2'. 2.3 sockets.
resistors.
BaÌantie microphone
icpcondensers......
amplifers less 7F7 &
39 tubes (5.113s.)
Heavy punched Al. chassis 21/ "x4sk "x64y"
(3 -tbs.) 3 for
Heavy punched Al. Chas. 2 "x01/2 "x71/2" 5 loc
Heavybn)nehedr Cad. pla. 2a/., "x7 "x17" 11 toe
(5 -lbs.) 2 for
Octal ceramic ring sockets fits above 2 ebas
(1.1bä 10 for
Ex. Heavy punched Cad. pia. Chas. 141 "x9 "x
163/," (7- lbs.), 2 for
200 squeeze-on term. lugs for 16.22 ga. wire

t

...............

(1

-Ib.) .

9.50
5.50
4.93
1.00
,50

1.00
1.00
1.23
2.50
2.50
3.25
4.25
.89

1.00

2.73

49
75

2.50
1.00
1.25

1.00
1.00
1.25

1.00

Squeeze -on terminal toot nd cutter. (1- 1b.)
2.30
200 silver elated soldering posts for term
boards (1 -lb.)
1.00
25 pieces t'.. "x5 "x5" linen bakelite5
1.25
25 pieces i4."x3 "x11" bakelite
1.95
pieces "c' x51 /4 ".51,a. "x1Ot/z "-11 "
2.45
2551b. kit ass, t/s
linen bakelite 2 "x10 ": 4 "x5^
(6 -lbs.)
1.95
Cardwell 365 mfd. single section var. coed
(1 -Ib.)
1.65
2
ball bearing 365 mmfd. per section
(n1eng
Master oscillator heavy duty precision tuning 1.73
dial 20.1 ratio (5 -lbs.)
2.45
Selsyn 115v /60cy. transm. & recv. (11- lbs.),
2
.50
50-34 5J 72 ohm Coax 28' lengths handles
2Kw.. 4.3 cents per foot.
Antenna. Ow. R.F. & peaking coils, kit of 10
(1 -Ib.1
1.00
Ruuell 115v /60cy. nhono
tors, 9" turntable 4.95
Metal tool pouch 7 "x4 "xlij_" hooka on belt,
29e (54 -lb. each) 4 for
1.00
20,1e deposit required on nil C.O.D. orders.

OHMEYER ENGINEERING LABS.
Fairview Blvd.
Dept. C.
Hempstead, N. Y.

6 TUBE Brand New Receiver

with tubes Only $5.95
Receivers of the SCR-274 -N( AN /ARC -5) Series. AU- aluminum aircraft receivers 5' wide, 8'
high, 1234' long; weight 63.6 lbs. Joint ArmyNavy nomenclature is R -23 /ARC -5, R- 26 /ARC5, &c. and these sets are finished in black wrinkle
enamel. Signal Corps nomenclature is BC-453-B,
BC- 454 -B, &c. and these sets have no enamel on
the sheet -aluminum covers and chassis.
Technical Description
Power required is 250V Gd 50MA for B and 25.2V
@ 0.45A for the heaters which can easily be rewired for 12.6V @ 0.9A. The output transformer
is tapped for either high or low impedance headsets. Voice, MCW, and CW reception. Antennatuning trimmer control on front panel. All trimmers and the padder are air-dielectric variable
capacitors. The coils and IF cans are plug -ins.
Typical tube line -up is: 12SK7 RF, 12K8 Converter, two 12SK7 IF's, 12SR7 Detector and
BFO, 12A6 Output, gas - filled antenna-signal
voltage limiter, and gas-filled output signal voltage limiter. Each set comes complete with all
tubes in sockets. Item 1: 3 to 6 Meg. less dynamotor; Item 2: 6 to 9.1 Meg. less dynamotor.

SUPERIOR 2 KVA Power Stats; input 115 volt
AC, 50-60 cycle single phase,- output voltage
range 0 -135 volt; maximum rated output current
15 amp available over entire range of
output voltage: weight approx. 20 lbs..$29.50
SUPERIOR 2 KVA 334 KW power stets, 2 in
tandem, each 115 volt AC single phase. Same as
the above but twice the input and
output voltage
$54.50
HIPOWER quartz Crystal units, type
CF5, 5000 KC, complete with holder.. $1 .95

Prompt Delivery -Write Dept. RNM
25% deposit required on C.O.D. order

Shipped F.O.B. New York.

Min. Order $2.00

MICHAEL STAHL, INC.
39 VESEY ST.
Tel. COrtland 7 -5980
New York 7, N. Y.
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HANDY SOLDERING

IRON

FOR HOME & HOBBY SHOP
Now you can own a home soldering iron which has the same kind of
Calrod* heater found in G -E industrial irons, the irons that professionals
use. Rated at 85 W, 115 V, G -E Handy
irons are perfect for a score of home
repair jobs, for building radios, moking electrical connections, and for
many kinds of metal working and
model building.
You'll like the quick way this G -E
Handy iron gets down to work with a
steady, efficient supply of heat ... the
high -speed soldering it gives you.
You'll appreciate its light weight
its cool easy -to -grip handle.
Ask to see the G -E Handy soldering irons at your dealer's. Price only
$3.95. Or write to Dept. C667-1V, Apparatus Department, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

the female sockets are American. This
JFD Step -Down Ballast may be used
with radios, electric razors, fluorescent
fixtures, phono-radio combinations,
electric clocks, electric blankets and
other electric appliances.
Descriptive literature covering this
new ballast will be forwarded upon
request to Department RN, JFD
Manufacturing Co., 4117 Fort Hamilton Parkway, Brooklyn 19, New York.

.

BUILT -IN RADIO

Reeves Sound Studios, of New York,
has recently announced a new built -in
radio and sound system which is engineered to be a functional part of a
home.
Known as the Reeves "Soundcraft
Radio," the unit consists of four major
parts; a portable tuner, an amplifier,
a record player, and one or more
speakers, plus an antenna and necessary wiring.

.

.

FREE: An up -to- the -minute manual on soldering
techniques with every purchase of a G -E Handy
iron.

GENERAL

*Reg. U.S. Pat. OR.

ELECTRIC
RADIO NEWS

The portable tuner, which is about
the size of a cradle telephone, is the
only part of the system which is exposed. All other units are concealed
in the walls or other suitable space.
The amplifier unit can be placed in a
closet, cellar or attic.
Present production calls for standard AM reception units only, but an
FM tuner will be provided at a later
date. No elaborate conversion process will be required.
Reeves Sound Studios, 10 East 52nd
Street, New York, New York, will supply additional information on the
"Soundcraft Radio" to those requesting it.

"c:nyRAD10 REPAIR JOB
... in LESS TIME...
with LESS WORK!
written by Alfred

!

and a lot MORE PROFITABLY!

A. Ghi-

rardi, servicing expert

5" OSCILLOGRAPH
The recently developed Hickok
Model 195, general -purpose 5" oscillograph has several unique features of
interest to servicemen.
This new unit provides sinusoidal

and author of the mo.t
widely used books in rodio

training history.

-,r

Ghirardi's
RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
quickly helps you diagnose and repair common troubles
in over 4800 receiver models and automatic record
changers of 202 manufacturers.

WOO.

radio repair Jobs out of every 5 can be handled as easily
as falling off a log -without tedious testing. Try this servicing
short cut that really works -the one that pays for Itself in time
saved on the very first Job! There's no magic about It. Just
common sense. In this big 4 lb., 744 -page manual -size TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK, Ghlrardi supplies you with
a carefully tabulated and indexed compilation of the common
Troubles (and their Remedies) that occur In over 4800 models
of home radios, auto radios and automatic record changers of
202 manufacturers -the sets that account for well over 90%
of all service work today! Clear instructions tell you exactly
WHAT the trouble is likely to be- exactly HOW to fix it
No guessing or lost time!

'

A..r

y.!

.

'et,

4

s,;.,,0
AO.

NO OTHER HANDBOOK LIKE IT
This priceless Trouble Case History section of the HANDBOOK eliminates the need for all troubleshooting and laborious
testing on 4 Jobs out of 5. Tells you HOW to make the necessary
repairs QUICKLY
..SIMPLY
DIRECTLY! Ohirardi
on to you the priceless experience from thousands of
Passes
ours of tedious troubleshooting no you can save MORE THAN
HALF your precious time and do your work Easter. Faster.
.

.

more Profitably.

NOT A

STUDY

BOOK!

Over 300 additional pages contain parts repair data; diagrams, tube charts, tuning alignment and Lt. transformer data
for more than 20,000 receivers, complete RMA color codes
and dozens

sweep with phasing control and is designed for accurate visual analysis of
the wave shapes of television, FM and
AM signals. The 5" screen, using the
new 5 UP -1 cathode -ray tube, provides
easy visibility of all types of radio
servicing.
The Hickok Electrical Instrument
Co., 10524 Dupont Avenue, Cleveland
8, Ohio, will provide full details regarding this unit upon request.
FLEET CONTROL UNIT

Because of the increasing number of
radiotelephone installations, the appearance of The Hammarlund Manufacturing Company's new "Fleet Control" selective calling system for two way service is particularly timely.
Designed with all of the features of
previous "Fleet Control" models, the
new SCM -26 -T includes a bell ringing
circuit which provides an audio as
well as a visual signal in the mobile
unit being called.
In this new unit, the signal light
remains lighted until the operator of
the mobile unit calls the central office.
This feature is advantageous in cases
where the operator is absent from the
vehicle for varying periods of time.
The Hammarlund Manufacturing
Company will provide complete details
on the Model SCM -26 -T to those who
write the company at 460 West 34th
Street, New York 1, New York.

of graphs,

TEDIOUS TESTING
ON FOUR JOBS OUT OF 5

Don't

se

Trouble Case History repair
instructions on over 4800
models of all these makes:

Mal!

Learn Professional Servicing by MODERN,
SCIENTIFIC Methods

MODERN RADIO SERVICING is A. A. Ghirardi's famous illustrated and simplified course
in professional radio-electronic service work. 32
big chapters, 1300 pages and over 700 illustrations
sold for only $5! It explains
complete in 1 vol.
the construction and operation of all types of test
instruments
and how to use each one. Shows
how to analyze circuits scientifically ; how to test,
repair and replace components how to do every
phase of home and auto -radio repair work from
A to Z by most expert, time -saving MODERN
methods. Worth its weight in gold in giving you
a real, honest -to1300 pages
goodness complete
706 illus.
course in the
only
KNOW HOW of
radio - electronic
service work l

-

-

Admiral
Airline
Arvin

Howard
Majestic
Motorola

Belmont
Brunswick
Capehart
Chevrolet
Ciarion
Colonial
Crosley

Philco
Pilot

Emerson
Fada

Stewart Warner

RCA

Silver -Marshall
Silvertone
Sonora
Spartan

Strom. -Carlson
Westinghouse
Wilcox -Gay
G.E.
General Motors Zenith
. .. and 172 more!
Farnsworth

HAVE A LOOK AT THEM
232 Madison Ave.

MONEY -SAVING.

COMBINATION
OFFER!save You
the HANDBOOK

jobs.

service
common
time on
RADIO SERVICING
MODERN
Let
for truly probooks at
train you BOTH big
Combinawork. Get
Money-5aving
for the
special
59.50
only
of
today.
tion price
coup
two by mailing

Let

-NOW!

MURR AY HILL BOOKS, INC.

DEPT. RN -57

AEI

May, 1947

GOODBYE TO

all

diagrams and other service data,

designed to help you repair ANY RADIO EVER MADR
easier and heir, as fast! You get all this for only 55 complete!

New York 16, N. Y.,

U. S.

A.

for books checked ; or
send C.O.D. (in U.S.A. only) for this amount plus
postage. If not fully satisfied, I may return either or
both books within 5 days for full refund of my money.
Enclosed find

$

RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
$5 ($5.50 foreign)
MODERN RADIO SERVICING
$5 ($5.50 foreign)

-

MONEY-SAVING COMBINATION OFFER:
over 2040 pages total- only
Both big books
LI $9.50 for the two ($10.60 foreign).
Name
Address........
City S. Zone

State

_i
1:17

THE

NEW-,
igir,
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TELEVISION
RECEIVER KIT
Now available for
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
from METROPOLITAN

No know edge of television required. Complete easy -to- follow
instruction sheet gives you all the knowledge
you need. Finished Television Receiver has
a picture that is clear and sharp
comparable to a moving picture.
All necessary
components are included:
nothing is required except a screw driver,
cutting pliers and a solder'ng 'ron. Only the
highest quality standard parts are used
the list price value of these parts alone is
more than $300. 110 volts, 60 cycles AC
FACTORY GUARANTEE-set guaranteed to
operate satisfactorily if directions are followed exactly. Servicing of component parts
and assembled parts will
be performed by the factory at factory costs.
Easy to assemble.

.

.

-

w

95

I

The New Model B -45
BATTERY OPERATED

SIGNAL GENERATOR
for servic.ng AM, FM and Television Receivers
Self-modulated
Signal Generator, providing a
highly stable signal. Generates R.F. frequencies
from 150 Kilocycles to 50 Megacycles (150 Kc.

to 12.5 Mc. on Fundamentals and from 11 Mc. to
50 Mc. on Harmonics). R.F. is obtainable separately
or modulated by the Audio Frequency.
Direct reading
calibrations are etched on the
front panel. Complete with shielded test lead, self contained batteries
and
instruc

-all

Hons.

Net

]75J

aL

25% deposit, balance C.O.D. or
full payment with order.
TERMS:

Send for Free Catalog!

METROPOLITAN
ELECTRONIC & INSTRUMENT CO.
6 MURRAY STREET, Dept. RNS, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

SERV'CE

e

CONVENTIONS?

eAT THE February meeting of the

Federation of Radio Servicemen's Associations of Pennsylvania
held in Harrisburg, the feasibility of
holding a State Convention of Radio
Servicemen was discussed. I do not
believe such a gathering, sponsored by
servicemen themselves, has ever been
held. We are interested in getting the
reaction of individuals and groups to
such a suggestion.
"Accordingly, we would appreciate
it if you would publish this letter,
along with any comments you would
care to make. We will welcome any
suggestions or ideas from individual
servicemen or groups. Please address
correspondence to the writer."
A. R. Guild, Secretary
Radio Servicemen's
Association of Pa.
410 Campbell Street
Williamsport 11, Pa.
This would be a good idea if it can
be worked out. At least it would give
you fellows a chance to thrash out
your problems.
*

*

*

SERVICING AUTO RADIOS
eelt7OUR RAmo NEWS is one of

my
for radio information
and I would be very pleased if you
would give us an early article on auto
radio servicing and installation.
"There is no doubt that the radio
serviceman in the near future will
have to specialize in a certain type of
repair service.
"There is no branch of radio that is
expanding like auto radio and there
are very few technical articles on this
subject.
"An article on how to build a vibrator tester using commercial parts
that are readily obtainable would be
very helpful."
Preston L. Williams
South Norfolk, Va.
A construction article on the vibrator tester has already been planned
and will be run as soon as we can get
the material completed.

ii sources

*

l etTOU
"-

*

*

SUGGESTIONS

have a swell magazine.
However, I believe you should
have some articles on television, facsimile and pulse time modulation. A
number of your readers are operators
and someday they will have use for
such information.
"Another item of interest would be
a discussion of what makes a good radio trade school. This would be of
great value to veterans who are planning to attend a radio school. I have
come in contact with some good
schools and some not so good.

"I wish to speak in support of a television operator's license, to be issued
by the FCC. Television involves principles not encountered in radiotelephony, namely optics and anyone who
has a radiotelephone first class license
is not necessarily qualified to be a
video or FM engineer. Instead of easing the license requirements they
should be stiffened to keep pace with
the advancement of the art."
Alban Hatzell, WOFIV /6
Hollywood, California
RADIO NEWS is planning to run more
and more articles on television, facsimile and pulse time modulation.
Watch for them.
*

*

*

LOOK WHAT MR. DARR STARTED

ACK

DARR has covered the
question of standardizing methods and procedures on the design of
new radio receivers. He has done this
so well that I can add little or nothing
to his list of suggestions. I think he
has something there.
"I believe that it would be well for
each receiver manufacturing company executive to read Darr's letter
and be inspired."
Walter Demski
Walter's Auto and Radio Supply
McKeesport, Pa.
*

*

*

eC_IACK DARR'S revealing letter
concerning the poor construction of commercial receivers encouraged me to write this letter. Every
time I think about repairing radios, I
dream a nightmare of rotten rubber
hook -up wire, rat's nest wiring, slipping dial cables, and row after row of

unmarked trimmers.
"Here are a few suggestions: don't
use rubber hook -up wire of poor quality because a serviceman can't make
anything on the time spent in rewiring sets in which the wiring has decomposed; avoid the use of rubber
mountings on tuning condensers, dials,
etc. The rubber dries out and then the
tuning mechanism is a loose -jointed
mess; mark or color-code the values
of the resistors and condensers so that
replacement will be simpler. It seems
as if the only condensers that go bad
are the unmarked ones; eliminate
push- button tuning on sets as the contacts get dirty, the coils drift with
age, and the temperature coefficient
is such that it drifts away from the
station as the set warms up.
"Mount electrolytic condensers as
far away from the hot tubes as possible. They will last three or four times
as long; don't use OZ4 tubes for rectifiers in auto radios, they seldom last
any length of time; calibrate dials accurately enough so that one will know
RADIO NEWS
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U. S. SIGNAL CORPS 2-WAY TALKING SYSTEM

Western Electric product. Use them for inter -office communication, house to garage, mother's room to baby's
room, on the farm and many other places. Sensitive enough
to pick up the slightest whimper. Sturdy all steel construction. Has push-to -talk switch. Speaker is built in.
Tube line-up 5Y3, 6SJ7 and 6K6. Can be used as a 4-watt
modulator for your ham rig. The small unit is a speakerreceiver. Connect as many as 10 speakers in parallel. Comes
ready to operate. Just plug into 110 volt AC line. 100 ft. of
speaker cable is supplied. Complete with master and
one speaker-receiver
A

$495
HOT SPECIALS

RADIO PARTS
ASSORTMENT

1619 Tube. Characteristics same as 6L6 only with
a 2;4 volt filament. Use as a replacement
fora 47 or a 2A5

of valuable and useful ra-

Hundreds

plans

or Video. Can easily be trimmed down to 10 Megs
with a single ceramic condenser.
$2.98
Set of four matched coils

Better Buy

lbs. $1.69
HS -30 HEARING AID
TYPE HEADSET

Hi- fidelity, flat, from 100 to
10,000 cycles, impedance 128
Ohms, will operate across low
impedance voice coil. With
matching transformer impedance is 8000 ohms. Brand
new, complete with plug
and
$1.98
transformer

2

Watt resistors, sizes 25,

150, 1000, 3000, etc

$1.00

BC -312, 342 I.F. Crystal Transformer, resonant
at 470 KC. Replace that 1st I.F. with this unit
and separate those crowded
ham -bands

$6.49
C

Double Button Mike -to -Grid

Trans.... $ 59
$ .98

Kit of 10 R.F. & Osc. Coils
Pwr:Trans. 350-0-350, 6OMils,6.3v

®sa'$2.15
5v ® 2a
RA -20 Power Supply -tor Signal Corps Receiver
BC -342. Replace battery pack on BC-312
to convert to 110v, AC operation

HS -16 HEADSET

Noise -proof, rubber-cushioned, equipped with 2 matching transformers, magnesium
earcaps. A
8000 ohms impedance. Brand new... 470.34'1'

1

Complete unit
wired

and
tested

49

2500 Ohm 100 Watt adjustable resistor.. $

Kit of 50 -1 and

operation.

$1.79

6L6 Output transformer

$1.00

Kit of parts and
plans for
complete $12.00

20.7 Megacycle double iron core tuned IF transformers. Four to a complete set. Use them for FM

ets, escutcheons,
lugs, etc., etc.
A

tions and

$ .69

dio parts.
Transformers, coils, condensers, wire, sock-

10

Designed for Army surplus receivers
such as the BC 342, BC 348, BC 312,
etc. Uses a single 6SA7 fixed oscillator
at 16 megs. Adjust plate output and
grid input signal for maximum. Calibrate and tune the entire band on
your receiver. The power for the converter comes from the receiver. Our
special adapter secures the power from
the receiver by a plug -in arrangement.
When this is not possible instructions
will indicate the correct tapping point.
In ordering be sure to mention the
model receiver.
Complete Instruc-

$325

Extra speaker-receiver

METER CONVERTER
27 to 30 Megacycles

$18.00

BROADCAST BAND
CONVERTER
100 KC to 1550 KC
For owners of Amy -Navy surplus
receivers. Adapter supplied uses

6SA7 tube mixer -oscillator.
Beats BC signal against 3 Megs.
Tune in on short wave. An improved feature incorporates an
a

aperiodic tuned antenna circuit for
low noise level. Tested with BC312, 342. NC100 -ASD. BC -348
and others. In ordering $15.00
state model
Cash. Cheek Sr M.O. Writ. Dept. N -M

i

$14.89

THOR ELECTRONICS

$ .79

5051 N. Clark St., Chicago 40, III.

T -30 -V Carbon Throat Mike
Brand New

The New Home of

MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE
The Melville Building is ready with
facilities for over 2,000 students of

TELEVISION & RADIO
Melville Radio Institute, a well -established,
prewar school, is one of New York's outstanding vocational training centers.
Technical know -how, ample equipment and
expert faculty have resulted in a satisfied student body that is among New York's largest.
Visit

THE SIX MELVILLE COURSES
RADIO

TECHNICIAN

Approved for Veterans.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

r

RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICING
RADIO MATH

SLIP -TAPE TRANSCRIPTION

"The Radio School administered by
Radio Men."

MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE
Melville Building
1SP

._

15

WEST 46th St., N. Y.

19

today without obligation snd watch

Licensed by the State of New York.

TELEVISION TECHNICIAN

FUNDAMENTAL

us

the School in operation. A free brochure may
be obtained by mailing the attached coupon.

BR

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!

MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE
Melville Building
15 West 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.
GENTLEMEN: Send me FREE Information about your school. RN

Name
Address

9-5080

-

96f6ST.,
May, 19-17
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he has

UNIVERSAL
MODEL 502 -C
RADIO TUBE TESTER

the correct station; incorporate

two- or three- position selectivity control on the better sets; incorporate a
t.r.f. stage on the better sets; if a set
has an r.f. stage, provide sufficient
trimmers and permeability tuned coils
so that it may be tracked with the
mixer and dial; and finally use a simple but good quality coaxial speaker
system in larger radios.
"I could rave on and on -but I suppose what I haven't said will be just
as effective in correcting conditions as
what I have said."
William W. Schriever

RADIO

AND

APPLIANCE

DEALERS

LOW PRICES

Fast Delivery

Norman, Oklahoma
*

s

.

eTTHREE cheers for

LEVER ACTION SWITCHES

Mr. Darr and
letter. If any of these socalled engineers had to disassemble
their product, where the speaker, loop
aerial, phono motor, pickup, extension
controls and chassis were all wired together without the use of plugs, or
other convenient methods of disconnecting the units, perhaps they'd make
some drastic changes. And why not
some more substantial method of putting on tube locations than paper
charts which become torn, lost or obliterated. Equally as bad are inaccessible chassis screws in portable radios
which have to be painstakingly removed with an offset screwdriver by
half turns, since wooden battery dividers keep you from making a complete revolution."
C. H. Hartwell
Armstrong Radio &
Appliance Store
Chicago, Illinois

2 -RANGE OHMMETER

eel

li his

MODERN DESIGN
EASY TO OPERATE
FLEXIBLE CIRCUIT

HANDSOME OAK CASE
ROLL CHART

2 -RANGE

BATTERY TESTER

Dealer's Net Price
(1 10 v -60 cycles)

/

X49.95

F.O.B. Factory

Also available as
counter Model 502 -C
at same price
Write for catalog
s

UNIVERSAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
306 East McMillan Street
Cincinnati 19, Ohio

Export Department

INTEX COMPANY
303 W. 42nd Street
New York 18, N. Y.
Cable: "INTEXCOM, N. Y."

FREE -Send for our complete catalog
showing Electrical Wiring Devices,
Portable Electric Stoves, Fluorescent
Equipment, etc.

TRUTONE PRODUCTS
COMPANY
303

Dept. NA
West 42nd St., New York

15.

N.Y.

. . .

AM a newcomer to the radio
service field so I have held my

peace regarding many things I thought
were wrong with the design of radios
but I do agree 100% with Mr. Jack
Darr. My particular gripes concern
the lack of accurate dial calibration
marks at the limit of pointer travel
and at the 1400 kc. and 600 kc. in
many sets and the lack of trimmer
and padder identification."
William F. Oliver
Plymouth, Wisconsin

. . .
Ce1 ET'S give three cheers for Jack
Darr for expressing hip opinion
on the new sets coming out now. He
voiced the opinion that many of us
have been thinking.
"In comment, several of the prewar
models had started using his suggesting practice of calibrating the rear of
blind dials. I, for one, utter a long low
curse when I have to replace a chassis
in the cabinet to recheck the dial.
"Another headache is the tiny, ineffective Allen -head set screws in
some of the new knobs. Have they run
completely out of springs, what was
wrong with the split shaft?
"Mr. Darr, without a doubt, is a
conscientious worker and like him I
never cease to wonder about this deal
of the soldering on the new radios.
What is the matter with present -day
workers ?

L

We are in a position to supply you
with everything you need in the electrical and radio fields. We can supply
many hard -to -get products, such as
Plugs, Switches, Sockets, Elements. etc.

k20°
it was just

twenty years ago

YES,
that Kenyon was first incorpo-

ated. For over twenty years Kenyon has served you well
as a
reliable source of quality transformers.

...

May oll our future years of business with you be as pleasant as
the first twenty.

looking forward to seeing
all our friends in Chicago during
the week of May 13 -16 at the
Radio Parts and Elect,onic Equipment Show. Drop in and see us at
We are

Booth No. 6

THE MAHE OF

\

EXCELLENCE

KENYON
TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.
840 BARRY

ST.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

RADIO NEWS

"My radio experience has covered
about the same number of years as
Mr. Darr's and I have a shop that I
am proud of and I am proud of my
work. How about you manufacturers
giving us a product to work on."
Charles C. Gohn
Radio Service Department
Bogle Hardware
Shenandoah, Iowa
*

eel

*

NCw

PACKED

a:

A

RECTIFIER INSTALLATION

READ the article in the November issue of RADIO NEWS in regards to installing a selenium rectifier
in a radio.
"Iti!Stead of going through all the
work of pulling the set apart, I have
a Zenith Portable, Model 7G605, I just
took the base of an old tube and soldered the lugs to the plate and cathode
terminals and plugged it in. It works
perfectly. This was on a 117Z6GT.
"Why couldn't these rectifiers be put
out this way ?"
William P. Dowd
Officers' Quarters
State Farm, Mass.
Nothing is impossible . . but this
suggestion is not too practical as
the manufacturers and parts jobbers
would have to stock too many different items. It isn't too much trouble
hooking up a socket to these rectifiers.

EVERYTHING IN RADIO
FOR EVERYONE IN RADIO!
Send for your FREE copy of the handiest,
most complete Buying Guide for Everything in
Radio! Packed with the latest, finest values in radio and
electronic supplies
parts, tubes, test instruments, communica-

...

tions receivers, Ham gear, Public Address equipment, home
radios, tools, books ... more than 10,000 items of nationally
known, guaranteed quality ... the world's largest and most
complete stocks. For fastest service, expert help, lowest prices,
depend on ALLIED! Send for FREE Catalog now ...

.

radio and electronic
supplies to serve the needs of engineers, servicemen, dealers,
soundmen, amateurs, and builders. Complete stocks of all the
leading makes. Guaranteed quality. Lowest prices. Get everything you need from one dependable source -ALLIED -Radio's
Leading Supply House for everyone in Radio!
MORE THAN 10,000 ITEMS. Everything in

International Short -Wave
(Continued from page 70)

-

Smichov -the most distant quarter
took a substantial part in the battle
for Broadcasting House and the battle
for the transmitter in Strasnice, a dif-

...

ferent part of Prague.
After the
building had been hit by a heavy torpedo on Sunday night, which had exploded a few yards from the studio
and buried many defenders of Broadcasting House, announcing was taken

over by the technicians themselves directly under the transmitting masts
in the suburb of Strasnice. In the
meantime, workers of the Broadcasting Company, chiefly technical workers, had moved the necessary technical fittings into one of the churches
of the Church of Czechoslovakia, with
a park, which was about 1 km. from
the main building and connected with
it by a cable. Here they quickly improvised a new studio and the necessary offices. The announcements were
made from the choir and until the revolution was over not a single outsider
knew where the studio was. On Tuesday, during the bombardment and
shelling of Prague (at the very same
time when peace was being solemnly
declared in London) the Czechoslovak
Broadcasting Company was moving
into the shelter of Hus House.
"On the first day after the liberation of Prague -May 9th -at 7 p. m.normal, though festive, transmissions
were begun from the mother house in
Prague XII, which although heavily
damaged and half destroyed, had been
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VALUE.

HAM GEAR

HOME SETS

Earliest delivery on

New 1947 radios
and radio -phonos.

latest communica-

Radios for radio

tions receivers, transmitters and Amateur

men! Handsome
styles. Wonderful
performance. Outstanding complete
line of radio values!

station equipment.

Time payment plan;
trade -ins accepted. E xpert Amateur Service.

Entirely new line of complete Packaged Sound Systems for every public address requirement. New
styling, new design features. Everything in amplifiers, speakers,
microphones, accessories. New intercom systems. New professional -type sound apparatus. Everything for the Soundman!
NEW P. A. EQUIPMENT.

HANDY RADIO BOOKS
Radio Formulas and Data
Dictionary of Radio Terms
Radio Circuit Handbook
Radio Builders' Handbook
Simplified Radio Servicing
Radio Data Handbook

.....

ALL

g

BOOKS No. 37499

ALLIED RADIO CORP.
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. I _E_7
Chicago 7, Illinois
Send FREE 1947 RADIO CATALOG
ID

Send Books checked above
Send 6 Books No. 37.799
Send Calculators checked above

f

g

$1.00

HELPFUL CALCULATORS
These radio reference aida provide valuable data quickly:

Parallel Resistance and Series
Capacitance Calculator. No. 37- 940...24
R -F

Resonance and Coil

Winding Calculator. No. 37 -955

25e

FREE

enclosed

Ecaearytliúcg

Name

awe EQectzoKCcs

Address

City

10c
15c
25c
15c
10c
25c

Zone

State
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defended until the arrival of the Red
Army. The Commanding Officer of the
Soviet Troops said that Prague was
the only city which had not ceased to
transmit throughout her revolution
and which had managed to keep all
her transmitting stations. This is in
the first place due to the efforts of the
devoted staff of the Czechoslovak
Broadcasting Company, of their comrades from among the broadcasting
staff of the Postal Service and hundreds of unknown fighters who came
to help the Broadcasting Company... .
"Now the Czechoslovak Broadcasting Company is quickly reviving from
the heavy wounds which were inflicted
on it by the Nazi occupation, the Gestapo terror, and by this war which had
in its last phases passed through
Czechoslovak towns with transmitters

Two New

MUST
Books

By

R. L. Duncan

Well- known educator and Radio -Electronics author,
Colonel, Sig. Corps Res.; Member, Amer. Inst. of E.E.,
Inst. of Radio Engineers, Veteran Wireless Operators' Assn.

This Quiz Book is of inestimable value to
students, trainees and those with experience
as a means for checking knowledge and
training. It is tops as a pre- examiner for
radio license examinations. A highly practical "True or False" type of question and
answer treatise containing more than 1200
quizzes, plus the required circuit diagrams.
This book points the way ... acclaimed as a
superior means for determining the scope
of your Radio -Electronics "know how"

This Dictionary of Radio -Television -Radar
is prepared especially for technicians, students, mechanics, operators, experimenters,
trainees, amateurs and others associated
with the radio -electronics industry
arranged for ready reference and practical application in one streamlined up-to -date book
containing Formulas, Symbols, Conversion
Tables and various essential data, as well as
definitions of terms and technical expressions encountered in the broad field of
Radio -Electronics.

...

7

*eu Itecd 74.4e Seedéa ... at.dert Owe NOW I
Only $2.00 for the Quiz Book and $1.50 for the Dictionary at your dealer, or if he
cannot supply you, order direct. Remit by money order or check--do not send cash.
RADIO- ELECTRONICS PUBLISHING CORP., DEPT.RN-5, 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK 7, N.Y.

AVAILABLE
FROM R P O
JENSEN
MODEL
HNP-51
JAP -60
J HP -52
J CP -40
D -121
D -151
H -20
H -24
U -20

LIST
$125.00
86.00
65.00
35.00
62.00
62.00
34.05
41.85
43.05

C'lsppard

SIMPSON
MODEL
305 Tube Tester
305 RC Tube Tester
330 Tube Tester
330 RC Tube Tester
315 Signal Gen .
260 Meter

LIST

ELECTRONIC VOLT-

$ 49.50

OHMMETER, MODEL

59.50
98.50
108.50
67.35
38.95

406

We invite comparison of
this instrument with any at
any price for appearance, NET
ruggedness, accuracy, sta- "
bility. 0 -1 to 1,000 volts From Jobber
U.H.F., A.C., D.C. 0-1,000 or F.O.B. Cinti.
megohms. Pen-type dual -diode A.C.
probe. No extras to buy. Send for details
or order today.

$8950

CASH WITH ORDER

RADIO PARTS OUTLET, INC.

CLIPPARD INSTRUMENT LAB.,

4305 LINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAGO 18,

1125 Bank
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ILL.
A

St.,

Dept. 6, Cincinnati

INC,

14, Ohio

and stations, and had ended in

Prague, and from many other wounds
which it bore bravely and returned
with interest during the Slovak Rising
and the Prague revolution.
"Among the questions which are put
by friends and kind guests from Allied
countries who are interested in the
Prague revolution, there are always
these : Was it the right moment ? Or
was the order given before ? By which
group? Who gave the order to the
announcers to call ? Was it the Czech
National Council ?
. And so on.
"We are sure that it was the entire
Czech nation, who in the same moment in places distant from each
other, organized and unorganized, simultaneously felt the fatal moment,
and unasked, obedient to orders and
without orders, armed and without
arms, led and without leaders, threw
itself against the Nazis, against the
occupants! It was the most spontaneous rising of a people, historically related to the spirit of the Hussite revolution, because it originated from the
very matter of the national spirit,
from the roots of the ideals of liberty,
of the national, state and political
tradition of that period of humanity,
in the midst of which beats the heart
of Prague. After seven years once
more uplifted heads, after seven years'
humiliation, we can again fight for
and defend our liberated homeland!"
Czech Schedules
The assertion that the Czech Radio
is rapidly recovering is borne out by
the expansion of its facilities, especially with regard to "foreign language" broadcasts.
Good to excellent signals are reported from various quarters of the
United States during the daily North
American beam (in English, Czech,
and Slovak), 7 -8* p.m., over OLR5A,
15.23; English news is read around
7 :35 p.m. In addition, there are cultural reviews, economic talks, Trade
Union Bulletins, on various days, and
always beautiful music; while the
major portion of the program usually
originates in Prague, ofttimes relays

-

*Unless otherwise stated, all time herein is
expressed in American Eastern Standard Time
EST
hours BEHIND GMT.

-5
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are taken from Bratislava and elsewhere. Reception reports are desired
and verifications are being sent out
promptly. Address, The Czechoslovak
Broadcasting Corporation, Prague
(Praha), Czechoslovakia.
Additional English periods are
scheduled daily at 1:45 -2 p.m. from
OLR3A, 9.55; at 3:45 and 5:45 p.m.
from OLR2A, 6.010. (These are usually heard fair to good in the United
States.)
The Czech Radio also broadcasts to
Austria in German between 2:30 -2:45
p.m.; in French, 3 -3:15 p.m. and 5:15-

AceRac:
RADIO STATION STANDBY

5:30 p.m.; in Spanish, 3:30 -3:45 and
5:30 -5:45 p.m.; to Scandinavia (Swedish, Norwegian, Danish), 4:15 -4:30
p.m.; and to Switzerland (French,
German, Italian), 4:30 -5 p.m.; all
these transmissions are from OLR2A,

PORTABLE, STANDBY
OR STATIONARY

for
Electronics Uses

6.010.

Czechoslovakia

lies in the very

heart of Europe, and like Switzerland,

Austria, and Hungary, is a landlocked country without direct access
to the sea. It is bounded on the north
by Germany and Poland; on the south
by Austria, Hungary, and Rumania;
on the west by Germany; and on the
east by Poland and Rumania. It lies
athwart Europe from west to east, its
extreme length being 600 miles and its
width varying from 50 to 100 miles.
Prague (Praha) is its capital.
The subterranean caverns of Czechoslovakia are among the curiosities of
Europe. In the Moravian Kras not far
from Brno there stretches an extensive system of caverns, lakes and
abysses, all underground. Among the
famous sights of Central Europe are
the magnificent ice caves in Dobsina
in a district known as the "Slovak
Paradise." Czechoslovak spas and
mineral springs are among the foremost in Europe.
Prague has a wealth of medieval
architecture equalled by few other
cities on the Continent. It is believed
that more than 3500 years back there
was a settlement within the territory
which is now occupied by present -day
Prague, on the site of the castle of
Vysehrad.
Czechoslovakia possesses one of the
richest territories in Europe -both in
natural resources and industrial development.
About 75 per-cent of the population
is Roman Catholic, the rest Protestant. Institutions of higher learning
are the Czech University in Prague
(founded in 1348); the Universities of
Brno and of Bratislava; and the German University in Prague.
The Czechoslovak Republic was recreated as the result of World War I.
The reestablishment of independence
marked the culmination of the struggle of the Czechs and Slovaks for
freedom, a struggle the beginning of
which went to the Middle Ages, when
the ancient independent kingdom of
Bohemia was absorbed within the
Hapsburg Monarchy.
The Czechs and Slovaks are two
closely related branches of Slav ori-
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MOBILE RADIO UNITS

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

MUNICIPAL SIGNAL STANDBY

\'

A

i

RAILROAD RADIO

Onan Electric Plants are completely
self- contained, dependable power units
built in a wide range of sizes and standard voltages.
Lightweight, one or two- cylinder, aircooled models offer the maximum in
portability for many applications. Portable A.C. models -350 to 3,000 watts;
portable D.C. models -600 to 5,000 watts.
Although widely used for intermittent service as standby units, Onan two,

four, and six- cylinder water -cooled
plants are built for continuous heavy duty operation ... stationary or mobile.
A.C. models

-3

KW to 35 KW; D. C.
10 KW.

models -3.5 KW to

WRITE FOR FOLDER

1I\
AMATEUR RADIO

ONAN Electric Plants are available in many sixes and
models. ALTERNATING CURRENT: 350 to 35,000 watts in
all standard voltages and frequencies. DIRECT CURRENT,
600 to 10,000 watts, 115 and 230 volts. BATTERY
CHARGERS: 500 to 3,500 watts; 6, 12, 21 and 32 volts.

D. W. ONAN & SONS INC.
4783 Royalston Ave.

Minneapolis 5, Minn.

"SPOT" RECORDING
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MAKE A BEE -LINE TO

KAYLIÑE!
*

*
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MAY SPECIALS

*

Drills Manufactured by the Van Dorn
Electric Tool Co. Div. of Black &
Decker

alo
1/4

Inch Drill
Delivery

Now From

IN U.S.A.

Stock

$1695
In Canada $21.25

inch drills also in stock $31.95 U.S.A.
$39.95 in Canada

1/2

OUR OFFER STILL GOES!!
TUBES ALL BRAND NEW, JAN.
5CP1, 2X2A, 2C26, 3E29/829B. 723A, 717A, 417A,
2J32, OAKS, 6AG5, 6Y6, 6V6, SSN7GT,
6E5. 5174G, 9006. and 3B28.

635, 8C4,

will meet any price in this Issue for the above
We also reserve the right to
(brand new) tubes.
limit quantities on tubes.
We

$4485

ibyh
412.
Mfg.
Western
Electric. Complete with All Tubes..
58.50
Crating Charges
2500 volt and 400 volt
5" 5BP4 or 5BPI
OSCILLOSCOPES
60

Power supplies 115 V.
60 CY.
2x2 and 5T4 rectifiers
One 6A07 pulse am-

Cathode Ray Tube

Vertical & horizontal
positioning controls
Intensity control
Focusing control
plifier
Sweep control
Two 6SJ7 amplifiers
Horizontal amplitude
6L6 ampliflen
control
ACORN SOCKETS (National) Type XMAEach $0.49
built in bypass copper base
COIL FORMS (Hammarlund) code SWF -5.

.25

Each

#44 PILOT BULBS

6 -8

-

volt. Box of 48..

2.00

SCREW DRIVERS (Miller Falle) #853
Slx inch
CONDENSER KIT of 50 Asst Ceramicons.
RESISTOR KIT of 100 BMA. Coded Popular
iti ands
POTENTIOMETER KIT, 10 Asst AB Type
J,

.35
1.95

2.50
2.95

Watt

2

.I2

SOCKETS- Amphenol Steatite Octal.

Each
CHOKES -Pie -Wound 2.5 MH. Stand off
Each
.2 5
Ins. Type
.75
INTER -LOCK SWITCH -G.E.
.35
MICRO- SWITCH SPOT
.25
TOGGLE SWITCHES -SPST. DPST
1.95
SIGNAL CORPS HEAD SETS
Aerovox
-Electrolytic
PAPER CONDENSER
. 15
.1 Mad. 1000 V
.05
.0005 Mfd. 500 V. Half Postage Stamp Mica
LARGE QUANTITIES LOWER PRICE

MOLDED MICA CONDENSERS
Mfd. 5000 V.

.00075
.001
.002
.006

Mud. 5000 V.
Mfd. 5000 V.
Mfd. 3500 V.

S1.00
1.00
1.00
I .00

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS -GE. CD Aerovox &
Westinghouse.
$4.99
1 Mfd. 5000 V.
2 8
8 MM. 1500 V.
1.5
2 Mfd. 2000 V.
600 V.
.75
2 Mfd.
600 V.
8 Mlfd.
I .25
2 Mfd. 1000 V.
I .00

3.50

330 V.A C
330 V.A C
I .00
have a large stock of many still hard -to -get
items. Send us a list of your requirements. Large
50 Mad.
5

Mfd.

We

now on its way. All
promptly. Please include postpost orders. All other orders sent
F.O.B. Baltimore Railway Express Collect. We have
a stock of relays, all types of amphenol plugs &
connectors, Coaxial fittings and cable. Send for
new list of real bargains in war surplus items.
of transmitting tubes

stock

mail orders filled

age

on

parcel

KAYLINE DISTRIBUTING
3523

DOLFIELD AVENUE -DEPT.
BALTIMORE 15, MARYLAND
LIBERTY 4651

Cable Address "Kaydisco"
1.1.1

CO.
N5

gin; each has its own literary Language, but a Czech understands
Slovak without any effort and vice
versa. In the ninth century they
formed a single state, the Great Moravian Empire, which was destroyed
during the Magyar invasion of Central
Europe in the tenth century. Later
the Slovaks lived in the Hungarian
and the Czechs in the Austrian half of
the Austro- Hungarian Empire. Religious and political persecutions in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries led to an unsuccessful revolt of
the Czechs which resulted in the loss
of their freedom at the Battle of the
White Mountain near Prague in 1620.
Dr. Eduard Benes has been named
President (third time) to serve until
a new Constitution has been drafted
and another election held.
Looking toward the future, the
Czech Parliament has adopted a two year reconstruction program that sets
production goals for most industries
and contemplates shifting of workers
to achieve the greatest efficiency, and
to lay a secure foundation for further
progress. In a comprehensive commentary on this plan, "Two Years of
Work," Jan Roubal explains :
"The Czechoslovak people have responded to the announcement of the
Government program with genuine
enthusiasm. The miners were the first
to make a solemn promise that they
would fulfill the plan, and challenged
other workers to compete. The results
that have so far been achieved prove
that they will really fulfill the plan.
Even before the actual proclamation
of the plan, output is already rising.
Czechoslovak young people willingly
assist the peasants. All sections of
the nation irrespective of party allegiance are joining in the work for a
better future of the Republic and her
people. This concerted effort is a
guarantee that the plan, whose material factors have been carefully
weighed, will really be fulfilled."
:

s

MAY SPECIALS
ALL TUBES

OFF!

..

...

CONDENSERS
Fully guaranteed for 1 year . . brand
by
Individually boxed . . . Used
Use

manufacturers
.

at

a

price ysu

't

20/20 MFD A 150
20

10
16

20
25

4Sc

MFD
n 4450
50
MFD
450.
MFD (1 430

.001
.003
.005
.03
.05
.1

.25

Special

32c
4Sc

Afqt

5

5

radio

beat.

ELECTROLYTICS

24e

25

27c

BYPASS
400 Volts

-

600 Volts
12c
12c

12c
12c
12c
12c
14c
14v
24v
24e
Discounts on All Large Orders
Minimum Tube order
doz.
Minimum Condenser order
doz.

-I -I

All Merchandise fully guaranteed.

Wire
20 °0

or write

for catalog.

We ship anywhere.

deposit required on all orders.

rCOMMERCIAL RADIO
36 BRATTLE ST., BOSTON 8, MASS.

Electronics Made Easy!

Magi -Klips Kit

s

He Sunspots
"Don't worry too much about sunspots," is the advice of the well known New York DXer, Roger Legge.
"Actually, they are of benefit to
DXing," Mr. Legge tells me. "It is
during years of high sunspot activity
-such as at present -that high -frequency reception is the best. During
winter evenings several years ago,
when there was very low sunspot activity (bottom of the sunspot cycle),
all Europeans of 6 megacycles and
above were sometimes inaudible, due
to the very low maximum usable frequencies, and the BBC on 2.880 would
then be the only European audible;
now we are getting good evening reception from Europe on all bands up
to 15 megacycles.
"During the few days each month
when there is an ionospheric storm,
reception is of course poor, but we
DXers should be willing to put up
with some bad days occasionally in
return for improved reception the remainder of the time. (Also DXers

40 %--80%

.
New
. . Guaranteed
Sealed Cartons
117P7
$1.98;
1LÁ8, 1171.7, 117117, 117N7,
2A6, 6A8 35
s .82; SF5, 1237, 43, 47. 50Y6,
.
84
$ .92. SAS, 707, 321.7, 50A5, 70L7
.
35A5,
35Z3
$1.09;
7C5.
7B7.
7$8,
$1.66;
14117, XXL, 117Z3, 11724, 117Z6 . . . $1.35; 57.
58. 71A .
$ .74; 6K8, 7A8 . . . $1.09 . . .
and many others not listed.
11 SPECIAL OFFERS 11
All American" IC f t: 501.6
1. 5 -Tube
3595, 12SA7. 1251E7. 12SQ7...per kit 53.25
2. 5 -Tube Miniature.' Est: 5025, 35W4.
per kit 3.25
12AT8, 12BA8, 12BE6.
59.20.
3. 25Y5 (same as 25Z5) List prl
69
.89
4. OAKS Tubes
es
ea.
.69
8. aAHO Tubes
.59
ea.
6. &MSGT Tubes
.49
ea.
7. IRS, SSS, 114. 394 Tubes.
.49
S. Acorn Tubes: 054, 955. 958,_
.49
9. Hearing Aid Tubes: 5015 to b0988 ea.
.69
10. 717A Transmitting Tubes ,
11. Transmitting Tubes:
RE.4 a n d VT
ea
.98
127 .

Standard Brands

Build 18 Experiments at Home -No Tools'
RADIO RECEIVER, HOME BROADCASTER, PHOTOELECTRIC RELAY. CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR, SIGNAL TRACER, REMOTE CONTROL
RELAY, Phonograph Transmitter, Intercommuni.
cation Amplifier, Code Transmitter, Radio Frequency Oscillator, Telephone L i n e Amplifier,
Electronic Switch, Phonograph Amplifier, Temperature Control Relay, Con tact Detector, Elso(one -shot), Intron,c Metronome, Interval

terval Timer (repeating).

a Magi -Klips kit you cover the entire
field of electronic engineering theory quickly
in your spare time. It's simple to arrange the
components for each circuit. No soldering. No

With

tedious wiring. Kit o erstes on 110 V. AC or
DC and includes 35LF5 rectifier, 50L6 power
amplifier, 12SL7 double triode, powerful 4"
speaker -mike, plate relay, broadcast and SW
coils, tuning condenser and generous supply of
resistors, condensers, chokes, extra wire. Parts
worth double the price of kit.
Kit's 48-page manual has complete instructions and diagrams easily followed by the beginner. Remember, you need no tools, except
possibly a screwdriver, with a Magi3995
K lips electronic experimenter's kit. COMPLETE

-

excellent
MAO1 -KLIPS Kits a r
for laboratory a n d classroom.
Write for special discounts.
Write for
Some territories open.
Dealers
trade discount;.
Schools

equipment

fDEER 5. TAYLOR COMPANY
1340 Milvia St.
Berkeley 9, Calif.
Magi -Klips electronic kit(e).
IPlease ship

x

I enclose s
I C Please mall illustrated folder on the Magi -Klips Kit.
Name

I

Street
City

State
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should take a few days off once in a
while!) Naturally, these ionospheric
storms are serious to the communications companies, since they do disrupt
their circuits."
*

EXPERTS
CHOOSE

*

Beira Data
are indebted to Mervyn P.
Laubscher, South Africa, for this late
information received by him direct
from CR7IB, Beira :
"Our station, CR7IB, consists of a
HT4 Hallicrafters transmitter, with
about .3 kw. power, working on a fret.
quency of 7.255 megacycles. (Note:
This is definitely a mistake and should
be 7:155 megacycles- M.P.L.) Station
CR7IC consists of a Utah transmitter
of UAT -1 type, the power of which is
approximately .1 kw., operating on a
frequency of 3.498 megacycles.
"These stations, which are the sole
property of the Aero Clube da Beira,
broadcast ,in conjunction the same
program at the following hours
Daily, except Sunday, 4:45 -5:45 a.m.
and 1-3 p.m.; Sundays, 4 -7 a.m. News
in Portuguese is read at 5:05 a.m. and
We

-

1:05 p.m.

"Our programs consist mainly of
recorded music. Owing to the war, we
were able to obtain necessary materials for the construction of only
studios, one of which is already in use,
and the other is now being given the
final touches. We hope to be able
soon to improve our programs, with
variety shows, radio sketches, etc.
"A small number of amateurs enthusiastically maintain the stations
in good working condition, hoping to
see them grow up more and more as
conditions permit."
The letter was signed "For Presidente da Comissao Administrativa das
Emissoras do Aero Clube da Beira."
(Continued on page 154)
manager of the music center at the
Downtown Broadway store, Los Angeles,
demonstrates the new General Electric television receiver to Mrs. Fay McCarthy, a Los
Angeles housewife. Los Angeles recently
celebrated Television Week during which
time thousands of persons visited the exhibits
of television receivers. Two -thirds of the receivers on display were table models while
the balance were consoles. Public reaction
to the special television programs broadcast
during the show was reported to be good.
Bob Ham,

.--

is the
overwhelming
choice of experts because its the
befinest, perfected v.t.v.m
cause greatest demand makes
greatest production and lowest cost
to you.
" VOMAX" gives you o total of 51
ranges to directly measure d.c.,
o.c., o.f., if. and r.f. volts up
through hundreds of megacycles.
covering
resistance ranges
six
2 10ths ohms through 2,000 megmeter
-decibel
ohms, three output
ranges from -10 through +50 db ,
six direct current ranges measuring
from 50 microamperes through 12
amperes. Most important is the ab-

solute stability, complete freedom
from usual grid current errors
and its astronomical input resist once
on honest 6.6 megohms
if. and r.f.; 51 and
upon a.c.,
126 megohms upon d.c. Voltage
ranges measure from .1 through
3000 volts d.c., .1 through 1200
volts o.c.
If you wont to guard your meter
to make it
dollar investment
only once for many years to come
. then "VOMAX" of its present
low 559.85 net price is your logical
choice
. os thousands more
wise technicians like yourself have
proved to their profit.

...

....

....

Let's look at this matter of what meter you buy seriously
for your choice of this. the service technicians basic instruor onnoyance
ment, con spell either peace and profit
and loss to you. You must hove the best meter to meet
overwhelmingly
And
competition
"smart"
"smart" competition.
uses "VOMAX." The reason is simple. Other manufacturers
hove hod to copy " VOMAX" inventions to try to satisfy your
demand for a modern, post -war, obsolescence -proof universal
meter. Yet, " VOMAX.' the perfected v.t.v.m., stonds head
and shoulders above all other meters. This is proved by its
heavy purchase and use by the Bureau of Stondards in Woshington, by Western Electric, G. E., Westinghouse. university
offer university, by top -ranking industrial laboratories, F.C.C.,
.
C.A.A., Veterans Administrations, schools, colleges

....

.

al,

....

...

NEW IMPROVED

Thousands of technicians today rely
on "SPARX" dynamic signal tracer to
increase efficiency
save time
cut their costs. It lets you hear and
see signals . . . . traces signal right
on thru every receiver circuit from antenna thru voice -coil
is shop test
speaker, too. Continuous laboratory
research has now improved "SPARX"
immensely
created the Improved
tremendously increased
Model
greatly expanded gensensitivity
.
eral usefriness. And the SILVER policy of protecting your dollar investment pays out handsomely
a free bulletin tells every user how to convert his "SPARX" into the new, Improved Model in o jiffy
goes to prove that for the really serious, profit -conscious technician there's no substitute for SILVER, that
"SPARX" costing you only $39.90 is outstandingly the world's best signal tracer. "SPARX" will earn you,
too, more profits in less time than any other instrument you can buy.

....

....

....

....

....

....

...
...

Thanks for your patience. Model 906 Signal Generator is now flowing to your favorite
90 kc. through 170 mc. on fundamentals
jobber. And what an instrument
built -in
400
variable
amplitude modulation
8 air -trimmed bands
laboratory triply adjustable attenuator . .
.
variable electronic FM sweep
volt
multiply
shielded
microvolt to over
metered microvolts
output
strays lower than $500.00 laboratory generators! Yet oll this costs you only $89.90
net. Better order your 906 now for demand far exceeds production capacity on this
precision instrument for months to come.

....

....

'.

....

't

ti

....

....

1

...

.

.

....

Send Post Card for Catalog of new measuring equipment, communication receivers, transmitters, kits, parts. See them at your favorite Jobber.
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NEW RECEIVERS

for Summer Market
COMBINATION RADIO- INTERCOM

Electronic Laboratories, Inc. is introducing a new radio-intercom which
has been designed for the modern executive who wants both radio and
intercom service without the use of
multiple units.
The model is housed in a dark mahogany veneer cabinet which holds
both master and slave units. The

Televisi

1947!
Amateurs, Experimenters,
Radio Servicemen...

you

haw
have ac-

PHILCO TABLE MODEL

cess to the secrets of post -war television.

Vision Research Laboratories now brings
you in its new series of television booklets
complete and detailed plans for the construction of a 5- or 7 -inch television -FM
receiver! The plans in these books incorporate all of the latest design features plus a
detailed parts list. There is no need to
wade through textbooks to get this necessary information. These booklets furnish
you with all of the information needed for
the construction of television receivers,
sweep alignment generator, etc.
how Price
a new
AI
De"due
to great demond
sign and Construction of a Modern 5- or 7 -inch
TELEVISION RECEIVER" and "Design and Construction of a Visual Alignment SWEEP SIGNAL
GENERATOR."
Each booklet contains: Many pages of theory and
practical design information. Detailed sketches,
layout photographs and schematic diagrams.
In addition, each booklet is furnished with an
11 x 17 inch wall chart working diagram.

NOW AVAILABLE

SPECIAL TELEVISION

COIL KIT

including

matched coils for above and Television
Receiver.
Complete line of TELEVISION and FM
COILS -Write for Particulars!
10

This three -way portable receiver
tunes the full 535-1620 kc. broadcast
band and features a built -in loop
which eliminates the necessity for an
aerial or ground wire.
The Model WDU -233 carries a tube
complement consisting of a 1R5, 1U4,
1S5 and 3V4 plus a selenium rectifier.
The unit is 12" wide, 9" high and 6"
deep and weighs 7Y4 pounds, less batteries.
Sonora Radio & Television Corporation, 325 North Hoyne Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, will supply further details upon request.

radio -master unit blends with office
furnishings and is fully finished on all
sides to permit its use without regard
to location.
Known as the Radio -Utiliphone, this
unit will cover the standard broadcast band from 540 to 1520 kc. and
measures 12 x 9 x 7 inches. The slave
unit measures about 7 x 4 x 5 inches.
As many as four slave units may be
used with the master instrument.
Intercom controls are located on the
top half of the front panel with the
talk and listen switch on the left and
slave station selector on the right.
The radio switch and volume control
is at the bottom left and the radio
station selector at the bottom right of
the front panel.
Operational details on this unit will
be furnished by Electronic Laboratories, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.

A new addition to the Philco lowpriced table model receiver line has
been introduced as the Model 204.
This postwar superheterodyne incorporates five tubes, including rectifier, a beam power pentode audio system, and an electrodynamic speaker
for improved tonal quality on stand-

ard broadcasts.
The cabinet is all plastic and features a leather -grained pattern in

,

SONORA PORTABLE

The Model WDU -233, housed in a
buff-colored luggage -type case with
blending metal grille and contrasting
brown plastic trim, has been added to

wood plastic with contrasting ivory
plastic bezel, ivory knobs with bronze
inserts, and a base finished in ivory.
Full details and price on the Model
204 will be furnished upon request by

Philco Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.
ECHOPHONE CONSOLE

P.

0. BOX #52, Kew Gardens

Enclosed is

$

A new feature has been incorporated in the recently introduced console model home receivers by Echophone. These consoles feature a.f.c.
on FM. This new development makes
feasible push- button tuning on FM
stations with electronic correction of
any error in mechanical setting of the

15, N. Y

(Check or Money Order):

Quantity:

....Television Receiver Booklet at $1.75 ea.

....Sweep Generator

Booklet at $1.75 ea.

....Television Coil Kit $4.95 ea.
Name
Address
City
State

Zone

N5

Order direct or through your local distributor

lt6

Sonora Radio & Television Corporation's line of portable receivers.

push buttons.
The EC-403, one of the new units, is
a fifteen tube console with separate
push button and manual tuning on the
broadcast and manual tuning on the
short -wave bands. The frequency
range is 540 kc. to 18 mc. on AM. A
special feature of the receiver is two
spread bands, one operating from 9 to

RADIO NEWS

POWER TRANSFORMER
Operate a complete medium power phone
transmitter with this one transformer.
o 500 Volts at 150 ma.
o 325 Volts at 140 ma.
o 350 Volts at 60 ma.
o 3 - 5 Volt filament windings.
o 2- 6.3 Volt filament windings.

Isolation Transformer
115 Volt - 115 Volt with

ic shield.
40

STOCK NO. B -117

Only

Operates cool at

watts.

AC-DC set

line noise re-

duction.

Eliminates hot grounds in
set service.
Absolute necessity for Intercoms in noisy electrical locations.
2 -3/4" x 3 -1/4" x 4" high.
AC -DC

Static

o
shield.
o Army -Navy Ratings.
o 5-3/4"x6-1/2"x5-3/8" high.
Net Wt. 22 -1/2 lb. - Shipping Wt. 25 lb.

150

STOCK NO. B -116

MA.

Upright

or thru- chassis
mounting.
Army -Navy Rating.
3" x 3 -1/2" x 3 -1/2" high.
Net Wt. 4 -1/21b - Shpg. Wt. 6 lb.
Only
STOCK NO. B-203

E
SR

Only

$1.95

Choke

150 ma., 5 henry
105 ohm DC resistance.

Net Wt. 3 -3/41b - Shpg. Wt. 61b.

$3.95
MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS
20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED

stat-

nst

t

0--,$`2;9;

STANDARD
135

E.

SECOND ST.

C

PRODUCTS CO.

DAYTON

2

tpp6qtS

GH10

5

otmer
met

alin CpoMe $

2p9,p"p
Name

RADIO & ELECTRON

/
to

C`SC1ppDNsr

9

95 ea

Indispensable for the dealer, to demonstrate auto radios, and for the serviceman, to repair them, WEBER D. C. power supplies are the efficient,
practical answer to a pressing need. Utilizing selenium rectifiers as the heart of the unit, WEBER supplies are assured of long, trouble -free operation.
in
All WEBER supplies operate off the standard 115 volt A.C. 50;'60 cycle line, are equipped with internal thermal circuit breaker and are housed
attractive crackle painted steel cabinets.
Eliminate the messy bulk of storage batteries and be assured of the accuracy your demonstrations or service need. The WEBER Model No. 6DC4B,
as illustrated, delivering 6 volts D.C. at 4 amperes is an excellent value at $15.75 net to servicemen and amateurs. Model No. 6DC8B, delivering 6
volts at 8 amperes, net $20.50.
Here are leaders in the WEBER line; look them over and order from your jobber or direct from us. Should you require different specifications, a
letter to our engineering department will bring a prompt reply.

Model- 12DC4C
Model- 12DC12B
Model- 28DC4B
Model- 28DC10B
Model- 28DC20B

12 volts D.C. at 4 amps
12 volts D.C. at 12 amps
at 4 amps
24 -28 volts
at 10 amps
24 -28 volts
24 -28 volts D.C. at 20 amps

net $16.50
net 32.50

net
net
nel

34.50
47.50
77.50

Literature on above models available to distributors upon request

WEBER RADIO LABORATORIES
1793 Nostrand Avenue
Msty,

1

!117

Brooklyn 26, New York
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and the other from 15 to 18 mc.
FM broadcast coverage from 88 -110
mc. is provided. An automatic record
12 mc.

RESISTORS

changer and ample record storage
space is also included.
This receiver is housed in a Gothic

IS
OUR
BUSINESS
V2 WATT

-1

-2 WATT

WATT

ANY QUANTITIES

ANY TOLERANCES

Immediate Delivery
C.
J
9

0

RESISTORS KIT
$2.05 each

Chippendale cabinet and contains a
single 15" speaker with Alnico V permanent magnets.
The Hallicrafters Company, 4401
West Fifth Avenue, Chicago 24, Illinois, is manufacturing this console and
will supply additional data upon request.

Assorted and Not Mixed 100 pcs.1
60 pcs. 12 watt and 40 pcs.
watt/
1

ELECTRONIC PARTS

AND COMPONENTS

PERIOD CONSOLE

The STABILINE

E
Voltage Regulator

In keeping with the West Coast
trend toward casual living, the Magnavox Company has brought out a
new model console radio which is
housed in a Trench Provincial cabinet.
Authentic styling, featuring panelled doors and antique brass exterior fittings, make this radio -phono-

Instantaneous in action with a
maximum waveform distortion of 3
percent this new completely -electronic voltage regulator maintains a
stable output
within + .1 volt of
nominal for line variations from 95
to 135 volts; within + .15 volt of
nominal for any load current change
or load power factor change from
lagging .5 to leading .9.

LEGRI

S

COMPANY, Inc.

846 -850 Amsterdam Avenue
New York 25, N. Y.
"SINGER" TUNER!
Makes any amplifier into a 5 or 6 tube
superhet radio

-

Completely wired
and ready
to operate

...

$7.95
(Less Tubes)

Uses 12SA7-

-

Rated Input: 95-135 volts, 1
phase, 60 cycles. Output: settable
between 110-120 volts, 1 KVA.
Let us supply you with complete
technical and performance data.
WRITE - - - PHONE - - - WIRE
OR MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

THE SUPERIOR

ELECTRIC CO.

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

RA

Gentlemen:
Please forward complete engineering
and performance data on the new
STABILINE electronic voltage regulator.

Company

Name

Position.... ......

12SQ7 -12SK7

"SINGER" PHONO AMPLIFIER!
tube AC -DCcompletely wired
and ready
to operate
3

graph suitable for early American or
ranch -house decorative schemes.
Distribution has been confined to
the West Coast, but Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne, Indiana, will supply additional data upon request.
A

THE "COMMUTER"
new 6 -tube portable

$2.95
(Less Tubes)

Uses

50L6-35Z5- 2SQ7
1

25% Desposit Required With Order

receiver

which will operate on a.c. -d.c. or batteries has been added to the National
Union Radio Corporation line of home
radios.
Housed in a simulated leather -covered case with the genuine leather
carrying handle, the "Commuter" incorporates low drain National Union
tubes for added battery life. Full
broadcast band coverage is provided
with tuning by means of a slide rule

N. J. INDUSTRIAL CO.
309 Elm St.

Newark 5, N.

J.

RADIO COURSES
Servicing,
INDIVIDUAL

Broadcast Engineering,
Operating, Television

Commercial

LABORATORY WORK! -LEARN
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES

BY

DOING:

Licensed by the State of Maryland
Approved for Veteran Training

FREE

TO

VETS-TEXTBOOKS, TOOLS, TEST Sal
Write for Bulletin

BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
1425

Eutaw Place -Dept. R.

Baltimore

17,

Maryland
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dial scale. All controls are recessed
to minimize damage to the receiver.
The "Commuter" Model. G-613

B"

NEW GUARANTEED

That's A Buy

VACUUM CO ND ENSE R-100mmf/
7500V 24Amp /28mc's.
List price.
$12. Dimensions 4%,1 "x1%"

Terminals.
"TAB" special
Two for

*

*

$10.

Dimensions
Terminals.

*

*

$4.95
8.95

-*

*

VACUUM CONDENSER
50mmt/
7500V 20Amp /32mo's.
List price.
wie "D

S1%e

"x1 %" Dia -

"TAB" special

$4.50
8.40

Two for

MFGD. by G.E. or equiv.

*

*

*

*

*

*

OIL CONDENSERS

weighs 8 pounds, 8 ounces without

batteries.
National Union Radio Corporation
of Newark, New Jersey, will supply
additional details on this receiver
upon request.
A MIDGET MIDGET

Sentinel Radio Corporation has recently announced production on their
"Treasure Chest" model, a tiny midget receiver measuring 4" high, 4"
deep and 8" wide.
This model has five tubes and operates on either a.c., d.c., or batteries.
It is available in two-tone plastic cabinets in a variety of colors.
The radio has been so designed that
the listener may hear a program even
when the cover is down by holding the

4mfd/50WVDC. Ten for
lOmfd/600W VDC. Two for
20mfd/1300W VDC. Two for
4mfd/800WVDC, TLA. 2 for
Tua.lmfd/800W VDC.
Tubular
Ten
Tubular 0.1mfd /800WVDC.
Ten for
Ten
3Sand /390V1000WVVDCGE PyranoL
4mfd /330VAC /1000WVDC. CD DykanoL
Two for
15mfd /330VAC/1000WVDC, GE Pyranol
2mfd /2000WVDC, Avx &Wst. Two for
3mfd/2000WVDC. Avx&Wst. Two for
2mfd /5000WVDC, CD. Two for

$ 2.00

2.50
4.95
1.25

1.90

2.20

125
2.98
2.95
4.25
5.00

14.50

2mfd/5500WVDC, WST INERTEEN
$ 7.95
"mfd/12500WVDC. WST
25.00
lmfd/25000WVDC, WST INERTEEN
75.00
0.5mfd /600WVDC. Bathtub. Five for
.95
.79
2mfd/600WVDC, TLA. Two for
0.5&0.5mfd/800WVDC, Bathtub. Five for
.95
0.1 &0.1mfd/600WVDC. Bathtub. Five for
.95
0.25 &0.25 &0.25mfd /800WVDC, Bathtub.
Four for
1.00
.95
0.3mfd/600WVDC, Tubular. Five for
Olmolded /800WVDC. paper. Ten for
.90
.05mfd /molded/600WVDC, paper. Ten for
1.15
.05 &.o5mfd /300WVDC, oil. Fifteen for
1.00
.01mfd/300WVDC. molded paper. Fourteen for
.98
.98
25mfd/200WVDC, molded paper. Fourteen for
.75
0.1mfd /400WVDC, molded paper. Ten for
.25 &.25 &.25mfd/400WVDC, Bathtub. Five for 1.00
$14.95
GR VARIAC 200C17/860Watt, New
29.50
TRANSTAT 88to132V/18.2A-110V, New
BLOWERS L.N. 115V /80cy Dual 200
M
19.95
l
DYNAMOTOR 12 &24 Vinpt, 275V/110ma
12V/3A New Navy PM9eld
1.95
DYNAMOTOR 12 &24 Vinpt. 500V/50ma... 1.95
1.49

1.00
2.45
.97

$1.49
Two for
.98
0.02mfd/800WVDC, Tubular. Ten for
1.00
0.1mfd /1000WVDC. Five for
1.00
0.03mfd/400WVDC. Fifteen for
0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1mfd/400WV DC. Five for
1.00
001 &.006mfd/1000VT /800WVDC. Twenty for 1.00
.79
2mfd/800WVDC TLA OIL. Two for
.75
25mmfd/10000V Wkg New. Three for
8mfd/1500WVDC, OIL. Two for
4.50
1.00
.01mfd /2500V. Mica ($3.40). Two for
1.80
.01mfd /5000V, Mica ($5). Two for
4.95
.0003mfd /10000V Mica ($42) SANGAMO 02
.00015mfd /20000VW EFF AVX1790 -404, Mica 7.50
3.50
00009m(d/5000V AV%, Mica
CONDENSER KIT, Silver & Mica. Fifty for 2.00
CONTROL KIT ABJ, 50 to 2 Meg Pots.
2.50
Ten for
O.Smfd/1500 TLA.

'

radio to his ear. This feature makes
the set particularly suitable for travel,
at ball games, office desks and at home.

caps.. S5.40

Television Pulse Trans( for

BTO
$1.49
Navy Sea Trunks LN. 22"X
3.00
18"x12" Fibre
Power Rheostats Aaemn't 25&
4.95
50W. Six for
WESTON 796 Oak Case 814"

ry

4.50

Boom Couper Coot. . '
3.95
Impedance
Mica Cond. Kit, 18 pieces 2500
4.95
v. and 5000 V.
NAVY SPI" SYNCHROSCOPE
59.50
NEW COMPLETE
t it Cord }ivy Duty SJ10' & Male & rem P ug 1.00
WE Crystals boxed New 1N21.22.23. Three for 1.25
WESTGHSE Dual AN IND 200microamp
2.95
GE METER 21/1" B'C OneMtlllamp
3.50
GE METER 21f," B'C Five Amp RF
3.95
GE METER 21/2" B'C One Amp RF
2.95
GE DN1 1
MTA OneMa /100ohms
0.69
MICROPHONE T17 (LN) PH CARBON & CD
DAVEN ATTNTR "T" 600 /600o11m
4.95
30DB /1OPos
1.45
DAVEN ATTNTR "L" 5000ohm 80DB /1OPos,
DAVEN ATTNTR "POT" 500000ohm 6ODB/
4.79
DAVEPNOSI3CKT 9w -28PDT /3SPDT /SP3P HV
1991%55
WE MIRE DYNAMIC 2Ó'CABLE Ji STD
SAFETY SWITCH
GE DOOR
R

.50

INTERLOCK

200kc DC-15A STANDARDS 200kc +lOcy
SC A27 PHANTOM ANTENNA NEW W /MANUAL
S.C. TUNING UNIT BC- 746A &2XTALS FT243.
SPRAGUE 10Me2 TenKV MEGOMAX MFA1
SPRAGUE 12Meg 12KV MEGOMAX MFA1

1.38
5.95
1.95
1.00
1.75
1.95

Resistor Kit BT35 &1Watt 50to2meg. 100 for. $2.50
1.00
W.W. Resistor Kit. 20 for
1.25
Knob Kit Amt with Bushings. 25 for
1.75
Rotary Switch Kit. Six fqr
2.35
Socket Kit 25 Amt Ceramfc, Mica, B eta
Rif -53 Remote Control for Transmitter. Also
8.49
TL
200 , 125
Trans? line

Mfgr

0ohms 1DB Cased THÉRMAÌOR
Micro Switch -MU Leaf SPDT 15A/125V.
Two for
Bias Trans 90, 80. 70V lAmp Cased GE
954 Boxed New Gtd @ 50e. Five for
6AK5 Boxed New Gtd @ $1. Ten for
6AG5 Boxed New JAN @ 811. Ten for
3050, 2%2, Râ80 /1841. BSL7. 3@10 @
35L8, SOLS, 35Z5, 12SQ7, 128@7. Two for
WE 717A Door Knob Tube New. Two for

1.95
1.08

2.9
2.00
8.9
7.4
1.2

1.80

3.85

"TAB" PRICE

148Mc.

549.95

VIBRAPACK & STORAGE BATTERY NEW
4V/40AH -50V Output 158V/30ms, 3V/375ma/
1.5V /200ma 7.5V/2Oma, NAVY MANUAL
$ 9.95
NEW COMPLETE TBY
OSCILLOSCOPE 3" KIT 3BP1 includes
115V/60cy
Pri 375VCT /110nia.
Transi
5V /3A, 2.5V/3.25A,
6.3V/2.75A.
1320V.
New Tubes 3BP1 C'Ray 5Y3GT Rect 2V3
GRect, Condors, Choke, Low&HV supply.
16.95
Complete "TAB" PRICE
FOXBORO MECHANICAL RECORDER with
11OV /60Cy Motor -Meth & Elect Recording
($200)
VT127A Tube New & Connectors. Two for
SELEN IT &T 8B8AV1 F.W. 85V/2.4A

COPPER OXIDE WST RECTO% F.W. 12V/
MAZDA #323/3V/190ma (LP $1.85).
Four for
MAZDA #49 Minbay 2V /60ma (15c). 10 for
NE 15 &51 Neon Glolamp 1 /25Watt. 10 for

69.95
5.98
6.95

3.40
1.00
1.00

.80

CLOCKMOTOR
8Ocy /1OV 24
R P M S.
EXSWITCH.
CELLENT FOR

P.

of
Evanston, Illinois, will supply additional information upon request.

AUTOMATIC
KEYER, EXPERIMENTAL
WORK. TIME

DELAY. FLASHER. PRODUCTION TESTING,
CLOCK 100's of
uses, GOVT. Cost
($7) 'TAB" EXTRA SPECIAL. $ I.
$1.69
Two for

FM -AM COMBINATION

Production has begun on two new
FM-AM phonograph -radio combinations which will be known as the
Farnsworth Models GK -102 and GKThe Model GK -102 is housed in a
modern cabinet which comes in either
walnut or blonde "Golden Harvest"
finish. The automatic phonograph
which will handle twelve 10" or ten
12" records has an automatic play
control which stops the mechanism
after the last record in a stack has
been played. The circuit uses nine
tubes
. and a rectifier and has driftMay, 1947

for $5, with sockets &

SYNCHRONOUS
H A Y D O N

Sentinel Radio Corporation

141.

808 JAN -CRC New Gtd fil. 7.5W

4amp. plate 1500V /200 watts Rated
140watts output each "UHF" (List
87.75) "TAB' price 52.75@, Two

RADIO EQUIPMENT RC- 148 -C-2 Units Power
Supply Furnishes all Voltages For Equipment
Inpt 343Watts 117.5V 60er Contains 4F11 &Plate
Trans Chokes etc. Trans -Receiver Ant.Match
Section Pulse Shaper, Mod, RF Oscillator Range
154 -18851e Superhet RF &IF Stages Video Amp
Tuning Eye etc. Freq. can be lowered to 144 -

a

RELAY TIME DELAY 115V /10Amp
NEON SIGLITE U4/OT Dual Tel Plug. 9
for
PRECISION 1% Onemeg resistors. 3 for
SHAL1,CROSS TEN POINT DECADE
SWITCH ®

RCA

ELECTRONIC PARTS

*
ANTENNA * SEC-

39%" long.

*

*

Twelve for

*

*

*

*

govt sealed and

inspected packed in
115V -6OCy.
overseas cans ynchro- transmitters A.C.
operation. Continuous heavy duty type -Nigh torque
06
z. " -105° Precision accuracy made for gun fire.
Control cost govt $90: wt. each 5mlbs. "TAB" special two for R 4.95.
new

1

SC

M511,

*

*

order FOB N.Y.C. Add Postage all orders
and 25% deposit Worth 2 -7230. Send for catalog
99. Specialists in International Export, School, College & Industrial trade. Moneyback 'TAB" Guar-

to

'MANSE

$1.00

COLLAPSIBLE
SIBLE TELESCOPIC ANT., ANN 12"
WE Dynamic mike
EDISON TIME DELAY RELAY 115V/10 Amp
RF Choke 2.5MH /500ma HAMLUND CH500
SOCKET OCTAL AMPHENOL 78ST 25 for
SOCKET MAOINAL CERAMIC 49- 8S11L
RF Choke 1MB /300ma NATIONAL. 3 for
RF Choke 2OMB/500ma HAMLUND

"TAB"

AUTOSYN BENDIX
Brand

9.95

S2 Min.

antee.

VCT

1.49

.69
1.50

.49
.89

1.10

&r

&
CHOKES UTC- 115V /60cy3200
Tap 1560VCT/20ma &Two Chokes
2mfd/2000WVDC Condsr &888A'S &$28.95

&

2

TRANSF 1200VCT/350ma PRI 105-120V /50cy.
TRANSF 10VCT /8Amp 115V80cy blot
FRIEZ BAROMETRIC VARIABLE 140000
ohm

DEPT. RN -S, 6 CHURCH ST., NEW YORK 6, N. Y., U. S. A.
CORNER CHURCH AND LIBERTY STS., ROOM 200

6.95
3.50
.97

"TAB"
1.19

corrected, push-button electric tuning,
a.v.c., a shielded rotatable built -in
antenna for AM reception and a built in dipole antenna for FM reception,
bandspread tuning, push-pull ampli10

... are the an, swer
to any network problem
SHARP CUT -OFF

LOW INSERTION LOSS
HUM PROOF

COMPACT

-40

HIGH STABILITY

S 105 WID ERA ND FIL TER

-

in
N
°Íe

Toroidol Coils

-I

MHY to 3 HYS
Frequency -300 cy. to 30,000 cy.
"Q " -55 at 1000 cy.; 150 at 3000 cy.
Inductance

O

N

O O41 O`) O

OF

N N

CENTER

FREO.

Actual measurements taken on
Toroidal Coil Filter manufactured
by Burnell & Co.

Ask to be put on mailing list for complete
catalogue of coils and filters.

Rsvuse%l

of

Electronic

Products

45 WARBURTON AVENUE, YONKERS 2. N.Y.

at

NEW PORTABLE

MORE SMASH BUYS
National Radio Distributors
Famous National Radio Kits

NOW -Immediate Delivery from Stock
Component Parts Mounted on
Chassis for Easy Wiring
All Radio Kits complete, including beautiful plastic cabinet, built -in loop antenna,
new Alnico speaker and full
instructions f o r assembly.
For 110 -125 AC/DC.
White Plastic, Cabinets now

uses LiSA7,
12SK7, 12SQ7. 50L6 & 35Z5 tubes.. Your Net $ I .95
Your Net
4.50
Kit of 5 Matched Tubes
MODEL N.R.-5-5 l ube "Two Band" Superheterodyne
Band
550/160o K.C. Band '
Tubes as above.
Your Net $ 3.95
6/18 Megacycles
Your Net
4.50
Kit of 5 Matched Tubes
Tube
Superheterodyne.
MODEL N.R. -6-6
12SK7, 12SA7, 12SQ7. 355.6 & 35Z5 tubes.
Your
$ 3.75
Your Net
5.50
Kit of 6 Matched Tubes
MODEL N.R. -I-4 Tube T.R.F., uses 12SK7, 12517,
Your Net S10.95
50L6. 35Z5 tubes
Your Net
3.50
Kit of 4 Matched Tubes

ft.
ft. coil

34c

1

Per 100 plugs
Per 1000 plugs

1

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

The New TRANSVISION Television Kit
If You can use a soldering iron you can assemble this
kit. Step by step instructions include wiring diagrams.
schematic and pictorial diagrams. Finished article is
guaranteed to operate satisfactorily if directions are
followed exactly.
This Kit is complete including 17 tubes. 7" picture
tube. Finished front panel. l'retuned R -F unit, all
solder & wire. 60' of low loss lead -in and specially deTHERE IS NOTHING
signed Television Antenna.
ELSE TO BUY. Provisions for six television channels.
Price Complete $159.50
Please include 25% with order. We will ship balance
Cable address: Enardee
C.O.D.
Write for New Free Catalog. It's lust Out.

National Radio Distributors
N. Y.

Garod Radio Corporation of Brooklyn has entered the low- priced luxury
portable field with their new Silver
Anniversary Model 5D3.
This radio has a built -in loop antenna hidden in the front -raising plastic cover. Designed especially to appeal to the younger set and the summer vacationer, .the Model 5D3 is

$2.95

RUBBER HAND PLUG
This is a hot item. A large handle
cap, screw type connectors.

uses 2-

899a Southern Blvd., New York 59,

Per 100
Per 100

I

1-

150

May Specials!
etc.

I

NOW!

Columbia's

HOOK -UP WIRE
22 Ga. solid bare copper with plastic insulation. Ideal for alarm systems, inter -corn work, Bell wire,

available-3 .00 additional.
MODEL N.R. -7-5 Tube Superheterodyne.

traditional
Sheraton styling. This 13 tube, (plus
rectifier) set has short -wave as well
in a mahogany cabinet of

as FM and AM bands, eight pushbuttons to tune FM and AM stations,
and travelite slide -rule dial.
Further information on either or
both of these instruments can be obtained from Farnsworth Television &
Radio Corporation, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Designers and Manufacturers

&

fication, and a 12 inch reverberation insulated PM Alnico speaker.
The companion model to this receiver is the GK -141 which is housed

$7.50
$71.90
18 Ga. SOLID PUSH -BACK WIRE
Highest quality, lacquered braid
Easy push over celanese serve.
Tinned copper conductor.
back.
Yellow only.
68c
100 ft. coil
1000 ft. spool
$6.10

We carry in stock for immediate delivery
many types of wire and cable in gauges
of from 23 to 2, in addition to various
types of multi conductor cable for many
We also manufacture cord sets
uses.
and cables to specifications. Send us
your inquiries for prompt attention.

Our new catalog will be ready for distribution shortly. Write for your copy
today.

available in bright pastels and twotone combinations.
The receiver weighs less than 61/2
pounds with batteries and is designed
to play anywhere on a.c., d.c., or batteries.
Additional information on this
model portable will be furnished by
Garod Radio Corporation, 70 Washington Street, Brooklyn 1, New York.
" VIDEORAMA"

COLUMBIA WIRE & SUPPLY CO.
5740 NO. ELSTON AVE.
CHICAGO 30. ILLINOIS

Stewart -Warner

RECEIVERS

Corporation of

Chicago has begun shipping the first
of their new line of "Videorama"
radio -television receivers to dealers.
RADIO NEWS

Available in custom -built cabinets

of either modern bleached walnut or

Georgian natural walnut, the set

covers all 13 video bands and can be
used anywhere in the United States
within range of television broadcasting facilities. The set provides standard AM radio reception as well as
television sound on FM. The set has a
ten -inch, direct -view cathode tube,
plus 21 other tubes and two rectifiers.

'Just

Follow
the

Signal"
superdynamic speaker has been
incorporated.
Illustrated is the Model T -711
"Videorama" in a bleached walnut
cabinet. Stewart -Warner Corporation,
1828 W. Diversey, Chicago, Illinois,
will furnish details on this television
line upon request.
A 12"

TABLE COMBINATION

Andrea Radio Corporation has a
new table model automatic radio phonograph on the market which will
cover both standard broadcast and the
short -wave bands.
Known as the Model CO -UI15, this
a.c. operated receiver is housed in a
modern classic cabinet with walnut
finish. The full vision illuminated dial

Amazing New STETHOSCOPE Finds
ALL Radio Faults Double- Quick!
Do tough service problems waste your valuable time in the shop?
Have you been looking for a new kind of test instrument that will save
you time and help you earn more? At last there is such an instrument
for you! It's the new FEILER ELECTRONIC "STETHOSCOPE"
{Registered U.S. Patent Office). It's the newest, fastest way to get to the
heart of radio trouble in a flash -in minutes instead of hours! Gives
you double -quick "know -how" on the toughest jobs-no adjustments
required -absolutely simple for anyone to use. Just move the handy
Probe and follow the signal right through from antenna to speaker.
To isolate and locate trouble, you simply "listen in" on or "look at"
the signal as it progresses through the circuit. Finds trouble at First
Grid, RF, IF, Audio; tests parts; locates causes of mistracking, intermittence, fading, distortion, etc. Features: 1" dia. shielded probe with
of your
3 -ft. cable; Full 5" PM Speaker; Provides for connection
present V.O.M. as R.F. -V.T.V.M. and output meter; Headphone
with
handle,
case
steel
connection. In brown- finished extra sturdy
You
11 % "x8"x6 ". Complete with valuable Radio Service Guide
owe it to yourself to own this time -saving, profit-boosting new instrument. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Order your FEILER STETHOSCOPE
today! See your local jobber or use the coupon below.

...

AC MODEL TS-3
Electronic STETHOSCOPE
for 105 -125 V. 50 -60 cycles
A.C. Complete with 4 tubes,
probe and Service Guide.
Wt.,

10%,

lbs.
ONLY

$3495
Battery Model TS-2
Battery -operated. Corn plete with 3 tubes and

Guide (less batteries). Batteries are low -cost, long lite type; fit in case. Wt.,
5

lbs.

ONLY

$2995

FAMOUS LOW -COST TS-1 FOR EXPERIMENTERS,
BUILDERS, AND SMALL RADIO SERVICE SHOPS
Thousands sold and in daily use! An absolutely dependable
Signal Tracing Analyzer at the lowest price ever asked for
such an instrument. Easy to use-no special skill needed.
Just touch the Detector Probe to any portion of the circuit
the signal you hear in the 'phones locates and isolates the
trouble for you in just minutes. Works with any magnetic
headset, 1000 ohms or higher. Self -contained in compact
6 %"x4%" brown metal case; has snap -lock cover and battery compartment. The TS -1 is supplied complete with
miniature vacuum tube, less batteries and
headphone. Requires only one 22% v.
battery and one No. 2 flashlight cell. ONLY
Complete with Radio Service Guide.

-

985

is set into the cabinet at an angle to
permit easy tuning on both of the

operating bands.
Phono jacks for television sound
have been provided on the chassis to
meet future requirements.
Andrea Radio Corporation, 27 -01
Bridge Plaza North, Long Island City
1, New York, will provide more information on this deluxe table combination unit to those requesting it direct

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

r

fij/ig

FEILER ENGINEERING CO., Dept. 1 -E -7, 422 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago 5, Illinois
Ship me one TS-2 Battery- operated STETHOSCOPE.
Ship me one TS-3 STETHOSCOPE.
Ship me one TS-1 Analyzer

,

S

enclosed.

Ship C.O.D.

Send FREE Descriptive Literature covering Models

Name

from the company.

t

May, 1947

Place your order with your regular part
jobber. If he can't supply you, write fo
name of the nearest local jobber stock
ing our instruments -or send your or
der a the factory.

Address
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METERS

Test Your
Sales Ability

COMBINATION OFFER

A.C. VOLTMETER Triplett Model 331 J.P. 334', round flush bakelite case,
white scale, 0-150 volts. Complete with
external wire wound precision resistor
to increase range to 300 Volts.
A.C. AMMETER Triplett Model 331 J.P. (same as above) 0-30 Amps A.C.

SPECIAL

OFFER

$895
95

BOTH METERS

V

D.C. MICROAMMETERS
W.E., 334', concentric style, 200 microampere
í4.00
G.E., O-41, 3;.4 e, 500 microampere
scale, 20 K.V. with paper V.O.
M.A. scale
4.95

D.C. MILLIAMMETERS

W.H., RX-35, 3W Sq. 1 M.A. mvt.,
55 Ohms resistance with paper
V.O.M.A. scale
$4.95
W.H., NX -35, 3y', 50 -0 -50 M.A
4.50
Weston, 506, 234', 100 M.A
3.95
W.H., NX -35, 334', 200 M.A
4.00

One of a series of sales aptitude tests especially prepared
for RADIO NEWS by Mr. George Speer, Director of Institute
for Psychological Service, Illinois Institute of Technology.

1.

Would you rather read about (a) slum clearance (b) prominent politicians (c)
the way our language is changing

2.

Do you haggle over prices with junkmen or tradesmen (a) often (b) sometimes
(c) never

3.

If a salesman calls on you at your home can you get rid of him without purchasing
(a) easily (b) with some difficulty (c) considerable difficulty or not at all

4. Within the last five years have you been selected as a leader of a group
(b) one but less than five (c) five or more
5.

(a) none

If you were seeking a new position would you (a) have a friend interview
employer for you (b) write a letter to an employer, applying for a job (c)

an
in-

terview an employer in person to apply for a job

6.

Does it make you uncomfortable to have others regard you as different or unconventional? (a) yes (b) no (c) not sure

7.

Do you suddenly change from pleasant to unpleasant moods (a) seldom (b)
fairly often (c) frequently

8.

If you were in

G.E., DO -41, 334', 1.5 Amp. Black
scale.
$3.00
G.E., DW-51, 2W, 30 -0-30 A
D.C., metal case
3.50

9.

If others around you are pessimistic or depressed, do you tend to be (a) pessimistic (b) optimistic (c) not affected

A.C. VOLTMETERS

10.

If income and all other conditions were equal, which would you prefer (a) to be
in business with a partner (b) to be in business for yourself (c) to work for a

D.C. VOLTMETERS

Weston, 506, 2y', 20 Volt
$3.95
W.H., NX-35, 334, 50 Volt 5 M.A 4.50
W.H., NX -35, 334, 1.5 K.V. with
external 1000 r/v precision resistor 6.95
W.H., NX -35, 334, 2.0 K.V. with
two 1 Meg 1000 r/v prec. resistor 7.50

D.C. AMMETERS

a strange town and had some time to spend which would you be
more likely to visit? (a) a factory making electric motors (b) a museum of
science (c) an advertising agency

W.H., NA -35, 3y', 15 Volt
$3.95
W.H., NA -35, 3W, 150 Volt
5.50
G.E., A0-22, 334', 150 Volt
5.50
Hickok, 2
150 Volt, metal case 2.95
Triplett, 332-J.P., 3W, 150 Volt,
metal case .
4.50
Triplett, 232 -C, 234, 300 Volt,
metal case ..
4.95

11.

If it were your job to explain a new invention to a large number of people, how
would you prefer to do it? (a) write a description (b) talk to a group to explain
it (c) give a demonstration of its operation

RADIO FREQUENCY

12.

For your own personal use do you borrow (a) frequently (b) occasionally (c)
practically never

superior whom you greatly respected

AMMETERS

Weston, 425, 334, 120 M.A.R.F $8.50
Weston, 507, 234, 1.5 A. R.F. Black
scale, metal case
2.95
W.H., NT-35, 334', 3 A. R.F
5.50
Simpson, 234, 3 A. R.F., expanded
at lower end of scale
3.50
G.E., DW-44, 2%'. 6 A. R.F., Black
scale
2.50
W.H., NT-33, 234', 9 A. R.F., Black
scale .
2.50

prefer to read? (a) about business trends (b) social customs of
foreign countries (c) reviews of recent plays

13. Which do you

14.

If you were dining out with a guest whom you were trying to impress, and the
bill was more than you had expected it to be, would you verify the bill (a) surreptitiously (b) not at all (c) openly

15.

In a disagreement with an older person whom you respect do you usually (a)
maintain your views (b) seem to agree with him, but try to carry your point
indirectly (c) agree with him verbally, and let it go at that

16.

Would you like to be known as an authority on (a) contract bridge (b) agricultural problems (c) billboard advertising

17.

At a social affair would you (a) prefer not to be a leader (b) accept leadership
if the others wanted you to (c) enjoy being a leader

25% Deposit
required on C.O.D.'s. Be sure to include sufficient postage, excess will be
refunded.

18.

To ask and receive pay for debts means (a) remit (b) collect (c) exchange

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD

20.

SPECIAL METER

Running Time Meter, G.E., 8 KT-8,
334, Square, 115 volt, 60 cycle,
reads to 99,999 hours, Black scale .$4.50
All meters are in round flush bakelite
case, white scale, unless otherwise
specified

SURPLUS -NEW

GUARANTEED
All orders F.O.B., N.Y.,

336 Canai Street- New York 13, New York

1.,2

19. Which do you like best

(a) people who borrow things (b) thrifty people (c) emo-

tional people
When people praise you, do you (a) feel that you are doing well enough (b) feel
like doing even better (c) ignore it and remain unaffected
(Answers on page 165)

RADIO NEWS
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"BUILD

Y

OWNhaveKITS"
to pay from
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priced
Rt you would
values in high
this equipment
and

to buy
tf You were times moroeu will get dependable performance
two to
which you
equipmentrfr m
life.

SYSTEMS

COMMUNO- PHONES

ACCESSORIES;

3

BUILD A HEAVY DUTY AC POWER SUPPLY
ALL FOR
Outstanding Features:

1-270 VDC !iJ 150 MA 1.53/4 Ripple
2-110 VAC isolated (1q 250 Watts
PER KIT
Voltage, 100 V @ 40 MA
Kit Includes:
Vs Watt ReK
1
-100
sockets
dual
choke
3
Hy
-15
Hy.
1
transformer. 2
(octal). 1
Mlstor, 1 toggle switch, 1 line cord, 1 fuse holder, 1 chassis 112x61/283 1 8.5x
8.5 condenser, 1 outlet socket, 2 tubes: 1 -58.4GY 1.8x5. 2 condensers: 1.2 MFD
W. Hookup
W,
11K.1/1
1 -10
MFD-150 V, 4 resistors: 2.1OK.5 W, 1.25K -10
Less biasilparts: 188x5 tube, D2 resistors, 1.10K -5 W 1.1K -1/2 W, 1 octal socket
1
condenser 2MFD
110 per kit

$l2

3-ail

The latest BOGEN equipment will be on exhibit

at the show.

EXPERIMENTERS

Stop at

40 and see what's
Booth
new in this famous line

B UILD

BUILD AN AC POWER SUPPLY
250 V rA 80 MA. 6.3 a 2 Amps. Diagram included.
COMPLETE. per kit

AN AC -DC POWER SUPPLY
90 V a 30 MA. Used to replace 90 V
batteries. Diagram included.

of inter -communication
and amplifier equipment.

kit

COMPLETE. per

Our engineers will be on
hand to answer all technical questions.

rype A Communophones are designed
for efficient service
where economy

$

$6

BUILD A TOP QUALITY SIGNAL TRACER
This kit would cost more than double our Price. Kit includes: Sloping penal
ide-speaker opposite. 4 sockets providing
cabinet 14x8x8, meter on one
for 6 tube circuit adaptable for electronic voltmeter, diagram included. Unit
n be used as a /J watt amplifier- requries little rewiring -bench tested.

is es-

sential.

L
$l,/0

kit

COMPLETE. per

BUILD A 4 -TUBE AMPLIFIER WITH
8" JENSEN P.M. SPEAKER
18
AC, 4 -7 Watt. 4 tubes, chott 'rn

ssP

David Bogen CO.INC.

Type

L

Communo-

phones offer exclusive
OFFICES.

663 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 12, N.

BOGEN

SOUND

COMMUNO- PHONES

features and flexibility,

Y.

capable of meeting
any requirement.

SYSTEMS
AMPLIFIERS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE, per
Less speaker

kit

CRYSTAL TUNING UNITS FOR
AMATEUR BANDS
510 VALUE.
Each

$12 per kit

BUILD AN AMPLIFIER (AC-DC)

Kit Includes:
1
chassis Sx
3e .03. 3 octal sockets, 1 1/3
Meg Volume control, 3 10
Watt WW resistors 125 ohm.
Watt, 3
1
resistor 5M l

BUILD AN AC 4 -TUBE SIGNAL
GENERATOR
ALL
Kit includes: 2 tube oscillator
FOR
with a band switch and 6
coils. ready wound and center
tapped,
with all necessary
tD
parts to make a complete unit.
A
Iti. vibrator
circuit
included; cabinet size 14x8x8;
PER KIT
geared tuning; diagram.

tubes 1.12 SN7, 2 -65L7.
1
toggle switch, 4 mica condensers .003 MFD. 2 filter

5

hardware diagram

Prices!
Good$0.75Tubes at Good 14A7/12B7

OlA
0Y4
OÁ5GT

6L60

1.90

BpSÁ7GT

U4
US

1.08
1.08
1.92
1.92
1.59
1.92
1.32
1.08
ÌÓ9
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.32

Á4

i.á2

A7GT
CB .
LA4
LA6
LE3
LH4
L4
GT
S
P5

O,S

HS

S5 .

T4

1.59
1.32
1.32
1.32

3LF4

9 4
3 5GT

51/4G
5Y3GT

83D7GT
6SF5GT
6SG7GT
8SH7
6SK7GT
6SN7GT

QT

SG
BXgTÑ
7A4
7A5
7A8
7A7
7H87

7C5

7C7

7F7
07/1232
7H7

.81

.57

8A 7G

.81

AC6

.81

T

BFSG

.90

.69
1.08
.90

BFBGT

608

SHOOT
BKBGT
61(7

6K7GT
635GT

6J7G

1.32

.

.81
.90
.81
.75

7NY4

12Á8
12AT6 T
i2ÉEA8
12C8

12Q7GT

12SA7GT
12SJ7GT
12SK7GT
12807GT
12SR7

$0.90
1.59
1.08
.90
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
.90
.90
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.02
1.59
1.59
1.59
1.59
1.08
1.08
1.51
1.32
1.32
1.32
1.75
1.08

$1.59
1.59

25L6GT
2525
28Z6GT

.90
.81

.

.81

.63
.57

32L7GT

33W4

1.59
1.08
.81
.90
1.08
.69
69
.90

T

35Z3
37A5GT
38

.81
.69
.69
90

41/44
42
43
46
47
SOAS
50B5

SOLBGT

7OL7GT

78A
77 :
78 .
80

89
117L7GT
117P7GT
117Z3

.900

.90
1.08

117ZBGT

.....

.

.90
.90
1.59
1.32
.90
.75
1.59
.75
.69
.75
.75
.75
1.32
.57
1.59
.90
.81
1.92
1.92
1.32
1.32

An tubes individually packed. Each tube carries a standard R.M.A.
guarantee. Defective ubes returned during the guarantee period will
be replaced

ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS:
20 %- orders of 100
%- orders of 50
30 %-orders of 250 or more 15
10 %- orders of 25
Telephone Longbeach 4428

rorttot

1800 WINNEMAC AVENUE
The

Oldest Radio Tube Company

May, 1947

CHICAGO 40

in Chicago

(700 KC, 1400 KC)
2 tubes 1.8SJ7.
ALL
1.8H8. 1 condenser .005. 1
rheostat 1K, 2 octal sockets,
FOR
2 condensers. 1 chassis,
oscluster coil, 3 resistors yy
watt. 1 -100K. 1.5K, 1 -2K, 2
15 ohm 10 watt WW reMotors, 1 line cord, hook-up
wire. diagram.
PER KIT

Established 1920

1

lbs.
KITS

OF "HARD-TO -GET"

13e
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154

All
III.

Quantity

t

Price

Description

Per K

Asstd. Radio Parts
3
$1.00
1.00
3 lbs. Asstd. Screws and Washers
5 Asstd. CO -X. Cables w /Connectors 1.00
3

10

300
200
2000
200
1000
1500
500
500
100
200

Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.
Asstd.

Volume Controls
Bath Tub Condensers

Terminal Lugs
Cable Clamps...
Aluminum Rivets iSolid)
Spacers and Bushings
Lock Washers
Flat Washers
Nuts
Eyelets

$4

THESE VALUES!
1, 2 watt
52.00
100 asstd. mica condensera 3.00
100 asstd. ceramic conCHECK

100 asstd. Vs.

CRITICAL ITEMS!

No.
122
123
124
125
120
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

KIT

Kit includes:

$4

COMPLETE

PER

BUILD A PHONOGRAPH OSCILLATOR

BUILD A CODE OSCILLATOR (Audio)
2 1 resistorsALL POR
1.100K 1 -2K, 3 condensers
1 chas1 -.001, 1 -.01. 1 -.005.
sis, 1 oscillator coil, 2 electro condensers. 1 line cord,
were a n d
PER KIT
hardware,
dahonk-up

Kit includes:

14C7

e

hassis 5x33/4x
1
3. 2 octal sockets, 1 toggle
ALL
switch.
3 10 Watt WW reFOR
sistora 125 ohm.
2 mica
condensers .003, 1 100 M resister. 1 roll coil wire, 2
tubes 1.12SN7,
1.8SL7,
2
slug tuned coils. 1 filter condenser- 1 RF choke 2.5 MIL
1 100 MMFD
mica condenser, PER KIT
1
key- hook -up wire and hardware. diagram.

MMFD.

R.M.A. Guaranteed Top Quality
For Immediate Shipment

and

Kit includes:

Kit includes: 1 chassis 5x
33/4x3, 2 octal sockets, 2
condensers 10 MFD, 1 RF
ALL
choke 2.5 MH. 4 resistors
1.50 M 1 -3 Meg 1.5 M 1.250
FOR
il, 1 5 M
M. 1 slug tuned
ohm volume control. 2 filter
condensers, 1 toggle switch,
roll coil wire, 2 mica con1
4ensers.003. 2 tubes 1 -12SN7
1
condenser
330
1.8SL7,
KIT
3 125 ohm 10 watt PER
WW resistors, hook -up wire
and hardware, diagram.

RADIO TUBES
CONTINENTAL
-

were

ALL
FOR

BUILD A TRANSMITTER
Frequency 2 -30 MC

BUILD A RECEIVER
Frequency 2 -30 MC

(!)

$2.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

resistors

densers
2.00
50 asstd. w.w. 5. 10. 20

watt resistors

5.00

I.F. TRANSFORMERS SPECIALI
1800 KC-455 KC-2.5 Meg
-30 Meg-10 MC...Each 91.00
Buy RELAYS at Low Cost!

Motor Brushes .
115 VAC SPDT; 24 VDC 2 secBanana Plugs
ond timing relay 75 ohm reWafer Switches
sistance operating point at 10
D.C. Relays
3
volts; plate relay 8000 o h m
Knobs
20
SPDT. Each
11.00
Tube Sockets
20
12
Jewels and 3 Pilot Lights.
Brackets
.. .
LOO
Terminal Strips & Boards.
25
POUNDS
RADIO
OF
25
Fuse Clips
100
TELEVISION-ELECTRICAL
50
Little Fuses 3AG and 4AG
PARTS
Fuse Holders 3AG & SAG.
25
Shock Mounts .
20
Includes: 1 MOTOR, Chassis, cabi.
Fuse Posts ..
.
5
net, relay. condensers, resistors,
100 Asstd. Cctamic Stnd
Insulatransformers. coils, sub-assemblies.
wire.
hardware. etc., etc., etc.
10 Asstd. Phone Plugs
WORTH AT LEAST $50.
25 Asstd. Midget Tube Shields
50 Asstd. Tube Clamps & Brackets
25 lbs. for $5.00
15 Asstd. CO- X- Connectors
100 Ft. Asstd. Vinolite. etc. Tubing
10 pound kit Same a above.$3.00
10 pound kit less motor.... 1.30
3 Ft. Lengths
1.00
items listed bove re subject to prior sale. Terms ash with order F.O.B. Chicago,
Please rerait postage eh
Attention Meoufaeturers: Write us for your re.
5

tors
-of

...

-FM-

quirements.

IRVING
220

5. Halsted St.

JOSEPH
Chicago 6, III.
153

New /Wei/. . .
...ed VARIETY--

_-got

Variety's Specials For this Month
Limited quantities for immediate shipment. A I l
guaranteed and will be
sent in order received
while stock lasts.
ASIATIC PHONO PICKUPS
Hard-

Complete with L70 crystal &
ware

$1J8
P

5 -INCH PM SPEAKER

Complete with mounted transformer for 50L6
or 35L6 tubes,
$2.49 ea.
IO for $23.00

I.F. INPUT & OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
10

for

.59 ea.

$5.40

PHONO KIT
(Contains motor, turntable. pickup arm $5.95

complete)

PLASTIC KNOBS

(White, Red, Red Mahogany and Tan.
(In
lots of 100, $4.25.) Slip -on type
,05 ea.
14 in. with '.4 in. shaft
)

ANTENNA LOOPS

8x5% Primary and Secondary
for $3.60)

(10 .39 ea.

PUNCHED RADIO CHASSIS
10x3%x1% ,45

(for 6 or less tubes)
IO for $4.20

ea.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

gang, front section cutplate 162 suif, rear
section 420 mmf-2 trimmers long side rotor
shaft extension %" dia. x %" long
$1,45 ea.
-knurled, 10 for $12.50
2

R.C.A. CABINETS
Beautiful inlaid veneer with grill cloth. Inside measurements 13x11%x8%" deep. Speaker baffle for 5" speaker. Rubber
feet

3

.P435 ea.

for $14.00.

GUARANTEED VOLUME
Less Switch..... .. ...48c

CONTROLS

10 for $4.45
10 for
5.45
With Switch
59c
, meg,
25,000
ohms
50,000,
500,000, 100,000,
1 meg, 2 megs.
:

FEDERAL SELENIUM RECTIFIER
more
Less than

.99 ea.
$1.09 ea.

6 or

6

RESISTOR CABINETS

All wood construction, 6 drawers, 24

compartments
Complete with 100 assorted %
1 w resistors

w

and

$3
+'
$7.95

Bargain! Guaranteed!
100 Assorted Bypass Condensers 600Y
Value
$11.00

Special $6.95
50L6 OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS .53
10

for $4.95

ea.

SUPERIOR Model 670

Super -Meter
Combination Volt -Ohm
Milliammeter plus Capacity
Reactance Inductance and
Decibel Measurements.
A

Complete with test leads
and instruc28.40
lions

Write Dept. N -5 for our FLYER. 20% Deposit with order required. Please add sufficient postage. Excess will be refunded.

?/au.'eo ELECTRIC CO.,
601

154

Inc.

Broad St., Newark 2, N. J.

International Short -Wave
(Continued from page 145)
Address is, Emissoras do Aero Clube
da Beira, P. O. Box 3, Beira, Mocambique (Portuguese East Africa).

RPO SPECIAL
12 CM CAVITY OSCILLATOR
FOR V.H.F. APPLICATION

a

Radio Club News
England -One of the most unique
radio clubs in the world is the AngloAmerican Radio and Television Society. In an airmail letter from Leslie
Orton, founder of the organization,
come these details:
"I founded this organization well
before the war as my contribution
towards promoting international goodwill, about which I feel strongly.
There are no charges for joining the
club. Members are under no obligation. Club news appears in Entertainment World which I personally send
freely to all overseas members in
order to keep them together. To become a member, one should write to
me at my home address -15, Hawthorn Drive, Willowbank, Uxbridge,
England. If members desire to be put
in touch with members in other parts
of the world, this will be done.
"I am founder and Hon. Secretary;
Arthur Bird, of World Friendship Society of Radio Amateurs, is Vice -President; other officials include Miss
Eileen Harris, in charge. of Ladies'
Section; C. F. Bachman, American
representative; Rex C. Gillett, Australian representative; Leonard Wood,
French representative; and so on.
Sweden -Hugo Nordqvist, secretary
of the Radio Club of Sweden (SRK),
informs me that the club now has
about 400 members; club plans for
1947 include the printing of a bulletin,
"DX-Radio," each month, contests
with overseas radio clubs, a radio
course to be given in Stockholm to
teach members how to repair small
faults and how to read wiring diagrams. Present officers are Birger
Lundstrom, president; Uno Forsten,
deputy president; Hugo Nordqvist,
secretary; Bo Svard, deputy secretary;
Bertil Dahlstrom, cashier; Sven -Yngve
Carlstedt, master -of- ceremonies; Sven
Lindhe, Erik Fredriksson, Thore Bostrom, Sture Eriksson, members of the
committee. The secretary may be addressed in care of Sveriges Radioklub,
Stockholm 5, Sweden (Sverige).
United States -After an absence of
some years, the World Wide Dial Club,
Chicago, is again in operation, with
meetings to be held once a month in
a central location. Officers are Frank
Anzalone, chairman; Joseph P. Michaski, vice-chairman; Gerard E. Jansen,
secretary; and Joseph Seiler, treasurer. Anyone wishing information regarding the WWDC should contact
the secretary, Mr. Jansen, at 2551 W.
Monroe Street, Chicago.
s

s

s

This Month's Schedules
Alaska -The station reported several weeks ago on 8.860 as either
WXFG or WXE is definitely WXFG,

OVERALL DIM. APPROX. I0x41/4x41/4

9.5 -12.5

RANGE:

CM

2C40, 2C43

TUBES USED:

(ONLY ONE NECESSARY)

NO COOLING NEEDED

IF PLATE

CURRENT IS UNDER 20 MA
GRID CYLINDER
for (t

LESS TUBES &

With Instructions
Operation

Ea.

1I

2C40 TUBES, $2.95 Ea.

plate,

100 -160 V.

Fil.

6.3 volts

Cash with Order

RADIO PARTS OUTLET, INC,
4305

LINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAGO

ILL.

at last

-

ATTENTION

18,

-

A 25 -Waft

High Fidelity Public Address Amplifier

.'

.,,..
,

r.r.

u
_...---?.iïiL!

.

-

List $110.00
Model PH25
Net

Manufactured by
Atomite Electronic & Radio Corp.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
SPECIFICATIONS
2- 61.11, 1-5U1G.

TUBES-2 -6SC7.
CHANNELS (31
l'hono 87L /6.

-2 -Mie

Inc. tubes

High Gain 125DB,

1-

RESPONSE-40--12000 cycles plus or minus 1.DB.
OUTPUT IMP.- 2- 4 -8 -15 -500 ohms at both "Speaker
Terminals." Strip or sockets. Handles 2 microphones.
OUTPUT POWER -25 Watts 3% dist. 35 Watts
peak. Hum level 57DB below output.
DUTY -Continuous- PROTECTION -!'Need 2 amp.
slow blow.
CASE-Steel two-tone black an d silver crackle.
Blue panel White letters.
CAPACITORS-Oil coupling condensers & hermetically sealed electrolytic filter condensers.
SOCKETS-Output and rectifier sockets steatite.
DIMENSIONS -8% z 10 x 14% inches.
POWER INPUT -110 -125 Volts 60 cycles.
Available with Phono Top and Tubes
List $145.00
$64.95
TERMS: 10% Deposit with Order Balance
C.O.D. -F.O.B. N. Y.

-Net

CO.
AERCO SALES
Brooklyn
387 Bushwick Ave.

6, N.Y.

Ra1110 NEWS

Adak, as per verie received by Paul

Kary, Pennsylvania.
Albania -ZAA, Radio Tirana, 7.852,
is heard in England with English news
at 3:15 p.m.; usually fades out around
4 p.m. (Bowes -Taylor)
Algiers- Current schedules of "The
Voice of the United States of America
in North Africa," relaying U.S. international programs, are : Algiers I,
9.610, 1 -5:45 p.m. to Western Europe;
Algiers III, 6.040, 1 -5:45 p.m. to
Balkans.
Andorra -Radio Andorra, about
5.985, has a program of British music,
4-4:30 p.m.; asks that reports be sent
direct to Andorra. (Pearce) Although
sign -off is scheduled at 8 p.m., was
heard recently in Maine signing off
at 6:55 p.m. with slogan, "Vive Andorra!"
Angola -Radio Clube de Angola,
CR6RC, 9.470, Louanda, heard in England to closedown at 3:45 p.m.; some
QRM from TAP, 9.465, Ankara; no
English. (Pearce)
Arabia -K. G. Frick, Sweden, reports ZNR, 6.765, Aden, heard at 10

ApLpS
R0v11DYNE
<< 556'' $t,
`` 55
Op N

W

i

NS

/.

:

01116

a
,

111101-01tiOlAti.

a.m.

Argentina- Widely heard throughout the U.S. these days is LPS6, listed
on 14.850 but operating on 14.851,
Ushuaia, Territory of Tierra del
Fuego, heard around 6:45 p.m.; program consists of march, news in
Spanish, march sign -off. Appears to
be on only weekdays. Also reported
used for point -to -point contact work.
Australia-Radio Australia has announced that VLA8, 11.76, has replaced VLA4, 15.32, in the West Coast
daily beam, 11:45 p.m. -12:45 a.m.
VLG6, 15.24 (announced, formerly
was 15.23), Melbourne, has replaced
VLG7, 15.16, to West Coast, 11:45
p.m. -12:45 a.m. The same applies for

the beam to New Caledonia, 2:30 -3:45
a.m. (Balbi)
ABC National Program is heard in
England from 3 to close at 5 p.m. over
VLG7, 15.16; at 3 p.m. announces that
VLH4, 11.88, and VLR2, 6.15, are in
parallel; Saturday sign -off is 5:15 p.m.

(Pearce)

VLQ3, 9.66, Brisbane, is again being
heard mornings, good signal in West.
(Dilg) Weak to fair here in East;
probably runs to 9 a.m. Frick, Sweden,
reports good signal there at 3 p.m.
with English news.
Austria -Radio Wien, 12.212, Vienna,
logged with good signal but sporadic
CWQRM, coming on at 11:45 p.m.;
news in German at 12 midnight and
12:45 a.m.; English lesson at 12:35
a.m. (by woman). (Kary) The 7.180
frequency is heard in England with
strong signal at 2:05 a.m.; no English.
(Pearce) Heard in Sweden on 11.790
around 1:30 p.m. and with news in
German at 2 p.m. (Frick)
Radio Vorarlberg, 6.005, is heard in
New York around 1 a.m. (Legge)
Also reported heard there 1 -1:45 a.m.
with goodsignal. (Ballard)
Azores -Ponta Delgada moved from
4.040 to 4.845; heard, 5 -7 p.m.
(URDXC) Has "wonderful" signal in
District of Columbia. (Howe) Fine
May, 1947

'

Can be used with am-

2

Insures having the
"right" microphone

plifiers of any input
impedance.

for all types of installations.

3

Decreases your stock inventory.

4

Switch Lock is tamper -proof.
Hidden from view, yet easy to
adjust.

*IMPEDANCE TABLE

-35 -50

ohms
M-150 -250 ohms
L

H -High Impedance

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc.
Microphones and Acoustic Devices

225 West Huron Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
Cable Address: SHUREMICRO

155

HEXACON

ELECTRIC
SOLDERING
IRONS

..tagged for
the big jobs!
TYPE P -150

lillustrotedi

Follow the leaders -and
use HEXACON! For rugged,
heavy duty work or for light intricate work
. here's the an
swer. One reason is "Balanced
Heat " -dissipating excessive element- impairing heat -and minimizing element burn -outs and tip
replacements. Another is their
.

.

lightweight. literature is available describing the complete
HEXACON line of screw tip and
plug tip irons from 40 to 700
watts, and with tip diameters
ranging from t/h" to 13/4 ".

HEXACON ELECTRIC CO,

ALL

ca

HE

T
HIGH-QUALITY, LONG-LASTING
SOLDERING IRONS

CALLING

W. Clay Ave., Roselle Park, N.i.

19

1

HAMS!

MAY SPECIALS
KLYSTRON Ose. Tube 2K25/723AB op
erates on 3 ens.

$5.75

-I5"

PARABOLIC REFLECTORS
spun
alum. Alzak fin. for 1200 Mc. up.
Ea.

l'r.

.

MICRO AMMETER -Beede 0 -200

First To Feature
The

New SUPREME AF -100

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER

-

loo WATTS OUTPUT

AM

-FM

CW -ICW

BANDS -10, 11. 15, 20, -10. SO meters.
Highly stable variable frequency oscillator.
Designed for CONTINUOUS COMMERCIAL
SERVICE for AMATEUR USE.
SIMPLE TO OPERATE! Band changing Is easily
accomplished In the exciter by a band selector
switch, and In the final by a plug -in coil.
Incorporates the new Frequency Modulation bands
6

-27.185- 27.455,

29-29.7 megacycles.

THIS TRANSMITTER CAN NEVER BECOME
OBSOLETE!
For operation on 110 -117 volts 50/60 cycles A.C.
Size:29txlI%x18l. Wt. 145 lbs. Shpg. wt. 195 lbs.
AMATEUR NET PRICE- S450.00
Complete Descriptive Literature Sent on Request.
WE SHIP ALL OVER THE WORLD!
25% deposit required with domestic mail order.
balance C.O.D. Foreign orders require full remittance. No Charge for export packing.

METER RECTIFIERS
Full Ware

-

VIBRATOR -Syn. 2 Volt 7 prong for
G.E. Portables, etc.
MICROPHONE
-24 Carbon with Push
Switch and Cable
MIKE BUTTONS -1" Carbon contact
type T -30
3 for
FILTER CHOKES -20 by. 300 Ma.
2 for
PLATE TRANSFORMER -Pri. 110 V
60 cy. Sec. 1500 V.C.T. 250 Ma.
AIR TRIMMERS-12 assorted

-T

-%

and

1

Watt 500 as-

MICA CONDENSERS-25 assorted
KNOBS -25 assorted
CAPACITOR Dry Electro. 40-40 -150 volt
6

3.95
3.29
.95
.65

Half Wave

RESISTORS
sorted

2. 19

for

1.69
1.39

1.19
3.95

6.95
1.19

7.95
.95
1.95
1.95

Write for Circular Featuring Radio
Components of Bargain Prices

also Stock TEST INSTRUMENTS.
AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, TUBES, etc.

We

SCENIC RADIO

AND ELECTRONICS CO.
53 PARK PLACE

156

Dept.

B

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

ODIERICOD SOLES

1811 West 47th

CODIPODY

Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

signal in England; no English. (Pearce)
Bechuanaland-ZNB, 5.900, Mafeking, heard very weak in Pennsylvania
at 6:35 a.m. with music and occasional announcements by man. (Kary)
Belgian Congo- Leopoldville's revised schedules for OTC2, 9.745 (announced), are to British Empire,
10:30 a.m. -12 noon; to Britain, 3:304:45 p.m.; and to North America, 9 -11
p.m. In latter beam, English news is
at 9 p.m., with headline news around
10:45 p.m. (Balbi) Widely heard
with good signals throughout United
States.
Belgium-Brussels is reported on
9.479, 3:05 -4:30 p.m. (URDXC) Heard
on 11.89 in Australia at 3:15 p.m. with
news in Flemish and music. (Sanderson) Pearson, England, lists this one
as ORY3, with schedule of 6 -7 a.m.,
11 a.m. -12 noon, and 12:25 -6 p.m.
British Honduras -In verification
just received, it was stated that ZIK -2,
Belize, is the Government Radio Station, 10.600, 200 watts. (Kary)
Schedule appears to be daily with
English news program, 1:30 or 1:35
to 1:45 p.m. (Arthur, McLaughlin)
Brazil -PRA8, 6.016, Recife, identifies with four -note chime. (URDXC)
PRL8, 11.72, Rio de Janeiro, was heard
recently testing around 9:20 p.m., for
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (English and Portuguese) ; good
signal. Regular sign -off of PRL7,
9.720, is 9:30 p.m. (Howe) PSL, 7.930,
Rio de Janeiro, heard in Pennsylvania
recently signing off at 6 p.m. (Kary)
Bulgaria -Radio Sofia, 9.350 and
7.670, according to letter venie, is
scheduled 11 p.m. -1 a.m., 5:30 -7 a.m.,
11 a.m. -1:30 p.m., and 2 -3:40 p.m.; has
English news at 3:30 p.m. (Pearce)
Canada -CKNC, 17.82, has replaced
CKCS,15.32, to Latin America, 6:207:35 p.m. (Balbi) This beam runs to
9:05 p.m. Sundays; CKRA, 11:76, parallels.
Cape Verde Islands -K. G. Frick,
Sweden, reports Praia on 6.400, 3:30-5
p.m. with 0.03 kw.

Ceylon-Latest official schedules
list Radio SEAC, Colombo, on 15.12,
9.52, and 3.395, 7:30 p.m. -12 noon, for
the "main program" in English; 6.075
parallels between 7:30 -11 p.m., 11:30
p.m. -5 a.m., 7 a.m. -12 noon; 17.77 parallels irregularly, 11:30 p.m. -5 a.m.
Indian Forces programs on 17.77 and
6.075 run 11 -11:30 p.m., 5 -7 a.m.
Sunday beam to Britain, 1:30-3:30
p.m., is carried on 15.12 and 7.185.
(Adey) Widely heard with fine level.
ZOH, 4.900, Colombo, is heard in
England with "Epilogue" at 11:45
a.m. just before closedown; has orchestral program of recordings, end ing -at 11 a.m., and from 11:45 a.m. relays BBC; this is for Sundays; other
days has dance music from 11:15 a.m.
to closedown around 12 noon; very bad
CWQRM. (Pearce)
Chile-CE960, Santiago,- moved to
9.585 from 9.600; signs off at 12 midnight. (URDXC) This is probably one
of the stations that interferes with
PCJ, 9.59, Hilversum, Holland.
RADIO NEWS

China -XGOA, Nanking, now uses
(Balbi) Is
widely heard, some days with fine signal in East around 7-8:30 a.m.; relays
XGOY's English news at 9 a.m. The
widely reported "new" Chinese outlet
on about 11.835 has been definitely
identified also as XGOA, Nanking;
usually parallels the 9.73 outlet; has
fair to good signals in East. (Kary)
Announces also several medium -wave
calls, probably those of relay stations.
Among calls heard are XGRX, XTRA.

9.73, 4 -11 a.m. sign -off.

SOUND RECORDER or SEMI- TRAILER

(Harts, Kary)

XTPA, 11.65, Canton, still carries

XGOY English news at 9 a.m.; some
days is very poor signal. (Kernan,
Harts) Good signal in Michigan.

(Flanagan)

XORA, 11.698, Shanghai, heard with
good signal at 7:30 a.m. in Pennsylvania. (Kary) Heard in Ontario at
8:40 a.m. announcing "end of English
period," good level. (Harts)
XGOUS, 7.55, Nanking, is now heard
9 -9:50 a.m., some days later, with
press news to U.S. (Balbi) Some days
opens around 8:45 a.m. with music.
(Dilg)
XMTA, 12.215, believed Shanghai,
has been heard with weak signal in
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16 -mm Sound Recorder

-

Hookup between truck
EM I -TRAILER
and semi -trailer. Top fitting is for air line,
lower, Cannon Electric Type XL Plug and
Receptacle.

Reeves "Sixteen"
with cover removed,
carries a double row of Type "P" Plugs and

SOUND RECORDER

S

Receptacles.

with

East early mornings; call announced

often but location was not heard.
(Kary) Heard in Australia at 7 a.m.
with western type music and news in
Chinese. (Sanderson) Heard in New
Zealand as early as 5:30 a.m. (Gray)
A new Chinese station is reported as
XRAY, 8.89, Peiping, relaying AFRS
programs from around 5:30 a.m.
While reports indicate location of
Peiping, projected location was Pehtaiho. (Radio Australia) Heard at 5
a.m. in New Zealand, with severe
CWQRM, announcing as "AFRS in
Peiping." (Gray)
An unidentified Chinese is heard to
around 8 a.m. on about 6.04. Heard
4:30 to about 8 a.m. (Baxter) May be
XGSA, Nanking.
West Coast DXers report a new
Chinese station on about 7.100, mornings; call appears to be XGAF; sometimes alternates western and oriental
musical numbers. (Dilg) Probably
opens at 5 a.m.; signs off at 9:30 a.m.
(Baxter)
XLRA, Hankow, has recently been
using about 11.490 to parallel its 6.055
outlet. (Dilg, Baxter)
A much -improved signal is noted
from XPSA, 7.010, Kweiyang; lately
appears to not take XGOY English
news relay at 9 a.m. (Dilg)
Recently the English news at 7
a.m. from XGOY, 6.143, has been
QRM'd badly in East by a. Latin
American transmitter, probably
HJDE. (Beck)
XOPD, Hangchow, has moved up to
about 9.775 from 9.555; heard signing
off at 8 a.m. (Dilg)
XGOE, 9.820, Kweilin (? ), was
heard again recently on West Coast,
early mornings, very weak. (Dilg)
Sometimes heard in Australia at 6
a.m. with news in English. (Gillett)
XMAG is call of a new AFRS sta-

Photo Courtesy Mustang Trailer Co.,
Houston, Texas

Photo Courtesy Reeves Sound Studios,
New York City.

FlorioCANNON

PLUGS

Receptacle
(List from $2.50
to $2.75)
P -14

TYPE

P -CG -15

XL -3 -14 Receptacle

Plug

(List 51.00)

(List from $5.20
to $6.40)

"P"-Made in

a

XL -3 -11 Plug
(List $1.25)

"XL"-This new series of
small general utility connectors is
available in one insert of three
15 -amp. contacts for No. 14 B &S
stranded wire. Originally designed for sound -photo pictures
its use on trucks and trailers.
TYPE

variety

of shells, Type "P" Series comprises six insert arrangements with 2,
3, 4, 5 and 6 30 -amp. contacts
for No. 10 B &S stranded wire,
and one eight 15 -amp. insert for
No. 14 B &S stranded wire.

"P" AND "XL" ARE AVAILABLE DIRECT FROM MORE THAN 125
CANNON ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTORS LOCATED IN ALL PARTS OF THE U.S. A.
TYPES

NEW EDITION C -46 -A CATALOG- For a corn
pinte survey of the majority of Cannon Electric
products, send for this C -46 -A Catalog, containing prices on many items. Also included are
the names and addresses of distributors where
Types P, O, X, XK, XL and TQ may be purchased
directly from stock. Write Department E -228.

CANNON ELECTRIC
CANNON
ELECTRIC

DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

3209 Humboldt Street, Los Angeles 31, California
Canada 8 British Empire

Ltd., Toronto, Ontario' World Export
- Cannon ElectricCo.,
Calif.
Francisco
Clay
Hansen,

Agents (excepting British Empire) Frazar

&

301

St., San

11,
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TELEVISION
KIT... A HIGH QUALITY
TELEVISION

RECEIVER

ready for Easy,
Rapid Assembly
ENGINEERED
BY

TELEVISION
SPECIALISTS

I

Easy -to- Assemble: No knowledge of television required. COMPLETE easy -tofollow INSTRUCTION SHEET gives
you all the knowledge you need.

-

This Kit INCLUDES SOUND, all component parts, and the following:

Specially designed Television
Antenna.
2. A $30.00 Lectrovision seven inch Picture Tube . . . plus
ALL other tubes.
3. Pre -tuned R -F unit.
4. Finished front panel.
5. All solder, wire, and 60 feet
of low loss lead -in cable.
1.

Operates on 110V.; 50.60 cycles A.C.
Price: complete with ALL tubes, $159.50. Shipment
will be made approximately 2 weeks after receipt
of order.
$25.00 deposit required on all orders,
balance C.O.D.

Trade Inquiries Invited
Wo believe that the comparative quality of this set
is superior to other available sets.
It has been acclaimed by major television schools throughout the

country.

For full information write to:

TRANSVISION, INC.
385 North Ave.
Enclosed lind
ship
C.O.D. to
Name
Address

City & State

158

$

New Rochelle, N. Y.
deposit.

Please

Transvision Television

Kits

non in Nanking; uses frequency of
4.275 to 11 a.m. sign -off; a further frequency of 7.340 is used irregularly to
11 a.m.; some days seems to have separate program. (Dilg, Baxter)
Colombia-HJCAB, 9.690, Bogota,
appears to be off the air. (Howe)
Egypt -The station reported on
20.135 some time ago is SUP, Cairo;
reports to NBC and CBS around 8:15
a.m., from correspondents in Cairo
and Jerusalem, presumably by land line from latter; excellent signals.
(Kary)
El Salvador -YSR, San Salvador,
moved from 6.277 to 6.270. (URDXC)
In verifying for Paul Kary, Pennsylvania, YSO gave "old" frequency of
7.270, but is actually heard on 7.315.
England- Changes in North American Service include GRP, 18.13, 9:1510:15 a.m., 1:30-4:15 p.m.; GSJ, 21.53,
10 -11:15 a.m., 11:30 a.m. -1:45 p.m.;
GSP, 15.31, 4:15 -7 p.m.; GWH, 11.80,
4:15 -9:45 p.m.; and GRH, 9.825, 7 -11
p.m. (Balbi)
H.M.S. Vanguard was heard from
Plymouth at commencement of the
recent Royal Tour to South Africa, on
a frequency of about 7.800, working
BBS station on about 8.615, with BBC
pick -ups; this is reported to be one of

the most powerful transmitters ever
installed aboard ship. (Harrison) Was
heard in Ontario on a frequency of
13.990 at 5:30 p.m. on the day it
crossed the Equator; had clear signal.
(Bromley)
Ethiopia-In a letter just received
from W. H. Erholm, Technical Director of Radio Services, Ministry of
P.T.T., Addis Ababa, Empire of
Ethiopia, it was stated: "Thank you
very much for your report on the reception of our station, ETA (or Radio
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia), frequency
15.074 in the 19 -meter band. Your report was exact and complete. We are
using a 7 -kw. transmitter with a 'diamond' or rhombic antenna. The station at present is off the air on broadcast, but is on the air daily on c.w.,
working Mackay Radio in New York
direct on..the hours of 1 a.m., 1 p.m.,
and 3 p.m. We expect to be on the
air daily soon with a voice transmission in various languages, at which
time we will advise you of complete
details. Thank you again for the
valuable information you gave us, and
we hope you and your American
friends will be a constant listener
when we are on the air permanently."
Verification was recently received by
Kary, Pennsylvania.
France -Paris now uses 9.550 between 12:40 -1 a.m. (URDXC)
Paris is heard on 7.240 afternoons
in England, but with QRM from
Moscow on same frequency. (Harrison) Is heard to 5:15 p.m. in Australia, clear of VLQ. (Gillett)
The Latin American Service from
Paris is now heard on 7.280 (new) in
parallel with 9.620; former very good,
latter poor. The North American
transmission continues on 9.550 and
11.845, 8:55 -10:45 p.m. (Howe)

LATEST TELEVISION COMPONENTS

As Used in the New RCA 10" Receiver
New Price-

Deflection Yoke
Focusing Coil
Ion Trap for 10BP4
Vertical Output Transformer
5o

$16.25
9,11
6.60
9.00

Horizontal Output Transformer with 9000 V
and 1 V. windings for second anode supply 16.85

Other television parrs:
RCA Deflection Yoke for 9' and 12' CR tubes.
with special shields for yoke and tube. including brackets
26.75
Rubber Mask, and Frame with Shatterproof
glass for 12' CR tubes
5.00
Five band RF Switch and coil assembly
5.60
Cathode Ray Tubes for Television and Oscilloscopes from 1" to 15"
ALSO

Receiving tubes
Capacitors (Ceramic,
Sockets
oil filled, Mica, etc.)
Sockets for CR tubes Ceramic trim mers
with cables
And other television
Coaxial Cable (72 and
components
50 ohms)
Send 50e for complete catalog including diagrams
for RCA, GE, DuNfont, Stromberg Carlson, Andrea
and Viewtone Television Receivers.
world's First Specialized House in Television
TELECTRONICS SERVICE AND SUPPLY CORP.
264 West 40th Street
New York 18, N. Y.

phone PEnnsylvania

6 -8730

TRANSFORMER
Bargains at Greenwich Sales
115 Volt, 60 Cycle primary
T -1

T -2
T3
T -4

750VCT @ loo MA
6.3V (0) 2
amp; 5V @ 3 amp
52.50
1080V @ 15 mils
2.25
375- 0 -375V @ 275 mils
3.90
1020 VCT @ 106 mils; 2.5V @ 5
;

amp

6.3V @ 4 amp
390 -0 -390 @ 400 mils
5V @ 10 amp ;

T -5

;

high

insulation
with 50 watt socket mounted on

T -6

transformer

I

TRANSMITTING
50.85

866 A
813

.75

TUBES
$4.00

805

1.75 811

801

3.25
3.25

$6.25

I

.95

Brand Neer, guaranteed. Other tubes In stock.
25% deposit required on all C.O.D. orders.
Prompt delivery assured. Write Dept. RNM.

GREENWICH SALES CO.
59

Cortlandt St.

WHitehall

NEW YORK CITY

3 -3052

7, N. Y.

RECORDS
LATEST & HARD -TO -GET BACK NUMBERS
Some slightly used and some brand new
Victor, Bluebird, Columbia, Okeh, Decca.
Capitol, etc. Such artists as Glenn Miller,
Benny Goodman, Harry James, Bing Crosby,
Frank Sinatra, Gene Autry, Duke Ellington,
Fats Waller, Guy Lombardo, Andrews Sisters, Kate Smith, Ink Spots, Mills Bros., etc.
opportunity to cash
BIG PROFITS Your
in on this new field that
Is sweeping the country. Specify the type of
music that sells best in your territory such
as Swing, Sweet Music, Cow -boy, Hill -billy,
Polkas, Blues, etc. Your price $13.90 per
100 records, f.o.b. Chicago, 2% off for cash
with order. All shipments made within 48

-

hours.

CHAS. H00DWIN CO.
4419 Broadway, YI5, Chicago 40, Illinois
World's Largest Dealers in Used Records

RADIO NEWS

Paris is heard daily on 9.560, 2:303:30 p.m., with programs in English,
(Laubscher,
directed to England.

b

Henry calling

Pearce)
French Equatorial Africa-Radio
Australia recently reported in a DX
session that Brazzaville has been assigned a new frequency of 17.84 with
50 kw. power.
On West Coast, 17.53 is excellent
some nights, as are 11.97 and 9.44 in

parallel; English news at 12:30 a.m.

(Balbi)
European sources list Brazzaville on
7.000, and Rex Gillett, Australia, airmails me that this frequency is heard
in Australia at 3:45 p.m. with English
news, paralleling other frequencies.
French Guiana-For those who are
anxious to log this country, it is reported that Rochambeau Airways,
Cayenne, operate irregularly on the
4.220 frequency; schedule is not
known; has anyone heard this one?
French Indo- China -Radio Saigon
has moved to 6.19 from 4.81; signs off
at 10:15 a.m.; signal is much better
than when on 4.81, but suffers QRM
from AIR, Delhi, on occasion; 11.78
parallels. (Balbi, Dilg, Baxter) English news is scheduled for 5, 9 a.m.
The 11.78 frequency is still heard fair
in the East around 6:15 -7 p.m., full
schedule is 6 -8 p.m., but suffers bad
QRM from U.S. stations on 11.79 during most of the period; French news
at 6:30, English news at 7:45 p.m.
Pnompenh, 12.36, heard in Australia
at 7:30 a.m. with news in French and
music. (Sanderson) May carry English news around 7:45 a.m.
Hanoi, 7.25, was heard recently in
Australia at 6 a.m. with English news.
(Sanderson)
French Morocco-According to
verie received by Moss, Ontario,
Radio Maroc, Rabat, operates on 9.082
from 1:55 a.m. to 4 a.m. and 12 noon 7:15 p.m.; and on 16.666, 7 -10 a.m.;
call is CNR3; it was stated that "the
antenna -power is about 21/% kw."
Finland- OIX-4, 15.190, Peri, is
heard quite well signing on around
7:15 to 7:25 p.m., usually with 10-note
chime; English news comprises entire

program; usually leaves the air

around 7:33 p.m.; these times vary
from day to day; announces OIX -2,
9.500, in parallel, but this outlet is
inaudible. (Kary)
Formosa -XUPA, 9.695, Tai-Pei,
has moved to about 7.220; relays
XGOY's English news from Chungking at 9 a.m. (Dilg)
Germany -Official schedules r e ceived from Sudwestfunk, BadenBaden, French Zone, list the station on
6.321, 12 midnight-6 p.m. (may have
short breaks). Relays medium -wave
stations located at Freiburg, Sig maringen, Koblenz, Kaiserslautern,
Saarbrucken. Although German is
the principal language used, some
French programs are relayed from
Paris. (Kary)
Official schedules of Munich I, 7.290,
are 11 a.m. -4:30 p.m. to Balkans;
Munich II, 6.170, 11 a.m. -1 p.m. to
Balkans; 1 -2 p.m. to U.S.S.R., 2-4:30
May, 1947

COMPLETE

STOCK

.íes/

LERY

QUICK
Models Listed Are in Stock
for Immediate Shipment:
Hallicrafters
Hallicrafters
Hallicrafters
Hallicrafters
Hallicrafters

.. .

i

S38
S40A
SX42

SP44
11T9

Hammarlund HQ129X
Hammarlund SPC400X
National NC24ODT & NC240DR
National HRO5TA1 & HOR5RA1
National NC46
National NC176
National NC173
RMES4
RME45
RME VHF152
RME LF90
Pierson KP -81
Gon -Set converters
Collins 30K -1
Collins 75A -1 (soon)
Collins 32V -1 (soon)
Collins 70E-8 (soon)

47.50
89.50
275.00
99.50
289.50
181.40
334.05
225.00
274.35
97.50
about 190.00
179.50
98.70
198.70
86.60
29.70
387.65
39.95
1250.00
375.00

495.00
1800.00
450.00

Supreme AF -100
Harvey 100T

583.00
42.50
57.50
84.50
89.50
42.50
39.45
87.45
225.00
117.00
29.40
39.50
49.50

90700ECO
90800 exciter
90281 power supply

90881 500 watt RF
90902 scope
Sonar XE -10
Sonar VFX -680

unit

Gordon rotary beam
Direct -O -Beam
Premax 28MC beam kit
Work Shop 28MC beam kit
Ranger 905 Trans -Meter

Butler, Missour;
O

R

L D

'

prices. Or order on my easy time payment plan. I finance the terms myself
to give you better service and save you
money. Trade -ins welcome. Tell me
what you have to trade and we can
make a deal. Attached is only partial
listing of my complete stocks. I have
almost everything an amateur wants.
Good bargains in war surplus. Send to
me for anything. Orders and inquiries

120.00
52.50

Temco 73GA
Temco 500GA

"W

"The delivery situation is now good.
I can ship immediately nearly all items.
For fastest service send five dollars and
I will ship COD at once at wholesale

475.00
40.00

Meissner Signal Shifter
Bud ECO

Millen
Millen
Millen
Millen
Millen

In Bob Henry's code of doing business
"CQ" means complete stocks, quick delivery. Bob Henry offers the finest,
fastest service in the land to all amateurs plus personalized, individual attention to all orders by an amateur who
knows what amateurs want. He says:

S

L

handled with speed and

jUJ

WARA

HENRY RADIO STORES
A

R

G

E
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D

I

S

T

R
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efficiency.

Write, phone, wire or visit either of my
stores now.

O

R

S

O

F

S H

O

R

T
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Angeles 25, Cclii.

Los

R

E

C

E
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S/C LABS ADJUSTABLE
ROTARY BEAM KITS

702A, 702B, 702C,

FINEST GRADE

ALUMINUM

Type 702A 27 mc to 29.7 me (10 and 11 meter band) 544.95
29.95
Type 702B 50 mc to 54 me (6 meter band)
24.50
Type 702C 144 me to 148 me (2 meter band)
extra.
Match
$6.75
t
Complete with Adjustable "T"
S/C Labs Three Element Beam Designed for 2, 6 and 10 Meter Band. Weight Leas than 15 Lbs.
a complete line of FM and television antennae.
local dealer or write for circular.

Also in stock

S/C LABORATORIES, INC., DEPT.

R,

See

your

PRECISION AND
ADJUSTABLE ANTENNA
Type 701A (28-44 mc)
10 meter amateur
$6.50
Type 701B (44-88 mc)
Television 5 meter amateur. 5.85
Type 701C (88 -148 mc)
5.75
FM 2 meter amateur

20 VAN WAGENEN ST., NEWARK 4,

N. J.
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NUMBERS

and
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WALSCO STAPLE

aL.aeJLEaEJeí Parafe
IT'S HERE

sensational tool
for installing wires
and cables, that

saves time and

money.
Used by Radio,
Public address and

Intercom

COMPLETE FELT FLOCK SPRAY OUTFIT
Now you can do your own finishing of: Radio cabinets
and speaker grilles, phonograph turntables and record
hobbies

and

numerous

plaster, hardwood,
etc.

other

a.m. -1:15 p.m., 6 -7:30 p.m. (URDXC)
Guatemala-TGLB, 6.095, Mazatenago, is a new station reported by
URDXC, announcing as "Voz de Mazatenago"; heard, 7 -10 p.m., relays
TGLA.

Walsco Staple Criver is a
real time and trouble saving tool
for the radioman. Also extremely
useful for general stapling.
This device automatically positions
the staple after which it is driven
to a pre -adjusted depth with one
or two strokes of the palm of the
hand. A small trigger controls the
feeding mechanism. Wires and
cables up to 1/4" in diameter can
be
quickly installed with the
Walsco Staple driver.
The

kit (as pictured) contains patented WALSCO Felt Flock Spray Gun, together
with necessary materials, such as undercoats, ivory and
brown felt flocks, brush, instructions, etc.,

brilliant colors available.

The

.ac

CATALOG NO.

Write

e

(Pearce)
Guadeloupe-Radio Guadeloupe has
moved back to 7.445 from 5.986, 11:30

Con be loaded in
10 seconds.

items
10

Techni-

cians.
Staples into corners
and other inacessible places.
Staoles on hard
surfaces such as

FINISH

crafts,

Leipzig, has excellent signals in England, heard before 3:15 a.m. and 5
a.m. -6:30 p.m., no English. (Pearce)
Gold Coast -ZOY, 4.915, Accra,
heard in England at 12:45 p.m. with
local news; says "Goodnight" and
plays few bars of "God Save the King"
at 1 p.m. sign -off; heard weekdays;
may be off Sundays; has bad CWQRM.

A

FLOCK

novelties,

"Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk," 9.73,

DRIVER
for itself on
the first job
Pays

THE NEW, COLORFUL
EASY TO APPLY
FELT

cases,

p.m. to Balkans; Munich IV, 9.540,
same as Munich II. These stations relay U.S. international programs.

OF THE

3

1

K -SO

-List

Price $10.75

for full information

p

T h e

R

o

d

on

these

items. Dept. 5A

Price $4.95 Dealers Net
cluding box of staples)

i

WALTER L. SCHOTT CO.

BEVERLY HILLS. CALIF.

(in-

CHICAGO 5, ILI.

Train for YOUR important
Career Job in Beautiful, Cosmopolitan MIAMI
More and more young men and women are
preparing to meet the challenge of modern
industry with modern training at EmbryRiddle School of Aviation. Years of experience at this U. S. Government approved
school have effected the development of a

full year Radio Course that is designed to
qualify you for an important position in the
Radio industry. A limited number of both
civilians and veterans can be accepted for
the next class. For complete information
fill out the attached Coupon and mail today.

r Dean

of Enrollments-Dept. 16
Embry- Riddle School of Aviation
Miami 30, Florida
Name
Address

SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Miami 30, Florida

City
Check One

_

Veteran

Civilian

SERVICE
RCA Radiotroi,
Tungsol

MEN!

Sylvania
Raytheon

Tubes, Parts 6 Equipment
w rite .or our latest o.,i....n, Dent. NO

RADIO

Distributors of

New

Astatic

Nylon
Crystals,
CT
55.24 each.
EQUIPMENT

MODEL A -2
WITH

ADDED SENSITIVITY

For numerous contrus applications such

an

burglar alarms. Industrial safety controls, automatic counters, or in conjunction with a
chime or bell to announce entrance of persons in stores and offices. For A.C.

Compete with tubes and bunt$
m .PDT relay....
LIGHT SOURCE -Will operate up
to 20 feet with above unit....
Write to Dept. RN

I

or

$5.95

104

MAIN

STREET.

POUGHKEEPSIE.

Y.

ELECTRICAL TRAINING
Intensive

32

weeks' residence course in fundamentals of

industrial electrical engineering. including radio. elec-

tronics. Prepares for technician. engineering aides.
proved for veteran training. 54th year. Catalog.

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

BLISS
IGO

N.

7698 Takoma Ave.
Washington 12, D. C.

Ap-

Hawaii- Relaying U.S. international
programs, KRHO, Hololulu, is scheduled 2:45 -3:45 a.m. to China (except
Monday), 4 -11 a.m. to Japan and
China, on 9.65; 5 -8:15 p.m. to Philippines and Netherlands East Indies,
and 8:30 p.m. -1 a.m. to Japan and
China, on 17.80.
Holland -Berne list gives calls for
Holland stations as PGD, 6.02; PCJ1,
9.59; PHI, 11.730; PCJ2, 15.220; and
PHI, 17.776. (URDXC) Due to recent
coal shortage, services were curtailed.
Hong Kong -Hong Kong has reverted to standard time -13 hours
ahead of EST. (Radio Australia)
ZBW -3 has moved to 9.515, probably
to escape QRM from Perth's VLW7,
9.52; heard to 10 a.m. sign -off. (Dilg)
Relays BBC news at 6, 8 a.m. Appears
to use Chinese to 8 a.m. An airmail
report from Rex Gillett, Australia,
confirms move to 9.515, "to get away
from Perth "; English program heard
before 6 a.m. BBC news and after it;
also has English program after the 8
a.m. BBC news; medium -wave calls
are ZBW, 845 kcs., and ZEK, 640 kcs.
India -VUD2, 3.495, scheduled 8:15
a.m. -12:30 p.m.; VUD11, 4.860, 12 noon12 :40 p.m. (Pearce) "You are listening to Bombay" identifies VUB -2,
3.365, at 12 noon during English program; scheduled closing time is 12:30
p.m. (Gillett)
Iceland -TFJ, 12.235, Reykjavik,
scheduled 9 -9:30 a.m. on Sunday only,
has not been reported lately; may be
off the air. Has been heard on c.w.,
however, with very strong signal in
Pennsylvania at 3:25 p.m. (Kary)
Iran-Radio Teheran reported on
11.615 with English news at 6:30 a.m.
(URDXC) EPB, 15.100, has good signal in Britain; English news at 6:30
a.m., followed at 6:45 a.m. with news
in French. (Pearce)
Iraq- YI5KG, 7.085, Baghdad, is
scheduled 9 a.m. -2 p.m. (ISWC) Heard
with programs in Arabic to closedown
at 2 p.m.; bad QRM. (Pearce) HNU,
6.13, reported heard in England, 8-10
a.m. (ISWC)
Italy- Reported by Per Friis, Denmark, is an AES station in Rome on
6.060, heard 4-4:30 p.m.
Radio Italiana, 11.81 and 9.63, has
RADIO NEWS

an evening program from 6:10 -7:20
p.m.; announces in English at 6 :11 and
7 p.m., and carries English news at
7-7:15 p.m., with music to closedown.
(Casey) Also scheduled with English
news for 1.50 p.m.
Jamaica- VRR -4, 11.595 (announced), Stony Hill, is used for special relays; heard with extremely good
signals some weeks ago with ZQI's
coverage of soccer games at Savanah
Parks; verifies. (Kary) Has been
heard with good level in South Africa
around 5:10 p.m.; asked for reception
reports to Cable & Wireless, Ltd.,
Stony Hi11, Jamaica, B.W.I. (Laub scher)
According to verie received, ZQI,
Kingston, operates with 1200 watts,
4 -5:30 p.m. on 4.70, and 7:30 -10 p.m.
on 2.33. (Arthur)
Japan-WLKS, "The Voice of the
British Commonwealth Occupation
Forces" in Japan, operating on a
short -wave frequency of 6.105, is
scheduled 4:30 -6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. -4
a.m. (Radio Australia) Is heard in
Ohio between 3 -4 a.m. (Sutton) Now
runs to 5 a.m.. (Balbi) Takes relays
from Australia and Singapore; on
2.465, appears to run to 8:30 a.m. except Saturdays when continues to 9
a.m. (Dilg) Probably begins at 3 a.m.
WVTR, 9.605, Tokyo, carries AFRS
program at 4:50 p.m.; has English
news at 5 p.m.; bad CWQRM in Pennsylvania. (Kary)
The AFRS station in Tokyo on
6.015 (listed as JLR) was recently
heard in New Orleans to announce as
JKD; gave the 4.860 outlet as JKE;
JLW, 7.825, is also heard mornings in
New Orleans. (Crandall)
Java-PMA, 19.350, Batavia, is reported heard in England at 8 :30 a.m.
with news in Dutch, and at 8:45 a.m.
with recordings. (Short Wave News)
Heard signing off at 8:58 a.m., some
days as late as 9:05 a.m., after English
dance recordings. (Pearce)
An Indonesian heard on 9.41 from
around 5 to 10 :30 a.m., except Monday,
probably is PLV. ( Balbi) Has been
heard on West Coast signing off at
late as 11 a.m. after playing Ted
Lewis' "Good Night Song." (Dilg)
English transmissions of "The Voice
of Free Indonesia," 11.000, are officially scheduled for 4-4:30 a.m., 5:307:30 a.m., 9 -9:30 a.m., and 11 -11:30
a.m. (Bachman) Usually signs off
with playing of "It's Time to Say
Goodnight," and clock chimes for 12
midnight (Indonesian time). (Pearce)

Kenya-VQ7LO, 4.950, Nairobi,

heard in England with English news
at 1 p.m., followed by weather forecast and announcements; announces,
"This is Nairobi calling "; signal varies
daily from S -3 to S-9. (Harrison)
Schedule is 5-6 a.m., 11 a.m. -2 p.m.
daily, Sundays has last transmission
only; additional, Wednesday and Saturday, 2-3 p.m.; scheduled Tuesdays
and Thursdays, 7:30 -8:30 a.m., on
6.060. (Levi)
Korea -JODK, 2.510, Seoul, runs to
8:30 a.m. (Dilg)
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current control
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-provide convenient circuit control,
protection, and greater operating efficiency
help reduce length of connecting leads.
Amateur Relays available from stock: Antenna Change -Over, Antenna Grounding, Keying, Band Switching, RF Break -In, Safety,
Overload, Underload, Latch -In, Remote
Control, Sensitive, Time Delay. Also Industrial and General- Purpose Relays.
RESISTORS -exclusive features of VITROHM
wire -wound resistors insure that extra performance needed in critical circuits. Fixed
type in 8 stock sizes from 5 to 200 watts.
Adjustable type in 7 stock sizes from 10 to
200 watts. Wide range of resistance values.
Stripohm, Discohm, and Plaque types also
RELAYS

available.

-for fixed or variable close control. Protected by tough, acid resistant,
crazeless vitreous enamel. Sizes: 2 5, 50, 100,
and 150 watts, in wide range of resistances.
Authorized Distributors Everywhere
RHEOSTATS

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY
Radio and Electronic Distributor Division
53 -N West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, U.S.A.
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SEND FOR
FREE

CATALOGS

Write for Amateur Relay Catalog No. D -111,
and for Resistor -Rheostat Catalog No. D -2.
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U. S. R. S.
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AMPLIFIER
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of special design will
cover thousands of
people with power to
Compact in
spare.

CHECK THESE FEATURES
SEPARATE
OUTPUT CHANNELS
MIKE INPUT, PHONO INPUT AND
DUAL OUTPUT
TONE CONTROL
LOW DISTORTION
SERIES MIXER

it will outperform many offered at
double the price. 5
-6SJ7 input
tubes.
size,
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outputs. Complete
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with cover

60.000 AMPLIFIER -List , $42.30; Net.

Write for

I

FREE Buying

less tubes.

$25.38
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Lebanon -FXE, Radio Levant, 8.036
(actually lower, around 8.020), gives
schedule of 12 midnight-1:15 a.m.,
5:15 -8 a.m., 10:30 a.m. -4 p.m. (Legge)
Has been heard in England announcing as "Ici Beirut "; during daily English period, 10:45 -11:45 a.m. the station carries English newscast at 11
a.m. (Pearce)

Macao -According to NNRC,

CR9AA, 9.500, operates daily, 4:309:30 a.m., with 200 watts; only identification used is "Radio Clube Macao";

[OIL KIT
100 RADIO FREQUENCY COILS ALL NEW!
ALL USABLE! TREMENDOUS VARIETY!
Thousands of Applications in Each Kit
Frequency ranges from 2 meters to 25 kilocycles.
Both iron core types and air types included. Many
units have mica condensers which con be salvaged
for other purposes.

WAVE TRAPS
ANTENNA COILS
CHOKES

OSCILLATOR COILS
R.F. COILS
TANK COILS
I.F. TRANSFORMERS

and many other
pes in kit
With proper trimmers and associated parts every
coil can be used. These KITS are perfect for
amateurs, experimenters, servicemen, schools, lob oratories, etc.
;

p

If

-ca at $ 2.98

these coils were to be

purchased

separately they
would cost over $75.00.
Almost any one of these coils is worth more
than the price of the entire kit!
20% Deposit with Order. Balance C.O.D,

P H 0

11

0-

K I T

PORTABLE ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH
A REAL QUALITY 110V AC PHONOGRAPH KIT

Handsome leatherette portable case
High quality motor with 9" turntable
Light weight crystal pickup
5" Alinco speaker with transformer
Tone tested 2 tube amplifier with
tubes
Tone control and needle cup
Nothing else to buy. Only 1 hour to
assemble for play. Full instructions
supplied.
SPECIAL YOUR COST

$

LOTS OF TWO OR MORE

$

call letters are never given over the
air; asks for reports and will verify
with QSL card; address, Radio Clube
Macao, G.P.O., Macao, Portuguese
China, Asia; chief engineer is John J.
Alvares (CE9AG), who advises that
they intend to increase power to 1 kw.
soon; Mr. Alvares also advises that
these commercial transmitters are in
operation in Macao : CRY7, 17.597, 2.5
kw.; CRY6, 14.500, 750 watts; CRY4,
12.250, 1.5 kw.; CRY8, 8.450, 2.5 kw.;
and CRY3, 5.900, 300 watts.
CRBAA, 9.254, is reported with
schedule of 6-9:20 a.m., mostly in
Portuguese and /or Chinese; Portuguese news at 7:30 a.m. and English
news around 7:50 a.m. (this is read by
female announcer); reception is erratic in North America. Peaks on
West Coast around 9 a.m.
Madagascar-Tananarive is particularly good on 9.690, fair on 6.065 with
identification in French at 11 a.m.
(Gillett)
Malaya-Singapore has replaced
4.780 with 4.820; schedule is 5:3010:35 a.m. (URDXC) English news
at 9 a.m., headlines around 10:30 a.m.
(Dilg) Some days signs off at 10:35
a.m., others at 11 a.m.; signature is
"God Save the King "; strong signal in
England. (Pearce)
Monaco -Radio Monte Carlo, listed
on 6.130 but lately reported as high as
6.150, uses 300 watts, but expects to
increase power to 25 kw. in July when
a new transmitter will come into operation; schedule, 1:30 -3:30 a.m., 6 -8
a.m., 1 -5:15 p.m. (Short Wave News,
London) URDXC reports has moved
to 6.150. Is heard in Ireland with bad
CWQRM. (Levi)
Mozambique-CR7BJ, 9.645 (or
9.650), is heard in England with English news at 2:55 p.m.; closes down at

3:30 p.m.; still announces and verifies
as on 9.710. CR7BU (listed officially
as CR7BF), 4.925, is heard on Sundays
between 12 noon and 2 p.m. with sponsored programs; advertisers chiefly in
South Africa. (Pearce)
New Caledonia -Radio Noumea is
now on 6.160 from 6.208, 2 -5:15 a.m.;
signs off with "La Marseillaise."
(Dilg) Heard during the last hour of
schedule with weak signal in New
York. (Legge)

Nicaragua -YNXW, Managua, previously on 6.275, is now heard on 8.190.
(Legge) YNCNN, 6.700, Managua, is
heard 6 -8 p.m., very weak with heavy
QRM. (Howe)
Norway-LUI, Fredrikstad, is correct call and location of the Norwegian
station on 6.185, according to verie;
relays Oslo Home Service to 5 p.m.
(Legge) In verie gave power as 8 kw.
(Bromley) LKQ, 11.735, has strong
signal in England from 11 a.m.; is
heard some days closing at 5:10 p.m.;
LLI, 6.185, and LKJ, 9.54, parallel;
no English. (Pearce)
Philippines-KZRH, 9.64, Manila,

has English news at 7:30 a.m.

(URDXC). I have heard English news
from KZRH at 5:30 a.m., and it is
heard at that time in England by
Leslie Holmes. Signals are usually
very weak in the East, with considerable QRM from KRHO, Honolulu,
9.650. Fair signal in New York, 6:157 a.m. (Ballard)
KZPI, 9.71, Manila, heard weakly
in New York around 7 a.m. (Ballard)
Usually is covered in East by San
Francisco's 9.700 outlet. Good level
in New Zealand at 5 a.m., but with

CWQRM; announces as "Radio
Philippines, 800 on your dial"; 800 kcs.
is medium -wave outlet. (Gray)

Poland- Warsaw, about

6.10, has

good signals in Maine, 3:50 -4:10 p.m.,

with English news period. (Beach)

Portugal -CSW7, 9.725, Lisbon,
heard 7 -8:30 p.m. sign -off. (URDXC)
In verifying for Conley, Pennsylvania,
listed frequency as 9.726, power of 10
kw., and schedule of 7-8 p.m.

Rumania-Bucharest,

9.252, was

heard recently in Massachusetts, signing off at 8:17 p.m. (Harris)
Siam-In verifying, HS8PD, Bangkok, listed frequency of 6.040 (actually appears to be around 5.995) with

This listening Post is that of Luis Diez Alonso, Santander, Spain.
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20% deposit with order. Balance C. O. D.
All materials sold on money back guarantee
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STREET,
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EXPORT
Attention Manufacturers
Are you interested in having your products
sold in the foreign markets of the world?

FOR EXTRA
SALES -PROFITS

ATR
QUALITY PRODUCTS
SERVICE

ATR

"tA..

direct factory export reprenumber of allied but non -competitive

The Intex Company acts as

sentative for a
manufacturers in the Radio, Electronic, Electrical and
affiliated fields. We handle all details such as:

Permits
Shipping
Export Packing

Financing
Sales Promotion
Foreign Correspondence

literature and write us regarding your products.
your letter will bring our prompt response. All inquiries will
be kept strictly confidential. References exchanged.
Send us your

INTEX COMPANY
New York 18, N. Y.
Cable: "Intexcom, N. Y."

303 West 42nd St.

BATTERY

ELIMINATORS
For Converting A.C. to D.C.
Designed for Testing D.C. ElecEquipped
with Full -Wave Dry Disc Type Rectifier, Assuring
Noiseless, Interference -Free Operation and Extreme
Long Life and Reliability.
Eliminates Storage Batteries and Battery
Chargers.
Operates the Equipment at Maximum Efficiency
at All Times.
Fully Automatic and Fool- Proof.
New Models

.

.

.

trical Apparatus on Regular A.C. lines.

ATR

JUST OUT! Gov't Surplus
BRAND NEW SOLID BRASS 9 FT. PORTABLE

RADIO ANTENNAS
Real $10 value now only $2.95 p2jp

FOR HOMES, BOATS or AUTOS
Same as used on Army tanks. These telescopic

RUSTPROOF antenna have a tremendous pickup and eliminate dangerous wiring. Made of
Solid Brass throughout which practically insures

NOISE FREE RECEPTION
9 exceptionally rugged sections
compress into ft. 2 in.
Handy for Camping Trips, also Useful for
Transmitting Sets, FM Sets and Television
1

Receivers
Each antenna comes with clamps, nut, lug, & wire.
QUANTITY LIMITED.
Easy to install anywhere.

MAIL ORDER TODAY. A real $10 value for
only $2.95 Postpaid. Send check or money
order now, or mailed C.O.D. plus postage.
Also available 12 ft. Solid Brass Antennas
at $4.95 Postpaid.
Money back in 10 days if not satisfied.

RADIO HOSPITAL

1113

LEXINGTON AVE., DEPT.

RS, NEW

YORK 21, N.Y.

AUTO RADIO
REPLACEMENT VIBRATORS
Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Operated
Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Precision Construction for Longer Lasting Life.

ATR
STANDARD
AND HEAVY
DUTY
INVERTERS

For Inverting D.C. to A.C.
Specially Designed for Operating A.C. Radios,
Television Sets, Amplifiers, Address Systems, and
Radio Test Equipment from D.C. Voltages in Vehicles, Ships, Trains, Planes, and in D.C. Districts.
Write for Our New Catalog -Just Off the Press!

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO.
:M.M.1:=
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watts output; schedule is given as
a.m. daily; HS7PJ, 825.85 kcs.,
2000 watts, is scheduled 7 -9:15 a.m.
(Kernan) I believe the short -wave
outlet, HS8PD, may relay the medium -wave station in the 7-9 :15 a.m.
period, in addition to its own earlier
broadcast.
South Africa-Actual operating fre500

atiHatiost

Mwtica

WITH

ASSOLUTE FIDELITY

AMPLIFICATION
DESIGNED

BY A.

C.

SNANEY

new amplifier development now enables you to
clearly identify all the instruments in a full orchestral
A

After 20 years of audio research and development, we
can now place in your hands a new means to make the
most fascinating, uplifting, and enjoyable journey into
the realm of perfect sound reproduction-through the
medium of the most satisfying musical amplifier the
world has ever known.
If you are one of those discriminating persons for
whom anything less than the best is a dissappointment, you are one for whom the ACA -100DC Amplifier
was designed. Send for literature.

5 -6:30

quency of Cape Town is 5.878; official
frequency is 5.883. (Legge) Is widely
heard on the transmission beginning

at 11:45 p.m.

Spain -Radio Falange, Alicante, is
again heard on 7.951 to 6 p.m. sign off; usually broadcasts recordings of
operas or popular European swing
music; has bad CWQRM, weak signal
in Pennsylvania. (Kary)
Spanish Morocco- Frick, Sweden,
lists Agui Radio Africana, Tangiers,
operating on 7.084 with 1 kw., 7 -9 a.m.,
1:30-6 p.m. ISWC lists call of
EA9AA, frequency as 7.09, as heard,
2 :45-6 :30

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA
396 -98 Broadway, Few York 13, N. Y.
Send 3c stamp for A. C. Shane.'s uew booklet "20 Steps to Amplifier Perfection."
A. C. Sbaney's FM -AM AMPLIFIER MANUAL is still available at 25c.

Low Cost

Precision
IlE
NSTRUMENTS

METERS

Bridge type construction assures rugged-

21/2" and 31/2"
ROUND

continued

ness and

accuracy.

Manufacturers who use large quantities
of meters are continually swinging over
to DALE Instruments. In addition to our
standard models, we also build meters
to your specifications. Special dials
Special cases. PROMPT deliveries. You
may depend upon our delivery promises. Prices you want to pay.

2" and 3"
SQUARE

-

412" Rectangular

DALE

Instruments -Div. of

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

4412 N. 23RD ST.

U.S.A.

RADIO- TELEVISION TECHNICIAN'S COURSE
starting every 5 weeks.
Women students invited.
Approved for veterans- Public Law No. 346 and No.
New Classes

16.

Wrrte for Free Bulletin on Courses

HOLLYWOOD SOUND INSTITUTE, Inc.
1040 N. Kenmore Ave., Los Angeles

RADIO MEN

PEN -OSCIL -LITE

Write for Giant
BARGAIN CATALOG

Extremely convenient test oscillator for all radio
servicing; alignment
Small as a pen
Self
powered
Range from 700 cycles audio to over
600 megacycles u.h.f.
Output from zero to 125
v.
Low in cost
Used by Signal Corps
Write for information.

BUYERS SYNDICATE
786 Carew St., Springfield 4, Mass.
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MO 1-2345

GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT
Buffalo 9, N. Y.
38 Argyle

p.m.

Sweden -On January 19, Radiot janst
inaugurated a new feature for the
benefit of Swedish DXers, under the
title of "Halla DX-ers" which is heard
periodically (probably every other
Sunday) over SBT, 15.155, and SDB -2,
10.780, 11 a.m. -12 noon.
SDB -2, 11.780, and SBU, 9.535,
sometimes run after 5 p.m., very good
signals in New York. (Beck) The
8 -9 p.m. period over these transmitters
is heard widely now, especially over
SDB -2; English news at 8:05 p.m. In
the daily North American beam, 1010:55 a.m., SBT, 15.155, is weak to
inaudible in the East; SDB -2 is
scheduled to parallel.
Turkey-According to Short Wave
News, London, the projected 100-kw.
transmitter to be put in operation at
the end of the year in Turkey, will be
located at Istanbul.
U.S.S.R. -The Soviet outlet on 9.545,
heard in East around 6:15 a.m., may
be Petroplovsk. (Ballard) Moscow
now uses 6.130 between 4-5:30 p.m.;
last half -hour in English. (URDXC)
Batum, 6.493, Georgia, heard between
6 -6:15 p.m. in New York, man testing
and calling in Russian.
(Ballard)
Moscow, 6.050, on 3:30-9 a.m.; Petro pavlosk, daily, on 6.070, 1:45-2:45
a.m.; Tiflis, 11.96, Home Service, 10
p.m.-12:45 a.m. (Balbi) Saratov, 6.220,
is reported 12 noon -1 p.m. (URDXC)
Stalingrad, 7.790, is heard in England
between 8:45 -11 a.m., 3 -5 p.m. (in

Russian). (Harrison)
Espana Independiente, 7.410, heard
in England afternoons "with very
heavy jamming." (Harrison) Moscow
is using 11.876 in parallel with 11.63,
good signal, 7-10 p.m.; after 9 p.m.,
11.89 also parallels; all good on East
Coast. (Howe) RV64, 8.820, Khabarovsk, heard in Canada around 8:10
a.m., in clear but with poor modulation. (Bromley)
The evening North American beam
appears to run 6:20 -9 p.m. on 6.02,
7.24, and 9.48; also is relayed between
6:20 -7:30 p.m. by Komsomolsk on
15.23; may use other frequencies irRADIO NEWS

regularly; the morning beam, 7 -8:15
a.m., is carried on 11.63, 11.72, 15.18,
(Cooley)

17.82.

Vatican -HVJ, 9.660 and 5.970, has
English news daily at 10 a.m.; English
talks are radiated daily at 1:15 p.m.
on these frequencies. On Sundays,
commentaries are heard in French,
Spanish, English, German, and Polish,
at 5:15 a.m., followed at 5:30 a.m. by
Holy Mass. On Tuesdays, English

news is radiated at 10.30 a.m. on
(Salmon)
Yugoslavia-Radio Belgrade, 9.42, is
being heard again at 12 midnight in
New York; very weak. (Beck)

17.445.

*

*

*
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ANSWERS TO BIZ QUIZ
1. b
6. b
11. b
16. c
2. a
7. a
12. b
17. c
8. c
3. a
13. a
18. b
4. c

9. b

5.c

10.b

14. c

19. c

15.b

20.b

Give yourself 5 points for each answer you had
checked correctly. A score of 45 is average, and 75 or better is very good indeed.
ARE YOU A SALESMAN?
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missions.
The apparent improvement in speech
fidelity is brought about by a combination of transmitter and receiver char-

30

volt

12

operates from

cated in the accompanying curve (Fig.
6) falls off rapidly below 300 cycles,
reaching minus 15 db. at 100 cycles.
On the high frequency end the response falls off rapidly after 3000
cycles reaching minus 15 db. at approximately 8500 cycles and is minus
20 db. at 10,000 cycles. The complete
schematic diagram of this amplifier
is shown in Fig. 7. Because of this
lack of linearity very flattering reports are continually being received
regarding the speech quality of trans-

acteristics.
A receiver must have a relatively
narrow pass band to be very satisfactory for amateur communication purposes. The pass band in most amateur receivers is either limited to 3000
cycles, or is adjusted to approximately
that value by the operator. Under
these conditions. all frequencies above
3000 cycles represent wasted energy
if actually emitted by the transmitter.
If the a.f. response of the transmitter is linear, the effect so far as the
listener is concerned is an accentuation of the lower frequencies, since the
receiver has eliminated the higher
frequency components. It is then apparent that if the lower frequencies
are attenuated at the transmitter, the
middle range will be accentuated, and
the over-all effect as noted at the receiving station will be that of a much
higher quality of reproduction than
would be possible with a linear audio
frequency response at the transmitter.
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U.S. Army
Brand new,
6 or

(Continued from page 78)

3.51

2.64

Microphones
R -3
economy type
For PA and home record-

Astatic
ing.

Special

price.. $4.95

THROAT MIKES
200 ohm carbon. a r e a l
35c
sensation at
SHURE HAND MIKES
Brand new surplus t y p e
T -17B, 300 ohm, push -totalk carbon mikes with cord

$1.47
and plug
TYPE HS16A HEAD
PHONES

Ar my
with

surplus, 2000 ohm

6 -ft.

$2.05

cord

Become a Radio Amateur
In a Few Weeks
No Previous Experience

Necessary
Passing the Government Exam made easy by our NEW EASY -TO -LEARN
type of instruction. Complete facilities for teaching CODE, Transmitter
and Receiver Theory, Code practice W6YSL- 3574KCS, Monday through Friday,
Day and Evening Classes Starting Now

_
I
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in:

:30 P.M.
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E Radio Servicing b General Electronics
COMMUNICATIONS
Home Training
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Address
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5

VENICE BLVD., RN -7

Hrs. You Work

Phone

City

ELECTRONIC TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Zone

RICHMOND 9573
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WIRE RECORDER

YOUR
COST

4450
This precision made wire recording magazine
(built by Western Elect) offers you the oppor-

Readers are asked to write directly to the manufacturer for the literature. By mentioning RADIO NEWS, the issue and page. and enclosing the proper amount. when indicated, delay will be prevented.

tunity to build

a complete wire recording
machine at less than I /5 of the average price.
Supplied with enough wire for a full I /2 hour
of recording time. Direct reading dials indicate "elapsed" time in minutes and seconds,
enabling accurate "spotting" and "cueing ".
All units complete with recording and "erase"
coils in full view case. Driving and take.up
reels have splined shafts. Less driving motor
and amplifier. Size 14 3/4" L x 7" W x 5.3/4"
H. Ship wt. 38 lbs.

IF AMPLIFIER For 36 Megacycles

How long have you waited for a "super dooper" IF strip to come along? Here it is

at last. 4 stages of double tuned hi -gain IF.
Completely shielded (gain approx. 50,000).
Bandwidth 1.4 mc ± 0.4 mc. Uses 4 -6ÁC7 !F
tubes, I -65J7 infinite imped. defect, and 2.9002
AVC tubes. Has external cable for connection
to 6.3 volt fil. and 250 VDC plate supply. Coax jacks for for input and output. Diagram
and tech. info. supplied. Units mfg'd by GE
and brand new! Dimon. 18 3/8" L s
W r 4 5/8" H. Ship wt. 28 lbs. $
YOUR COST Less Tubes

Complete Set of

6

5

3/4"

1

2.95

L

Tubes....S3.90

DISCRIMINATOR BC -1270

YOUR
COST
Each

Complete
With Tubes
$

14.50

Here is your grand opportunity to hit the
seson's "jackpot" of radio parts value. This
discriminator chassis contains the following: a

34 MC IF amp and detect. (3 stages), a video
blanking stage, a video discriminator stage
and a 115 V W-". AC power supply delivering
6.3 V @ 4.5 amps and 280 VDC @ 170 mils.
Filtering -excellent! All mounted on 17" x
with standard 19"
15 I/2"
3 I/2" chassis
relay rack panel.
This unit contains the following tubes: 5.4AC7,
I.6H6, -65H7, I -6SJ7, 2-45K7, I -5U4G.
Perfect for rebuilding into a speech amp,
television video amp, audio osc, low powered
"ham" xmfr or exciter, etc. Hundreds of useful parts such as ceramic switches, resistors,
filter condensers, power and IF transformers
and chokes. Completely enclosed in metal
housing making an ideal unit for }able top
operation. Diagram and tech manual supplied.
All units including tubes brand new. List
price of tubes alone almost twice the selling
price! Ship wt. IBS lbs.

SOLDER BULLETIN

Alpha Metals, Inc. is offering a
new bulletin describing their recently
developed "Tri- Core" solder.
The folder describes the product as
a self- fluxing solder with three cores
just beneath the outer surface of the
wire.
Application data and full details of
this solder are contained in this four page bulletin which may be secured
without charge from Alpha Metals,
Inc., 359 Hudson Avenue, Brooklyn 1,
New York.
TUBE BROCHURE

receiving -tube brochure entitled "Recommended Types"
is currently available for distribution
to equipment designers and radio set
manufacturers, according to an announcement made by the Tube Division of General Electric Company's
Electronics Department.
Covering the complete G.E. and
Ken -Rad receiving tube line and associated circuits, the new publication
lists tube types in numerical order by
sections. Each section includes a typical circuit, complete ratings, curves,
and companion technical data for each
tube type.
Distribution of this brochure is limited to receiver manufacturers, designers, and engineers who may secure their copy of the book by writing
to W. Hayes Clarke, sales manager of
receiving tubes, General Electric Company's Electronics Department, Tube
Division, Schenectady, New York.
A new 156 -page

1

TELEVISION SCOPE KIT

-

Will deliver
9

ea.

I

@

15

2800 VDC

Trans.

I IS

mils,

@ IS mils; comprises:
<1., sec. 3200 V

V 60

ea.
Trans. 115 V 60"".. sec. 6.3 V @
amps and 2.5 V @ 3 amps Hi- insul.
ea.
Cond.. oil
.2 mfd 4000 VDCW
YOUR COST per kit
special
SI4.00
I

.4
I

-3

-

PLATE

--

Will deliver
s

ea.

1

POWERS

300 VDC @

SUPPLY

150 mils;
115 V

plate trans. (pri

comprises:

60",

sec.

amps, 6.3 V@ 4.5 amps 750 VCT
@ 150 mils)
I
ea.
filter choke 10 H 150 mils.
2 ea.
cond. GE Pyranol 10 mfd 400 WV
YOUR COST EACH KIT
55.75

5V

@

3

NAND GENERATOR -PORTABLE

Supplies 550 vdc @ 85 mils and 12 vdc @ 2
amps when cranked 60 rpm. Perfect for field
days
ham use
emergency boat xmtr. ek.
Brand new and complete with chain block for
quick and easy mounting on bumper, post,
rail fence etc.
YOUR. COST
$5.95

-

-

ALL MERCHANDISE FULLY GUARANTEED

20% Deposit with Order -Balance C.O.D.
All Orders F.O.B., N. Y.

KELVIN ELECTRONICS
74
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Cortloodf Sf., New York

7, N. Y.

NATIONAL BULLETIN

Information on their new Frequency
Shift Diversity Receiving Equipment
is contained in a four-page bulletin
recently issued by National Company,
Inc. of Malden, Massachusetts.

This equipment, which provides frequency shift reception in the 2 to 20
mc. range, is completely described
with electrical data and design features on the frequency shift receiver,
frequency shift limiter and frequency
shift keyer covered.
A copy of this bulletin will be sent
to those who make their request to
National Company, Inc., Malden, Masbachusetts.
"Q" INDICATOR
Descriptive material covering their
new Low Frequency "Q" Indicator,
Type No. 1030, has just been released
for distribution by Freed Transformer
Company, Inc.
Complete specifications on this unit
are given in this four -page data sheet
including range, oscillator frequency
range, accuracy, variable impedance

amplifier data, waveform, output impedance and voltage, variable condensers, accuracy of adjustment, temperature coefficient, frequency characteristics, power factor, etc.
A copy of this data sheet will be
forwarded to those who request it
from Freed Transformer Company,
Inc., 72 Spring Street, New York 12,
N. Y.
PYRAMID DATA SHEET

Pyramid Electric Company is now
offering a one page data sheet which
lists electrical and mechanical characteristics for their line of "Twist Mount" capacitors.
This listing carries part numbers,
capacity data, working voltages, can
sizes, and prices for almost forty different capacitors in the company's line.
A copy of this data sheet will be
forwarded upon request to Pyramid
Electric Company, Jersey City 6, New
Jersey.
OLSON CATALOGUE

Of

interest to radio servicemen

is

the new Olson Radio Warehouse, Inc.,
catalogue which has been specially designed to be carried by the serviceman
in his pocket.
Listing hundreds of everyday items
needed by the serviceman, the new
catalogue is reissued every thirty to
sixty days in order that items appearing in the booklet are currently in
stock.
Radio servicemen may secure their
copies of the catalogue by writing direct to Olson Radio Warehouse, Inc.,
73 East Mill Street, Akron 8, Ohio.
TEST INSTRUMENTS

Radio City Products Company, Inc.,
of New York has recently made available a comprehensive listing of their
complete line of radio, electrical and
electronic test instruments.
This listing, Catalogue 129, contains
24 pages of data covering tube testers,
multitesters, v.t.v.m.'s, insulation testers, capacity meters, signal generators,
combination tube testers, volt-milliammeters and various accessories for
these instruments.
A copy of Catalogue 129 may be secured from the company's authorized
jobbers or by writing direct to Radio
City Products Company, Inc., 127 West
26th Street, New York, New York.
HAM FLYER

Sun Radio c& Electronics Co., Inc.,
of New York is offering the first of a
new series of ham flyers designed specifically for the amateur.
Listing all types of radio components, the flyer is unique in that it is
RADIO NEWS

the first catalogue intended for the
use of hams only. All the parts catalogued are designed specifically for
amateur construction and were selected by Walt Zuckerman, W2LBF.
Distribution will be made by Sun
Radio & Electronics Co., Inc., 122 -124
Duane Street, New York 7, New York.
Only licensed amateurs will be eligible to receive this catalogue. Call letters must be included with your request.
RHEOSTAT CATALOGUE

Catalogue 3 describing the company's line of slide- contact and rotary
drive rheostats has just been issued by
Rex Rheostat Company of Baldwin,
Long Island.
In addition to listing physical characteristics of almost fifty models, this
catalogue gives electrical specifications and performance data on many
of the units.
A copy of Catalogue 3 will be forwarded to those making their request
direct to Rex Rheostat Company, 3
Foxhurst Road, Baldwin, L. I., New
York.
JK DATA SHEETS

The James Knights Company of
Sandwich, Illinois, is currently distributing a new data sheet covering their
JK Stabilized 100 kc. Crystal.
Of interest to the radio amateur,
the new data sheet provides operation
details on this new crystal under different ham applications.
Also available for distribution is an
application sheet covering the company's IBC-3 Impedacoupler. This unit
provides a universal type antenna insulator-connector for making a weatherproof junction between Amphenol
"RG" type flexible coaxial line and
any current fed antenna or array.
Either or both of these data sheets
will be furnished those who write The
James Knights Company, Sandwich,
Illinois.

IT!
HARRISON HAS IT! HARRISON HAS
A WHOLE NEW BUILDING
so

we may serve you even more efficiently!

Yep! -we've just added an entire five story building to enlarge our present facilities. More space to
display all the fine lines we distribute-more room
in which you can shop in comfort-a sparkling new
Harrison Select Surplus section
real Ham Shack

-a

where you can meet with the gang-a bigger and
better Bargain Counter-larger and more complete stockrooms.
A streamlined Order Department that will get us
back to our pre -war speed of 4 Hour Mail Order
Shipments -A special Export Department to expeditiously handle the orders from our good friends
in other parts of the world

to
And many more new features -all designedand
better enable us to give the friendly service
Ham
the
Harrison's
superior value that have made
Headquarters-Since 19251
than)
Business going on as (or even better
in now and
during

duryou'lll pick up someexceptionaaibargains
ing our E- X- P- A- N- S -i -O -N SALE!
73

-

HAMMARLUND

HARRISON SELECT SURPLUS

SIGNAL CORPS EQUIPMENT

Here are some exceptional bargains in AAF gear
that are easily adapted to efficient Ham use.
There are lots of these used units around, but
we believe we have been discriminating enough
to be able to offer you the very best ones! Carefully reconditioned, checked and crated to come
to you in almost new condition -yet our prices
are no higher! Order yours from Harrison -in a
hurry -and you'll be happy.
SCR -522 VHF Transmitter -Receiver. Complete with
17 tubes, controlbox, dynamotor, crystals, etc. 539.95
SCR -274 -N. THREE Receivers, TWO Transmitters, controls, antenna unit, dynamotors, 29 tubes,
539.00
etc
BC -375 -E Transmitters. Complete with tubes, tuning units, antenna tuner, dynamotor, etc 535.00
BC -348 Receivers. Complete with tubes, crystal
549.50
filter, dynamotor, etc., less speaker
BC -221 Frequency Standard. Complete with original
crystal and calibration chart, and tubes, in cabRO -8 /U
COAXIAL CABLE

MODULATION

TRANSFORMER
Here's the one they're
ohm. FB for feeding all talking about! RCA
beams, etc. Handle a broadcast quality. 550
KW. New, perfect ca- Watt conservative audio
bles 110 feet long with rating. 1 to 1 ratio -will
two PL-259 coaxial match most any tubes.
plugs. Total list price Is Screen, winding. Safety
flash-over
gaps. 14.75
539.28. HSS
381/4 lbs
Special!
Get ready for SUMMER FUN ON 2
Abbott TR -4B, Transmitter - Receiver. Complete
556.78
with tubes
522.50
Abbott 110 V AC. power pack
514.97
EL 6 Volt Vibrator pack
EL Combination 1i0. AC /6 V DC input. Delivers
4.75
A
at
527.00
300 Volts DC at 100 Ma. 6.3
Abbott BN -2 Five Element Beam
Squirt your Rigs where you want 'em I Cut down
QRM and have more and better QS0e with this
FB beam. Will improve any rig!
Engineered for peak gain-factory pre -tuned 144148 Mc-all hard aluminum high -Q elements and 75'
boom -only 3 lbs.
Accurately machined kit (no drilling or cutting
required), complete with insulators, mounting clamp
T matching stub ( feed with 300 ohm ribbon) and inList 523.50
structions for easy assembly.

52

$4.98

A HARRISON SPECIAL

$8.82

FS

W2AVA

-135 -C

standard. Easily conCrystal controlled frequency-and
your receiver is
nected -zero beat with WWV unit with
an FB Freq. NIeter! Complete
crystal. tube, and simple instructions...

$14.25

MILLEN

'er

R -9

Hop up your receiver with this new

antenna matching
preamplifier!

4.75

2
Mc.
48-55 Mc plug-in in53.15
ductor
13-15 Mc plug -in in53.15
ductor
6AK5 Tube. -53.36

539.50

inet

arridon,

1?¡

New!

as

SONAR VFX -680
NBFM. ECO. "Rubber

45
$8
Has It1

lcterH.Uot

1947 MEISSNER

MEISSNER

Shifter. Com-

Signal

plete for

all'2O

RECEIVER KIT
Build your own 6 tube
AC-DC two band BC
receiver with this famous 10-1199 kit I Complete with speaker and

band operation.

SERVICEMEN

HAMSI
Earn money for that new
rig by selling Intercom munlcation Systems.
Talk -A -Phone and Bogen
in stock!
MECK

T

-60

distributors of

COLLINS RECEIVERS
and TRANSMITTERS
we are now entering orders for earliest delivery.
Literature upon request.

antenna, less only

' 9.75

tubes and

cabinet..

TRANSMITTER

15' x 11'Dx 9' metal cabinet contains comlete 60
PCompact!
all tubes and 10 meter coils, lees only

$' 50

microphone and crystal

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS, AMATEUR
TRANSMITTERS. TEST EQUIPMENT -All
Makes, All Models. Harrison has the biggest and
most complete stock! Lowest Prices! Top Trade in allowances!

BOOK CATALOGUE

Chemical Publishing Co., Inc., of
Brooklyn, is currently offering copies
of their new 1947 book catalogue to
those who request it.
Covering the latest books on chemistry, technology, physics, general science, mathematics, engineering, technical dictionaries, etc., this catalogue
meets the specific needs of technical
and scientific workers as all items are
listed by date of publication, price,
number of pages, description and full
table of contents.
Copies of this catalogue will be forwarded to those making their request
to Chemical Publishing Co., Inc., 26
Court Street, Brooklyn 2, New York.
PHILIPS INDEX

A 20 -page index listing all articles
which have appeared in the "Philips

Technical Review" during the period
January, 1936 (the first issue), and
June, 1942 (the last issue prior to suspension of publication during the German occupation of Holland), is cur-

rently available upon request to
May, 1947

4ARRISON RADIO CORPORATION
10 WEST BROADWAY
PHONE- BArtlor

7 -9854

EXPORT

NEW YORK CITY

JAMAICA BRANCH -172 -31 Hillside Ave. -REpublic

RECORDING DISCS
Acetate cellulose recording
discs for use on 33% and
EACH
78 R.P.M. machines. 30 and
60 minute recordings. 13 inch discs.
IRVING J. HALPERIN
22 Braelltore Rd., Brookline 46, Mass.

t

7

DEPT.-CABLE--' HARRISORAO

I

9 -4102

ReCOrders

Confe
Conference

UNINTERRUPTED
12 hours) Conference
&Telephone Recordings onSafety Film
(up fo
Longtime
g

Models for Dictation "TALKIES"

ECONOMICAL
PERMANENT
INSTANTANEOUS
PLAY -BACK

MILES REPRODUCER CO.IHc. 012 BROADWAY,N.Y.3

RN

RADIO- ELECTRONIC TRAINING
.raining."
"The best job bets for the long pull are those requiring specialized
So reports Science Research Associates after completing a survey of postwar opportunities in the
U. S. The technical staff and laboratory facilities of WRCI offer you the opportunity to become
a rnectattst In the expanding field of radio- electronics-either in Radio Communications or in
Radio -Television Servicing. WRCI graduates now flying with transoceanic airlines, working in
broadcast stations, operating their own radio repair shops, etc. Classes convene first Monday
Free copy of "Lifetime Careers In Radio -Electronics"
in each month. Approved for Veterans.
upon request. Write Dept. M -no obligation.

INSTITUTE
WESTERN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
St.,
15, California
631 W. Ninth

i

Los Angeles
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/Vacs

4oa dalle

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Complete

TELEVISION
COIL KIT
With these Coils, Construction of
Your Television Set is Simplified
Instruction Manual for 20 Tube, 7 inch
Picture Tube Set, included with each Kit.

Designed by Television Engineers
these Coils are able to meet most
exacting requirements. This Kit makes
it possible
FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
to build a set of excellent quality
able to receive six channels of Television Transmission with FM Sound

AT LOW COST
Look at these

SPECIFICATIONS
IF COILS
Bandwidth of 4.25 MC that can
operate ANY size Picture Tube

with Maximum resolution
Permeability Tuned, All Coupling

the Elsevier Book Company, Inc., 215
Fourth Avenue, New York 3, New

PARTS CATALOGUE

SHIELDED
TYPE :-Enclosed
Black
in
Wrinkle Shield cans measuring 1%"x1% "s
Stud mounting. Lug terminals.
Cat. No. OT -103H.
Horizontal Oscillator (15,750 cycles)
54.75
Cat. No. OT -104V. Vertical Oscillator

for technical articles.

A new catalogue of interest to the
serviceman and the amateur has just
been issued by E. F. Johnson Company
and is currently available either from
the company direct or from its distributors.
Covering well over four hundred
items, Catalogue 969 describes the
company's line of variable transmitting capacitors, inductors, tube sockets, "Q" antennas, insulators, plugs
and jacks, couplings, r.f, chokes, and
tube cap connectors. In addition to
these items, new products appearing
for the first time in the company line
included multi -wire connectors, tip
plugs and jacks, and pilot dial and
panel lights. The catalogue does not
include the company's directional antenna equipment or large components
for broadcast or industrial use.
A copy of Catalogue 969 may be secured from E. F, Johnson Company,
Waseca, Minnesota, or any company
distributor.

Spot Radio News
(Continued from page 22)

1 to No. 6 inclusive
Permeability Tuned, All Channels
Maintains Gain and Bandwidth
over all Tuning Ranges
High Sensitivity
Antenna Coil, RF Tuning Coils,
Oscillator Tank Coil, all mounted
on Switch Assembly Plate

OUR

$2350

OFFER

NCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
Cscillator Tank Coil, 1 Antenna Coil, 6 RF Tuning
Coils, all mounted on Switch Assembly Plate; 5
Video IF Coils, Shielded, Permeability Tuned; 1
! hielded Discriminator Coil; 3 Video Peaking Coils,
and Instruction Manual containing Circuit Diagram
for 20 Tube Seven Inch Picture Tube Set, together
with detailed Assembly Instructions, and Ports list.
The design of these Coils makes it possible to
attain satisfactory operation within the ENTIRE
service range of ANY Television Station.
1

If Our instructions are Followed

SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED
All Special Coils are in this Kit. Remaining parts are
cosily obtainable.
TERMS

Shipped Express Prepaid on receipt of check or
Coney Order. Or Express Collect on receipt of 25
per cent deposit with order, balance C.O.D.
*Patent Applied for.

RAY -LECTRON CO.
"Television Kit Headquarters"
BELMAR, N. J.
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TRANSFORMERS

2".

(60 cycles)

3.95

UNSHIELDED TYPE :-Provided with strap
mounting bracket. color -coded leads. Electri
catty identical to above units.
Cat. No. OT -10I H. Horizontal Oscillator.53.25
Cat. No. OT -102V. Vertical Oscillator
2.50
TELECTRON Deflection Yokes, Yoke Matching
Transformers, and Focus Coils also available.
The TELECTRON Television line is now available at many leading jobbers. Write for latest
catalog.

THE TELECTRON COMPANY
East 59th Street

1988

Cleveland 3. Ohio

TEST OSCILLATOR KIT
Supplies I.F. and broadcast frequencies modulated
or unmodulated complete with tubes. chassis and
metal cabinet punched and all parts mounted ready
to wire. RTO -100N
$14.75
Wired and tested
$20.25
RECEIVER SPECIAL
Wilcox type F3 fixed tuned superheterodyne. Ideal
for use with a high frequency converter. Complete
with coils, tubes. 110 volt 60 cycle power supply
and complete instructions
$14.50
PHONO PLAYER KITS
Table Model, dual tube amp. five -inch speaker. light
"eight crystal pick -up. attractive two -tone cabinet
and quiet rim -drive motor.
Model RNP4. complete
$15.95
Wireless Phono Player; tune it In on any radio.
Model ItN5W, complete
$14.35
Phonograph attachment, plays through any radio.
Model I1N5A. complete
$9.85
Tubes are supplied with all the above kits.
AMPLIFIER KITS
-tube RN3. $3.80; 2 -tube
RN2, $2.60; 1 -tube ßN1, $2.10: phono oscillator kit
I1N1W, $2.90. Tubes extra.
RADIO TUNER KIT. complete with tubes.
HAT

-3

$7.45.
TUBE SPECIALS. 12AT6. $.65; 32L7. $1.35;
35W4, $40; 50115. $.85; 128A7. $.65; 351.6. $.65:
25Z5. $.65; 50L6, $.70; 117N7, $1.45.
TERMS -Cash with order or C.O.D.
150N,

works

6 Channels, No.

/0
17

TELEVISION
BLOCKING OSCILLATOR

Coils and all Traps
Shielded; "CAN" Mounted
Adjacent Channel and Sound Traps
Built -in Coupling and Filter net-

*RF ASSEMBLY

ELFI

York.
The index, which is distributed free
as a service to readers, catalogues all
articles by subject as they appeared
during the period covered. This index
may also be used as a reference source

facturers as this goes to press. From
Holland comes word that the Philips

Lamp and Radio Works, Nazi -held but
comparatively undamaged during the
war, is exceeding prewar records in
production of radio tubes. Manufacturers in England are well enough
along the road back to prewar production levels to have exported 77,586
units last year, as compared with 47,828 units imported. Elsewhere on the
Continent, production was in miniature. Germany, for instance, averaged
only 246 (two hundred and forty six)
receivers per month during the last
quarter of 1946, as compared with a
monthly average of 12,000 in 1938.
(These figures are for the U. S. zone
only.)

ELSEWHERE ON THE FOREIGN
FRONT'. look for significant developments beginning May 15, when the
World Telecommunications Conference is scheduled to meet in Atlantic
City. FCC and the U. S. delegation
will be prepared at that time to submit a plan for worldwide allocation of
frequencies for all radio services, but
so will a number of other nationals.
Some compromises, affecting radio activities in this country, seem inevitable. Final decisions on the whole cornplicated problem will, in the estimate
of FCC chairman Charles R. Denny,
take "at least three months." He adds:
"We are confident that a basic work-

with 20% deposit.
Add postage.
Send for special bargain list.

HALLMARK ELECTRONIC CORP.
592 Communipaw Ave., Jersey

City

4, N. J.

ELECTRONIC VOLT- OHMMETER
OC
ajo VOLTS AC 20 RANGES
/1000/5000 volta
7
5, UJ 0/5/10/50/100/500
0- 1.000.000.000 ohms
DC and AC.
1

in ./x

lepptnH

Sensitivity:

ges.

over MILLION OHMS per VOLT on 5
POSTPAID
volt range.
Complete kit Includes 11 component parts, tubes.
punched and drilled chassis and beautifully enameled
s
wired.
Easily
panel.
Sneclal slldeback circuit developed during war ay
scientist at the California
ute of Technology
gives amazing sensitivity and flexibility while comnecessity
Each
la individually
Dial scale aver sloe inches long!
Li addition to performing the usual
It -ohm runetiOns, this instrument easily measures these voltages:
SUPERHET OSCILLATOR. AVC. AFC. TRUE GRID
BIAS AT THE GRID. BIAS CELLS without affecting
the Circuit. Measures the exact leakage resistance of
INSULATION. TUBES. CONDENSERS. It can be seed
with a signal generator for SIGNAL TRACING.
civee meter.

brated.

STERLING ELECTRONIC COMPANY
Dept. 3
166

N

Sierra

Bonita Ave.. Pasadena

4.

California

RADIO ENGINEERING
TELEVISION
ELECTRONICS
course. In every phase of radio ana electronics upen
Thorough training'. modern
to high school graduates.
Approved Veteran
Enrollments limited.
courses.
Training.
VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Valparaiso, Indiana
Dept. RS

Protect Your Future

Buy Extra BONDS Now
RADIO NEWS

able plan can be achieved, but I am
sure that what is ultimately adopted
will not be the present United States
proposal or indeed that of any single
nation. It will be a composite plan
embodying the best possible way of
meeting the requirements of all the
nations of the world." He believes
that the agreement finally arrived at
must provide "not only for the frequencies having long -range propagation characteristics but also for the
very high frequencies, the ultra -high
aquencies, and even the super -high
frequencies where the bands are employed for use on ships or aircraft
which travel around the globe." It's
going to be a tough, gruelling conference any way you figure it.
t

DOMESTICALLY, Chairman Denny
believes that the two biggest headaches now facing FCC and the industry are the high frequency spectrum
and radio heating. The commissioner
points to the spectrum between 4 and
25 megacycles as the worst trouble
spot. He characterizes it as "a potential bottleneck to the expansion of
worldwide communications, worldwide
aviátion and worldwide shipping."
"There is a growing demand," he says,
"for additional frequencies from each
of these services, but our studies in
preparation for the world conference
have established that there is no way
that any one of these services can be
given additional frequencies without

Talee pun dace
100 POPULAR

nications." Chairman Denny points
out that it is now being used for such
diverse purposes as welding metals,
molding plastics, vulcanizing rubber,
curing tobacco, fusing glass, drying
penicillin, relieving aches and pains,
inducing artificial fever and grilling
hot dogs. "These radio heating machines," he adds, "must either operate
on frequencies assigned to them or
some method must be devised for
shielding them so that they do not
radiate." Best solution yet for the
problem is FCC's effort to set up
"graveyards" at strategic points in the
radio spectrum where all radio heating devices can operate without bothering radio communications. Four
graveyards -in the 13, 27, 40 and 2450
megacycle regions -have already been
set up. But the radio heating enthusiasts-like everybody else in radio
want more. Where they are going to
get it -how they are going to expand
in an orderly manner without stepping on the toes of radio communication expansion -is anybody's guess.
It is also, to quote FCC's Denny, "going to be one of the biggest headaches
of the next decade."

-

RECOGNITION OF THREE UNSUNG 11.1610 leaders and their war
contributions came recently with Certificate of Merit awards from the U.S.
Navy. Two of the recipients were Chi-

HEADACHE NO. 2, radio heating, is
a service which is growing so fast that

tleQe FREE GIFTS Oeuit
Vacuum -Packed Tin of

Planters Peanuts

CIGARETTES

FCC believes it "soon may boast a
larger investment than radio commu-

robbing one of the other services."
What to do ? Mr. Denny offers two
solutions, both admittedly temporary
-more efficient use of the frequencies
between 4 and 25 megacycles by application of all engineering techniques
available, including highly directional ized antenna systems; and possible reassignment of the spectrum "so as to
provide blocks of frequencies for a
given country or region of the world,
thus making possible an even better
utilization of the available supply."
But supply will continue to lag behind
demand -only further scientific development, in FCC's opinion, can ultimately solve the problem. Mr. Denny
recently put it up to U.S. radio engineers in the form of a challenge:
"If radio is not to impose a ceiling on
the expanding communications and
commerce of the world, we must have
a means for using the microwaves for
communicating between continents. I
know that this suggestion that you
stretch or bend the microwaves is a
big assignment but I doubt if there is
an informed radio engineer who would
venture to say that it cannot be done.
The answer may lie in planes circling
in the stratosphere, in reflections from
the moon, or in some other technique
not yet dreamed of -but it is of the
greatest importance that an answer
be found."
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tee
with your purchase of $15

-

smoke 'em
Chesterfields
or give 'em away! Make
up an order and use the
coupon TODAY.

-

i

cued

May, 19.17

of fresh, delicious Salted
Jumbo Peanuts of famous
quality! Use the coupon
TODAY.

successfully. Packed
with valuable information! Use the
coupon today.

IF YOU DON'T HAVE A COPY OF
OUR LATEST CATALOG, SEND FOR IT.
NO CHARGE, OF COURSE.
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OLSON RADIO WAREHOUSE, Inc.
E.

$10 or more in Radio
Parts. A proctical guide
to help you operate a shop or store

.ua cue ozdez todavr

ó4z `
73

in Radio Parts; a $20 purchase brings you TWO
tins, etc. Big ',2 lb. can

catalog (you should have one) and make up an
order in the amount specified for the gift you want.
Mail this order to us and enclose the coupon below.
Do it NOW!

Here's how to get your Free Gift: Look through our

4a'

with your purchase of

with your purchase of $10

or more in Radio Parts.
Lucky Strikes, Camels or

Help yourself to a gift from Olson Radio Warehouse,
and get a square deal in Radio Parts too! These
gifts are free to our customers
proving that you
get MORE for your money when you buy from
OLSON. Try it and see!

OLSON

MILL ST., DEPT. 77, AKRON, OHIO

OLSON RADIO WAREHOUSE
enclose an order totalling
checked below.
I

100 CIGARETTES

(

S

Luckies

PLANTERS JUMBO PEANUTS

73

E.

MILL ST. , AKRON, OHIO
Send me FREE the gift

Camels

-I
I

Chesterfields)

I
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VERIFIED SPEAKERS
"They speak for themselves"

Distributors Enjoy Selling Them
Because they make friends
and build business.

The VERIFIED GUARANTEE back of the
Distributor enables him to immediately
Replace any defective Speaker with a new one.
Saves Time and Money For The

RADIO SERVICE MAN
-

WRIGHT
It.
University Avenue

2231

St. Paul 4, Minnesota

9

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

BARGAINS

for

If you cannot get to the Government Sales of War
Surplus Radio Dquipment, the next best thing to do
is to buy our SPECIAL $25.00 GOVERNMENT
RADIO SURPLUS ASSORTMENT. We buy large
quantities all over the country, divide those items
we don't have in large quantities into choice assortments for which we know you would gladly pay
$25.00 if you could see them.

SERVICEMEN

On a deposit of $5.00 we will ship you C.O.D. (balance $20.00) freight collect. a large quantity of

Government Surplus Radio Items subject to your
inspection. If, after inspecting, you are not more
than satisfied, return to us. freight charges collect.
and all It will have coat you will be freight charges.
You should be able to dispose of
few of the
items that you may not need for the entire cost.
ThLs Is the cheapest way we can sell you War Surplus Radio Material.

AMATEURS, EXPERIMENTERS
No.

01-0

to 'Standing Wave Meter

-used to check Feeder and for Field
$ 4.95
Strength Meter
No. 300 -McClintock 0-300 D.C. Mil -

liammeter 3
inches square
No. 500-McClintock 0 -500 D.C. Mil liammeter 334 inches square
No. 350 -G.E. 335 inch Foundation

3.93
3.93

Our warehouses are Oiled with thousands of choice
Lots of them
Government Surplus Radio Items.
we do not have in sufficient quantity to advertise
nationally and the cost of inventorying, itemizing.
corresponding. etc.. would only increase their cost
to you; therefore we make this offer.
If you wish
to mention a few items you desire, we will enState
deavor to include them in this assortment.
whether you wish "Ham" or Commercial assortment.

Meter-Make Your Own Volt -Ohm
6.95
Milliammeter Unit
Thousands of other bargains in
stock for immediate shipment

t

-

Tubes, Record Changers, Amplifiers, Speakers, etc. Write for Catalog No. 58.

S
911

a ^`

THE ABETI DISTRIBUTING Co.

EQUIMENT.
P

5 E. BIDDLE STREET, BALTIMORE 2, MD.

Ave., TOLEDO 2,0NICO0
913 JeffersonOUND

BONAFIDE
Federal
Selenium

Rectifier
Replaces

All Rectifier
Tubes
Sample $1.09

Permoflux Nylon Cone
81 heavy slug Speaker
100 I.R.C. Resistors -Asst. Sizes &
Watts
Government Surplus Phones
3525- 50L6- 12SA7- 12SK7 -12SQ7
Standard Tube Kite
Asiatic L -70 Pick -Up
Pocket Volt- Ohmmeter

SHURE
CRYSTAL
MIKE

$695

2"

PM Speaker
Shure T- 17B'Push Button Carbon

With Base

924

& Cable

Lots of 12

$18.50

Home Recorder & Playback

with Mike. Regular $99.95

II

Mike
6 Ft. Line Corda & Plugs

Reg.

Detrola Changers
Government Surplus Speclal 5 1/2
foot Earphone Ext.- JK26-P.L.54

$14m

70

$2.49
1.98

3.60
2.95
14.75
1.39

2.39

each 15e

BONAFIDE

$7950
,$LJ97

2

$19d

TERMS: 25 %0 Deposit Required with Order.
Balance C.O.D. Plus Mailing Charges.

Post Changer

Seeburg

VALUES

4h

RADI11a ELECTRONICS
RONICS CO.
89

/1CORTLANDT ST. NEW YORK 7,N.Y.

cagoans-Leslie F. Muter of the Muter Company and Attorney Leonard
J. Shapiró. Both got the awards for
outstanding contributions to the war
effort in expediting Navy electronic
production in the industry. Mr. Muter served as president of Radar -Radio
Industries during the war, and Mr.
Shapiro was its executive secretary.
Among other things, they recruited
35,000 new workers to meet the vital
Navy production schedule. . . Third
man to receive a Certificate for outstanding radio work was Dr. Robert
M. Page, superintendent of radio division three of the Naval Research Laboratory, with which Dr. Page has
been associated since 1927. He was
responsible for many years of fundamental research and development
which led directly to the first practical
shipboard radar as well as development of the first pulse radar equipment. Dr. Page was head of the special research section, radio division,
of the Naval Research Laboratory
from 1940 to 1942, and later headed
the Laboratory's ship and shore radar
research section and fire control section. His home is in Washington, D.C.

A Sales

I'oatrol System

(Continued from page 65)
to another salesman with better results. Some salesmen are more adept
than others at meeting certain objections or situations.
The Customer Card is an example
of the evolution that has taken place
in the sales control system since prewar days. A customer file is exploited
as energetically as a prospect file. This
prevents salesmen from forgetting old
customers, as too many salesmen do.
Old customers are first -line prospects
for other products and an excellent
source of user leads. This card may
be filed alphabetically or by date, if
the salesman can judge the customer
with regard to the next probable purchase and date, in which event, the
card is filed to come up for action at
that time, similar to the procedure
with the prospect card.
The Transcript of Sale is recorded
for ready reference in case of misunderstanding regarding settlement, and
to give the salesman, when following
up the customer for plus business, an
idea of the merchandise or service purchased previously and the price paid,
also the size of the trade -in allowance.
By referring to the Customer Card,
the salesman can tell when going after
repeat business or plus sales whether
he will be able to satisfy the customer
with a limited trade -in allowance or
whether the customer will demand the
limit, whether the customer pays on
the dot or is slow pay, whether the
financial arrangements were longterm or short-term, etc. The Customer Card also carries valuable information for the statistical build -up
of the Sales Analysis Chart.
The Sales Analysis Chart provides
RADIO NEWS

monthly sales statistics to guide the
dealer from every angle, including territorial sales analysis. If salesmen are
making too few sales, presumably because they are rushing interviews or
are weak closers, if selling or advertising expense is too high for sales volume, if window displays have dried up
as a source of sales, if too few demonstrations are given in proportion to
qualified prospects, the Sales Analysis
Chart discloses these facts and others
so that the necessary adjustments may
be made.
The forms of a well- devised sales
control system fit together like a jigsaw puzzle to produce a perfect picture of selling effort versus selling results versus selling possibilities. Forms
may be printed, mimeographed, multi graphed or typewritten in carbon.
Prospect Cards and Customer Cards
are more adaptable in size 4 x 6 or
5 x 7 for filing in cabinets. The Prospect Register, Daily Report and Sales
Analysis Chart are usually kept in
looseleaf binders.
Whether you do your own selling or
employ one or 21 outside salesmen, you
cannot hope to do a topflight job of
sales promotion unless you use a systematic method of sales control and
this reasoning applies to little business
as well as big business.
Salesmanship can only be effective if
it is backed by competent business
management. An adequate sales control system is essential to this objective. The system outlined here gives
the fundamentals of operation and has
been devised after analyzing many systems used by dealers in the past. No
dealer need use it "as is." Make the
necessary changes to conform to your
particular business needs.

TALL CORN HAMFEST
PLANS are now nearing completion
for the Tall Corn Hamfest to be held
Saturday and Sunday, May 24 -25. at
Hawkeye Downs, Iowa, the home of the
Iowa State Fair.
The program has been planned to
provide entertainment for the entire
family. Technical sessions for the amateur will be paralleled by special shows
for the wives and children of those attending the hamfest.
Saturday evening will be rounded off
with a banquet which will be held at
the Cedar Rapids Chamber of Cornmerce Building. The dinner is set for
7 p.m. and will be followed by an address by George Bailey, president of the
ARRL and Executive Secretary of the
IRE. Dancing will begin at 9:30.
Activities for Sunday include tours
of the Turner Microphone Company
and Collins Radio Company plants and
a trip to the Municipal Airport; a picnic type lunch at noon; and a hidden
transmitter hunt in the afternoon.
All requests for tickets and complete

program details should be made to
D. D. Morgan, 430 35th Street, N.E.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The tariff is $5.50
for those attending the meeting both
days while those attending only the
Sunday sessions will be relieved of
$4.50. Check or money order should
accompany requests for reservations.
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SPECIAL!
P.M. SPEAKERS

!ti
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4^ ALNICO St 5. Net....... .51.19
5" ALNICO it 5. Medium Slug
1.2
Net
5" ALNICO It 5. Heavy Slug. Net 1.45
Extra Heavy
5" ALNICO .5.
1.75
Slug. Net
1.95
6" ALNICO 175. Net
SPECIAL
4" ESL
LATE
1.94
Army type l'.M. Net
Portable phonorecod changer
with leatherette cabinet. Net 8.95

1.--4

-

The Hermes Model B5

SPECIAL

66"

OSCILLATOR
PLATE MODULATED

Section Auto Antennae

3

Complete with lead and insulators,
Individually boxed 25 to a carton.

the

51.21

Especially designed and engineered

ea.

In cane lots
51.00 ea.
osof the
features necessary for consistently
superior results and case of in3
-5
TUBE
KITS
MEISSNER
-6
stallation. The Electronic Engineer will appreciate these features: 3 TUBE KIT -Net a toy! A real midget kit
-droadeast studio type Plate mod designed for students.
Easy to assemble.
new and original Detailed printed instructions and diagrams
elation tliru
circuit design s for hilidelity and with each kit. Only tools necessary to asfreq
y
tabil ity.
Covers the
are a
and small solderentire Broadcast Band from 500 to sertible
ing iron. Complete except for headphones
1750 KC.
Choose t h e clearest and
ntenna.
channel in your timidity. PI tnly
Each. Only 58.25 Complete with Tubes.
marked plastic terminal panel for 5 TUBE KIT-Frequency coverage includes
easy connection Of pickup and mo entire broadcast band between
540 kc. and
tor. Terisiu:ds provided for high 1600 he. Operates on 110 volts.
50 to 60
tnd low output pickup. No ex cycles. or DC.
Complete w i t h factory
ernal or Internal adjustments re- wound loop antenna.
mounting.
Only
quired., Universal
Each. Only $22.20 with Tubes.
iOsclllo raph)
a. Electronic
6 TUBE KIT- Frequency range covers
b. Aural iActual Performance)
broadcast band from 550 to 1600 kiloComplete-Ready to Operate
cycles.
Short wave band from 6 to 18
megacycles. Kit contains all needed parts
wITH
e en
TUBES
Each. Only $24.76 with Tubes.
ora
meet)
cillator Intorlen'alice all

SIGNAL CORPS
OUTPUT METER "146"
A war surplus bargain made by
Triplett for the II. S. Army. Meter has 5 ranges, 134v, 6v, 15v.
60v, 150v.
Meter resistance 4006

h m s.
Can he used on A.C.
voltmeter as well as an output
meter. Used in conjunction with
a signal generator. the '146" is
an invaluable aid in "souping'"
your alignment jobs by indicating
the intensity of the output of the
radio. Complete with high qualnd
ity test leads with clips
black moulded bakelite case
measuring 6" x 3 ".
o

$11.95

$5.95

TUBES
Complete line of all "Hard -toget critical tubes." Send us your
order and we will surprise you

SOMETHING NEW IN

with delivery!

TEST SPEAKERS

AMAZING NEW HI -POWER lí4'

ELECTRIC DRILL

PORTABLE
AUDIO OSCILLATOR
Sine Wave- Square Wave
"Ferret" Model 610. Frequency
range 20 to 24.000 cycles. 3 to
ier planetary drive.
1
No
backlash!
s
Sine wave or s q are
wave on same calibration.
High
impedance
23 volts.
P o w e r:
110 -120 volts. 50.60
cles. Range: 20.24,000 cycles.
dverAll Dimensions: 12" long.
61/2" wide. and 9" high.
Wght.
This Instrument
10 tbs. packed.
will enable t h e serviceman to
check frequency response and make
ossible
various audio checks not
without this type
. EACH.
uni

output-

$17.95 it

bt

AC /DC

Motor

c-7Ì

-

Air - Cooled
Powerful 14"

from the small midget to the most
elaborate console.
A n y output
tube or tubes can be matched
simply
switch
e front P el and
tub listed
imrotate eldtdswitch ffoor
ce
proceed proper
oil connecInga External
tion permits testing of set speaker
to determine If output -transformer
Field Im
Is open or shorted.
500. 1000, 1500 and
pedance:
2500 Ohms.

ylon
th

$19.95

capacity in

steel.

No need to carry the speaker to
your shop in servicing any radio

Light

weight. Guaranteed against any defect in
materials and workmanship for six months.
Not s lop- -hut a fine tool made for maximum service.

_

ÿ,e.-...

pov$69.95

)-

I

GUARANTEED
TUBULAR CONDENSERS
8 MoFD

WEBSTER CHANGERS
Model 50
$21.11
26.66
Model 56
43.50
Model 10

-450V-

10
ore
Less than 10

20

10 or
Less

Fm

20X20

-150Vore

10

or more
ore
Less than 10...

25c ea.
27e ea.
26e ea.

25e ea.
45c ea.
49c ea.

All fresh stock
Write for FREE Catalog

Terms: F.O.B. Chicago

Radio Technician and Announcers
practical nine-month course in First Class Radiotele
phone Operation and Announcing la offered by Don Mar.
Un School of Radio Arts. Most stations these days require combination men. We specialize in this type of
training and maintain a placement bureau for our graduates. Serving the Industry for nine years, the School
of Radio Arts can train you.
Write for our catalogue
outlining the courses offered. Classes can be arranged so
you Can do part time work on the side.
APPROVED FOR VETERANS
A

DON MARTIN SCHOOL OF RADIO ARTS

1655 North Cherokee St.

Hollywood 25, Calif.

LIMITED QUANTITY

RTL TUBE CHECKERS
Model 130 -For all standard 4, 5, 6, 7, octal
and miniatures. Portable leatherette case. Formerly $52.45. NOW.. ge e

A3.00

LIFSEY DIST. CO.

N.

SAGINAW

'FLINT MICHIGAN

SOW!

Vibrators Can life Rebuilt
Vibrators can be rebuilt under factory methods by skilled technicians. Each vibrator is
rebuilt. adjusted and finally tested With an
Each vibrator receives the
oscillograph.
Each vibrator resame careful attention.
built is backed by our money back guarantee.
Our many repeat orders prove that vibrators
can be rebuilt.
Do not send vibrators unless you believe
they can be rebuilt. We rebuild any type or
kind of vibrator. Enclose remittance and return postage for prompt service. C.O.D.
orders accepted also. Synchronous vibrators
rebuilt for $1.25 ea. Others rebuilt for $1.00
ea. Old vibrators may be rushed to
BEST VIBRATOR CO.
Box 5802 -D

Cleveland 1, Ohio
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A "REEL" BUY!

No. -20 -7. Strand Black Plastic
Indoor or Outdoor Wiring on 27"

EXPERIMENTER

reel- 15,000 ft.

$270.00 Value. Your Price. $46.00

Spclat Discount In Quantities
MALLORY LINE NOISE FILTER
Rating 110 -220 V. (AC -DC)
$10.00 Value. Your Price...53.75
In Lots of 10 -$3.25

.

FREQUENCY METER

Calibrated on Vernier Dial 80- to
500 Meg.
$25.00 Value. Your Price
$4.95
In Lots of 10 -54.50
LATEST PORTABLE RECORD PLATER

Beautifully finished in simulated
alligator. Baffled for console like
tone. Heavy duty hinges sud
snaps.
$19.95 Value. Your price...59.95
In Lots of 10 -55.95
Dimensions -19 %x7 1/2x13% in.
BLACK METAL CABINETS
Crackle enamel finish.
Size: 131/4x15%x18.
1 7.50 Value. Your price...54.00
$10.00 Value. Your price...55.00
Size 7%x121/x14.

In Lots of 10 -$3.50
In Lots of 10 -$4.50
PHONE PLUG AND JACK
Extension cable standard plug
and Tack. 66' rubber covered
kinkless cable. head phones.
extension,
speaker
cable
paten curas.
$5.00 Value. Your price
.2 for $1.00
In Lots of 10 -50.35 ea.
MASONITE PHONO RADIO
COMBINATION CASE
Cabinet stamped ready for asseme
bly with S or 6 tube radio or phoi

Although the recent survey conducted by Radio News indicated a
predominance of servicemen and amateur readers, we found that
many would like simple "how-to-do-it- articles. Accordingly we
present this new department for the benefit of these readers.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER

The one tube receiver described in
last month's experimenter's pages,
will give greatly improved results and
increased volume if an audio amplifier is added. In addition, the bother
of wearing headphones is eliminated,
and comfortable room volume reception of most stations is possible.
No changes will be required in the
receiver to use this added unit. Essentially, the unit consists of a 1Q5GT
audio amplifier, which drives a four
inch PM speaker. Volume is con-

-ri
01

200

nograph. Size: 1174x81/4x5%.
$4.95 Value. Your Price...52.46

8000

V. L

105GT

OHM TO 4 OHM VOICE COIL

In Lots of 10 -51.95
SUPREME POCKET MULTIMETER

Meter ranges D.C. Volts- 0/150/
300 D.C.-M.A. 0/60/120/300/600
A.C. Volts 0/150/300/ Ohms. 0/
1000 /100 M. Unes D-Arsonval type
meter, sensitivity 200 Microamperes.

Exceptional Value. Your Pr.. $24.50
In lots of 10- 522.60

110 VOLT A.
Heavy

H.P. Ball Bearing
Brand New. Ideal for power tools.
fans and 100 other uses.
$15.00 Value. Your Price...54.50
In Lots of 10 -53.60

zK

Y

Ì=0 Ñ
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SPEAKER

a
2

TO GND.
ON PWR.

SUP.

TO +90 V.
ON PWR.

Ñ
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Fractional

POWER TRANSFORMERS AND
FILTER CHOKES
C-19 -Pri. 110 -115 Sec. 1 to 60 Volts
$1.00
C -23- Filter Choke 15 Hen. at .08 amps
Tapped at 5 Hen
.50
C- 25- Filter Choke 15 Hen. at .08 amps
.50
A-93 .Output Transformer Primary for Pen1.00
tode plate. Sec. 600 ohms
C- 26 -R.F. Filter Choke 2 Iron core reactors
2 and 12 M.H.... 1 mfd. WV300
.60
X -1-Filter Choke for AC-DC midgets, Iron
.

core
Cat. No.

X -2

X-3
X-4

X -5

4

for

1.00

10 Wafer and Ceramic Band SwitcheaS2.00
10 Wire wound resistors, the best
preferred values 10 -50 Watt.... 2.50
10 Condenser blocks, Shielded. elec2.00
trolytics paper condensers
50 Silver. Yellow, low -loss popular
sizes
3.00

Extremely sensitive loop antenna. Can be
connected to any receiver without addi12 for 52.00
tional wiring. Your price
HEAD PHONES
Value $8.00. Your Price

ELECTROLYTIC F.P.COND. 20 MFD. 25 V.
15 MFD. 300 V. 10 MFD. 350 V.
52.00
$1.25 Value (ea.). Your price 4 for
SPRAGUE ELECTROLYTIC COND. 20 -/20 MFD.

150 V.

Com. Neg. Fresh Stock.
.65
$1.64 Value (ea.). Your price
VOLUME CONTROLS IRC, Allan Bradley
200 M.. 500 M., Dual., 75 M., 25 M.. 50 M., 500.
$1.00
$5.00 Value. Your price 5 for

All merchandise fully guaranteed
All prices F.O.B. New York City.
Remit 20 %- Balance C.O. D.
Write for Quantity Prices on Other Items

MANUEL KLEIN
INDUSTRIES CORPORATION

74 Cortlandt St.
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Wiring diagram of one -tube audio amplifier. This unit, when built, can be used
in conjunction with the one-tube receiver
covered in last month's issue, page 66.

trolled by means of a 500,000 ohm potentiometer in the grid circuit of the
tube.
The 90 volts for the plate and screen
of the tube as well as the filament
voltage are obtained from the power
supply described in last month's pages.
The published characteristics for this
tube call for a grid bias of 4.5 volts.
By using the voltage drop across the
filament of the tube in the receiver,
.

-

Over -all view
$1.89

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

of

POWER SUPPLY FILTERS
The function of a power supply filter
reduce the a.c. ripple present in
the output of the rectifier to a point
where it produces no adverse effects
in the equipment fed by the filter. The
degree of filtering required varies
widely
microphone preamplifier requires much more filtering than a
power amplifier, since any ripple in
the preamplifier will be amplified in
the successive stages.
Filters may be divided into two general categories-choke input and condenser input. Each has its own good
and bad points, and we can take advantage of the good points for certain
specific applications. Resistance input filters are occasionally used
where the current drain is low and
limited filtering is required, but for
the most effective filtering, combinations of chokes and condensers are
is to

REC.

TO B- a A+ TERM.
ON RECEIVER

ON PWR. SUP.

-41

plus the added drop across a 30 ohm
resistor, this bias voltage is obtained.
The speaker used is one of the replacement type sold for use in small
receivers. An output transformer to
match the 8000 ohm plate load of the
1Q5GT to the 4 ohm voice coil should
be chosen. Inasmuch as the power
handled is low, the transformer used
can be the smallest obtainable.
Wiring is "point to point" for convenience. No particular precautions
need be observed in wiring, other than
to insure that the polarity of the filament is correct.
The proper connections for the amplifier are shown in the diagram. When
these connections are made as shown,
the filament voltage and grid bias are
automatically obtained.

e.

TO 1.5 TERM. A+

C. MOTOR

duty construction.

.

/

\j/r
J

tTr

audio amplifier.

-a

used.

Condenser input filters are most
widely used in low power applications.

Their principal characteristics are
high output voltage and poor regulation. The output voltage of a condenser input filter will closely approach the peak value of the rectified
voltage, under no -load conditions, but
drops off quite rapidly as the load is
increased.
Voltage regulation of a condenser
input filter may be improved by increasing the capacity of the input conHowever, increasing this
denser.
capacity increases the peak rectifier
current, and care must be taken to
RADIO NEVUS

see that this peak current does not
excoed the rating of the rectifier tube.
Usually the tube manual will indicate
the maximum capacity which may
safely be used with a condenser input
filter. Values up to 40 Jlfd. are in common use.
The input condenser must have a

ESTABLISHED

working voltage rating at least equal
to the peak value of the rectified a.c.,
and preferably a little higher for
safety.
Choke input filters are characterized
by low output voltage and good voltage regulation. If the input choke
inductance is at least the critical
value, the output voltage will not exceed .9 of the r.m.s. voltage input to
the rectifier. The critical inductance
in henries is obtained by dividing the
load resistance (in ohms) across the
filter output by 1000. The load resistance may be computed by dividing
the output voltage from the filter network by the total current drain
through the filter. If the input inductance is less than this critical value,
the filter begins to take on the characteristics of a condenser input filter.
Usually a choke input filter is designed
so that the input choke has an inductance of approximately twice the critical value. This is called the optimum
value.
Choke input filters are usually used
in relatively high power applications
where good voltage regulation is important or where the load is variable.
With a constant load, condenser input
filters are satisfactory, and in general
are cheaper.
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ANTE NNA SYSTEMS
USERS

for
O

f

PRIVATE BRNflDS

under
We manufacture the following,
trademarks:
private labels and
every
AUTOMOBILE ANTENNAS
can
that
types
typ
variety, including
from inside
lowered
and
be raised
the car.
and
RESIDENTIAL ANTENNAS

.

.

.

AM

multi-

and
FM, for homes, stores
lines
Complete
family buildings.
incorsystems
-reducing
of noise
developporating latest patented
transformers.
coupling
ments of

Dipoles
folded
reflectors,
with or without
types
radiating
turnstile,
dipoles,
roof,
for
and other combinations
mountings.
sidewall and other

FM, AM and TELEVISION

PHOTOCELL CONTROL
UNIT

MARINE ANTENNAS

nigsble

types for every
and transmitting typ
purpose.

One of the most interesting pieces
of equipment for the experimenter is
a photoelectric unit. A device of this
type may be used for a wide variety
of purposes, such as controlling garage

.

i

For POLICE and

roof -top othe mobile
frequencies.

doors, burglar alarms, smoke detectors, and a myriad of similar applications.

There are many different types of
photoelectric control circuits, each
having its particular advantages and
disadvantages. For most uses, though,
a simple device consisting of a photocell connected to a single stage of amplification will be satisfactory.
With the unit pictured, the beam

1

units

high
ultra-high

AND CONSULTATIONS.
WE INVITE INQUIRIES

L. 5. BRACH MFG. CORP.
200 CENTRAL AVENUE

NEWARK, 4

N. J.

WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of photocell control unit. All parts are readily available.

Inc.
RCA Institutes,
training courses

Offer thorough
in all technical phases of
Radio and Television
DAYS -EVENINGS
WEEKLY RATES
institutesBills approved
VETERANS: óßé
ights
of

For Free Catalog write Dept. RN-47
RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
75 Varick St., New York 13, N. Y.

RADIO SERVICEMEN!
EXPERIMENTERS- INDUSTRIALS
cnd toda y for our new 1llustrateI
1047 CATALOG of RADIO and ELEC.
IRONIC PARTS and SUPPLIES. Just
Oft

the press!

Write today!

Illustrated
Catalog

FREE

NATION -WIDE RADIO.

WAR SURPLUS
-3000

VDC 50
ADVERTISED
mmfd. type 850, silver Ceramic. 10 for $1.39
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED-metal -encased,
oil impregnated, tubular condensers 600 VDC
100 for
$2.19
$8.49
mfd. 25 for

NATIONALLY

CRYSTALS -Sylvania type 1N21, high frequency.
plug-in receiving (makes a fine meter rech98c
fler). 2 for
JACKS -Signal Corps type JK34A, short phone
98c
jack. 10 for
SILVER CERAMIC -Erie type, feed -thru Condenser, 1000 volts 50 mmfd. 100 for.. ..$1.49

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED-I0,000 Ohm, 10
Watt. type AB. cement coated.
$8.49
100 for
25 for
$2.19
Write for circular listing many other outstanding values. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS an
quantities. Shipping extra.
Erie Supply Co. 88 Exchange St. Rochester, N.Y.

Dept. A, 572 W. Randolph St., Chicago 6, III.
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DEALERS!

800 .11

SERVICEMEN!

below is
and FULLY GUARAN-

facilities enable

us

stocks

40 yid.
150V.

V.

_

150V

2

+

new.

Willard

6

Each

new
Magnetic Pickup
Shure Magnetic
Special

supply covered in last month's issue, page
67, can be easily adapted for this purpose.

TELEGRAPH
able

and

S1.95

KEY

59

Sig. Corps J -38
7 -PRONG

Head
Cutting52.20

c

RADIO VIBRATOR for PortSeth
Replacement
for GE

2 -VOLT

Farm

.B 53
OF 100 ASSORTED CARBON RESISTORS
S I .44
RIGA color coded, by watt
LOOK AT THESE PM SPEAKER VALUES!
Alnico 5 4" PM
$1.30
Alnico 5 5" PM
1.45
Alnico 5 6" PM
I .95
Alnico 5 S" PM
3.25
4" Dynamic
450 ohm
I .59
MAGNAVOX "FP" FILTER CONDENSERS
S mfd 500 volts
45 c
10 mid 500 volts
65C
Toc
8 -8 turd 500 volts
40 -20 -20 mfd 150/150/25 V
40 c

MODEL HS23 HEADPHONES
pair S I .85
pair
2.25
ADAPTER. for connecting 600 ohm sets to hiimp
35 c
METER SPECIAL!
3" Square AC Milliammeter
$1.95
0 -1000 tails
2000 ohm
600 ohm

BRAND NEW 6 -TUBE SIG. CORPS RECEIVERS
BC-453 -B series
SEASON'S BEST BUY!
Tubes alone worth total cost!
All-Aluminum Aircraft receivers, 5 "x8 "x1.21/2". Weight
6% 111s. Black wrinkle enamel finish.
Tuning range: 3 to 6 Mc.
12K8.
3- 12510.
T u b e s:
125117. and 12A6. Power required: 250V (D 50 Ms and
25.2V @ .45A for heaters
(easily rewired for 12.6V Ca
.!IA. Ht and Low impedance output. Voice, Ml'W
and CW reception. EACH SET COMPLETE
WITH ALL TUBES IN S O C K E T. less $5.95
dynamotor
same as above, but tuning range: 8 to 0.1 55.95

P

Megacycles

MOTOR AND PICKUP COMBINATION
Alliance Motor and Astatic curved a
pickup. Specially priced comb.
tm ...
45e KC IF TRANSFORMERS double tuned,
-

$5.45

can

square
370

VOLUME CONTROLS
2510 ohm

50M ohm

100M ohm
250M ohm
500M ohm
Megohm
2 Megohm
1

YOUR COST, ANY TYPE

40c
28c

With
Switch
Less

Switch
SLIDE SWITCH. with
name plate

SPOT

additional

PHONE PLUGS
Standard 2 eire phone plug
same but short barrel
3 -elrc mike plug
portable jack for PL -54 plug.

PL-SS
PL -54
PL -6S
SK-28
MIDGET

from an ordinary two cell focusing
flashlight will cause the relay to trip
from a distance of over twenty feet.
For operation over greater distances,
a stronger light may be used. One of
the ordinary sealed beam units used
for automobile headlights and fog lights will permit operation over a distance of several hundred feet.
The entire unit is constructed on a
piece of 5 by 7 inch plywood, although
any piece of board will serve as well.
The sockets for both the 918 photocell,
and the 1H4G tube are mounted by
means of wood screws and metal
spacers, to enable the prongs to clear
the base.
The power for the unit is furnished
by the power supply described in the
April issue of RADIO NEWS, with minor
changes. For those who do not have
this issue, the revised power supply is
shown in Fig. 2.
The relay, RLt may be any sensitive relay that will close on a current
of two ma. or less. The resistance is
not important as several types ranging from 3500 to 9500 ohms give the
same results. Many relays of this
type are available at reasonable prices
from surplus dealers.
Care should be taken in mounting
the parts to orient the socket for the
918 tube so that the light will strike
the inner curved surface of the plate.
It is preferable to shield the photo tube from extraneous light, and in this
case a shield was made from a defunct
electrolytic condenser can. The top of
the tube was covered by black masking tape of the type used by photog-

raphers.
The unit may be made to operate

photo -radio

15e

16e
14c

CONNECTORS, 4 prong,
tion, male & female. set
..
12e
MIDGET TUNING CONDENSERS .00014 mfd, Isolantite insulation, long shaft
39e

1.04

Covers
Arch Street

CORPS

RADIO PARTS SERVICE

53 RESET STREET

NEW YORK 7, N.Y.

Servicemen since 1940!"

-

Glob*
Philadelphia

6, Pa.

5

ONLY

Meter

$

(72.2 Me)
LeságkVenasries

One 1% volt dry cell and 6T% volts of B operates
it. Just attach di -pole, key or mike, connect the batteries and it's ready to use. Signal Corps spec wired

with silvered wire, mica condensers. and precision resistors. Highly stable circuit with Lo -Loas silvered inductance. (Adjustablepadder.) Schematic supplied. Converts easily to walkie- talkie and Ham bands.
Weighs less than a pound. Shipped by express only.
No C.O.D.'s. No Parcel Post. A sacrifice at only $3.49.
Postal or express money order or certified check.

NEWARK SURPLUS MATERIALS CO.
324 Plane St.. Dept. N. Newark 2. N.J.
SEND STAMP FOR GIANT CATALOG!

PHONO

AMPLIFIER
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
ORDER NOW!

Model 80
A SOLUTION TO

-4

A.C. Only

trol.

tie

80Wiree

YOUR AUDIO PROBLEMS
watts output. Tone and volume contested. Complete with 6J5. hV8

Unit Price

$10.50

SOUND PRODUCTS CO.
80

MAIN STREET,

WHITE PLAINS,

N.

Y.

RADIO

Technician and Radio Service Courses

FM and TELEVISION
American Radio Institute

West 63rd St., New York 23, N. Y.
Approved Under G! Bill of Rights

101

Licensed by New York State

MAY SPECIALS

100 Assorted Resistors tq_ t.
Postage

Stamp Molded
Each

.000175.

in

1

Watt....5 I.99

Bakelite

Min

.054.

Loop Antennas, Retail for $1.00. Each
.94
nl,lneta 6"s51+. "hit'4"...
PI " "Ilr
1 ad
Power Transformers: 50 M.A. 750V. C.T.
6.3V: 5V: B Mount Heavy duty. $1.99
eacn. or 10
111.S0
Choice of: 6A07 tunes ne 6AC7 tubes.
Each
7111
These Net Prices Sublect to Prior sale

for........

"More than 10.000 Satisfied Dealers and

174

.53

XMTR and TUBE Only

4

jl

.53

SHORT WAY E XMTRS

C.O.D.

MAJESTIC

.95

42

The BUY of a LIFETIME
U. S. SIGNAL

1000 VOLT CD OIL -FILLED FILTER CONIn metal case, with porcelain insulation
91e
3- CIRCUIT PANEL JACK. flits PLUS plug and standard mike Plugs
14e
50 MMFD TUNING CONDESER, lsolantite insuta22i%nOOLT "B" BATTERIES with leads
35e
MIDUET VISE-SPECIALI
$2.19
PLEASE INCLUDE 2S% deposit with order-Satane.

GENUINE

.63

LOmbard 3.9225

DENSER

1

.63
1

75L6GT

609

29e
35e

DPDT
1 -MFD

.63
.56
.63

.83
83
.53
7Z4
.83
80
.42
12Q7ß
.56
117Z6
.99
12SA7
.63
Many Other Types Available
Send Us Your Requirements
Export Tube Inquiries Promptly Acknowledged
CABLE -ADDRESS -AL RA D

TOGGLE SWITCHES
SPDT

.56

6N7
7B7

Over-all view of completed photocell unit.

12c
........ 16c
molded composi-

$0.63

3SL6GT
35Y4
35Z5GT

.63

6F60

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of power supply
to be used with photocell unit. The power

$2.75

30L6GT

170

6A7

n

W.

GNO.

volt (3 -cell) storage battery, brand
$7.95

1.83
.

Exact replacement for GE portables

-brand

1N5GT

7

1

TERRIFIC BUY FOR P.A. MENI
Astatic R -3 Crystal Handmike.
$4050
with 6 -ft. R.C. mike cable
P
WILLARD 2 -VOLT
STORAGE BATTERY

12SQ7
24
25Z5

TO IN4G

FILAMENT

_

150

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES
All merchandise subject to prior sale.

ILA6

.70
1.53

IH5GT

40 yld.

12SK7...

$1.04
.83

1A7GT

0 w.

+

MAXIMUM WHOLESALE PRICES
OZ4

Jl

2000

R3

and

to give you

t,¡

á
w

offered

BRAND NEW,
TEED.
Our enormous

R2

100M4.

PROFITS for YOU!
merchandise

90

RI

RECTIFIER

These VALUES mean
All

STANDARD BRAND TUBES AT

IC W.

242

15

Send for Our Monthly Bulletin Now
G. F. BEARD
Breekdale
Fullerton. CaI,t.

RADIO NEWS

either when light strikes the photo tube or when the light is cut off. If
operation is desired when the beam is
broken, it will be necessary to use a
relay that is normally closed with no
excitation.
When construction has been completed, the power supply should be
connected, and turned on. Care must
be taken to observe the correct polarity in the filament connections of
the 1H4G tube, or the unit will not
operate. A flashlight or some other
source of light should be placed close
to the photocell tube. The relay will
close when the light is turned on if
everything is operating satisfactorily.
An interruption of the beam should
cause the relay to open.
In a brilliantly lighted room it may
be necessary to shield the photocell by
means of a box to exclude unwanted
light. In any case, the only light hitting the photocell should come from
the light source.
An interesting application for a unit
of this type is the remote flashing of
photo -flash bulbs. The relay may be
used to control a flash bulb to illuminate unlighted areas, this remote bulb
being set off by the flash of the bulb
controlled by the camera.

PREMIER
SIGNAL GENERATOR

f,

(b), (c), (d).
2.

Condensers

Ca,

C,.,

C. and C,, are

(a), (b), (c), (d).

C°

!1?r

Radionic Equipment Co., Dept. SSRN
170 Nassau Street
New York 7, N. Y.
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PORTABLE & PHONO RADIOS.
a

CHANCELLOR

RADIO QUIZ

How's your radio theory? If you
miss any of the 10 questions below,
you probably need to brush up a bit!
Try your hand at answering these
questions, then turn to page 183 and
see how many you answered correctly.
There is only one logical answer to
each question. All questions refer to
the diagram of a conventional speech
amplifier shown on page 72.
The condensers referred to in questions 1, 2, and 3 are (a) coupling, (b)
r.f. bypass, (c) filter, (d) a.f. bypass
condensers.
1. Condensers Ca and Ca are (a),

C\tot`Rt'oDo
.....,

Name
Address

\

State

\\
\\
\

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
city

RADIOS -PARTS & ACCESSORIES
PUBLIC ADDRESS

$5450

8.

9.

Transformer T. is (a), (b), (e),
Transformer T, is (a), (b), (c),

(d).

rectifier is used
to provide (a) plate, (b) heater, (c)
bias, (d) a.v.c. voltage.
10. The type 80

May, 1947

Complete with
coaxial cable.

NET

Manufactured by

AMATEUR & EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIES

Premier Electronic Laboratories

RADIONIC RADIONIC

output transformers.
7. Transformer Ti is (a), (b), (e), TRI -STATE COLLEGE"'
(d).

COMPLETE LINE FILTER.
TRIPLE SHIELDING throughout. Leakage
.< reduced to the absolute minimum.
ACCURACY. Better than 1 %.
In stock now for immediate delivery.

TEST INSTRUMENTS -TUBES

can be accepted until further notice.

(d).

drive eliminates all backlash. and the result is split -cycle tuning.
BANDS: '75 Rc to 50 Mc on FUNDAMENTALS. 45 to 15C Mc on powerful
3rd harmonic.
400 CYCLE Pure sine wave Audio Signal.
FOUR STEP, ladder type, accurately calibrated Attenuator.

RECORD CHANGERS

Condensers C3, C,, C7, and Ca are
(a), (b), (c), (d).
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
The resistors referred to in questions 4, 5, and 6 are (a) grid, (b)
TRIBUNE THEATRE ENTRANCE
cathode, (c) load, (d) bleeder resis170 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
tors.
PHONE W02 -0421 CABLE "CHANSLOR"
4. Resistors Ri and R. are (a), (b),
(c), (d).
5. Resistors R., R. and R. are (a),
(b), (c), (cll.
6. Resistors R. and R; are (a), (b),
COMPLETE Radio Engi(c), (d).
neering Course. Bachelor of
The transformers referred to in Science Degree. Courses also
Civil. Electrical. Mechanical. Chemical, Aeronautical
questions 7, 8, and 9 are (a) power, in
Engineering. Business Administration, Accounting, Seo Science. 64th year. Enter Mar., June, Sept.,
r.f.,
retarial,
(d)
(c)
coupling,
(b) interstage
Jan. School now tilled to capacity. No applications
3.

NEW! EXCLUSIVE! BAND SPREAD
DIAL. AWAY OUT IN FRONT and UP
this brand -new PREMIER
ON TOP
SIGNAL GENERATOR is in demand from
COAST to COAST.
CHOCK-FULL of super- features usually
found only in the most expensive units,
PREMIER is an outstanding value.
NO OTHER low priced signal generator
has the famous MICROMASTER BAND
apSPREAD DIAL. Total scale length
proximately 60 inches. Spring loaded

S

!Et

RADIO- EXPERTS

Paterson

AMAZING NEW

Pocket or
Purse Size RADIO!

SMALL AS A PACK OF CIGARETTES! Weighs only a few
ounces-Beautiful black wchrome
Uses
ysse.
p l as t i c
HI -Q -slide dial.
tal d i o e.
No tubes, batteries or electric
Receives local broadcastse

d

plug

ad
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PLAY

cording to instruction,,
u s etl
ant with each radio! You can use
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per
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self
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nFor gifts-children will love
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exceptional value-order rin g! Don't
too!
joy the man y good radio programs
(All foranother day.
to Radio
your
eign orders LE.00 U.S. cash.)
RN -5, Kearney, Neb.
PA-KETTE ELECTRIC CO..
when

List at Trade Discounts
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GUARANTEED

RADIO TUBES

Street, Dept.

TRIBUNE THEATRE ENTRANCE, DEPT. 55RN
170 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
PHONE W02 -0421 CABLE " CHANSLOR"

!In

Most Critical Types in Stock
1LA6, 2525, TAS, etc.
Brand New, in Sealed Cartons
100% Guaranteed
Repairmen and Dealers. Write For
178 E. 33rd

EQUIPMENT COMPANY

4, N. J.
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-.JOBBERS-DEALERS%

Within the Industry

AND SERVICEMEN

(Continued from page 34)

If you need

Tubes -We've Got 'Em

Send us a trial order. This will convince you we merit your patronage,
based on low prices, quick delivery
and fully guaranteed tubes.
The following

is

bargains always

a sample of our
stock:

in

Lots of
Type

Each

Lots
Type

10

Each

10
Each

604
600
60e
500
450
50e
60e
50e
534
50c
50c
50c
50c
68c
63c
62c
42c
60c
65c
65c
90c
66c
92c
65c
51c
67c
45c
40c
58c
85c

40e
100
36e
40e
41c
404
494
124
38e
39c
394
40e
39c
504
504

Each
1

H5GT

1U5
1V

5U40
6W4GT
6Y3GT
6A7

SABOT
6AB7
6AC7
6C6
BBA6
6FSOT
6H6

6J5GT
6K6GT
6K7

6K7GT
1K8
6L5G

6SA7GT

isF7
56.17

5SK7

6SK7GT

ISL7OT
isQ7
iSQ7GT
iU7G
iV6GT
iXSGT
'A4

850
390

60c
60c
50e
40e
62e
820
664
684
50c
75c
45e
48e
63c
594
80e
604
60e
66c
60c
66e
50c
554
604
60c
50e
50e
60e

83¢
55«
69e
50c

FBI

32L7GT

90«

66e
35c
500
40e
460
37e
50c
44e
654
66e
42e
500
40e
44e
504
394
60g
44e
64c
40e
464
66e
49e
48e
384
524
46e
464
484
60g
45e
40«
40«
80«

787
7C6
7Y4
7X7

7AF7
XXL
12A8GT
12J7GT
12Q7GT
12SA7GT

12SQ7GT
12SK7GT
24A

25L6GT
25Z5

25Z6GT
27

35L6GT
35Z3
35Z5G T
43
45
47

50L6GT
56
75
77
80

84/624
11713

12AT6
12BA6
12BE6

Ile

384
50e
hoc
42e
604
50e
55e
50e
45e
444
384
45e
604
45e
454
454

75c
75«

42

ea.

ALL TUBES FULLY GUARANTEED

Get Our Special Price List on
TRANSMITTING TUBES

- Tri

(Magic

29c each

829 Push -pull twin -unit

amplifier Tube

beam power
$2.25 each

Buss H.C.M. fuse holder

15e each

Western Electric thermistor No. D163903

SOc

each

Sprague-20 mfd-20 volt FP plug -in
type condenser with bracket 15e each

Standard 6 volt 4 prong, auto
vibrator
$1.19 each
Complete Assembled

8 Tested 2 Tuba

Wireless Phono Oscillator, Less

Tubes..

$395

INC.

96 WARREN ST., N.Y. 7, N. Y.
TEL. COrtlandt 7 -6065
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has resigned as

HUTMACHER

Build Your
OwnBusiness

NOW!
With TRADIO

. the radio FUNCTIONALLY
DESIGNED for coin operation in Hotels. Motels,
Stopovers, Clubs, Hospitals, Stations, etc. Big
Earnings . . . Steady Income
. No Clock
To Punch . . . Full or Part Time!

QUANTITY DELIVERIES DAILY
Get In

On The Ground Floor In America's
Fastest Growing Industry While It Is Still
Young!

ONLY SMALL INVESTMENT NEEDED
Send For Complete Information Today

Routes Sold.
WRITE

assistant general sales manager of
Maguire Industries' Electronics Department to form his own firm of
manufacturers' representatives.
The new organization, known as
The Salecrafters, Inc., will have its

headquarters at 510 North Dearborn
Street, Chicago. The company will
handle radios and electronic lines on
a national or territorial basis.
Mr. Hutmacher has been connected
with the radio industry for 21 years
and is well known in the trade.
*

*

AMALGAMATED
CORP.

*

RADIO

TO

location.
The company will be located in
Mount Vernon, New York, at 152-4
MacQuesten Parkway South.
*

*

ARCH SAMUELSON is

the new Sales
Manager of the Operadio Manufactur-

.

No

Asbury
RIGHT HOW!

Our model S -5C uses the universally accepted superheterodyne circuit
following

0,

2SA7

12SK7containing 5OLe.

35Z5

n

tunes from 550 Kc. to 1600 Kc.
Model S -5C
complete kit less tubes. With Bakelite cabinet and brand new illustrated instruction sheet,
showing simple, detailed, step -by -step diagrams.

OUR INSTRUCTION SHEET COVERS

EVERYTHING
Pictorial Diagram
Schematic Diagram
Photographs
Step -by -Step wiring instructions
Available at your local distributor or write

to

us

for catalog.

Other Models Available

RADIO KITS COMPANY

120 Cedar Street

New York 6. N. Y.

REPAIRMEN AND MANUFACTURERS
GUARANTEED! RADIO TUBES!
Miniature 3 Way Portable Kits 1R5. 1T4,

1S5, 3Q4, 117Z3.

Miniature
I2BE6
I2BA6
I2AT6
35W4

12 Volt Kits
Replacing (2SA7
Replacing 12SK7

Replacing 12SQ7
Replacing 35Z5
Replacing 50L6
G.T. 12 Volt Kits

5085

uelson was for-

12SA7
I2SQ7 I2SF7
I2A6 or 50L6 35Z5
LARGE QUANTITY OF FOLLOWING TYPES
6SK7 6K6 6F6 6G6 6P5 6SJ7 32L7

merly the Mid -West
District Manager.

3Q5

experience in
sales, distribution,
and engineering
will complement

Send list of requirements of tubes not listed
LE -HI ELECTRICAL COMPANY
660 Broadway
Newark 4, N. J.
HUMBOLDT
HUMBOLDT
Dept. RN -100
5 -3530
5 -3531

His

Operadio's extensive sales program.
Appointment of two new district
managers was also announced. J. F.
McCraigh, formerly chief of the corn pany's Engineering department, will
take the post of West Coast District
Manager, while the new Southeastern
District Manager for Operadio will be
Fred H. O'Kelley of Atlanta, Ga.
*

.

NEW MODEL S -5C RADIO

Commercial Sound
Division. Mr. Sam-

*

.

Anyone Can Build Our

recently announced the removal

of their plant and offices to a new

*

TRADIO, Inc.

TELEVISION

PRACTICAL
TECHNICAL

TRAINING

FOR

YOU

Specialize in Electronics, Radio, Electricity, Refrigeration, Heating and Air Conditioning, or
Welding. Prepare in one year for position as
Technician, or in two additional years secure your
B.S. Degree in Electrical Engineering with major
in Machinery or Electronics.
Write for booklet "Career Building"

V4411MILWAUKL£ze

*

AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA,

Write, Wire, or Phone for our Special Quantity Prices
25% deposit on all orders, balance C.O.D., F.O.B. N. Y.

SENCO RADIO

RAY

*

Opportunity Knocks

ing Company's

EXTRA SPECIAL BUYS
1625 Transmitting beam power, amplifier same as 807 except 12.6 volt filament
medium pin base
19c each
1629 Tuning indicator
eye) Tube

*

39e

75¢

50135

o

vertising, the sale of radio receiving
tubes to equipment manufacturers
and to the distributor trade will be
under the direction of Ernest Kohler
Jr., Sales Manager, while Curtis R.
Hammond, newly appointed Distributor Sales Manager, is in charge of
all Raytheon renewal tube sales activities pertaining to jobber distribution of receiving, transmitting, and
special purpose tubes. Mr. Hammond
will continue his activities in connection with receiving tube equipment
sales and the company's sales engineering service.

q

one of ra-

dio's old-timers and a publicity and
advertising consultant of Croton-onHudson, New York, has been awarded
the coveted order of "Officier de l'Instruction Publique," according to word
recently received from the French
Embassy.
The award is made in recognition
of the technical services rendered to
France in the past.
Mr. Lescarboura is the former Edi-

5CIIm1L of ENGINEERING
"A Technical Institute"

RN-547 N. Broadway and

Send

E.

State, Milwaukee, Wis.

0

for Our Periodical Bulletins of
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207 Oak St.
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709 Cherry St.
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Ham Ticket in 30 Days
(Continued from page 56)

Model CF -1 -60
times whether you recognized the
sound or not. We want to burn this
EXAM -ETER
proper association right down into
With Exclusive Patented
your subconscious so deeply that you
Solar "Quick -Check"
can never forget or confuse it.
Circuit. A sturdy, reliable instrument designed
After you have spent your hour
to simplify and speed up
and a quarter a day for three days
electronic servicing.
looking first at the "dit -dah" combinaChecking of Capacitors Under Actual
tion and then at the letter, try three
Operating Conditions.
Capacitance-10 mmf. fo 2000 mf. mid.
more days of reversing the process.
Power Factor -0 to 55 per cent.
Look first at the letter and see if the
Leakage Current -At Voltages Up to 550 Volts.
Insulation Resis once -3 to 10,000 Megs.
proper "dit -dah" combination does not
Resistance -100 Ohms to 7.5 Megs.
come to you automatically. Check to
DC Vacuum Tube V.M.-0-550 Volts
AC Vacuum Tube V.M. -10 to
see if you are right and then continue
50 Volts.
to say the combination while looking
Complete with Tubes and Tes
5 q 7O
Leads, Ready to Operate.
at the letter. By the end of six days
you should be able to pick up any card
ADSON RADIO CO.
at random, paying no attention to
221 FULTON ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
which side was up, and instantly call
off what is written on the opposite side
before turning it over.
When you reach this point, it is time
to call in an assistant. It can be the
wife, mother, son, daughter, or anyone else you can persuade to give you
Send for free
a little time. The first evening simply
cotalog and prices
of hard -to -get Radios Rahave them keep going through the
dio Tubes, Radio Parts, Pickups,
cards, combination -side up, reading
Motors, Condensers, Tube Checkers, Volt and
Meters,
Ohm
Signal Generators, Signal Tracaloud the "dit- dahs." As each is read
ers, etc.
to you, call aloud the name of the letter, number, or symbol for which the
combination stands. At the same time,
write that letter down. Do not omit
this : Write that letter down; and write
RADIO
CORP.
down every single bit of copying you
Wholesale Distributors
do from here on in. Never "copy in
N. E. Cor. 7th & Chestnut Sts.
your head." Write each letter down
Phila. 6, Penna. -U. S. A.
just as quickly as you are able after
hearing the combination.
Spend a half hour of the next evening copying down all the two, three,
EASY TO LEARN COPE
and four letter words you find in a
newspaper column or similar piece of It is easy to learn or
eases ei
an Instr
writing. Write the words on separate with
apaCode Teacher.
Affords the quickest and most pracmethod vet developed. For bepieces of paper, and write the correct tical
ginners or advanced students. Availtapes from beginner
1pphabet
"dit -dah" combinations on the back of able
to typical messages o all e
subjects.
range 5 to 40 WPM, Aiwa >t
each piece. For example, on one side Speed
ready -no OEM.
of one slip would appear the word
ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS!
"and." On the opposite side would I h lnetruetograph Code Teacher
literally takes the place of an per
appear the following:
instructor and
enables anyone
to learn and master
further
tatene. ThOoande
Dit -Dah
perators
have acquired the code' with theof ucceearul
System.
't'il'e today ror convenient rental Instructograph
and purchase plans.
Dah -Dit
Dah- Dit -Dit
INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
For the remaining forty -five minutes of the period, have your assistant 4711 SHERIDAN ROAD, CHICAGO 40. ILLINOIS
read over the combinations aloud. He
should read each group in a single
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES IN
breath, with a slight pause after each 1.1
RADIO and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
combination that makes up a single
letter. You should write down each ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING wiáé éeMricéa 9elét
yourself at Low Cost, for secure
future. Modern
letter as he says it, and then you Prepare
course. So eimpllaed anyone can understand
quickly.
ana cosine in radlp,
ENGINEERING r,,rtra
should say aloud the complete word RADIO
public
rreal vacuum
work. Trains you to be gene needed
vacuumecau
tube technIclal.
Servicemen geeing badly. Diploma on
you have copied so that he can check completion.
Many graduates earning big Day.
u
ta
you.
WRITE ë
g f a
,,di $25 cpa;K
deferred payment plan, experimental kits. etc.
For the next evening add to this list about
Lincoln Engineering School, Box 931 -R1
Lincoln 3, Nob',
several common letter groups that you
have picked at random from English
words. For instance, the word "car- LINE VOLTAGE BOOSTER
ton" could be broken down with "car" Protect your equipment against low line voltage.
on one piece of paper and "ton" on Plug in the new VARIVOLTER and eliminate loss
power. Handles up to 1000 watts, 115 volts,
the other; or "caution" could be at
50.60 cycles. Complete in cabinet, ready to opbroken into "cau" and "tion." Mix erate, S19.95 F.O.B.
these in with the complete words so
GAMMA ELECTRIC COMPANY
that you will never be sure whether 1523 41sí Street
Brooklyn 18. N. Y.
"

Get your hat

...

follow the crowds to

Hallicrafters booth at the parts show. Get
the details on Hallicrafters advanced developments in high frequency, short wave
communications equipment. Hear all
about the Gatti -Hallicrafters spectacular
radio-equipped expedition to the Mountains of the Moon. This scientific safari,
based on Hallicrafters -built mobile radio
equipment, will spread the name and fame
of "the radio man's radio" around the
world. All the dope on this exciting adventure at Hallicrafters show headquarters.
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CLEAN ACCURATE
HOLES

cut in radio chassis
Greenlee Punches make this tough job

easy. No reaming, filing or tedious drilling. Tool has three parts: punch cuts
through chassis, die supports metal to
prevent distortion, cap screw is turned
with wrench to cut holes. Sizes for holes
a/4' to 3'/z'. Ask your radio supply or

electrical jobber or write for f"lder and
prices. Greenlee Tool Co.,1885 Columbia Ave., Rockford, Illinois.
WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER

S

-119

GREENLEE

\

CRYSTAL SELECTOR
Accommodates one to
twelve crystals permitting
Instant selection of any
one.

Designed to hold popular
type crystal.
One -hole mounting.

243

Sturdy construction gives
long life and simple design permits easy replacement of parts.
Can be purchased with
or without crystals.
PRICE
without
crystals ....

$4"

this sheet for suggested crystal

See

kits and kit price.

CRYSTAL SETS FOR "VFO"
OR CRYSTAL. SELECTOR
Sold only in kit form for "VFO" or Crystal

Selector
All crystals supplied on fundamental
frequencies from 3500 to 9000 KC

Twelve precision crystals for operation in
KIT A
"VFO" with output on 20 meters but frequencies spotted to fall consecutively 12 KC apart
on 10 meter band.

KIT

Twelve precision crystals to double to 20
meter phone band giving complete cover-

B

age of band

KIT

age of

KIT

D

in 8 KC steps.

Twelve precision

C

tively
40

meter

Twelve

apart

meter band.

KIT

E

12

crystals spaced consecuKC apart giving complete cover-

band.

precision crystals spaced
complete coverage

giving

12

of

KC
75

Your choice of any twelve crystals from
KC in amateur bands.

3500 to 9000

KIT PRICE

of kit when purchased
for Crystal Selector or "VFO"
Price

$1850

Send in your name for our moiling list.

RADIO EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS
312 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 15, California
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what you are copying should spell out
a complete word or not. Keep going
over this list until your errors are few
and far between, always urging your
assistant to speak the combinations
as rapidly as he can do so and still
keep proper spacing. Do not forget
to write everything down.
At the end of the second week you
are ready to graduate to your receiver
that can be used for code reception,
one that produces an audio note with
a c.w. signal, that is. Tune across one
of the ham bands -probably forty
meters would be best in the daytime,
eighty at night -until you find a station calling "dah -dit -dah -dit dah -dahdit -dah." Listen closely, and you will
find that he will repeat this several
times and then will send "de" or "v"
and will next sign his call. In all
likelihood, this will consist of the letter "W," then a numeral from 1
through 0, and finally a two -or three letter combination of letters. He will
repeat his call three or more times
and then will start calling "CQ" again.
This whole process will likely be repeated from three to six times before
lie finally sends "AR" or "K" and
starts listening across the band for
an answer. If you like, you can listen
with him. The station calling will
keep repeating his call for about a
half- minute or more and then will send
"de" and sign his own call several
times.
Try to get each call correctly the
first time you hear it. Spend two or
three evenings doing nothing but copying calls. They make good practice
because they include both letters and
numbers, because they are repeated,
and because each letter must be copied
for itself alone. There is no context
to help you. Next, try to find a station sending slowly and clearly and
try to copy him solid. Do not worry
about it if you miss a letter now and
then. Just leave it out and go right
on with the next letter. Keep at it,
making no attempt to read what you
are writing down until you finish.
When you do try to read it, do not forget that hams use many abbreviations. For instance, weather is "wx ";
signals, "sigs "; crystal, "xtal," etc.
In addition, try to copy W1AW
every night Monday through Friday
at 10:00 p.m., EST, on 3555, 7145,
14,150, and 28,060 kilocycles. The first
ten minutes of these transmissions are
sent at fifteen words per minute, the
next at twenty, etc. When you can
copy fifteen words a minute solid copy,
you are ready to take the examination.
This allows you a two- word -per -minute leeway for the excitement, strange
surroundings, etc., of the examination. Listen to W1AW whenever you
can, and spend the remaining part of
your hour and a quarter each evening
copying on the ham bands, being sure
to write everything down.
By this time you should find you are
having trouble in forgetting the code.
By that I mean that you will catch
y o u r s e l f unconsciously translating
signs and newspaper headlines into

FREE BOOK
SHOWS
G
IN

INDORSED
BY CHAMPIONS

i

For Amateur
m
or

sr

cial
Co Radio

Qualify at home, In spare time, by easy,
simplified system. You can learn code or gain
greater speed and skill in sending and receiving by the same system that has made
code champions and radio telegraph experts.
FREE ROOK OF FACTS explains Course. It's
absolutely free. Rush your name for it today.
CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
Dept.

2 -E,

P.

0. Box 828

Denver, Colo.

Heard on phone bands these days: "Sorry,
old man, an S9 plussity -plus is kicking you
all over the place. Can you move a few
kay -cees lower ?" The answer to that is:
"Sure can!" You will enjoy all the advantages of having "your spot" with crystal control, and yet dodge QRM if you buy three
PRs. Spot your main frequency
. get PR
Precision CRYSTALS, say 7 kcs. each side of
your spot. You can get PRs for the EXACT
.

.

FREQUENCY YOU WANT (INTEGRAL KILOCYCLE) WITHIN AMATEUR BANDS, AT NO
EXTRA COST. See your jobber! All PRs are

unconditionally guaranteed.- Petersen Radio
Company, Inc., 2800 West Broadway, Council
Bluffs, Iowa. (Telephone 2760).
10

20
40

Meters-PR Type Z -5
Meters -PR Type Z -3
and 80 Meters-PR Type

'PR

Z -2

$5.00
3.50
2.65

euéá2
CR4STALS
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-A REALLY HIGH- POWEREDRadio Engineering

NOW

Library

NOT!:
The Library comprises a selection
of hooka mulled from leading MeGraw.Hlll publication, in the radio

field.

especially selected by radio specialists of McGraw -Hill publications.
to give most complete, dependable coverage of
facts needed by all whose fields are grounded on
radio fundamentals.
available at a special price and on easy terms.
THESE books cover circuit phenomena, tube the
Cry, networks, measurements, and other subjects -give specialized treatments of all fields of
practical design and application. They are books
of recognized position in the literature -books you
will refer to and be referred to often.
If you

are a practical designer, researcher or engineer
in any field based on radio, you want these books
for the help they give in hundreds of problems
throughout the whole field of radio engineering.

VOLUMES, 3559 PAGES, 2558 ILLUSTRATIONS
I. Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF VACUUM
TUBES
2. Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING
5

3. Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
4. Hund's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
5.

Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK

to

days' examination. Easy terms. Special price under
this otter less than bilOke bought separately. Add toasts
standard work, to your library now pay small monthly
Installments, while you use the boofu.
10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION -SEND COUPON

McGRAW -HILL BOOK CO.
330 W. 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
Engineering Library, ay vole., for 10
send
examination on
till
few centea postage, and $4.00e
P
I. paid. or return books postpaid. (We pay postorders accompanied by remittance of first in
stallment.)
Send me Radio

$2.50

1126.50
age on

Name
Address

City and State
Company
RN-5-17

Position

Come to the Great
SHOPS OF

COYNE

101I

whereyou'Iearn by doing

RADIO
ELECTRONICS -TELEVISION

-in-

a Few Shea Week4

Prepare For A Good Job Now With
A Lifetime Future!
Trained Radio men needed now. Get Radio
training and be ready for a real future. Learn
on actual equipment at Coyne. Free employment
service to graduates. Many earn while learning. If you are short of money, ask about Student
Finance Plan. Now added Training In Electric
Refrigeration. We are also equipped to train
those who qualify under G. I. Bill. Men with
Physical Disabilities may qualify for training
at no cost to them for tuition and subsistence.
SEND COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS
B. W. COOKE. Director. Radio Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St.. Dept. 57 -1K, Chicago 12,11

Send Big Free Book; also details about Coyne PartTime Employment and Student Finance Plan.
D Physical Disability
Send G. I. Bulletin

NAME

AGE

ADDRESS

CITY
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STATE

"dit- dahs." That is good. It shows
the old subconscious is beginning to
work for you even when you are not
sitting at your receiver.
The beginning of the fourth week,
and not before, finds you ready to
practice sending. You should now
know how the code sounds when it is
sent right; so you will not be forming
a lot of poor sending habits that will
have to be broken. Rig up a code practice oscillator such as you have
seen described countless times in issues of RADIO NEWS. Buy a good key,
if you do not already have one, and
adjust it so that you have a medium
spring tension and a vertical movement of the knob of about one -sixteenth of an inch. Grasp it with the
thumb on the left, the index finger
partly on top and partly on the edge
farthest from you, and with the second finger partly on top and partly
on the right-hand side. Start sending
with a smooth wrist -motion. The
whole arm should not be pumped up
and down.
At first, practice sending separate
letters and numbers. Try to send each
letter as a smooth unit, with very
small spaces between the "dits" and
"dahs." Make the dots as short as
you can make them, and make the
dashes enough longer that they will
not be confused with dots, and no
longer. I am deliberately avoiding
telling you that a dash "is equal in
length to three dots," etc., for I do

not think this means anything except
in tape transmissions. For your purpose, the length of dots, dashes, letter
spaces, and word spaces should be
long enough to be correctly recognized
for what they are and no longer.
Devote fifteen minutes of each evening of the last few days to sending
practice, but keep devoting a full hour
to copying. If you want to spend more
time sending, do not send for more
than fifteen minutes at a stretch, or
you will find your muscles tightening
up on you making your sending erratic.
You have probably noticed that I
said at the beginning that you were
to devote an hour and a half each day
to this project, but I have been accounting for only an hour and a quarter. The other quarter of an hour is
to be devoted to learning the theory
and laws necessary for passing the examination.
You should have provided yourself
with a copy of "The Radio Amateur's
License Manual." This can be obtained from The American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Conn., for
a quarter, postpaid. In it will be found
every question that will be asked you
on the examination, together with the
proper answer.
Take a pair of scissors and cut the
sixty -eight questions in the Class B
portion from the manual together
with their answers. Glue each question on one side of a piece of paper
and the answer on the other. Study
each question carefully and the answer even more carefully, underlining

ORDER NOW
lighthouse Tubes, 2C40, Regular $12.50
. $
Special
Driver Transformer, uncased, Thermidor,
pp 6C5 or SUS to pp 616'.
.
Power Transformer 700 V.C.T. © 140 ma,
6.3 V. ®5 amp, 5 V. (4) 3 amp .
S
National ACN Dials
S
300 Ohm Amphenol Twin Lead,
per 100 ft..
. . . .
.
75 Ohm Amphenol Twin Lead,
per 100 ft.. . . .
.
.
.
. S
Kilowatt 75 Ohm Amphenol Twin Lead,

Volt, 26 Amp. Trans. (2G,000 V. ins.
uncased) Western Electric
Gang 410 Mmfd. Per Sect. Cond.
Excellent quality
2' PM Speaker (Bakelite Cased)
Used in Walkie Talkie
Signal Corps Telegraph Key
5

S

3

Jan 6 AK5 Tubes
.
i12 Solid Enamel Copperweld Antenna

$
S
S

3,93
1.93

4.30
3.00
2.90
2.00
7.20
3.93
2.93
1.93
1.10
1.95

Wire,

per 100 ft.

1.33

S

Send for Our Special Bulletin of
Government Surplus Items

DOW RADIO
Pasadena Phone- SYcamore
Los

3 -1196
Angeles Phone -RYan 16683

ATTENTION RECORDISTS
We tentatively offer for sale one complete recording set-up including new
Presto equipped rack, 2 new 16" tables
and such accessory equipment as needed
to operate a commercial recording and

transcription studio. All components
are of first quality, and the circuits extremely flexible. Upon receipt of your
bona fide inquiry, we will send a complete description of this equipment and
the price, which will be in the neighborhood of $2500.
Box No. 445 care of Radio News
Chicago 1. III.
185 N. Wabash Ave.

sup/24419

eue2
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For
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Radio Service Man
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Experimenter
Industrial

Write For Illustrated Price List

RABIREE'S
WHOLESALE R11010
DALLAS 2608

ROSS AVE.

-'

TEXAS

ROTA -BASE

NEW HANDY LAB. DIAL actually gives a "prong.'
picture
tube
turn the
ROTA-BASE
to the tube number desired on theply
instantly indiand complete correct connections are more
prong" diagram.
esgram.
more valuable
timed os the
cated
THAN
lost thumbing pages or on lengthy
etc.. to MORE THAN
Filament, grid, arete,
a
given. PRICE NOW ONLY
O
$
po0 aide
sent
are
postage. Order NOW,
money refunded if you are not delightfully pleased.

REED MFG. CO.

LoslAngeles 13. Calif.

WIRELESS PHONO OSCILLATOR

Transmits recordings from phono pickup or voice
from mike to radio without use of wires up to 500
ft. Neatly Designed. NO LICENSE REQUIRED.
Complete Bit, less tubes
$3.49
Above Kit assembled and tested
$4.49
12SA7, 35Z5
$1.49
A Kit of tubes.
Write for quantity discounta on amplifiers and
oscillators
Immediate delivery, 10% deposit with C.O.D.

J obber.:

CONSTANT ELECTRIC
112 Cornelia Street Dept. 10 Brooklyn 21, N.Y.

RADIO NEWS

in ink the important phrases, words,

etc.
Next, pick a question at random and
try to write out the answer. Compare
what you have written with the
printed answer. If there is any material difference, rewrite your answer.
Keep doing this right on through the
list of questions; then start over and
do it again. Keep right at it, no matter how well you think you know the
answers, right up to the time you
take the examination. It is very disheartening to pass the code examination and then to flunk out on the writ-

ten portion.
Let me stress the importance of
using the same language the manual
uses. Do not try to convert the
answers into your own words. Learn
them nearly word for word, as a
parrot would. The people who grade
the papers recognize the clear,
straightforward wording of the manual; they may not recognize the same
answer when it is cast in altogether
different phrasing. You cannot go
wrong in memorizing the wording of
the manual.
Which one of you will be the first to
get his license using this method ? It
can be you, you know. Good luck and
73!

Simple FM Converter
(Continued from page 50)

results in the middle range so that
generally the operation is good over
the entire band. The design of the LC
circuits in this unit is such that an
extremely wide band is passed. For
some sets a very slight adjustment
may be required to bring the signals
in at maximum efficiency. One capacitor should be tuned to the h.f. band
station the other for a station near the
same point in the low band.
In most metropolitan areas no new
antenna should be required. For the
best reception in the range 88 -108 mc.
a dipole antenna is recommended with
a length on either side of center at 30
inches. The new plastic covered parallel transmission line is best for lead in.

COMPARE!

LOOK!

VOLUME CONTROLS

CONDENSERS

volume control
with
switch and
1/2 MEG long shaft. ea....
59c

Tubular Paper (600 V. Test)

SPEAKERS

5"

.A
1

P

Alnico

6

61, P.

M.
6

All

Alnico

5

Magnet,
for 510.00

other sizes

saving

5

Magneta
for $7.00

in

$125

6 for $3.25
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and Tone Controls

stock,at money-

Universal MONEY KITS SAVING

VIBRATORS
Minimum order, 6

s' 39

100

Insulated Re-

1 & 2 Wall
Assorted Wire
ea
Wound resistors...
107
Minimum order, 6
50 Popular Assorted
SPARK Plug
Mica Condensers
SUPPRESSORS
7c
Assorted Tube
See our Catalog for full line of
Sockets
auto aerials.
20
Assorted Trimmers

OZ4 TUBES,

sistors, %,

$1.95

20

Phono Supplies

I .

F.'s 455 KC.

.

1.95

2.50
1.00

1.00
45c

Phono Motor & Turntable S 3.39
Crystal Pickup Arms
2.49
Webster No. 50 Changer
21.17
Ft. approx.) of wire
Webster No. 56 Changer
26.66
in assorted colors and
43.20 gauges, solid and stranded
Webster No. 70 Changer
Free $2.50 permanent needle with in 2 to 4 foot lengths,
99e
each changer
per pkg..

WIRE

400

.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Model 670 Superior Voltohmmeter
Model 905 McMurdo Silver "SPARX"
Signal Tracer
Model 900 Vomax
Model 450 Superior Tube Tester

$28.40
39.90

59.85
39.50

12 lb S

Per 100

.10

6.50
8.00

17

13.50

6.50
6.50
6.50

.08

.002
.005
.006

08
.08

.5

SUPPLIES

ea

.05.........s

.....

.25
.001

5,95

'less :witches,.

PRONG

Price

.05 ..

15 ASSORTED VOLUME

prices.

non -sync.

Mfg.
.02

AUTO RADIO
4

BUY!

.08

6.50

26

22.50

"Illinois" Elecholytics

Mtd.

VDC

10
100

25v

5

25v
50v

Price
.25
.66

.30

150v
150v
150v
150v

.38
.36
.38
.38
.40

8

45Ó

.38

Ì6

45Óv

.66

12

16

20
24

450v
450v
15v

20
40
100

80
.88
.49

"Illinois" Duals
150v

20-20
30-30
40-20
50-30

.86
.70

150v
150v
150v
450v
450v

.70

.76

.65

8-8
10-10
20- 20- 20....150v.

10%

lytic'

.70

.99

discount on all electroif purchased in lots of

or more. Mica Condensers,
all sires, 8c ea.
10

SURPLUS

$2e00

parts for repairmen. amateur.. and experigold n inc of pas
menters '.
. sockets. condensers, resistors.
transformers.
coils. hardware. wire. etc.. etc. An outstanding bargain
in usable parts! Send .72.00 cash, check or M.O. today!
(Pay small express charges on receipt)
A

Minimum Order, $3.00 -20% with order, Balance C.O.D.-WRITE FOR CATALOG
Randolph
AS 622

ELECTRONIC PARTS, Inc.

°#.

0

ós

pep

MULTIPLEX

ERRATUM

The secondary of the discriminator transformers shown in Figs. 2 and 3, page 55,
and Fig. 4, page 150, in the March issue

should have been shown as a tuned circuit.
trimmer tuning condenser should have
been shown across the outside terminals of
the secondary winding.
A

This is your instrument for all day, every day use.
The Multiplex Model 458 is a rugged, accurate, portable, bench-type V.O.M. built to high industrial
standards by one of America's pioneer makers of
test equipment.

Multiplex Features:
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All Popular Ranges
C...0- 5/10/50/100/500 /2000
Volts A. C...0- 12.5/25/125/250 /1250
0-1 /10 /100
Milliamperes D. C
0- 2.5/25/250
Milliamperes A. C
Volta D.

Big 5%e d'Arsona! movement meter. 1000 ohms
per volt. Multipliers accurate within 1%. Rotary
Ohms Full Scale 1000 /200,000/2,000,000
range selector. Copper oxide rectifier for A.C. range
Ohms Center Scale.... 50/2250/22,500
accuracy. Priced remarkably low for
an instrument of this quality -only .
NET
-5 to +55 Decibels
Output
See Your Jobber or Write for Bulletin 458

s26°°

.

CHICAGO INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENT CO.
219 West Chicago Avenue

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS
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EXCEPTIONAL
'0 VALUES 4*
DETROLA

AUTO-

MATIC
RECORD

MAGNETIC Wire Recorders, 4 lb. pocket model.
P.O. Box 363, Hoboken, N. J.
2000 VA SOLA Voltage Regulators. 95- 125/190250v, 50/60 cycles input ; 115v @ 17.4a output.
Tested and in excellent condition. $39.50 FOB.

McMurray Electric, Grapevine, Texas.
POWER supplies and short wave equipment. Write
for bulletins. Spectra Products, 17 E. 42nd St.,
New York 17, N. Y.
ATTENTION Canadian Radio Amateurs. Just released, new complete transmitter and receiving
set for $89.50. Made in Canada, No. 19, Mark
II by RCA lend lease Russia, complete ready to
operate. Order now, no duty to pay, FOB Chicoutimi. R. Fong, Box 309, Chicoutimi, Que.
RECEIVER Schematics BC 224 -F, K, H ; 312 -N,
XX ; 314 G ; 342 -N 344 -D ; 348 -E. J, K, L, M,
N, P, Q, R. 75c each. Box 525, Sta. A, Champaign, Illinois.
SERVICEMEN, amateur special, RG59 /U, 72ohm
coaxial cable, $.07 per foot. The SCR522, with
A.C. power supply, 2 -meter band -spread coverage,
single RF -Osc. control, other improvements, complete in deluxe metal cabinet, write for information. Television kits, build your own, and a
complete line of amateur and servicemen parts.
Castle Radio Supply, W2JBM, 677 Euclid Ave.,
Brooklyn 8, N. Y.
COMPASS for beaming Antennas to Broadcast
Stations, determining fields for motor repairs.
etc. ; brass watch -type case, jeweled bearing,
automatic lock, luminous face, sturdy. Price,
$1.39 postpaid. Paramount Products, 67 -25 Juno
St., Forest Hills, New York.
PANADAPTOR for $85.00, just about new. Write,
M. R. Colliard, Santa Barbara School, Carpinteria, Calif.
ACETATE cellulose recording discs. Use on 33%
and 78 R.I'.M. machines.
30 and 60 minute recordings 25c each. 13 inch discs. Irving J.
Halperin, 102 St. Marys St., Boston, Mass.
SPEAKER Cones and voice Coils, any size.
Wholesale Radio & Elec. Service, Orangeburg,
:

;

CHANGER

Plays 10 and 12-inch records. Enjoy almost
30 minutes of uninterrupted music. 114,79
P
Special Low Price

SPEAKER BUYS
4' Alnico 5 Magnet
5' Alnico 5 Magnet
6' Alnico 5 Magnet
8' Alnico 5 Magnet

$1.40
1.55
2.35
4.15
6.25
8.95

BY Alnico 3 Magnet

12' Alnico

5

Magnet

10% off in lots of 12.

2 TUBE PHONO OSCILLATOR
Complete with

tubes. 35z5,
12SK7. Use
with record

Complete
All Wired

player or carbon
mike and tune
in on any radio
Range up to 100
feet.

...

e5.95

90 MIL POWER TRANSFORMERS
600 Volts 6.3V and 5V Filament trans-

$2.95
formers
50 Assorted Knobs, Push on. screw, etc 2.65
.75
switch
volume
controls
with
Meg
3á
10% off in lots of 12.

HAZELTON
INSTRUMENT CO.
MODEL 100
Pocket Multimeter 2'
Movement, 1000 ohms

PV, A.C. Volts 0 -15, 150,
1500; D.C. Volts 0 -15,
150, 300, 1500; Ohms 03000, 300,000; Mils 0 -1.5,

$13.95

150
100
100
1

Mica Condenser Kit
Insulated Resistor Kit in
and 2 Watts

3'a,

X,

$2.95

20-20, 150 VDC
30 -20, 150 VDC
40 -30, 150 VDC

1.95
.55
.63

50 -30, 150 VDC

.70
.75

Electrolytics 10% off In lots of 12
25% with order, balance C.O.D. InAll

clude postage, excess returned.

TEL -RAD ELECTRONICS CO.
140 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

Barclay 7 -4239

Rate 20c per .vord. Minimum 10 words.

RADIO ENGINEERING
RADIO Engineering Broadcasting,

Aviation and
Police Radio, Servicing, Marine Operating and
Electronics taught thoroughly. Expenses low.
Write for catalog. Valparaiso Technical Institute,
Dept. N, Valparaiso, Ind.

FOR SALE
SERVICEMEN : After years of using cigar boxes,
etc., have developed in my shop an entirely new
Record Changer and Radio Chassis Repair Stand.
Can be used on all changers and receivers. Made
Price, $3.50
of steel and semi -steel castings.
postpaid. Radio Repair Service, 252 Grant Ave.,
Jersey City 5, N. J.
Aleo
SURPLUS radio bargains, tree bulletin.
Electronic Lab., Box 214, Lawrence, Mass.
Rotacut,
Special
deal
-sample.
POWER Mowers.
M -2063, Ex. Springs, Mo.

182

S. C.

Plenty husky for any beam a Ham
can dream up! Navy SO -1 Radar type. Beautifully
built. Automatic lock -in. Instantaneous reversing.
No overawing. Demountable reflector, waveguide
nozzle. $59.50 f.o.b. N.Y. new in original heavy
crates. Shipping weight 490 lbs. (stripped for
Ham use 150). 110v 60 cycle operation using your
parts, or our kit with tapped transformer (permitting 1 -2 rpm.), seleniums, condensers, instructions, $19.50. Further details, photograph, 25
cents. Electronicraft, Inc., 5 Waverly Place,
ROTATORS

WANTED
IIIDER manuals, give details.
G. J. Abbott,
Georgetown, Ill.
TYPE BC 610 Transmitters with tubes and accessories, new or used. Box 446, % Radio News.
WIRE Recorders, complete or parts. Give details.
Chas. Reich, 415 Walnut, Knoxville, Tenn.
SUB -CONTRACT work on sub -assembly of radio

and electronic equipment. Kendall and Kauffman,
23 Woodland Ave., Takoma Park, Md.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
CORRESPONDENCE Courses and self- Instruction
books. slightly used. Sold. Rented. Exchanged.
All subjects. Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid
for used courses. Complete information and 100page illustrated bargain catalog FREE! Write
Nelson Company, Dept. 59. Chicago 5, Ill.
AMATEUR radio licenses. Complete code and
theory preparation for passing amateur radio examinations. Home study and resident courses.
American Radio Institute, 101 \Vest 63rd Street.
New York City.
USED Correspondence Courses and Educational
Books sold or rented. Inexpensive. Money -back
guarantee. Write for Free Catalog listing 4000
bargains.
(Courses Bought.)
Lee Mountain,
Pisgah. Ala.

-

-

PATENT ATTORNEYS
PATENTS-U.S. and Foreign Patents Secured.
Trade -marks and Copyrights registered. Searches
made to determine Patentability and Validity.
Patent, Trade -mark and Unfair Competition
Causes, Lancaster, Allwine & Rommel, Registered
Patent Attorneys, Suite 414, 815 15th St., N.W.,
Washington 5, D. C.

HELP WANTED

!

Tuckahoe i, N. Y.
MOTOR Alternators. Built by a leading manufacturer to rigid specifications of the U.S. Navy
for fire control use. Input: 115 volts D.C. at 14
amps. 3600 rpm. Output : 120 volts A.C. 60 cycles
at 10.2 amps. or 1000 watts continuous duty.
Splasliproof. Fully covered. Centrifugal starter.
Brand new in original boxes including spare parts
kit. Shipping weight 290 lbs. Net weight 260
lbs. Price f.o.b. N. Y. $87.50. Electronicraft, Inc.,
5 Waverly Place, Tuckahoe 7, N. Y.
LOWEST Prices. Radio Tubes, parts. Bargain
lists 3c. Potter. 1314 McGee, Kansas City 6, Mo.
RADIO Tubes-Dealers, order your needs -be surprised at prices. Address Radio Tubes. Box 108,
Elizabeth City, N. C.
SELENIUM Rectifiers, full wave, % ampere, $1.85 ;
Half. wave 5 amperes, $4.50 ;
1 ampere, $2.50.
2.2 amperes, $2.25 ; 1.5 ampere, $1.85. Bulletin.
Burma Radio, Route 5. Grand Rapids, Mich.
No
RCA Television Chassis and Power Supply.
tubes or harness, $90. Meissner Signal Calibrator
9 -1006, $65. Alexander Radio & Elec-

Mod. No.

trical Shop, Roy Alexander, Jr., Montezuma, Iowa.
FREE wholesale bulletin, Tubes, parts. Bargain
prices. Henshaw Radio Supply, 3313 Delavan,
Kansas City, Kansas.
FRESH mailing lists. Trial 1000 radio-servicemen-dealers $10.00 ; 600 radio, equip. mfrs. $8.00;
55 radio amplifiers mfrs. $3.00; 49 radio tube
mfrs. $3.00. House of Butte, 60 E. 42nd St., New
York 17, N. Y.

"RECEIVER Alignment without instruments," 10c.
Superheterodynes, TRFs. Electronic Publications,
166 N. Sierra Bonita Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
FIFTY Dials, nameplates, swltchplates (paper),
10e. Professional appearance. Electronic Publications, 166 N. Sierra Bonita Ave., Pasadena,
Calif.
SIGNAL Generator. $5.00. All bands, two tubes.
110 volts. Diagram 25c. Electronic Publications,
166 N. Sierra Bonita Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
REPAIRMEN, hams, students! Get needed radio electronics books by mail. All latest titles.
Postcard brings free illustrated catalog N5. D. B.
Nephews Publishing Co., 300 Pacific Street, Brooklyn 2, N. Y.
24 -28 VOLT Transformers to convert ART -13
transmitter or operate other equipment from 115
V.A.C. 250 watts, fully shielded, $14.50. J.
Reidel, W2CRB, 1523 41 St., Brooklyn 18, N. Y.

OPENINGS :
Instructors, Telegraphers ; first
'phone operators for AM, FM, TV Stations. RRR.
Employment Bureau, Box 913, Philadelphia.

SITUATIONS WANTED
AVAILABLE : Veterans trained in Sound Recording, Laboratory and Transmission Engineering.
Experienced in the following measurements : Inter modulation, Distortion, Gain /Frequency, Square
Wave. Write, H. M. Tremaine, 1655 N. Cherokee,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS
SPEAKERS recoiled by factory trained experts.
Cones guaranteed. 3, 4, 5 inch, $2.15 ; 6 inch,
$2.70 ; 7, 8 inch, $3.15 ; 10 inch, $4.25 up 12
inch, 14 inch, $4.75 up. Niles Radio Co., 50514th Ave., Denver, Colo.
RADIO Listeners! "Don't blow your top!" Plug
Earsaver remote volume control into your radio ;
from anywhere in room, fade down loud music,
singing commercials, etc. Only $4.95 with 15 -ft.
cord. Circular free. Earsaver, 724 E. Elmwood,
Dept. 3, Burbank, Calif.
SPEAKER Gauges
Immediate repair for 90%
of all dragging voice coils. Ten machined forms
Instructions in packaged
to straighten coils.
unit. $3.50 complete postpaid. Speaker Service
Co., 1038 S. 32nd St., Omaha 5, Nebr.
ELECTRICAL Instruments. All makes and models repaired. Correspondence invited. Haledon
Elect. Instrument Co., 319 Belmont Ave. (Hale ;

:

don), Paterson 2, N.

J.

-

RADIOMEN, servicemen, beginners
make more
money, easily, quickly. Methods pulled near
$1000 monthly. We show you how. Write Merit,
216 -32 132nd Ave., Springfield Gardens 13, New
York, N. Y.
BUILD radio, phonograph, or combination, complete kits. Catalog. Radion, 6922B 21st Ave.,
Brooklyn 4, N. Y.
WHOLESALE radio service : Send us radio prepaid, we repair and ship C.O.D. Also auto radios
repaired. Reasonable rates, fast service. Your
Radio Doctor, 397 Melrose St., Brooklyn 6, N. Y.
RADIO men -Lowest prices in America. Big stock.
Write for latest catalogue. McGee Radio, 1330
Broadway, Denver, Colo.
WHOLESALE Radio Service at reasonable rates,
quick service, no job too big. Write for full information. Elkins Radio, Elkins, W. Va.
RAILWAY telegraphy. Be a railroad telegrapher.
Operators are in great demand. Salaries from
$3,200 up. For information write to Bell Telegraph Ry. Institute, 10 Parker Ave., Suite 9, San
Francisco 18, Calif.
CUSTOM Built Equipment for less than "factory built" prices! How ? Write Custom Equipment
Laboratories, Box 623, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
:

RADIO NEWS

Dial Belt Kits
Ruf -Koat
Hell Box

Wire Stripper Kit

Its

G -C SERVICEMEN'S
DIAL BELT KITS
Fine woven replacements for all sets. Easy
to install. Supplied in kits of various quantities with steel box. No. G -25 -Kit of 25

$6.0

List

belts

Signal Generator

I'll Train

(Continued front page 59)
of a fine pointer on a nine -inch, three -

color dial face which is illuminated
by two hooded pilot lights. An enlarged view of the dial and vernier
drive are shown in Fig. 6.
This signal generator has been de-

You Quickly

-at

Home

-in Your Spare Time

-to

Make

More Money

in the Fastest Growing

Industry in the World!

G -C WIRE
STRIPPER KIT
Handy. complete7
with stripper and
different size blades
"a
in steel box. Strips
wire Na. 8 to No.
30. No. 733K- standard kit .List $15.00

Ghirardi's

G -C HELL

BOX

Assortment

Famous RADIO

of

thousands of

radio parts you t` .
use every day. ®
in steel box
(screws, washers, nuts, etc.). No. 6500
List $4.50

dS7-e

PHYSICS COURSE

-

®G-C RUF-KOAT
Only wrinkle finish that will
air dry. Baking not required.
Easy to use, gives professional wrinkle
List 45e
finish. No. 60 -2-4's pt.
At leading jobbers.
WRITE FOR CATALOG.
See our exhibit-Booth No. 96 -Radio

Parts Show-May 13 -16, Chicago.
RADIO DIVISION DEPT. H

GENERALCEMENT

Mfg.

(o., Rockford,

Manufacturers of over 3,000 products
Sales offices in principal ciller_

__....

OTTER'S
ARGAINS

P
B
We

still have

an.d

signed and constructed to provide accurate signals for radio servicing without the use of elaborate or involved
procedures in setting up the instru-

IS

v~vv-rW
FOR BEGINNERS
No Previous Experience Needed

Send coupon today! Examine Ghirardi's big. 972 -page
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE for Eve full days. See how
this one giant book at ONLY $5 can give you complete.
basic training to pave the way for a brilliant future in
Television, Radio, Frequency Modulation, Facsimile,
Broadcasting, Communication, Servicing, Industrial
Electronics, etc. Prove to yourself that training doesn't
need to be expensive to be really good!

have ever seen!

LEARN FAST!
LEARN RIGHT!

as fast as you can read!
You'll be pleasantly surprised how RADIO PHYSICS COURSE helps you
master subjects that other
courses make seem very complicated. Starting with Basic
Electricity
over 300 pages
takes you through the
entire Radio- Electronics field
Everything is made crystal
clear. Nothing is omitted or
condensed. You buy it for
only 35 complete -ON OUR
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. You progress as fast as
spare reading time permits
Many students have completed it in a few weeks. 972
page,. 508 illustrations and
856 self -teat review questions
make study doubly easy. Rush
coupon. You cannot lose

74
with holders

-it

3,500 to 4,000 KC. Specify frequency to nearest 10 KC., and first
and second choice. Large holders.
OUR NEW LOW PRICED CRYSTALS
80 Meters, Your frequency within 10
KC.

Meters, Your frequency within

$0.74

10

RC.
20

Meters, 3rd Harmonic Oscillators

1816 -1856 RC. for F.M

.79
1.49
.79

The new crystals are in holders. All are
made to your order. Please allow 10 days

for delivery.

Crystal Finishing Kit
Consists of the following:
blanks to he ground to 80 meters.
blanks to be ground to 40 meters.
crystal holders for above.
grades of lapping compound.
Instructions for finishing.
2
2
2
2

SPECIAL 79c
Rough Blank Kit No. 1, 12 rough blanks.
well assorted as to thickness so as to finish
to various frequencies. Special
79c
10 assorted crystal holders. Thousands sold
and still going strong. Only 99c. Postage
3 lbs. extra.

POTTER RADIO CO.
1312 -14 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo.

Olav. 19.17

N'T
RA BIE WRONG

Actually, this famous book has given more people their
start in Radio -Electronics than any other book or course
ever published. On an actual survey among 817 men
already in radio, 724 of them -9 OUT OF 10--answered
that Ghirardi's RADIO PHYSICS COURSE Is their
choice as the finest, easiest to
understand training on the
market-and far better than
any other book or course they

XTALS

40

!

36 BIG COURSES
IN ONE!

9 OUT OF 10

Meter

80

complete
only
it
complete

Fig. 5. Actual 400 cycle modulated waveform from signal generator described.
This trace was taken after signal passed
through the r.f. and audio stages of a
commercial receiver. Buffer stage modulation is approximately 45%. A pure
sine wave is a factor in checking over -all
distortion taking place in r.f., converter,

detector, and audio systems of receivers.

U.S.A.

III.,

costs you

Fig. 6. Close -up view of vernier and
"Micromaster " tuning dial of the signal
generator shown in Fig. 1. Calibration
reference points of from 0.100 available
on the geared vernier provide a precision factor for aligning FM and TV sets.

ment. It may be easily adapted to all
types of receiver servicing including
FM, television, and AM receivers.
30

ANSWERS TO RADIO QUIZ

(see page 175)
1. (a)
2. (c)

3. (d)
4. (a)

5. (b)
6. (c)

7. (b)
8. (d)

9. (a)
10. (c)

-

I

MAIL ORDER -Rush Coupon

I

I

Dept. RN -57 Murray Hill Book., Inc.,
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
find 65 (55.50 foreign) for Ghirardi's 572I PageEnclosed
send
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE book; or
C.O.D. for 55 plus postage (no foreign C.O.D.'s). In
either event, if not satisfied, it is understood I may re1 turn book in 5 days for complete refund of my money

I

I Name

I

I

I

Address

City

ä

Zone

I

State

I

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
183

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS

RADIO PARTS
SOUND SYSTEMS

Advertiser
Abell Distributing Company, The

Page
108, 170
160, 178
154

Adson Radio Co.
Aerco Sales Company
Air King Radio

17
31

Alliance Manufacturing Company

Allied Radio Corp.

Radolek's big Free Profit
Guide Catalog and Profit
Bulletin supplements keep

.o
RADIO PARTS

you abreast of the
rapidly changing radio
situation.

Buying from

Radolek

means greater

values, better service

SOUND SYSTEMS

and more profits. Make

FREE

your buying

Radolek

CATALOG

headquarters.

Large Stocks
Fast Service

4

SEND TODAY!

Buying
Guide

:Zr

Name
Address .__ ........ -.

SAVE AT RADOLEK

Concord Radio Corp.
Constant Electric Company

Continental Corporation
Coyne Electrical School
Coyne Electrical School
Crabtree's Wholesale Radio

105
180
153
180
32, 114
180

-

Croname, Inc.

SC`t44Q 4

SOUND RECORDING

and TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING

Learn sound recording and transmission engineering techniques of
the professionals, as used in Motion
Picture, Broadcast, F -M, Television,
and Commercial Recording Studios.
A nine months practical engineering course, devoted exclusively to
the technique of sound recording
and transmission measurements.
Well equipped studios, profes-

sional recorders and circuit
laboratory containing latest model
test equipment installed for
student training. A portion. of
our laboratory is pictured above.
New classes admitted the first
School day of Jan., Apr., July, Oct.
Affiliated with the Don Martin School of Radio Arts

Approved for Veterans

Write for Literature

Daft 1 enZt

1655 Cherokee

184

Sound Department

SCHOOL

of RADIO

141

.

Ì

e Z.

RADOLEK CO.. Dept. B-126
E01 W. Randolph St.. Chicago 6. III.
Please send your FREE Profit Guide Catalog.

9

Almo Radio
174
American Phenolic Corporation
77
American Radio Institute
174
American Sales Company
156
American Television Laboratories, Inc.
89
American Television & Radio Co.
163
Amperex Electronic Corporation
18
Amplifier Corp. of America
164
Arco Electronics, Inc.
40
Arrow Sales, Inc.
92, 93
Ashe, Walter, Radio Co
165
Audel Publishers
122
Baltimore Technical Institute
148
Beard, G. F.
174
Bell Telephone Laboratories
35
Belltone Radio and Television Corp.
115
Best Vibrator Company
171
Bliley Electric Company
121
Bliss Electrical School
160
Bogen, David, Company, Inc.
157
Bonafide Radio & Electronics Co.
170
Brach, L. S., Manufacturing Company
173
Bradshaw Instruments
185
Bud Radio, Inc.
124
Buffalo Radio Supply
100, 101
Burlington Instrument Company
112
Burnell ä Company
150
Burstein -Applebee Company
88
Buyers Syndicate
162, 164
Candler System Co.
179
Cannon Electric Development Company
157
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
28
Centralab
13. 99
Chicago Industrial Instrument Co.
181
Chicago Transformer Co.
12
Chief Electronics
160
Christy Supply Company
128
Clarion Sound Engineering Co.
134
Clark Radio Equipment Corp.
177
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics
39
Clippard Instrument Lab., Inc.
142
Collins Radio Company
2nd Cover
Columbia Wire & Supply Co.
150
Commercial Radio
144
Communications Equipment Co.
97

ARTS

Hollywood 28, California

15

Davega Stores Corp.
131
Deer b Taylor Company
144
DeForest's Training, Inc.
19
Dow Radio Supply Company
180
Editors A Engineers
90, 91
Electro -Voice
26
Electronic Development Company
164
Electronic Manufacturing Co.
124
Electronics Measurements Corp.
104
Electronic Parts, Inc.
181
Electronic Technical Institute
165
Embry Riddle School of Aviation
160
Erie Supply Co.
173
Esse Radio Company
110, 111, 112

Fabricated Lightmetals
Fada Radio & Electric Co., IncFahnestock Electric Company, Inc.
Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.
Federated Purchaser, Inc.
Feiler Engineering Co.
Flanagan Radio Corp.
Friend's
G A E Equipment Supply Co.
G. & G. Genuine Majestic Radio Parts
Service
Gamma Electric Co.
Garrard Sales Corp.
General Cement Mfg. Co.
General Electric
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General Electronics Distributing Co.
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Greenlee Tool Co.
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Hallmark -Electronics Corp.
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25
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87
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Halperin. Irving J.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc., The
Harrison Radio
Harvey Radio Co., Inc.
Henry Radio Stores
Herbach & Rademan Co.

Hershel Radio Co.
Hexacon Electric Co.
Highbridge Radio -Television & Appliance
Company
Hollywood Sound Institute
Hoodwin, Chas. Co.
Instructograph Company
International Resistance Company
Interstate Mfg. Co.
Intex Company
Jensen Manufacturing Company
.

Manufacturing Co.
Irving, & Associates
Kayline Distributing Co.
1.

F. D.

Joseph.

167
41
167
118
159
185
133
156

106
164
158

178
119
96
163
37
134
153

144

166
Kelvin Electronics
Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc.
140
Klein, Manuel
172
Lake Radio Sales Co
185
Legri S Company, Inc.
148
Le -Hi Electrical Company
176
Leonard Radio, Inc.
82
Leotone Radio Co.
135
Liberty Sales Co.
117
Lifetime Sound Equipment Co.
170
Lifsey Distributing Company
171
Lincoln Engineering School
178
Maedel Publishing House
126
Maguire Industries, Inc.
109
Mallory, P. R. & Co., Inc.
14, 3rd Cov ..r
Maritime Switchboard
152
Martin, Don, School of Radio Arts
171, 184
Melville Radio Institute....
139
Merit Coil & Transformer Corp.
20
Metropolitan Electronic A Instrument Co. .29, 138
Mid -America Co., Inc.
116
Miles Reproducer Co., Inc. .. ...
167
Milwaukee School of Engineering....
176
Murray Hill Books, Inc.
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McGee Radio Company
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McGraw -Hill Book Company
180
McMurdo Silver Company
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Nation Wide Radio Company
173
National Company, Inc.
10
National Radio Distributors
150
National Radio Institute
3
National Schools
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Newark Electric Company
76
Newark Surplus Materials Company
174

New Jersey Industrial Co.
New York Technical Institute of N. Y.
Niagara Radio Supply Company
Offenbach -Reimus

Ohmeyer Engineering
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Olson Radio Warehouse
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Pa -Kette Radio ....
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Philco Radio
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R -L Electronic Corporation
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Radio & Television Equipment Co.
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Radionic Equipment Co.
Radolek Company
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Rider, John F., Publisher, Inc.
S/C Laboratories, Inc.
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Sangamo Electric Co.
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Schuh A Harper
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175
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176
Senco Radio, Inc.
155
Shure Bros., Inc.
114
Sigmon's Radio Supply
174
Sound Products Company
103
Sprague Products Company
7
Radio
Sprayberry Academy of
136
Stahl, Michael, Inc.
98
Standard Parts Corp.
Standard Radio & Electronic Products Co. 147
43
Standard Transformer Corporation
168
Sterling Electronic Company
8
Stevens Walden, Inc.
34
Stromberg- Carlson Company
38
Sun Radio of Washington, D. C.
148
Superior Electric Company
135
Superior Instrument Co.
96
Supreme Instruments Corporation
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Supreme Publications
4th Cover
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
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RADIO KITS
FIVE -TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE KIT
Small Bakelite cabinet, size 9" x 5" x 6 ". complete parts (except wire and solder)
for the construction of a standard superheterodyne receiver using 50L6, 35Z5,
12SA7, 12SQ7. and 12SK7. All parts properly matched to chassis base.

SIX -TUBE. TWO -BAND SUPERHETERODYNE KIT
red), contains all parts (except wire and
solder) to construct a high grade 2 band superheterodyne receiver covering regular
In a solid color wood cabinet (green,

broadcast and short wave bands.
Tubes consisting of 2 -6SK7. 1 -6SQ7,

Contains the follow ing:
wood cabinet
1- Portable leatherette 12"covered
records.
large enough to take
1- 1111 -1211v 60 cycle phono motor.
1-Crystal pickup.
P.M. Speaker and output transformer.
1
tidies, but
1-Complete kit of parts including
excluding wire and solder to construct a 3tnbe amplifier using 1-50L6, 1 -35Z5, and

-5"

161

1- 125(17.

104
140
114
126
168
154
146

$2.95

Price

McGuire Twin Post Record Changer
Suitable for 10" or 12" records.

$12.95

Price

mike.

Price

$2.95

INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM

$14.95
Your Price
ALL PRICES ARE 6.O.B. NEW YORK CITY
Write for our new catalogue showing new test
equipment, tubes, and a large variety of new
replacement parts. We ship anywhere promptly.

NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

135 LIBERTY STREET

SENSATIONAL SELLERS!
LAKE

AMPLIFYING SYSTEMS
Excellent-

ly

-

d e -

g n ed

s i

.

compact
ampli fiers.
Ideal for
students.

professional enter-

tainers.

homes. fact o r i

e s.

schoo-ls.
Per-

COVERS THESE RANGES
A.C. VOLTAGE: I.10 -100- 500 -1000 Volts
D.C. VOLTAGE: 10 -100- 500 -1000 Volts.
A.C. CURRENT: .05-.15 .5 -1.5 5.15 Amperes
100 -1.000 Milliantps
D.C. CURRENT:
RESISTANCE: RXIO RXI00 RXI,000 Ohms
CAPACITANCE: .001-.1 .01 -I .1.10 Mid.
Available in Kit Form for Only SI 6.0$
Factory Assembled. Ready to Use. S23.50
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

etc.

for
voice.
musical
fect

air
ment

-IO-

a

and con-

mitact
crophones:
clear. rich

tone:heavy
plywood in

luxurious

INSTRUMENTS CO.

t

942 Kings Highway, Brooklyn 23, New York

eather

-

ettecove

d

r

streamlined portable cabinets.

As
Watts
16

No.
A18

THE LATEST IN RADIO
PARTS -EQUIPMENT- ELECTRICAL
DEVICES-brought to you in our

monthly bulletins. ABSOLUTELY
FREE! No obligation.
WRITE TO

A15

15

Al2

12
8
6

A 8
A 6
A 5

AC -DC

Model

5

...

8

listed below:
Inputs
4

3
2
3
2
2
3

List
$110.00
07.50
87.50
87.50
75.00
60.00
75.00

Your Cnst

$64.68
52.86
51.45
51.45
44.10
35.28
44.10

ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS
C

Revolutionizes the Industry!

AN EXCELLENT SELLER
11 Outstanding Features:
Completely JamPositive Intermix
proof
Service Adjustments Eliminated
Records Gently
Lowered on Spindle
Minimizes Record
-not dropped
Wear
Knob
Single
Control
Automatic Shut -off
on last record
Plays All Records
Pick -up arm may be grasped at any time
and changer will not be thrown out of
adjustment
Resonance -free ball bearing tone arm
Easily operated -any child can do it
Dimensions:
73/e" H.

13t3y, :' W

x

121Va" D

x

YOUR NET

HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC GUITAR

Beauti ful black plastic. trimmed with chrome.
23" scale. 41 octaves of playing range. List
$29.40
650.00. Your Cost
at Lake's Lower prices.
our catalog.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION

LAKE DELUXE CHANGER

No. I16A

All types of radio cabinets and parts are availabl

HERBACH & RADEMAN, INC.

May, 1947

as a

RADILI DEALERS SUPPLY CU.

range selection in I n I mizes test lead changes.
Three direct reading
capacity ranges.
for checking current
ranges
A.C.
current
Three
drain of electric motors and appliances.
All in One Rugged, Compact, Attractive Unit

DEPT.

PHONO OSCILLATOR
transmits recordings
for crystal pickup or voice front carbon mike to
radio without tires. Can also be used as an
intercommunication system using a P.M. speaker
Wireless ultoio oscillator

16

120
42
167
102
170

COMPLETE
SERVICE
INSTRUMENT
The model 10 RANGE
MASTER covers 22 ranges.
A unique system of

PA.

6.75

low priced two -way system for executives.
professionals and home use. Consists of a master and one remote. A highly efficient unit, easy
to install, and provides a rapid means of communication between two remote points. Its attractive but simple oak appealing cabinet will
suit any office installation.

3 -TUBE PHONO AMPLIFIER
Complete with tone and volume control.

BRADSHAW

522 MARKET ST., PHILA. 6,

1

A

$16.95

Price complete

161
21
147

A

BRADSHAW

-25Z6, and 25L6 included.

$

PORTABLE ELECTRIC PHONO KIT

MODEL 10

1

1

Price

RANGEMASTER
BY

$10.45

Price, less tubes

149
168
182
158
139
176
158
175
140
107

Telectron Company, The
Tel -Rad Electronics
Telectronics Service & Supply
Thor Electronics
Tradio, Inc.
Transvision, Inc.
Tri -State College
Trutone Products Company
Tyler Commercial College
U. S. Radio Supply
Ungar Electric Tools, Inc.
Universal Instrument
Universal Radio Supply Company
University Loudspeakers, Inc.
Valparaiso Technical Institute
Variety Electric Company
Vision Research
Ward Leonard
Ward Products Corporation
Weber Radio Labs
Webster Electric Company
Weller Manufacturing Company
Wells Sales, Inc.
Western Radio Communications Institute
World Radio Laboratories, Inc.
Wright, Inc.

g.

A large stock is listed

SERVICEMEN-RETAILERS

in

illustrated 16 -page catalog se -11e.
ailing list!
It's r free. Get on
Write for our Special Catalog on Microphones.
Amplifiers and Sound Equipment)

Write for

o

3

Lake Radio Sales Co.
615 W. Randolph Street
DEPT. A

Chicago 6, Ille
185

1T.

break down the composite diagrams
of hundreds of complicated multi band receivers into individual schematics of each circuit as it exists
with each turn of the wave band or
equipment switch.
Also with each copy of Volume
XV is included the 150 page "How
It Works" book, a practical guide
to the theory of operation of the
new technical features in the latest
receivers. These exclusives are but
two of the many important features
in Volume XV, which also includes
all popular "Ham" communication receivers, Scott receivers, Magnavox RA combinations and record
player combinations.
RIDER MANUALS provide a
systematic, compact, indexed data
service, always in order, always
ready with the information you
must have for efficient, time -saving, profitable servicing. Year

The Radio Clink, with two stores
on Broadway in New York City,
has long been recognized for the
high efficiency of its radio servicing department. Like other successful operators, Radio Clinic has
always depended upon the auin RIDER MANUALS to diagnose the troubles in

thoritative data

ailing American

made receivers
issued from 1930 to 1947. Also
like thousands of others, Radio
is

-

still benefiting from

RIDER MANUAL Volume I,
17 years ago!

bought

From no other single source

is

information available. In no
other way can you have at your
fingertips the facts you need to
locate troubles in any and all
receivers that come to your bench;
receiver schematics, voltage data,
such

after year,

after year, RIDER
MANUALS keep pouring out profits for servicemen.
In spite of greatly expanded
production, demand for RIDER

resistance values, chassis layouts
and wiring, and trimmer connections.
Volume XV, covering sets issued
during 1946, includes the exclusive
Rider "clarified- schematics" which

JOHN

SIGN OF SUCCESSFUL SERVICING

Clinic has all fifteen RIDER MANUALS

Radio

Clinic

A

F.

MANUALS still exceeds supply.
Place your order today.

RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.

404 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
Export Division, Rocke International Corp,

13

E.

40th St., New York City. Coble ARAB

VOLUME

XV-

JUST OUT!

2000 pages, plus 150 page "How It Works" Book
$18.00 complete
15.00
Volumes XIV to VII (each volume)
Volume VI
Abridged Manuals I to V (one volume(_
Record Changers and Recorders

11.00
17.50
9.00

OTHER RIDER BOOKS
Inside the Vacuum Tube
Solid concept of theory
and operation
$4.50
Understanding Microwaves
Provides foundation for
6.00
.
understanding
Radar
Entertaining, revealing,
1.00
in lay language
The Cathode Ray Tube
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

at Work

Accepted authority on
subject

Frequency Modulation
Gives principles of FM
radio
Servicing by Signal
Tracing
Basic method of rodio
servicing
The Meter at Work
An elementary text on
meters
The Oscillator at Work
How to use, test and

repair

4 00

2 00

4 00

2 00

2 50

Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
Both theory and practice $2.50
Automatic Frequency
Control Systems
-also automatic tuning
systems

1

75

A -C Calculation Charts
Two to five times as fast
7.50
as slide rule
.
Hour -A- Day -with -Rider
Series
On "Alternating Currents
in Radio- Receivers"
On "Resonance &
.

.

.

-

Alignment"
On "Automatic Volume
Control"
On "D -C Voltage
Distribution"
$1.25 each

This new Rider Book,
soon to be announced,
will be of lasting use
fulness to everyone interested in any phase

of radio.

MANUALS
RIDER
SERVICING
MEAN
SUCCESSFUL

186
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APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS
A section of the huge Indianapolis warehouse,
from which thousands of Mallory Approved
Precision Products are distributed yearly to
all parts of the country.

mean Premium Quality,
De endable Performance

When you buy and install a Mallory part, you know that you won't have service kickbacks. For fifteen years, experience has proved that Mallory means premium quality
that Mallory performance is something you can depend upon. Yet Mallory Approved
Precision Products cost you no more.

-

What's more, these Mallory products are unusually complete. There are no gaps in the
lines of vibrators, capacitors, replacement controls. They're easy to order and quickly
available, since Mallory distributors are conveniently located.
Then, too, Mallory distributors are especially selected for their ability and desire to serve
detailed inforyou. You'll find them equipped to give you prompt, efficient service
problems
of manspecial assistance on
mation on prices, parts and catalog numbers
agement, sales and advertising.

...

...

No matter how you look at the service picture, it's true today, as it has always been, that
you expect more and get more from Mallory.
See You at the Radio Parts Show in Chicago -Booth 106

misargnametommiAmr

P. R.

MALLORY & Ca. Inc.

MALLORY

VIBRATORS

...

... VIBRAPACKS'...

...

...

... VOLUME

CAPACITORS

RESISTORS
SWITCHES
RECTIFIERS ... POWER SUPPLIES.

CONTROLS

.

*Reg. U.

FILTERS

S.

Pat. Off.

APPROVED PRECI, IONPRODU .CTS,.
P. R.

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

N O W SYLVANIA TRANSMITT'"

TUBES

A SYLVANIA FIRST

-

THE ELECTRONIC

GRAPHITE ANODE 3D24

graphite anode 3D24
for amateur transmitters.

The electronic

is

ideal

Lock -In construction is especially desirable
in mobile service.

Sylvania quality is now available in transmitting
tubes too! First of this new Sylvania line, the 3D24a four -element amplifier and oscillator with 45 watt
anode dissipation- features an electronic graphite
anode. This outstanding development allows high
plate dissipation for a small area ... maintains constant interelectrode relationship and uniform anode
characteristics.
The 3D24 may be used at full input up to 125 Mcmaximum permissible frequency will be announced
later upon completion of tests.
Other features of the 3D24 : a top cap which provides a short path, greater cooling by radiation and
convection. Thoriated tungsten filament. Vertical
bar grids. Low interelectrode capacity ... no neutralizing needed with proper circuit arrangement. Hard
glass envelope. And the famous Lock-In base!

product of the Electronics Division
Direct inquiries to
Radio Tube Division, Emporium, Pa.

A

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC
RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES:
OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES;
FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, WIRING DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS

MAKERS

Rugged construction fits the requirements of

marine radio.

